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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

TWENTY-FIRST DAY

Toront o , Ontari o

,

March 15, 1945.

SPEAKER: Honourable William J. Stewart, C.B»E.

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers

.

MR. SPEAICEaR: Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

Motions,

Introduction of bills.

HON. WESLEY G. THOMPSON (Minister of Lands and

Forests): Llr. Speaker, I move, seconded by .'Mr. Daley,

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An

Act to amend the Forest Fires Prevention Act," and that

the same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

LIE. GARFIELD ANDERSON (Fort William): Would the

hon. Minister explain?

MR. THOMPSON: Llr, Speaker, the purpose of this

bill is to bring up to date the Forest Fires Prevention

Act. The Act is amended to remove conflicts and clear

some technical details. There Is no change in the

principle involved. The Act is brought into line with

modern fire protection.

HON. CHARLES DALEY ^Minister of Labour): Ito.
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Speaker, I move, seconded by Ivir. Thompson, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the

Factory, Shop and Office Building Act," and that same be

nour read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

UR. iiBTHUR '.7ILLIi\lvS (Ontario): Would the hon.

Minister give a word of explanation?

MR. DALEY: Yes. In explanation, Mr. Speaker, it

is just a bill to rectify a condition. In the passing

of the Liquor Authorities Control Act last year there were

restrictions to certain standard hotels \mder the early
to

closing, and this is/remove the restrictions placed on them

by early closing.

HON. LESLIE E. BlACxiWELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, in the absence of the hon. the Minister of High-

ways, I move, seconded by Mr, Frost, that leave be given

to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the Public

Vehicles Act," and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

L'lR. ROBERT D. THORNBERRY (Hamilton Goritre):

7/ould the hon. Minister please explain?

MR. BLACJC^JELL: .This is to clarify a provision of the

Act with regard to the issuance of bonds and Insurance

policies with regard to public vehicles, and brings the

statuatory provisions in line with the practice that the

Department feels is desirable.

La*. Speaker, in the absence of the hon. the Minister

of Highways, I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to* amend the

Commercial Vehicles Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to and bill re fid a first time.
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MR. JOHN H. COOK (Waterloo North): Would the hon.

the Attorney General (Mr. Blackwell) give an explanation?

I^IR. BLAC1G(7ELL: lur. Speaker, the same explanation

as I made to the bill which I just introduced applies to

this one.

ME. SPEAICER: Further orders.

Before the Orders of the Day, I have granted the

privilege to several hon. members to rise.

MR, JOSEPHS. SALSBERG (St. Andrew): Mr. Spealcer,

I rise oh a point of privilege.

The Globe and Mail" of Saturday, March 3, 1945,

devoted its leading editorial to a statement which I made

in this House regarding the mounting crisis in labour re-

lations in Ontario, v/hich calls for the strengthening of

the labour relations' laws in the Dominion and in the prov-

ince of Ontario.

In that editorial J and others are accused of being

"in the business of stirring unrest by hurling wild accusa-

tions hither and yon, always hiding behind the bush of

value generalities." The CCF are called "accomplished

accusers",

I wish to unhesitatingly refute this unwarranted

charge of the "Globe and Mail". It is common knowledge in

the labour movement, and it is undoubtedly known to Govern-

ment departments dealing with labour problems, that the

Labour Progressive Party and its followers adhere to a no-

strike policy. Furtherijiore, we do not charge all employ-

ers with follpwing a reactionary, strike-provoking labour

policy.

In a radio speech which I delivered recently,

which was reproduced over local stations in four Ontario

communities, and which was also printed in l pamphlet form,
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I stated, when referring to Federal Collective Bargaining

Regulation, P.C. 1003, as follows:

"Many employers did abide by the new regula-
tions. A number of critical industrial crises
were peacefully solved as a result of P.p. 1003."

But I did say, further, in that speech, that

"Undemocratic and provocative firms refused, under
one pretext or another, to conclude Selective
Bargaining agreements and to recognize the
Trade Union of their workers. Obstructionism was
elevated into a science, and every legal trick
was employed to violate the spirit of the Act
and to prevent the attainment of improved labour
relations."

But "The Globe and Mail" editorial further states

as followsi and I quote from "The Globe and Mail":

"Ur» Salsberg did not limit himself to lameiiting
.. the unenlightened attitude of this minority.

He accused it of actions which, if true, have
serious implications for every employer, every
worker, and, indeed, every citizen of the prov-
ince and every customer beyond. That seme
employers should deliberately set out to promote
strife and destroy the effectiveness of labour

.- ' legislation, v/hich means create a condition of
industrial anarchy, is not to be tolerated,

"On the face of things, the Labour- progressive
member must be held to his charges. He should
name names and give facts, so that a full and
open investigation of his charges can be held."

And the editorial ends as follows:

"If lir, Salsberg has a less partisan basis for
his latest charges, he will speak out. He
either knows the facts or he does not. If he
does, he will say so. If he does not, then he
is guilty of v/orse than he charges."

Mr, Speaker, I agree with the "Globe and Mall"

editorial, that the existence of conditions to vshich I

referred "is not to be tolerated." I am, therefore,

listing a few, but only a few of a much larger list,

of examples to prove my charges, I sincerely hope that

the "Globe and Mail" and other newspapers will, as proof

of the existence of a free press, and as a service to'

the country, reproduce my charges in which I, in response
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to the "Globe's" request, "name names and give facts".

Name and Fact No. 1: - Ford Motor Company of

Canada.

The experience of approximately 900 office workers

employed by the Ford Motor Company in the Windsor area,

the majority of whom joined the United Auto Workers* Union,

and who tried to achieve democratic collective bargaining,

is an outstanding example of the kind of blind provocative

opposition vsftiich many groups of workers have to contend

with, and which frequently leads to drastic action.

The majority of the Ford office staff joined the

tf.A.W. in 1943. They approached the management, but were

denied recognition. The Union then brought the case to the

then existing Ontario Labour Court,

I ask the hon. members to bear in mind the following

dates

:

October 22nd, 1943:- First hearing to6k place before

the Ontario Labour Court. The Court ordered a vote.

November 15th, 1943: - The vote took place. Union

received a majority, but company challenged the vote.

January 7th, 1944:- Second hearing took place before

Ontario Labour Courts. Another vote was ordered.

February 25th, 1944:- Second vote took place. Union

majority was bigger than in the first vote.

March 17th, 1944:- Union was certified as bargaining

agent

•

March 27th, 1944:- Union wrote the Company, asking

that negotiations be opened. The Company found excuse that

the Union letter was not properly worded.

April 5th, 1944:- Union wrote again, /igain the

Company found that the Union used the word "request", instead

of "require", and therefore would not meet.
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April 29th, 1944:- Union wrote a third time, again

asking conmencement of negotiations. Again the Company

found a technical flaw in the Union's letter.

May 6th, 1944:- Union's fourth letter weis evident-

ly flawless, and no longer provided an excuse for the

company.

May 19th, 1944:- Negotiations opened and were con-

tinued on May 30th, June 1st, Jxine 6th, July 12th, August

31st, September 6th, September 8th, September 11th, and

September 29th, at v;hich time the Company broke off

negotiations,

October 21st, 1944:- Union appealed to government

board for intervention, in view of the Company's opposition.

HON. UISLIE E. BLACKITELL (Attorney General) : YThat

government board?

MR, SALSBERG: The Regional Board.

MR. ARTHUR 'JILLIAIIS (Ontario): It would be the

Labour Relations Board, not the Regional Board.

MR. SALSBERG; The Labour Relations Board.

November- 1st, 1944:- Hearing took place before the

Regional Labour Relations Board.

December 1st, 1944:- The Regional Labour Relations

Board referred the case to the Federal Minister of Labour,

recommending the setting-up of a Conciliation Board.

December 20th, 1944:- The Ford Company appealed

the Regional Labour Relations Board's decision to the

National Labour Relations Board.

January 29th, 1945: Hearing took place before the

National Labour Relations Board, and the appeal of the

company was dismissed.

March , 1945:- National Labour Relations Board re-
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commends setting-up of Conciliation Board.

This, I/jr. Speaker, is an exanqjle of the flagrant

disregard of spirit and intent of regulations. This is in

line with traditional opposition which the Ford Motor

Company raaintaned against legitimate trade unions through-

out its history. This is a continuation of that Company's

policy in the past, vrhen it employed Labour spies against

its own workers.

This is the company that placed doom-predicting

full-page advertisements throughout the country on the eve

of the vote v/hich \'7as to take place in its plant, for its

workers to decide whether or not they choose the United

Auto-Workers C.I.O. The present action of the Company in

serving notice of the termination of its existing agreement

between the Company and the Union, which covers all plant

employees, is another act to provoke strife. The Company

is taking advantage of the Union's policy to avoid strikes

in wartime, and is obstructing every action taken by the

Union to achieve harmonious relations.

The Ford management, like the management of other

powerful Industrial concerns, in Canada, vihich are branches

of the United States parent companies, refuses to introduce

the labour relations policies which exist in the parent

plants in the United States and refused to sign agree-

ments with the same union with which the parent company

had contractual relations in the United States.

(Page No. 1368 follows.)
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If industrial strife is being averted in the Ford

Motor Plants, it is only due to the restraint, the self-

discipline and responsibility of the leadership of the AUto

Union and its members.

Name and Fact No, 2: Gold Mines of Northern Ontario,

The Gold Mine owners of Northern Ontario offered

violent resistance to trie democratic process of collective

bargaining and the acceptance of trade unions as a permanent

feature in its relations with the miners. The Miners'

Union, to avoid conflict and in compliance with ever law

and regulation, refrained from using their organizational

strength to enforce such a democratic procedure and en-

trusted their case to a Conciliation Board headed by the

former Justice McTague. But the mine owners refused to

abide by the recommendations of that Conciliation Board

thus provoking the unfortunate Kirkland Lake strike in

1941.

Since then individual gold mine owners have chall-

enged and resisted the miners' attempt to gain recognition

for their union. They compelled the miners to follow a

prolonged and tortuous path necessitating the removal of

barrier after barrier which these companies and their

lawyers set cf) , before they won what is universally recog-

nized as the essence of democracy, namely, the recognition

of the miners' union as the collective bargaining agency,

MR. SPEAKER: It i s against the rules of the Hous«

for a Member to read his speech,

MR. 3ALSBEHG: Mr, Speaker, I am giving facts, in

answer to the Globe and I\&iil's editorial. I sun reading

the facts and dates as I cannot remem.ber them.

The latest of these obstructions are the actions of
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the Wright-Hargreaves Limited and Sylvanite Gold Mines

Limited, who appealed the decision of the Ontario Labor

delations Board and who have secured the infamous decision

from the National Labour Board which has already been

condemned by all parties in this House a few days ago.

If there are no strikes in the gold mines, it

is due only to the fact that the miners and their union,

the Mine, Mill and amelter Workers International Union —
C.I.O., — rigidly adheres to a no-strike policy.

Name and Fact No, 3: Canada Bread Company, Toronto,

The Canada Bread Coiiipany employees of Toronto exer-

cised their democratic rights and formed themselves into a

trade union which is affiliated to the Canadian Congress c£"

iiabour. This union was certified a year ago by the former

Ontario Labour Court as the bargaining agency for the employ-

ees of the Canada Bread Company, The Company has been foll-

owing a deliberate delaying tactic in their negotiations

with the union. It rejected the union's proposed agree-

ment, it countered with an agreement of its own making.

The union offered to accept the agreement which the Company

itself prepared only to find that the Canada Bread Company

refused to eonsumate the negotiations by signing that agree-

ment which it, itself, had drawn up»

Anxious to avoid a strike to compel the Company

to abide by the decision of the Ontario Labour Court, the

union sought permission to prosecute the Company according

to the law, but was advised to seek instead the setting-

up of a Conciliation Board. To this day the Company

evaded signing an agreement. If there ia. no stoppage of

the production of Ijread in this large baking plant, it is

only because of the desire of the workers to avoid
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industrial strife in wartime though the prevec&tion is

almost Irresistible.

Name and Fact No. 4: Canadian Vifestinghouse Co.,

Hamilton.

The employees of this It-rge firm joined the United

Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of America — C.I.O* —
the same union which has contractual relations with th*

Westinghouse firm in the United States. The Canadian Com-

pany refused to deal with the same union.

December, 1943 — The union made application fop

certification to the now defunct Ontario Labour Courl,

January 3rd, 1944 — Summons served on Westinghoase

Company.

January 31st, 1944 — Labour Court proceedings began.

February 4th, 1944 — Court adjourned,

April 18th, 1944 —Vote conducted in company's plant

with the result that 2386 workers voted for United Electrical

Radio and Machine Workers Union and only 592 for the so-called

independent or company union*

June 5th, 1944 — Westinghouse Company filed a aub-

mission of objections.

June 16th, 1944 — Objections rejected and the union

properly certified.

August Ist, 1944 — Negotiations opened and continued

on August 3rd, September 11th, September 20th, September 30th,

October, November 2nd, and December 9th, 1944.

On September 30th the Company submitted its own pro-

posed agreement which the union, after two conferences with tim.

Company, was prepared to accept. The Company, however, insisted

that the union forego its rights to take any wage question ta

the War Labour Bofcrd. The union could not possibly accept
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Mr. Salsberg,

such restrictions but offered to sign the agreement

on all points which had been agreed to. The Company

then reversed itaelf and stated that it wished to
had

present the agreement, which it, itself , /prepared to

its own legal department for study. On December 9th,

the Company presented an entirely new agreement which

was totally unacceptable to the employees and which con-,

vinced the employees that it was prepared solely for

the purpose of preventing an agreement being signed.

The union could easily have ordered a stoppage

of work in the face of such unmistakable obstructionism

and provocation. After a year and a half of effort the

union, because of its adherence to the no-strike policy,

appealed for a Conciliation Board wM ch is now being

set up. But there is no assurance that the company

will not, continue to sabotage the Conciliation Board at

that it will abide by its recammeniations.

Name and Fact No. 5: - Electro Metallurgical

Company, Welland,

Now, Mr. Speaker, 1 know that some Hon. members

will consider that this is taking qi^ite a bit of time,
a

but this is a serious question, ano/very important news-

paper challenges a member of this House to produce facts.

On April 6th, 1944 the union of the company's

employees. United Electrical Hadio & Machine Workers of

America — commenced negotiations with the company for the

renewal of an existing agreement. The union requested the

incluaion of a union security and check-off clause which

n^A flatly rejected by the company.

April 28th, 1944 — The Union made application to

the Ontario Hclations Labour Board for intervention in the
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Mr. Salsberg*

hop* that the issue would be solved peacefully.

July 4th, 1944 -- Board of Conciliation held

its first meeting and continued for some time,

December 7th, 1944 ~f Board of Concl liatiaoft •

recommended maintenance of membership and irrevocable check-

off. This was not quite all that the workers desired.

December 14th, 1944 — Union notified Labour

Department that it accepted the majority report and re-

quested a meeting with the company.

December 20th, 1944 — Dominion Labour Depart-,

ment notified union that company rejected recommendatioas

©f Board of Conciliation.

Ninety-five per cent of workers of this tiirm are

members in good standing of the union. The workers ia-

aisted that the company abide by the decision ®f th«

Conciliation Board. There was a strong sentiment among

workers to stop work if the coiupany should refuse to abide

by the decision of the Conciliators,

(Page 1373 follows)
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The Company was aware that the mood of workers may lead

to stoppage of work in this most essential war produc-

tion plant. Furthermore, the company was aware of the

fact that if work should stop in that plant and if fur-

naces were allowed to cool it would put the plant out of

commission for many, many weeks. Yet the management re-

tained its defiant attitude and refused to abide by the

recommendations of a government appointed Conciliation

Board

.

January 17th, 1945 — The Dominion Department

of Labour sent in a special representative to meet with the

Company but the Company remained adamant in its refusal to

accept the decision of the Board.

Only the patriotism of the workers and their

responsibility as soldiers of production finally led them

to the decision not to use their organizational strength;

not to strike even though they legally could do so; not to

disrupt essential war work which the company was prepared to

permit and they sif^ned an agreement without achieving what

they set out to achieve, what they were able to enforce;

what they were democratically entitled to but which the

company refused to grant peacefully.

Name and Fact No. 6: Halifax Ship Yards.

The employees of that key ship yard in the country,

members of a Canadian Congress of Labour Union, asked of the

company the acceptance of a union security and check-off clause

in the agreement. The company defiantly rejected this legiti-

mate demand. After prolonged negotiations the government

set up a Conciliation Board. The Board recommended in

favour of the union but the company recklessly rejected

the recommendation of a government appointed Conciliation

Board. Unfortunately, the union leadership could not resist
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the pressure of the shipyard workers, and the company's

provocative actions led to the regrettable strike in the

Halifax shipyards.

Name and Fact Noo 7: Imperial Optical Company.

The employees of this firm are members of the

United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers Union.

July 1st, 1944 - Union approached management of

that company with the request to open negotiations but

found management most uncooperative.

July EOth, 1944 - Union asked management to agree

to a mutually consented vote. Company refused that request,

July 27th, 1944 - Union applied for certification

to the Ontario Labour Relations Board,

July 28th, 1944 - The O.L.R.B. posted its notice,

August 9th, 1944 - Company filed affidavit stating

union did not represent majority.

September 20th, 1944 - O.L.R.B. ordered hearing

for October 2nd.

October 25th, 1944 - Union officially certified

by O.L.R.B.

Company refused to meet with bargaining committee

until November 22nd, 1944, just three days prior to the

thirty-day period provided by P.O. 1003.

Throughout negotiations since then, company blocked

every attempt to arrive at agreement.

January 2nd, 1945 - Union applied for permission to

prosecute company for violation of section 10(2) of schedule A

of the Labour Relations Act.

January 18th, 1945 - Company rerplied to union's appli-

cation for permission to prosecute by giving verbal agreement

to negotiate in good faith.

Union leadership had to exercise maximum restraint
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upon workers to prevent tie-up in production of essential

war material in face of company *s obstructionism and

violation of the spirit of the Labour Relations Act.

Agreement has not yet been achieved.

I do not wish to burden the House any longer

with additional *names and facts." Unfortunately I

must admit that I can provide this House and the Globe and

Mail with many additional "names and facts," similar to

those I have mentioned. In presenting them I am not

trying to make a case against our Ontario Labour Relations

Board. I am simply proceeding to prove the correctness

of the charges and I know that there are hon. members on

the Opposition side who could add many, many more examples

and perhaps more striking illustrations of the kind of

obstructionism and violation of the spiirit of the Act

that has been mentioned, with which the labour movement

has to contend. I have taken the time of the House in

order to provide the Globe and Mail with the "names and

facts" they asked for, and in so doing I hope that it

will lead to a swifter realization of the need for

immediate action from our federal government to amend

P.O. 1003 and from our provincial government to enact

an effective provincial Labour Code in the shortest

posisible timeo

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (Provincial Secretary:

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to table the following:

Report of the Department of Labour for the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1944.

Report of the Department of Public Works,

for the twelve months ending 31st March, 1944.

Annual Report upon the Prisons and Reformatories

for the year ending 31st March, 1944,
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Report of the Distribution of the Sessional

Statutes of Ontario, 1944o

Annual Report upon the Ontario Training Schools

for the year ending March 31st, 1944.

Statement of Receipts and Disbvirsements of the

Royal Ontario Museum for the year ending June 30th, 1944.

MR. DREW: Order No» 3o

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Resuming adjourned debate

on the amendment to the amendment to the motion for the

consideration of the Speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the Session.

MR. ROSS A. McEWIWG (Wellington North); Mr.

Speaker and hon. members of the House, in rising to

participate in the debate on the Speech from the Throne

I shall follow the time-honoured custom of congratulating

the mover and the seconder of the motion for the consider-

ation of the Throne Speech. I have a particular pleasure

in doing so because I am personally acquainted with them

both, particularly the mover, the hon. member for Haldimand-

Korfolk (Mro Martin). I do not think the GoTernment could

have chosen two men who are more popular and better liked

by the members on this side of the House. I happened to

sit on the other side of the House, geographically speaking,

and became well acquainted with the hon. member for

Haldimand-Norfolk and I found that regardless of our

political leanings he as well as other hon. members opposite

are members with whom I have something in common,

I wish to express my sympathy to the hon. member

over the loss of his son overseas. It is difficult to find

words, Mr. Speaker, on such an occasion. It is only those

who have drunk the bitter cup to the dregs, who have lost

their only son themselves, who can fully appreciate the loss
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I

he has sustained. My prayer would be that his sacrifice

has not been in vain.

I also sat last session quite close to the seconder

of the motion, the hon. member for Peterborough (Mr, Scott),

and was with him for a considerable time last fall. We,

too, have become well acquainted. I congratulate him

upon the speech he delivered and upon the theme of his

address. I agree entirely with many of the things he said.

I am only sorry that his opinions do not seem to have in-

fluenced the leaders of his party; at least they have fal Ian

on deaf ears so far.

I agree whole-heartedly with the point which the

hon. member for Peterborough made that we should get down

to the business of this House and not waste so much time

in dickering when there are so many matters of importance

to attend tOo I wish yoi:\ would convey that thought to

his federal leader as well as to his provincial leader, for

after all we must admit that Mro John Bracken, his federal

leader, has developed the earmarks of a nazi propaganda

agent in his attempt to play politics in recen.t months.

Regardless of the mistakes that may have been made by any

government during wartime, and there are bound to be some,

it does not help our cause and the cause of our allies to

be airing to the nazi countries any weaknesses that we

might happen to find in our own conduct of the war. We

want to finish the war as quickly as we can —
MR. DREW: I interrupt because I think it is my

duty to do so, Mr. Speaker. The hon. member is discussing

something that is entirely outside of this chamber. I

(
would only point out that the man to whom he is referring

in such a contemptible way has three sons overseas.

MR. McEWING: It does not alter the fact never-

theless*
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MR, DREW: It just marks you for what you are.

MR. McEWING: That is the kind of thing with

which the Premier of the province of Ontario opened the

debates of this House. He has lowered its tone more than

any other man. He is the man who started this sort of

thing, and I am glad that many hon. members have not fol-

lowed his lead. I was disappointed with the Premier be-

cause I expected something better from him.

I still maintain what I said a moment ago, that

anybody who spreads propaganda that is of advantage to the

hostile nations who are opposing us in this war is doing an

injury to the cause of Canada and of the allies.

Last year, as I have said, I sat on the other side

of the House, geographically speaking. I have been moved

over to this side this session. I had no choice in the

matter one way or the other, but I must say that I did enjoy

the associations of those sitting over there. There are

some fine fellows amongst them, and I had hoped that we would

develop a cooperative atmosphere in our political life, which

this present government had the opportunity to do, working

for the benefit of the country instead of for the benefit

of a political party. If the government had followed

that course they would still have the cooperation of many

members of the House, But I find it difficult to co-

operate with those who do rot want to/feooperate with you.

It is hard to cooperate with a neighbour even if he does

not want to cooperate with you. If you work with him one

day and the next day he stabs you in the back, it is

difficult to go back to him, and that is practically what

we have been having here. The Government had the oppor-

tunity because many members of the House were anxious to

cooperate, but it is evident that we are going to fall
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back into the old system of political patronage and what is

best for the party, instead of what is best for the country.

I am not condemning all the Ministers in this

Government by any means because some have conducted them-

selves in a manner with which I could find no fault what-

soever. They have been gentlemen and have treated me

fairly, but I cannot say that of all of them, because

when you go back home and find that a number of officials

who have been giving good service have been dismissed,

you just wonder what is going on.

The announcement was made^t© the Premier that

no dismissals of civil servants except for inefficiency

would take place. Well, it is not hard sometimes to

find some little excuse for dismissing a man, and I will

give the House an example of one excuse.

There is a man who has been acting as an

official in my riding. He was appointed on the recom-

mendation of the Veterans* League. One of the political

bosses on the Government side visited this man's place

one day and started a discussion with him and made soma

disparaging remarks about me. The official defended

me. He said that he believed I was going ahead all right

and representing the people. A few days later he got word

that his services were no longer required. He is a re-

turned veteran. He has two sons and a daughter in the

army. But he was dismissed because he expressed his

approval of me as a member.

MR. DREW: Will the hon.member give the names?

MR. MoEWING: I shall be glad to give the names.

MR. DREW: Will the hon. member give them now,

please? What is the name of the official?

MR. McEWING: Mr. Thomas Hutchin8on,of Harrison,
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Bxaminer for Drivers' Permits. The Premier smiles and

may think it does not amount to much, but it Just shows the

kind of small potatoes that is being indulged in. There

are a lot of other eases too. This is not the only one

by any means. I think you could find similar cases all

over the province. Some members of the cabinet have not

been guilty of that at all; some of themhave played the

game. I do not want to name different members of the

cabinet because if I started to do so it might only Re-

sult in confusion for there are so many George's in

the cabinet -- George 1, George 2, George 3» George 4,

George 5, even the new Liquor Commissioner is a Geroge,

I believe. His initials are Wm. G. Would not •*&"

stand for George?

MR. WEBSTER: No.

MR. McEWING: Had the Speaker of the House been

named George he might have found a place in the cabinet.

Mr. MacLEOD: George III is in the right place.

ISR, McEWING: There are other George's who are

not in the cabinet, but there are rumours going around iKa.A +li«

^ and I would advise any of you fellows who want to get into
A

the cabinet to be sure you have the name George.

I am not going to go over all the pledges which

the Government liiade when they were seeking office, but I

am going to say why I am not enthusiastic about supporting

the Government as I did last year. I will give some

reasons. The main reason is this: It is because of the

way agriculture has been dealt with in this province. I

represent an agricultural riding and I think I can speak

for agriculture. I think I know something about it.

First and foremost let me say that we are all

glad to see the Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy)
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back in the House. I have no wish to say anything dis-

respectful of him because I have the highest regard for

him. He is a splendid man. But I do say that the

Government loaded him down with a lot pf pre-election

promises which they should not have mad». It was im-

possible for a man in his condition of health to attempt

to carry them out, and I will show why.

Any remarks I make on this subject are not

directed to the Minister of Agriculture personally in

any way whatever. But during the last election/campaign

we heard a good deal about the 22 Points. I shall not

deal with them all but certainly they have not all been

carried out, unless in the way suggested by the Attorney

General at a meeting not long ago when he said, "We have

at least implemented the spirit of the promises." Just

what that means, whether the shadow or the real thing, I

do not know. Certainly the Government have not gone all

of the way in implementing their promises.

MR. MacLEOD: That was the Minister without

Portfolio that he was talking about.

MR. MdEWING: I shall deal with only two or

three points and not touch upon those promises which have

not been fulfilled at all, despite the statements we hear

about them having been fulfilled. We have been told

lots of times that many of the promises have been fulfilled,

and we have had a lot of "dares* thrown at us by some of

the Ministers, daring us to do this or that.

I should like to deal/^ith Point 4, which provides

for the se'tting up of committees of outstanding farmers in

each county with authority to plan production and promote

the processing and distribution of farm products; to take

over all stock yards and operate them as a publicly- owned
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enterprise so that speculation and manipulation may be

stopped and fair prices assured to producer and consume-r.

I do not know of any point that appealed more strongly than

that to rural Ontario unless it was the Governiqent 's pledge

to assume fifty per cent of the educational costs.

One of these committees was set up in the county

of Wellington. I think it was the second committee in

Ontario. Peel county had the first, I believe. That

was some time ago. The committee in Wellington county

has met once and organized and they do not know what it

is all about. They are going to have another meeting —
they decided to meet every three months — to try to find

out what it is all about. All they know is this, that

the Premier came back from England and "told us lovely

stories of how agricultural production had been increased

in England. Even Beverley Baxter made the statement

recently that we were several times ahead of England in

the way of using machinery in agriculture. I had a man

who came from the old country, worked for me six or seven

years ago, and he was amazed at what I asked him to do.

He said of one particular job that it took three men to

do it^. We were going to haul in, and he said that in

England they would go out with a cart and if the load was

too big they would hitch up another horse ahead and ono

man would be required to drive that, and another man to

drive the second horse, three men altogether to do. the

job. So it is certainly time they organized their

agriculture to get increased production. It was neces-

sary for them to reorganize their methods to catch up with

the pace at which we are travelling.

In Ontario we produce more in the way of food-

stuffs thaii they do in England. Every man here is 'doing
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everything he can to produce as much as he can. «xa<i.

The men on these committees know that they cannot

go out and tell the farmers very much on how to produce more.

The setting up of- these committees has not been of much

value. I believe that half of Ontario has set up these

committees, but if they have not done more, than the com-

mittee with whose work I am familiar, I can only say that

it has been a great waste of time and money to, set up

these committees.

We have had an agricultural commission of inquiry,

and we would like to digest their report to find out if there -^

is any meat in it. I hope it contains something about mjar-

keting, for that is sadly reeded. If it does not, th6

report will be a disappointment to me.

We also had an agricultural committee of this

House which served a very useful purpose. I could give

some examples jOf what that committee accomplished.; What

has become of it, under a government that is going to do

everything for agriculture? Why have we not heard of it

this year? It met once or twice last year but it has not *

met at all this year. There has been so much talk of what

the Government is going to do for agriculture, but actually

there is not a thing being done. I could bring to the

attention of the Minister of Agriculture many things that ..

ought to be done.

The latter part of Point 4 of the 22 Points deals

with the stockyards. A lot of people thought at that tfmo

that when the stockyards were taken over. thoro would he

inoroQood prioo for Jive atook . But talk to the men who

are dealing in live stock to-day if you want to find out

the facts. I believe it was in July that the Giovernraent

took over the operation of the stockyards. Finai^cially
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they took them over in the fall at a price that was settled^

I believe, by arbitration, and it took some time.

I

(Page 1385 follcvs)
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This was a company whicii las. e »n operating for

quite a while. Not so very long ago I know of some

stock that changed hands at fVO.OO a share, but once

the Goverrment proceeded to take it over, and the lawyers

began to work on it, it was finally settled at |133.00 a

share. That was something that I think certainly could

have deen bought for flOO.OO or less, but the pbblic

money was spent at the rate of 1133.00 a share. Well,

what did it do? We have not heard anything about what it

has done. Has anybody visited the stockyards? Has any

member of the cabinet been in the stockyards since it was

taken over?

MR. DOUCBTT: I have been there.

MR. McSWING: Then you can vouch for what I tell

you. I understood when it was being taken over, and a

price was arrived at, the hon. Minister of Agriculture

(Mr .Kennedy) said they were going to form a stock company,

to finance this, and the Government would back the bonds,

but evidently he thought the Government was so rich that

a little later on they decided they would not do that, but

that the province should pay for it. So it was paid for

and purchased.

Now then, we have got the stock yards. The thing is

this; have they helped the farmers? I say emphatically no, •

and I will try to explain to you why. Were the ^aaAt^ any }
r\z^s^

less? Hay at f36.00 a ton, and the farmer gets ^12.00 or

|14.00 for a Government owned affair, and then is charged

|36.00 a ton. Have they removed speculation? Mo. Have

they removed manipulation? No, they have not. It has

resulted in a good deal of confusion. I have visi '.ed the

yards several times , and have talked to many who l^ive beer;
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there for years, and it certainly has not done that.

Conditions were never as l)ad since these stockyards becarae

a yard of laajor importance, as they have been since the

Government took then overo

In regard to the condition of the yards, and the

manner of handling the stock; the Government says/'Well, we

appointed a Board, and they are doing the best they cano"

l^ell, the ohairman of the uoard was appointed and sent over

by the Chicago stockyards, and he is still there ^ acting

as Chairman

o

They have made some regulations last fall in an

attempt to control the markels which have failedo NoWj, I

will try to explain some of these thingSo

Ordinarily thete is about 70 percent of our good

calves going direct to the packing houses, and in all

these reports which come out about the number of cattle

which have arrived at the yards, none of them contains the

number which have gone to the plants o X would like to draw

the attention of the Uepartment of Agriculture and of those

interestedj that these reports should contain the number of

cattle consigned to the plants, as well as to the yards.,

and then the farmer will knov/ v&at has really been the

supply© All he knows now is v/hat arrives at the yards; but

there are about 75 percent of the good cattle going to the

packing plants 3 so there is a lack of knowledge of what

the supply really iSo

The stockyards Board decided to have regulations

last fall, so that everything would go through the yards

,

and they would have some knowledge of it, and there would

be some competition, and they would know what vi&s going ono
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Wells that was very goodo Wliile that regulation was in

order, fifty percent of the good cattle still went through

without being sold in the yards, and without any conpetition

whatever, notwithstanding that regulation, it just simply

means that they were sent in and were consigned to a pen

— at the expense of the farmer — and the farner had to

pay the yardage, had to pay a commission farm $36.00 a ton

for hay, until the packer was ready to taice them over and

kill themi, and if &vy of them died of the fever in the

meantime 9 the farmers lost themj not the packerso When

they got home, they had to pay their feed bills, and per-

haps had some dead animals on their hands

o

There was a regulation which said that all cattle

which came in first must be soldo I knoWj Mr, Speaker j,

there was cattle in there ^ with thousands of head in the

yards 3 and some of them had been there for three weeks,,

yet these cattle came in and went right through and went

to the packing plants They had an arrangements notwith-

standing the reguiationso That shows you how the

regulations certainly do not workj and were of no

advantage to the farmer

o

Now then^ what was the result? The result was

they ran in on Monday all the cattle they could o Then

the order wasg "No more this weekj" and the farmers

were taking cattJie in there on Liondays which they would

not have taken in until Wednesday ^ and if there was a run

5

he would not have got in 9 so. he slipped in on Monday., or

he would not be able to get in at alio He had to pay the

feed bills, and take a chance on sieknesSo The result was

that as much as lipOO cattle came in on Monday morningSp

and it also resulted in the fact that there were cattle
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standing in the yard foiir weeks, and I have talked recently

to one of the commission fjlrms, and on that day they had

weighed over the scales 120 head of cattle that had been

in thefe over three weeks, and they had to pay for the

feed; they had to pay for the shrink artd the loss on the

dead animals , and there never was as heavy a mortality of

deaths as last year..

Hundreds of head diedo This fjtrm alone lost 130

head, and so far the Government has not compensated the

farmer; the farmer has to take the losso

There was another commission farm which had 70

head go over the scale, which had been there for three

weeks o Do you think cattle can stand in yards for three

weeks without shrinking? Does anybody know about the

conditions those yards are in? On the last Monday in

February the conditions were so bad that gates would

not go shutp and the boys wiio driving the cattle down

the alleys had to climb along the fences to drive them

doraio 'i'hat is a facto And cattle which come out of

stables such as they are kept in now — do you think they

can go into that filth and dirt for weeks, and lie around

there for two or three weeks and then be sold^ I think it

is a disgrace for any government, the conditions the

stockyards are in here in G:orontOo If I operated mj stable

that way, the Humane Society would have me up in court, and

I think the magistrate in our county would likely send m©

to jailo There is one fellow — and I caniwrt'use his name

— who said 3 "I have been |here for Usaa years and never

have seen conditions like thiso"

HON, LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer): lifey 1

ask the speaker a question? Is not MTo Scott ^ the head of
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the United iaxmers' Co-operative company on that Bo^rd, and

is not the Board entirely composed of farmers?

MR. HAHRY C. NIXON i Brant J : if the nono tiinister

(Mto irost) would answer the questions on the order paper,

we would know v:ho is on the boardo

LB. FROST: i/ell, it is all over Ontario^ There is

a Board of farmers, and the head of the Jnited farmers'

Co-operative Company is on it a and i think the hone member

from uray is on that Board, and if there is negligence —

-

well, 1 think it is ridiculous

«

LiR, McSi'/ING: That does not alter the situation^ ,

how many men are there on the Board?

MRo FROST: Go down and ask l£r^ Scott, he v/ill tell

youo He is one --

liiRo IJcEvnNG: 1 do not have to ask himo I know

about ito This is ovmed and controlled by the Governmento

m. r'ROST: It is run by the farmers of Ontario

themselveso

IvE* Mciil.VING: That is a way to shove it off on the

farmers of Ontario,

h'jR^ FROST: All right, you are shoving it off,

yoxirsGlfo '

UB. A. A, MacLEOD (Bellwoods): They cannot "take

it*'4 they cannot "take ito"

MR. McEV/ING: You have not been down at the yard„

Some of those fellows have said, "If we had some of those

Cabinet Ministers here, we would show them sonethingc"

MRc MacLEOD: They probably would not get out of

the stockyardso

Lit. Mc2t/I1TG: V/ill you name the Board? The question

is on the order sheet, and we have not got an answer yeto
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Are you unable to find out who they are, or v/hat is the

trouble? I would ask the hon., raember this; is the

Chairman of that Joard a naturalized Canadian citizen,

or an American citizen? You find that out.

im, A. A, GAS0EII5AN iNlpissing) i That is the

sixty-four-dollai- q.uestlono

I.m. FRED >/, vVARRSN (Hamilton~./entworth) : This is

getting to loolc like a Q,uiz prograiru

UR, liOiiJlNG: Nov/, the nanipulation of the iriarket:

that was the thing they were going to remove, and that is

the most serious thing we are up against, that is, the

manipulation of the iiiartetj and there is not one thing

done to prevent the Lianipulation by this tiovernment. Things

exist and continue as they did before. If you doiibt of

their existence, you have only to take the ev3.denGe that

was given by the rrice Spread Coiomittee, v/hich was takea

under oatho 1 gave soiiie extracts -oo the hone inembers of

this house last year, but no doubt they have forgotten

themj and i can give them again« under oathj these men

who worked for the plants, former employees of the Canada

lackers -- said that they and repreaentatives of the other

packers got together and decided on the ijrice of beefo

Has the Govermnent done anything to stop that? NOo Jtill

the same manipulation goes on. All you have to da is to

talk to some of the drovers and some of the farmers i,Tdio

go there.. Conditions are ^vorse than they have over been,

and that is backed up by .men who have been thGrQj Jr r-i,ja»

tjtasaaeo x think until som.ething is done, that will remove

that ma.nipulistio control — these large interests, packing

firms have control of the beef and bacon and mutton, and

are trying desperately hard to get control of the poultry
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and Trtiiri. aay products, and v/hen they do, v/iiat has the

rarrrier got lel't? Thoy vfill squeeze hln until he is. pretty

near choked, and then slacken up, and lot hiia have his

wind again o That is the way this Government is atterapting

to assist the farraerse

I.'He FROST: YOU were in power for nine years, and

what did you do about it? Nothing, t-iot one thing..

m. IfeEMNG: ,ie did many things, aut you were

•HxVs
elected definitely on that plank to do j± and you have

not carried it out, 1 am pointing out, and the excuse

that the other c^overniaent did not do it, is no e:^:cu3e at

allj any more than the hono irovincial Secretary iMroDjinbar)

the other day said, ='You are there and we are hero,

because your Prime Ikiinister said it beforee"

It is adopting the same thingj and it does not mean

anything«

MR. oPIiAKilR: biay I respectfully remind the House

that, we are in Session, and not m uommitteeo

HON, GEORGE H. iUNBAR (Provincial Secretary);

NoWj L.r, Speaker, since my name has been drawn into thiSj,

I would like to ask the hon. member {Mr, LiiEwing) to go

easy, because I am .afraJd that pov/erful sijeech he is making,

when it goes to the country, is going to defeat the

Governmento

LiR. HIXON: Hothing surer in the world.,

LiBo McEWING: I think you niade a speech in Windsor

the other day —- yo\i spoke about making a speech some place

and getting fine public ity« I think you made a speech in

V/indsor, and the publicity was not so goodo

LB» .DUIQAR: 'Jas it not?
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IE. iuCE'iVING : No, forty people got up and walked

outo

MR, ED.iARD B. JOLUFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

All of his speeches arc about his other orjeecheso

LB. DUNBAR: Seeirxg you are {getting a little dirty,

would you like me to reply to that?

HRc oPSAKER: I must respectfully ask the hon,

members to address their questions through the Jpeaker,

and let us get back to an orderly procedure.

hlio DUI©AR: I want him to make a statement atout

the speecho I have never said anything in this province

I an'^ashamed of, but you make a statement*

MR. McSWING: The only way —
LlRc DUNBAR: Go on; have the courage of your

convictionso

LE« SPEAKER: Order

o

JiH HON. LiELIBER: Clear the decks for actiODo

I/IRo McEv/IKG: Hero is another point I am going to

deal v/lth —
LiE, DUNBAR: You have not laade a point yet,

LiRo McE./ING: The hono Minister said the other day

the points are boomerangs^ Now^ I will deal with point

NOolQo Over there is a saying, "Let George do it" — I

think It should be —
HON. LESLIE G. TH0I£P30N (Minister of Lands and

Forests): Mr*. Speaker, may I ask the hon^ member for

/Wellington North (Mto McEv/ing) a question?

Mi, SPEAIiER; If he cares to answer it at this time,

Does the hono member for Jellingtan North (Mto McEwing)

care to ansv/er a question?

L'E. McEWING: Yes, I will try tOo
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IvlR. TliOMPSON: The question is this: the hon. member

for north Wellington (Mr„Mci;wlng) has spoken to manipulations

of the narketo Is it right or is it wrong that the Federal

Government has a ceiling on beef prices, and a floor? Do

they mean anything or not?

IvIRo McE.VIKG: I will answer thatj those regulations

v/ere there v/hen you fellows made the promises, the same as

what I am going to point out right nov/,>

IJE, THOLJPSON. liiTo opeaker, the question is still

unanswered

o

m, JOSEPH B. SALSBERG (Sto Andrew): Lots of

questions are unanswered in this Houseo

HON. GEORGE H, DOUGETT (Acting Minister of

Agriculture): IkSv, opeakerg I do not wish to interrupt the

speaker, but if he would like to answer, I would like to

ask him a question. He made a statement about which I v/as

very concerned, in that I am the Acting Minister of

Agricultureo He said to the hone gentleman for Victoria

(MTo.i'rost) that the Deputy Minister was not a Canadian

citizen —

•

SOME HON. I^MBERS: No„ noo

MR. DOUGETT: That is what he saido

MR, KIXOK: He said the Chairman of the stockyards

3oardo

hlRo 3PiiLAKER: I think he addressed the question with

regard to the Chairman of the stockyards Boardo

MRo McEv/ING: You see^ you are not listeningo

The other point I was coming to was point N0ol9

which says — and I think I have it here some place —
"To assure the public an adequate supply of
fuel, milk and other necessities."

and that interested agriculture quite a bit, and I will
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explain whyo We have a situations and it seens to be general

in Ontario, where the fuel for brooder houses is almost .

impossible to obtain^ I know that Governinent men say,

'Well, that is under Federal control*" Well, itwap just

as much under the Federal control in 1943 , when you made

wonderful promisej, and it means about as much now as it did

then, however you like to take ito

Here is the situation; there is no hard coal for

brooder houses and chickso There is a great industry up

there with regard to poultry^ and in the beginning of the .

year v/hen those people ivant to order their chicks they

have no assurance, particularly with regard to coalo They

ordered their chicks on the understand ingj "If we do not

get coals we will not take out chicks o" Some of these

hhick hatcheries were a month late getting startedo

The coal which was supposed to come through was

countermanded c, I understand, by the United States

Government i^ and the Fuel Controller in Canada substituted
aw^oy"\iow ol^ tVxesVnu-t 6«»1 -^row* Aoirtfts'V'it use, r^-pUtiwij \h\^ tftUe -^5'-

domeatij souvceao

N0W5 what has happened? The ««*» is not going out

to the outlying placeso It is not going out to the rural

sectionso Now, you say, "There is nothing to ito" Well,

if there is nothing to it, why did the hon,, member from

St.o I>avid (Mr, Dennison) have to make a motion that a Fuel

Controller be appointed up there., and why has nothing been

done? The hono Provincial Secretary (Mr^ Dunbar) laughs,

as if it does not mean anythingo I will tell you what it

meanso I talks d to a chick hat|hery operator over the

week-end, and he told me that thousands of his chicks have

been gassed, because they have not got the
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LiR. DUI^a^U^: I was not even looking at yoUp I was

looking at the Speaker ;Yhen I smile do Do not get such a

high opinion of yourselfg and think that everybody is

looking at youo

MR, A'lcEiJINCl: The Ministry in Britain has asked that

the production of eggs be advanced a month earliero How on

earth can that be done v;ith production being cut dov/n 25

percent » and this Government taking no action?

. IB. FROST: Use electric ity^

L3R. McEV/lNG; You cannot use electricity vshen you

have not got ito Everybody is not wired upo

m> STAIs'LEY Lo HALL (Halton) : MTo Speaker, I am

not going to ask the speaker a question^ but for informa-

tion only 5 I ;vould like to say, do not blaua- this

Government for not obtaining coalo I have been a coal

dealer for five years ^ and I will defy any hono member

of this House to say there was ever a brooder house in

this province which has suffered for lack of coalo

(Page 1396 follows)
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MR. HALL; I would also say this: Do not blame

the Federal Parliament for that.

MR. MciilWTNGt I think: you are quite right.

THE SPEAKER: I ara go^ag to ask the members to

follow the rule of sense, one speaker at a time.

MR. MoEV/ING; I won't delay you very long. There

is one more thing I would like to deal with and it is

that of Bands and Forests. I have nothing to say about \\c\\i

George; he is a native of my own riding and I think he

is trying to do a good job.atjd I want to commend him on

what he has done. I asked last year that some steps be

taken to allow

^

nolighis our ing miinicipalities to ^e-for•^et

small areas it Jin rit for reforestration, to aet aside small

area of land for that purpose. Before they were not able

to do it. Mow, he has arranged that and passing legislation

to enable municipalities to do it, I wish to express

appreciation for the hon. Minister of Lands and Forests

(Mr, Thompson) for having done it.

Following that I would ask that something be done

in regard to the destruction of bashes in older Ontario.

We have a situation where lumber companies come in and they

will buy a farm and cat the whole bush off. One half of the

bush is good growing stuff - it has 25 or 30 years of growth,

but they are just cutting it right off, destroying the whole

thing , and than the municipality comes along and asks a man

to reforest. How can you get a man to reforest alongside a

farm oa which they have cut everything down'. Now, it may

take s little while and I hope, Mr. Speaker, that people take

this thing serious enough that they will in time pass

legislation and people be conscious of it, so that \

the proper sized stuff accordlrjig to the kind and density
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of the forest be thinned out and the rest be left as

good timber. We will be years ahead and it will be

very valuable for the future. Now, I hope you are

ea aucceasful at that another year or so, ^ir. Minister,

as you were with the'oth^s \*e<J^"6,s••

I have a word or too :ir. Speaker, in regard to

our postwar period, dealing with Farra Labour and industry.

1 aa becoraing thoroughly* convinced that farm labour and

industry has got to sit down at the table together and

solve this postwar period problanio V/e cannot no longer

shut the door and say "Labour, you stay out," nor labour

can no longer shut its eyes and say "do as you please,

we are going ahsad." Labour is about two jumps ahead

of agriculture and I aslced them last year to wait a little

until we caught ip. I still think it is the fact. Farms

cannot produce and get their share of the national income

if the hours are going to be as short as they are and

holidays as long as they are and pay for them all.

Agriculture under present conditions won't stand it, and '

w« must get together and sit down and agree on this thing.

I am more convinced than ever it is going to be necessary

to do that. There are a lot of things that we did not

see a few years ago we are going to have to, and it is up

to this Legislature to do it and I would appeal to labour

and G.G.F. group that is here for to have patience and sit

down and solve this problem agreeably. It can never be

by strikes c It cau never be solved by throwing mud at one

another. We are going to all live here and we want to

make this a better Canada and I hope I can meat the Honourable

Provincial oecretary (Mr. Dunbar) and sit down and have

a meal together sometime and talk this thing over. I have
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not any animosity. I -do not wish to aay any (iegrading

reraarks about anybody individually and I hope I have

not as far as that is concerned.

I thank you, Vlr. Speaker.

MR. USSLIE HANCOCK (Wellington South)? Mr.' Speaker,

I note with pleasure that it has been my privilege to

follow my colleague from North Wellington (Mr. "fcSwing)

this year the same as last year. We have so far had a

very p'J.eaaant relationship in the Wellingtons and I

trust they will continue.

In extendir^g the usual congratulations to the

mover and seconder of the reply to the Speech from the

Throne I must say in congratulating the hon. member

for Haldimand- Nor folk (Mr .Martin) that it is a source

of amazement to me how such a courteous pleasant and

liberal minded gentleman can belong to such a party. Also

in regard to the Hon. member for Peterborough (Mr. Scott)

He certainly intrigued me, with his guileless desire for

a new social order without changing anything, is certainly

quite an idea. He must have been one of the original

Port Hopera, so naive was his picture of a Tjtopia without

any socialism in it.

And the other speaker, I would like to say in regard

to the Hon. Lady member for York East (Miss Macphail) I

wish I had her poise and her ability to speak. Anything

that I have has come to me the hard way. I am. not naturally

a speaker and I certainly find, it difficult - you may not

think it right now - to stand up and address this gathering.

I wish that the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn)

was in his seat because I had some rather pertinent remarks

to make about him. Whatever other opinions the hon. members
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may have in regard to the Liberal leader (Mr. Hepburn)

I think we can all agree that he is a. very enterWiAii^

speaker. I noticed he received considerable criticisoi

for his party '3 record in regard to the Lake view

relief863 o Though I am not in any respect wishing to

call up old grudges I could not but sit in silent shame

when I remembered that as a citizen of Toronto township

how bitter those experiences were to ua , when we

struggled to get a works programme for theae reliefees,

and they themselves wanted a v^'orks programme but could

not get it o I cannot , however , concur with hono members

opposite in dwelling too much on the ^ast. I was never

one to be foxid of post mortems and 5 Mro Speaker, I

might say we have noticed at least two of the hon. membeifls

opposite have confessed that they have been sinners, and

I - well, I always can warm up to sinners and particularly

repentant sinners, much more than I can to those who stand

with their eyes cast to the heavens and say "I thank Thee

that I am not as other men are, extortioners, liars,

communists, or even as this Hepburn.

I think perhaps
J.
Mro Speakers to be serious that we

should in this time of dynamic change realize the tremendous

responsibility and privilege that is ours of being members

of this Legislature. This Legislature, to those of us who

have oome in more or less fresh, is one which does not

legislate exactly as thought it would » We found that the

ministers are the legislators, and that the opposition has

the onus of palling their programmes to pieces and it is a

sort of show put on for the benefit of the public. Now,

if we of the opposition were a team I think we could put

on a much better show than we have had so far, but because we
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are divided, why, we are all at cross purposes. Truly

Shaicespeare was right when he said

"All the world's e stage, and all
the men and women merely players.
Thjiy have their exits and their
entrances and one man in his time
plays many parts."

HON. ?CS?,1BI5R3; So iwe see.

Iffi. HANCOCK? That is all right. 'lay be you will

see what happens. i

Now J this Legislature is also like a shooting

gallery The government brings out these targets, and

the rest of us all take pot shots at the target and

very few of the members get bulla eyes; most of us a

little wide of the marko Might as well be frank, we

get about one cut of four that really makes a centre shot.

We notice also that the Legislature is a|(kftthing like a

cockpit, and you know each old party at the game throw in

their favourite bird into the ring and the rest of us

sit around breathless to see which of the two are going

to be the first to draw blood.

All of which, Mr. Speaker, is aside from the real

subject of th^, debate.

Now, the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)

has dealt very exhaustively with the government's programme.

I would like to deal with some of the departments.

I noticed that last year the 3peech from the Throne

was a statement of what the government intended to do. This

year it was more or less a compilation of the reports of

departments - what the department had done or what 'they thought

they had done. ' The hon. the Attorney Seneral (Mr. Blackwell)

quipped me the other day
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quipped lue the ether day about pioua declarations. Well,

Mr. Speaker » oii aiy reading the Speech fro.Ti the Throne

I thought it was full of pious declarations from one

end to the other. There was nothing there that you get

your teeth into and so in reply to the said speech and

in dealing, with the departments I must bring forward

those particular points which I am anxious to impress

upon the House

»

First, I would lilca to speak about welfare. This

department is very important to on© who represents a

mixel ridings and I must say that oiir attitude towards

the department of Welfare is ona of more hand- outs

to those who are unfortunate enough to rely upon the

department. By comparison with the incomes of salaried

persons I would say that this Department - at least under

its present 38t~up - might be better called the Illfare

Dspartmant-v It is beyond oomprehension to me how we

can be so mean towards people who are unfortunate enough

aot to be able to earn their own living, who, through

age or other reasons, find themselves upon the state. We

can and we do build our rate of remuneration or our rate

of compensation upon an actuarial basis apparently. That

is, we determine just how much in cents. In dollars,-,

how much in cents it will tatce to !:ceap a man alive or a

womaa alive for ona month-. Now this, I submit, Mr.

Speatcer, is not a very generous attitude for the 3tata to

take. I will give you the figures of an old couple in

Guelph who are unfortunately on relief - aot quite seventy*

cannot qualify for the old-age penaioB; the man is almost

totally crippled with artnrittia. It is not a family;

it is a man and his wife. Thsy get each for food *9,57 per
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month. This is for the month of October last. For coal

they got |4o20,aad for Clothes, each of the old folks,

imagina^l » gets 66p per month, and Light is figured at

50s/ per month, and rent is $7. per month. Now, there

is nothing they are allowed - nothing as far as I can

gather - for deprecxation of furniture, nothing for

towels, soap or bedding. As they go along and the stove

wears out and the chairs wear out they either do not

get any more, or they have to figure any way at all.

I do not know how they do it but this coiiple who gave

me these figures have very little left in the house, and

with tears in their eyes they told me how they had to part

with their last piece. Now, I submit there should be

something for a magazine, something for a show. Surely,

the old folccs because they are in this situation should

not be denied shows when the children and boys are getting

all the 3hov/3 they want. There is not anything left and

it seems to me if we have made an actuarial computation

for |9o57 for food - we think in terms of salaries -

$2,500, $3,000, |4,000, $8,000 or |10,000 but in this

matter why cannot we say either |10 or |12 or ^15. Let

us fix on some figure like that, but set it at some point

actually above the actuarial figuring and then there would

be a slight margin for these old people.

Now, in speaking of v;^lfare, I might say that I

cansider the whole field of social service needs a complete

revision. I made the suggestion to the Minister of Welfare

(Mr. Vivian) in a letter that we should do that in regard to

these things in thinking out that this would solve the

situation possibly where a pendn needed government help,

but could not qualify under any one department, so that they
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either fell to the wayside or if we had a capable

department they would bs properly cared for, I made the

suggestion if we had a Minister of Social Service with

officers in each municipality that they could determine-

for instance , take a man who was unable to work:

because of injury, a certain proportion of his iceep to

go to the Worlctften's Gomperisation. Any balance that is

necessary to bring his income up to a human standard

of living could be charged to other departments, to the

municipality or the lilte » You ail have had the

experience, as I have, that there is a lack: of complete

information between the various departments and they do not

know exactly where thoy stand unless the people give the

information.

.Now, since I am speaking of social services and

the need for social service minister might I say that I

cannot concur in the Government's attitude on the question
^

of family allowance, that 'they should be held over until

we have reviewed the whole field » V/e could set up our

social services department at once and the faaiily allow-

ances should not be obstructed because that department is

not set upc. It could be later assumed by arrangement with

the Dominion Government In the years to comeo I hopf ,Mr.

Speaker, that we have heard the last of this opposition to

the Family" Allowance Act. It would appear that the dragon

who would devour the children's portion has been slain and

that any further obstruction to it exists only as an illusion

in the mind of the Prime Minister. I find, in looking over

the literature in regard to this obstruction, at least 22

reasons why we should uphold this Legislation and I submit

Mr. SpeaKar, that none of those reasons were the real reasons.
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None of those raasons were the real reasons why the

present government opposed the legislation. I will give

you the reason in my oplniono Their reason for opposing

this legislation is that if the general level of social

security is raised, it can only be done at the expense

of the abnormally privileged. Another fear is this; that

if we get such a general level of well being throughout

the country there will be less point in living on one's

investments. No purpose will be served I submit, Mr.

Speaker, in the years to come when the duties and

privileges of citizenship are so well understood, there

will be no further point in having a progressive-

conservative party*.

Now, under education I wish only to touch on one

subject and that is the present controversy over religious

training. I know some of you would not touch this with

a ten foot polSo To me it does not matter. I was always

fond of sticking my neck out and so far it has not been

chopped off. It seems to me if we have not a racial quarrel

we have to have a religious one. Is this a new devil's brew

stirred up to get people off the real issues?

At this point, Mr. Speaker, it is my duty to read

a telegram from the Ministerial Association of Guelph. They

have asked me to read this, and I could not give it before I

took my turn in the Thronds Speech debate.

"Mr. Leslie Hancock. Parliament Buildings.
That whereas the !d(inisteria] association
of Guelph have conducted Bible teaching in
the Guelph Public Schools for two years and
no complaints have been received in that time
and that the work ha a been highly commended
by our Board of Education, be it therefore
resolved that the Guelph Ministerial Associa-
tion heartily approves of biblical instruction
and requests that you as our member of
Parliament give expression to our opinion in
this matter to the Legislature forthwith."
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Well, I have no quarrel with the gentlemen at

all as I will ahowo Let me make it perfectly clear

that in tny opinion a course in Christian Ethics in

public schools is a very desirable thing, particularly,

Mr. Speaker, if you teach the children how to implement

the Golden Rule in an economic senee , but I would be

sorry to see a return to the daya when religious

controversy occupied the major part of the mental activ-

ity of our forbears c Well do I remember- some of you

here - do you believe in fraevdll, or do you believe in

predestinatioiic Does the soul go immediately to heaven

or does it sleep to await the Day of Judgment. Is the

Pope infallible &Co &c ., Also I remember those days

on Sundays we could not have any books but those which were

to bring us alon^ the good and narrow way and my tender

years were regaled with suoh books as Dante's Inferno

on the one hand and Bunyan's Pilgrims Progress on the other.

One book representing what happened in purgatory » what

happened affcer purgatory and the othex' book depicting

how the good decent Protestants should proceed on the road

to Hea,ven» This is not levity at all, Mr» Speaker. 'Me

have far more important problems to solve at this time. Far

more important problems to solve than developing political

controversies over mystical matters c There is a growing

conviction in the mind of many of us » it was a suspicion

but it has become now a conviction- that there is a group

raising religious controversy in this war as a means of

throwing the people off the real issue. There is a growing

suspicion amounting to a conviction that the pros and cons

of politics want the people to become tangled in the pros

and cons of religious dogma, so that they will have less time

and energy to study organization for their social good. The
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"
people must v/ork out tJieir own economic salvation.

I would like to say a few words about *;be

aspartment of planning and Development. I see the

minister is not in his seat, but if he were I would

congratulate him on having impleniented in his

depart.ient the progran-irae that I recoairaended to this

House last year, that of River Valley Development

and 3oil Conservation^ I am not, Mr» Speaker, an

expert in financing of these pro;ject3, but T do believe

that city, town and township planning, over all planning

in this respects inrespeot to the geography of our

country is the key to saying Development <. There are those

who believe that the Departiaent of Planning and

Development should also be Bompletely responsible for

industrial plahts, industrial development » Whether that

is true or not they nave made a good start and it will

et least be half the battiSo

I cannot let this opportunity pass entirely without

saying something about Agriculture and somethj.ng about

Labour, particularly as I have the temerity to be known in

this House as an indepenent farmer- labour member. However,

in both of these fields I recognize there are people in this

House who know more about the subject than I do. However,

I can contribute something. In regard to t;he Ontario

Agricultural College I aia glad to nota that the Alumnae

Association of the College, of whiob I have the honour to be

a member and have taken an active interest in this new

development. The Board of Governors has been asked by the

Alumnae for many years and now they are about to see the

fruitiibn of their deaire. I have too, one conmient. The

Board of Governors I believe, according to the recommendations
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of the flrat Board, was or is to be composed of nine

members, three appointed by the Governors and six

appointed by the Alumnae. Now I think, that this could

have been improved upon. Though I, of course, do not

believe in not sticicing up for my own group, but at

the same time 1 think it would be better if the Federation

of Agriculture had the appointing of three of those

members.
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I know that at least one is to be a practical farmer.

We should have et least three on there, people who a3?e

sucoessful, practical farmers „ Of course this may happeiij,

the O.A.C. iiluumae covild be raised into a majority of

practical farmers, who not only know what the prograame of the

college should he, hut how it should be developedo I only

hope that that will be the case, and I think in a lot of

these things there is no use getting suspicious. ".76 can

have a friendly consultation, and we can arrive at very

desirable results, such as the O.A.Co Board of Government,

and I believe It is a forward step, and one for whj.ch this

Government should be commended

c

2, I would Just like to say,, in regard to the hon.

member for Bruce {Mr,.. Duff
) ,, in his remarks on the demon.stra"

tion farms ne mentioned he thought it would be desirable to

have in each municipality^ or each county j one demonstration

farm. I think the House will remember last year I raised,

during the Budge Estimates, and spoke, about the question

of estimates for certain Government farms. We have already

in Ontario several of titise demonstration farms. The point

I made last year, and I reiterate this year, is that these

demonstration farxas, to be effective, genuine demonstration

farms that the farmers can get any good out of, mjist be run

on a separate basis;. There is too much tendency in our

ax)pointments, in the provincial i^polntments, to give a

bureaucratic basis and listen to the people vho ffia.ke a

recommendation and say, "has to have his salary, and t^Aat

men be paid, and we will see what we can do, part from the

farm, and part from the salary." This is not the way to

show the hard-working ferm,er how he can better his practices
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unless you can show Ixira you have made a farm pay, and paid

the salary, and still have something left. I suggest to

this Government, or the incoming Government, this must be

the cardinal point in the policy of agricultural affairs.

Should they not make a "go" of it, then we Trill get the

"bunk" out of the thing.

The trouble is, there is so mu,ch money spent in
1

places, that is not accountable, not actually, in the terms

of productionj that we cannot get to the bottom of our costs.

SOj the struggling fai'mers go along, and if they do not

make some success, they say, "He is not efficient." And

that is not true in many cases.

Now, in regard to labour, I would like to say, —
I do not pose as an authority, but I can be a good student,

and I am trying to be a good student, —~ taking the view of

my colleagues on the opposite benches, and my colleagues

for Bellwoods {ISrc MacLeod] and St, Andrew (Ivlr. Salsberg),

I would like to say, in r egard to Labour, I know this, that

we spend millions annually for the furtherance of success-

ful agriculture, and rightly so,, ~ somewhere in the neighbour-

hood of six million doLlars. I see nothing to quarrel with

in that. Only by scientific research can we gain" progress

and can the people benefit and find nathods which will make

life better and richer for all of u.^, bat I also know that

the Department of Labour has a budget of less than one tenth

of the amoimt we spend on agriculture. I knowj too, from

past rectxdSp that forty-eight per cent, of the working

population of this province are in industrial Labo'or, where-

as Agriculture has some thirty per cant.

Now, I submits, Mr. Speaker, in view of the growing
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importance of this field of industrial Labour, that we must

reconsider -- we must get an entirely new vision of what

the Departxraent of Labour should comprise

«

Now, the workers are interested In three major

things

o

First of all, of course, is the rate of pay that

they receive.

The second point that they are interested in is

their working conditions.

And the third point > the last, but not least » is

the continuity of employment ,-

Now, the Unions, as such, can look after those

first two, - the rates of pay and the v;orking conditions,

if the Goverruaent of the day will give them a chance.

They cannot do much about the continuity of employment.

This is definitely -che respoDsibility of the Governments,

both Federal and Provincial, I know this concerns all of

us, and I am quite sure the hon. Ministers in the Govern-

ment Benches are ver;/ much concerned about this subjecta

The Department of Labour should be so well organized and

forewarned of any future surplus or shortages of labour

in any given industry or area that they can arrange

alternative work projects rigtit where the labourer is

4. domiciled.

How often have we heard the jibe, (I ha"ve , in

Toronto Township, and you have, in every township in this

province,,) - "These people have no stake in the community."

How can you, if you do not know, from one month to another,

how long the job will last? How can you have any stake?

If youwant the people to become contented, to have a stake

in any community
, you will have to organize the industrial
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activity of the country by regions. Otherwise, you will

have drifting populations.

Say a man has a little home in a community, - take,

for instance, working in small arms, - and due to the war

coming to an end, the small aims' plant closes up. In the

meantime the Department of Labour should know ahead, at

least two or three months ahead> of the small arms' closing-

up. They should know approximately how much labour will be

released, and some governmental or private projects should

be arranged for these people to go to. If a department was

organized for that purpose, it would bo worthwhile, it

would pay dividends, if you can keep these people in their

homes instead of pulling up their stakes and drifting to

Winnipeg or going to British Columbia, looking for a job,

Ufe do not want that to happen again,

I say if we have regional planning in the labour

field, if we have regional reports in the labour field,

great advance will have been made.

Now, I would like to refer, (and I think public

men have to be responsible for their utterances, wherever

they are mada, whether they are made in this House, or

anj^-where else,) - I would like to refer to the hon. Prime

Minister's speech at the Speaker's Banquet,

MTo Sxjeaker, I must confess to a sense of disap-

pointment in that speech.. There was actually no genuine

progressiva note in the speech^ unless it vjas the progress

in armaments, He were all intrigued by the Premier's

description of the development of the tank and the modern

fighter planes, and, last of all, when he described being

in ray home county, where he saw what he termed a magnificent
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tarrage put up to fight off enemy planes, all of which is

very necessary at the present time, but certainly nothing

to be proud of, I was oneg 1 might say, Mr, Speaker,

who was present at the second battJ.e of the Somaie when

the first tank ever made went into action. That was in

July, 1916. We heard that some wonderful, new invention

was going to be used in the war^ but wa did not know what

it was, Rijmours were going "thick and f&st" all over.

They said it was to be a great new invention. They call-

ed them }.and dreudnaughts, only the French called them

"l8 to**». In our Anglo-Saxon langiiage, we cou].d not

think of anything better than "land dreadnaughts". When

we did see them, they were great; , slow-moving, clumsy,

slug-like things, with a chain going all over the top, as

you know, and very much like a great slug, and they mad©

the maiden speed of six miles an hcuPo

In an attack ia. which I took part, a fev; hours

after these machines went up the line, I sa;v two of them

knocked out of action. The first one had a blackened

hullj, the door v/as open, and inside were seven charred

bodies, A little further on was a big, wide German

trench in which the second tank had nose-dived, and there

it was uprighted in the air, I suppose to stay there

until the end of the w.ar.

Overhead, at night,, we would see the forerunners

of the present modern fighter planes, and I well remember

the Hun plane ccming over and in the apex of two giant

beatns Of searchlights it was held like a golden bird,

motionless,, in the sky, and a few minutes later our guns

had ranged it, and it came down in flames.

The Premier described to us how these relatively
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imperfect invsntiorjs have been brought to their modern

pitch of efficiency.. Not once did I detect, in the

hono Prime Minister's voice , any note of concern that

those v/ar machirxes are geared to civilization-destroying

scientific inventions » I am not wishing to shed crocodile

tears, but I recognize we have got to the stage that we

have to do what v.'e have to do, but, at least, it is high

time that public men recognize that there is and must be

an end to this kind of insanity in support of the people's

v/ell-being. His only regret was not- to its being created,

but that we have effective measures working out.

I saw a cross embodied in that speech. Whether

that cross was twisted, or not,, I did not Dotice, but I

still noticed that the people are still to be crucified

on that cross, V/orld v/ar III v/as in the offing, as far

as I could see, m that spsech. The proud British Empire,

which put up the magnificent barrage in this war a few

years agOj was not able to employ, for one week's employ-

ment, the poor pogey reliefees. That is the only

picture the hon. Prime Minister of Ontario could give us.

I would like to say something about the receat

conferences of Teharan and Yalta,. Do not ^t excited

over there a I am not naive enough to think that these con-

ferences are going to solve the world's problems, but I do

know that a heroic effort is being made to stop further

war, and when one of the high contacting parties of these

negotiations, these agreements, is the head of the

federated, socialist soviej: republics, it is high time

we had done with the petty tactics we have had here in this

House in the last few weeks.
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There are very few members over in the Liberal

benches, uxifortunateiy, bat I am glad to see that the

.drive
Liberal-Conmunist/affectod the Liberal leader about as

much as water on a duck's backo

What of the opposition? For two years we have

witnessed fifty- two representatives of the people pre-

sumably uiiubie to act, to do anything to implement their

ideas, — that is perDaps a little too strong, but I

mean to say we are not particularly effective, and we are

a majority of the members. History has a way of giving

names to Parliaments, and I could give a name to this one

but it would not be complimentaryj, even though it is the

'iVenty-First Legislature

«

ii/hat is the reason for this? It is not hard to

seek. Vve of the opposition are divided against ourselves.

It has been the record of history thit the most anti-

social, the uost reactionary ajo,a selfish influenaes are

consistently united. It is the progressive elements, those

who have something of a vision of the future, which are the

most, divided, the uost destructive and the most non-cooper-

ative.

I am glad to see from the report of the audress of

the Hon. member for Jt« Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) that the members

are beginning to realize that if we are to riiake genuine

democratic progress, those who believe in that progress must

demonstrate unity

o

?or what reason on earth are we divided, when we

hold in our hands the torch of human progress?

Now, there have been,, in the last fifteen years,

amazing changes in the fiscal arrangements. New forces

have come into being, new expressions of the people's will
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for a change for the better. I have for years advocated

thut these new forces must maintain and build unity; and

that is the reason, Mr,, Speaker, 1 an here to-oay, and

not because I had any particular political ucumen or

ability. I uiu here because I stood for that, and I will

stand for it.

Now, I regret to say, — and this is not a direct

challenge but it is an indirect challenge, -- I know it

will not be considered a direct challenge, —
• I know that

my former party has rejected my outlook, not once but

inany tines, m its short historyc The present confusion

and disunity of this House is; I think, the direct outcome

of my former party's folly. There is this differentiation

to Biake, that is tiiat uniformity is not unity, and never

can be unity. They tried uniformity all down through tiie

ages but uniformj.ty will not work. .You iB ve to be strong

enough in your point of view and your friends will cooperate

with youo

My friends to my right, the two members in the HouLse

and myself represent a political trend which in a direct re-

sult of the authoritarian views of the C.C.F. theory, and

not because of any peculiar queerness, that we cannot co-

operate.

AN HON. IJEMBEfi: We are happy, if you are*

MH. HANCOCK; The brain trusters of the C.CFo are

like the eowbird in the nest, throwing out those who are

not quite of their own policy. Twice has opportunity

knocked at the door of my friend's party in Opposition, and

twice it has been turned down; which is very bitter proof

of the truth of what I have said.

Now, Mr, Speaker^ I submit that these,^ things are too
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aeep ana too serioua to be laagiied at at alio We may

be, in a few days, possibly, counting ren over the fallen

adiainistration. I do not know how long it vtill take, but

it is not far away. The Hon, leader of the Opposition

i,Mr. Jolliffe) last fall pointed out in a radio broadcast

that this fall of the government need not result in ait

election; and 1 am glad now at' this tiaie to remind him of

this fact. I shall expect the C.CoF. leader to accept the

challenge and form a new Government when this government

falls; but I would suggest that he must genuinely attempt

to govern »ith the cooperation of other elements now in

opposition, or be responsible for contributing to the

holding of an election in wartime ^ which he now does nat

wanto

Itr. i:)peaker, these things are too deep and too

vital to the people's weifareo Let us not fiddle while

Rome burns. The next five years are weighty va. th good or

ill for the people of tnis Dominion, Progress is not

automatic, as soiree would have you believe. Progress can only

be assured in direct proportion as we are faithful to the

best that is in us.

In our upward climb toward a better social state,

the words of Sir Owen Seaman are particularly appropriate:

"Ye that have faith to look with fearless
eyes
Beyond the tragedy of a world at strife
iind trust - that out of night •- and death -
shall rise
The dawn of ampler life -

Rejoices whatever anguish rend your heart
That you may tell your sons who see the
light high in the Heavens - their heritage

to, takes
I saw the powers of darkness take their
flight -•

I saw the luorning breako"
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HON. CHiLRLES DALEY (Minister of Labour); MTo

Speaker, I gathered from the latter part of the previous

speaker's address that he was neaping coals of fire on

his former colleagues' heads, and with that part of his

address I aia in entire agreement

o

On rising to add my contribation to the speech

from the Throne, naturally I will follow, as has been

said so many times., the custom of congratulating the

mover and seconder; and. I wj. 11 not say very much about it

other than that we just hs.ppened to pick those t>oys,, «->•

-

we could have picked any others in the party over here

,

and they would have done ail righto

Mflo GEOflGE I. HARVEY (Sault Stec Marie): So

could we«

MR, DALEY: That is what I am afraid of,

I am going to speak moatly on the question of Laboui* aad

my viewpoint on it; but, before I cone to tliat, I would

like to express some of my opinions about things that have

transpired up to this time in this House

u

The leader of the oppts^ition (I4r. Jolliffe) has

spoken at considerable length, and he carefully reviewed

each of the twenty-two points c In my opinion he did a

very good job for the Government o I do not think anyone

on this side of the House could have done better, for he

substantiated to a great extent the government's claims

that it had fulfilled ail its obligationso But, in almost

every case, he agreed, in his opening remarks, to a certain

point, that it had to a great extent fulfilled, or some

such statement as that, and then he would try to argue him-

self out of that opinion, for instancei> to Juat mention

one of thempthat fifty per cent cost of education. He could
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not, or couroe^ say that i^e had not paid the fifty per

cent as promised; but with true G.G.F« attitude, he tried

to belittle, by pointing out what a saiail amount it appeared

to be on a thousand dollar assessment, some three dollars,

or an amount such as that. But one just has to, from

day to day, read the paj)ers and the budgets that are being

broijght down and approved by the municipalities, showing

reductions in tax rate of from two and one half to as high

as seven mills, in addition to other advantages such as

increased pay for teachers, and so on, to realize what a

tremendous effect this piece of legislation had in reducing

the cost of services charged against real property in this

Province.

Now,; I am sorry that the Hono leader of the liberal

party is not in the House, but I think. I will proceed just

as tnoagh he were here, because I am going to say this: Since

the beginning of this Session, I have, and at times with

considerable boredom we have listened to speakers who were

speaking in this House,

MI3S AGNES M^CPHAIL: {York Sast) We shared the same

thought,

I/iE. JjALEY: And I regret that the Leader of the Liberal

party is not here..

MjH. HAaBY G. NIXON (Brant): I can perhaps sead for

him ana bring him in but I will not take the responsibility of

bringing him in hereo

HOW. caiQHGE Ao DREW (Ffime Lflinister): The Hon« member

forgets that the Leader of the Liberal Party in the House is

seated in here now»
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MRo MLEY : The chief concern of the Leader

of the Liberal party in ]ii3 remarks seemed to be that the

Prime Minister had not elaborated enough.cn the policy of

the Crovernraent s>on the 22 Points. I can appreciate that'

the hono member would not be able to understand that,

lifhat he cannot comprehend is that the Drew Government

is not a one-man government.

AN HDNo MEMBER s Oh, no?

MR» DALBYi ^he Prime Minister does not orack

the whip and his ministers fall like tenpins in a bowling

alley

o

SOME HON, MEMBERS'. Oil, oho

MRo SPEAKER; Order o I must ask hon^ members

to give the hono member who he.s the floor the opportunity

to speak and to desist from these asides and interruptionso

MR. WILLIAMS: They are perfectly good natured,

Mr^ Speaker, and the Minister of Labour does not object <>

MHc SPEAKER: Well, I do.

MR. WILLIAMS: I know..

MR, SPEAKER: You ,just take your seat, please,

MRo BROWN; We are getting a lot of Information

from the Minister in this way,

MR, SPEAKER: I do not wish to name an hon, member

but I ask them to desist from these wise-cracks. Please let

us get on with the debatso

MR, DALEY: Might I crave the indulgence of the

House to start over again, I was going on to say that

I thinkit is a bad thing in a legislature such as this

that we have to go through the procedure of addressing

each other &3 "the hon. member for so-and-so.* When I

want to address the hon, member for Elgin across the floor
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I would much prefer to call him Mitcho It would sound a

little more friendly, when I am trying to be unfriendly.

The hon» member for Elgin could not understand

why the Prime Minister had not elaborated more on his

policy in speaking in the debate on the Speech from. the

Throne » What he could not understand is that this is not

a one-man government. The Prime Minister does not crack

the whip over here and have the ministers fall all over

the place o There is no in- again out"again policy over

here because the Prime Minister holds the ministers respon-

sible for their respective departments, though he is

willing to be of help at any time with counsel from his

great fund of knowledge and experience. But he does

not ride rough-shod over the ministers here* He doss

not usurp all the lime lights If something has to be

said in regard to any department the Prime Minister ex-

pects the minister in charge of that department to have

the sayo That is why he did not go into detail on every

point because he had faith that those who are responsible

tprthe various departments would be quite able to take care

of themselves. Is there anything wrong with that? That

is democratic government in actiono There can be no

occasion over hera for a triple plaj*- such as was witnessed

under the former govejrnmant, from Hepburn to Conant, to

Nixon, only to have the ball fumbled and we witnessed the

Prima Minister in the end picking up the ball to complete

the play. Thatg to me, is a very amusing incident, in

view of what seems to be transpiring now,

I was in Ottawa at one time on official busimss

for this (ioverncaent and met a high ranking official there.

I do not need to mention names . He was about my size,

s^tout, with a round face like mine, and he came up to me
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and saldj, *I understand that you are Mr« Daley, the

Minister of Labour for Ontario?* I said» "Yes."

Then he said^ "Sit down and let us have a talk."

We sat for a fsw minutes and then he said, "How do

you get on with that man Hepburn?" I said 3 "Well^

I have always got on very well with him* I do not,

of course, have a graat deal of association with him,

but when I see him he is friendly and nice^" "He

is a terrible man>" he replied. "He used to get so mad

when he would tear m.e apart that I would never answer him."

He went on to say, "He has done more to put the Liberal

party where it is to-day than4ny other man in the country o"

MRo HEPBURN (Elgin) s I think you had better tell

us who the man ^aSo Was it KroKing?

MRo DALE?" Mro King, yeso

MR. HEPBURl^' (Elgin) ^ I just want you to repeat

that so that we can verify it. Mr. King said that?

MR, DALEY; YeSj, that is what the man said» He

Said that.

MF,. HEPBURN (Elgin): Did you shed any tears at the

time?

MR. DALEY: No, I did not

o

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin) 5 I would not want to hurt

your feelings — I like you too well.

MR. DALEY'; It amuses me to hear the Leader of the

Liberal party in Ontario call this a Rump goverrjaent , for

being a farmer he should know that the choice cuts come off

the rump.

Now 1 am afraid that I have to get a little nasty

because I am going to refer to my friends to my right ,> The

hon. meuiber for Beliwoods (Mi'o MacLeod) certainly made a

lengthy speech and I considered it a pretty vicious one, but
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I found very little in it to comment upon except the quo-

tations o He quoted everybody I think except Confucius.

But he was very careful never to quote Tim Buck and what

he had saido

MRo MacLEOD; Go ahead and give it to us nowo

MRo DALEY" I do not make quotations, I give

my own opinions o •*Q,uoting MacLeod" is "what the hono

member will be known asg I thinks in days to come.

The Communists are certainly making a great

effort to line up with somebody. They tried it first

here, then they tried it therej, and then they tried it

there, with what success I am not prepared to s;ay.

While it would appear that there is some line up between

the leaders of the Liberal party and of the Communist

party I am unable to bring myself to believe that the

sound thinking members of the Liberal party over there

are in agreement with the Communists in their philosophy.

A leopard does not change his spots nor does a Communist

change his philosophy

»

I can recall when I was mayor of Sto Catharines

at the time of the visit of Their Majesties the King and

^ueen to this country ^ Our town for weeks was full of

provincial and federal police who had been sent there to

check up on every Communist in the area so that the police

would know right where they were on the day the King and

^ueen were In Sto Catharines

o

MR. SALSBERO; I would like to point out to the

hon. Minister that there were members of the Communist party

in the official parties receiving Their Majesties the King

and Q,ueen; many of tbem^ in fact, were members cf city

councils and on the reception committees that met the King

and Queen. So there was no need for this n^rsterious hunt.
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MRo DALEY: But there was a hunt

„

}m^ MaeLEOD; By the Tories

»

MRo DALEY: It was no Tory government that sent

the police there to hunt them.

MR, 3ALSEERG: It was not the mayor of St.

Catharines?

MR. DALEY: No, he had nothing to do with it.

MR. HSPBITRN (Elgin); It seems like a case of

going down into a dark cellar on a dark night and looking

for a black cat that was not there <>

MRo DALEY: Something I find very hard to under-

stand is why a great Jewish population in the district

known as Bellwoods ~- I am given to understand that there

are a niimber of very fine Jewish people there — would

select a little pipsqueak thing like this to represent

them in this Legislature <.

MR.- MacLEQD: Mr, Speaker, I demand that that

offensive remark be withdrawn by the Minister.

MR. DALEY; I do not know what pipsqueak means

but I like the sound of ito

MRo MacLEOD: I insist, Mr^ Speaker, that that *

remark be withdrawn.

MR. DALEY: What is it he wants withdrawn --

pipsqueak?

MRt MacLEOD: Withdraw the remark you made.

MR. DALEY: Do you objject to itj Mr* Speaker?

MR. SPEAKER: Yes.

MR. DALEY: OoK. I withdraw it. These

Jewish people in the riding of Bellwoods are an independent

people, with great business ability. They are people who,

I thought, wish above all things to retain their freedom.
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MR. THORNBERRY; I submit. Mro Speaker, that the

Minister should refer to Canadian citizens and electors as

Canadians and not as belonging to a particular religion.

What he is doing would produce anti-Semitism.

'

MR^ SPEAKER: Reference has been made to various

religions quite fairly, I thinko The Minister is speaking

in no objectionable way, I thinko

MR. DALEY: A number of my best friends are Jevsish,

and I cannot understand how they would make a selection like

this over here <>

MR. HANCOCK: The mind is the standard of the man.

MR. DUNBAR: So that is the party over there 1

MR, DAISY: To go from the ridiculous to the

sublime, when I listeradto the hono member for Bruce (Mro

Duff) addressing the House last night it was like hearing

a robin in the springtime because he was so constructive in

his remarks o I appreciated his address very much. He

is not only a fine citizen but I wish him nothing but

success. He is nice and quiet and

MRS. LUCKOGK: Why. not take him as an example?

MR. DALEY; Much has been said here about the

attitude which this Oovernment has taken in regard to the

Civil Service o I do not doubt that here and there in cer-

tain places changes have been made for causes which have

b-een indicated. It was stated that changes would be made

for inefficiency or something like that o I submit ^ Mr»

Speaker, that this Government has tried to be fair with

the Civil Service » in an effort to build a civil service

that will enjoy a greater sense of security and have a

more efficient personnel. For one thing the Government

has created minimum and maximum salary rates for the various
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classifications in the Civil Servicso It has also estab-

lished the principle of annual increases until the raaxircum

salary is i^ached, and it has adopted the principle of

promotions, which I think deserves mention here* No longer

will civil servants be held in the same position from year

to year without being given a chance to progress if better

Jobs are available-, but of course they must have the neces-

sary qualifications to fill any vacancy that arises o The

net result has been that many people are now holding better

jobs in the Civil Service than they had a year ago, and no

longer are civil servants held back while others arc brought

in for various reasons, political or otherwise, to pick off

the cream of the jobs„ That is a statement that any hon.

member can check.

MR. SALSBERG: Would .the Government allow the

Civil servants to organize themselves into unions?

MR. SPEAKER: I would ask the hon. member to

address the Ghair^

J-IR. S/\LSBERG: I would like to ask a question,

Mr. Speaker.

MR. SPEAKER: There is a proper way.

MR. SAL3HERG; May I ask a question, Mr. Speaker?

MR. SPICAKER: If the Minister cares to ansv/er,

MR. 3ALSBERG : Is the Minister prepared to say on

behalf of the Government that the employees 'of this Govern-

ment in the Hydro, for instance, and the Liquor Control stores,

may proceed to organize themselves into trade unions, and will

they be recognized if they so do?

MR, DALEY: The hon, member knows as well as that he

is sitting there that I made it possible for the Hydro em-

ployees to organize themselves into any union they chose

o

That is their privilege. The Prime Minister has said that

JJ he wants the best labour laws for OntariOo
fls
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Nov;, there can be differences of opinion as to

what is the best Labour law* No matter what lay sympathies

are, and which I v/ill say are pretty well known, as I have

said on many occasions, I am in favoiir of properly

organized, properly run unions. The fact remains that

there are thousands of xTorkers in the province who from

choice do not wish to belong to a union, or vvho are not

eligible for membership, foremen, or above the rank of

foremen, office workers, and thousands and thousands in the

armed forces who at present have no voice in union matters

—

1®. A. A. CASSEUvAJI (Nipissing) : llr.. Speaker, I

would like, for your information to advise the hon., Minister

of Labour {Mco Daley) that office workers may join the

union, and many, many thousands, do belong to themo

in. DALliY: Retail business people who might be

adversely affected v;hen trouble takes place in industry;

they are not in unions and they might be very seriously

affectedo There are many others \^ich can be most

seriously affected, if we are not careful to have what

the hono Prime Minister said "A sound, sane, Laboxir

laws, laws that protect the v;orkers but do not give them

overall power which might be used unwisely, to the detri-

ment not only of themselves, but to industry as a whole o"

Now, v/e are at the present time hearing much of

union securityo Union security and job security, in my

opinion, go hand-in~hando Of vfaat use is union security

if there are no joba for its members? As an illustration

of the point 1 am trying to make -- and I hope that my

listeners will believe this as true, because it is true

— a great industry in this province invited me to hear

their president discuss the post-war plans of that company©
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I accepted, and. I was amazed at v/hat they had in Eiind«

The first reoark he made was that this company has,

and recognizes that it has, an obligation to the workers

who nov/ work for the company, and 1,500 boys overseas,

and he said, "Wo are going to do our best to make it

good,"

He then outlined the plans completely — definite

plans — and they called for some millions of dollars to

be spent in plant expansion and new equipment to make

products not formerly made in this country, and to create

nev; jobSo And then what happens?

Now this company has a union, and it has an agree-

ment; ll|ss than a year ago an agreement was bargained for

and at that time the union said that it was one of the best

agreements they had ever been able to make v;ith anyone o

Then the union seciirity broke, and, mind you, lifo

Speaker, this union security was not a consideration last

year; it was not brought out last year, when the present

agreement and the Code they were working under was forrau-

latedo Union security was not in the picture then; it is

new since theno And since the union security idea has

come forward, that union h^s approached that company to

change an agreement of some hundred or more clauses j and
.

they want thirty-eight of them changed in an agreement

they agreed to not more than so many months ago, after

claiming it was the best agreement they had been able to

negotiate with anybody

o

IE. BERTRALI E, LSATISNS (Woodbine) : I,2ay I ask the

hono Llinister a question?

MR, SPEAiLSRiIf the hon. tlinister wishes to ansvrer
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at this tineo

I'Kc LEAV3N3 : VJhat objection have you to what the

union did in that particular case?

luR. DALEY: I have no objection whatever, but you

should hear everything I have to say. I do not want you to

pick out a certain point., I cannot write ray talk that vjajo

In what I am saying, I am not condemning the union, I am

trying to bring out a point*

IvIH. EDWARD B. JOLLIFS (Leader of the Opposition):

JThat was the name of the company?

MR, DALEY: I will tell you, but I do not think I

vfill disclose it to this Housea

M^o LSAVE1-:S: V7e would like to know,

IvIR, SPEAKER: Orders a

UR. DALEY: The reason I mention that is because

in my opinion union secudty and job security go hand-in-

hand, and I do not knov/ vdiat he thinks this present

condition is going to have on that company, but I know

they are confused and I know they are thinking of vdiether

it is really warth viiile to go ahead v/ith all these plans,

and that is why I brought that point outo

MR. CYRIL OVERALL (Niagara Falls) : tSay I ask a

question of the hon, L-Iinister, I£r. Speaker?

iffi» SPEAKER: If the Minister cares to answer.

lilR. DALEY: L2r« Speaker, I v/ould like to be able to

present all this talk —

ivlR. JOLLIFEE: You are doing all right.

I'JR. SPEAKER: I vrould suggest to hon. member for

Niagara Ealls (Mr, Overall) that he srait until the speaicer

has finished, and then ask his question.

iaRo DALEY: I am not trying to tell unions their
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business, nor an I tryinc to tell industry its business.

In ray capacity as Minister of Labour, I feel I an supposed

to be, to the best of my ability, a sort of levelling

influence „ I Ixave had a lot of dealings with union lasnbers

of the Opposition, and I do not think any one of then can

say 1 have ever been anything but fair.

LlRo li, F. iSr-3URN (iilgin) : Ur, Speaker, if ny \

nenory serves me correctly, the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)

once told one of the hori„ members to "go to hell" in the

opening paragraph of a letter.

UR, DALEY: That is fair, and that vras the ans v/er

he deservedo

LiRo JOLLIFFE: It was purely a presumption.

LJESo R. M, LUCOCK (Bracondale ) : I do not think that

is quite fair, Llr. Speaker, and I think the hon. members

should be called to order, for saying a thing like that —
MRo HCV/.IRD ii, BROWN (V/elland)- How about the

Government on the other side over there?

MR» SPEAKER: I v/ill ask the hon, member for V/elland

(Mr. Brown) to respect the Chair and wait until the present

speaker has concluded*

iffl. DALEY: As I say, in my capacity as Minister, I

have to deal with the Jar Regional Board, the Industrial

Labour Board, the Compensation Board -~

LIR. GARFIELD ANDERSON (Port Arthur): That is too many.

i-IR. DALEY: —In regard to difficult cases. There

are thousands of cases have gone through this Board without

ever coming to my attention, but the contended ones, and the

difficult ones, do,

li1(, GEORGE I. flARVET (Sault Ste. Llarie) : Llr. Speaker,
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may I ask the hon. Llinister (Mr. Daley) a question?

LIR, 3PEA1'.2R: L^ay I remind the hon. member for

Sault 3te, Llarie (MTo Harvey) that the hon. ivlinister

(Mr« Daley) has requested that he be allov/ed to complete

his remarks. 1 have asked tv/o other hone members to

refrain from asking questions until he has concluded,

and i am making the sane request of you.

lvIR« EARTSf: This is not fair to the rank and file

of all labour- J for him to make a charge against labouTo

I would like him to name the union, against whom he is

making a charge.

ItE. 3PSAIlIiIR: I can assure the hon. member for

Sault St Co Jilarie tMr„ Harvey) that as soon as the hon»

Minister (£lr. Daley) has completed his address, and made

his presentation, I will give you an opportunity to ask

your question.

IvEc DALEY: Now, there are many unions in this

province to-day who have a union securityo The union

to which 1 belonged when 1 learned the carpenter trade

is still in existence ^ still going strong, better than

evero They had a union security, because they have

throughout the years conducted their business in a manner

that has sold the employer on the desirability of having

his men organized, and that can be done to-day. The unions

have survived because they vYere good, not because of some

Act of the Legislatioreo

The very nature of the Canadian people resents being

driven into a corner, and being told to too great an extent

;vhat they pist or must not do* isolation as between coun-
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tries, as between municipalities, is past, and also the

isolation between employer and employee. They must co-

operate, each with the other, and work for the benefit

of the other

Industry must realize that profits cannot be too

higli v/hen wages are too lowo Yet there must be a profit,

and the workers must realize that wages can only be v/hat

the traffic will bear, leaving a reasonable profit, after

the goods produced are sold in the markets of the world,

for we are a selling nationo iJo must remain competitive,

because, while v;e are an industrial province, vre are only

a spot in the industry of the virorld; v^e have not got a

corner en all the skill and initiative,

IfoWj 1 dv/elt at some length on P,C«1003, while

discussing the Labour Relations Boardo dince this debate

in this House on that Act, I have talked v/ith Ottawa, and

they realize that Ontario has, as i said at that time,

more opportunity to administer and see the strength or

weaknesses of this Act,, and recommendations from this

province v/ill receive very careful consideration.

Then i might say to the hon. member, that is the

only v/ay that change can be made to 1003

o

Now, i claim that much progress has been made,

which Y;as proven by labour under the Act as it stands, and

I am perfectly happy if some sensible changes can be made

in it, and I hope to have recommendations from the Labour

Relations Board very soon, and with them, if this can be

improved, it villi be improved and organized. Labour must

not forget that under the present Act as it stands to-day,

287 unions have been certified. That is a tremendous step
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forv;ard in so short a tine.

In my opinion both the unions and rnanafeerient are

suffering from grovans pains, industry, v;hich carried on

successfully for years without organization, suddenly finds

itself organized. Katurally it resents this intrusion,

uiitil they are shown by organization that co-operation can

be of benefit to both the parties.

m, Ao A. CA33SUiAII (Nipissing): Mr. Speal^r, as a

matter of privilege , I feel I must make this statement,. I

have stood up before and supported organized labour very

many tlmesj and in the last ten minutes, the hon. Minister

of Labour iiir. Daley) has said tvc things, une of ths

things was that the: company resented this "intrusion" » V/ell,

it is no intrusion if members of this company v/ant to

organizoo 1 v/ould ask that that be clarifiedo

The other was that people resented being driven into

a corner as if organizing a union vias driving some people

into a corner^ 1 just could not swallow those things, as

a union man of eighteen years' standing, and i am surprised

that some of my friends on this side have not said some-

thingo

LiR. V/ILLIAiB ; Ue obey the dpeaker.

LIR. SPEAKER: Jill you please be good enough to

reserve your questions until the hon<, Minister (Mr, Daley)

has finished?

UH. CAo3ELI.]Al>I: It is not a question, it is a matter

of principlCo

i.li. DALEY: But the unions, in their enthusiasm, are

reaching for more power, and if they can get it, by proving

themselves —• which they have for years — unionism is not
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new in this country — they can have this security, but the

thing, in my opinion, which is required to-day, is mort

attention and more tolerance, both on the part of laanageuent

and labour. Tolerance must be the factor, unions must grow

stronger, not only in numbers, but in wisdom, which can only

be acquired through time and experience, and industry must

come to realize — and i think they are — because the good

unions that are in this country' — that a union is not an

Octupus that is going to strangle them, but which is going

to help them, and it is education and tolerance which has

to be achieved, and that cannot be done overnight, because

v/ritten regulations v;hich arbitrarily control either manage-

ment or labour do not mean a thing, if there does not

exist a spirit of co-operation as between the two parties,

and it can only lead to passive resistance of rules, and

destroy the very things we are trying to accomplish, fuli-

ti2B. employment, under fair conditions, and an equal

"break", — or a little better than an equal "break" -«-

for the boys who are coming home; a continuance of free

enterprise v/hero courage and skill and initiative bring

thtiir own rev/ard,

1 believe — that 1 say this rather humbly — that

the Department of Labour has enjoyed considerable success

in protecting the workers from unfair treatment, and to

maintain stability. As long as i am here, 1 intend to

follow those principles, because I believe the future

continued prosperity of this country depends, not as many
v/e can build

seem to think on post-war planning, on roads/ and that

kind of thing, — but the prosperity of the future depends

upon the continuance of profitable industry, and the trade
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v/e are able to develop and to iralntain in tlie nations of

the v/orld.

;/e Eiust bo sane, as we must be progressive, and v/ith

our natural resources and our industrial capacity and our

nev/ly-found sciences, wa can build a standard of living I'or

the people of this province, that even our fathers never

dreai^ed of.

All our thoughts Seem to be directed to-day tov;ard

organization, v/hich leaas me to drav/ your attention to

considering for a moaent another type of individual in

the province, who might, 1 v/ould say be considered as the

"forgotten imn", i mean the small business man. He is

the i.nn who, by his own courage and zeal and initiative,

has acquired a stake in this country. To-day, with his

fi:ced charges on goods and chattels, his controlled prices,

his inability to acquire goods to sell, and his controlled

profits, have left this type of citizen in a bad way.

'.liio mans service clubs v/hich are doing such a

splendid service in this country? ./ho supports the

churches and schools? VTho develops playground facilitias?

Tlie small business man. Ijever do you see a card in their

stores saying, "Please do not asK: for contributions," He

is expected to support everything fi'om the Humane Society

on, and not only does he give his time in organizing, but

his. money to benefit anything that might be for the corrc:iunity

service, m passing legislation — and v;iisn vre are

thinicing of legislation -- let us remember these* individuals

because they have been the bacKbone of this country.

Along the line that the hon. raember for iork -L:;ast

lliiss ijauphailj was speaicing on last night m regard to the

care for the aged. No one cou3d dispute any of that, I am
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in entire agreciiient v/ith the thought she brouglit up, but

I v/ill say that the systen xjq worked under for so long

can be corrected, not to-day, nor to-morrow, but in tiro,

so that those people not be in such straiglitened circum-

stances, unless because of some unforeseen or terrible

amount of sickness that should befall them.

In my opinion, there is too great a difference

to-day between the low-paid man and the high-paid man.

4 SGiji HON. LHSLiBiJao: Period.

L2i. DAUiY: I would not take much longer, l.Ir.

Speaker, but if it is your v/ish, I \7ill move the adjournment

of the debate,

Ljotion agreed to«

IvjR. oPiiAlCER : I promised three hon. members the

opportunity of asking questions and I now declare it six

o'clock.

The house recessed at 6.00 p.m.
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

EVENING SESSION

Toronto, Ontario,
Tiiursday, March 15, 1945 e

oPiiAivbJH: Honourable Williara J, Stewart, C.b.E,

The House resuuied at Eight o»clook:o

HON. GHiiJRLES DALEY; Mr. Speaker, I think when I

left off in this aebate, I 'A'as discussing a question that had

been raised by the Hon, member for York East (iviiss 'tocphail),

about the additiorial care that should be provided for the aged

people o I said that I was in entire agreement with that

statement; but I think, to get at the core of it, we had to

go a little deeper into our economyo

It seems to me it might be quite easy to provide

some different accorumodat ion for these people, now, but we

can go on having this very job for people who require this

assistimce, unless we change something, in perpetuity. I

also said that I thought that there was too great a difference

between the man who is called unskilled, — often wrong:ly

called unskilled, -- and the skilled labourer or worker.

I can recall working in the building business, and on these

jobs there would be mechanics drawing possibly a dollar or

a dollar ten an hour. Taking the plasterer's helper or the

bricklayer's helper, what were they getting? In those days

about fifty cents, or maybe forty-five cents; and I always

thought that that man was as ski,iled as the man who was termed

a skilled workman, and he worked as hard, if not harder;

and at the rate that he was, according to our present system,

stabilized at, he could never hope to raise his family and

ever get in a position of being, at least, a little or
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reasonably independent in his old ageo

I know tiaat the skilled tradesioan would say, "Oh,

we only work part timeo" Bat, when they do not work, the

labourer does not work either, and he is penalized still

further. Aixd I have thought, and have always thought, and

I have talked to construction men about it, and they agree

that there is too much of a difference between them. And if

we can clean some of that stuff up we will gradually eliminate

the expense of to-day of having to care for people who were

getting a little old and unable to care for themselveso

Now, to get back to the question of Labour Legis-

lation. I am going to repeat again, the Prime liLnister said

"sound legislation"; he did not say C.C.F. legislation, nor

socialistic legislation, but he said "sound labour legis-

lation" o

AN HON. i/iEIyEEii: The same thingo

UR» DALEY: I know that the members in the opposition

group will smile when they compare our legislation with the

legislation in oaskatchewan, -•= and I think I have the right

to mention Saskatchewan, because it has been mentioned here

many times. It sort of reminds me of an old story, where

a lady went into a butcher shop, and she wanted a pound of

hamburg and the butcher said. It is twenty-five cents. iihe

said, Across the street it was only fifteen cents. He said,

Why didn't you get it when you were over there? She said.

They didn't have any. ^.iid he replied, When I have not get

any, it is fifteen cents tooo

Now, the point which I am trying to make, but which

I did not make very well, was to point out that Saskatchewan,

with very little industry, could experiment, and you would

expect them t© with a u.GoF. government. Certainly you would

expect them to experiment, because it was ©bvious that they
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could do little harm and possibly no good. In my

opinion it was a political move with a view to impressing;

the workers or this country with what the CC.F. would do

for Labour.

But I think the situation in this Province is en-

tirely different, and must be handled entirely differently.

We are the largest industrial Province in the Dominion, —
at ]east one of the two greatest industrial provinces, —
and we must deal with this matter in an entirely different

light. '<He can lead the way, but we cannot got too far

out of the way with our competitors in our own country.

NOW;, MTo Speaker, 1 believe this government and ,}

the Liberal Government that preceded it in this House, under

whose present ana former administration such remarkable

progress has been made in regard to social security and

better Labour-management relationships, better standards

in living, and I mean that because I think we have as high

a standard of living here as you will find anywhere, that

we have accepted the responsibility, perhaps not to the

extent that we should in taking care of ttose people who,

for some reason or other, find themselves unable to care for

themselves.

Now, I am dealing nearly everyday with labour. I

see the Hon. member for York West (Mr., l^llllard) here this

evening, -- I do not think he was in this afternoon, --

and I have had some deal.ings with him in connection with

labour matters, and I want to say here naw I know some

people think tlaat the Hon. member gets quite out of line

at times. I will say this to my own people and to the

members of the opposition, that in all cases when I have

had to deal with him he has been very fair, very consistently

fair, to deal with in regard to labour

o
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It rather aiausec me that the opposition seems to

be trying to impress the people that they are the only

people who have accepted any responsibility, or have any

thoughts of the interests of iabour at heart. I think

this government has labour's interest at heart. That is why

we have broadened and improved the workmen's coinpensutioa

Act to protect a continually greater number of working men,

And do not forget that it was the "reactionary tories" as we

are sometimes called,; that brought this most important

piece of legislation iuc® existance long before there was

C.CoF. or CommunistSo

AN HON. IvffiiJBER: You have heard of Allen Studholm?

MH. DALMi Yeso That is why we are planning

schemes to restore returned veterans to their rightful

places in commerce, and lessen unemployment and prevent any-

thing coming against them, to retain them in industry, and

let them make their own choice, when they return.

That is why we set up the Labour Board to supervise

bargaining arrangements in any plant in our regulations,

leaving absolute freedom of action to the labouurers them-

selves. That is why we established the forty-eight hours

a week and a week's holidays with pay; and it would be

interesting to remark here that it is estimated that eight

hundred and seventy thousand dollars will be paid out this

year iter holidays to employees in the building trades alone.

We have over thirty thousand stamp books out at the present

time, for this particular type of industryo

AN HON» MIMJBER; May I ask the Hon, Minister a

question?

MH. iiPEAKEB; Wait until the Hon. Minister is

through. There are a number aheod of youo
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MH. DALEY; We established for this particular

industry, the building industry, a book of stamps system

whereby the employee will be assured of two per cent of

his annual pay for his holidays „ Vv'e are the only Province

in Canada with a holiday Acto We do know that the Saskatch-

ewan iict, following the usual line of policy, they

followed with two weeks' holidays with pay but this Act has

not been proclaimed, unless it has been done within the

last two or three dayso So we are the only province

in the Dominion with a Holiday ACt with pay; and we are

arranging to extend this system of pro rata pay with holidays,

to all workers, so that if a irjan happens only to be able

to work, for some reason, it may be through no fault of hi s

own, only six months for one firm, he will not be penalized

to the extent of his holidays with pay credits.

(Page 1440 follows)
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Mr. Dftley.

We eire leaving the minimum wage in, so that all men

who work in this province will be assured a reasonable

miiiiiaum v;age, which will guarantee to everyone a reasonable

living.

ME. BERTRAM E. LEAVENS (Woodbine): What is the

reasonable rate?

MR. DALEY: "/e have not decided, le have held con-

sultations. We are not doing this thing just out of the

hat. We actually have had a s\irvey made of this entire

province as to what it costs to purchase in one location

and another and what the difference is. We are trying to

be fair and trying to bring down something that is fair

and reasonable.

MB. lEAVENS: That has been done so often, it is

funny. •

MR. DALEY: We have a tentative appointment with

Ottawa on this very question, so that something Dominion-

wide may be enacted. That is why we have enlarged the

Factory, Shop and Office Building Act, to remove the hazards

and reduce the injuries to the workmen and to improve their

health.

These things are actualities based on facts. They

are not just dreams, such as some people do dream. I think

I am fortunate that I belong to one of the old parties. I

say that sincerely. We can point to real accomplishments

of building and developing the country as the best place

in the world to live, and one of the parties that still live

in a democracy.

The labour lav7s I have initiated, and those in effect

before my time, are based, entirely, on these principles, to

assist and help workers get a fair return for their efforts,
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to encourage initiative, and to encourage expanding of capital,

to create more jobs for more people. I might frankly say I

am not trying, and never had any thought of trying, to oust

the CCF. In closing, I would just say this, that in all

cases of amending acts, or making regulations, it has been

my policy to call in those people interested, both labour and

management. Out of these discussions I have attempted to

legislate, for the people of this province. I think I am a

servant of the people, of all the people.

I am putting this down, because I want to give the

other hon. members all the time that I can, I would just say

this, that as the developments that have taken place in this

House, and what appears to be perfectly obvious is going to

happen, - and at this point I am only speaking for myself,

and no one else, - my association here with all of you has

been most pleasant. I think I can say, without exception,

that the hon. members of the opposition groups have been very

friendly to me.

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Is this a farewell message?

MR. DALEY: My only regret is that when we reconvene

this Ho\ise so many of you will be missing.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Niagara Falls asked

peimission to ask a question.

MR. CYRIL OVER ALT. (Niagara Falls): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to ask the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley)

a question concerning the company that he referred to as the

company that revealed, certain post-war plans, and this

company had expressed disappointment that union security was

now being asked,

MR. DALEY: I did not say that.
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MR. OVERALL: Tiie question is, How did the number

of employees that the company now employs — how will that

number ccaapare with the number of employees that the .4^

company contemplates employing after the war?

IvIR. DALEY: There will be 1,500 more. They have

obligated themselves to place back in employment 1,500

soldiers, and they are accepting that obligation, and try-

ing to plan to retain the people they now have, and give

an extra 1,500 men work. I am not in the company. I am

telling you what I have heard said. .•,-,.

\SR, SPEAKER: The hon. member for Welland (MT.

Brown)

.

MR. HOWARD E. BROWN (Welland): Fir. Speaker, in

line with the same question, I was wondering, when the

hon. Minister for Labour was talking, if this was through

some efforts of the hon. Minister of Planning and Develop-

ment (Mr. Porter) that the company was expanding, or was

it the wish of the company itself?

MR. DALEY: I am sorry. I did not just get that

question.

Iiffl. BROViTN: Was the expansion of this company a

result of the efforts of the hon. Minister of Planning

and Development, or was this company expanding under its

own plans?

MR. DALEY: I think I can honestly say the Minister

of Planning and Development knew nothing about this. I have

never spoken to him about it until this afternoon.

MR. GEORGE I. riARVEY (Sault Ste. Marie): I must

preface my question by qualifying the reason for it. I

am quite concerned about the prestige of the hon. Minister

of Labour when it becomes known publicly that he spoke
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in the derogatory about the Trade Union Movement.

MR. DALEY: I did not.

MR. HARVEY: That is my impression, and I am afraid

the public may get the same impression. The question I

ireuQt to ask is, 7/ill the hon. Minister name the union, the

tjrade union that required union security?

MR. DALEY: A trade union that required union

security?

MR. HARVEY: Yes.

MR. DALEY: You know the trade unions that work

toward union security.

MR. HARVEY: I have reference to the ones you

mentioned in your speech, after having a satisfactory agree-

ment for so many years, had requested the company to intro-

duce into its working agreement a security clause. I do

not want the public to think you are against trade unions

or thi^ok;ing or speaking about that kind of thing. I

think the public should know if you are opposed to any one

trade union.

MR. DALEY: Certainly they should, if I am, but I

prefaced my remarks by saying, and I have said on many

occasions, I am in favour of organization* The point I tried

to make throughout my speech was there is a sane and sensible

line to folloK, and do not let the unions or managements be-

come unreasonable, and I named both of them*

MR. ROY SMITH (Parry Sound): Mr. Speaker, the hon.

Minister mentioned Ontario was the only province in Canada

with an Act covering a holiday with pay. I quite agree

with that, but I want to disagree with him if he says it is

really in effect, because I find it is not mandatory. We

passed the bill in the House last year.
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The question I would like to ask the hon. Minister

is whether it is or is not mandatory. I find, by talking

to different union members, especially many junior members,

the younger members of unions, they find it is almost impos-

sible for them to get one week's pay clause in their union

agreements. I thought when we passed the bill it v/as

mandatory and legislation that was going to be carried out.

I want to know whether it is.

MR. DA-LEY: Name one case.

MR. SMITH: The C. P. R» freight and express

handlers*

MR. DALEY: Yes, I knew that was what you were going

to say. I knew that is what you were going to ask about.

You know, and I know, the railway organization is almost com-

pletely organized, and this is an agreement, - I do not know

that it was a saT/-off , but the policy adopted was after two

years, if I recall correctly, they would give two w;eeks»

holiday with pay, but not one week the first year. That is

an agreement between the union and the company, and I

hesitated to go in there and try to break that agreement

down.

I have discussed it with the company, and I am dis-

cussing it with the union members on Tuesday morning. I do

not know what the result will be. If the organization of

union people want to make an agreement that will get them,

two weeks* instead of one weekfe pay, after one year's

waiting for it, I do not know that that is too far out of

line, that we should go overboard and say, "You cannot do

that." It is a matter that the unions will decide

now.

MR. SMITH: If I may, I wish to ask something
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further. You sai4, a moment ago, —
MR. SPEAKER: You answered the question, ani this

is not an argument.

MR. SMITH: Yes, but to correct a misunderstanding,

the hon. Minister mentioned after two years they get two

weeks' holiday.

MR. DALEY: I say that from memory.

MR. SMITH: In the second year they get one week»s

holiday, and after three years they get two weeks' holiday.

I would not have any complaint, but I thought when we pass-

ed the legislation it said they must get one week's holiday

a year, and I think we mxist be consistent and see that it

is carried out.

MR. BERTRAJ/I E. LEAVENS (ViToodbine) : I want to make

a correction, and add an addition to what the hon. member

for Parry Sound has said. The trade union agreement with

one week's holiday at the end of two years' service puts

them into the third year of service before they get one

week's holiday with pay and four years of service before

they get two weeks' holiday. I told the hon. Minister that

before the Labour Board, and we got the same explanation.

I asked if it was a statutory laboxir law governing this

union, and I believe the hon. Minister said it was, but I

asked him to-day, and he said he is taking it up with the

Union. Do you have to take up statutory law with the Union?

That ia my question.

MR. DALEY: I am not going to debate this question.

MISS AGNES MACPHAIL (York East): In regard to

lessening the number of dependent, aged people, if I under-

stood you correctly, you said there was too great a spread.

I thought, before dinner, the hon. Minister said there was

too great a spread between the lowest- and the highest-
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paid worker, and then after dinner he defined what he meant,

and he only means among what we call the working people.

What I want to ask the hon. Minister is, Does he think

there is too great a spread between the lowest-paid and the

highest-salaried person?

MR. DALEY: Yes, I will absolutely agree with that.

What I said before the House was adjourned v/as in the

records, so it is all there.

MR. CALVIN H. TAYLOR (Temiskaming) : Might I ask a

question? I am not in agreement with what he says about

the plasterer's labourer. I know something about them, and

they are more skilled than most people give them credit for.

He says there is too great a difference between the plaster-

er and the plasterer's labourer. Does he propose the

plasterer's labourer's rate should be increased, or the

plasterer's rate should be decreased?

MR. DALEY: I would answer that very simply, -raise

the lower fellow up,

MR. WILLIAM C. RIGGS (Windsor-Walkerville) : Mr,

Speaker, in participating in this debate on the speech from

the Throne, I wish to pay my respects to the mover and

seconder of this debate. They had quite a heavy load to

carry, twenty- two points, but I think they did a pretty fair

job. Before commencing the body of my speech, I would like

to pay attention to some of the statements and remarks made

by the opposition members to this group here. To the hon.

Minister of Labour^! vrould like to say he is one wiSh whom I

have had many pleasant relations at many times in the year.

I have had the opportunity of visiting his office, and I do

feel that the hon. Minister of Labour has been a very-

genial gentleman to me, and we will be sorry to see him go.
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if something does happen in the future. But, nevertheless,

I think that I should point out to him, and also the hon.

members opposite here, that he speaks about bringing down

this legislature among the highlights of the Progressive

Party. No doubt it has been important, but v;hat has taken

place in the past, as far as the old-line parties are con-

cerned,••I would like to point out to this house, when you

have thirty-two CCF members sitting over here, you are

bo\ind to get different legislation, even though we are in

the opposition.

Now, before- we adjourned, the hon. Minister was

talking about good unions and bad unions. I am not sure

of the bad unions, but he did put a certain higher rank on

some other kinds of unions. But, we have two interpreta-

tions of unions. One union is a legitimate union, and the

other is a company union. V/e only see two kinds, - the

legitimate union and the company union. Those are the only

two we recognize, so I do not know which one the hon.

Minister was referring to. I would like to take up one

further argument the hon. Minister was using, and the hon.

member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) was, also, in his

speech on the Throne Debate, in talking about expanding the

economic system ui;ider capitalism for seme time yet, and

the hon. Minister of Labour was pointing out that if we

have continuous profitable industry, (and I would gather

from that remark that if private industry or private enter-

prise stays in the saddle, we will be all right,) —
And, in regard to that, I want to bring forth some evidence

to dispute that contention. The first one I will bring

forth as evidence to dispute the fact that private enter-
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prise Is going to be able to do this job after the war. is

a survey put out by MacLean's. This was put out in all

pride by MacLean's. They thought they had something. This

was 2,400 firms employing fifty men, or more, and these

2,400 firms sold sixty per cent, of the manufactured

products in 1939. What are their figures for after the

war? They take 1939 as 100, 1943 as 140, and the first

year after the war, it is 125. In other words, this survey

shows there will be a fifteen per cent, reduction in man
"

power.

If that is going to be one story, from 2,400 firms,

well, the boys coming back have not much to look forward

to*

The next one I want to bring forth, - I think it

was qioted by the hon, member for West York (Mr. Millard),

when he was participating in the debate, but I would like

to quote it also, because I think these things should be

pointed out to this House, - and this is fram Dr. James,

the Principal of McGill University and Chairman of th«

Advisory Copimittee on Reconstruction. I would like to,^^

quote this:

"The report in effect states that the ability of
the Canadito economy to expand and maintain full
employment and an adequate level of national in-
come will depend, in the last analysis, upon
large Government expenditures in these fields.
'Private enterprise', alone, cannot do the job."

That is from Dr, James, and I think you could

consider he is an authority in the field on what will

happen after the war is ovet, because he gave quite a bit

of study to it.

The next one I would like to bring forth as evi-

dence is a recent survey taken by the Dominion Government,

by the Resources and Statistical Divisions of the Depart-
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ment of Labour. This was the Dominion Government, as you

know, and they took a survey of the industries employing

two hundred men and ovdr, and the result of that survey,

I will take my q,uotation from the"Montreal Standard":

"The Government feels that it would
not be in the interests of the public to
make the contents of the report known
at this time."

That is from the Montreal Standard, January 7th,

1945. I did notice, when this came out, that the Federal

Government did say that the survey has not been finished,

and they were going to take a survey of these industries

under two hundred, but it seems to me, Ur, Speaker, ^en

we have the big industries over two hundred being in the

category that is brought out in this report, it does not

look very hopeful for the emplojrment ^ich we will need.

Now, I want to bring this home by stating one

industry in my home city, (and that industry, that same

company, was quoted this afternoon by the hon. member for

Sto Andrew (Mr. Salsberg) , The Ford Motor Company of

Canada. Now, I think that is a typical industry that we

could analyze, and see what will happen to that industry

after the war is over, because, as I go into the body

of my speech, I am going to make suggestions that would

probably help that. That is a very serious condition,

and I want to say how it does effect VJindsor. Now, at

the present moment the Ford Motor Company employs between

14,000 and 15,000 men. Now, I would say set the compara-

tive figures at 14,000, and they have 5,000 men in the
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Armed Forces. That is a total of 19,000 men. Previous

to the war the Ford Motor Company's average employment

was 8,000, and I am generous when I say 8,000, and since

that time, as you icnow, the war does a great jo"b on

motor-vehicle invention, and, also, it does a great job

in inventions in the field of business, and I woxiLd say

the auto industry has progressed like any other industry

in finding quicker and newer ways of doing a job. That

means, they have 19,000 men that will need employment, -

14,000 and 5,000 in the ilrmed Forces, - and take off

8,000, and that leaves 11,000 men that jobs v;ill have

to be secured for one way or the other.

{Page No. 1452 follov;s.)
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Mr. Kiggs

I would like to carry that argument a little fur-

ther o The Ford Motor Company operates in three different

fields. The lord Motor Company in the United States looks

after the needs of the United States dM South America. In

Britain the Ford Motor Company looks after Britain and

European countries, and the Canadian Ford Motor Company looks

after Canadian requirements and thos-e of the empire. I

understand that before the war forty per cent of the oars

manufactured were exported. Australia was one of our big-

gest markets for automobiles, but since the war Australia

has become one of the great steel producing countries of the

world, and it is very doubtful if after the war we can secure

the market there which we had before the war.

That is the situation so far as the Ford Motor

Company is concerned and it is one to which I suggest the

Minister of Planning and Development (Mr. Porter) and the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) should give attention. I

shall have some suggestions to make in that regard later on.

So far as my suggestions are concerned I am doubt-

ful whether they will be followed because my argumen.t will

be along the lines followed by the hon. member for Bruce

(Mr. Duff) last evening, to use the agricultural resources

of Sssex County to establish industries there. I have been

informed that certain interests in the east are not in

favour of having an establishment of that sort, so I am not

sure that my suggestions will be followed in my own riding.

I think it is usual when a member is making his

first speech in the House to pay some attention to his own

riding. While I do not wish to restrict my remarks to my

own riding I shall devote some attention to it and also to

that section of southwestern Ontario from which I come.

I want to discuss this question as a labouring
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man. I was in Windsor in the depressed '30's, One of

the unfortunate things about having an automobile industry

in a city is that motor cars is one of the first things

people stop buying in a depression, and consequently during

the depression years there was a great amount of unemploy-

ment in Windsor, and as the Minister of Municipal Affairs

(Mr. Dunbar) said the other day the city did go into de-

fault. One reason was that we had more than our share

of unemployment at that time. Because of that fact

thousands of our people lost their homes. I want to

bring that home by giving a few figures on unemployment

in the city of Windsor. As of November, 1944, the

employment figures for Windsor show that 86,289 people

are employed in the automobile group of industries, and

the number in non- automotive employment was 12,537.

This figure of 26,289 is double the yearly aver-

age of 1939, and two and a half times the level of 1929,

In the non-automotive industries the increase is 85 per

cent over 1939 and 30 per cent over 1929, Analysing

these figures it can readily be seen that Windsor re-

quires more diversified industries, for of course it is

not a good thing to put all your eggs in one basket.

That is why I shall in my remarks to-night go beyond my

riding and take in southwestern Ontario.

I should like to quote in this connection

from an editorial in the Windsor Star as far back as

May 23, 1938. It said:

•Southwestern Ontario is the
greatest corn-growing area in all

- Canada. It is one of the best corn
belts in the world. It is capable
of producing enough corn to satisfy the
demands of the whole Dominion. There
has never been any doubt that its
product is equal to the best grown
anywhere. However, due to the lack
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of proper storage, grading, drying
and other facilities it has not been
able to reach its true destiny as a
corn-producing districts*

I should also like to quote a statement by the

Cliemurgy Committee for postwar planning of the Windsor
.

Chamber of Gommerce. Chemurgy has to do with the indus-

trial use of farm products. The Chemurgy Committee stated:

•In all Canada if a single small
area were to be chosen where Chemurgy
could be practised to the greatest
possible degree, that area would
certainly be the district of south-
western OntariOo It is known as the
corn belt of Canada. It is the home
of soy bean production, which, though
now only in its infancy, is bound to
prosper and increase. In fact, this
particular section of Canada possesses
climatic and soil conditions which
enable it to produce a greater assort-
ment of cash crops than any other
part of the Dominion."

I might add that many distinguished residents of

the City of Windsor are on the Chemurgy Committee, which

has been functioning for quite a long time.

In its report the Chemurgy Committee makes men-

tion of soya beans. Since the war commence soya beans

have proved a very useful vegetable for industrial pur-

poses, many new uses having been found for this farm pro-

duct. There was a demand to have an industry established

somewhere in our locality, but I notice that recently a

mill to process soya beans was established in the city of

Toronto at a total cost of $2,000,000« That is the

Yictory Mill, a subsidiary of Canadian Breweries, which

is headed by S. P. Taylor, the Washington representative

of the Department of Munitions and Supply in this country.

I agree with what the hon. member for Bruce said

last night that industry should be established where these

products are grown. Pelee Island in South Essex riding
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is one of the greatest producers of soya beans in this

country, and I am in agreement with what the hon, member

for Bruce said as to establishing industries where such

products are grown. I shall have something to suggest

on that later on. It would provide employment near the

place where the vegetable is grown.

The statements I have quoted show that with

proper planning and organization of the farmers, this

part of southwestern Ontario has an opportunity to

greatly improve its position. At the present moment,

with the scarcity of water transportation, very little

corn is being imported into Canada. The corn growers

were asked to increase their acreage to supply, as far

, as possible, Canada's needs. I consider they did a

magnificent job while the corn was needed. But they

are worried about the future. They fail to understand

the remarks of the Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

Mr. Reek, who, speaking at Gotten last February 25th,

stated that with the ending of the war there will be

importations of South African and United States corn.

It is not only these importations with which

our corn growers are faced but with the importation of

corn grown in other countries too. The farmer is alarmed

at the surpluses which Argentina is piling up. Argentina

in tiematter of corn is like Canada in the matter of wheat,

Argentina is a great corn-growing country. It has always

been a large exporter of corn and during the last three or

four years the government of that country has puirchased

millions of bushels of corn from the producers there and

burned it. 3o naturally the corn- grower in Ontario is

greatly afraid of what will happen after the war is over.

I should also life to quote from an article in
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the Commercial Intelligence Journal of January 27, 1945,

a weekly publication of the Department of Trade and

Commerce, Ottawa, because it gives a picture of the com

situation in the Argentine. It says:

•Due to the war, no corn could
be exported, and the government has
been buying up the crop and reselling
it within the country to be used as
fuel or feed. In 194C the government *

bought 211,400,000 bushels at 30 cents
a bushel and resold at a loss of
$51,300,000« In 1941 it bought
275,000,000 bushels at 24.8 cents a
bushel and resold at a loss of
$54,000,000. In 1942, 169,700,000
bushels were purchased at 21.6 cents
a bushel and resold at a loss of
$27,100,000.*

That is the condition which the corn grower of

southwestern Ontario is going to have to face in the

future

.

What the faiiaer reeds is encouragement in organ-

izing. This government is definitely on record in this

regard. The Prime Minister, speaking at St , Catharines

on NoTember 27, 1942, stated that farmers should have

control of agricultural production, v/ith distribution

and marketing by the farmers themselves.

Point 4 of the 22 Points is also clear that the

Conservative party favour organization of the farmers.

That is why I cannot understand why the Essex-

ICent Corn Producers Cooperative Association has received

the treatment it has not only from this government but

from the former Liberal government. It should have re-

ceived more consideration in its efforts to establish

some kind of organization down there and be given a chance

to operate. This Cooperative was organized in

February of 1940. After an extensive membership drive,

over 1500 farmers purchased shares in the Cooperative.
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They applied to the Farm Products Board for a marketing

scheme, but were turned down at that time. I do not wish

to weary the House with details but the history of corn

growing in South Essex is a long story, and a lot of

politics has entered into it. I do, however, want to

say something about the vote that was taken last March

when the Cooperative did finally secure i>ermission to

take this vote.

Before the vote was taken there were conflict-

ing statements — one by Mr. Reek, the deputy minister,

at Gotten on February 25th, which appeared the next day

in the Windsor Star, namely that Essex County farmers

should go back to dairy farming as artificial fertiliza-i

tion will not do. Against this assertion by the deputy

minister was the statement of K, J, Thomas of the Guelph

Agricultural College, speaking at Chatham. The Chatham

News reported him as saying:

•Crop rotation was necessary to
maintain the productivity of the soil.
He stated Crop rotation with applied
fertilizers and legunes was better
than using livestock as a medium of
fertilization.*

These statements, together with the faulty

distribution of the ballots, I suppose had something to

do with the unsatisfactory vote.

I hold in my hand an envelope and a letter.

The letter is dated March 15th and the envelope is post-

marked March 27th, as third class mail. I understand that

some fanners did not get their ballots in time to vote,

and that is one of the reasons why a nximber of people did

not vote

.

I would like to piece on record the result of the

vote.
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4 MR. DOUCETT: The hon. member stated that the letter

was dated March 15th, Would he be good enough to give us

the year? Was it 1943 or 1944?

HR. RIGGS: March 15, 1944, this last March. There

were 9,450 ballots sent out and the ballots were to be re-

turned by March ,31, 1944. The number of ballots cast

totalled 1,981 or 21 per cent of the total distributed.

Of the ballots cast, 1,800 or 90.9 per cent were favourable

to the scheme and 8 per cent or 9".l per cent were opposed.

As a result of these returns the Farm Control Board announced

"that due to an unfavourable ballot by the growers concern-

ed, the proposal for a commercial corn marketing scheme had

been dropped,"

Prior to the taking of the ballot my information

is that Mr. Perkins , chairman of the Farm Products Control

Board, at a meeting in Chatham, made the statement that the

result would be decided by the majority of the votes cast.

I think that principle is sound. I think it will be

agreed that many of us in this House to-night do not repre-

sent the majority of the electors of our respective ridings.

But I consider that the principle is sound.

I would like, however, to suggest that if the

Board is considering taking another vote it be confined

this time to the commercial growers of corn. I understand

that this suggestion w as given some consideration before the

first vote was taken.

Another suggestion that I would like to make is

that the corn growers be permitted to choose whether they

would rather have the Cooperative as their marketing

agency or have an advisory committee set up. It seems

to me as a union man that the advisory coimiiittee smacks

of company unionism while the Cooperative stands for a
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legitimate union.

As a representative of an industrial riding I

know, Mr. Speaker, that I may be accused of spending too

much time on a matter that concerns agriculture. But

many of my people are interested in agriculture and I also

am interested in it as a member from an industrial riding

because I feel that I have something to offer in regard to

agriculture which will be of assistance to the industrial

district of Windsor.

In Windsor at the present moment we have our

local planning committees preparing for the postwar period.

Just recently in Windsor a meeting was held and at a meeting

held on February 14th, which industrial, commercial and

financial organizations attended, Doctor Faludi, who is

recognized as an authority on town planning, is reported,

according to the press, as follows:

"Dro Faludi was optimistic over the
future establishment in Windsor of indus-
tries connected with the agricultural pro-
ducts produced in Essex County such as
corn and soya beans. He felt that plants
processing these products could be estab-
lished here. This would mean the develop-
ment of the waterfront area, the erection
of warehouses and construction of factories,
near these warehouses. He asserted that
the physical equipment and transportation
facilities of this city are attractive to
outside industries of this type and that
«7tndsor should have an industrial repre-
sentative to try to bring such industries
into the city.*

I have quoted that, Mr. Speaker, because it has a

bearing on the point I am trying to get over, that consider-

ation should be given to utilizing the agricultural pro-

ducts of Essex County for industrial purposes, leading to

the establishment of industries in that city.

DDD
fls
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Now, I notice the Minister who has charge of the Department

of Planning is nqt in his seat this evening, but he has

not vitiited Windsor yet. I was talking to him the other

day and he promised tq pay a visit to our City and I

fefel he will be given a welcome, and his visit is overdue

ther*r

Now, Mr. Speaker, to summarize, I censider that

proper organization of the farmers in Southwestern Ontario,

and support for new industries which will process the

products of the farm will be beneficial to both the farmer

aL)d labour, and I would suggest to this House that if

anybody knows the history of corn and what has gone on in

the paet in regard to those who bring corn in from outside,

and it is in the local field we are trying to do a job, the

Canadian people, this vote for co-operative by some kind

of organi'zed marketing in iSssex County should not be long

delayed. The operators of the foreign corn are well

organized and backed by good resources and the only safe-

guard to home grown corn is also to have a strong

organization.

DR. R, H0BB3 TAYLOR (Huron): Mr. Speaker,! believe
not

it is/necessary for ma to make a compliment to my desk-mate

for the excellent speech he made in seconding the Throne

Speech because the press is already doing that very well.

Also to the mover. While I was unable to be in the House

when both of these members opened this debate , apparently

they did a very good Job. I was u#^ble to be present through

conditions over which I had no control when the hon. Leader

of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) gave his most voluminous

oration in this debate and in which he charged the Government

for failure of carrying out their 22 point programme.
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I must say I compliment the Drew Government

on the fearless way in which they have gone down the

centre of the road a^d" followed each point and did

something about it notwithstanding the sniping from other

political groups in this Legislature, who at the same

time promised to give co-operation but by their actions

developed a great deal of opposition. I have he^'ijf, Mr.

Speaker, the first section of the re-print of the Ipeech

of th« Leader of the Opposition {Mr. Jolliffe) I read

it very thoroughly and I might say that it is well

prepared, very nice reading, which I would expect fro-n a

man of his attainment a, but I fail to see where there has

been one constructive idea in the whole speech presented

by the hon. member, the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. -««

Jolliffe). But there are portions of his address which

I agree with and I am going to quote one of them.

'*We believe the Right Hon. Prime Minister of
Canada to be wrong in refusing to call the
Conference of the Provinces of the Dominion
at this time."

I agree with him thoroughly and I think it is correct.

Now then, gotng over further in the copy of his address

I agree with him but I donot think he meant it feixactly the

way I am going to take it. He takes to task the government

of this province for failure to implement the first one or

two points in the 22 point programme. As you will remember,

point po.l. .

"We will maintain British institutions
and strengthen the British partnership
by every means within the constitutional
power of the Government of Ontario."

Now then, I beliewe the hon. Leader of the Opposition (lir.

Jolliffe) takes issue with that. He mentions what he takes

as British institutions when he lived in Britain some years
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ago and to quote a portion of this--he is talking about

British institutions:

"The supremacy of Parliament and the conals-
"tent respect for that probably with a
"responsible government acting as servant
"and agent of the Parliament and fiot

"as its master."

Now» I maintain, Mr. Speaker, that is not a criticism

of the Drew Government but is very excellent criticism

of the Government of Canada.

UR« JOLLIFFB (Leader of the Opposition): Were

you here last year, by any chance?

MR. TAYLOR: I was, sir.

Now then, never in the political history of this

country or any other country has a Government consistently

tried and succeeded to carry out its pre-election promises

to the extent to which the Drew Government has accomplished

it. The Drew Government- and I do not think anybody can

contradict this successfully - has by its action recognised

the supremacy of the people and also the supremacy of the

elected members and representatives of that people. Mr*

Speaker, I am proud to support a Government which in the

short space of 16 months has carried out so successfully th«

points that were promised the people of this province.

Looking over again a copy of the address of the hen*

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) no where do I find -

and I read it very carefully -one categorical denial that

the Drew Government has failed to implement one of its

promises.

MR. JOLLIFyE: Oh, yes. Cannot you read?

MR. TAYLOR: I can.

JOLp JOLLIFFE: Well, read it again.

MR. TAYLOR: At the same time I have failed to see one
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concrete suggestion for the bettement of the province

of Ontario. I also fail to see any broad principle

of his party enunciated in his address. Of course,

he, having difficulty to find some criticisni of the

government , resorted to the subterfuge of «sstxmptl<nr

and generalititt^K.

While I am drawing attention, Mr. Speaker, to some

of the promises of the Drew Government, some of the concrete

promises and action, I should mention the matter of good

faith as demonstrated by this government in planning for

the postwar period - the excellent preparation of plans of

the Department of Highways. This is comcrete and ready to

go into effect the moment that the graeii light is given.

Furthermore , in the last two or three days we have seen the

result of the courageous fulfilment of the promises to the

people of this province. You cannot deny, anybody in this

Legislature,that the Government of to-day promised to absorb

60 per cent of the educational costs of the primary and

secondary schools. This they have done. This they have been

fighting with certain groups within this House in the last few

days to get permission to give to the school board of this

province its first cash grant as an evidence of good faith.

An.Aon.JlemDer J Surplus of two years ago.

MR. TAYLOR; It was accomplished. It *fls not ^ust

the effervescent thinking of a disordered mind; it is a

concrete fact.

An Hon Member: You had better get rid of that one.

MR, TAYLOR: I might say, Mr. Speaker, that I had

hoped to read in the Speech of the Chieftain of the Ontario

C,C.F. some broad principles of their party because I believe

that when a political party is aspiring and claiming the

support of the electors of this Province they shtauld at least
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let them know what they had in the back of thwtr minds.

An Hon Member: Have not we?

MR. TAYLOR: But it seems to be the policy of

the Leaders of that party throughout Canada to soft pedal

and change their policies, depending upon what section

they happen to be speaking in.

MR. J0LLIFF2: You should talk to the Conservatives in

Q,uebec.

MR. TAYLOR: However, Mr. Speaker, what I have

said I could repeat again with greater conviction and

greater emphasis because it is the truth. There is a

tendency at this time for muddled thinking and in

political lines.

Mr, Speaker, I see that I can get dppl6iit9%r

from any side. But thero is also chaotic thinking induced

by different ide^J^ogies by ivory jbowered boys and brain

crushers of apw political faiths, which have a tendency to

oome out of tli® labour room of the brain crusters, and with

some fantastic ritual to change our economic view, but I

feel that the people of this province and this country should

take time to consider and realize - considering that we have

one of the best countries on the face of the earth - and

realize that political parties which emphasize some of the

sore spots and ignore the good spots of the country and fail

to give them Just an idea of what they intend to do if they

ever get into power - and God forbid - the people of this

province will have to realize that the party in official

opposition, all we could get from them ... in fact, they

published a book in 1935 - I have it and read it. They gave

another edition in 1938. I have that in my library.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What is the name of it?
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MR. SPEAKER: Order, please.

US. TAYLOR: Planning for Canada, that is the gist

of it - social planning for Canada. Now then, in both

of these books the brain crusters of that party felt that

they could go a little bolder than political expedients

will let lAem go to-day. I have tried to buy a copy of

tha 1938 igaue of the C.C.F. bible but it is off tji©

press. I would like to get many of those jbo pass around

to the citizens of thiscountry and let them peruse them. '

MR. JOLLIFFS: Will the member answer a question?

I think it is only fair that he should tell the house what

book he is referring to because when we refer to 1938

book I have no idea what he is talking about and I have no

idea of book being being published by the C.C.F. in that

year.

MR. TAYLOR: I am sorry as leader and chieftain

in that group you have failed to knqw all th.e books your

party published. . .... p..

MR. JOLLIFFE: I know them, but you do not.

MR. TAYLOR: l^^y did publish a book in 1935.

MR. JOLLIFFE: What was the name of it?

1 MR. TAYLOR: Social planning for Canada.

MR. JOLLIFFE: iiho published it?

MR. TAYLOR: And also a new edition of that same book.

THE 3PEAKER: Let us have one at a time. He is asking

the name of the book published in 1938.

MR. TAYLOR: The 1938 book is entitled The same as

the 1935 only a more up-to-date edition. And than again.

MR* JOLLIFFE: Once again, Mr. Speaker, the hon. member

has mentioned two books. He is apparently ujiable to tell us

who published them or what the names were. Now, I know his
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sense of accuracy cannot go so far as to state who

did publish the book,what their names were.

Ma. TAYLOR: Mr. Speaker, in answer to my Bon. friend

(Kb. Jolliffe) across the road, I wish I had brought the

two editions with me. The 1935, the publisher I cannot

give you from memory but it was published Just the same

and again, we have an issue of 1936.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Published by whom?

MR. TAYLOR: The same people I think. Then, again,

I will bring that issue for your perusal, if you wish.

Ttien I remember an occasion when the hon. member

(Mr. Jolliffe). visited the City of London to address the

Academy of Medicine. I am going to say something more

abdut that later on - and in his moat efficient way he gave

in that diacourse a propaganda talk, political propaganda

of his particular party.

(Page 1467 follows)
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And I do not think he would dispute this; he said, "We
a

have now got/more up-to-date book published, I believe in

1941 or 1942." The publishing company I do not know, but

I do not think you will,

MR. CVERALL: I would like to ask the hon, member

the name of the publication —
LIR. SPSAKSR: Order. Have you a question to ask?

MR^ OViilRALL: Yes, ISr, Speaker, I would like to ask

the hon. member the name of the publication in ;*ich that

speech was published, vrhich was made in London.

MR, SPEAiCER: Does the hon. member for Huron (Mr,

Taylor) care to answer at this time?

MR. TAYLOR (Huron): Yes, sir. The speech I presume

you refer to is the one in which your honoured leader

addressed the Academy of Medicine in London.

LB. OTERALL: Then what publication v/as it in?

m, TAYLOR (Huron): The Medical Review of the same

year,

UR, OVERALL: The official organ of the Medical

Society?

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : One of the papers of the Medical

Society. I think the Hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr,

Jolliffe) will agree that the report of his speech as

published in the Jiledical Review was accurate.

And he did say — and I was there, and I heard him

— that we now have a more up-to-date book, and I have bought

that book — it cost me one dollar — because I believe —
AN HON. MEMBiiR: The best investment you ever made,

L3H. TAYLOR (Huron) : —That as far as the people who

are interested in the welfare of this country should endea-

vour to know what a public man who hopes to lead and form a
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Government to govern the people, are thinking about.

MR. LEAVENS (Woodbine): They have "book" fever.

IJR. SPEAKER: Order.

UR, TAYLOR (Huron) : I got it from you, across the

road.

But I may say, Mr. Speaker, that in this excellent

a^iress of the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe)

I had hoped — sincerely hoped — that I would find, and

the people of this province would become made aware of —
just what your group means by some of your phraseology,

which can have a half a dozen meanings, but it was barren.

• lir. Speaker, with all sincerity, this is the type

of Opposition which if you make one reciark that is not

complimentary to them, they show the iron hand —
MR. L. G. ROBINSON (Waterloo South): Of Mr» Bennett,

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : —And their intolerance to other

peoples' opinion.

HISS AGNES MACPHAIL (York i^ast) : You taught us.

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : You can see that to-night.

AN HON. MEMBER: You are aga^ apt Tory student.

i-iR. SPEAKER: Order.

m, TAYLOR (Huron) : I think the people of this prov-

ince, Mr. Speaker, are beginning to realize and absorb the

obvious fact that if we have a socialistic government in

Ontario, or in the Dominion of Canada, that we can expect

expulsion of Government, domination of the people, and

expropriation of their assets.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Absolutely false,

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : Now we have some evidence from

where there is a socialistic regime in power, in one of our

provinces. i,Ve see — and there is fear that is coming down
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)

to us In Ontario — evidence about the masked attenipt to

educate the people of that province along the line in which

that Government expects them to think. And the man v/ho was

appointed to that post, in charge of that, upon being

questioned, said that he would not be interested in giving

the other viewpoints In other words, UiTo Speaker, that

is evidence of what socialistic government will do« They

want the people to think en masse as they would have them

think.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have the honour to represent a

large portion of the county of Huron. The people in the

county of Huron are made up of farmers, to a large extent.

It is dotted over v/ith small towns, villages, and hamlets,

which are populated by small town business men, lav/yers,

doctors, storekeepers, ordinary labourers. These people of

Huron — which I think are the salt of the earth, and the

average Huronite will condescent to admit that it is at

least one of the best counties in the province — they are

perturbed, alarmed, about the political trend, and the

attempts ^ol" certain political parties to produce chaotic

and muddled thinking. They are worried at this trend,

emanating from political groups, that this country is a

large Christmas tree; in fact, surrounded v/ith a pot of

gold, into which everybody can stick their hands and pull

out a nugget, without doing any labour, or replenishing

the same

«

IvlR. JCLLIFFE: i^ose theory is that?

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : You can expound it in your

next speech.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): That is in a

book published in 1938 entitled "Democracy Neods Socialism"
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— remember?

MR. JOLLIE'i'fi: No, it is not in any such book.

MTo Speaker, I think the hon. member for Huron

(Mr. Taylor) is fair enough to admit that the facts are

as follows: In the fog in which he was speaking, he was

referring to a book published in 1935 —
MR. TAYLOR (Huron): Right, sir.

MR. JOLLIFFS: —And a very "good book, but one which

does not represent the official policy of the C.C.F., and

was not published by the C.G.F.

And the same is true of the other book, the name of

which he could not remember, which was published in 1938,

to which the hon. Prime lainister has just referred, which

was not published by the C.C.F. , nor does it represent the

official policy of the C.C.F. , although there is much of

value in it.

These inaccuracies mean very little to the hon.

member (Ifir. Taylor) , but they should be drawn to the

attention of the House, and there is nothing in either book,

nor in any book published by the C.C.F., to give any basis

for the amusing statement the hon. member for Huron (Mr.

Taylcr ) has just made about a "pot of gold". As a matter

of fact, as everyone knows, the C.C.F. philosophy is opposed

to making anything out of nothing.

1.2^. TAYLOR (H\iron) : Mr. Speaker, I am glad to know

that the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) now

agrees with my original statement, and he remembers the two

books to which I alluded. Furthermore, while he is — as

all lawyers are — able to split hairs in regard to both of

those books, his party was proud at that time to claim some

alliegance to them, feecause both werej^resented to me by
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a prominent member of his party,

LIR. L. G. ROBINSON (7/aterloo South): If you keep on

reading, you may be converted,

MR, SPEAKER: Order,

IviR. TAYLOR (Hiiron) : So I am glad, I'x, Speaker,, that

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr, JTolliffe) has now

remeiabered v/hat I was referring to,

Mr, Speaker, I have made no inaccuracies in any

statement to-night.

iviR. JOLLIFFE: Oh, yes, you have,

im. TAYLOR (Huron) : If my good friends across the

way do not like some of these things, they had hoped to

be kept hidden, being brought to the light of the electors,

I cannot help it. But, still and all, I refuse to admit

that they are inacxjuracies,

V/e know, Mr. Speaker, — and I do not think anybody-

can successfully refute this statement — that there is a

trend throughout not only this province, but this Dominion,
i

institute^ by political beliefs, by a political party

which loves to call the other tvD parties "old and decrepit",

and they do give to the unwary voters in their efforts to

snare many ccL them, the impression that if they got into

power everybody will get more for less, or get soias thing

for nothing,

MR. V/ILLIAM DENNISON (St, David): Llr, Speaker, I

\70uld like to add —
IvlR. SPEAKER: Order.

I;3. DENIIISON: I just want 'to add —
MR. SPEAKER: Have you a question you want to ask,

the speaker?

SOLffl HON. I'EMBERS: Order.
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LIR. SPEAKER: I want to be fair to both sides. V/e

are not making any progress v;ith everybody talking at once.

And I appeal to both sides of the House that if an hon«

member is speaking, and someone has a proper question to

put, it should be put through me, and I will ask the

speaker if he cares to answer. I do ask you to co-operate

with the Chair and stop this cross-fire. Has the hon,

member for 3t. David (Mr. Dennison) a question?

MR. JOLLIFFE; I do not think he will care to

answer this question.

IviR. DENNISON: Yes, I want to ask the hon. member

for Huron (Mr. Taylor) if he will at least admit that no

member on this side has ever gone back to his riding and

promised his ward healers nine jobs, because he was

elected,

MR. JOLLIFFE: Eight out of nine.

SOiSE HON. MELIB;^3: Oh, oh.

MR. SPEAKER: Kay I say that I am presiding and I

will be obliged to change you if you persist in doing what

you are doing in the future. The hon. member for Huron

(Mr. Taylor) has been asked a question. Does the hon.

member for Huron (Mr. Taylor) care to answer the question

now?

IvIR. TAYLOR (Huron): GDadly, gladly. I presume

that the hon, member for 3to David (Mr. Dennison) is

alluding to what was said in the maiden speech of your

Chieftain last year. I think it is only fair I should make

you keep up-to-date. I do not believe in being a ninety

percent man, when we have the one hundred percent.

Now, so there vjill be no misunderstanding about the

type of things I was attempting, that ninth appointment,
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that seems to bother you, was the creation of a new position

which did not then exist. It was the creation of a police

magistrate for the County of Huron, which had been asked

for for ten years from the previous Government by the Social

Agencies in the County of Hxiron. Through my efforts, and

the granting of this request by the Treasury Benches, we

got that appointments

Now, one thing more — and I am sorry I have not the

book here — just to show what is in the back of the mind

of the hon. member for St. David (Mr. Dennis on) that he

^ ^;^ he is hot interested in the question of patronage —
oh', no. Not oiily to correct his impression, but to show

the insincerity of your group, I think you will agree with

me that your party hit Jts zenith last June, v;hen it took

over the Government of the province of Saskatchewan, You

will not contradict that?

The following morning, over the Associated Bress

wires this carne across, — and l think you will agree with

me that you all claim alliegance to the Dominion leader,

Mr. M. J» Coldv/ell. Am I correct in that assumption?

Well, over the Associated Press wires your Dominion mentor

stated, "When the new C.C.F. Government takes over power

in the province of Saskatchewan, there will be a comp]ate

clean-up of all civil servants" —
MB. JOLLIFFE: I suppose, La*.. Speaker, it is futile

to attempt to deal v;ith such a string of inaccuracies. In

the first place, there is no Associated Press in Canada,

and in the second place, Lir. Goldwe 11 made no such state-

ment.

MR, TAYLOR (Huron) : It was published, coming over

the wires of the Canadian Presso I am sorry about the
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"Associated Press"* But it has never been contradicted by

you or any other member of your party —
1©, JOLLIFFE: It was never said before.

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : It was published on the 9th or

10th of June last.

MR. JOLLIFFE: In what paper?

MR. TAYLOR (Huron) : I will bring you a copy of it,

MR. ROY SMITH (Parry Sound): Public opinion, I

presume.

MR. TAYLOR (Huron): No, but it might have been in

The Star. I did clip it out, and 1 wish I had it with me

to-night. But the fact is that it was carried as a Canadian

Press issue, and there has been no refutation by anybody

in your party —
MR. JOLLIFFE: No such statement was ever carried,

MR. TAYLOR (Huron): I still repeat I beliave v;hat

the Canadian Press has said.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, I challenge the hon.

member for Huron (Mr. Taylor) to produce such a statement

in any paper last June.

im, ROBERT D. THORNBERRY (Hamilton Centre) : Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order, I believe that according to

the Rules of the House if an hon. member makes a statement,

he has to back that statement up, with authority, or retract

it.

MB. SPEAKER: No, that is not the fact.

MR. THORNBERRY: I challenge him to produce that

statement.

MR. SPEAKER; V/ill the hon. member for Huron (Mr.

Taylor) proceed?
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I£R. TAYLOR (Huron): I will be pleased to do so --

MR, GARFIELD ANDERSON (Port William) :Mr. Speaker,

I do not take up much of the time of the Ho\ase, but I think

this is a case where we should have a retration of the

statement. He has quoted that the leader of the C.CF. in

Canada made a statement td the effect that all civil

servants would be discharged. That is not the case, and he

should withdraw that statement, or tell us where he has the

authority for making such a statements

MS. SPEAKER: I understand the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) objected, and asked that the

statement be produced or the remark, v/ithdrawn. I understood

the hon. member for Huron (Mto Taylcar) to say that he would

produae it at a later date»

MR, TAYLOR (Huron): That is correct, Mr, Speaker, -.-

at a later date I will be pleased to do soo

MR, JOLLIFFE: rfhen will you produce it?

MR. TAYLOR (Huron): To-morrow,

MR. A. A, CASSSLMAN (Nipissing): We ^Till remind you

of that.

MR. TAYLOR (Huron): You do not need to. It will be

a pleasure for me to. It will be a pleasure for im to

produce it«

MR. L. G. ROBINSON (Waterloo South): Don't you stay

away to-morrow now,

L3R. TAYLOR (Huron): Mr. Speaker, to repeat, or to go

back, nay 1 say that I have the honour of representing a

good, solid, stable Canadian people situated in the County

of Huron. These good people, situated in the County of

Huron, as 1 said before, are perturbed regarding certain
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issues that are being thrown around by certain political

groups, whose only idea is to grasp political povrer.

(Page 1477 follows)
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I night say, Mr. Speaker, I am in public life

for ©ne pur.pose onlyp

AN HON. MEMBEfl: Oh, Oh.

MR. TAYLOR: It would be very hard for my friends

across the aisle to believe this, because it is so foreign

to their nature,

,..• to contribute in one way or another to the best of

my ability to the building up of this Province. It is hard

for them to believe that, as I have said, because it is

very foreign to their ideas. And I will not be a party t©

fantastic schemes from the ivory tower boys, t© create a

change of ills that may exist, cracks which do exist in

our economic structure ....

AN HON. MEMJBKR: Then there are some cracks?

Mii. TAYLCR: Yes, sir. But the good people, and

i think there is an evei" increasing body of public ©pinion

which is disturbed by the trend of myoptic taxation c©sts.

HON. MEMBEHS; Myoptic?

Mfi. TaYLOR: Now, for my friends across the way, —
AN HON. MEMBER; Louder.

MR. TAYLOR: No doubt they have consulted their

optician to get corrections in their glasses for short-

sightedness. We do have; and there is evidence that taxation

schemes are being advocated that are indeed myoptic or abLort

sighted.

I might say this taxation myopia gives a false security

while in reality we are discounting our future.

We hear to-day a certain fallacy, that we can raise

war loans, which we are doing, and if we can raise billions

in war loans, which it is our duty to do in time of war, yet,

nevertheless the economic factor is such is that we are dis-

counting our future by so doing,, — that we can raise the same
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amount in billions for peace.

AN HON. MEMBER: Why can't you?

MR. TAYLCft.: Will your group and the people in the

factories and on the farm buy victory loans or buy peace

bonds under the saine pressure that they do buy war bonds?

I doubt it.

We are seeing to-day a little shrugging of the

shoulders, a little irksomeness caused by the system under

which we buy war bonds, but, remove the common enemy fr©m

the thoats of all cC us, and we have possibly the starting

•f peace, I doubt very much whether you can organize citizens

throughout this country t© go out and successfully get

people to buy bonds, as they do buy war bonds,

AN HON. MEMBER: I would like to ask the Hono mem.ber

(Mr. Taylor) if it takes very much pressure t® make him

buy victory bonds?

MR. SPEAKER: Proceed.

MR. TAYLOR; I do not knew whether 1 should answer

that question?

HON. MEMBERS: No, No.

MR. SPEAKER: Go on with your address. It would

not impress the gallery.

MR. TAYLOR: The people in this Province are be-

ginning to feel this trend of throwing around bonuses, or

whatever you like to call them, these promises of an Utopia

based upon less work, less honest toil, less sweat and more

pleasure, as if money was created as leaves on bushes, or

descended from Heaven as manna.

Last year, in the budget debate, I heard one of

the Hon. members across the way taking the government to

task for having a surplus, am he made this statement, —
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I suppose some of them will be on their feet in a fen

moments to deny it, — that when they got on ti^e treasury

benches there would be no surpluses but they would look

after the good of the common man.

AK HON. MEMBER: Have you much of a surplus atw?

MR. TAYLOR: I think it is better, Mr. Speaker,

t© realize that this country was built up to its present

greatness by our forefathers and the rest ©f the people by

toil, by honest sweat and intelligent foresight. They did

not think in terms —
AN HON. RiEMBER: I would like to ask the Honourable

member if he does not believe in holidays with pay?

MR. TAYLOR: I definitely do; but I object to the

preaching of ideas that they are going to do very little

woEk and have a millionaire's life,

AN HON. MEMBER: That is your idea.

AN HON. MEMBER: The only pe»ple who do that is the

Conservative party*

MR. TAYLOR: Mr. Speaker, I believe that in the

troublesome times that lie akead it behooves all people in

public; life, and tMose who are not so designated, to have

very clear thinking on everyones part. Unquestionably,

and I think I will get agreement here, we have economic ilia.

But too frequently there are attempts to foster so>me elaborate

plan born in the mind of some proifessional economist, which

is dolled up with a glamorous cachou, and which is now bein^

attempted to be sold to a wearisome people.

It might be well, if all the brain trusters and pol-

itical agencies were herded on a boat, and the boat were taken

out into the Atlantic Ocean and sunk.

It seems strange that in other walks of life, if
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something is wrong it is cast aside. If a case of

typheid fever breaks out in the community, it is the duty

•f the medical officer ©f health to trace its gource

and find the source of that infection. He takes the

water supply and has it tested, and, if there is nothing

shewn there, as frequently is the case, he continues his

search until he finds the cause of the outbreak.

Why cannot we follow the same procedure when we are

going after the difficulties in connection with oixr

economic ills? Instead of somebody agitating a scheme

based on imagination and dolled up as a pill for the un-

wary voter?

If some law is put upon the Statute Books, which

is only there as the exhibition of political chicaneries

and economic ignorance parading in the pious vestments of

concern for the common man, while in reality it is but

an instrument which will eventually crucify him.

Earlier in this Session we heard a great deal about

the family allowance Act of 1944. I do not propose, Mr.

Speaker, to take much time on the policy or family allowances.

I realize that there is something to be said for family

allowances. To illustrate, if two men work in a chair

factory, and one has ho family, while the other one has a

large family, it is quite obvious that each man can only

put in a certain amount of ingenuity in the production of

a chair, — in all probability equal. Yet the man with

a large family has several more mouths to keep. Now, I

feel that something should be done to help that man but

not at the sacrifice of the other man and lower his standard

of living without substantially raising the standard of

living of his uore prolific friend.
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Now then, there is a thought which I have not

noticed very much, it is true. Family allowances is ore of

those measures, which, as I said previously, was put int

in the guise of helping the common man. As far as this

Province is concerned, it actually will take about sixty-

seven million dollars a year, annually, out of the tax

payers' pockets of this Province outside of the Province,

put that is not anything particular that 1 want t», complain

about, for I realize that, as one of the wealthiest Provinces

in the Dominion, it is but common hutoanity to help the

weaker provinces; and I have no quarrel with that. But

the fact remains that, completely out of the Province of

©ntaria every year will go over sixty-seven million dollars,

over half of what we now spend for the total services ©f

the Province,

The one thought that is most disturbing to me,

and I think it should be brought up here, — nobody has,

but I suppose from my particular training I am the one

whom it would hit most forcibly, — I bring it up to show

that certain Acts can be put on the Statute Books without

full thought for the benefit of the common man.

We have approximately thirty-five thousand homes

in the Dominion of Canada in which the people of those homes

are unfortunate individuals who are of a lower mental

calibre than the more fortunate people; and under this

ca^ih subsidy, without any restrictions, I am perturbed

as a medical man, that from that class of people we will

have seventy-five thousand new progeay annually; and I

hope my good friends across the way will not think 1 am too

radical when I make the statement that this should be con-

sidered, because, froiu the action of the Family Allowance
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Act, in this particular field, we can, and undoubtedly

will, have an increase af mere m»r»ns ©r feeble minded

peeple in thi3 Dominien t* sttpp«rt.

AN HON. MEMBER; May I ask the H»n. Member a

question? The Hon. Member has made mention of the fact

that there will be seventy-five thousand new progeny

also that some people will be paying out at thfe expense

of those who are more prolific. Is the Hen. Member tak-

ing a roundabout way of suggesting that we should have

sterilization?

MH. TAYLOR: as a doctor, I am not averse to

the question applying definitely t© mental defectives,

for the good of the country; because we have enough of

mental defectives, unfortunately, and I feel sorry for

them. But why should we, with an Act brought out in the

guise of helping the commoh man, crucify the common man

by every yikar increasing the cash bonuses for those

people? It will mean we will have to build more mental

institutions for those people,

AN HON. MiaiBER: I would like to ask the Speaker

a question. He just stated that the more fortunate appear-

ed to be more intelligent. I would like to know how it

is that the more unfortunate will raise the ]arger families?

MR. TAYLOR: I did not quite catch the question.

AN HON. MEiBER: Mr. Speaker, I understand the

Hon. Member to say that he was sorry to say that these less

fortunate people were not quite as intelligent as the

more fortunate.

MR. TAYLOR: No, I am talking about the mental de-

fectives. Any medical man of science knows that in that

group they do not have the control of the individual like you
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have in your own family, car I have in mine. That is

only the natural law; and there is nothing in Bill 61

to control that. And I, as a medical man, know what

medical men have to put up with now in handling those

poor unfortunates, and what this country has to put up

with in connection with them.

AN HON. IvIEMBEfl: Mr. Speaker, the Hon. Member

has not yet answered my question, lie says the more un-

fortunate in this country ..,•

Mii. DHEH; I think the time has come to call

a halt to these wholly misleading and unfair questions.

The Hon. member, if his hearing is good, knows perfectly

well what the speaker was saying. And he is aslcing

questions which are intended for only one purpose, and

that is to create a false impression in this Homse.

We might as well clean up a few things. The

extremely complacent leader of the opposition had some

rather harsh words to say about the quotation from Mr,

Caldwell. Let me read an outline of it.

Mfl. JOLLIFFE: Where from?

MR, DflEW: From the Telegram, a Canadian Press

Despatch:

•"They will be cleaned out,' he said. 'There
is no question about it, we are going to have
a real house cleaniag and those we clean out will
be replaced by those appointed by the Civil
Service Commission on a non-partisan basis'"

(Page 1484 follows)
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MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIEFE (Leader of the Opposition):

The House heard what the hon, member for Huron (Mr,

Taylor) said. I xinderstood him to quote Mr. Coldwell that

the Saskatchewan Civil Service is going to b© cleaned out.

I have never heard of any such statement having been made,

although I was in Hegina with Mr. Coldv;ell on the night of

June , 15th, and I travelled with him from Regina to

Toronto, on June 16th. The hon. Prime Minister has quoted

from the "Toronto Evening Telegram", and I am asking —
MB. R. HOBBS TAYLOR (Huron): May I ask a question?

ME. SPEAKER: I have to ask the hon. xaembers to

cooperate.. The hon. Leader of the Opposition is making a

statement, and has the floor. I would ask the hon. members

to refrain from interrupting, and let us have just one at

a time.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Since I have never heard of this re-

port, or seen this report, and since I was with Mr. Coldwell

that day and the day before, I think the hon. Prime Minister

should read the report of the "Evening Telegram", fram which

he has quoted only a few words, - in fact, only the headline.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Certainly, I

will be glad to, when we get this back to normal, we will

recall that the speaker spoke oT hot hearing the statement

that Coldwell had predicted to clean out all the civil

servants.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I wish to thank the hon. Prime Minister

for reading the report, which makes it perfectly clear the

quotation made by the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Taylor) was

a misleading quotation.

im, HARRY C. NIXON (Brant): May I rise to a point of

order? When did the House become so sensitive about words
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that may be offensive to fellow leaders in this country?

As I recall the rules, they say an hon. member may not say

anything offensive to another hon. member, but sxirely we

have come to a pretty pass.

li!B, SPEMER: I would rule the hon. member for Brant's

(Jto, Nixon) point is very well taken. My understanding is

it is not an offence against the rules when a person makes an

uncomplimentary remark in general, but remarks directed to a

Party are out of order.

MRS. R. M. LUCKOCK (Bracondale) : I would like to ask

the hon. member if he feels the people of Ontario will "be

particularly interested iii paying th«ir taxes for what is

going on here to-night.

UR. SPEAKER: The hon, member for Bracondale (Mrs*

Luckock) has asked a very good question, and I think she has

somewhat repeated what I said. I am appealing to both sides

of the House to get down to serious consideration and business,

and fore-go the amusement,

MR. R. HOBBS TAYLOR (Huron) : If you recall last

week, the other two leaders in the opposition groups that

sit side by side, one House leader brought in a sub-amendment
in

to the amendment of the official Opposition, and /the Liberal

sub-amendment they criticized the Government for the change

in ^he religious exercises in our public schools. I have many,

gooa rriends amongst them, and I am going to quote what their

House leader said, "that rumpy portion" of their Party. I

wonder if those sitting behind the hon. member for Elgin (Mr.

Hepburn), who moved the amendment, seconded by the hon. member

for Brant (Mr. Nixon) had been consulted before this amendment

had been tabled on the floor of the House, because, knowing
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many of these good citizens across the hall in this corner,

I feel that if they support this particular portion of the

amendment it will be difficult for them to ratify themselves

with their constituents. I wonder, vjhen I look at those

good friends, if they are against the religious idea of the

Canadian way of life. It is evident that in these times, in

this country, we need a conception of good. Christian thought,

and in the young mind, at a time when it is most impression-

able. I agree with the idea that we should not take away

the responsibility of the home or the Church, but I feel

that our life is not as simple a life as our fore-fathers

had, in that it is a more jumpy, concentrated sort of life,

where we cannot shirk the responsibility of bringing to these

children of the people who wished, at the time when a child

is most impressionable, that Christian principles uh(ierlie

every-day principles of citizenship, and we would be doing

a disservice to the future Canadians of our country if we

gave them straight sectarian schools, which would give them

the thought that every-day life was divorced from a Christian

conception of life.

If my friends over there feel that way, I think they

should vote for a settlement, but if they feel, as I do,

thien you cannot divorce frcm the educatioi of a Canadian

child the principles of Christianity. My good friends of

the Roman Catholic Church have recognized this for many

years, and I think they, in speaking to many of them, agree

with me that those of other faith, who wish it, should have

the same privilege that they themselves have in allowing

their children to have religious education in the schools.

Now, then, Mr. Speaker, in the second paragraph the
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Government has been taken to task for its so-called

Immigration policy. LaSt week we heard a great deal

of ridicule, some of it humour, about Ontario House,

but I feel it is the duty of a goverimient of this

province, or any other province, to bring before the

different markets of the world the industry of our

people, the resources of our province, and make friendly

relations, and when there is an opening-up of the trans-

portation of commercial enterprises throughout the world,

Ontario will not lag due to the fault of the government

in failing to bring before the different people of the

world the good points of this provinoce.

I cannot see that the Government should be blamed

if it did not do that. One more thought, I would say to

the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn), - I am sorry he

is not in the House at present, - he was most perturbed

about the immigrants coming into this province. We are

going to have immigration into this province, whether he

likes it, or not, or whether I like it, or not. I say to

my Liberal friends across the way, Are they going to stop

the type of immigration that is taking place right now,

the English and Scottish brides of our returned soldiers?

They are immigrants. Are you not going to welcome them

when they come to our shores? That is the form of immigra-

tion I say to the hon. Leader of the Liberal Group (Mr*

Hepburn) that he might be perturbed, somewhat, about, the

question of immigration or the exodus from this country

of those people on which the state has expended some

money, on their education.
to

I repeat, irrespective of criticism due/the patriotic
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type of political language has become too rampant throughout

Ontario. There is a tendency among certain groups of our

Canadian citizens to move to another country. I want to

illustrate this by an illustration. I have one of the noon

day study classes set up in the city of London some years

ago. I have been president and past-president, and all the

rest, and they meet every Y/ednesday at the Y.M.C.A. , with

the exception of the two summer months. The essential

duty of that club is to bring certain subjects of benefit

to the junior members of the profession. It has been the

policy in the club to entettaln a graduating class a£ the

Medical School of the University, and this was done last

spring. Some fifty-one graduates were entertained, and I

asked them if they had any plans for when the war was over,

where they might locate, and, Mr. Speaker, I was amazed '

with the unanimity of the answer that I received that thdy

were not going to locate in Ontario, or Canfe.da, if they

could help it. My next question was "Why?" — and it might

have been due to the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.

Jolliffe) when he addressed the Academy of Medicine?, (this

graduating class was there, and heard him give the CCF

socialized plan for medicine,) — and they came back at me,

and they said, "Doctor, as a young man or woman in the pro-

fession, would you start up where you did not know *.ethep

you were going to be regimented, whether you were going to

be sent to the North Country, or somewhere else, or that

your soul may not be your own?

. I think we should give some consideration to the

possibility of thinking of that type.
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MR. FRED T7. WARREN (Hamilton-Wentworth) : V/as it a

question of money or service?

MR. TAYLOR: There is one thing else I want to

mention. We have, in this House, llr. Speaker, a lot of

political dynamite floating around. We have not only

within this House, hut throughout the country, many

political factions, one vying with the other for political

power. We have had recision back to the days after the

last war for certain political parties, and, I say this

most kindly, that may be due to their constructive thought

when they have resorted to the silly practise of name-

calling.

(Page No. 1494 follows.)
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I remember that after the last war the people

were branded as Bolshlea, Reds or Pinks or some other kiUpl

of animal for advocattQg social changes, and that continued

until Russia came into the war. Then the cry became

Fascism. And now in 1945 we hear political leaders calling

it Heactlonary Toryism. In fact in this House only a week

or so ago one of the leaders said that he was not going to

be crucified on the crooked cross of Tory reactionism,

whatever that may be.

I should like to show just what these react ionaiy

Tories have done in the past, Mr. Speaker. The Progressive

Conservative party believes and always has believed in

rationalized socialism. Where the need has arisen they

have never hesitated to take a forward step.

Long before we ever heard of the CCF party, long

before we ever heard of this party to my right which has

changed its name so often —
MR. SALSBERG: Not as often as the Tories.

Bffl. TAJTLOR (Huron): Long before we ever heard

of these new parties, Mr. Speaker, one i of the greatest

socialist schemes ever put into effect in this country

»as introduced by the Tory react ional government of James

P. Whitney, and that was the Hydro Bleetric System of

Ontario.

One of the greatest transportation improTements

ever brought about in the province of Ontario, the Toronto

Transportation Gommission, was also brought about in

reactionary Tory Toronto.

What has made the financing of this war possible

and done as well as it has been done? It has been due to

the creation of the Bank of Canada, and who, Mr. Speaker,

brought the Bank of Canada into being? It was the reactionary
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Tory government of R. B. Bennett,

I could go on and give instance after instance to

show that the Jlrogressive Tory party, when it believes that

it is necessary to use the socialist principle does not

hesitate to use it, but it does not believe in socialization

for the sake of socialization. It believes that the individual

should retain his soul free, keeping within the bounds of the

law

.

BSR. ANDERSON: If I may ask a question, Mr, Speaker^

the hon. member has referred to some public enterprises of

which we are all very proud. He mentioned the Toronto

Transportation Commission. Io\ild he say that the Toronto

Transportation CcHomission have lost their liberty or their

wouls which he would have us believe that you do lose when

you adopt socialism? That is a question I would like him

to answer.

IS. TAYLOR (Huron): Rationalized socialism does

not take the soul, but socialism just for the sake of

socialism does.

HR. SALSBBRO: Would the hon. member tell us what

he means by rationalized socialism?

MR. TAYLOR (Huron): I should be glad to do that,

Mr. Speaker, but the time is getting late and I have a few

other things to say and I must say to the hon. member for

St» Andrew that it would take me more than the closing

hours to explain the whole matter to him.

m» BROWN: Mr. Speaker —
MR. SPEAKER: I ask the cooperation of all hon,

members to let the hon. member fihish. These questions are

only being asked for the purpose of interrupting,

MR. BROWN: No, Mr. Speaker. I was going to ask

whether it was socialization for the sake of socialization
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when the government took over the Toronto stockyards?

MB. SFSAKEB: Order.

MR. TAYLOR (Hxiron): The other day when the hon.

membar for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) was speaking in this debate

I was amazed at the language he used in his accusations

against the Drew Government. I like the hon. member for

Elgin personally; we have had many good times together.

I thought that he must have been up in the blue hills

of the Satineau visiting his master at Kingsmere because

•erything we heard in denunciation of the Drew Government

from the hon. member for Elgin that night was what we have

heard so often from that other source. He accused this

government of creating disunity. Yet while ht prattled

about unity he was carrying the torch for the very things

that produced disunity in this country.

It has been my good fortune in the past to live

in the province of Quebec. I have many good friends in

that province to-day. That friendship has been built

upon mutual respect, mutual liking and absolute confidence

in each other. Ifeel that in this country no political

leader has the right, just for the purpose of consolidating

one portion of the electorate to gain power, and separating

that portion of the electorate from the rest of the country,

to make statements that actually cause disunity. I was

surprised that the hon. member should be guilty of that,

because I as a Canadian feel that he as a Canadian wants

this country to progress to the destiny where its rightful

pla oe is

.

There are two main ethnic groups in our Canadian

life and unity can only be brought about and preserved when

there is self respect by one group for the other and absolute

confidence on the part of each in the other. ^ It is not
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based upon a bonne entent^e. It is based upon equql sacrifice

and equal benefits, and with these two great races joining

hands together I feel that this country can reach the

heights where its destiny lies.

MR, F, W. WARRN (Hamilton-Wentworth) : Mr, Speaker^

let me first oompliaent the hon. member for Haldimand-Norfolk

(Mr, Martin) and the hon. member for Peterborough (Mr. Scott)

on their addresses in reply to the Speech from the Throne.

I do not know that I can add much to the compliments that

have already been paid. I would like to say that they may

opnsider themselves fortunate in having the opportunity to

speak at all from that aide of the House, where I have

noticed that the speaking is practically confined to the

front bencheso

Like sixty-one other members of this Legislature

I was a newcomer here last year. I followed with deep

interest the debates of this House and arrived at certain

conclusions. One was that many of the legislators here

take their work seriously, while others make a burlesque

to be done. The work of this Legislature, as you know,

Mr. Speaker, is the spending of over $100,000,000 of money

and looking after the welfare of three and a half million

people. That is big business and should be handled in

a businesslike way.

I would like to express my disappointment at

the level of debate which some hon. members fall into.

I am not particularly directing my remarks to the speaker

who preceded me this evening. I have in imind rather what

happened in this House last week and the week before. If

the proceedings of this House are broadcast, as I hope they

will be in the not too distant future, many of the shadow

boxers who now occupy the time of the House will find
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themselves left at home, where they can waste their time as

they see fit.

In this House, of course, many different opinions

are expressed, and I respect those opinions which differ

fromfcaine so long as they are honest opinions, but I have

nothing but contempt for those who put the good of their

party above the welfare of the people they represent.

Last session the hon. member for St. David (Mr.-

jpennison) introduced a health bill into this House. It

took the hon. member a considerable length of time to draft

the bill, which was prepared with great care after a great

deal of thought on his part. The introduction of that bill

caused a flurry in the government ranks with the result that

the government hastily brought in a bill of its own and in

spite of strong opposition from the memljess on this side

of the House the bill was passed. The only satisfaction

we have is that the predictions which were made at that

time are coming through and the Government has admitted

that its bill will not work, and they propose, I believe,

to introduce a new bill.

I should like to give another example. Last

year a bill was introduced into this House by myself to

provide for planning and housing. At the time the bill

was introduced there was a most serious housing situation

throughout the province. A great many people had no place

to lay their heads. • There was overcrowding and generally

a very bad housing situation existed. The Government s.aw

fit to take the responsibility of defeating that bill and

the result was that many cities, including the city of

Toronto, were badly handicapped and were unable to carry

out the things they would have liked to do and as a result

they are bringing in a bill this year to give them the very
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power which was asked for in the bill of last year. Hamilton

was in the same position, and I believe Ottawa. They could

not form their committees because they had no power to do so.

It may be good political strategy for the government

to defeat bills of that kind, but personally I do not approve

of such tactics*

To-night the question has been raised in this Hovise

about the civil service in Saskatchewan. I would like to

read an artlfcie^ headed: "Saskatchewan Civil Servants Praise

Policy of CCF Government, •which reads as follows:

"•How Saskatchewan's CCF government has
»on the confidence of provincial civil ser-
vants is described in a letter written by
G. F. Dawson, general secretary of the
Saskatchewaji Government Services Association,
to civil service groups outside the province.
Says Mr. Dawson;

"'At the outset let me say that since the
establishment of our CCF government, we have
been given ample reason to believe that they
are determined to carry out their pre-election

,
promises to take the civil service out of
politics; to raise the standard of salaries;
to improve working conditions in mental
hospitals and such institutions; to arrange
a complete classification of the service,
with security of tenure, promotion on merit,
automatic increases, etc; and re-establish
an independent public service commission
of not less than three persons — the Associa-
tion having asked that we be given the privi-
lege of nominating one representative thereon.

"'Very few persons have been requested
to resign and, in every case which has come
to our attention, we consider the government
was fully justified and many employees have
intinBted that in this one respect, the
government has not gone far enough. Further-
more, without a single exception, some em-
ployee of the department or branch concerned
has been promoted to the vacancy created by
such resignation. Under these circumstances,
ySu will understand why our civil servants are
beginning to have a great deal of respect for
this government.

"••Five days after it was sworn in, our
Association officers had a very satisfactory
interview with Premier Douglas, and presented
the skeleton of a brief relating to cHtters
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desired by the civil service — all of whicji
had been presented to previous governments.
The Premier merely glanced at the paper,
turned it face down on his desk, and then
proceeded to tell our president what was
wrong with the' civil service, and what
his government intended to do about it»
In doing so, he touched on more than
half of the matters referred to in our
brief. He is the most approachable and
understanding Premier we have ever had,
and declares freely that he and his
ministers want the employees to bring
their problems to the government

»

•About one week ago, after many
special meetings of our central executive
devoted to the preparation and study of
material, our final brief, giving complete
details of all matters affecting the ser-
vice, was presented to the Premier, and
we were advised that the government most
certainly intends to adopt most of our
suggestions, and that in some cases members
of the cabinet, or special committees
appointed for the purpose, are studying
these matters in order that the government
may bring forward the necessary legislation
at the regular session in the New Year, if
not dealt with at the special session in
October*"*

,
The Saskatchewan government has been severely

criticized but I think that article speaks for itself.

I am sorry that the Minister of Planning and

Development (Mr. Porter) is not in the House because I

have some remarks to address to him.

During the last session there was a new department

of government created, the Department of Planning and

Development, with the Hon. Dana Porter as Minister

charged with the responsibility of administering the

department. The other ministers stepped into departments

already existing and functioning and it was simple for

them to carry on. Indeed, it has been said that it is

the deputy ministers who do the work and that the cabinet

ministers get the credit. Whether that is true or not

I am not prepared to say. iffe have not been in that
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poation yet but we may be before very long.

The Minister of Planning and Development hacl a

difficult job on his hands in starting out. He had to

start from scratch, or perhaps I may say he started out

and had to scratch. Anyway he had no precedents to guid«

him like the other ministers had, and there is no doubt

that h« had difficulties to overcome.

But now this new department has been in existence

for nearly a year, and I am anxious to know what it has

done. We are keenly interested in postwar work, and I

find by reading the details of ordinary expenditure that

the Department of Planning and Development spent over

$91,000 last year. They must have something to show for

that expenditure, and perhaps we shall be given a report

later on showing how that $91,000 was expended.

I am disappointed, too, at the finding in the

budget forecast the amount of $100,000 allocated "to that

Department of Planning and Development. How does that

department propose to make a showing, the kind of showing

I think it should make, on the sum ^ of $100,000. We have

got a job on our hands in making our postwar plans for

employment, and we should be making them now. I do knbw

that the Minister has gone up and down the country sug-

gesting to the various municipalities that they make their

plans for postwar work and make them now. I compliment

him on that. But I would like to see him do more. It

Is the finest kind of work that any Minister could do,

making plans now to take care of the after- the-war pajriod.

(Page 1502 follows)
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'.7e are going to have a job on our hands we never had before,

and it will take a lot of planning and i xvould like to

emphasize as, strongly as I can that we should raake those

plans and make them now«

I would like to point out that one of the v/orst

problems we have on oiir hands is the lack of housing, and

that problem has not been thrust into our laps because of

the weu:. That condition existed before the xi&t, it was

caused, I would say, because of the inability of people

to build houses during the hungry thirties. They qouid not

meet the natural demand for housing in those days, and when

the war came upon us and there was a shifting of the

population, we had a real problem on our hands in these

munition centres,

1 have gone into this question of housing, and I

am interested in building. I do not vrant to worry you

with statistics, but i vjould like to point out that if we

are to meet o\ir housing shortage, v/e will have to build

forty thousand homes per year, for the next ten years.

We need to make a comparison when we use a figure like

that, "Fcarty thousand" does not mean much unless you can

bring it back to earth and make a comparison, i will

point this out, that in 19£9 we had our peak year for the

building of homes, and in that year, in this province,

there were approximately 11,000 homes built, so it just

means that we have to build approximately four times as

many homes as we built in our peak year, each year, over

a period of years, to meet the demand for homea You can

see the tremendous problem which we have on our hands.

And what we consider is that, so far as the Government is
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concerned, they are doing nothing to meet this condition,

I think the hon. members of the Opposition hero are

entitled to criticize. 1 like to be fair in any criticism

which 1 may offer, aiid I do not intend to deal v/ith any

personalities in regard to anyone, or to any party in

this house. But I think we are here for the purpose of

criticism, and I would like to criticize the Government for

lack of planning in the housing field.

Now, this is a matter which has to be worle d out,

and in order to be carried out it will have to be worked

with the Federal Government, and 1 think we should bury

the hatchet and get down to brass tacks, and get in touch

with the Federal Government, and see what we can do, and

make the necessary plans to meet this shortage after the

war.

Now, during the last Session'^ there was set up in

this iiouse a Committee to study the question of coal, and

this Session we have set up another Committee to study the

question of labour. I think this question of housing is

of sufficient importance so that we should set up a special

Committee in this House to study that question, and report

to the House.

There is another subject I would like to touch upon,

and that is the question of schools. I think i know some-

thing about schools, I happen to be an architect and 1 have

had the privilege of building, probably two million dollars'

worth of schools in various parts of the province, and I

think I know something about the subject.

I would like to pay my compliments to the Government

of about eight years ago — to the Liberal Government v/hich
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was in power In those days, for I tljlnk they inade one of

the finest contributions along the edmcational line, v/hen

they introduced laanual training and home economics into

our rural High Schools. Wow, the peoplfi: in the cities

probably do not understand what that meant to those people,

but up until then, something like 93 percent of the

population going through High Schools did not go arty

further than High School. They had a curriculum designed

for University education, but out of about 100 percent of

the pupils, only 7 percent went on to the University. I

think that was a mistake, particularly in the rural sec-

tions. These boys were being q ducated away from the farms,

and when these subjects were introduced into our High schools,

it kept the boys and girls |;here, and i do not know of any-

thing which has taken the imagination of the boys and girto

more than those two particular courses. Not only do they

follov; that work with a greater interest, but it has been

proven that their marks are higher in other courses, be-

cause they are noti interested in the whoQs work, to a

greater degree, since these courses were introduced.

i know a number of schools where the boys at four

o'clock, instead of going home, go into the manual training

room and stay there until they are sent out of the school

at six o'clock. When 1 went to school, 1 could not get out

of school fast enough, and i think that may apply to most of

the hon. members here, conditions, of course, are different

to-day. These boys and girls are interested m the work.

1 should like you to see the girls in some of the home

economic classes. They make their own dresses, and they

make the clothing that the nurses wear, and it was a wonder-

ful contribution, particularly to the rural sections.
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because they had it in the cities, and 1 believe have had

it &>T some years. 1 know they appreciate it in those

sections, and I am glad our hon. Prime IJinister of iiduca-

tion (Mr. Drew) ,, Is carrying on that v/orki

There Is one thing 1 would like to point out in

connection with that work, and that is that the government

gave a raaximum grant of twenty thousand dollars towards the

building of those two roons, and an additional grant for

equipment, i would like to draw the attentlop. of the

Government to the fact that since those figures were esta-

blished, building costs have increased a|^ least fifty

percent, and i would like to suggest that this grant be

increased to thirty thousand dollars from the twenty

thousand dollar figure. I think it vrould help to cover

the costs, and I would like to see that step taken.

Now, just to shov/ how popular those classes are.

I know of one school in the province where there were

six busloads of pupils coming from miles around to attend

that school, and the revenue which v/as derived from

the extra payments was almost sufficient to cover th®

extra costs of the debentures, with the result that a

high school was built, v;hich cost over one hundred thousand

dollars, and it only increased the mill rate bygone mill.

They received enough grants from the rural schools to

practially carry the cost of the debentiires. That, I

think, speaks well for the system, and it shows it is a

success.

V/hile I am on schools, I would like to bring up

one detail, which I think the hon. Minister of Hydro

(Mr. Challies) is interested in. I spoke to him the other

day and I would like to see something done about it. In
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these schools, we are trying to bring them up to the

highest standard possible, and one of the details we

have to contend with and attend to, is the artificial

lighting in these schools, and I have found that in

many schools, particularly the rural schools, the lights

are not lit for a long period during the day. Just in

the ;yintertime they are used for a f ev/ hours, but in the

summertime the lights are practically not used in the

class-rooms in many places, but they are charged a service

charge, depending upon the size of the lamps in the

fixtures. And I further found that some of these Boards,

in order to reduce their service charge, put in smaller

lac5)s than were actually required, I would like to see

in all schools this service charge wiped out — for a

public building, such as a school, I have foxind, since

speaking to the hon. MinJstsr (Mr. Challies) that in some

schools there is no service charge, and I would like to

see that carried into all the schools, because I believe

it would make a contribution towards the lighting of

these schools, and operate to the benefit of the pupils.

In the Speech from the Thro re , reference ;vas made

to a study of schools, in order to see if something can be

done toward decreasing the cost. I am in agreement with

anything which can be done along that line, I had the

privilege of speaking v/ith the hon. Prime Minister on the

subject, and I learned something fram him of what he has

in mind, and I would like to say at this time that I agree

with what he is doing along this line.

He are spending — I cannot hardly say it is too

much, until I can prove a satisfactory school can be built
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for less — but I would like to see sonis investigation

made, because I think there are possibilities. You spend,

say, one hundred thousand dollars for a school with

probably eight or ten roons, and that school is only vised

five hours a day, for five days a v;eek, that is twenty-

five hours a week, I think we have put too much money in

those schools for such a short period of usage, and

whether or not \Te can reduce the cost, I think v/e should

give consideration to the use of these schools for a nucli

longer period of timeo I would like to see some thought

given to the question of adult education. I believe our

people are keenly interested in education, even after they

ars^ married p as well as before, and I would like to see

more thought given to adult education, because I think

there is a great field there to be developed, and I have

found if you give people a subject in v/hich they are

interested, and provide somebody vdio can present that in a

way from which they will benefit, they will take an

interest in it, and I believe if our Department of Education

would follow that up, we would make real progress along

educational lines.

It is hard for me to stand here and criticize the

Government on the fifty percent grant. I v/as one of those

in the motion yesterday to make this preliminary payment, but

I did not want to speak then, as there were a great many who

were to take part in that debate, but I have been so often

with School Boards in the spring of the year who had payments

to make and the only way they could get money was to

barrow it from the bank, and I think the payment of this

money at this time will be a real contribution, parti-
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cularly in the rural school boards. In the cities, they

seem to have lots of money, but in the rural sections they

are not so well financed and a payment at this time will

come in very well v/ith them.

And regarding this fifty percent grant. It would

be natural to expect criticism from this side of the

House. One thing I have not been able to understand is

this; that we are talking about paying fifty percent of

the costs. I will not say anything as to whether Toronto

gets less than fifty percent, and some place else gets

more, but in one breath they say, "We are going to reduce

the taxes," and in the next breath they say, "WS vTill

increase the schools and the equipment in the schools."

I do not see how they can have their cake and eat it too.

If all that money is going towards the reduction of

taxes, then nothing will be left to improve the building,

or tji improve the teachers' salaries. If they are going

to divide it up, why not say so? I think we should know

just where we are standing.

Well, Mr» Speaker, I see the hoxir is getting along,

so I will conclude.

m, FAE^iUHAR R. OLIVER (Grey South): Mr. Speaker,

I move the adjournment of the debaje.

Itotion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer): I move

the House do now adjourn, Mr, Speaker,

m, EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Would the hon. Leader of the Government (Mr. Frost) inform

us what we shall be doing to-morrow and I think he could

also inform us whether there will be any danger of a
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night sitting? I do not suppose there is, but we would be

interested to know.

Lit. FROST: No, I think the intention is to proceed

with bills tio-inorrow. I think there was some desire on the

part of the hon. laeabers to get the Throne debate cleaned

up, and possibly the intention to go on to-morrow. The hon.

Prime ilinister is here now, and I will let him speak for

himself, but I think the intention was to go on vdth bills

to-morrow.

IHR, GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): As I heard it,

as I came in, the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. Frost)

has stated wo will be dealing with bills to-morrow. That

is my intention. 'Je have a number of bills to present.

LIR. JOLLIFFE: You and I have a date to-morrow

night?

bee?

MR, DREV;: Oh, yes, that is right.

MISS laACPHAIL: kftiy can we not all go to the spelling

L3R. DRS'J: That would be fine, I think.

Motion agreed to; the House adjo\irned at 10:55

p.m.
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

TV/EIITY-SECOND DAY

AFTERNOON SESSION

Toronto, Ontario,
Friday, March 16, 1945,

SPEAKER: Honourable William J„ Stewart, C.B.E.

The House met at 3 o» clock.

Prayers

.

MR. SPEAICER: Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

MR. MILLIMA WCmiORTd (Dovercourt) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg leave to present the first report of the Select Commit-

tee appointed to direct the expenditure of a sum set apart

for art purposes, and move its adoption.

CUSRK OF THE HOUSE: "The Select Committee appointed
to direct the Expenditure of a sum set apart for lirt

purposes begs leave to present the following as its
first report: «

"Your Committee reconmiends that the Department
of Education be requested to consider the inclusion
in the bursary system operated by that Department
the assistance by way of bursaries of deserving
students at the Ontario College of ilrt.

"Your Committee recouimonds that one painting by
a representative Ontario artist be purchased during
the present fiscal year, and that the policy of
purchasing at least one picture by representative
Ontario artists be adopted for future years; and
that the Ontai"io Society of Artists be asked to
nominate a niimber of paintings, from V7hich nominations
a painting shall be selected by your Committee.

"Your Committee recommends that ex-Premiers
Hepburn and Nixon be authorized to have their portraits
painted by artists selected by them for inclusion in
the portraits of all ex-Premiers of the Province.
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"Your Committee recommends that ex-Premiers
Hepburn and Nixon be authorized to have their
portraits painted by artists selected by them
for inclusion in the portraits of all ex-
Premiers of the Province.

"Your Committee also recommends tliat the
'

Government consider the advisability of
organizing annual exhihitions of works by-

Ontario artists, including all samples of
such vforks now owned by the Province, to be dis-
played at different centres throughout the
Province, and t]iat the Department of Education
be authorized to nal:o the necessary arrangements."

Motion agreed to.

HON, DANA H. PORTER (Minister of Planning and Develop-

ment): Mr, Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Daley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

provide for the establishment of conservation authorities

for the pu3rpose of conservation, restoration .and develop-

ment of natural resources, other than gas, oil, coal and

minerals, and for the prevention of floods and water

pollution," and that same be read now the first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time,

MR. GEORGE H. MITCHELL (York North) : V/ould the hon.

Minister kindly enlighten?

l\!lR. PORTER: Mr. Speaker, this bill provides for the

establishment of authorities in water-shed areas of the

province, conservation authorities which will have the

functions of formulating a scheme for the conservation of

natural resources and any other projects that would have

to fit in with that for the purpose of controlling floods

and controlling, insofar as possible, and restoring the

under-ground water supply.

MR. MITCHELL: Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the

hon. Minister if he would mind telling us v;hat funds are

being set aside for the fiscal year nov/ coming for this.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Public Works):
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Mr, Speaker, if permitted by the hon. Minister of Planning

and Development, as this is under the Department of publi©

7iforks , I will be pleased to answer that. This is a scheme

that has been set up by certain municipalities, and they

have the right to enter into an agreement with the Dominion

and Provincial Governments, who may set a percentage that

they are willing to pay.

The last scheme, which v/as the Grand River, v/as

37 l/S^o by each Government , and the balance by the

municipalities Interested, as proportioned by the engineers.

IIR. LHTCHELL: Thank you,

MEc SPEiUvEIi: Further bills.

Motions.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKV/ELL (Attorney General): Mro

Speaker, I move, seconded by Ivlr, Frost, that leave be given

to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the Trustees*

Act," and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

MRo ED7/AHD B, JOLLIFFE (Reader of the Opposition):

Would the hon. Attorney General tell us v/hat the effect of

this bill is?

1/IR, BLACK5YELL: Mr. Speaker, this bill is to amend

the existing provision of the ^vCt, which enables trustees

to loan money up to 50^^ of the value of a valuation, to in-

crease that amount from 50% to 60^.

tlON. GEORGE H„ DOUGETT (Minister of Highvmys): Mr.

Speaker, moved by myself, and seconded by I.Ir. Blackwell,

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act

to amend the Highv/ay Traffic Act," and that same be now read

a first time.
'

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

Lm. ROBERT D. TlIORlffiERRY (Hamilton Centre): Would
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the lion. Minister explain?

MR. DOUCETT: Yes. Mr. Speaker, this is a bill to

extend the provisions of sub-section 3 of Section 10, which

has to do with the clearcince of lands. The two Acts over-

lap. In the one it said they must have, and the other "not",

so this is rectifying that in the former Act. The other

has to do with the speed limit of fifty miles an hour

beine extended to firemen attending fires and policemen v/hen

pursuing emergency cases.

There is also another item in this which was brought

to our attention during this last winter, where vehicles in

towns, parked on side streets and on main streets, and at

many times on the highEray, were unable to continue

their course. This Act permits the corporation or Department

of Highways to remove those vehicles, so that the sireet or

road can be cleared.

IJR. SPEAKER: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

The hon. Minister of IIigh\7ays {Mr. Doucett) has asked

to rise before the Orders of the Day.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Highways): Mr.

Speaker, and hon. members of this House, I wish to speak on

a matter of privilege arising from certain charges made in

this House on Wednesday last by the hon. member for Elgin

(Mr. Mitchell F. Hepburn).

Let me preface my remarks by saying that as all the

hon. members well know, the wholesale distributors of

gasoline act as the collecting agents of the Government as

to gasoline tax. Most of these vendors are of the highest

financial standing, but for the protection of the interests
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of the Government the necessity for a general protective

policy became apparent. It seemed necessary to require

all vendors to file security bonds, or equivalent

negotiable securities, with the Department, to make en-

tirely sure that all gasoline tax collected should reach

the Treasury. This plan, as with all sucli plans, required

general application.

On August 11th, 1943, after the Government headed

by the hon. member for Brant (Itr. Nixon) had been defeated,

but before this Government took office, certain vendors,

whose bonds virere considered insufficient, v;ere requested

to bring their bonds up to proper and determined standards.

At this point, may I say that with the permission

of the House I shall table copies of certain letters and

memoranda to which I shall refer.

When the present Government took office the matter

in hand had not been finally disposed of. On September

24th, 1943, memorandum from Jo L. Zoller, assistant to the

Deputy iilinister, addressed to my Deputy Minister, was

brought to my attention. It was pointed out that certain

companies had deposited securities, others had filed

guarantee bonds, and still others had merely given

B so-called personal bond or undertaking admitting

responsibility. MTo Zoller recommended that a guarantee

bond, or equivalent securities in an amount up to 80

per cent, of any one month's tax collections be required,

in which recommendation the Deputy Minister concurred, and

vrhich recommendation I approved and so Indicated in my

memorandum of October 4, 1943c

On October 7, 1943, D. E. Strong, Chief Inspector

of Gasoline Tax at that time, advised the vendors of the
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departmental decision, putting all vendors, great and

small, on a conmion basis in this respect.

Following Mr. Strong's letter, a comralttee re-

presenting themajor oil coiapanies called at my office to

discuss general features relative to security bonds,

resulting in suggestions involving a group plan. Follow-

ing this meeting the committee, v;ith my approval, carried

on negotiations with departmental officials, requesting

them to obtain data as to possibilities of underwriting

group plan bonds „ This data was secured. Chief Inspector

Strong and Mr, Zoller during this period consulted a

representative of the A, E. 7/ilson Company, Ltd., regarding

a group plan, A period then ensued, occupied by negotia-

tions and investigations, and by April, 1944, a detailed

plan had taken fornio

lir. J. Ho Robinson, v7ho by this time had succeeded

Kr. Strong, drafted a letter, secured the approval of the

Deputy Minister on April 6, 1944, and forwarded this communica-

tion to those vendors whose secxirity was sub-standard, over

his (Mr. Robinson's) signature. This is the letter which

the hon. Member for Elgin (Ivir. Hepburn) read in this House

on Wednesday last.

On April 13, 1944, Mr, Jos. McManus of McManus

Petroleums, Limited, of London, accompanied by M. F. Hepburn,

M.PoP. for "r:lgln, called on lir. Robinson, asking that the

McManus Company's bond be allowed to remain at $25,000.

MR. MITCHELL F. HEPBUHII (Elgin): I deny that

emphatically.

tIRc DOUCETT: You have a chance, under the Public

Accounts, Mr, Speaker, I hope to discuss that. I do not

know, but that is the information as I have it. And may I

repeat, accompanied by M. F. Hepburn, M,P.P. for Elgin,

called on Mr. Robinson, asking that the McI.Ianus Company's
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repeat, accompanied by M. F<. Hepburn, M.P,P» for Elgin,

called on Mr, Robinson, asking that the LiCLIanus Coiupany»s

bond be allov/ed to remain at ^25,000. None the less, this

company on April 24, 1944, filed a bond fron the London

Guarantee and Accident Company, Limited, for $45,000, the

amoTint being deterroined under the general plan,

UTc Robins on j and Mr. J. D. Millar, the Deputy

Minister, are two conscientious, capable, and hardworking

public servants whom I hold in the higliest esteem. They

co-oporated v/ith all interests concerned in working out a

satisfactory plan cf bonding the companies affected. They

cleaned up a situation which had, from the departmental

viewpoint, become in definite need of revision.

The hon, the Member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) told

this House that he had spoken to Mr. Robinson alleging the

latter had told him that in writing the letter which was

read in this House the other day he had Ministerial

approval. Now let me say, without any qualification, that I

was not aware t)iat any such letter was being sent out. Let

me say further^ that in the proper time and place the hon.

the Member for 31gin (MTo Hepburn) v/ill have the opportunity

of sustaining under oath his claim that I,lr, Robinson told

him any such things Let me say further that under no

circiunstances did I or would I have approved of such a letter.

Let me also say that when knowledge of this letter came to my

attention a second letter to remove all misapprehension was

approved by me on May 6th, 1944; and v/as despatched to .

recipients of the first letter. l£t' me also say that a copy

of this letter v;as sent to McManus Petroleums, Limited, and

I have little doubt that v/hen the hon. the Member for Hllgin

was making his charges in this House he had in his possession
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a copy of the second letter, vrliich should remove fron the

mind of any fair and decent citizen any misapprehension

possibly carried by letter number one.

(Page No. 1518 follows.)

r
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In other words, the Hon. member stands convicted

of telling only half the story in this House, or else his

friend and companion, Mclvixnus, is guilty of doutle-dealing

in telling the Hon. merater for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) only

half the truths Thi^ is a matter for the Hon^ member or

MTo McManus, or both, to explain. This angle I deposit

on their doorstep, . Let me now read the letter of* May

20th, 1944-

"We wish to further clarify our ].etter of
April 6th regarding surety required in
accordance with your Gasoline Tax Collectors
Articles of j±greemento

At the request of vendors , the Depart-
ment undertook to obtain information regard- «

ing a group pl&no Data was received in
accordance with the. Canadian Underwriters'
association and this plan outlined to you in
our letter of April 6th. It was also stated
that participation in the group plan was
optionalo

Please note that a bond may be furnished
by any bonding company approved by the Depart-
ment of Insurance; or you may ^uibmit Dominion
of Canada or Province of Ontario bearer secur-
ities in lieu of surety bond*

We trust this fully conveys to you the
attitude of the Department in the natter."

And there is a list of the companies which it vms forwarded

to.

MH. HEPBURN: May I ask the Honourable the Minister

who signed that letter, — the same gentleman?

MH. DOUGETT: The same gentleman, the Inspector of the

gasoline taxo

Now, let me say a word as to the ii. K. Wilson Company,

Limited. They are a large and favourably known firm of insur-

ance brokers o They carry on business throughout the whole of

Ontario, ^or more than ten years, I have conducted my own insur'

ance business as a general insurance agent on my own behalf,

I have placed insurance in the ordinary course. of business with

the A. E. Wilson Company and with several other insurance
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companies. I am not financially interested, directly or

indirectly, in the A. E. Wilson Company, Limited. Even JT

this business haa been placed with the A. E. Wilson Company

as the result of the letter flourished so dramatically by

the Hon. member for Elgin the other day, I could not iiave

benefitted directly or indirectly by one cento 1 am in-

formed, and have every reason to believe, that the Depart-

mental officials who drafted this letter had no knowledge

of the fact that as an insurance agent I had business con-

tacts with the ivo Ei Wilson, Company, Limitedo And, finally,

in speaking of the a. E. Vi/ilson, Company, Lixaited, let me

say thi,t not one of these gasoline vendors' aurety bonds

was placed with the a, E. Wilson Gompi.ny, Limited, nor is

there one dollar of Ontario Government insurance held by tbat

company.

Now, let me say a word about the Llci.lanus Company.

During the eight years or so that the Hon. member for Elgin

was Prime Minister of this Province, the McManus organization

rode high, wide and handsome in its dealings with the govern-

ment of the day. Sometime ago it came to my attention that

the kcManus Company, expanding its operation at Fort Stanley,

had acquired a building site and had planned to erect bulk

storage tanks almost under the eaves of the historic Christ

Church (Anglican) 5 the tanks to be supplied by a pipe-line

laid on a portion of the highways department property. I

investigated this pipe-line proposal in some detail, and I

found pronounced opposition to what was considered and un-

necessary desecration of one of the oldest religious site* ia

our Province. 1 was importuned by the Hon. member for Elgin

in my own office, in hia role of McManus' personal ambassador,

on this proposal, I was told by him that in his opinion I
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was actiiig on poor legal grounds o I inl'ormed the member

for Elgin (Ivlr. Hepburn) that I was only a humble farmer,

and not a lawyer,, but I now aad tiiat to date the kcManus

pipe-line is not in use. The Synou of the iJiocese of Jaocdsai Huron

is now seeking protection of its rights in the Courts.

I happen to have been brought up to respect our churches.

I have seen no reason to change my mind and I have never

attempted to ride rough-shod over those who get in my path.

I repeat, the letter read by my hon. friend was

aespatched without either my approval or my knowledge. Had

I known of it, no such letter .wo;uld have been forwarded.

Even the hon. Member for iilgin admits making mistakes. In

this instance, certain valued officials of the Department

were in errar, as they freely admit, and as they will doubt-

less testify before the Public Accounts Coiamittee. ^nd I wish

to make it clear that 1 am not shifting the blame; I am not

dodging responsibility; I am merely reciting the facts,

Whether the Hon. member for Elgin wishes to admit

now that he told but half the story, or whether he was imposed

on by his friend Mctonus, are disclosures we sliall await, and

with interest.

Personally, I am not in my present honourable position

for either money or for glory. I am in politics for one reason

and one alone, to render what service I can to the people of

this Province. And if there is one duty which has borne

heavily on this Administration, it is the task of restoring

some semblance of dignity and decency in the conduct of the

business of the Province of OntariOo

I nov; table the following docviments relative to my

Hon. friend's charges^ if I may dignify them by that term, and

I can assure him that he will be held to strict account in
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the Public Accounts Cofliiaittee of this House, at any in-

quiry which is necessary to clear the air and which will

be more welcome to lae tioiin to the Hon. the Member for Elgin.

(I»Ir. Hepburn)

Now I think, Mr. Speaker, in justice to this state-

ment, that I should, while I am taking some time of this

Honourable House, -- and I cannot be blamed for taking

up your time, 1 should read to you the letters which I file

with this statement

o

I will call this Exhibit ^, dated at Toronto, August

11th, 1943, which was tne letter I mentioned sent out after

the defeat of the government of the Hon. meraber from Brant

(Mr. Nixon) and previous to this Government taking office.

This copy is aadressed to the McManus Petroleums Limited,

225 xlectory Street, London, Ontario

i

"Bear 3irs: Please be advised tJaat it
will be necessary for you to increase
your surety bond in favour of His Majesty
the King, as represented by the Minister
of Highways for the Province of Ontario,
in accordance with the Collector's Agree-
ment, from ;ifl5,00C to $60,000„00o This
increase should be effected immediately on
receipt of this correspondence.

Please acknowledge receipt of this
letter ana advise this Lepartment when
the increased bond may be expectedo"

(oigned) D<,Eo strong,
Chief Inspector Gasoline Tax."

Exhibit B is a memorandum, dated oeptembor 24th, 1943:

"Menoranduxu for Mr, Jo i), Millar:
I am attaching a list of gasoline tax

vendors who are under agreement with the De-
partment for the collection of the gasoline
taxo You will notice on this list that most
of the companies have supplied a bond from
the recognized insurance coiapanieso Others
have deposited securi-cies and the larger
companies have just given their personal bond
that they wou.ld be responsible for the
amount of tax collectedo This personal
bond is of no value in so far as guaranteeing
the payment of the money collected for tax
is concernedo I would suggest that those
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"companies who have submitted personal
bonds be asked to supply a regular bond
or deposit securities up to 80'^ of any
one month's collection^

I might also recommend that those
who have been requested to increase their
bonds be made to do so,

(Signed) J. L. Zoller,
Assistant to the Deputy Minister."

"Recommended
J. Do Millar."

Exhibit C, dated Toronto, October 4, 1943;

"Memorandum for Ivir. Jo D. Millar:
He Bonds for Gasoline Tax Collectors

Following our conversation of sometime
ago and Ivli*. Zoller 's memorandum, 1 wish
to be very emphatic about this matter
and we must have a policy for large and
small alike of 80 per cent, surety bond
or securities. Personal filing is not
sufficient. Kindly see that this is done
at the very earliest date so that I can
assure the companies that feel that they
are unfairly treated that they will be
put on an even basis

o

( Signed) Gksoo li.

Minister
Doucett,
of Highways."

I

Exhibit D, dated October 7th, 1943. This is address-

ed to The British American Oil Company Limited, floyal Bank

Building, Toronto, Ontarios

"Attention H. H. Bronsdon, Secretary-Treasurer
Dear Sirs: The minister of Highways for the
Province of Ontario has directed me to forward
a request that your CvOmpany furnishi to the
Department of Highways a bond in the amount
of $600,000o00 to assure payment of your
collections of the Ontario Gasoline Tax, as
provided for in Item 7 of the Gasoline Tax
Collector's Articles of Agreemenfo

The guarantee may take the form of a
surety bond in favour of His Itfejesty the King,
in the right of the Province of Ontario, in
the form prescribed by the Department, or
Dominion or Province of Ontario bearer se-
curities deposited with the Province

o

Will you kindly acknowledge receipt
of tMs correspondence,,"

iina this list of the Companies to which that letter was

sent. ^nd the letter was signed "Do E. Strong, Chief

Inspector Gasoline Tax«"

Then comes Exhibit E, which was the letter read
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L by the Hon. member for Elgin (Ur. Hepburn) the other

aay, vtiich it is not necessary for irie to read, at this
i

time, I believe.

f MR. HEPBURN: Read it.

MR. DOUCETT: Exhibit E is a draft:

(Page 1524 follows)
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Draft

"I have been instructed by the Minister
of Highways to advise you that» in accordance
with the gasoline tax collector's articles
of agreements, your company is required to
furnish this Department with a bord for $o<,.

to assure payraent of your collection of the
Ontario gasoline taX:.

"The Department has Just completed nego-
tiations with regard to the matter of premium
charges. Satisfactory arrangements and
underwriTJing conditions xxave been made
available by an understanding that all
collectors' bends be handled ishrough one
source. To this end, arrangements have
been made with the Ao S, Wilson Company,
Limited, Lumsden Building, Toronto,, at the
following rates:

First $ 10i,000o00 premium |10oOO per $l,000o00
IJext 40,OOCoOO * 5o00 * 1,000,00

• 50,000o00 * 3.00 " 1,000.00
• lOO.OOOoOC « EoOO * IjOOOoOO
• S00,000o00 « loOO « 1,000,00

"Participation in this group plan is optional
However, may we point cut that, where the group
plan is not adoptedj and bonds are obtained else-
where, the premliiffi rat€)s majr be higher,

'*Dominion of Canada or Pro/ince of Ontario
bearer securities may be submitted in lieu of
the above plan.

'*Will you kindly advise this Department
at your earliest convenience as to your
arrangements in this regard,**

Perhaps I do not need to road Exhibit **?" as it

has been read before

o

MR, HEPBURN (Elgin )s Read ito

ViRo DOUCETT: I should be glad to do sOo It is

as follows:

Exhibit '*F*

Draft

••We wish to further clarify our letter
of April 6th regarding surety required in
accordance with your gasoline tax collectors
Articles of Agreement.

"At the request of vendors, the Depart-
ment undertook to obtain information regard-
ing a group plan. Data was received in
accordance with the Canadian Underwriters'
Association and this plan outlined to you
in our letter cf April 6th» It was also
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stated th&t par-Dioipatlou in the group plan
was optional

o

••Please note that a bond may be furnished
by any bonding company approved by the Depart-
ment of Insurance; or you may submit Dominion
of Canada or Province of Ontario bearer
securities in lieu of surety bonci

»

"We trust this fully conveys to you the
attitude of the Department in the matter c"

That letter war. sent on. May 30th and luay 31st to

the firms listed at •^he foot of the letter.

Then comes Exhibit '*(;«•, a memorandum to Kr» J, D.

L'iller, the Deputy Minister, as follows;

Sxhi bit •*&*

"MTo Kitohell Fo Hepburn, I'.;.P,P., and
Ivlr<, Jo McAianus , Presidantj IJcManus Petroleum
Limited, London, were in my office this
morning regarding increase of bond from
$E5,000o00 to $45s,000.Ci0» They felt
that 5, during the ensuing year, gasoline tax
collections would be materially reduced ow-
ing to the large gallcnage sold to farmers,
tax free; and it would therefore appear
unfair to them to be asked for an increase
in the amount of bondo

"For your informationj I herewith
submit particulars of gasoline tax collec--
tions received per month from McManus Petrol-
eum Limited., together with commission re-
ceive do The amount of bond is generally
based on twice the value of the highest
month c In this connection, the amount of
tax received for the month of June was
$40s,658„35i> whereas the average monthly
collection for the year amounts to
$21s,605ol5o From this sximmary , it
would not appear that the requirement of
;|45j,000o00 is excessive o For this company
to provide a surety bond in the amount of
145,000 oOO would cost them approximately
§300 oOO nnder the group plan scheme. You
will note that their commission for the

average

P

year amounts to |K^318a84s, or an
per month of $2?6657<> Considering the
commission received, it is not felt
the premium that tbey would have to
for this assurance is out of line;"

that
pay

Then follows a schedule showing the payments per

month, which it is not necessary I think for me to read,

unless the House desires. I can summarize ito The
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average monthly paym«nt is $21,805 15 and the commission

$276.57, and the letter is signed by Jo H« Robinson,

Chief Inspectors, Gasoline TaXj, under date of Toronto,

April 13, 1944

o

I thank you, Mr^ SpeaKer and hor , gentlemen,

for your indulgence.

MR. I.::, Fo I-IEPB"CmN (Slgin); Mro Speaker, the

Minister of Highv.'ays (Mr, Doucett) has made a very valiant

attempt to becloud the whole issue

»

I want to get at the meat of this thing. First

I had on the Order Paper a notice of motion:

"That there bft laid before this House
a return showing copies of all letters
written by officials of the Department of
Highways to any collectors of the gasoline
tax in Ontario suggesting that their bonds
be handled through one particular source o*

There are two courses open to me. The first one

is to deal with this matter on a question of privilege.

The other is to ask the Prime Minister to call the notice

of motion, and then I shall address the Hous-e on this

subject.

MR, DREW-' I will call the motiono

CLERK OF THE HOUSE o Mr^ Hepburn moves

^

•*That there be laid beforo this House
a return showing copies of all letters
written by officials of the Department of
Highways to any collectors of the gasoline
tax iaOntario suggesting that their bonds
be handled through one particular source o"

MR, M» Fo HKP2URN (Elgin) s Mr, Speaker, as I said,

the Minister of Highways (Mr. Doucett) has made a very valiant

effort to becloud this whole issue c 1 deny ^any of his

allegationso

Let me refresh the memories of hon, members.

Some time ago I asked en the Orders of the Day that there
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be tabled a reply to the question:

".Has the Minister of Highways iaaued in-
structions that all gasoliue tax col-
lectors' bonds be handled through one
source?'*

The answer to that question was no

«

MR. DOUCETT; And that Is definitely corroot.

MR. HEPBURi: (Elgin); Yes. The only reason I

visited the office of Mrc Hobinson was to ascertain whether

he was correct when he said in his opening sentence:

"I have been instructed by the Minister
of Highways to advise you that, in accordance
with the Gasoline Tax Collector's Articles
of Agreement, your company is required to
furnish this Department with a bond for ^,.«<.
to assure payment of your collections of the
Ontario Gasoline Tax,

••The Department has just completed
negotiations with regard to the matter of
premium charges o Satisfactory arrangements
and underwriting conditions have been made
available by an understanding that all
collectors' bonds be handled through one
sourceo*

MR. BLACKWELL: Read on»

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin); It goes on:

"Tb this end.;, arrangements have been made
with the Ao Z. Wilson Company Limited,
Lumsden Building, Toronto, at the fol-
lowing rates r^

MR. BIACKWSLLj Read on Let us have the whole

truth.

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin): Then the schedule of rates is

given, which has already been reed» The lettor goes on:

••Participat-ion in this group plan is
optional., However, --'•

and here is the qualifying sT^ateinent •. '
.

*—
' may we poJnt out that, where the group

plan is not adopted, and bonds are obtained
elsewhere^ the premium rates may be higher."

The Minister seek.s to dissociate himself from that

letter, but I say that I visited the office of Mr. Robinson
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and asked him whether he had the authority of the Minister

before he wrote that letter.

lIRo DREWi Mr„ Speaker, I do not like to interpose,

but in all the length of time I have been here, never have I

seen anything so low and contemptible as the hon, jjiember for

Elgin (Mro Hepburn) in now quoting this letter written by a

civil servant o The hon, member will have the opportunity

of testing the accuracy of the statement in question under

oath, and he will be under oath himselfo

MRo HiPBURNs (Slgin) ; When it comes to getting

lew the Prime Minister himself struck an all-time record

in that respect, so he does not have to '«orry about any-

body else getting low.

The significant thing is that the Minidxer of

Highways admitted xhat he had been agent for this company

o

It is not difficult to put two and two together in that

respect.

Now we are to have this inatter investigated under

oath, and I say that I weloome the investigation.

The Chief Inspector of G-asDline Tax wrote:

•*! have been instructed by the
Minister of Higliways to advise you that — **

and so on, and he confirmed that because I really could not

believe that the Minister '«ould do a thing of that kind.

But the Minister had been an agent for the aompany and so

it is understandablSo

The Minister of Highways has had a lot to say

about the McManus Company„ Mro McManus is a very

reputable citizeno Ke is head of Imperial Fuel a and

of IJcManus Petroieums o He was born and raised in the

county of Eigin« He comes from a fine old Irish family.
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When he received this letter from the Chief Inspector

of (Gasoline Tax he reported the matter to his insurance

company, with the result that there was a furore throughout

the whole of Ontario over this imprecedented action.

When the Minister was caught in his effort to

assist his company -~

MR, DOUCETT: Mr, Speaker j, I think the hon.

member should withdraw that statement. I have presented

the facts to the House in an honest way and I have given

the hon. member my word for what I have said. I think as

a member of this House he is obliged to accept my word in

that regard and to withdraw his statement. I was not

caught o. As I have already explained, this letter was

brought to my attention after it had been written, and

the matter was then attended to, as I have already ex-

plained »

MR. HEPBURIJ (Elgin); How is the Minister going

to reconcile his position with the statement of his chief

inspector? The chief inspector wrote:

**! have been instructed by the Minister
of Highways to advise you --"

to place your insurance with a certain company «
,

Let us follow this thing through « A lot of very

unkind things have been said about a very reputable business

man of the City of London who carries on business in the

county I represent in this House « He is the head of

Imperial Fuels and handles hundreds of thousands of tons

of coal over the dock at Port Stanley. In order to punish

this gentleman I want to tell the House ?ihat was done by the

Minister and it isttemost sordid story ever heard in the

history of Ontario politicso

30IiE HCI3. MEMEER3: Oh, oh.
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MR. HEPBURi; (Elgin):. Hon. members will not laugh

when I get through with this basins sso They luay think it

funny now but they will not think it funny then.

I happen to be a farmer and live near the village

of Port Stanley^ I buy gasoline and oil from McManus

Petroleums and I know that this company is very much con-

cerned to keep dovjn the price of gasoline o It is a fact

that the independent oil companies are the only protection

we have against the big oil companies of Canada, So Mr,

McManus decided to do what? He decided to build storage

tanks at Port Stanley and to bring gasoline and oil in

by tankers, which would bo a guarantee that the farmers of

that district would not be exploited by the big gasoline

companies.

So he proceeded in the usual way. But having

hanging over his head the rap of the Minister of Highways

until the Minister, I repeat, was caught, in an effort to

direct certain insurance to his own company -"

MRc DOUCETT; M"ro Speaker, I think that is a

most unfair statement for the hone member to say that I

was caught because I was not in any such position. . I

have been fair with the hon. member and I ask him to

withdraw that statement, I think an hon, member of this

House is obliged under our rules to accept the word of

another hon. member

o

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin): That was after McManus had

made public the letter which he had received from Mr.

Robinson who, rightly or wrongly, said in his opening

sentence of the letter that he was instructed by the Minis-

ter of Highways to advise accordingly. Now it is very

seldom that a civil servant will take the responsibility

of saying he is speaking on the authority of the Minister
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without having that authority » Anyway, McManus had hanging

over his head this rap by the Minister of Highways until the

matter was escposed and another letter was ssnt out a month

or so later suggesting that they could place their insurance

any place they wantefli. Anyway, MnManus was under a cloud

because of the feot that ho had raad* public this letter.

I^IR» DOUCETT: There wad no knovvledge on my part

that MoManus nad made public t-his letter, no knowledge what-

ever until the hon. member had made the matter public,

MR-, HEPBURN (Elgin): I do nci; believe in fairy •

tales; I do not believe in Santa Glaus. iVher: this letter

went out there was a furore In th«; insurance world. The

thing was unprecedented and it was coranon goss^ip on every

street that the Minister should have undertaken to do a

thing of that kind.

I want to tell the sordid story of what happened

after McManus incurred tne rap of the Minister. MoManus

wanted to build storage tanks so that he could bring in

gasoline and oil by tankers „ 3o he proceeded in the

regular way, I will just rehearse some of the things

he did in order to show the House that his every move was

perfectly legal and proper.

First he applied to the village of Port Stanley

for permission to lay the pipe lii:i» ^ and a by-law was passed

making that perfectly legal and valid.,

Then he got the consent of the Dominion Department

of Transport.

Thens .probably with the knowledge of the Minister

of Highways, except that he wants to dissociate himself from

a lot of things done in his department, McManaa got the per-

missionof the Highways Department to lay the pipes along the

highway, I usill quote the authority for that, which was
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dated October 20, 1944. It is from the Department of

Highways and addressed to Mr. Jos» McManus, President,

McManus Petroleums Limited, London, OntariOo It reads:

"Dear Sir,

•Re: Pipe Line - Port Stanley,
•

Hlghvfay NOo 4

•We have for acknowledgment, with
thanks, yours of October 19th, enclosing
certified copy of letter from the Clerk
of the Village of Port Stanley, authorizing
the work which you are undertaking in th©
said village in connection with the opera-
tion of a terminal for petroleum products.*

That refers to the by-law which had been passed by the Village

of Port Stanley granting permission to lay the pipes to the

storage tanks. The letter goes on;

•Enclosed please find Permit from the
Department of Highways granting permission
to run your pipe line as therein stated.

•This will also acknowledge receipt
of the fee of |10oOO which accompanied
the application.

•Yours truly,

(Miss) Ao V, Rochemont
Legal Officer.*

So there liioManus had the authority of the Dominion

government. He had also the by-law which had been passed

by the village of Port Stanley, and he also had the per-

mission of the Highways Department to lay the pipes along

the highway.

As the Minister has pointed out, some disagreement

followed because the storage tanks were to be erected close

to an old church that has been standing there for about one

hundred years. In order to overcome that objection which

developed Kx. KcManus purchased a 65-acre farm, removed some

distance from the church itself.

The council approved of this new location, and

Mr. McManus received permijssion from the Department of
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Transport to lay the pipe lines through the village.

Then Mr^ McManus proceeded, vsith the full consent

and approval of the Highways' engineers to lay the pipe lines,

Then he received notice from the Department of Highways, in

order to punish him for having made public the letter of

Mt, Robinson, to remove all the pipe lines which he had

installed "within two weeks from this date.,**

MR. DOUCETT: Mr, Speaker, I would like the hon,

member for Elgin to be fair in his statement. I have

already told him and the House that I knew nothing about

this letter being made public by Mr. KcManus until the

hon. member for Elgin mentioned it in the House. He has

had my word of honour on thato There ws no thought of

this matter being connected with the other o The^ were

two separate things.

MR. HEPBURN (Slgin): The Minister may deny it,

but the members can draw their own conclusions,

MR. DREW: They have a right to,

MR, HEPBURN (Blgin) : I want to repeat that

McManus had received the permission of the Department of

Transport; he had this by-law which had been passed by

the village of Port Stanley giving him permission to lay

the pipe; and he had full authority from the Department

of Highways to lay the pipes. Then without a word of

warning he received notice by registered Eiail from the

Legal Office of the Department of Highways to remove all

the pipe which had been installed up to that time.

That was done to punish Mr. McManus for exposing

the Minister.. Make no mistake about that^ and I say it

was one of the most dastardly things that have taken place

in the political history of this provincco

MR. BLACKY/ELL: Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for
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Elgin has made that statement with the full knowledge

that it is untrue,

MR. DRE.7: Hear, hear.

MR. BLACKWELL: It is inconceivable to me, in

view of the intimate association that exists between the

hon. member for Elgin and MPo McManus, that the hon. member

for Elgin can have the sheer effrontery to stand before this

H0US8 and make that statement with the full knowledge that

the people of Port Stanley had taken legal advice as to

how they could thwart this public nuisance that would ••'

deteriorate their property.

I am going to suggest that the hon,, member for

Elgin probably knows that these people came to my office

as Attorney General to see if they could obtain from me
for me

consent, in the public interest_yto bring the matter before

the courts to prevent that outrage.

I took the position^ much as my sympathies might

have been with the village of Port Stanley, that it was

not a proper case for the intervention of the crovm

legally, and 1 suggested to those people that the very best

test was the test of public opinion in the municipal

election that was about to take place there >, Andj Mr.

Speaker, such was the attitude of the people of Port

Stanley towards that council that had made that deal with

McManus that in the ensuing election every single council"

lor of the village of Port Stanley was defeated..

In view of those known facts^ I say that the hon.

member for Elgin made the statement he made with the full

knowledge that it was untrue

»

MR. WEBSTER; I should like to add a word to what

has just been said by the Attorney ueneral.

MR» SPEAKER: The hon. member for Elgin has the
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floor

o

MR, WSB3TBR; Have I permission to say a word?

ISRo HEPBURN (Elgin) s I said quite frankly that

there was objection in the first instance to the tanks

being located with in close proximity. to the church.

L!Ra SPEAKER: The hono membar, for Elgin has the

floor, but if he does not object the hone meaber may

say a word.

MR. iVEBSTER: Within the last ten minutes I

have had a conversation with the roe^ of the village of

Port Stanley, the reeve of the newly elected council,

because the villages rose in thair 7;rath and turned the

council out
J
body, soul and breeches, for maladministra-

tion in connection with this matter o I am told by the

reeve of Port Stanley that the former reeve admitted

under oath this morning in London or Sto Thomas that he

had received $350 from the McManus corporation,

MRo BLAGlTJySLL ; To get the by-law passedc

MRo HEPBURN (Elgin); There are certain doubts

in my mind regarding the accuracy of the statement just

made by my good friend from London (MToWebster) » The

point I want to make is that there were originally

objections because of the proximity of the tanks to the

church, and I stated that the McManus Company purchased

sixty-five acres of land, and that removed that objection<y

The position of the McManus company now is

this: Having permission from the village of Port Stanley

through a by-law properly passed, having permission from

the dominion Department of Transport and from the pro-

vincial Department of Highways, having expended |i40i,000

in laying the pipes to fill these tanks, the company is

now called upon to remove the pipes within two weeks.
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which had cost the coDpany $40,000 to lay down.

I would ask the Minister why he permitted this

work to begin, under the supervision of the Highways

engineers, and after the company had posted the necessary

bonds with his company ^ the Minister having actually dis-

agreed with his own deputy minister with regard to what

should be done. »hy did the Minister take this attitude',
if it was not to punish the McManus company?

MR. SPEAKER: Dp. you want that question answered?

UR> WUCETTi 1 would really like to answer it,
&::'::/

,va|fii" Speaker, although I think my colleague the Attorney
'*

%f'v'

General answered It fairly well. I do want to say that

I have noticed the hon. member with my deputy minister

resafdiiiiB this matter o Furthermore, MTo McManus liad*'

notice previous to his completing the job, or probably

before he started, and he went ahead and laid the pipe

after this notice was served on hlaio I think the

hon» member should withdraw his statement that I have

any quarrel with the deputy minister, because he will

.\'-M^%t7 that matter himself if you want to bring him

before the Public Accounts Committee or anywhere else.

I might add, Mr, Speaker, that I will welcome a complete

investigation of the McManus dealings with this Grovern-

ment in the Public Accounts Commit tee*

Iffi. HEPBURN (Elgin); That suits me perfectly,

30 ,:there is no use prolougiug this debate in the Housd.

Let us take it to the Public Accounts Sommittee and get

Mr. Robinson there and your Highways engineers who supei*-

vi8«d.the work until it was concluded even after this

arbitrary notice to remove all the pipes installed within

two weeks. The Minister abitrarily told him to remove the

plp^ASi;,;. .pipes which had been laid by the McManus Company
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in good faith, having deposited a bond, and having the

authority to proceed, from the Highways Department. He

did that, going over the heads of almost all his officials,

Just to give vent to his wratho The MoManus Company consulted

the deputy minister, Mr, Miller, asking what they should

do because they were within four days of completing the job

and the contractors were anxious to move on to another job.

The McManus Company offered to put up another |5s000 bond

if necessary to indemnify the highway in case of any damage

»

That is the only interest the Department of Highways could

have in the matter -- damage to the highway. The Department

had no interest in the building of the tanks at Port Stanley.

Uto Miller suggested to the McManus Company that

they leave a $3^000 guarantee with the Middlesex County

engineer, and advised his Middlesex engineer to allow the

company to proceeds

Even after the Minister, in order to give vent

to his wrath, had given these people two weeks in which

to remove f40, 000 of pipe lines already laid, his deputy

minister gave the Company permission to go ahead again.

He allowed them to proceed, Mr^ Svans , highway department

assistant engineer, remained on the job until the pipe

was all laid and road repaired aceording to his instruc-

tions o

Now see what happened. The Minister took the

ball in his own hands in order to get even with McManus.

Mto McManus appealed to Mro Miller, the deputy minister,

who s'aid that he could proceed^ and the work was proceeded

with under the supervision of MTo Evans , the Highways

engineer.

These pipes and tanks were being built for the

benefit of the consuming public in that district, the users
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of gasoline aud olio llie Minister lik« MoiiMnned lies

suspeaded between heaven and earth. T welcome the

opportanity of appearing before the Public Accounts

Coomit-See and having this srntter investigated,

?JiB« DREW; The hon<. member wlli get an investl-

ggtion of this matter. Moat of the time has been taken

up by the devices of the hon , member for Slgln to air his

Tiews heres following a simple sfeatement, I dj i»op»»l

"I do recall that in referring to the Government
[led by the man in Ottawa, whom he now follows,
'

he said of it that it is she only lunatic asylxim '

operajted by the inmates, themselves, v/e do not 1

intend to let such a situation arise here through
th^ actions of the hon. raeober for Elgin."

of the a >T^n , tr.fc ffi,ru
-

>T iar a .lqin ,

MP„ HEPBURN (Elgin): If the Premier wants to

put himself in that category, that is up to him^ I

dissociate myself from anything of that kindc This

matter arose very simply out of a question I pufe on

the Order Paper aaising whether the lifinister of Highways

had instructed that the insurant;!* should be placed

with a csertain company j, and his answer is aoo

MR. D0X3GSTT; That is right.

MR, HEPBURN ( Elgin )s And we have on the

record this letter from UTo Bobinson stating that it

was xipon the instructioas of the Minister the letter

was written, which the Minister denieso 1 shall wel-

come an investigaticno

MB, JOLLJ.FFE; Mr. Spaalcer, as I understand it

the hono member for Elgin (Mro Hepburn) asked whether

his notice of motion for a return would be accepted,

and he has spoken to that motion. May we have an

indication fi*om the leader of the Government what his

position is with respect to the motion before the House,
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a return showing copies of e.li lattors written by officials

of tbe Department of Klghwaya to any collectors of the

gasoline tax in Ontario suggesting that their bonds be

handled through one particular sourc«o

Speaking for myself we welcome the statement of

the Minister of Highways that the whole uuestion should

be Investigated by the Public; Accounts Coimnitteeo The

hon. aeaitaer for Elgin also wants :.t investigated by the

Public Accounts. Committee j so do we. But I think it

would be of some Taluo if his motion for the return were

•Dassed,

(Page 15^0 follows)
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IIR. DR2V7: The return has been macieo

J®. JOLLIFFE: Ohg it has been made?

ISR, DREW; Oh, yes,,

LIR. JCLLIFFE; That is fineo i\ow we are "all set"o

MR. 3PEAKSR: The laotion before the House is as

follows: A resolution by Uoco Hepburn:

"That there be laid before this House
a return showing copies of all^js\tters
written by officials of the Department
of Highways to any collectors of the
gasoline tax in untarlcs, suggssting
that their bonds be handled through
one particular source c."

Motion agreed tOo

HON. QBORGE H. DUNBAR (Minister of Municipal

Affairs: MTo Speakers I beg leave to present to the

House 5 the following;

(1) The report of the Provincial Auditor of
Ontario for the years 1933-1944o

(2) Report of the Irinister of Public ./elfare
of the Province of untariCy for the fiscal
year ending 3ist March,, 19'44«

iuR. SPEAKER; The hon. member for Ontario iMr,

filliamis) desires to rise before tlie orders of the Day,

IZlRo ARTHUR WILLXAIB i Ontario): Mr* Speaker, I want

to draw to the attention of the House, and more particularly

to the attention of the hone Minister of Labour iMr« Daley)

two situations which i think are deserving of his immediate

attention.

The first one has to do with a strike that is going

on here in the cityo It is a perfectly legal strike, but

even though it is a perfectly legal strike, i think,,

nevertheless, that every effort should be made by the

Department of Labour to have this strike brought to a

conoluaion as early as possiblOj and whatever efforts are

made by anybody to end the strike, would be hi(^ly commend-
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ablSo Now, I think the House vrotald like to know the cir-

cumstances or tills particular situation,, This stride that

is taking place in one of the C.I.Lo plants,, the Paint and

Varnish Divisions here in Tor onto
j,
and the union is an

affiliate of the Canadian Congress of Labour., local nuaber

1 of the Canadian industrial Union of the Canadian Congress

of LabouTo

Now, this union has already had a contractual

relationship with the conjpanyo The coiapany adaits that

during the previous relationship vrf.th the unionj the union

did everything that was required of themj, was an entirely

responsible body„ ajid because of this admission on the part

of the company,, •;&. en the union ca'a.e back for a renewal of

the contract, they asked for the cheok-offo They also

wanted raairitenance of membership

„

The company refused to concede either of the two

pointSo The 'anion then vfent through all of the conciliation

procedurasj even to the extent of waiting for the report

of the Conciliation iJoardo The Conciliation iJoard has mad©

its report knovm,, and it is a unanimous decision that the

check-off should be concededo The company ^ in reply.

refused to concede the recomiaendatiosi of the Conciliation

Bcardo

The resident managejTBnt is not, unduly averse to

accepting the recommendations of the Conciliation Boardp

but it is a group of directors x&io reside in Montreal who

are throwing a "monkey-wrench" into the workso Hero,

somebody who is only interested apparently from the stand-

point of dividends in an. undertaking has given a direction .

!|j^
to somebody else, that they must not do somethingo The

company claims that it is not their policy to conceae a
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check-off. That is very untrue^ because the vocy sama

company already has the checJc-off in another plant here m
Ontario

o

I want to drav/ this laatter to the attention of the

hoKo Minister of labour lilr* ijaley ) in the hope that he

will direct every effoi't he can^ tiirough the nGdium of

his Conciliation officers^ and even to the extent of himself

becoming interested in it ^ to get this strike settledo

How one in particular of the people v;ho are at

the head of this union happens to be a person of whon the

hone Jilinister [Mr^ Daley) thinks very highly, and t/hom the

hono Liinister [MTo Daley) has commended 'very hig^^ly as a

member of his ovi-n Board on the floor of this Hoas-eo 1 am

referring to LiTo Eiroy hob son ;, who is the i^egional Director

of the Canadian Congress of Labour ^ and you know., and I

know,; that it must be a very extreioe situation for MTo

Robson to be connected v.'ith a situation like this ^ namely^

a strike situation. Ha generally bends over back\7ards to

prevent a situation coming along iike thiSo

I do hope that the hone iiinister iMr^ Daley] ivill

lose no time at all in getting soioe procedures in operation

whereby this strike can be disposed ofo That is my first

point»

Now, UXo Speaker, the second one that 1 want to draw

the attention of the House to g concerns local nuniber 504.

of the United illa-ctric Radio and Machine Workers Association

in iiamiltono

On -January 23rd, the president of the local drew

the attention of the hon, Minister of Labour ^MTc Daley)

through the medium of a letter, — copy of which i have

here — to the fact that there was a necessity for certain
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sanitary and general health iBiprovenoonts in the planto

The hon* minister of Laboioi- (Mr^ Daley) ;vrote a reply to

the letter saying that he was diawing it to the attention

of the Chief inspectors under the i'actoryy Shop and

Office ijuildings Act, for the puicpose of having one of

the inspectors contact LlTo heady for the purpose of having

soire further inforination about this thingo

On i'ebruary IGth., the hono" M.nister of l^abour

(Mto Daley) sent a letter to Mr,, Ready ^ in v/hich he said:

"Dear LiTo Keady:

Pursuant to your latter of Januaz*y SSthg
respecting health and sanitation conditions
at the east end plant of the Canadian
iVestinghouse Coiapany limited, daniilton,
Ontario —-"

I thinl;; the non,, nieiaber for 3to Andrev/s [IHTo

SalsbergJ mentioned that yesterdayo

Lii. JOSEPH A, SAiSBEfiG 13 to Andrew): iiro Speaker,

I dido

HON, DAI\1A PORTER (Minister of Planning and Jevelop-

ment): That is the shortest speech you have ever loadeo

iuRc HARRY G. KIXON tBrant ) ; The shortest speech on

record,

MR, v/ILLIAL'S: luTo Speaicera the letter goes on:

"I just received a report stating that you accom-
panied our inspector on an inspection of the
plants and that certain suggestions arising out
of that inspection has^e been forwarded to the
company who will,' no doubt^ carry them outo

1 thank you for your interest in this matterp
and hope that everything will be adjusted
satisfactorilyo

"

That is signed by the hono Minister of labour

IMto Daley)

„

On February 19thj .Mr.. «eady Wrote to the hon..
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I

Minister of Labour (MTo Daley) in vjJiich he says:

"Refarring to your iettg'-r cf i-'ebruaiy

16th respecting health and samtation condi-
tions at the £agt End Plant of the Camdian
v/estinghouse Conipany Limitedj, iioniltonj
OntariOo j^cu state that suggestions have
been Tor warded to iHanagoiiBnt ircm Inspector
iicAvoy, ive 'swuld t.o pleased indeed if v;e

could have a copy of sixm o

Thanking you tar your Go~operation«

^fours very truly,

tSga) Alfred iteady,,

Pres,> Local 504^,

U.IS.R. oc E. i:/,A."

Then^ on liebruary 2l3t» the Deputy Ldnister of

Labour 5 tir-o LLaxsh. senfc a letter bacK to h:c» x^eady in

which he said •—

LiB. DALJilY : 1 talked to hiin.^, I had him write that

lettero

i3R. iVILLIALS: Anyhow^ it is the Deputy Minister

who replies to th2s letter^

It is in effect •.

"Dear oir i

Yovjc letter of the 19th instant addressed
to the Honourable Charles Daley j ilinister of
Labour., has been referred to the under-
signed for acknowled^jenta I note you are
requesting a copy of our Inspector LicAvoy's
suggestions for iiuproveiaent of tie safety and
sanitary conditions in the East End Plant
of the Canadian .iestinghoase Liad-ted., Hamilton,
Ontario o

I regret -chat I am not at liberty to comply
with your request in forwarding a copy of
ifi?o McAvoy's report„ iiov/ever^ you may rest

I

assured that the recomneaidatiojis made by l£c«

{

McAvoy ivill be forwarded to the 'Jifestinghouse

j

Company for impletraentation v/hich \7ill remedy
I

' the conditions of which you complaino

Yours very truly

^

II
(Sgd» ) Jo F„ Maxah,

Deputy Minister of Labour «
"
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HONo LEo DALET: If I nay interrupt,, I admit that

that was my instructions <, I had too many letters to

ansvror that day and I asked the Deputy to answer thiSg

just along that very line,,

LJR, 'ifVILLIALB; Do I umarstand that the hon^

Minister (Mi^o Daley) concurs that the report of l&Co McAvoy

is to be kno\m only to the coiapany?

HONo hIR. DAJ^Yt Do you v/ant mo to roplj to that

now?

Ii2R. v/ILLIAAS: Not to the whole thingo To this

question, ^o Speakero If the hon. Minister , (Ml% Daley)

is ooncurrings -~ and he says he is -- with the statement

of the Deputy Minister ^ that is all rights, ^s far as I am

c oncernedo

Then there is another letterg and this must have

been the last copy cf the wbole series that was typed^

becaixse it is rather indistinct^ I will do my best to read

ito It is dated Jklarch 14^ 1945 y addressed to lir-^, Jaiaes

Fo iiarshy Deputy Minister of Labour,, Parliament BuildingSg

Toronto 2^ Ontario,, written by lifc-o Alfred Heady j, President

of Local 504o This roads as follows

?

"Dear Sir i

Pursuant to your latter of February 21.5tj
re improvements .of the safety and sanitary
conditions in the East End Plant of the
Canadian Westinghouse Company Limited,, Hamilton^
Ontario^ I note with amasftment that you -~"

MR. SAL3BSRG: Amazensnto

LJR. 'i{lLLlAl£3: YeSp "amazemanfo vilhy not let me

have one tb^t is better typedo '.7611^ it goes on to say:

"I note with amazement that you say you are not
.at liberty to comply with our request for a
copy of MTo MoAvoy's report on the afore-
mentioned Gonditionso

You state I may rest assured that the
recomaendaticns made by LSTo McAvoy will be
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carried out by the ieritinghouse Companyo As
the President of the certified Urjlon in this
Plant and as the complainant re the conditions^
I fail to understand your refusal to for'.vard

copy of reporto The Union vtiich I represent
has no assurance that the recomiaendations of
the report T;d.ll be fully carried out by the
Company y and not knovring what the report
contains this Union is unable to deterniino
v/hether the report is adequate, ^*'hether all
the CQxnplaints laade are covered, and in fact
has no way of insuring that anything at all
recommended by you will be acconplishsdo Up
to date there is no visible Jndication m
the Plant that any action Is being taken by
the CoEipany to improve the conditions as
coioplained ofo

th
I am takine the liberty to send a copy of

< c- letter to the Prliae Minister, to the
Laader of the Opposition, Mr., Hopbucn and
ya.'o A, A<. Llaoleodo

Yours vo ry tru ly ^
"

This is signedj as I said before c, by i!ir.> Readyo

iiifo have been asked to raise this laatter in the

House to-day for the purpose of tryirig to get some

common-sense into this particular situatiorjo I waait to

say. quite as distinctly as ever I possibly cang that I

personally cannot see the slightest objection for letting

the workers 3 who have to work under certain dcnditions,

knov^ quite clearly vjhat the inspector who inspected the

conditions had to say thay should work under. There is no

reason under the sun for not letting the workers know„ And

the fact is they do not know what you have said., then the

company can very well represent to the worlera that the

things that they have done -- if they dc anything — are

Just all that was recormiendedo

I do not think it is even courteous to refuse such

a report to the workers, and their president of their

unions sp they can know just what you have donco I do

submit 3 Mr„ Hono Minister (Mro Daley) that you should
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reconsider this situation^ and without the slightest

hesitation tell your Deputy to forward a copy of l^o

McAvoy'3 report to the president of the union
,i
so that

they can see that the DopartLiant is acting on the"up-and~

upo" as between the coicpanies and the woriKrs in this

respecto If the report is kept secret^ as far as the

union :.s concerned p and given only to the ocmpany^ you

cannot expect anything else but the suspicion that tte

Department is in "cahoots" v»ith the companyo

The best thiiig to do is to instruct your Deputy

Minister to forward \yithout delay a copy of Inspector

iicAvoy's report to the ujiion, so that the union can see

that the company has had the recoEmiendations impleioentedo

LIE. DALiY: MTo Speaker 5 if this v/ere the only

company that we had to inspect, or if we only had a dozsnj

this request would be a perfectly simple one., But we have

many thousands of inspjections every year, and I would just

like to review^, for the 'benefit of this House 9 what

happened,, I have not the benefit of letters which I

received from MTo Ready^ or which I ;vro te to^ hid,, or which

I instructed the Deputy to write j, but, immediately upon

receipt of his complaint 3 I instructed an inspector to go

out tie-re, and I personally told him "Pind this iiia.n Ready

^

and see if ha will go with youa and have hira point out the

very things he is objecting to^ and see if they can get

them fixed upo" Could anything have been fairer than that?

Mro Ready goes out with the Inspector, and thd

Inspector coioes back and reports to me that the very things

that Ready complained of seemed to him to be quite reasonable,

and he would make the representations to the company., and he

did not think there v/ould be any more troublCo
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I, as Minister
J,

have certain responsibilitieSj

and among them is the operation of the Factory 3 Shop and

Office Buildings Act 3 and I cannot conceive how you can

think for a minute that every time I make an inspection

and suggest some little improvement — and '.vo are doing

it every day; many we get with co-operation of the

managenients — advising and suggesting that in order to

benefit a good labour relationship it would be well to

improve this, cr to improve that — and that is the

policy we have established and it is working very well,,

But if you can conceive how I could advise every

•anion in every one cf these plants as to everything wo

suggest be done — well, I certainly cannot agree with

you, and unless there is something takes p.lace in this

Hous« directing that I do, I just cannot do ito I will

not shar* the responsibility. If I fail in ray efforts to

do a good jobj there are means of getting ma out of herej

but I will not advise every union all ov«r this country

of every little improveiosnt we advise a company to rt-ake,

1^. iVILLXAMS: MTo Speaker, the hono Minister (MTo

Daley) I am afraid has misunderstoodo I did not ask,

never even suggested nor so much as hinted that you

should send out reports to every union about this kind of

thing —
m. DALEY 5 This is a precedent -"•

MR« WILLIAMS: If I may, Ivir. Minister; — you liavo

already given the information here now which I will under-

take to forward, as taken from the official record, the

very thing that MPo Ready was wanting to IcnoWo You said

that the inspector had reported to you that the things that
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L£r. jVilliams.

lilTo i^eady complained of appeared to be very reasonable
j,

and he was reconraenaing their imp lementat ion o All I was

asking was — not that you should regard this as a broad-

cast, but that you should respond to this single request

raade by MTo i-teady„ Apparently you did not realize thato

You were prepared to make this gereral justii'icatioji of

yo'or decision^ and yet you gave in the House the informa-

tion you might very we.ll liave given to iito i<eadyo

(Page 1550 follows)
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UR» DALEY: I am sorry, I do not follow you.

IJIR, WILLIAlflS: Thsre is the other point the hon.

Minister has not replied to. I brought out two' -points.

I.1H, DALEY: Regarding the strike, I will assure

the House in this case., and in every other case, I do the

"best I can,

I©, '.7ILLL/ilvI rJURDOCH (Essex South) : Mr. Speaicar,

in the absence of ay colleague for Sto- Patrick (liTo

Roberts) I suggested I ciight se.j one word with reference

to the shamrocks on the desk of the hon. member for Sto

Patrick. I v/oald like to point out tomorrow is the 17th

of March, Sto Patrick's Day, and after all the charges and

counter- charges here this afternoon, I would like to say

that is one day on which good Irislimen do not fight. Along

with m.y colleagues' shamrocks here, I have a shamrock, too,

and it says, "To Bill from John." I do not know who "John"

is, because sending me something from John would be about

as bad as sending me something from Creorgeo

!ffi, EDWARD E. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition).^

John Bracken,,

liSR. MURDOCH: There are so many of theia. I am not

exactly an Irishman, so I do not toow why I qualified my-

self, except perhaps I spent maybe fourteen years on the

English side of the Irish Sea, I cannot qualify on account

of my riding or on account of my constituents, only in a

very small degree c I do not know whether my little shamrock,

if it lives until June or July, will qualify for.the baby

bonus, but I think the only claim I can have to St.. Patrick

is the fact while I am in Toronto I spend most of my time

and money in the St„ Patrick Hidingo

ME, SPEAKER: Orders of the Day.
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,

HON. GEGHGE A„ DREW (Prime Minister) : Ml', Speaker,

I move you do now leave the Chair, and the House resolve

itself into a Committee of the whole«

Motion agreed to.

The House in Committee of the whole; Ivlr. Reynolds

in the Chair.

HON, GEORGE A, DREW • (Prime Minister): Order No.

40, Bill Noo 41.

im. CIiAini/.Ar; : Fortieth Order, Bill NOo 41, the

Securities Act, 1945. I^r^ Elackvvell.

HON. LESLIE Eo BLACiC.'JSLL (Attorney General) : UXo

Chairman, before the sections are called, possible'- it

might be helpful to the House if I made a ?;ord of eaplana-

tion as to what happened to this bill' when it was referred

to the Legal Bills Committee <> It so happened that those

effected by the bill were concerned with a limited number

of matters of some principle, and more substantially with

matters that had to do with what might be called practical

2 application of the bill without relation to principle. For

that reason, as I had introduced the measure and assumed

some responsibility for it, as Ai-tomey Gene^ral, I believed

it was my duty to get the bill in as good shape as possible

for the consideration of the Commj.ttee„ Actuaiad by that

desire, between the time when the bill was referred at the

sitting of the Committee last Wednesday morning, at 1G;30,

I made myself available to those different parties who wish-

ed to make representations, with the result that of those

[; representations and amendments/ commended themselves to me,

when the Committee met in the presence of those who

wished, initially, to make representations, those amend-

ments were introduced and exjilained by myself, and proved
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to be acceptable to those there to malce representations,

and also to the Comniittee, which then sav/ fit to report

the bill with its amendments.

Szamlnaticn of Bill NOo 41 and the complimentary

bill He. 4S i5ill indicate all of those amendiaents are

now reprinted in the bills in everyone's foldeXo

liH, SD'.7AB.B B, JOLLIFKS (Leader of the Opposition):

To-dayv

MR, BLACOELL: Yes.

MR. JOLLIFFE; Y/e have had no chance to look at

theuio

iJE. BLACETELLs I ^^derstand the hoHo Leader of the

Opposition (Mr* Jolliffe) feels the amenaoionts are too

difficult to proceed with.

IcR. JOLLIiTEi I do not want to soun.d like a com*

plainant, bacause the Attorney General, I think, has been

very reasonable in the way he has handled this thing from

the oiitsetj but in looking over the Order paper to~ds&' J

noticed tnat this bill is designated in the Order paper,

"Not reprinted"., I, therefore, gave it no thouglit, and 1

ara now in the position I find it is in the book, reprinted,

ancl they are Important amendments, which the hon. Attorney

General explained to the Legal Bills' Comiaittee, and which

were J in some cases, so lengthy I did not attempt to v;rite

them all out during the meeting of the Committee the other

day. SOj so far as iche amendments he is now discussing

are concerned, those of ua who are interested have not had

an opportunity to re-examine the amendments v/hich were

orally explained to us by the bono Attorney General on

Wednesday.

I do not v/ant to be misunderstood, oecause I think
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trie hoHs Attorney General has been very patient about

this, but it is an imporTaiit bill, and some of the

amendments, as he will agree, are quite important

«

HON. GEORGE I, DREiY ^Prime Minister); I feel

tho hon. Attorney General is following the course he

has all the way through 3;id will be most anxious to

cooperaxie, I do not think the request of the Leader

of the Opposition can be considered unreasonable, but

there is only this, this bill has had considerable con-

sideration, and it has been before the Committee, and

if the hon. Leader of tlie Opposition feels it should no-c

proceed, I do not think we should, but, on the other

hand, if he feels we could proceed with the undertaking,

if he raises any objection with regard to any of these

sections it can be brought up on Itonday, and I will, at

his request, move or second his motion to return the bill

again to the Committee.

I'iR. JOLLIJTE: To the Committee of the vrhole?

MK. DREW: Yes.,

MB. JOLI.IFFE'. Well, I appreciate that sugges-

tion, but at the saiae time I wonder if v/e might not get

through with it more quickly if we take up any suggestions

we have to make at the same time that the Attorney

General is explaining the changes to the House. When the

bill was in legal ccmmittees, the hon. Attorney General

explained, orally, a number of these arr^ndments, and they

sounded sensible to me in moat cases, but I did not have

the actual text, and it was suggested the bill was going

to be reprinted, and vie could see it in Committee, which

Be now have. I am inclined to think, on the whole, in

view of the fact there are other hon. members interested,
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it should be taken Monday,

ME. DREW: Would it be helpful if the hon. Attorney

General gave the explanations to the amendments and this

Committee rise without dealing with any sections?

MR. JOLLIFFE: That would be fine.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACK'ilifELL {Attorney General) ; MTo

Chairman, as I understand the suggestion of the hon. Prime

Minister, which appears to be acceptable to the Leader of

the Opposition, the bill will not be called by sections,

but to assist the hon, members of the House in considera-

tion of the bill between now and Monday, it is suggested I

go through the sections and explain the effect of the

amendments.

The first amendment appears at about the middle of

page 3, In the interpretation section. The words are

underlined. The amendment there, you go as far as the

words "or redistribution". That is merely a

clarifying amendment. The sentence that is consecutively

underlined, the part sentence, reads as follows:

"jpither a trade through a broker who is not
engaged in such distribution or redistribution to
the public but is. acting as the agent of the
purchaser or"r

That is, perhaps, the most fundaiaental amendment

that was made to this bill. It was to deal with this

situation, where stock is coming from the trea«;ury of a
'

company there is usually a persouj an underwriter or

optionee, who is selling to the publie, but at a stage of

that sale of treasury stock the stock becomes actively

traded on what is known as "the over-the-counter market."

Under those circumstances, many members of the public and

brokers who have nothing to do with the primary distribu-

tion, - that is, the placing of the stock with the public,

-. come into being, but are in no way associated with the
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primary distribution. This ajuendment is to eliminate

members of the public who purchase through brokers who are

their agents, such brokers having no participation in

placing the stock initially with the public. That leaves

the matter in this position, that anyone vsfao is actually

engaged in the distribution of treasury stock, and deals

with the public while so engaged as a principal, - that

is 5 as an owner of the stock .selling to the public,

as opposed to the member of the public buying the stock,

-must deliver a prospectus.

It was the considered view that the delivery of

a prospectus under those circumstances, under the over-'

the -counter market operation, was a physical impossibil-

ity, and that amendment is to alleviate that difficulty.

The next section where an amendment occurs is

Section 15. The original conception of the bill was that

persons who had not been resident in Ontario for a year,

with the option of making their heme in Ontario, would

be ineligible for registration as a broker or salesman

unless they had been registered in the jui'igdiotioa

from whence they came, and also there v;as tee fact, as part of

that conception, members of the Armed Forces were not

included in the prohibition.

Now J it bec^ajae quite clear on xhe basis cf re-

presentations made that although in general that might

be a sound practice, there were certain cases where that

absolute rule would only operate to keep out of the

business people of established representations coming

to the province of Ontario to engage in business, bring-

ing funds with them, which would be veryj very beneficial

to the development of the mining industry in the country,

and for that reason that question is left, by the ame^nd-
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ment, in the absolute disoretj^on of the Commission,

With reference to the Armed Forces, it is made

quite clear as to them. Their absence, as members of

His Majesty's Armed Forces, from Ontario, does not

mean they have ceased to reside in Ontario. In other

words, they remain qualified, no matter iiov/ long they

might have been away.
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Ail members of His Ma^eat.y's Araed Forces la not deemed

to be ceasing to reside iu Ontario - in other words they

reaain qualified for registration no matter how long

they have been away.

Now, on page 10 there are two ataondmenta there

that are si.mply corrafltions. 1 do not think- I will take .

the time of the House airplairiiiig it. They simply are

amendments to acouratmly iescrifcie wfcat the traasactioB

actually is. There is no matter of principle at ail.

Now, under the Bill aa first printed on page 11

a.a.lt) has been deleted and a now stib-seotion (t) has

been included in the Bill and this stab-aection is of

the utmost importance to the Bill, and in order to

•xplftin thia sub"£e.ctioB it is necessary for ae to rafer

to the other 3111 - that is Bill 42. "An Act respecting

Prospecting Syndicates having, a Capital not exceeding

fS5,000, " as aaendefo This is the amotion of The

Secuifitias Act which enables an actual prospector who has

ataiced or participated in the atalfing of claims to sell

the uai*s of syndicate which deal* with his clairaa free

from the prospectoxs ' provisions of the Act, and I feai

that the House will agree with me that the section is so

drawn that ao one but auoh an actual prospsotoi: who statced

or participated iu the staking can sell. Anyone in the

financial business must ocmply fully with all the provisions

of the Act in «»elliag syndicate shares, and that is the

effect of that amendment at the foot of page 11.

On page 1£ a new a^b-sectioo - 2.0 (1). Section

£0 (1) has been included. That is to exempt from the

necessity of regiatrattoa as salesman those salesmen who

might come in that designation by reason of being engaged as
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tlcfOT traders on the stock exchange. They do not

actually contact the public at all.

The next ajaendnient I com© to is Sestion 49 (1).

The changes 9 again, in this section are underlined. T

need say nothing about sub-section (a) beyong the fact

that the section is substantially re-drafted for the

purpose of clarification and I feel that the members

on examining the old with the new will agree that that

is ij&portant , although it meand precisely the same thing.

Ncw» under sub-section (2) there is a convenience

there which enables the underwriter or optionee, who

may be cut of town when the statement is to be filed with

the Commission, to appoint a duly authorized agent to

sign for him.

Then there is sub-section (3), whiah is new and

I had better read it:

•*(<) JBvery uriderwriter and optionee shall be
entitled to reiy upon the accuracy and adequacy
of the disclosure made in aay statement filed
under subsection 1 except as regards any ipatters
which are within the Icnowledga of the under-
writer or optionee."

The reason for that is quite bbrious when it comes

to reports of mining engineers, auditors reports end a

great deal of information about a company, the person

responsible for the sale of the issue must necessarily rely

on auditors' reports, engineers' reports and other statements

of facts made by the officers of the company.

Now
J,
on page 24, sub-section (4) of 49. there are

some words included in the third line to this effect:

"unless the Commission otherwise directs."

that is to enable the Securities Commission to direct that

subsidiaries cannot be necessarily included in a consolidated

balance sheet if that inclusion would in. itself be
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misleading.

Then there is an amendLnent which is underlined

at the and of the sub-section vhich enables the

Commission to allow company's statement - that is,

balance sheets and profit and loss statement, to be used

if more than 120 days old when, in the opinion of the

Comaisaiou, there have been nc material changes that would

make that statement misleading. The reason for that is

in larger issues, with the accounting help available to-day,

in some oases it would be utterly impossible to maice an

issue at all if the section had to be compiled with without

that amendment c

Now, there is a substantial amendment as far as

phraseology goes to sub-section (6) which deals with

corrections and this prorides thRt the nsw statement shall

be required to be signed only by the signatories to the

original statement. Now^ that may »|irouse some of the

members curiosity but the fact lis on many, issues there are

sub-underwri tings after fehe issue is arranged that run

Sometimes into hundreds of underwriters , and ik all those

people had to be seen and brought together to iake any

material change it would be physically impossible to

accomplish it, and this arrangement allows original signatories

to the original statement to sign change© and also permits

the Commission to decide under all the oiroumstances who

ought to sign.
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MTc Blackwell.

And. thea in Paragraph 7 there is an exemption

from compliance with the Section, which reads:

"(d) from one broker to another broker
where the purchasing broker ia acting
as ptrincipalo"

It was thought that there was no necessity of

requiring the delivery of a prospectus from a broker acting

as a principal to a broker who was acting as a principal,

and not as a member of the publico

I almost passed amendments of same importance here

in Section 50 or 51 where sub-sections are new in the Bill.

An examination of these Sections I think will indicate that

they are really self explanatory^. The defmi t ion of

"primary distribution" in this Bill endeavoui-s to group

two types of transactionfl, that is, wnere there are sales

of treasury stocK to the public, it is felt that there

should be full disclosure of all the facts in that caseo

But then again where there are a number of underwriters

acquiring or a reorganization of a company, a reconstitution

of existing shares, where quite large interests are consituted,

that also has been included in a distribution section, so

that u prospectus has to be given^

On the other hand, such isolated things as this,

where there is a sale of stock, where there is no intention

of a reorganization for the public, there is a discretion

left with the Commission to determine what is or is not

necessary. The reason there is no appeal from that decision

is because it is not the sort of a decision that a person

would wish to appeal from; it is a case where a person would

not be left liable later on. He wishes to be sure of his

grounds so that he can luake an applicationo

in Section 50, Sub-3ection 2 is on the other end
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of the picture. When does this prixaary distribution end?

And the Coramission is given a discretion here to deteimine

eithei' that it is concluded, if it is, or that for tiie time

being there is nc primary distribution going on.

I can ii.lustrate that, iui investment dealing firm

might underwrite a distribution ot stools: and wholly dis-

tribute ix to the jrubiic. But from that tiiae on, unless it

can be finally concluded, it m.lght be sirgued that any stock

wnich came into their hands, one, two, three or five years

later might be held to be not a concluded distribution.

The issue may concern only part ol the treasury stock, and

under that the primary distributioai might be only suspended,

and later on there xaight be an issue of further auditional

stock which would still be primary aistribution resuro.ed>.

Now, if the Hon. leauer of the Opposition has a

point to raise there, 1 would like to hear it.

MH. JOLLIFFE; There must be a misprint in the

concluding words of sub-section 2, I think probably the

word "whether" does not beloiig there, and I am wondering if

there is any other wording in the draft, and pernaps the

Hon. Attorney General could tell us, and we cculd make the

change accordingly now.

tiii. BLACKWHLL: As «e are not dealing with the Bill

oection by Section in Committee, 1 would suggest that I just

note the fact that tnere is apparently a typographical error

in the draft. Presumably the word "whether'' should be

there, but I would rather check it with some caution. I

am told that that is right, so that it is more than a guess

that it is righto

Now, the next discretion vested in the CoBauission

is where persons are in a position where they are or should
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be entitled to distribute securities to the public, and

they do not control the company, and are unable to get

the material to luake full discloaure , discretion is vested

in the CoEmission to order production of that material

for their use, on proper terms

»

Another sub-section deals vuth the dispensing with

signatures by the Coimidssion where such person has not control

of the company and is unable to get other persona to sign?

so as to have the .signatures.

Other sub -sect ions are only for the purpose of

clarifying the previous wording.

Likewise, at the top of Page 27, Clause (c), it is

quite apparent that the words "together with other resources

of the company" are necessary so as to aatermlne whether

the company can carry out the option.

Alsa, clause (d) had to be completely re-written

in order to express the meaning of what «vas intended. There

is no change in the principle of what was intendedo

And following Section 55, the remainder of it on

Page 28 I do not need to labour the amendmeu'c s wnich are

merely clarifying and do not change the principle

o

Now, .Section 66 and 61, the limitation expressed

in the Bill as first printed was one year j and that has

been reduced to sixty days in both those sections; and

further a new part has been added to each of those sections,

which reqiiirfe, after the giving of notice^, that a party

wishes to sue that the action must be commenced within thi'ee

months.

There have been two small amendments made in Secticu-s

68 and 69; a new clause B has been inserted, consideration

must be shown, -- it always ia in practice.
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In Section 59 the words "if any" are added, be-

cause there are L^ny transactions which there have been

no salesmen.

In Section 60, right at the end (b) has been

deleted and substituted therefore has been the expression

"The dale of any securities which have been exempt from

registration under this Act." That is any of the exempt'

securities, securities which do not require to oe qualified,

and that anyone could freely sell, are remo^^^ed from the

restriction as to telephoning.

I have dealt with ;Section 63.

Section 65 has been amended by the addition of

the words whicjrh say any offer or solicitation in respect

to a sale. That requires on letter heads, circulars and

stationery the names of those who hold more than a ten

per cent interest in the enterprise. It was thought

quite proper to limit that to cases of offerings or sol-

icitations.

Now,, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Hourse, those

are the amendments which were presented by me to the Committee

and reported by the Conaaittee to the House. I hope the

explanations may be of some assistance in enabling the

members to consider the Bill. iVe are not in the Coiunittee to

consider those amendments,

Mfi. OVERALL: I would like to draw the attention of

the Attorney General to Page 24, Section 5;

"(5) Where the securities to be traded consist
of shares of a mining company a full and up-
to-date on the property of the coiupany and
the development thereof made by a person who
in the opinion of the Commission is a qualified
mining engineer, geologist or prospector,
certified by such person stating, —

"

I would like to draw to the attention of the
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Honourable Attorney General whether the Gonrriission

should say whether an engineer is qualified or nct^ I

think is something which should not be. I would like

to s'jggest that there should be ix^sertedj -"-

Mri, BLACKWELL: We are not interested in whether

he belongs to the professional engineer's: ^iSSOv?iation,

but whether he is qualified to iiiake the report. The

COiitmis»ion is and should be priiuarily interested not in

whether he was a member of the Profesainnal Engineer's

Association, but what they would be concerned with would

be, Would he,, in the opinion of the uommission be qualified

to make the re par to There are other people who are

qualified to make reports, beyond the professional engin-

eers. It is quite often that in practice mining engin-

eers, who have reputations iMlthout black marks against

them, mould be qualified in the opinion of the Commissiono

MK. OYERALL: I would take it from that, that

the Eon. Attorney General has some doubt in his mind as to

whether or not engineers who are practicing are qualified

to report o

I do not think for a moment that the government

would question the right of a person <ifihQ in the opinion of

the Commission would be % qualified lawyer, -- I think if

legal counsel were employed by the government or a coimnissicu.,

a lawyer registered with the Law Society would be able to

make the report. The aame thirig should be true with the

engineer. If a man is registered and comes within the code

of ethics of that association, he would be a man able to

make a report. If a man is qualified as a mining engineer,

then I suggest that he be registered, just as anyone who
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P
wants to be a lawyer would be registered with the Law

Society,

UB. BLiiCKWELL: This Bill is not in Co.rniaittee
'

and is not going into the Coiumittee until Monday. a11

Ihave been trying to do has been to make plain the changes

in the Act and explain them to the HUise. And, according

to the la;teness of the hour, it was not my intention to

try to take the Bill through Committeeo

(Page 1566 follows)
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MR, THORIffiERRY: By what standards will the com~

pet^nce of engineers be judged?

MR. BLACKWELL; We can consider that in committee

«

MR. OVERALL: My purpose in mentioning the amendment

I proposed was not to take the Minister by surprise on Monday

o

MRo BLACKWELL: I shall be glad to have my hon^

friend talk it over with me, and then he can move his amend-*

ment on Monday if he so desires

o

MR, DREW: Mr, Speaker, I move the adjournment of

the House o We shall proceed on Monday with bills, and we shall

sit every night next week exc«pt Friday,

MR» HEPBURN (Elgin): Before the House adjourns

may I crave the indulgence of the Prime Minister for a momento

The hon„ member for London (Mro Webster) m«de the statement

that the reeve of Port Stanley had been paid t350 by

McManus f^etrolexims, I have just been in touch with MTo

McManuSo He explains that the former reeva of Port

Stanley, who is a member of one of the finest old pioneer

families s is a real estate and insurance agent and that he

had an option oh certain property purchased by the McManus

Company, and he was paid the regular real estate commission,

not while he was reeve, but afterwards, after he had been

defeated for the council.

MR„ DREW: Since the point has been raised we

shall of course have my hon. friend's remarks before us in

the transcript of to-day's proceedings,

MR, JOLLIFFE? Do I understand correctly that

we shall be dealing with bills both on Monday afternoon

and evening?

MR, DREW: Yes,

MR, JOLLIFFE: And we shall not proceed with the

Throne Speech until -Tuesday, Is that the intention?
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MR. DREW; That is the intention i-inlesa, of rvoursef,

we finish with the bills early on Monday, which is perhaps

being a little optimistic,

MR, JOLLIFEE; There are quite a few biliSo

Motion agreed to and the House adjourned st 5o05 poric
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HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (Provincial Secretary)

:

Would the hon. raember give an eacplanation?

MR. BENNETT: The bill provides for a board com-

posed of elected representatives of the people rather

than appointed by the board, as exists at the present time.

MR. F. 0. ROBINSON (Port Arthvir) : Mr. Speaker,

moved by myself, seconded by I^Ir. Browi (Welland), that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Municipal Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (Provincial Secretary) : i;7ould

the hon. member' explain?

MR. ROBINSON (Port Arthur) : This bill would simply

make it permissible for any municipality that so desired to

place the number to be elected on the ballot paper. There

is a lot of confusion in Port Arthur, due to the fact we

elect nine to the Board of Education and ten Aldermen.

There are constantly ballots being scored by a mis\inderstand-

ing on tliis point, and I believe it would be a good thing to

simply mark on the ballot paper the niunber to be elected.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWEUL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, moved by myself, seconded by Ivlr. Frost, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the

Insurance Act," and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

MR. V/ILLIAM DUCKVORTH (liovercourt ) : Would the hon.

liina^er explain?

MR. BLACIflTELL: First, the principle object of this

bill is to enable our provincial, incorporated insurance

copipanies to participate in the National Housing Act, of

1944. The bill contains a nuiaber of other amendments of
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more or less clerical nature and remedial measure.

HON. W. G. THOMPSON (Minister of Lands and Forests):

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr, Vivian, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to am,end the

Land Surveyors' Act," and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

IIR. CYRIL OVERALL (Niagara Falls): Would the hon.

Minister give an explanation?

JiR. THOMPSON: The purpose of this Act is to make

provision for returned soldiers, so that they will be able to

serve a shorter apprenticeship, and, secondly, to change

the apprenticeship conditions to meet the shortage of

Ontario Land Surveyors.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACBVELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Ur* Frost, that leave be given

to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the Mortgagors'

and Purchasers' Relief Act, 1945," and that same be now read

a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first tima.

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Is this the usual?

MR. BLACICWELL: This is the usual.

HON. GEORGffi H. DOUCETT (Minister of Public 'Jorks) :

Mr. Speaker, moved by myself, seconded by Mr. Challies, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend

the Cheese and Hog Subsidy Act, 1945," and that same be read

now a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACICVELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Lir. Frost, that leave b® given

to introduce a bill intituled "An Act respecting Marine
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Insurance", and that same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

MR. ijFEAKER: Further bills.

MR. HARRY C. NIXON (Brant): Mr. Speaker, I want

to read a couple of telegrams to the House in reference to

the statements made by the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr,

Daley) last Thursday, in his account of a conversation he

said he held with the Right hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, in

Ottawa, in which the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn)

said we would take steps to verify.

MR. EDvVARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of tha Opposition) :

He is not here.

MR. NIXON: So, when I received the Hansard report

I wired the Right hon. W. L. Mackenzie King yesterday, as

follows:

"Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King,
Prime Minister, House of Coomons, Ottawa.

"Yesterday Hon. Charles Daley said in Legislature,
(Hansard report,) 'I was in Ottawa at one time

on official business for this Government, and met
a high-ranking official there. I do not need to
mention names. He was about my size, stout, with a
round face like mine, and he came up to me and said,
I understand that you are Llr. Daley, the Minister
of Labour for Ontario.* I said, 'Yes.' Then he

said, 'Sit down and let us have a talk. ' We sat
for a few minutes and then he said, 'How do you get
on with that man Hepburn?* I said, 'Well, I have
always got on very well with him. I do not, of
course, have a great deal of association with
him, but v/hen I see him he is friendly and nice.'
'He is a terrible man, ' he replied. 'He used to.
get so mad when he would tear me apart that I would
never answer him,* He went on to say, 'He has done
more to put the Liberal Party where it is to-day than
any other man in the country.

*

**im. HEPBURN (Elgin): I think you had better
tell us vfao the man was,

"MR. DALEY: I;Ir. King, yes.

"MR. HEPBURN (Elgin): I just want you to repeat
that,. so that we can verify it. Mr. King said that?

"MR. DALEY: Yes, that is what the man said. He

said that.**
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I might say, Mr. Speaker, I did not send that

collect. The reply I received Saturday reads as follows:

"I thank you for your night letter of March
sixteenth just received. I should be obliged
if you would deny unequivocally every statement
made by the Honourable Charles Daley as reported
in your wire to me. I am not accustomed t.o

speaking to anyone, let alone to strangers and
political opponents, in the manner described by
Mr. Daley.

"W. L. Mackenzie King."

2. HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL (Attorney General): Ur,

Speaker, for the information of the hon. member for Brant

(Mr. Nixon), I am able to say, although the hon. Minister

of Labour is not here (Mr. Daley), that occasion in question,

in which the conversation took place, was at the time of

the Labour Relations Conference held in Ottawa shortly after

this Government took office, and, as a matter of fact, I

was present when the discussion took place between the

Right hon. W. L. Mackenzie King and the hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr. Daley), and I am able, to verify that was said,

and more.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the Day.

^ HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : llr. Speaker,

I move you do now leave the Chair, and the House resolve

itself into a committee of the whole.

Motion agreed to.

House in committee, Mr. Reynolds in the Chair.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Thirty-seventh

Order.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thirty-seventh Order, the securities

Act. Mr. Blackwell.

Shall Section 1 form part of the bill?

MR. H. CONNOR (Hamilton East): Mr. Chairman, I

believe there are eighty-five paragraplia, and during the

explanation the hon. Attorney General mentioned the word
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"gambling". He said the bill had rules with reference to a

certain form of gambling.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKV/ELL (Attorney General): I

said nothing of the sort. I did not say the bill was a

gambling Act. If the hon. member wants to quote me, he

better look up Hansard.

MR, CONNOR: I am not quoting you on the bill. You

did mention the word "gambling". I remember qjiite distinctly

you mentioned it, of a sort of gambling, and you were trying

to stop gambling in stocks. This bill was an Act trying to

stop gambling in stocks, Irrespective whether it is, or not,

•the regrettable part of the bill is we have spent about four

days on this bill, and we have not ^ ent a day on any health

measures or housing measures.

MR. BLACKISELL: The question under discussion is

Section 1 of the bill, not health measures. There is plenty

of time to speak on those.

MR. CONNOR: I am talking about Section 1*

MR. BLACKWELL: I would ask the hon. member to speak

on Section 1. It is now in committee.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 1 form part of the

Securities Act?

MR. CONNOR: That is exactly what I am talking about.

He does not need to start "Seating around the bush", because

there is no one in this House^beats more around the bush" than

he does. The bill is up for discussion, and I am quite in

order speaking on it, ^ >

. MR. BLACK7/ELL: Stick to the bill.

ME. COMOR: The sad part of the bill is that it

came up before health and housing.

MR.BLACI^WELL: Again, the hon. member keeps repeating
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he will stick to the bill, and then he talks about health.

The bill has been approved in principle and reported by

the Legal Bills Committee.

im, CliAimiAN: This is Section 1.

HR. CONNOR; Are you allowed to speak on the bill?

If not, say so, and I will sit down.

JAB, BLACKWELL: Section 1 of the bill.

MR. BlffiTRAM E. LEAVENS (Woodbine) : Is the hon.

Attorney General the Chairman, or is the Chairman ruling?

MR. CHAIRMAN: I will rule, but I am going to

listen. You can discuss the principle on second reading.

MR. CONNOR: I am discussing the principle of the

bill.

MR. BEutlCKWELL: We are disousaing Section 1. If

the hon. member has a discussion in regard to the principle

of Section 1 we will be glad to hear it, but we do not want

a long harangue on the virtue of the bill,

MR. CONI^OR: You are not getting a long harangue.

We have ^ent four days on this bill. Is that in order?

Four or five days we have qjent discussing the bill, and we

have not spent one day on any essential legislation in the

House, and I am registering my regret we have to place the

Securities Act ahead of all the other legislation, and the

House is drawing quickly to a close. If that is the best

this Government can offer, looking over all other essential

legislation, let us hear it.

ME. WILLIAM DUCICTORTH (Dovercourt) : Mr. Chairman,

I rise on a point of order. Who has held up this House?

What Party has held up this House?

MR. CHAIRMAN: We are discussing Section 1 of the

bill,

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):
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Mr, Chairman, before we leave the Section, there is a point,

an important point, I think, involved in the paragraph, about

which I would like to say a word. It is in that part of the

Section vitoich defines primary distribution:, and in which the

hon. Attorney General explained, on Friday, the amendment

which came before the Legal Bills Committee. When the hon.

Attorney General was speaking previously about the bill, I

was very interested to hear the point he made about the dif-

ference between a broker who is acting as an agent and a

broker who is acting as a principal) and I can see that that

definition is found in the latter part of paragraph J of the

Section.

Now, the question I would like to direct to the hon.

Attorney General in this connection is this, it is not a

question as to the language of the paragraph, which I think

is clear enough; the question is whether the hon. Attorney

General considers that this wording, taken together with

some other sections of the Act, makes it perfectly cIb&t

that a broker who has been privately associated v/ith another

broker in handling a primary distribution to the public is

actually acting as a principal, rather than as an agent, and

whether there is any machinery under the Act which will bring

that situation to the attention of the Commission, if it

exists. I may not have made myself entirely clear. The

point is. Does the hon. Attorney General know that many prim-

ary distributions are handled by more than one broker, and

very often the broker who is actually associated with another

broker in handling a primary distribution is not publicly

identified as such. I think that is v;hat he is getting a1;

in the definition section, but it requires, I think, to be

related to some of the other sections.
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Is there any safeguard other than the integrity

of the broker, himself, any safeguard whicji will put the

customer or purchaser on notice that the broker actually

is not acting as his agent in purchasing a certain security?

HON. LESLIES. BLACKIVELL (Attorney General) : Mr.

Chairman, the definition of primary distribution, skipping

the verbiage, is calculated to produce this result, and

this, read with other sections of the Act, of course, that

wherever a person in the primary distribution, - that is,

the function of getting the shares from the trasury of a

company to the public whenever there is a sale by someone

in primary distribution, - and engaged in that to the

public, then the full compliance with Section 49, vftiich

are filing sections, and full compliance with the prospectus

section, is required.

Obviously, there is no way of detecting, until the

thing has actually happened, whether someone engaged in the

financial business is going to seek to irregularly avoid

the section, and the way this bill deals with that subject

is in the tim-ehonoured way of imposing adequate sanctions

for such an evasion. These sanctions simply amljuint to this,

that quite aside from becoming liable to prosecution under

the provisions of the Act, but by other Sections of the

Act, very heavy civil remedy is imposed against the broker.

That is, the proof of compliance is on the broker, and,

following that proof of compliance, if that onus is not

discharged, there is an automatic right of recision of the

contract, and these sanctions are, I submit, sufficiently

heavy and exacting to bring compliance with the Act.

Going beyond that point, the Act, in that respect ,v

will depend, obviously, on its good or bad administration,

and whether or not it is enforced, and the whole disclosure
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system which this Act contemplates is the very type of

system which leaves behind it a record of the case, which

enables the Commission to seize upon this 9a evidence

and determine whether or not the Act has been complied

with.

LIR. CHAIiaiAN: Shall Section 1 form part of the

bill?
;

Motion agreed to.

r.lR. CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 2 form part of the

bill?

Sections 2 to 19, inclusive, agreed to.

(Page No. 1578 follows.)
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Mr. M.F. Hepburn,

MR. HEPBURN: Mr. Chairman, Section 19, Claise S,

on page 41. I notice the Bill was in the Private Bills

Committee, and the parties had an opportunity of appearing

there, and I think it was very genera us that the iittorney

General and the House extended to these people this privilege.

But the Prospectors and Developers' Association, and two or

three other parties, met lue in my office and suggested cer-

tain minor chaa.ges in this, which they think will give wider

scope to the little fellows.

1 know that the Hon. ^vttorney General has given

considerable thought and study to this Bill and knows its

every detail, which I do not profess to have done. But

clause S reads in this way:

"(s) trades in good faith by an actual
prospector of a security issued by him for
the purpose of financing a prospecting
expedition" . .

.

and it is suggested that the second line of this Clause be

amended to read "security issued by or to him" — adding

"to him"; so that this clause would read:

"(s) trades in good faith by an actual
prospector of a security issued by or to
him for the purpose of financing a pros-
pecting expedition, or for the purpose of
disposing of any of his interests in a
mining claim" and so on.

I would like the attorney General to tell the

House whether there is any merit in that suggestion.

MR. BLilCKWELL: Mr. Chairman, that revives really

another question that has been pretty completely and adequately

discussed by all groups that have made representations on the

Bill. That brings up the question of escrowlng of shares

in a mining company; and, so that the members might follow

tills discussion, I would like to make a reference to another

section.

If the members will follow Section 52, on Page
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E7, Clause (d), and there it is provided that one of the

matters over which the Coramisston has a discretion, — and

this relates particularly to mining properties, — is that

the Commission should have discretion to determine that such

an escrow or pooling agreement as the Commission deems ne-

cessary or advisable with respect to securities issued for

a consideration other than cash has not been entered into.

The members will recall that The Hpyal Minin.g

Commission report recommended that a vendor's shares should

not longer be subject to escrow. But if that were so the

result would be that on mining promotions the large number

of shares that are issued for a completely non-proven prospect

would come into immediate competition with the shares that

are being sold to provide money for the treasury to develop

the property, — and by that I mean right from its initial

stages.

Now, I do not know who the Hon. member means by a

prospector or prospectors, but I can say this, that every

organization interested in this matter that has made re-

presentations to me, and I believe all the organizations have,

including the Prospectors' Association, have highly recommended

that the escrow provisions be not abandoned,

I will now, if I may, return to the other sections

and throw a little further light on the question. Both clause

(s), on page 11, and clause (t) are important, clause (s) in

exempting securities really with reference only to securities, —
these are not stocks or units in a syndicate but are usually

other securities issued by the prospector on his own credit

before he has anything to sell.

Now, where the prospector under this Act really is in

a freer position than he was under the other is under two things,

Bill 42, which will come up next, the Prospecting Syndicate
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not exceeding thirty-five thousand dollars; and Clause (t)

which follows that, which enables a prospector to dispose

of units on any property he has prospected, quite independ-

ent of other sections of the ACt. But Section (t) is

carefully guarded, that once a person is in the position

that he has no real interest in the property, but helps

prospect it, it comes back, and it was on that that it was

considered safe to come back to the old Prospecting Syndicate

not exceeding thirty-five thousand dollars.

Now, so far as the large amounts of stock that would

interfere with the treasury of financing, it is proposed tfitat

that would be subject to the escrow provision.

lilhat the Act provides for is that, instead of pourinig

everybody into the same mould, there will be a discretion as

to what are proper escrow provisions and will permit the

prospector to put on conditions, and the prospector has nat

to say it will be one for one.

MR. JOLLIFFE; Mr. Chairman, I take it from what the

Hon. Attorney General says that the Commission has to work ou.t

under the law or experience ana the circumstaiLces, what are

reasonable provisioa.s. It oeems to me that ?tiat is necess-

ary under this section and section 52 is that you should not

go to extremes about it. It would be wrorg, I think, to

prevent a prospector realizing on any part of the vendor's

securities issued to him. It would be most unfair to prevent

the prospector from realizing anything at all. On the other

hand, I think it would be equally unfair to allow him com-

plete freedom to realize on any or all the vendor's shares at

any time. It would make it very difficult to finance the

property. Some middle course has to be followed. The view

that is mentioned is that the Commission should have power
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to decide what is the reasonable compromise, — is not that

it?

MH. BLACKWELL: That is just it. I should say

it would alter the position, and 1 am sure every other Hon.

member of the House feels in the same way about it , -- I do

not myself feel qualified to write a complete provisions for

the escrow; that has to be worked out by the Commission from

their experience. I think what is a safe thing is to start

where you leave off, and change when there is evidence that

justifies a change.

Sections 19 to 48, inclusive, agreed to.

THE CHitimiAN; Shall Section 49 form part of the Bill?

MH. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, as the Hon. Attorney

General probably knows, the prospectors and developer's

dissociation has suggested that the requirements with relation

to prospectuses, under Section 49, will, at the present time,

create great difficulty becuase of congested conditions in the

printing trade and difficulties in connection with getting

paper and so on. I would like to hear the Attorney General

comment on that suggestion. I am not prepared to say myself

whether it is a very weighty one or not,

MH. BluiCKWELL: Mr. Chairman, as the Hon. leaaer ct

the opposition knows, when this Bill was before the Legal

Bills Committee, the Prospectors' Association was represented

there by, no doubt, the same person who made representation to

him, and that point was not raised.

The fact of the matter is that 1 am daily in receipt

of complaints regarding the ease vfith which paper is obtained

for tipsters' sheets, of all sorts, and are circulated through-

out the length and breadth of this and other lands.

The fact is that the brokers, who actually put. out
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the prospectuses, have not niade these representations,

and feel that they can comply with the ACt. The repres-

entation in question was made to me uore in relation to

this particular problem , that is, when is a person a

prospector, and when is he not a prosjpector.

The fact of the matter now is that under this

Act, when a person is a prospector in relation to a project

they can sell freely under section 19, Clause (t), which

we discussed a moment ago, — he may sell free of any

prospectus. But when he sells under any other capacity

and is in fact a broker, he must comply with the conditions

as to the prospectus.

There has been no complaint by brokers who put

out inGUstrial issues and also by brokers who deal with

commercial issues; and I cannot believe that mining pros-

pectors will be met with any greater difficulties than are

Buffered by any other broker.

MB. HEPBUHN: If I understood the Hon. attorney

Qeneral right, a prospector can sell his shares to anybody

free of anything, -- am I right in that?

MH. BLtlCKWELL: I had reference to the thirty-five

thousand dollar syndicate. That gives the prospector what

he can do in regard to using money to do development work

on the property.

There is felt from the relationship of the terms of

that particular Bill to which we will come presently, arrange-

ment itself contains its own system of disclosure, while the

other conditions make it impossible for them to go on.

But once you get into the share market, where the trans-

action is being handled by some financial house, it is the

invariable practice then that we have the full disclosure
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system with the prospectus.

The fact is that this report is based on the diff-

iculty of getting printing and so on, done, and it is said

that it will delay the transaction. Well, as far as I

am poncerned, when the public are being approached, — I

am not talking about securities now that are (1) being

traded on the Exchange, or (2) even being traded on the open

market in Toronto; but, surely, when the public is being

approached there is one thing we have to take note of, and

that is what the member of the public is entitled to know

before he goes in.

There has been every argument by those who do not

want to issue a prospectus, and this is the last one, which

I only heard of in the last two or three days.

liH. liEPBUiiN; Would it be asking too much to ask

the Hon. Attorney General to leave this section stand along

with Section 55? I think we can make up for this in other

Bills.

I understand that the Prospectors' and Developers'

is a rather important association. They have made represent-

ations to the Hon. Attorney General, and, I believe, to the

Hon. leader of the opposition. Would the Hon. Attorney

General let is stand over until we could have a abiort confer-

ence together.

MR. BLiiCKiiVELL: In reply to the Hon. member from

Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) I have to say that I have been over this

subject so often, and, as far as I am concerned, I do not

think once more will do me any particular harm; but I should

say to the Hon. member for Elgin that these particular people

were in my office not later than this morning and left at

time saying thit they were satisfied. 1 would put it aLmply
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and to the Hon. leader for the opposition in this way,

that those representations have been very carefully con-

sidered. The fullest opportunity was created in the legal

Bills Committee, and, with respect, I do not think the .party

in question is qinite playing the game in this connection

by avoiding the bringing of this matter up, in a measure

behind closed doors.

If the Hon. leader of the oppsoltion and my friend

from Elgin have not had reasonable opportunity to consider

tJtis matter, — I think the fullest opportunity has been had

to discuss this matter before the Legal Bills committee

and also in my office. It is simply an attempt to avoid

the issuance of a prospectus. In other words to exhibit

to a member of the public a prospectus is the keystone of this

Act. If we throw that out we may as well throw out the

whole ACt because that is what gives a member of the public

reasonable protection; and that is the real issue.

I do not think a Member of this House is entitled

to take any other position than that a member of the public

is entitled to be told the loaterial facts. If not, we might

do something else. But, if they are to be told the material

facts, I think we cannot do better than is done in this,

MjR. EEPBURN: Did I understand that the members of

the Prospectors and Developers' Association said that they

were completely satisfied?

Mfi. BLACKWELL: They have always said that theywera.

satisfied. I do not think I should name names here. These

people have had legal aavice and people to represent them,

I have even had letters saying they were satisfied. They did

not care to raise the point before the legal Bills Committee,

but they come to me, and they go to^ the Hon. member for Elgin

and the Hon. Leader of the Opposition, and now they say
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that they are not satisfied because the public has to have

the facts.

MR. HEPBUflN: I am not prepared to pass judgment on

this particular issue, because it was only placed before me

at ten minutes to three. But the Prospectors' and Develop-

ers* Association gave me a copy of a letter to the Hon.

Attorney General in which, I would say, they protested

violently against this particular section.

What 1 am asking is that we shall have an opportun-

ity to consider it further. The Attorney General is per-

fectly right in saying that there was ample opportunity before

the Legal Bills Committee . 1 have no opinion whatsoever

except that I have a great regard for this Association. I

believe it is very representative of the men who go up into

the hinterlands of Northern Ontario, and the fact that the

President of the Association addressed a letter to the Attorney

General asking for further consideration of this particular

section. It would not be out of order to let it stand over

for another day or so.

MjR. JOLLIFPE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make it

clear that I am not in a position to take sides on this matter.

AS far as I am concerned the prospectus should be maintained.

But, if there is any way in which the objection can be met,

I think it would be fair that it should be looked into. But

I would expect that a Bill that is as complicated as this,

a great many people might fail to raise all the points they

might raise. That would be true of myself; I am not com-

plaining about it; and there may be no way of meeting the ob-

jection that is put forward and, at the same time, reserve

the principle of maintaining the delivery of the prospecta.s.

But, if there is any way, I would like to see it found.

Mfl. BLACKBURN: Mr. Chairman, this section, as I have
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said, — X hope the Hon. leader of the opposition will

follow this very carefully, because the point under dis-

cussion is not an incident of this Act. I might explain

for the benefit of the Hon. leaaer of the opposition and

others, that, quite obviously, there are a substantial number

of those in the investment business who hsive no desire to

be in the position, for obvious reasons, of having to

aelivery a prospectus to the public. ^uite obviously,

as that is the keystone to this Bill, public disclosure,

and that matter has been uppermost in the minds of, I won't

say the persons but the person who is making these re-

presentations, and there would only be two sensible alter-

natives to my mind, the one would be to refer the Bill back

to the Legal Bills CoLJuittee, but, if tJmt is done, we are

only wasting our time because those people will not make

those representations there. Now, if I saw in this picture

any alternative suggestion, any proposed amendment that cotild

be considered without destroying the entire principle of the

Bill, I would, as I have been all the way through this, '

be anxious to examine in detail every proposition. But this

is a desire to change the Bill, and I would say that would

be unacceptable, and it would be a waste of time of this

House to refer the Bill back to the Legal Bills Committee,

because the point in qfiestion, I am bound to say, is funda-

mental.

When the hearing was held before the Legal Billa

Committee, that point had just as much importance then as it

has now. It is not because there was any mistake made, but

the fact is that it is to avoid the prospectus, which is the

basic principle of this Bill, that they want to havethe

Bill delayed.

MR. HEPBUflN: I would like to read the second paragraph
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of the letter which I received this norning, —
Mfi. BLAGKiVELL: I have it myself.

MR, iiEPBURK; ^t first the Hon. Minister told

us that the Association v?as perfectly satisfied, but he

later rather qualified those remarks. I begin at the second

paragraph of the letter:

"While we appreciate that Bill 41 with its
present admended provisions goes a long way
to meet the objections which were raised to
the Bill as originally presented to the HoUlSO,
we nevertheless are of the opinion that the
provisions of Section 55 which requires the
delivery of a prospectus in the manner as
therein set forth will be impractical and will
reflect against the financing of legitimate
mining ventures."

Then they follow with other objectiona which I will

not bother to read to the House. I do not think it would

do any injury to the House to let the two sections stand over.

(Page 1594 follows)
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MR. BLACKWRLL: I might say that there is a further

paragraph in the letter that should be read because it brings

the matter into clear issue and that paragraph is:

*We again submit that the public would be amply
protected if instead of Section 55, the Act contain-
ed a provision requiring every advertisement, offering
to or other invitation or solicitation of the public
or any member thereof, to subscribe for or purchase
a security to which Section 49 is applicable shall
state where a copy of the material mentioned in Section
55 may be obtained."

that is, a member of the public all over Ontario can write into

the Security Commission or Broker's office when they are

approached by mail or otherwise and that simply means that

a member of the public is not getting a prospectus. That issue

was discussed literally months ago and every organization in

this province. ... I think I will have to be frank with this

to the House: This letter is not written from the point of

view of the prospector; it is written from the point of view

of the person who is the President of the Prospectors and

Developers Association, not as attitude qua prospector but as

attitude qua pusher of securities, I make the statement, in

view of the letter, that is the simple question before them

which they may as well decide now without any further delay,

and that simple question is: Are the public entitled to have

material facts delivered to thim? Every investment broker

and agent in this town says it can be done. As far as I am

concerned the Bill will be of little value to the investing

public of this province if full disclosure is abandoned.

MR. JOLLIPFE: I think the principle of full

disclosure is important to the Bill. I am in favour of it,

I hope the Attorney-General will be prepared to cover the

case I raised the other day of the listed mining stocks which

are subject to issuing at very much lower prices than those
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quoted on the exchanges of which the general public

knows next to nothing and the best answer that the

Secretary of the Exchange could give us that always

somebody had a copy which they could look at If they were

wise enough to do so.

MR. ROBERTS : Might I draw the attention of the

House to the fact that the Dominion Companies Act, which

It was hoped originally would cover every province, provided

not only for prospectus but delivery 48 hours before the

sale can be completed. May 1 also point out that the

Securities Exchange Act requires delivery of prospectus.)

or what Is practically the same thing as prospectus-^that all

material facts and of the most careful scrutiny of all those

f£|cts be made before the issue can be qualified by the

Exchange. What the Attorney General has sald> as far as I

am concerned, Impresses me and I think this provision is

very important.

Section agreed to.

MR. CYRIL OVERALL (Niagara Falls): I wonder if it is

in order to move an amendment to sub-section 5 on this page 24?

I would like to strike out words "mining engineer* in the fifth

line and insert after, in the fourth line •a registered mining

engineer* and then that sub-section will read:

•(5) Where the securities to be traded consist of
shares of a mining company a full and up-to-date report
on the property of the company and the development
thereof made by a person who is in the opinion of the
Commission is a registered mining engineer, geologist
or prospector certified by such person •

MR. BLACKWELL: Before Indicating whether that

amendment ought to go or not I would like to say this to the

hon. member (Mr. Overall) that raised it. This relates to

who shall certify the mining report and the people who are
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competent to do that are divided into three classes - that

is, mining- engineers, geologiUsts, and those who by reason

of their prospecting experience are qualified to do so.

I should say to the House, since the hon. member

(Mr. Overall) raised that question on Frdlday I have given

the matter some consideration and here is what is the

meaning of that amendment: that substituted for the

discretion of the Commission in determining what mining

engineers might sign a report would be the Professional

Engineers Society. Now, that might be all right if all

the people qualified academically by practice and by desire

are members of that society, but at the present time I am

not prepared to put the Securities Commission in that

position with relation to -another Bill which is still before

this House - of establishing that the only person who can

be accepted on a mining report is a mining engineer who is

registered by the Professional Engineers Association.

MR
.

^ JOLLIFFE : He is not suggesting that.

MR. BLACKWBLL: That is what it amounts to. That is

what his amendment, as I see, amounts to. It is meaningless

otherwise. I will say this to the hon. member (Mr. Overall)

as a purely practical matter - that is, a mining engineer who

is a member of the Professional Engineers Organization and who

has, perhaps, some higher qualifications than some other

mining engineer or iho is at least qualified as some other

engineers who do not care to become members, that there would

be no difficulty as far as I am concerned, but I am not going

to restrict the Commission to find that the only engineer

who can sign a report is one who is a member of the Professional

Engineers Association.

MR. JOLLIFPEj Better read it.
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MR. OVERALL: I will read it:

•(5) Where the securities to be traded consist
of shares of a mining company a full and
up-to-date report on the property ofuthe
company and the development thereof made by a

person whorriin the opinion of the Commission is
a registered mining engineer, geologist or
prospector certified by such person*

MB. BLACKWBLL: The amendment would have precisely

the effect that I indicated it would. Registered engineer

means identically registered under the Professional Engineers

Act

.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The word »or* is in there.

MR*^ BLACKWELL: It is a perfectly practical matter,

unless there is some practical effect in the member's mind, I do

not see why he particularly wants to get a reference to the

Professional Engineer in there, and when he uses the expression

•registered? it means professional engineer registered with the

Association. I do not really think: the amendment is helpful. It

leaves it exactly where it is unless it is restricted and I am

not prepared to accept it on a restricted basis.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I cannot see how it restricts. I

do not like to make an issue of it but I would like to point out

there, what I do not like to see written there actually is •In

the opinion of the Commission^. rlPtat should not be in there,

and persons qualified to make a report should be registered

engineer and registered geologist and registered prospector, but

actually the geologists and prospectors are not registered.

MR. BLACKWELL: I can quite see the evolution that

is going on in the Professional Engineers Association. It may

come to the point where professional engineers in this province

are controlled exactly the way the Law Society controlls lawyers,

but that is not the existing law of this province and there are

many highly qualified people who are not yet members of the
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Professional .Engineers Association and for that reason I

cannot accept at the moment that mining engineers should

be qualified by the word "registered*. While that

amendment may be perfectly acceptable in a year or two years

henca, it is untenable now.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I understand the hon. member for

Niagara Falls (Mr. Overall) does not desire to make an issue

of it, but in fairness to him and so there won*t be any

misunderstanding I want to point out the words of his

amendment are perfectly clear. There is nothing in his

suggestion that will exclude anybody

»

MR; BLAGKWELL: That does not change it.

Section agreed to.

THE CHAIRllAN: Section 50.

MR. BLACKWSLL: There is a missprint in Section

50, down near the foot, the third line from the foot, the word

*where* has crept into that line by mistake, should be deleted.

Section agreed to.

Section 51, 52, inclusive agreed to.

MR. JOLLIFFE: This seems to h6 a very vital section.

A great deal depends on the administration of the Act perhaps

even more than what is in the Act itself. This section puts

the responsibility, as I understand it, squarely on the Commission

for accepting or rejecting statements which are supposed to

contain full disclosure of all material fact. There is one point

I wish to make in connection with the administration. I see

nothing in the Bill which expressly attempts to assure that a

reasonable proportion of the monies raised will reach the property

for which they are intended. That, of course, is of particular

interest in connection with mining developments but since there

is nothing in the Act itself about it the responsibility is^igoing
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to rest with the Commission and I want to suggest most

seriously to the Attorney General and whoever may be the

new Commissioners under the new Act that it will be their

duty and their obligation to the people of this province

and for the future of the province to satisfy themselves

that most of the money subscribed by the public actually

reach the property for which they. are being raised. For

my part, I cannot see why the traditional twenty-five per

cent should not be the outside limit. for monies diverted

during the promotion of a company or the sales of its

3tQ»k and my hope is that the Commission will keep very

much in mind not only the full disclosure of all material

facts but also the public interest requires that the

savings of the people should be wisely and constructively

invested

o

SilotlOQ agreed to.

Sections 53 » 54, 55, inclusive, agro*df?.to»

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 56,

MR. JOLLIFFE: MTo Chairman, a little while ago

the Attorney General referred to the sanctions which are

arailable under this Act and which I think he said are the

best assurance that the law would be complied witho ^'ow,

the difficulty I see abdmt Section 56 is this -perhaps someone

can enlighten me, perhaps I am imagining things - but is not

it true that Section 56 is no use to anyone unless a customer

finds out that he has been deceived in some way and unless he

then takes steps towards reeission. In other words, is there

any protection for customer who never does learn?, that he has

not been told all he should know and that his broker may have

acting as principal rather than as agent.

MR. BLACKWBLL: I think in that respect, Mr. Chairman,

that the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) has really made
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his reference to Section 63. Section 56 deals with the

failure to deliver the prospectuso Section 63 is not

unlike that , in that it j|eals with the failure to make

disclosure ofl being a principal rather than acting as an

agent for the purchaser » Now, the right given under

these sections 56 and 63 is a new right of reeissionc As

the leader of the Opposition (Mro Jolliffe) well knows

at common law for mis-statement or misrepresentation or

any of these things which can be wrong about a prospectus

the purchaser already hai^ all that civil relief without

having to depend on these sections. These sections are

more in the way of sanction against the broker in that the

right of recission is given in relation to mere failure to

deliver or disclose and in no way interfere with all the

other common law remedies for misrepresentation or damages

by reason of recission that flow from civil wrong* The

purchaser in either case also has the protection that goes

with the criminal law pertaining to fraud, those sections I

mentioned on second reading, whereby certain frauds in the

matter of security are criminal offences and should be

prosecuted as such. This is additional sanction put in this

Act for the purpose of requiring that the prospectus does get

delivered and it is not in any way cut down ....»

MR. JOLLIFFE: I understand but it does not help if

the purchaser lives in Kansas.

MR. BLACKWELL: On the other hand there has to be

some reasonable limitations. There was a great de%lof discussion

about that. The limitation under the Dominion Act is 30 days,

and this is tvlcd as long, Now, if that limitation is much

longer than that you simply put the people in the position of

handling the stock for certain period than they keep them in the

property and if they act badly they then apply for recission.
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Any longer period would be completely unfair.

Section 56 agreedto,

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 57.

Section 57 agreed to.

MR. BLACK7/ELL: There are two typical errors that

I would like to mention so that they can be corrected in

Section 56, paragraph 2. Section 53 mentioned, should be

Section 55.

Section 58, 59» 60, inclusive, agreed to.

MR. JOLLIFFB: Mr. Chairman, this section has been

criticised by both sides » There are those who think there

should not be any restriction at all on telephoning - perfectly

legitimate form of communication, used by many other businesses,

and they cannot see why a man who is a registered broker should

be prevented from using that medium which is open to practically

else. On the other hand, as most members of the House know,

there is also a feeling' that it does not go far enough* l'^

chief purpose in rising at the moment is to point out that

whether they like it or not the financial fraternity are not

in the same position as other business in respect to this matter.

It is not merely a matter of protecting the public here in Ontario;

it is also a question of protecting the good name of this

province and this country.

I do not know whether the Attorney General was

listening to the radio Saturday night or not, but I was listening

to a radio station on Saturday night, at 7 p.m. to be exact, and

just by chance I heard a broadcast by the Buffalo Better Business

Bureau and it was a dramtization with the most harrowing

detail of a widow who was swindled by high pressure telephone

call from the City of Toronto in a Canadian Mining Stock and the

House can imagine the sort of details with which the thing was

I
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emebellished - the widow had Justultost her husband, a naval

commander killed in the war; she had little money, not very

much. She knew nothing about investing ito Her young son

drew her attention to some exciting literature coming from

Toronto and persuaded her to read lt» She did not pay very

much attention until she received two telephone calls from

Toronto, which were duly dramitized and she was persuaded

to take two blocks of this valuable security, she ought to

put $700 into it, which she did, and a little later, as a

result of another call, put in |700 more, and of course

lost it all.

The effect of the whole broadcast was, to my

mind, very damaging to the name of this country and certainly

very damaging to the developing of the mining industry of

this province. Incidentally, before the close of the programme

there was reference made by some person speaking on behalf of

the Buffalo Better Business Bureau to the Attorney General by

name and stating that the Attorney General is sponsoring a

new Bill which he hopes will prevent a re-currence of such a

traft^^y as this, I hope that statement coming at the tail end

oC the programme will prove it does not. I am not sure. In

any event the point I am making is we certainly must appreciate

and the financial community must appreciate, together with this

boast about having the largest mining exchange in the world,

together with that this province is getting from all the

publicity in the United States and elsewhere as a result of

certain operations which have been carried on in recent years.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chairman, that was a very *

interesting emotional expeaMence that the Leader of the Opposition

had and my gret regret at the moment is I was in a position to

share it with him.
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MR. JOLLIFFE: You would have enjoyed it.

MR. BLACKWELL: I know I would. I must say this:

That the transaction complained of by the Better Business Bureau

would not be legal under this telephone section. Plus also

that the widow in question would have been entitled to prospectus,

that thing I was so insistent on this afternoon

MR. JOLLIFI^: SHe would probably be impressed much

more if she received one.

MR. BIAckwell: I want to say this; as far as the

Investing fraternity of this town is concerned, and I should

say it on their behalf, there are persona and people that dislike

intensely features about this Act, but I want to say on behalf

of firms engaged in the marketing of securities, they all

recognize that certain of these practices are damaging to the

reputation of Ontario throughout Canada and in the United States

and elsewhere and they all recognize it is damaging the

reputation of people in the business right in Ontario and that

is why those organizations have been so co-operative in accepting

the provisions of this Act, and I hope that after it has been

under administration for a time that the expectations voiced by

tha Leader of the Opposition from time to time about the Bill

will be achieved.

MR. JOLLIFFB: Hopes, not expectations.

MR. BLAGKWELL: Hopes will be achieved and that some

of his dismal views will be demonstrated to be unwarranted*

WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT ( Cochrane,South ) : I want to again

register my objection to sub-section 2 of this section. I think

we have covered the question fairly well in sub- sect ion 1 and to

go again and print it again under sub-section 2 we destroy the

effect which was intended in the first part of the section. I

submit that sub-section 2 and 2 (a) limits the persons to whom

the person making the call can put through his call, but that gives
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him an opportunity to say: Well, this person is a friend of

mine, and this person has called me up and got in touch, but

that gives —
MR. BLACKWELL: The hon. member (Mr.Grummet t

)

appreciates that telephone call has to be put in writing,

MR. GRUMMETT: I think In including those two

sub-sections we are destroying the plural effect of sub-section

1 of section 60, and I just want to raise my objection to

the whole sub-section again.

MR. BLACKWELL: I appreciate very much the attitude

of the hon.member (Mr.Grummet t) in confining himself to

registering his purely personal views and his protest, which

is a very nice way of dealing with the matter, but I feel in

that connection this should be said; Without that degree of

relaxation every individual engaged in the investment business

is absolutely debarred from in any way making any additional

contact in business and it simply creates a whole series of

anomoliea; that is, people that have a large business to do

and have settled customers have it no matter how legitimately

someone else is attempting to carry on business there is no

legitimate way for them to make any fresh contacts. Unless

there is a means of doing that in the Bill it simply means

right at thqboutset we destroy that measure of co-operation

from people who are in the business that is necessary to make any

Act succeed. If\M)»e make it as re«trlt1r*we as that we put it

in a position there is no way to get any business unless you do

go out and break the law. What I am hopeful of and what I

wish to say, with that realization I am hopeful that we will be

able to engage in more successful law enforcement in regard to

the more limited restriction and we will get a higher degree

of co-operation from everyone in the business.

Section 60 agreed to.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Section 61.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Section 61, sub-section (b)

contains a reference to listing, which indicates the basis

for the objection I raised the other day about listedmining

stock. In sub-section 1 of this section the G-overnment have

recognized the weight of a representation that a stock as

listed, about to be listed, or application will be made for

listing and have prohibited such representations on the part

of a broker or salesman. Now, of course, the reason the

G-overnment have recognized that is that the same people got

unduly influenced as to the standing of a stock by represen-

tation that it is on the point of being listed. That is the

basis for the point I raised the other day about a considerable

number of mining stock which are listed on the stock exchange

but which, in fact, like so many unlisted mining stock, are

subject to outstanding option agreement and I am raising it

again because I have a furtheri.point to make about it.

I would just like to say for the information of

members of the House who have not heard mo talk about this

before, that a great many unlisted mining stocks are subject

to outstanding option agreement under which a broker can take

mbnth after month delivery of that stock from the treasury at

a certain price and if he can make a market, get rid of this

at a considerably higher price. Now, that is a general thing

on the unlisted market and I think most people would expect it

to happen, but the point of which the general public is not

aware is this: that a considerable number of the mining stocks

listed on the stock exchange are also subject to outstanding

option agreement and I am going to give three examples of it

without naming the companies concerned. Company A selling

on the Exchange at the present time between 40 and 4& cents

per share is actually subject to an option agreement under
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which the optionee right now is entitled to take stock from

the treasury of that Company at 15 cents per share. Similarly

Company B selling on the Exchange at 75 to 85 cents per share

is subject to an agreement under which the optionee is taking

down stock at 60 cents a share. And even a more extreme case,

Company C is being traded on the Stock exchange between a

$1.70 and $1.85 and the stock is being taken down from the

treasury by an optionee at only 30 cents at the present time.

Now, most.jof the general public are under the

impression that these companies are established, that they have

some status, have some standing because they are listed on the

exchange. There is apparently an active market at a respectful

heighth in their shares and I am afraid many of tiiose who buy

and sell such shares are under the impression that they are

buying and selling them on a sort of free and uncontrolled market

oiinthe Exchange and that the prices they know on the Exchange

represent the kind of money that'ois actually going into the

financing of that property, and they are entirely wrong about it.

In the third case I gave, if the public were to

purchase the stock at $1.80 under the impression that $1.80 per

share or something in that neighbourhood had gone into the

development of the property he would be entirely wrong. He

would be wrong also if he thought that had any real foundation,

because the fact of the matter would be that the optionee had

subscribed 30 cents or less at an earlier date under optionee

agreement which actually reached the treasury of the Company.

I know the answer which is made on behalf of the stock exchange,

that that sort of thing has gone on for a lo^g time and that

listing statements are sent out to all member houses of the

Stock Exchange and if anybody wants to go into the member house

and asks to see listing statement they will find out all about
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It, they will find out somebody is bu4ily taking down

shares and doing very nicely on it. That, to me, does

not eovet the situation. If the Attorney Greneral is

interested in making sure that the public knows the fact,-

this is most material fact whic^h most members of the

general public do not even suspect, which, as a matter of

fact is not even known to a good many people who make a

business of writing on the subject as I happen to know.

Some of the people who make their living writing about

mining stock are not aware that this occurs with the listed

stocks. They know it happens with unlisted stock.

Another thing is, you cannot get speculative

money for mining development unless you let somebody tak«

the risk with the assurance sometimes, everyone now and then,

he will be able to make a very wide margin as a result of

the operation. Well, that may be true in some cases. I

suppose it is true that as long aa capital is raised for

mining development by the speculative method that wide margins

will occur every now and then, but no effort whatever has been

made to give the mine or the proptty itself some benefit where

there is a great appreciation in the value of the stock. The

entire benefit, where there is great appreciation, now goes

to the optionee or undermriter, whichever he may be called

and I think it is rather serious that when we have people

throughout the province who are in a position to invest some

money in mining development, I think it is rather serious when

they invest in a premising mine in the belief that all of it

or most of it is actually going into the building up of a

mining drfelopment in this province when, as a matter of fact,

they are in one of the cases I have mentioned invest!^ $1.80

In shares of which 3o cents will actually reach the property and

the balance will remain with an optionee or underwriter who
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happens to have been lucky in the case.

I do not think it is enough for the Attorney-

General to argue that he cannot regulate prices , What I

would like to know is whether any effort has been made or

inquiry has been made into the possibility of assuring

that more of th« public's money does go to the mine, assure

that the mine gets something^ like an even break as well as

the general public of this province. Let there be no

argument about regulating prices. I know it is probably

a fantastic suggestion that any bureaucratic authority can

regulate the speculative movement of prices on an exchange.

What I am concerned with is this: would the Attorney General

be prepared to recommend that the new Commission in scanning

agreements hereafter when they are filed with the Commsslon

some attention will be given to the possibility that if the

value of a stock greatly appreciates, the property itself

as well as the optionee, will get some benefit from that

appreciation. That is a different matter entirely from the

regulation of prices and I think it is a metter which ought

to be taken into consideration if we are really interested

in finding adequate capital for mining development.

MR . BLACKWELL : I do not wish to make a long

explanation, Mr. Chairman, but I do wish to say in the first

place that under this Act there is a prospectus to start with

which will disclose all material information in regard to the

option. As far as sales directed to the public is concerned,

no matter what price the broker may be making the offer at,

the option will appear in that prospecttisd When the stock comes

on the exchange the principle involved is this: what the public

are interested in then is the valuer, actually sound or unsound,

are established in the public estimation that lead them to trade

in and trade out.

Page 1610 follows.
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This question provides no particular difficulty

on industrial issues, because there you are dealing, in

the main, v/ith tangibles, the tangibles being the plants

machinery, and equipment, and the inventories, and so on;

the intangiblev of those issues is the ability of manage-

ment.

But vriien you come to a mine, you nave to-day a

piece of moose pasture, that either by geological or for

other reasons has a promise, and arrangements are made to

finance, shall we say, its exploration. At that point, any

value that may relate to any securities issued, v/hether by

syndicate agreement, or by way of shares in a company, are

definitely limited, and at that point there are really three

elements involved, one is the prospector who staked it out;

another is the man who financed it, and the other is the

public who participates in that speculation.

The situation is this; exploration proceeds, and

to-day something that was merely a hope at the time of

drilling becomes possessed, for the sake of argument, of an

entirely different standard of values, now, it is a pretty

difficult matter at that stage to go around and readjust,

and say because that speculation turned out, we will take a

general practice on the hope of speculation in this being

successful, and we will have something back from you, and

something back also from the promoters. It is very diffi-

cult, indeed; all 1 can say is this, that on this Mining

Commission, we propose to have an Executive Commission, and

we hope tohave a practical mining mind, and we hope to

have someone with a practical knowledge of the financial

business, i am sure the hon. Leader of the Opposition
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'• Jolliffe) is aware that all tfie principles of this

Act will be under constant review, I appreciate, as well

as he does, that we have not reached the end in this

Statute by any manner of means. What we iiay have done is

to properly control the protection of the investing public

in this province.

MR. A. A. CASSEUvlAN (Nipissing) : Mr. Chairman, I

was very much interested in the remark of the hon. Leader

of the Opposition iMr. Jolliffe) and also the continuing

remarks of the Attorney General [Mr* Blackwell) having

occasionally looked at the board and visited the brokers*

offices, and I might say that 1 was not aware what was

going on, nor in the way it was explained by the hon*

Leader of the Opposition lMr» Jolliffe)*

I am suggesting that the stock which had an option

like that should not be listed, I do not know whether that

is what the hon. Leader of the Opposition [ISr. Jolliffe)

was getting at, but it certainly was rather startling news

to me, in the light of the fact — as 1 say, I have been

watching the boards, and have watched some of the tradingS|

and if, when iicLeod Cockshutt went up to five dollars a

share from six cents, I thought it went up because that was

the value of the stock, or the value that people had put on

it, not thinking that some optionee had an option on one

hundred thousand dhares at thirty'' cents —
MR. JOLLIFFE: I don't Icnow about "thirty"*

]£R. CA33ELM&.N: I just used that by way of illustra-

tion, ISy question is this; would it be feasible that the

stock could not be listed as long as someone held an option?

li'A. L. G. ROBINSON (Waterloo South): Mr. Chairman,

it just occurs to me to aSk whether the stock is listed or

unlisted, trading continues, and if the mine is successful,
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trading carries on at a higher level, but if the option

is there, it is purchased at a lower level, and the sane

trouble would exist, whether the stock was listed or

ilhlisted.

The thing, to my mind, is based on the manner in

which capital is made available for the development of the

mines* If we are going to deal with the old system in the

way in which it has been done, in order to induce capital

to-day at the lower optionee's level, we would probably

have to continue on this basis, but it seems if the capital

is going to get back to the mines, the basis will have to

Chang©

•

MR, BIACKWELL: Mr. Chairman, the hon. member for

Waterloo South (Mr. itobinson) is certainly right, as long

as the development of mining prospects is to be by personal

interest and speculation. This is the way it will have to

be done, but some day the hon. member for Waterloo South

(Mr. Robinson) may get the opportunity to have the state

take it over, and do all the prospecting, and take all the

losses and all the gains.

1©. JOLlIFFE: Lfr. Chairman, 1 think the hon. Attorney

General IMr. jbJackwell) will agree that this is going to

provide a very interesting test of the administrajrion of

the Act, because the hon. Attorney General was not born

yesterday, and he knows what actually happens, that an

optionee, who is perhaps not a member of the stock Exchange,

quietly takes down the stobk under his agreement, and dis-

creetly pushes it through the exchange.

MR, BLACKv/ELL: That is obviously so.

ISR, JOLLIFFSc "lYes, that is what actually happens
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and the connection between the optionee and the member

house will be very obscure at times, but the member house

is acting as a channel throu^ iitfiich that treasury stock

reaches the public.

I shall be very interested to see vftiether such

distribution t\irns out to be primary distribution or does

not, because if it is primary distribution, under this

Act, the member house Vifill have to tell his client that is

what it is. But if it is not primary distribution, the-

unfortunate client- will continue under the illusion that

he in his good judgment has decided to bioy a certain stock

which, as a matter of fact, is being sold to him by a

broker who is acting as a principal, or an assistant of

the principal, v/ho is taking it from the treasury. Is that

not so?

L'lR. BIACKVirELL t I am gladd the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) has this feature —
i®. JULLIFFE: Yes, but the interesting thing will

be to see whether it works.

Sections 61 to 63 inclusive agreed to.

THE CPiAIRliAJT: Shall Section 64 form part of the

Bill.

MR. JOLLIFFE: ilr. Chairman, would the hon. Attorney

General (Mr, Blackwell) permit a question? In Section 64,

we have the words in reference to investment counsel,

"Printed in a conspicuous position". Now, I am just wonder-

ing whether similar words are not used in Section 62. I

take it the purpose of the words, "In a conspicuous

position" in section 64 is to prevent investment counsel

from using very small type, \Tdiich might not be noticed.

Is not the same thing in Section 62? I know we have passed

it, but is not the principle as good in one case as in the
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other?

MR. 3IACK1//ELL: it is not quite the same principle,

laT. Chairman, in this respect, that the investment counsel,

who function under this Act, is a person v«ho should have

absolutely no conflict of interests, and is in a position

to advise with relation, presumably to some security or a

limited number of securities at one time.

The other section simply requires that ahead of the

transaction being completed, there be disclosure of the

principal's interest, it may be either in that circular

or in writing, before completing a transaction.

Now, as a practical matter, some of these lists are

really quotation lists, and some of them are extremely

lengthy, and they are put out by people vrtio, in relation

to some security, act as' principal, and in others act as

agents. That is the rather peculiar second part of the

earlier section. 1 believe that in relation to a particular

disclosure of a principle, we are dealing with an entirely

different type of situation than we are in regard to the

investment counsel. That section is really being directed

to those "tipster sheets", which we know are there, and

from, them we know at the present time there is indicated

all sorts of conflicting interests gDing on.

MR, JOLLIFFE: is there not a conflict of interests

in both oases?

lijR. B1ACK.TBLL: Yes, but there is some similarity

in principle but the investment counsel section deals with

a much more emergent and exigent situation than the first

one does. I doubt if there is any particular desire of

using any larger print in the first one.

MR, JOLLIFFii;: 1 am afraid it will only be in

Section 64.
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Motion agreed to.

Sections 65 to 75 agreed to.

THE CHAIRiy^: Section 75.

liffi. 3LACKVVE1L:' There are more than two pages. If

you will turn to Page 37 you \7ill find the next page is

Number 33, and section 73 starts there.

m. JOLLIFFE: The Opposition has it« -

THE CHAIRLIAIT: Very well.

Sections 73 to 77 inclusive agreed to*

THE CHAIRi^N: Section 78.

IIR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I rejoiced \7hen I heard

the hon. Attorney General iMr. Blackwell) indicate that much

of the present regulations were going to be brought into

the Act itself, i liice the principle of the thing, although

I know it cannot be carried all the v/ay.

But when 1 looked at Section 78, I was awe-struck

to see the territory which is there covered, and the

territory which is going to be dealt with by regulations,

I do not know what the hon. Attorney General (Mr. 31ack\7ell)

has in mind, but he certainly has put forward a lot of

legislation by regulation there*

LiR. BLACKu'ELL: Mr. Chairman, that makes me a trifle

despondent, because 1 had a considerable amount to say in

this Legislature about the propriety of delegated Legis-

lation. 1 feel that the hon. Leader of the opposition

ilir, Jolliffe) will consider this thought, that we might

have, strangely enough, a much larger regulation section,

which would be much broader than this application. As a

matter of fact, the length of this section is rather the

result of the substantive law in the Act being settled

very definitely, and it is describing the auministrative
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matters in connection \7ith tiie regulations. The very fact

that it is tied down in the Act, means a much longer

section of- regulations. I think the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) appreciates that is so*

Motion agreed to.

THE chairman;: Shall Section 79 form part of tha

Bill.

Motion agreed to.

IHE CHAIRI^N: Section 80.

MR. JOLLIFFE: Would the hon. Attorney General

(Mr. Blackwell) tell liS whether there is anything new in

Section 80.

MR. BLACKWELL: Noj it is right out of the old Act.

Motion agreed to*

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 81.

MR. WILLIAi;s (Ontario): Just for the sake of asking

one question, will the hon. Minister (Mr. Blackwell) tell

us anything about Number 81? iiVho is this in here?

MR. BLACKVrSLL: I'/ell, Mr» Chairman, I spent most of

my life as a lawyer wondering v;hat it was, too. It was

only after I fo\ind myself in my present capacity, and had

it explained to me by our Legislative Council, that I

£|)preciated it.

MR. V/ILLIAi© : You are not going to read the book,

I hope.

MR. BLACKVfELL : It is one of the cases where I have

a great desire to follow what I presume is not a proper

course in this Chamber. It simply means a way out. I am

sori^ it is as simple as that.

Motion agreed to,

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 82.
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Motion agreed to»

THE CHAIRM^.N: Soction 83.

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 84.

IIB, JOLLIFFE: Now, may I be allowed to strike a

slightly sour note? Is the hon. Attorney General (Mr.

Blackwell) in a position to give \}s a rough idea of v/hen

this Act will be prodaimed, if we ceased to pass it?

We had some legislation at the last Session which we were

assured v/as highly inrportant and desirable, and I have

heard no mention of it since the last Session. I am

thinking of one of the commissions mentioned during the

last session, which was to be set up.

Does the Government propose to go ahead with this

in the immediate future, or the distant future?

ISR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chairman, I think it would

probably be the intermediate future. By that I viould

say this; I do not think at this stage that the hon.

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) is really striking

a sour note. I would say this; this Act should not be

prOO"laimed until a comiiiission is appointed which is

prepared to go into it, and you cannot appoint, a commission

until you are prepared to say to them vrtiat they are to

administer. I think it would be a great mistake to

proclaim the Aot without the comiaission giving adequate

consideration to what the administrative piorposes are

going to be, and I would think that the earliest that

this Act could not be properly put into effect earlier

than the middle of May or the beginning of JUne,

MR. NIXON (Bkant): I don't suppose the hon.

Attorney General (Mr. Blackwell) has canvassed the field
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yet for a conmiss loner.

im. JOLLIFFE: He will have a lot of trouble finding

soinebody,

ISR. NIXON: I was wondering if he was prepared to

take the House into his confidence as to who is to head

this coEnnission?

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRIIAH: Section 85.

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRLIAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

MR. ./ILLIAM3 (Ontario): Three cheers.

HON. GEORGE A. DRE.7 (Prine Minister): Order Number

41, Bill Number 42. '

THE CLERK OF 1HE HOUSE: Forty-first Order; House in

Committee on Bill Number 42, "An Act Respecting Prospecting

Syndicates Having a Capital not exceeding Ten Thousand

Dollars."

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill Nuinber 42, "An Act Respecting

Prospecting Syndicates Having a Capital not exceeding Ten

Thousand Dollars.

"

Section 1 to 3 agreed to.

MR. JOLLJFFE: This means the end of the ten thousand

dollar minimum?

MR. BLACKWELL: Yea.

Section 4 to 8 inclusive agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: 3hall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. JRE'ti (Prime Minister): order Number

38, Bill Number 44.
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THE CIERK CF THE HOUSE: Thirty-eighth Order;

House in Committee on Bill 44, "An Act to Amend the

Public Health Act."

THE GHAIRLBLN: Bill No. 44, "An Act to Amend the

Public Health Act."

Sections 1 to 6 inclusive agreed to*

THE CHAIRMN: Section 7. •

IdR. WILLIAM DENNISON (St. David): Mr. Chairman, I

am wondering if the House would allow us to go back to

Section £ for a moment? I was not in the House when

Section 2 was discussed.

THE CHAIRiaAN: Vfiiat do you want?

MR. DEMTISON: I would j\ist like to question the

wisdom of passing N\imber 2 at this stage, when so many

cities and towns in the province have no facilities for

treating sewage, and are poxiring raw sewage into our

lakes, streams, and rivers, and some of these are large

cities — the city of Ottawa, ir/indsor, Niagara Falls,

Sarnia, and, to a certain extent, Toronto, and there

are a total of fourteen cities, and fifty towns which

have no sewage disposal plants of any kind, and on the

outskirts of these cities are many houses which are now

pretty adequately looked after by mB.ans of septic tanks.

As far as the additional -load being placed upon

the system; if we give the local Board of Health the

right now in cities or tov/ns of any size to require that

the septic tank and particularly the sev/age disposal,

be scrapped, and they be forced to use the city systems,

it will mean that a larger vol^lme of sewage will pollute

the lakes, rivers, and streams of this province,

I think it is a bad situation that any city or

any town or any village should be allowed to lay a sewer
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at all before they have first constructed a plant to

properly treat the sewage. It is a bad principle. And I

am wondering if passi-ng Section Niimber 2 \7ill not aggra-

vate that condition, and I wonder if the hon. Minister

(Mr. Vifian) would object to an em^ndiaent after the word

"system" in the second line, trith these vrards being

added "a sewage disposal plant", so that the section will

read:

"iiVhere a local board in a municipality in
which a sewage system and sewage disposal
plant have been established, recommends—

"

and so forth. This would prevent that situation developing.

IR. VIVIAN: Mr. Chairman, in dealing with Section

2, to which we returned after we had passed it, r-^ would

like to reply to the hon. member for St. David ( Mr. Dennis on )

,

I would like to draw this to his attention. It is

well recognized in the province that vye are in times of

stress and strain regarding additions to local water works

or proper sewage treatment facilities. That was true prior

to the war, and is true even moreso now.

The local interest in municipalities is at such a

high point at .the present time that as soon as materials are

available, and labour is availably, many of these municipa-

lities will go ahead with the features involved in the

erection of proper water works and sewage disposal plants.

The suggestion of the hon. member for St. David {Mr*

Dennison) would seem to be a retroactive step, and taking

rather a gloomy view, because there are municipalities

in the province who have their plans ready to go ahead,

and they will be assisted by a measure of this sort.

The point he raises about dumping sewage into the

lakes, rivers and streams is more imaginative than real.
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LSay I be permitted to point out with the present

facilities a reduction of typhoid in this province from

7 and a fraction to 0,2 in a sufficient number of water

works departments without untreated sev/age. If my memory

serves me correctly, it went from 178 to 310, so apparently

we are having a very practicaoie effect in reducing the

existence of typhoid fever,

I would go further and say that the question of

septic tanks may or may not create a more serious local

hazard than additions to certain existing sewage disposal

plants. I think it is using the lesser of two evils, and

I think we can depend upon the sanitary officers which we

have in this province and the supervision from a central

department, to be able to advise a municipality whether

or not their procedure is justified.

MR. IJENNSSON: Uc, Chairman, the question of water

supply is not one involved in this section. Neither is

the question of water supply involved in regard to disease,

because in municipalities \tiich do not have a water

supply, of course, they would not be under this section.

This only applies if there is a water supply, so that if

there is a water supply and that water supply is properly

inspected, it is pure,

Iv!R. VIVIAl^: Vifhat was that, I did not hear that Oast

remark?

lilR. DENKISGN: If there is a water supply, and that

water supply is properly inspected, then the water supply

is generally pure*

L3R. VIVIAN: Is it?

LiB. DENNISON: That is why the rate of disease has

been reduced, but in many cases that does not show that the
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stream is not being polluted, because tare have modern

facilities for filtering water, and you can take a heavily

polluted water and put it through a modern filtration

plant, and get good drinking water. We do that right in

this city of Toronto every day, as the hon. Mnister

(Mr. Vivian) well knows.

m, VIVIAN: Good drinking water?

IfSR. DEI'INISON: If the wind is from the east, they

take the water from the western intake; if the wind is

from the west, they take the water from the eastern

intake, and by putting a lot of chlorine gas into that

water, and taking the taste away afterwards by another

process, they finally arrive at a pure —
lilR. VIVIAN: Mr. Chairman, did I understand the

hon. member for St. David (Mr, Dennison) to say they take

the taste out of water? V/as that his statement?

ISR, DJENWISON: Yes, they have to put water through

another process to take the taste away after they put the

gas in.

WR. A. BiiLANGER (Prescott): What is the direction

of the wind when you can drink it?-

MR, DENl^ISOK: The danger is this; if one man forgot

his duty one day down at our filtration plant, there would

be an epidemic in this city, because we are polluting the

water of the lake v/ithin a mile of the intake pipes every-

day and seriously polluting it, and vfay have we been

permitted to do that?

Let me just tell you; I know the hon. Minister

(Mr. Vivian) probably intends to give more technical

assistance to the local muni tipa lities In building sewage

disposal plants, in the future, and that should be dom.
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I agree with that one hundred percent. But the fact remains

that in the past, that technical assistance, and that advice

from the Government has not been applicable to local muni-

cipalities in constructing sewage disposal plants, and the

result has happened in Toronto away back in 1930. They said

they were going to build a plant. They were not advised by

the ijepartraent, or by their own Works Department, as to

what size that plant should be, and they went to Boston

and engaged a firm of experts, consultants, and these et- -

perts drew up a twenty-five million dollar proposition to

pump the sewage from Toronto to Hyland Creek, where tl&ro

would be a glorified disposal plant, and, of coirrse, the;

tax-payers turned the Vifliole idea down. It was fantastic

to expect the city to spend twenty-five million dollars.

Then the city had a Board of He view, and this was

the first time they got any help from the province. The

province did have a man — Doctor Bury — v^ho sat in with

this Board of Keview, and they pared down the estimates,

and finally arrived at a sewage disposal plant which vTould

cost about twelve million dollars. That vras still too much

money for the city to spend. The province did not offer any

kind of help at all —
MR, VIVIAN: VThy should they?

IfiR. DE^INISON: And no sewage disposal plant was

built, and the lake continued to be polluted.

Finally, two years ago, we decided to build a six

million or eight million dollar plant, which will give

complete treatment as soon as the final stage is built,

but this delay of ten years was caused because there was

no leadership by the province.

I thiiik the province, in connection with a sewage
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disposal, should be prepared to have plans available. The

local municipality has no eaqperience, and their officials

have no experience in sewage disposal; they should not be

put at the mercy of experts from Boston or any place else.

In the case of this Hyland Creek plan, these consultants

drew two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in fees before •

a shovelfull of dirt was turned in the construction of the

sewage disposal plant.

That puts the municipality at the mercy of those

who charge high fees for technical advice, and I would urge,

before this section is passed, the province should be

prepared to tall the municipalities what they are prepared

to give, and what technical advice they are prepared to

give to save the municipalities money in the construction

of these plants.

There is no mistake about this. It is a simple

system, but the system has not added value to the farms

in the neighbourhood j it should bring available to the

farms a good grade of fertilizer, a better grade than

barnyard manure, where these plants are constructed.

And we should bear that fact in mind, because our

land should receive back every bit of fertilizer that is

taken away from the land over the years.

Now, the city of Milwaukee, where they have carried

this to a logical solution, has built a plant where they

processed this sludge into a first-rate fertilizer, and

it sells, even in this city. It is called the Llelognite

Fertilizer, and the city of Milwa\akee makes a sale of

about seven hundred thousand dollars a year of that

fertilizer.

I would like to move, to bring this before the House

j
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seconded by llr. Strange, that sub-section 2 of Section 2

be amended by adding after the words "sewage system" in

the second line thereof, the words "and a sewage disposal

plant".

THE GIIAIRiMAN: You said you wanted an explanation

from the hon. Minister (Mr» Vivian). We did not re-open

the section for an amendment.

MR. IJENNISOK: I think i asked if the House would

permit us to return to section 2 again.

m, LESLIE HANCOCK (V/ellington South) : Mr. Chairman,

I think no one should detract from the very grave importance

of the point raised by the hon. member for St. David

(Mr. Dennison) and I would be glad to support the amend-

ment, if the hon. Minister (Mr. Vivian) considers this is

the proper place for it.

However, the hon. Minister for Planning and Develop-

ment (Mr. Porter) is in the House, and I would like to know

whether this Act is adequate for the implementation of the

question raised by the hon. member for St. David (Mr.

Dennison)?

The cities have already developed expensive plants,

in many cases, and are dumping into the rivers. Now, whether

they can adopt this sytem, as the hon. member for St. David

(Mr. Dennison) suggests, that easily, I don't know,

I would like ta know whether the hon. Minister of

Planning and Development (Mr. Porter) considers that in the

event of the river valley development, this would be taken

care of automatically? If it would not — even so, I

presume it would be a good thing to have a section in this

Act which gave further beginnings to their plan. Perhaps

we might hear from the hon. Minister of Planning and
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Development (Mr, Porter),

ISR. vrviAIJ: Mr. Chairman, I did not get all the

hon, member behind me (Mr. Hancock) had to say, but I

gathered he is wondering whether the Public Health Act

provides adequate provision for the passing of regulations

to deal witli housing, with regard to sanitation and sewage

— is that your point?

MR. HAIJCOCK: No, I want to know whether the clause

in the Public Health Act \TOuld be overlapping ilegislation

with the proposed Kiver Valley Legislation? I prestune,

when we get such legislation —
MR* VIVIAN: The answer is "No".

Mr. Chairman, in reply to the hon. member for

St. David (Mr. Dennison) : there are one or two things I

would like to point out to him with regard to the proposed

amendment. — As amended, it reads:

"l^ere a local board in a municipality
in which a sewage system has been
established --"

"Sewage system" is an inclusive term. In view of that tern,

do you still want to put jovoc amendnent? ,1 am asking you

"Yes", or "No", and if you do, give me the words.

ISR, DENNISON: I would like to say, if you will

assure us it includes —
MR* VIVIAN: I Can assure you that "sewage system"

is an inclusive term. it may or may not include, the

treatment of raw sewage.

MR. DENI.'ISON: Then if that is true, the hon. Minister

(Mr. Vivian) would have no objection to making it clear —
MB. VIVIAl^: That is why 1 v;ant the words of your

proposed amendment, ^ihat are the v/ords?

im. DENNISON: The Clerk of the House has it.
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THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: That sub-section 2 of

Section 2 be amended by adding after the vrords "sewage

system" in the second line thereof, the v/ords "sewage

disposal plant."

MR. VIVIAIJ: ¥x» Chairman, this is nothing about

which there is any contention, it is a limited provision.

I do not think it laaices a particle of differenta one way

or the other, but if it pleases the hon. member for St.

David [ISr* Dennison) to accept the amendment, we ;7ill be

glad to accept it, in the way it can be applied.

THE CHAIRIMIT: Shall Section 2 as amended —
liR. VIVIAIT: No, not "as amended" in those words*

I want the words corrected.

1^. JOLLIFEE: I would suggest that the hon. member

for St. David (Mr. Dennison) and the hon. Minister (Mr.

Vivian) consult with the Legislative Council as to the

correct wording.

ISR, VIVIM: That is right.

iSR. GEORGji H. MITCHELL: (York North): I would point

out that after all this is a permissive legislation, and

the Board of Health can do it at their own discretion.

iJR. VIVIAN: That is right, the amendment does not

add anything to it.

THE CHAIRLiAI^: Shall Section 7 form part of the Bill?

Itotion agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill as aioended be reported?

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurert) : ./e can-

not report the Bill.

MR, BLACKiVELL: Perhaps if the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. cTolliffe) will infiicate whether he considers

it is essential to reserve the amendment --
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IJR. JOLLIFFE: Yes, In vlev/ of the fact that I do

not understand the matter, not being an authority on

sewage matters, such as is the hon. Minister {ISr. Vivian)

and the hon. member for St. David (Mr. Dennlson) —
as they undoubtedly are — I ^rould like to see it

reserved until I understand it more clearly.

ISR, BIACKkTELL: If the hon. mem.ber for St. David

(Mr, Dennlson) indicates h.% thinks, after the explanation,

that it is desirable to reserve it, v/e have no objection.

If not, it might as well go through.

(Pag© 1630 follows)
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MR. JOLLIFFE: The hon. Minister is very quick to

say this thing does not mean anything, but my suggestion is

that he and the hon. member for St. David (Mr. Dennis on)

could talk to the hon. members of the Legislative Council.

MR. BLACHVELL: I think the hon. member for St.

David might be satisfied to let it stand.

MR. DENNISON (St. David): Personally, I do not

tliink the words, as they appear here, mean a system with a

proper sewage-disposal system at the end of-the system.

You can have a system that pours out into the lake or river

or canal that is still a sev/age system.

HON. R. P. VIVIAN (Minister of Health): And still

it would be a proper and adequate sewage system. It may

not even be at the end of the plant.

MR. DENNISON: There might be a meaning placed on

that in the Definitions Act. I do not know. Perhaps there

is. Perhaps "sewage system" means a system withea Jgewage-

disposal plant, but I can hardly believe it.

MR. ROBINSON (Waterloo South): The hon. Minister

for Health (Mr. Vivian) stated the term "sewage system" may

or may not include a sewage-disposal plant, and I think it

is Implied, if we are going to be clear, there should be an

alteration in accordance with what the hon. member for St.

David (Mr, Dennison) is advocating.

MR. VIVIAN: Reserve the section. Why waste tinB

on it now?

MR. DEInTNISON: I am willing to have it reserved.

HON. L. M. FROST (Provincial Treasure^") : Reserve

the whole bill.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Order 39,

Bill 63.
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Lffi. CHAIR1.IAN: Thirty-ninth Orddr, Bill No. 63, "An

Act to amend the Public Trustee Act." Mr. Blackwell,

Shall Section 1 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 2 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

IvlR. CHAIRMAN: Shall the bill be reported?.

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Order No,

40, Bill No. 65.

MR. CHAIRMAN: S"ortieth Order, Bill No. 65, "An

Act to emend the Evidence Act."

Shall Section 1 form part of the bill?

HON. LESLIE E. BLACK\'/ELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Chairman, Section 1, sub-section 1, clause 2, should be

amended to read, after the vrord "coj-poratidn", by adding

the words "its successors and assigns". I think the sug-

gestion is obvious.

IvIR. CHAIRIilAN: Shall Section 1, as amended, form

part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Shall Section 2 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

MR. :^ CHAIRMAN: Shall the bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : I move we •

do now rise and report certain bills.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the Chair.

14R. WALTER B. REYNOLDS (Ldeds): Mr. Speaker, the

Committee of the House begs to report one bill with ara^end'-- -
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ment, three bills without amendment, and progress on one

bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Shall the report be adopted?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Now that

you have returned to the Cheir, I^ will revert to the first

of the Government Orders. Take Order No, 1, third reading.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: First Order, third reading of

Bill No* 37, "An Act to repeal the political Contributions

Act". f;lr. Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKHVELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move that Bill No. 37, being "An Act to repeal

the Political Contributions Act," be now read a third time.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the bill.

m, SPEAKER: Resolved that the bill do now pass

and be entitled as in the motion*

HON. GEORGE A. DRE!!! (Prime Minister): Second

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Second Order, third reading of

Bill No. 38, "An Act to amend the Judicature Act." Mr,

Blackwell.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACK/JELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move Bill No, 38, "An Act to amend the Judicature

Act," be now read a third. time.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the bill do now pass and

"be entitled as in the motion.
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im. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order No.

45, Bill No. 56^ se«ond reading.

CLERK OF TIIE HOUSE: Order No. 45, Bill No. 56,

"An Act to amend the Dog Tax and Livestock Protection Act."

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Public TiTorks):

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading of Bill No. 56.

(Page No. 1634 follows.)
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HON. GEOHJE A. DREW (Prime Minister): No. 43.

CLERK OF HOUiSE; No. 43, second reading of Bill

No. 56, intituled An ACt to Amend the Dog Tax and Live Stock

Protection Act. Mr. Doucett.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Public Works):

Mr. Speaker, I have handed a copy of an amendment

to the Hon. leader of the opposition (Mr. Jolliffe). I wish

the Bill amended in the second reading.

MR. G. H. MITCHELL; (York North): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to raise a little objection to this. If my

reading of it is right, a municipal authority may be held

responsible for damage to live stock by wild animals. It

seems rather straining the point to ask a municipal authority

to accept such a responsibility.

MR. DOUCETT: Mr. Speaker, I 1hink the Hon. member

has misinterpreted this Bill a little. It is purely permissiive.

Motion agreed to. Second reading of the Bill.

MR. DREW: No. 47.

THE CIMRK OF HOUSE: Item No. 47, second reading

of Bill No. 64 intituled An Act to iimend the Mining iict.

Mr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Minister of Mines): Mr. Speaker,,

I would like to move for second reading of Bill No, 64.

I might just give the House an explanation.

Section 1 provides for the modernizing the discovery

provisions of The Mining Act to enable the modern geophysical

methods to be brought into play in connection with claims where

the outcropping is not sufficient to indicate that there is

an outcropping of mineral.

That is the purpose of Section 1. It provides that

a mining claim maybe staked only upon discovery of valuable

minerals in place. As you know, by means of el e ctronic
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devices, and so on, minerals may be discovered whicii are

in fact many of feet underground.

The idea of this amendment is to bring the section

into line with modern scientific devices.

Section 2 is only for the purpose of using the mining

Act for the purpose of acquiring title to land. lAany cases

have arisen where valuable summer cottages may be acquired

by somebody staking under the Mining Act; and this is for the

purpose of preventing that particular act.

Section 3 brings up the date in connection with the

matter of marking tags on stakes that are put on claims.

The provision now will be that there will be a year for

doing the work, and it gives six months to place the tags

on the stakes.

Section 4 applies to the use of coupons which are

given for assay purposes. Under the practice, as it now is,- •

sometimes coupons are saved up for years and years and are all

applied to a particular claim.

In the Province of i^uebec the provision is one year;

and this amendment brings us v/ith the use of coupona down to

two years.

The succeeding sections down to sub-section 4 of Section

5 are complementary; then we come to sub-section 7 of secticaii

5, which is aimed at preventing blanketing. By an ingenious

use of The Mining Act, at the present time, 1 am advised and

it is said that work which should be done on as laany as forty

claims can be concentrated on one claim. Perhaps the Hon. member

for St. Patricks (Mr. Roberts) who gave me the figure forty

can say whether that is right or not. But it was that as

many as forty claims, the work can be done ail on one claim.

It has been decided that this should be reduced; and this pro-

vision has the effect of limiting the work that can be done
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in that manner down to nine claims instead of forty.

This prevents blanketing; and this new provision will avoid

that, and will limit the concentration of the work on so

many claims down to what is a reasonable limit.

The rest of the Act is more or less routine

down to section 7, with these amendments. In Section

7 is provided that where a soldier has a claim registered

in his name and he had a year to do the work, that if he

sells his claim to some other bona fide purchaser, the

work immediately comes due; and the result is that in many

cases the soldier is unable to sell his claim because of

the onerous conditions in the event of sale.

This provides that the pruchaser shall have a con-

tinuation of the soldier's rights up to one year.

These are matters which can be more effectly dis-

cussed later. I move the second reading of the Billt

Motion agreed to. Second reading of the Bill.

MR. DflEW; Order No. 44.

THE CLERK OF H0O3E: No. 44, second reading of

Bill No. 57, intituled An Act to Amend the Statute Labour

Act; Mr. Doucett.

MR. DOUCETT: Mr. Speaker, I move the second reading

of Bill No. 57, An Act to Amend the Statute Labour Act.

Motion agreed to. Second reading of the Bill.

MR. DREW: Order 42,

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Forty-second Order, second reading

of Bill No. 47, An Act to Amend the Workmens' Compensation Act.

Mr. Daley.

HON. CH.1.RLES LALEY (Minister of Labour): Mr. Speaker,

in moving the second reading of this Bill to amend the Workmens'

Compensation Act, I would just like to state briefly what these
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amendments are supposed to accomplish.

At the la.st Session an amendment was made to protect

the third party in an accident, a person who has been under

the protection of the Workmens Compensation Act and then

finds himself in difficulty through a third party having a

part in the accident. And the wording that was passed last

jrear was found to be a little bit to severe, and went to the

point of bringing, in certain cases, rather an injustice on

people. And we are clearing it up in the legal phraseology,

and we are also asking that this Act shall have effect on

and^fter the 6th Day of April, 1944, to eliminate that degree

of what might be called unfairness.

MH. HARRY G. NIXON (Brant): There was a case in court

at the time, was there not?

MR, DALEY: Yes, and it was felt to be unfair.

Another portion of the Act extends the right of the Conimissioners

to particiijate in the Workmens' Compensation superannuatioa.

The Goiumis si oners are, to all intents and purposes, employees

of the Commission. They work for a fixed salary. And, if they

choose, we felt that they should have the right to participate

in the superannuation fund.

The balance of the ACt simply extends to validate any

regulations, as they are continuously making new regulations

in regard to broadening the scope of the Act and taking in more

people; and this makes it absolutely certain that there can be

nothing wrong with that, and it is desired to validate those

regulations. I move the second reading of the Bill.

Motion agreed to» Second reading of the Billo

(Page 1638 follows)
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I move second reading of the Bill.
*

Jdotion agreed to; Second Readllig of the Bill.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order No. kj

.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 4? Ordered; Second Reading Bill

No. 58, "An Act to Confirm Tax Sales."

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (.Minister of Municipal Affairs):.
'

Mr. Speaker, I move second reading of Bill No. $8, "An' Act to

amend the Tax S- les Act."

Motion agreed to; Second reading of the Bill.

MR. GEORGE H» MITCHELL (York North): Would the hon.

Minister (Mr. Dunbar) - I haye not had time to go Into this -

Would that compel the municipalities to have tax sales in the

future, or are they permitted to carry on?

MR. DUNBAR: To carry on just the sam0, moving the

date ahead one year. And there were two words omitted from

the last Act, that Is, "interest" and "penalty". There was a

Court case, where they said that "All taxes accrued", and It

should have read also "interest and penalties" .i So that a man

could not carry on for ten years. If there were no purchasers,

but would have to pay any Interest and penalties.

MR, MITCHELL: I do not think the hon. Minister

(Mr. Dunbar) quite got the point I was trying to make. In

some municipalities, as the hon. Mifilster (Mr. Dunbar) is

aware, tax sales are not being held nor carried on under the

regulations which existed through the depression, when the
.

'•/
i

municipalities were un|der supervision.

IJR.' DUNBAR: Yes,
J.
understand that.

HR. MITCHELL: This is nat mandatory in that regard?

MR. DUNBAR: No, there is a number of municipalities

that have apfilied for the same privileges and powers, and that

is put in the amendment to the Municipal Act.
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HON. GEORGE A DREW (Prime Miplster) : Order No. k8,

CLERK OP THE HOUSE: Order No. 48; Second reading

-of Bill No. 59, "An Act to amend The Bees Act".

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Actl^ig Wlnlster of Agrlc-,

ultiire): Mr. Speaker, I move second re^^lng of Bill No. 59,

"J^ Act to amend The Beea Act",
,

,

j Motion agreed to; Second r©ad:J.ng of the Bill.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order No.

5^» Bill NO. 73.

CLERK OP THE HOUSE:': The 55th Order; The second

reading of bill No. 73/ "An Act to amepd The Liquor Authority

Control Act, 1944".

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL (Attorney General ): Mi»

.

Speaker, In moving second reading of BUI No. 73* being an

A<5t to amend the Liquor Authority Control Act, 1944, I
,

do not think I need a^d anything to what X said on the first

reading, except possibly Ito remind the House that this Bill

Is really a temporarily expedient . The proper method of

paying the expenses of The Liquor Authority Control Board

was set up by this Statute, and It was npt thought desirable

on further consideration to carry out that practice at the

moment, by reason of the relations between the Dominion

Government and the Provincial Government on revenue matters,

and It was felt that while this arrangement exists, the

practice ^fl regard to both receipts and disbursements under

the Liquor Control Apt should continue, and this amendment

Is for the purpose not only of accomplishing that, but

accomplishing It retroactively from the tln^ The Liquor

Ittthorlty Control Board came Into existence.'

I Bove second reading of the Bill.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time.

HON. GEORGE* A DREW (Prime Minister) : Order Kb, 43,

Bill No. 46.
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CLERK OP THE HOUSE: 43rd Order; The second reading

of Bill No. 46, "An Act to amend The Public hospitals Act".

HON. R. P. VIVIAN (Minister of Healtl^) : Mr. Speaker,

this proposed amendment to Thp Public Hospitals Act, is one

portion of a programme which has been the, concern of this

administration over the past eighteei) mohth$, as to hoy we

can improve the Hospital facilities of t|fie Province.

The main feature of the Bill has to deal with the

establishment of an increased rate to the public general

hospitals in the Province, in the matter of payment of ward

coats for indigent patients. I would not take the time of

the House to point out in detail just now all these, but I

would like them to know that we hav^ had the committees

working - some of them over a year - dealing with this

particularly difficult problem. The joint studies committee

of the Ontario Hospitals AssociatioA, and officials of the

Department of Health, and other Governmental Department,

have been attempting to ascertain the ward costs, and the

costs of the operations in the general hospitals of this

Province

.

They have made sevei*al significant contributions

to Hospital management, the primary one being in the estab-

lishment of a proper cost accounting ciystem, which was not

generally gone into in the Province heretofore, so that when

this is completed, for the first time, we will know exactly

what the hospitals have to deal with, and what they are faced

with in the matter of provision of services^ and what is the

cost of them.

In addition to that, there is a sub committee of

this joint studying committee which has been attempting to

bring forward a recommendation for hospitals, in the matter

of payment for the indigent care. It is perfectly obvious

that the small twenty-five or thirty to fifty bed hospitals
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are not required to provide the services which some of the

larger institutions must supply, ai^d ^f some of our larger

tntetltutions, particularly teaching* l^jf>sj)lt?i;i.s, they are re-

quired to provide extensive and expenpiv^ services, for

which they can receive no remu4era1j^0||i '^4 ap ^ount reflected

in the amount they receive for ^h^ 9*^^ °^' puhlic ward

patients.

I simply explain that, Mr. Speaker, to bring to

the House that this is only one very siip,ll part of the

programme which has been going forward, and which is now

coming into view.

• The proposal specificially is that the amount

payahlb by the municipalities aund the Province to the general

hospitals shall be increased, and they shall be increased in

this jpanner: Heretofore,- the municipality has paid $1.75

per patient per day for thos^ indigent patients accepted as

a municipal responsibility, and to that was added a provincial

rate of 60^

.

Last year, after the result of the original study,

which was simply a study of twenty-eight hospitals, we were

attempting to provide some relief, and made a grant of fifteen

cents extra per day from the Province to the Hospital. Some

of the municipalities, including the City of Toronto,

voluntarily increased the amount they were paying above the

$1.75 rate. The City of Toronto increased its rate to $2.19*

The proposed amendment will iiicrease the amount

from $1.75 to $2.25, municipal rate. The Provincial rat©

is left open to be fixed by Order-in-Council for this reason,

that if we are to get a classification of the hospitals,

which would mean that the hospital^ depending on its size

and the services it rendered, would be in a position to

receive better and more favourable treatment in the matter

of rates, as might be agreed upon, than the Apt would permit
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them to ^o so. So that for th« present the Provincial con-

tribution Is fixed at 759^. Thus, it is considered that

this, based on the combined rate of the $2.25 and 75<^»

would be $3.00 which is the lowest amount of money that

is considered to be applicable for ward care in any

general hospital in the Province.

I move second reading of the Bill.

MR. GEORGE H. MITCHELL (York North): Mr. Speaker,

I am Just referring for the moment to Section 2, subsection

8, this expropriation clause. Would the Board under this,

be permitted to go in1;o any municipality and expropriate,

or only the municipality in which they operate?

MR. VIVIAN: In the municipality in which they

operate

.

MR. MITCHELL: I do not think it applied to that,

Mr. Minister, (Mr. Vivian), does it?

MR. VIVIAN: That is not a matter of principle,

Mr. Speaker; it is a matter of the wording of thd Section,

and could be left to the committee.

MR. MITCHELL: Would it be possible to have an

amendment in order to keep them in the municipality in

which they are operating?

MR. WILLIAM DENKISON (St. David): Mr. Speaker,

speaking on the principle of thia Bill, I am very sorry

that the hon. Minister (Mr. Vivian) in announcing this

Bill is unable to announce somewhat or the same t>rograpne-

as he announced in this House on the I8th of March last

year, when, in a report before the House, he announced

the Government was prepa:red to underwrite the costs of

the general hospital care.

MR. SPEAKER 1 It it now six o'clock ; Would the

hon. member for St. David (Mr. Dennis on) move the jwiioam-
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ment of tho Debate?

MR. DENNISON: Yea, Mr. Speaker, I move the

adjournment of the Debate.

Motion agreed to.

The House recessed until 8 o'clock p.m.

(page 1646 follows),
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock.

LIB. DENNISON: Mr„ Speaker, before the House ad-

journed at 6 o'clock, I v;as dealing with Bill NOo 46, a

bill to amend the Public Hospitals Act, and I drew the

attention of the House, or was about to draw the attention

of the House, to the faot that the hon. Minister of Health

(Mr. Vivian) , in a report tabled in the House last year,

announced that the Government planned to underv/rite the

cost of general hopsital care. And, at that time, he

announced that there would be a minimum of 4,500 beds in the

hospitals of this province, and that the Government supposed

that they would take steps to solve that shortage in the

near future, and he gave the impression, in this report,

that the whole expense of the cost for patients in

municipal hospitals who were unable to pay their own way

would be paid by the province. And, he suggested, in dis-

cussing the number of beds needed, - he took specific

hospitals in the city of Toronto,—for instance, he suggest-

ed in this city, alone, there would be provided, when the

plan Tniiich he proposed was finishedj an additional 1,011

hospital beds. It would be divided by 185 beds for the
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Toronto East General Hospital; for the General Hospital, 200

additional beds; for the Hospital for Sick Children, 600

beds, - they would like 600 beds, but the plan would give them

168, and so on.

When that statement was made I am very certain that

the people in charge of the hospitals throughout the whole

province expected that the Government was, henceforth, going

to pay the whole cost of day care for the patients v;ho were

indigent and who are now being paid for partly by the prov-

ince, providing seventy-five cents a day, and partly by t]-

municipality, providing up to $2<,19 at that timeo

Now, that has not been realized, and I noticed last

fall, on the 20th of October, 1944, the Provincial Hospital

Association reminded the Government that that pledge had not

been fulfilled, and the 1 resident of the Provincial Hospital

Association has said, "Hospital leaders of the province had

worked so hard on the statistics, and had showed the average

cost per day of ward patrons to be §3.82, which had been --"

And it states, as it goes on, that they had not received the

$3 allov;ance v;hich had been suggested by the Hon. Mr. Vivian

himself, and the statement goes on further to say that the

province's ovm survey of hospital costs referred to this

afternoon by the hon. Minister (LIr. Vivian) shows that the

cost was f4o25 per patient per day. Now, in view of that

fact I am sure the hospital authorities, and people interested

in this problem of paying hospital costs, will be disappointed

in this bill.

According to the figures presented in the Government »s

own report, the cost per day is $4.25; according to the figures

presented by the hospital associations, themselves, throughout

the whole province, the cost is $3o8E, but, in any case, $2.25
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put up by the municipality, plus seventy-five cents put up

by the Government, (and I think that is very meagre, and

does not meet the need, at all,) the total v;ill be |3 a

day 5 leaving a total of $1 a day, -to be exact, eighty-two

cents a day, - if vie take the whole provincial average,

or $1,25 a day if we take the Government's own survey,

2. short. That means the hospitals of this province are

going to lose $lo25 a day on every patient, on every

patient referred to by the nunlcipalityp and unable to pay

his own way. That means that the plan proposed by the hon.

Minister of Health (Mr. Vivian) last March, instead of being

realized,, instead of these hospitals having funds to go ahead

and build the necessary additions, they will be forced to

continue on the present sJiortage of hospital beds, and

their expenses, as everyone knoF/s, are going up daily.

Mr. Speaker, I certainly hoped the hon. Minister

would be able to announce to this House that he was prepared,

in this bill, to remove some of the burden from the shoulders

of the municipality, and assume at least :^Z a day, as sug-

gested by him last March, for the hospitals of this province,

HON. H. P. VIVIM (Minister of Health) : Mr. Speaker,

the statement made by the hon. member for St. David (I>lr,

Dennison) was never made, and his statement is so full of

inaccuracies it would be difficult to correct them all.

There are, however, certain statements which I think should

be cleared. I tried to explain, in the original moving on

the second reading, that this bill was a bit and piece of an

overall hospital prograLome, which has evidently not penetrated

the mind of my hon. friend. He quotes the average daily ward

rate of the province as being §3o82, as discovered by the

hospital survey, which is a joint hospital study group, and
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whictL I spoke to, and that average is made of hospitals

in the vicinity of $2o73 for the lov/est, and upv/ard between a

$2o75 and ifZ mark, and some hospitals in the province as

high as $5 plus per-day care, which raises the point as to

why the amendment to the Public Hospitals Act is produced

in this way. I do not think, for a minute, that my hon.

friend would suggest a hospital that has announced and

proven ward costs of $2o73 should receive $3o82. Therefore,

in striking a rate, you .liust strike a, base rate, and the

rate which is struck by the proposed amendments is a minimum

of ;;;3. There is a provision in the bill for a sliding scale

of provincial payments that can be made effective when a

classification of hospitals is produced that is satisfactory

to the hospitals themselves and meets the needs that do

exist and havobeen shown in the costs' study programme.

Until such time as the hospital groups, themselves, are

prepared to bring forward such a classification, no one

could, under any circumstances, make any classification for

those hospitals, so what we are asking the House to do at

this time is to provide a basis, the lowest point being

$3.

Then my hon. friend (Ivlr^ Dennison) is further con-

fused in the matter of capital costs. Indigents in the

hospitals of the province, at the present time;, are at their

lowest point. Nobody running a hospital can make any money

on indigents, and nobody can save any money tov.;ard capital

costs and new construction, and one of the functions of the

committee now sitting is to determine not only the exact

need of the province in the matter of capital cost of con-

struction, but the best method of doing it, and the best

method of financing. Therefore, we must not confuse the issue
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of pajnnent of the base vrard rate with what is necessary

and has to be done to build rrioi'e hospitals, to vary the

types of hospitals and have them distributed more equitably,

I do feel when this classification which can come forward

from the Hospital Association itself is produced, the

criticism which my hon. friend has spoken of tonight, in the

matter of hospital ward costs of :^;3.,82, will be answered.

There is one thing which I forgot in my previous

utterances, and that is to give notice of motion to an^nd,

v;hich will occur at the time of i;hird reading. It will be

under Section 4, sub-section 16, paragraph b, which I will

give to the various groups at that time.

MR. WILLIAM DSI-miSCN (Sto David); May I ask the

hon. Minister this question? Did the Hospital Association

have the right picture when they understood from the hon.

Minister of Health (I;Ir. Vivian.) that he was prepared to

pay ^.3 as the province's share of hospital care?

hiR. VIVIAN: No, there was no commitment given at

that timeo The hospital people, themselves, did not expect

;;J3 from the province at any time.

MR. GEORGE H. MITCKSLL (York I^Iorth) : Mro Spealcer,

I do not feel that I can let this opportunity pass without

registering a general protest against the system of hospitaliza-

tion in this province and country, generally, v/e find at the

present time the public^ generally5 depend on a system of

hospitalization: 1, grants which aie obtained from the specific
municipality;

2, grants from the county in which the
municipality is located;

3, from public-spirited citizens who are
financially able to assist; and,

4, from the collections by women and children
on the street, implementing the funds
obtained from the other. three sources.

That does seem to ne to be a most reprehensible practice in

a country of this kind. One could understand it in the dark
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ages. Insofar as the present set-up is concerned, we find

now, even in this proposed bill, that more responsibility-

is being placed upon the municipalities insofar as proportiai-

ate contribution is concerned. I am firmly of the opinion,

insofar as the hospitalization of this country is concerned,

that it rests entirely in the hands of the Federal and

Provincial Governments. The municipalities should not be

charged. We find when roan power is needed for a matter of

national importance they do not hesitate to take them from

any part of the country.

No7^, the Ts-hole system, whatever the hon. Ministdr

may bring forward, I suggest shcjld be definitely part of

a future national health aad pensions .scheme that will quite

possibly, and I thiril<: quite fittingly, emanate from the

senior government of the country, but I do suggest the prov-

ince should have some part, both as far as administration

and probably part of the contributory costs. But, I do v;ant

to protest against the present system, and suggest to the

hon. Minister if there is- any way in which, this Government

can bring down a scheme that T/ill provide for the construction

of hospitals across the province, rather than depending on

the present methods, it will be a very commendable effort on

his part.

im. JOSSPH 3. SAIi5BERG (St, Andrew): Ilr. Speaker,

just a word in general regarding the problem of hospitalization,

which is nothing new, but which this bill does not necessarily

help to solve. I submit, Ivlr. Spealcer, that the public citizens

of this province were led to believe, as a result of legislation

proposed and legislation opposed in this House, that improved

facilities would be provided and improved services would be

gotten. Nothing of the sort took place. In this bill, which
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seeks to amend the weaknesses in the present weak system

of hospitalization, the hon. Ilinister of Health (Mr.

Vivian) does not take a single step, as far as we can

estimate, from the legislation before us, to further ease

the burden of the municipalities and the tax payer, nor
it

does he do aiything to make/possible for these institu-

tions to take care of sections of people that they employ.

I am particularly concerned) (and I am certain, Mr.

Speaker, that the hon. Minister is not unaware of it,)

that because of the charitable character and the policy

of the Government, the Provincial. Government , to take full

responsibility for hospita]ization, v;e permit a

shameful exploitation of some of the finest women in the

country, who are serving as nurses in these institutiona.

They are doing their work with devotion, and even with

self-sacrifice, but the institutions are unable to pay

them adequately to take care of their requirements and

to enable them to live decently. I do not believe that

many of them give up their duty because of the payment,

but it is a fact that they are underpaid, and it is a

fact that most of the hospitals are unable to pay the

nurses a living wage and to provide them with living

quarters of a sort that they deserve, in view of the

service that they render, and this is so because moat,

if not all, hospitals depend upon private charity con-

tributions from individuals who make up the deficits that

accumulate year after year, and I, like the hon. member

for York North (Mr. Mitchell) feel that this matter should

be brought to the attention of the House and the public,

and that the government should have by nor assumed

greater responsibility in the financing, particularly
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of indigent patients, let alone assuming the responsibility

for hospitalization, generally, more than they have done.

Last year we had the expression from the Government

benches against a national scheme, -"7/e vmnt only a provincial

scheme." Now we have no provincial scheme.

HON. GEORGE A. DHEW (Prime Minister) : L!r. Speaker,

it should not be necessary to correct the hon. membero No

such statement was made by the Government at any time to any

general plan,

im. 3ALSBSEG: If I recall, -- I have not the record

before me, -- the hon. Minister for Health (Mr. Vivian) ob-

jected to the scheme, as it was known, and then, true, it

was not completed and was not in its final stage v/hen this

matter was before the House a year ago. The question was

definitely created, - v;hat we want is a provincial scheme,

and one able to give better service than any federal scheme

as outlined at that time«

Further, my main purpose at this moment, ijlr.

Speaker, is not to engage in a discussion of merit of prov-
in

incial concernj but I believe/a federal health insurance

scheme that will talce care of the hospitalization require-

ments of all citizens. Until such time as this is achiev-

ed, I do feel this Government should go further than it

does in assisting hospitals so their service may be improv-

ed, and so these splendid people working in them, nurses

and attendants, will be taken care of in the degree they

deserve and that the people, at large, would like to see

them looked after, but which is denied them because of the

meagre contribution of the province toward indigent

patients.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the bill.
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HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order No. 42,

Bill NOo 35,

LIB. SPEAICER: Forty- second Order, Bill No. 35, "An

Act to araend the Damage "by Fumes Arbitration Act." llr. Frost.

HON. LESLIE LI. Il^OST (Minister of Kines): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to move second reading of Bill No. 35, and in

SO' doing I ishoiild like to explain the purpose of this amend-

ment and to give notice of a further addition, by vaj of

amendment, to this Act which, if introduced now, can be print-

ed and in the hon^ members' boolcs for the committee stage

of the bill.

Now, the amendment, as proposed in the printed

Mil which is in the hon. members' books, is a comparatively

simple oatter. It increases the wrapany^s contribution to

the sulphur arbitration" casts from .|5j000 to $10,000. The

purpose of that is as follows: Lire Murray is the present

sulphur fiuaes' arbitrator, and he is employed by the Depart-

ment of Mines, or has been employed by the Department of

Mines, on a part-time basis. He is alsD employed as a

Commissioner of Agricultural Loans in making farm valua-

tions and adjustments under the Farm Loans Act. As the

result of a discussion which took place in the Legislature

here last year at the time the estimates were introduced,

a good deal of the question was raised to the sum of $5,000,

which had been set down in the estimates providing for the

costs of Mr. Murray and these arbitration proceedings, as

the result of those discussions last spring, the Deputy

Minister, LIr. Rickerby, and myself visited the Sudbury area,

and particularly the agricultural area v;hich had been •

affected by sulphur fumes, and v/e went over, quite extensive-

ly, the situation there, and as a result of this we £^re now
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placing Ivlr. Murray on a full-time basis in connection with

the sulphur-fumes matters , and- taking him out of the

Agricultural Loans Section, and in the meantime the Depart-

ment of Mines, in connection with the Department of Lands

and Forests, is conducting quite extensive investiga-

tions into the subject of the. injury to the plant life ond

so on which is happening in the Sudbury area because of

the heavy fumes which come from the various plants in that

locality. At the moment the services of ilr. Murray are

being loaned to the Department of LandL- and Forests, which

is conducting an investigation, and we feel that the costs

of the Department will probably be doubled in the next

year, and for that year we doubled the amount the mines

are paying.

The mines actually pay to the province, or the

Department of Mines, the costs of. the investigator in the

cases of investigating sulphur-fumes matters.

Now, at this time, I should like to introduce a

further amendment to the Act providing for an ^ peal

from the Sulphur Fumes Arbitrator, Particulars of this

can be printed and in the hon.members' books when the

matter comes up in committee. The appeal provisions are

roughly these: for a good many years past, I believe

about twenty year^, the decision of the Sulphur Fumes

Arbilrator has been final, and there has been no appeal

•from that. As was mentioned in the House here last spring,

the number of cases which actually go to arbitration are

comparatively few, -speaking off-handedly, I think in 1944

there were 506 cases, and I think about 135 of those were

settled by the company without any notification. They

went out and settled them, and I think the arbitrator only
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handled something less than a dozen cases, so that the

matter of appeal may not be of importance, but I was

impressed, and the Government was impressed, by what the

hon. Leader of the Opposition (I\Ir. Jolliffe) said in

connection with the Sulphur Itimes Arbitrator. His

decision is a final decision, and it may be that many

of those up there may perhaps feel they are blocked

from a complaint, and therefore we are introducing a

provision permitting an eppeal to the municipal board

in connection with the findings of the Sulphur Fumes

Arbitrator.

I beg to dove second reading of the bill.

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

(Page No, 1657 follows.)
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MI^. DilEW: Forty- eighth order.

'im CLEHK OF HOUJE: The fiftieth ordero Second

reading of Bill NOo 66 intituled An ^ct to amend The Nurses'

Registration ACto Mr. Viviano

HON. A. P. VIYIAN (Minister of Hcaltki): I^. Speaker,

this Bill is really so simple that there is not much more to

add to what is already contained in the explanatory note.

The proposal is a simple one, to roake recogniti on of a new

class of nurses, to register assistant nurses whose qualifi cat ions

will be governed by regulations. They will have the oppor-

tunity of acquiring a title for the practical training which

they will receive. The proposal will not in arjy way interfere

with, efforts in smaller communities where they do practical

nursing, but it will assure them of the title.

MISS xiGrWE3 MaCPEAIL (York East^: Ivlr. Speaker, I would

like to ask the Hon. Minister of Health what about the iicauemic

qualifications which will be necessary for nurses in training,

MR. VIYIAN: Mr. Speaker, replying to the Hon. Member

for East York (Miss Riacphail) I can only say that the Association

is drawing up regulations to take care of that. It is as

simple as possible, as I unuerstand, the first year in higfe

school or graduation from an elementary school,

MISS JViACPIiAlL: It is difficult I judge by reading

in the newspapers, for the hospitals to get enough girls to

train in the hospitals to turn out A* N. because of one fact

that junior matriculation is a very low educational qualifica-
r

tion and other hospitals require senior matriculation. That

takes a long time, and it takes a lot of money on the part c£

the parents or the students. They go into hospitals and tcain

for three years; and in some hospitals they have to trainfor

three years and get no pay or uniforois,

I do >not know of any work where they work so hard
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and arduously as nurses in training. I do register a pro-

test that if the educational standard has to be as higk

as junior matriculation, I have learned that in some hos-

pitals it nust be senior matriculation, — and they have

more or less to buy their own things daring the three years

of training. Of course they live in the building ana their

food is supplied; but soiaethirig more than that is necessary

if there is to be enough or nurses in training, because what

they are paid, when they graduate as H. N. Nurses is not

nearly enough to compensate them for these years of training.

I expected that something like this would have to

happen because I expected that in wartiice, at any rate,

people who have taken their junior or senior matriculation

would not take to that three years more of training with no

compensation, and with really hard work and long hours, and

I am told sometimes seven days in the week, — I hope that does

not happen in all hospitals, — and then when that is over

they get but a very average or very small wage or salary so

that this will fit a need.

But there is another paragraph I want to maloso

It is sometimes true that a person who is very clever

academically has not the qualifications which will cHke a good

nurse; and sometimes people who have the very qualifications

which would make a good nurse will find that the training is

very difficult, because they did not go to school long enougk.

So that I recommend people of less academic training

who can have at least professional recognition; and that can be

done. But probably the thing that should be done later is to

pay nurses in training something, -- I am not talking about a

salary now, but I am talking about enough so that the nurse in

training does not have to rely upon parents for three years
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more of buying uniforras and clothes that they laust have when

they go out of the hospital on the street. But that they

will ^jet souething, twenty-five or thirty dollars a month,

in aadition to their training. I recognize that their

training is and should be considered of value. But 1 do

consiuer that hospitals exploit, — of course they are

really driven into it, but I do consider that they exploit

students in training. And all of us have knov/n cases where

the health of a student in training has suffered, — gener-

ally temporarily, — owing to their arduous training and long

hours

e

I hope that what will happen will be that they will

accept junior matriculation at first, and then when they go on

that they will get recognition.

Motion agreed to. Second reading of the Bill,

im. DHEW: Fifty-first Order

GLEHK OF THE HOUSE: Fifty-first Order, second reading

of Bill No. 68 intituled An ACt to Amend the Venereal Diseases

Prevention Act . Mr. Vivian.

UR, VIVIAK: Mr. Speaker, in rising to move the

second reading of this Bill, which is An Act to Amend the

Venereal Diseases Prevention Act, there are a few thiiigs I

would like to point out to the House, soiue of which are histori-

cal, and I hope at least that you will find them interesting*

The Venereal Diseases Prevention ACt became a separate

statute in this Province in 1918. Prior to that time, the

first legislation enacted to a eal with this problem of ven-

ereal disease was in 1879 and was contained in an Act en-

titled an Act respecting Andrew Mercier reformatory for

Females. It was not until 1913, in a revision of the same

Act, that the words "syphilitic or other venereal disease"
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appeared in the Ontario otatuteso

Thia present venereal disease prevention Act con-

tains some of the provisions which have been carried over

from the original Andrew Mercer Act, together with amendments

from time to time.

This iict was administered by the division of Communi-

cable Disease Control in the Department of Health until 193 9.

At that time a separate division of Venereal Disease control

was established; and Mr. iSpeaker, it was probably a very wise

move that such a separate division was established, because

the problem, while one of communicable disease, is more than

just a couiliiuni cable disease problem, and the method by which

one must aeal with it does not follow the same general princip-

les of aealing with an ordinary coiiimuni cable disease.

Previous to 1943 this problem was dealt with in

Ontario through steps which had been taken to develop

venereal disease control clinics in twenty institutions

subsidized by the Department of Health. These centres were

organized in twelve general hospitals, and some preventative

measures were carried out; but there was no co-ordinated prograiome

either in epidemiology or in public health education. A most

significant omission, l»lr. Speaker, is evident in the absence

of recoras and statistics' prior to 1943, and this is the main

reason that in answer to a question which was put on the Order

Paper, question 14, that the answer had to be "No record avail-

able." For those who may have forgotten the question, I

will read it, "How many cases of syphilis (all forms) have

been reported in each year from 1939 to 1944, inclusive"?

"How i.iuny babies were born in Ontario suffering from pre-

natal syphilis?" This question, unfortunately, was drawn in

a way to indicate that the author was not familiar with the
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o

problem, — and I do not say this unkindly, — but it is

a difficult problem; ana I would like to point out some

reasons wiiyo

Ti'ie reports of pre-natal sypailis provide only

an inuication of the actual numbsr^ Fi^ior to 1943, there

was no effort 3iiade to separate into classes the various;

types of syphilis; ana I can assvire ^:>\i that s-oeps were

taken inimeaiately after 194£ to rectify this omi&sion and a

good luany others by reorganization of the venereal disease

control Organization, ^nci. thiij Organization recognized the

need for knowing a good deal laoro ubouc ayphilis in this

Province

o

Since iipril Ist, 1944, a very detailed analysis has

been icade on a daily and weekly basiis- in this division,

of all cases being reported^ This analysis i-epresents a

distribution of cases in typo, stage of disease, by reporting

the district, age, group and sex. Such infornation will be

invaluable in improving our data on venereal disease. re-

liable data on the incidence of venereal disease for the

latter nine raonths of 1944 and up to date is now available

o

iidded to tnis the division searched the records and

made as an accurate analysis as was possible for the first

three months of 1944. So, Mr, Speaker, we have a reasonably

complete record for 1944 and a comple i;e recora since that time.

iina steps, of course, are being taken to make our statistical

data even more valuable for public health purposeso

Now, at the time of the reorganization of this division

of the jepartment in 1943, a preventative programme was out-

lined and a set of objectives was set for the coming year.

1 am very happy to state thtit most of these objectives already

iiave been attained. There was, first, the reorganization
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of the central office with the provision of additional

space, administration and equipment and complete records;

second, the expansion of the office staff; third, the

provision of an epidemiological venereal programme; fourth,

a careful and essential programme on venereal disease; and

fifth, the question of a programme for the improvement off

venereal disease progress. We are not particularly proud

of some of our attempts.

There was a reorganization of the physio-therapy

division on an organized basis. Thirdly, the organization

of a most cordial liason with the Federal Department. And,

I might say, Ivir. Speaker, that without this last, none of the

rest would have been possible

»

The expanded prograume of the organization of this

administration contains seven important objectives, in other

words the things which we are trying to do, firstly, an assurance

of adequate raedical care to every person in this province

suffering from venereal disease is most important. Every

person in need of treatment must receive it, Ldany patients

will seek medical care at the hands of their own physician,

and the Department is making it possible in such cases for

the physician to provide all the necessary care, regardless of

the patient's ability to pay. In some instances it will be

necessary for the Department to pay all the costs of such

treatment.

Second, the establishment of a prograr.jne of health

educc^tion on venereal disease. V^e firmly believe that venereal

disease is wide spread to-day largely because people do not

know what it is about; they are unaware of the facts; and

this can only be overcome by a sound programme of public

education which is presented in an acceptable manner*
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Third, the objective to deal with the procedure

in undiscovered cases. The Department ia developing a field

service of carefully selected trained workers, who will

assist the local communities in their campaign against

venereal disease, because the campaign against venereal

aisease must have its being largely in the local coLimunity;

so that one of the important further objectives of the pro-

gramme is to stimulate the local municipality to take such

action as will be required to correct the facts, so that

incidence of venereal disease may be lessened,

Fifth, to protect tiie homes and families of this

Province. The young people planning marriage must be taught

the facts, and should have a pre-marital blood test; and,

sixth, the Department has outlined the measures to assure

for the unborn the fullest protection from congenital

syphilis. The treatment of a mother before the birth "of

a child will prevent the transmission of the disease to the

child.

Seventh, we are concerned w-ith the advancement in

teaching and research ana with the facilities within this

province of the three splendid medical schools, large

hospitals, ana research and other institutions; and we look

forward to the time when further advance may be taken in this

regard.

So, hir» Speaker, to assist in implementing this

programme in one particular way, this amendment %o the

Venereal Diseases ACt is presented to the House, The proposed

Bill contains seven sections, apart from its entitlement.

Sections 1, 3, 4 and 5 are designed to secure improvement in the

adequacy of treatment and to further protect the unaffected

public in such a manner as to ensure the greatest possible
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cooperation of those affected ana their physicians

c

I would like to poxut out to the House that the

problem of venereal control is not a simple one. Venereal

disease is much nore than a simple comiauuicable disease.

It involves social and moral issues which must be taken

into account in uesigning effective control. I cannot

stress that too strongly. There are so many facets to the

problem and there are so many things which must be taken

into consideration, that sometimes we may stumble in pro-

ducing effective measures with undue haste and with an

insufficient amount of consiaerationt.

• Section 2 of the Act, Mr. Speaker, is a new uectiono

It is designed to protect the new generation by requiring

that suitable test0, -be made to assure the parents of the

unborn child that no syphilitic condition existSo

It is important thut such tests shall be taken as

early in pregnancy as possible, because experience shows

that treatment begun before the fifth month of pregnancy

and continued in an effective manner will assure that the child

will be born free of this affliction.

To assure that the treatment will be given without

cost to the afflicted, if necessary, the requirement contained
and

in the amendiaent/to the statutory provision elsewhere can and

will fully protect the new generation.

And, Mr. Speaker, the passage of this Bill will loark

another milestone in our progress in dealing with this problem;

and again Ontario will be the first Province in this Dominion

to enact progressive legislation. I am informed that nowhere

else in this Dominion has such legislation been introduced and

implemented, not even in Saskatchewano Mr, Speaker, I have

the honour to move the second reading of this Bill.
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MR. STRANGE: 'i'herx, ivir. iipeaker, the Hon. Minister

of Health has the information which I usked for as to pre-

natal syphilis in 1944, so that the answer vfas only true in

regard to the information in 1943 and previously, — or I

may be wrong.

MH. VIVIAN: The question was how many babies were

born in 1939 to 1944 suffering from pre-natal syphilie.

^na the answer was, We do not know. Kor for any year.

I can tell you how many we know about but 1 cannot tell you

how many there were^

MR. DEKKISON: I would just like to say that the

House should know the extent of delinquent patients, if

I might use that term, with this reply in answer to Mr.

otrange's question o

In the province a total of five thousand, three

hundred and sixty-five cases of syphilis v/ere reported in

1944. Of that number nine hundred and eighty-three were

treated in these twenty clinics which are partly operated

by the province, to whom at least, assistance is given by

the Province. Another nine hundred ana eighty-three cases

treated in ir'rovincial clinics. It is most amazing to find

tbat three hunared and ninety six, or thirty-seven per cent,

were aelinquent in completing their treatment. Now, it

seems to me, Ivir. Speaker, that until vjc can solve that prob-

lem we have a long way to go before we solve the venereal

aisease problem.

I was interested last fall in an article in the Star

by Dr. Hut ton of Brantford in which he suggested that the

local officer of health should have the power to put patients

on oatk, and force a disclosure of the names and addresses

of contacts, iind, further, the suggestion was made that on«
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weakness in our present set-up was in this respect,

tkat when the Provincial Department of Health notifies

the local meaical officer of Health of a new case in his

District, he docs not know the name and address, nor

the name of the physician.

MH. VIVIaN: Why should he?

Mi. DEIWISOH: It is reported by number. And in

Button's article he made this point, that as long,: as that

system prevails the Local iviedical Officer of health will

never track down all the subjects.

Mi{. GEOi^E R. ILiHVEY (Sault 5te. Marie): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to say that as far as this Bill goes

I can see no objection to it. I would like to heartily

endorse what the Hon. Minister has said about the need of

pre-marriage testa.

I know it was at first rather difficult to discuss

such legislation; but I do not think the Hon. members need

to be reminded that tkere is on the Order Paper such a Bill,

and it would be in the interests of the Province that that

Bill should be dealt with.

I am glad the Hon Minister mentioned why there was

no answer to the question No. 3, asking for the number of

venereal disease or gonorrhea treated in each year from

1939 to 1944 inclusive by private physicians or by private

clinics.

I was under the impression, perhaps I was wrong, --

that all physicians and ail clinics must report to the De-

partment every case of venereal disease coming under their

care. In that case it should be possible to have the re-

cords in oruer to answer that particular question.

Before I conclude tir. Speaker, I would like to pay
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some tribute to the remarkably good work which has been

done during the last year by various organizations through-

out the Province under the guidance, I believe, of Major

Larue of the Department. They have done good work in

bringing to the attention of the public the nature and the

importance of this djsease and its control. I think the

opportunity should not be missed to pay tribute to the work

which has been don«. When the work was first undertaken

it wus rather a disagreeable subject. I believe it was

taken up by the Junior Boara of Trade; by public lectures

and pictures they have given education on the subject,,

Now, the real problem with venereal disease is the lack of

knowledge of the disease on the part of the general public.

There is one point in this Bill, — perhaps I

siaould put it r^xther in the nature of a question. I realize

it is part of the existing Act, but in section 3 , sub-section

1(a) it refers to any person, where any person has been

named under oath.

I would like to ask the Hon. Minister by whom that

oath is administered. It does not seem to specify in the

lict who is to administer that oath. Would it be possible to

include "or affirmation" — you remember we had a discussion

on a previous Bill, and the aecision v/as that "or affirmation"

should be included.

UR. VIVIAN; Yes; *

liR. liivRVEY: I would like to ask the Minister why it

was not possible to answer question 3?

LiR. VIVIaN: Would you mind reading question 3.

Mi. ^PEiiKEH: I would venture to suggest for the in-

formation of the House, the questions on the Oraer Paper aie

not debatable.
'MIU J'JIlLilfaE i i am awaii a of tJaat, Mi. '

. Opuakuii

"3. iUn i.iuuy oflc e a ?f ^yjiiix lis and gonoiThea have-
liueu Lreatod in oaoh ya

-

A C frgin, 105^ to 10 -11
IxialuaiJiii bji pvivate- phyflioiana or by privat e cil!rit;s <
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MH. oTHAHiE: I am aware of tkat, Ivlr. Speaker.

"3. How many cases of sypiailliii and gonorrjaea
have been treated in each year from 1939 to
1944 inclusive by private physicians or by

\ private clinics?**

(Page 1669 follows)
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MR. VIVIAN: I think the answer was no record

available for exactly the same reason that, unfortunately,

previous to 1943 our record left a great deal to be

desired «. Since then, 4s I explained, since 1943 we have

a good record and that has been kept up ever since*

Il5R. STRANGE: That same answer, would it apply to

other questions, the fact that the records are not in order.

MR. VIVIAK: Yes»

Motion agreed to.

MR. DREW {Prime Minister): Second reading Bill NOo69.

CLERK OP THE HOUSE: 52nd Order, second reading of

Bill KOo69, "An Act to Amend the Hours of Work and Vacations

with Pay Act", 1944* l^oDaley.

MR. WILLIAMS: Mr. Speaker^ I j^st wanted to ask a

question before it did come before the House

c

THE SPEAKER: It is not before the House <>

HON. MR DALEY (Minister of Labour): In explanation,

while the Act Itself has written is pretty much self explanatory,

it is simply to empower Industry and Labour Board to operate

the hours of work and vacation with pay, to make regulations, to

decide a period of time that could be set in order to accumulate

8 hours of worko In other words, to decide how many hours a

person could be called upon to put in upon a split shifts There

are certain types of industries that it is very difficult to

get away from the split shift - such as restaurant business -

and we are trying to get down as low as we possibly can and we

want regulations and authority to do it» The other powers of the

Act is to make it possible for to have regulations in regard to

vacations with pay and where a person who does not work a full

year for a certain employer but who for any reason, either of

his own accord or because he happens to be laid off or fired will

be entitled to a pro rata basis of. the amount of money he would
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liave accumulated for holidays <> It is simply broadening

the regulations we now have in effect in regard to the

construction industry, where we know that the work is more

or less intermittentand men, with few exceptions of course,

are not steadily employed for a full year and as you know

le instituted the book with the stamp credit, which is

working very wello So now we propose to extend that so that

all people who work will accumulate credit according to the

length of time they work for any employer o I move the

second reading.

Motion carried

o

Iffi. WILLIAIi'^: V/hen I got up before I wanted to

fi|$.d out whether there was something wrong with the arrahg«-

ment of these things o I see that this Bill is numbered 69 -

mine is narked 50 but apparently 69 in this House comes before

50.

Hon. Members: That is right,

ISRo WILLIAMS? Do not be sure it is going to be

right; because you are in the minority,you know. More ways of

killing a pig than cutting its throato

Now, I have no objection at all to these two small

things that are contained in this Bill IJOo 69 but what bothers

me is that there is a possibility of the effect of this Bill

was sort of outlawing the other bill or making it not possible

to bring it on or something,, I believe there is something in

the Rule, is not there - something that has already been dealt

Witt on the same subject, not being possible to re-introduce.

Is not that in the same session or is it all cock-eyed I got them,

I do think that the Bill ought to be taken in their proper order

instead of jumping all over as we are doing here» Had we taken

the bill in their proper order the two point that are contained

in Bill 69 of the Minister would have been taken care of in this
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other Bill with other things which the minister has not

taken care of o I am quite satisfied that the minister did

not even think of doing this one until he saw Bill Ko.50.

In the last session of the House we pointed out

just how silly the sections of the hours of Work and

Vacation with Bay Act werso How inadequate they wereo

The possibility of misconstruction of particular clauses

but apparently we were too young in experience in the House

then to have any notice taken of our words <, And I am glad

td isay that after twelve months they have learned by experience

that the things we complained of are now going to be

correctedo We told you then that this business of giving a

week's holiday with pay^ there is a f&Tj funny incident in

this clause of Yaction with Payo The Minister and the Attorney

General will recollect that it reads that every employee working

in an industrial establishment or undertaking shall be granted

one week's holiday with pay for every working year of his

employment o Well, some of our people in the Trade Union

Movegient for just amusement took the literal interpretation of

the Clause and went up to their employer, some with 30 years

service and said; the law now says we can get 30 weeks holidays

with pay because we have been 30 years in your employment » I

believe, too, the thing really went to the courts up in Londono

I am informed there was an attempt made to have some judge rule

on this particular thing but he ruled the intent of the Clause

rather than the words

o

I am glad now that the correction is being made but I

do hope that and I think I am entitled to this explanation from

the Prime Minister (I hope the introduction of this particular

Bill is not going to set aside Bill 50 which deals with some

phases of this same matter because Bill 50 contains other things
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that this Bill NOo69 do«s not refer to.

MRo DALEY: Might I, Mro Speaker, just say we do not

do things just out of the hat. He give them very careful

consideration. I would say both these amendments have received

for the past six months very much consideration.

Rffi, a&LSBERG; (St. Andrew): Does this Bill- I did not

see it - does it in his opinion provide for such groups of

workers who, by the nature of their work, are employed by a

whole number of employers instead of one or twoo I have been

approached by the Union of Restaurant Employees, who have a

considerable number of members, who are employed by different,

employers all the timeo They might work two days in one

establishment or for one caterer and the tiait three days else-

where,. They are engaged and working quite steadily and they

are not receiving any vacation with pay. That is also true

in many cases with musicians and others o There was some

provision in the Act originally and I submit llr. Speaker, that

the amendment does not seem to provide for that group of workers

o

I wonder what the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley{ would have to say

about it. •

MR. DALEY: I think there will have to be some limit.

There would have to be a reasonable amount of money coming to

make it worth while or else by regulations it could be worked out

30 that once a month the amount of money might be credited to that

person. I do not think we should put people to the expense

and trouble of putting one cent, two cents, in a book every time

that somebody might work but this Act does definitely take care of

that type of worker, but regulations will have to be worked out to

handle it.

MR, SALSBERG: I wanted to ask a question firsto Now,

Mr. Speaker, I am a bit doubtful about the regulations that this

department has preparedo Last year in the adoption of this Act
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th#r« were differences of opinion in the House - I am not

prepared to agree with the hon» Minister that the regulations

fully interpreted the Act and I do not know whether we can

leave matters to the Depq^rtment to regulateo I think every

hon. member of this House was of the impression that the

regulations adopted last year provided for the maximum work-

day and the regulation •> I am sorry tc say - I have not got

them with m«; I have then in the building; I did not think

discussion would come on in this Bill ^ but the regulations

issued on the hours of work and holidays with pay, extended

that limit far beyond o There was a violation of the spirit

of the Act; there was a maximuia work-day establishedo The

regulations did not interpret the spirit or even the letter of

the Act 3 as I recall =. Second, the Depagrtiu&nt or the Minister

who is responsible for thesw regulations in the final analysis

did somathing more than thato They permitted themselves to

include, partioularly in the hours of work group of industries,

that were definitely designated by the Federal authorites as

not being war industries ,> For instance, the Hono Member for

Bellwood {Mr^ MacLeod) tells ma florists are included as war

industry. But the industry I was referring to was textile,

with which the hon» minister is acquainted witho In the Federal

regulations 1003textila is listed as non-essential industry » I

suspect, Mro Speaker,, that the great influence of the textile

industry was responsible for the Federal authorities listing

them as not being governed by 1003 because 1003 was to have

governed only war industries, but to the extent of that industry

is powerful in Q.uebec and perhaps being aware that Quebec provincial

Legislation will be less effective than even i003, that

industry was in the column of non-essential industry federally, but

when it came to list textile industry in Ontario, insofar as the

hours of work was concerned, they were listed amongst those
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war industries and hours of work in that industry is not

to be considered at this timeo I do not, Mr, Speaker, know

with what authority those regulations were made and I use

this opportunity of bringing these matters to the attention

of the Hone Ministero I might say that I spoke out against

them at the time when they were made knownc. To the best

of my ability I tried to point out that the regulations

were violating the spirit of the Act of last year which we in

this House were led to believe provided a maximum work day,

regulations did not permit that.> Second, that they violated

the spirit of the Act when in conflict with the Ottawa

regulations 1003 they included textile as an industry that

is essential in character and therefore an industry to which

the regulations of the Act cannot apply^ You cannot have it

both ways, Mr.. SpeakaTo If it is an essential industry it

should be governed by 1003 in Q,uebeOo In 'Quebec it is not

governed because it is not listed as essential, but in Ontario

they were listed as very essentialand therefore hours of woilc

could not be disturbed and I am sorry this was permitted to

happen and I believe the minister should point all the weaknesses

out at this time in the hope of bringing about changes in

these regulations and also perhaps make sure that new regulations,

if they are to be made on the basis of these regulations, will

be more in accord with the spirit and intent of the Act than

experience has shown us during the past yearo

MR. GEORGE Ho MITCHELL (York- North) J I am rising, Mr.

Speaker, on a point which was referred to by the hon. Member from

Ontario (Mro Williams) It might, I think, be termed as a point of

informationo The hon. member from Ontario (Mro Williams referred

to a Bill sponsored by himself. Bill NOo50 which is relavant

and in line with this Bill KOo69 now under discussiono liow,

at that time the Minister was in his seato The question I wish
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to direct to the government benches is this: There are

many private bills on the docket, sponsored by private

members, I ^ust wonder whether it is going to be possible

for any of those bills to be given consideration by the

government benches or is their purpose to recognize any

bill sponsored hy anyone other than the government benches?

MR. BLACKiVELLs As the irjember for Ontario (Mro

Williams) has so kindly pointed out we are a minority here

and if the rest of the House might so decide we might not

reacii those bills <>

MR. NIXONinCBrant )s May be we had better start

calling Orders then^

MR. MITCHELL;- I still wish to say, Mr= Speaker,

that Is an evasion of i<^y question^ This is too important

a matter to just laugh at in this manner <> There are many

bills, much time have been spent ony time has been spent in

order that these elected members ^ representatives of the

people, might bring some legislation down that v/ill be ot

real benefit to the people and the worthy gentlemen, the

Hon. Attorney Gr^eral (Mro Blackwell) just iiughs it off^

just as much to say because we domot happen to belong to the

Government benches that anj'-thing we may have is just utterly

futile

o

MR. BLACKWELL? No^ I mean the House seems a trifle

amused at the prospect but the consideration I mentionecb is a

very real one^ I might say to the hono member for York North

(Mr«Mitchell) that if the Hansard of this House were examined I

think it would be found that the Government benches have not

taken up any more than a very poor share of the discussion of

this House and if the Bill have not been reached as rapidly as

the member for York (Mro Mitchell) desires or others desire,

they might talk it over in their several caucuses, and if they
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prefer Bill to discussion of other matters no doubt that

could be arranged by co-operating generally throughout

the House

»

MR LEAVENS (Woodb ine ) : Section 1 to the

amendment I think has been clarified by the Minister of

Labour (Mr, Daley) I would Just like to know where Clause

(ddj comes under this particular Acta I have tried for

weeks to get clarification in regard to wages with pay *»

what groups come under land what do noto To which I have no

satisfactory answero The Minister himself when I discussed

the question with him was not too clear on it o Industry and

labour board has not been too clear on it and I think this Act

as a statutory law should be clarified to a point where members

would be sure what this Act means and who comes under Tiacation

with Pay.

MR, DALEY; I think that the hon. member for iVoodbine

{ISTo Leavs) still has in his mind one particular case whereo.

MR» LEAVauS; I have not one particular case in mind

at all; I have simply asked in a general way for clarification

of who comes under the Acto

THE SPEAKER J May I JUst respectfully suggest to both

sides, we are going on *ith Committee work; we are not

discussing principle of Bill, That is out of order*

MRo CASSELMAN (Nippissing) s I don't know that I

a^ppreciate the remark of the Attorney General insinuating we

were taking up more time than the Government Benches, and we

will come to our Bill after a while I trust, and I am not so sure

that the mistakea of the Bills we passed a year ago will be

corrected by this Bill.. I should have liked, LIro Speaker,

if this Bill instead of leaving it up to the regulations to prescrit

what length of hours shall constitute a day's work, I should

prefer the Bill to have in a clause specifying what those hours were
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I certainly do not intend to ask any questions but I think

when a minister brings down a bill it might be a :?ery good

idea for him to give some intimation what he thinks hours

areo I know some people who think you can work from

9 aoffio to 11 pofflo and to 4 a^mo and still c^ll it a day's

work.

VIS. DALEY:; I would go so far as to say I think

10 hours to get 8 hours in but we tried to deal with the

people concerned in a given industry j, both employee and

employer and work out something that will be satisfactory.

Motion agrasd to; Bill read the second time.

THE SPEAKER' Next order.

MR, WILLIAMS i Wliat about Bill lJOa50 nowo

MR, BLACK?/ELL2 KOoSprd Order.

THE CLSRK OF THE HOUSK; 53rd order, second reading

Bill (NOo70) "An Act to amend The I^bdical Act,* MroViviano

¥R? VIVIAIJ; I am in some difficulty as to know how

to deal with this Act in a way which will be easier on the

House* It is a Bill of some 1^ or 18 sections. There are no

principles involved that I think are contentious and I think

inasgiuch as the Bill is in the member's books it will be dealt

with in Committee, I simply propose to move the second reading

at this time»

m. JOLLIFFS; The difficulty about that is when we

getoin Committee the Chairman will be calling the sections and

no doubt they will go through very quickly <> Now, it might

save time and trouble- it is just a suggestion - I am not saying

the Minister to do this if he does not feel like it, but it might

save time and trouble if he would give a brief explanation about

each section noe<,

MR. VI7IA1\: I would be very glad to do that. V^hat I day
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would simply be an elaboration of the explanation in the

booko

MR. JOLLIFFEs It is as unimportant as all that?

MRU VIVIANS As a matter of principloo This is

principle. I really think it can be dealt with in Committee

much more effectivelyo

Motion agreed tOo

CLERK OF THS HOUSES Second reading of the Bill.

MRo BLACKWELL; Gall Bill NOo72.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Second reading of Bill Moo72.

"An Act to Amend The Liinimum Wage Act,** Mr^ Daley.
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HON. CHAS. DALEY (Liinister of Laboior): L!r. Speaker,

I move the second reading of Bill No. 72, "An Act to Aoend

the Minimam Jage Act". This is another one of the regu-

lations, ;/e wish to he able to ascribe the proper number

of hours for a part-time employee. Je think that the cus-

tom sometimes used more or less of calling in part-time

eciployees for one or two hours is unnecessary and is a

hardship on the worker, 'i/e have in mind that they should

be assured of four hours' work as a part-time employee,

or receive the equivalent of four hours' pay per day.

This clause vail enable us to regulate under the Minimum

iSTage Act that particular phase.

The other is to establish the forty-eight hoxir

week under the Minimum Wage Act. It is now, as I recall

from memory 5£-54 hours. This merely fulfills our obli-

gation to the people who come under the Minimum V/age Act,

and establishes a forty-eight hour week.

I move second reading of the Bill.

Iffl. CHAS. H. MILLARD (York V7est): Mr. Speaker, I

find no fault with the principle which the hon. Liinister

(Mr, Daley) has outlined here for the piirpose of this Act,

My fault lies in the fact that the Act does not do some

things, or there are not some amendments in the Act whicJn

should be there. It v;as announced in the press, and to my

knowledge, the hon. Minister or members of the Government

have been approached by the representatives of organized

labour, both the Trades and Laboiar Congress, and the

Canadian Congress of Labour, and a programwas placed before

the Government which called for a minimum wage of fifteen

hxindfed dollars for indxistrial undertakings.

MR, SALSBERG: It was announced.
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MR. I«/IILLAfiD: Yes, it v/as announced; it was in the

press. I thinlc this Hoxose would like to know — certainly

I would like to personally — what the GovernnBnt proposes

to do with the request, which was roade, and which in my

opinion appears entirely reasonable as far as industrial

undertakings are concerned.

We have talked a lot about planning and development,

but every child, I think, knows that unless we have a

minimum v/age of at least fifteen hundred dollars a year,

we v/ill not have the purchasing pov/er to keep the Mieels

of industry turning when the war is over.

.

I dp not know how any Minister can plan the affairs

of this province unless there is an income on an adequate

level to keep industry moving in the post-war years.

Now, as I say, Mr, Speaker, I am not complaining

about the matters in the Bill; I am complaining about the

principle that the "ttiings which ishould be in the Bill are

not there, I would like to know from the hon. Minister of

Labour (Mr. Daley) or from the Governriant, if there will

be a further amendment, or v/hat they are going to do about

this request which has been made, and which, in my opinion,

is entirely reasonable.

ISR. DAISY: Mr. Speaker, I v/ould advise this House

that we are canvassing the whole minimum wage question,

and I have at the present time a tentative appointiiBnt with

the hon. Minister of Labour at Ottawa (Mr. Mitchell) at which

time I understand he is calling all the provinces in, to

see what can be worked out Dominion-wide with regard to

minimum wages.

But you must not forget ovx minimiun wa^e is for

female workers only. ;7e have no minimum wage here for men,
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with the exception of a schedule in the textile industry,

I believe there is one regulation there that does create

a minimum wage for men.

As far as the fifteen hundred dollars is concerned;

did the hctn. member (llr. Millard) think fifteen hundred

dollars for women workers —
IM, SALSBERG: V/hy should not women get fifteen

hundred dollars?

LIR. SPEAKER: Order,

L5R. DALEY: I must admit that is as far as we are

contemplating going, changing the schedules of the minimum

wages. V/e have the authority to do that without an Act,

The Industry and Labour Board have that authority how to

change schedules and change zones and re-establish the Act

to these two what might be considered minor — althou^ in

the general set-up are quite important — and the necessity

to pass this Legislation in order to enable the Board to

proceed,

I think it is a step forward; probably not as far

as some vsould like to go, but certainly v/e are going

forward,

MR. ARTHUR WILLIAMS (Ontario): Mr. Speaker,

speaking to the principle of this, I want to say right

away that I think the delegation or relegation of the

authority to a Board to determine in days like these a

minimum wage, remembering the minimum wage that already

exists, is most unfortunate.

After all, vAien this Board — this Minimum iifage

Board — is asked to designate a minimum wage for some

group of workers, that Board is inevitably compelled to

place the minimum wage something along the line of the
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existing minimum wage. I cannot imagine, in view of the

fact that the minimum vla^e for Toronto at the present tinEe

for women is ^12.50 a week for 48 hours, that if the Board

had to decide for a part-time worker who worked 24 hours

— I cannot imagine them giving those part-time workers

v/ho work half a week $7.00, because they would not stand

up against the holler of the employers, when the minimum

wage is #6.25.

Now, asking or giving authority to a Board to

determine a minimum v/age without also bringing in some

part of the regulations somewhere or including in this

Bill some sort of provision that will fix a minimum rate

much higher than the sdandalously low one which prevails

at the present time is not, in the first instance, doing

justice by the Board vrfio have to decide this matteri and,

secondly by no means doing justice to the part-time workers.

This Bill we have here is moB t inadequate in that

it is only dealing V7ith a part of the job' that it ought

to deal with.

You must have something more in here, unless the

absence of that something more is an indication on the part

of the Government that $12.50 is to be the minimum wage.

If you do not intend $12.50 to be a minimum wage, then put

something in this Bill \*ich will entitle your Minimum 'Jage

Board to act according to the highest standards which the

Government want to adopt.

I saw a press report by the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)

—and I think he also made a statement in this Hoxise

that it was his intention to introduce an amelndraent to the

Minimum .[/age Act to provide for fifteen dollars per week

for some grades, and twelve dollars and fifty cents for
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some others.

Now, I would like to Icnow if fifteen dollars in

the city of Toronto is the standard of iainimum wage that

the Goirernment wants to set — I would like' to know that.

Because, if fifteen dollars in the. city of Toronto and

twelve dollars and fifty cents outside of the city of

Toronto is the standard you v/ant to set, then I do not

give much hope for your future success, Mr. Minister of

Labour, in your own particular riding, an industrial

riding, namely 3t. Catharines.

Fifteen dollars is not enough. The hon. Minister

(Mr, Daley) asked the question whether fifteen hundred

dollars a year, twenty-eight dollars a week, fifty-nine

cents an hour, should be payable to women —

'

MR, DALEY: I just asked the question.

LjR. V'/ILLIAMS : I am at a loss to understand why

we must always regard women as so lasthing subnormal. I

think it is high time that people of all political

parties should recognize the equality of the sexes,

certainly the trade union movement is on record as

demanding equal pay for equal work, without any distinc-

tion.

The war, surely, has shown that women are doing the

work of men, and doing it very grandly, and vrbile the war

is on, and while they are performing these services, to

question whether they should have the same v/ages as we

think the men ought to have, is certainly a little reward

for v/hat these people are rendering.

I am glad that v/e on this side of the Ho\;ise — and

some others in the House — are unquestionably of the

opinion that women should get the same wages as men. If
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we do not accept that point of view, we are more likely to

accept a point of view wlilcli prevails at the present time

in certain industries in the province of Ontario*

Only this morning I was in negotiation vdth an

employer, and I was asking for a rate of forty-five cents

an hour, and the eirployer said, "There are some of these

people living at home, you know." Well, is that not

interesting? Just because they are living at home, they

must not get fcxrty-five cents an hoiiTo And when I spoka

to him about the ones who were not living at home, the

answer was, "They are not very good workers." Always the

same arg\iments to keep them down -- always c I'lOiether it

be from the standpoint as to i^ether the women should have

as much as the men, or the argument I heard this morning,

it is always the same story, to keep them downo

Perhaps you have heard the story about the little

chap fighting with the big fellow and the little chap

finally got him on the floor, and son® body said, "Why

don't you let him get up*?" and the little chap said, "No,

I had a hard enough job to get him down."

I think this Bill should contain some indication

from the Government of a minimum standard, in order that

the Board should have some guide so that if this oversteps

the $12,50 cents mark, or in some other areas, where it

goes down as low as $9oOO for 52 hours — if they should

in such areas establish six dollars or seven dollars for

twenty-foiir hours a weekj they are not likely to get

their fingers rapped for having stepped outside of the

standards which are already in existence.

Now, we must remember that this l!inimum .7age Board

is not an independent boardo It is a board composed of
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civil servants > You cannot becocE a member of the Board

until you are first a civil servant o Even the last

appointee to the Board — v/ho was only appointed a very

short space of time ago -- first of all had to take a

jobo Ch, he did not take it very longo It was a case

of merely saying that he had a job as a civil servant,

and then put on the Boards, straightawayo

The' three of them on the Board are civil servants,

and 1 venture to say that because they are civil servants,

like most employees ^ they try to carry out the wishes of

their eraployeT,, NoWy the wishes of their employer in this

instance, without any other indication,, is that the mini-

mum wage in Toronto is ^il2o50-, and in Hamilton and places

like thaty it is $lloOO,, and in other places ;, varying

amounts^ as low as $9o00 aid in some places $'7„00 for

52 hours, a weeko If that is not your standard, tell the

civil servants v/ho are on this Minimum ,7age Board what

that standard is« Put it in the Bill so that the House

will knoiT just what standard you want to ostablisho

LRS. R. M. LUGOCK (Bracondale) : li-o Speater,,. I

cannot add to vvhat the former speaker tilr. ./llliaiaB) has

said„ but i feel that in Ontario,, particularly the hono

Minister of Labour (MCo Daley)Ishould be particularly

happy if he would lead in this step for justice or equal

pay for equal worko

I also believe that our hon., lllnister of Labour In

Ontario (MTo Daley) could lead the way for the hon. hic„

Mitchell in the Federal HousSo A lot of us are not very

satisfied with him, but I believe that hon„ Ivir. Daley,

our hono Minister of Labour, could lead the v/ay, and I

think that he and all of us would be ver^r, verj'- happy
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if this progressive step were takeno

tJR. GEORGi; H. LJITCHELL (North York) : LITo Speaker,

I have vary little to say, but once again I want to refer

to an observation of the hono member for Ontario (I^o

Williams )o He speaks about the minimum v/age^ and 1 have

a copy of Llinimum ffage Board Order Noolly ^th reference

ta the telephone systems in districts — small centres

under 4^000 population — rural districts — and I find

that the commencing salaries for a 48-hour week is the

ragnificent siim of $5„00o #5,00., not ^j^VoOOo

MRo 3ALSBERG: For a 52 hour week?

MR, SPE/iKSR: Crdeto

IvE. DSKT (Oxford): That is v/hat the farm boys get.

im<. L'lITCIiELL: Well, then it is time they got moroo

I was horrifiedp MTo Speaker^ when this chart came

before ne several weeks ago* One of my constituents

referred me to it 5 and said that her daughter, a girl or

19 or 20 years of age, I understand p was v/orking 48 hours

for $5.00 J and that an old, experienced v/orker in the same

telephone exchange was working for $80 60, with a few cents

deducted for — I suppose not income taxj surelyj — but

Unemployment Insurance^ or somethingo

So I think while the hon^ Minister is looking into

this minimum wage matter, he should bring more of a standard,

insofar as the general laboin* picture of Ontario is concerned,

in the rural centres, rather than just the cities^, I cannot

understand how these women can live decently on that kind of

money

o

iklR. DALEY: fctCo Speaker, I cannot understand it

either, and that is v/hy I have been devoting a great deal

of time to looking into the matter, but vdiat I seem to get
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hero is, "No matter what you have done, you have not done

enough o

"

liRo 3AL3BERG: That Is righto

l&o JpeakSPa I wish to say that in my opinion the

hono Minister of Labour {Uco Daley) is receiving criticism

that is not due in its entirety to him,, but he., Ivtfo Speaker,

should not complain about having demands made , regardless

of v/hat he doeso That will continue.;, because the hono

Minister [UCo Daley) I think is not in a position to do

it
J from \7hat we see*

The situation is very serious,, if, after public

statements made by spokesmen of this Government ^ that a

higher minimum wage law was going to be enacted j and

figures v/ere cited, such as fifteen dollars a week

minimum — if, after such statements ^ we are now advised

that the hono Mnister of Labour {Mto Daley) has an

appointment in Ottawa, and that no' regulation is forth-

coming during this Sessiono

Furthermore, MTo Speaker 9 the matter is very

serious, when I recall that on the opening of this Session,

in the Speech from the Throne, there was very definite

indication that the earlier statement made by the spokes-

men for the Government was definitely going to be

impl&mentedo That part of the Speech states:

"Minimum './age Act and the Hegulations;
thereunder will be amended to secure
a more satisfactory remuneration for
fema2& workers, and to change the
hours of labour from 52 to 48 „ The
rates of pay will be adjusted by the
Industry and Labour Boardo

"

Now, after a public pronouncement j, and after references

in the Speech from the Thi'one, the hono Minister of Labour
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(MTo Daley) Is not obliged to tell this House that no

legislation is forthcoEiing, but he has an appointment v/ith

the Federal Iklinister of Labour

o

I submit i, LiTo Speaker, that this is serious j because

it indicates beyond a shadov/ of doubt that some po\7erful

lobby was at work conpelling the Government to change its

attitude^ since the House was opened^ Otherwise , there

would have beem no change in Government policy,.

The statement mide^ I submit — and I V7ant to assiire

the hon« Llinister of Labour (Mto Daley) that I would have

been much happier to have had the opportunity of rising

and greeting him upon a real step forward — although not

sufficient — if he had implemented ;vhat he promised , and

if he can still do that^ he will not have to ask the

members why they keep on demanding., after what he is doingo

But we must aciaiowledge and recognize j, after we

have a citation of figures, and a reference In the Speech

from the Throne ;, that here two v;eeks later we are advised

that nothing will be doneo

iuR. DALEY: Ko^ noo

LBo JALSBIiRG: That was the question the houo member

for North York ^la.-. Mitchell) was a3l:ings was there going to

be Je gislation as promisedj and the hon,. Minister of Labour

(MTo Daley) replied that he has an appointment in Ottav/a,

and 1 think the Government ^ and particularly the hon,, I/Iini-

ster of Labour (LiTo Daley) should take this House into his

confidence 3 and tell us what lobbying and whQt forces were

pressing upon this Government to keep them from carrying

through what little they promised in the Speech from the

Throneo ./as it a textile group,, or was it another group?

I think the nono l.iinister (Mr,, Daley) v/ill find it easier
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if lie takes us into his confidence and tell us^v/hat opposi-

tion is arising, and I believe the House will then be happy

to co-operate vath him in his beating such opposition, and

naicing it possible to bring in advanced legislation dealing

with the ninimin wagOo Because^ IJTo Speaker
j,
what the hon«

nernber for York ./est (I^u l:illard) has said is basically"-

very important true „ that there .ic no need of post-vmr

advances if v/e fail to provide purchasing pov/er for the

working men and v/omen at home ^ in addition to our attempts

to utilize foreign markets, and develop ovir export trade

o

But we are. in this countryy in a situation whore

unless we raise v/ages, and increase piu'chasing power, the

great productivity of the nation v/ill not find its outleto

Therefore p this is not just a simple matter, and

I think the hon^ Minister of labour (Mto Daley) is certainly

in an unenviable positlono I think it is important to know

why the change of policy ^ why the back-tracking, and who is

responsible for ito before we can proceed, unless the hono

Prime Minister will assure the House that the announced

intentions -- he v/ishes me to raise my locks and has been

signalling to ne., 1 am sorry ^ but that is what happens

«

HoEteve^, I am glad to know that the hono rrime minister

is paying such minute attention --

MRo JOLLIFFil: Perhaps we should all take our hair

dovmo

LiR. 3AL3i3ZRG: I am. willingo 1 would like the hono

Prime Liinister and the hon.. liiinister of Labour to take

theirs down and let us find out v;ho is behind this blockade.j

and let us find out^ JiTo Speaker ^ v/hat happened to the legis-

lation which the Government announced it was going to
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intrcducej but viliicli has not been introducodo It is, in

my opinions an important' problem nov7^ and a vitally

important one in regard to the post-war periodo

IiiR» DALiiY: Lir* Jpeaker^ I think I can answer the

hona member for oto Andre\7 {MCf, aalsberg) in a very few

v/ordso There was no lobbying from anybody; in faoty it

was the very oppositeo ./o had the greatest co-operation

from practiically every type of industrial people,, including

the workers;, in trying to develop a nev; schedule of rates

p

which v/ould be fairo .Ve have that schedule prepared 3 and

it is not necessary to have an Act in this Legislature,

because the Board has the pov/er to chfinge the schedule of

rates, v/ithout any amendment to the Act. as promised in

the opeech from the Throne here we are imking this change

of hours of v/ork and the number of hours, which is in

itself an increase, and that can be done under thfe authority

we have a

LH. SALSBilRG: Oh, noo

LiR. iJPSAKER: Order

o

Liio DALiTi : <Ve are changing the zones and establish-

ing new rates o \ie have that alreadyo iife could announce it,

as fai* as we are concerned 3 to-morrow, but in view of the

fact that the hono Liinister of Labour of the Dominion of

Canada (liiTo Liitbhell) felt it might be well to discuss this

Dominion-wide with all the Liinistersy and asked my opinion

of itp and I thought it would be all right^ and I could see

no reason as vie are always talking about co-operation with

the Federal Government, and I think this is one place

where we can co-operate, because I feel it vrould bo a good

thing to have a Dominion-wide minimuLi wagOo
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m. JOLLIFFE: ./hen is that meeting likely to be?

lIRo DALEY: lamiediately after the Sessions are over^

None of the Liinisters could gp now, because the Legis-

latures are nesting in the various parts of the Dominion,

but it v;ill be in the very near future.. In fact^ v/e had

a date set^ but that iias been changed., and this will be

in the very near future., and I can assure this House that

what was said in the :jpeech fro;.7 the 'i'^^jr-one will be

carried outo

If we cannot co.ine to soihr definite aereement at

Ottawa-, as to a national s.chane,, we will proceed with our

ovra, because we iHve the approval^ and while zhe amount

cay not neet with entire satisfaction of everybody, it is

soriB&thins that., after a f^^eat deal of study and considera-

tion, v/e feel is fair, and it vail be "put into affect

«

W.O Lo G. ROBIKSOK (Waterloo South): Mi'o Speaker,

I once asked the Right Hon^ H. B. Bennett how long he

thought it would take for the kingdom of heaven to come

on earth J and he replied by telling me the story of making

an English lawnj that you rolled it;; and so on^ and after

a thousand years, it caiae out a lawn. iJow^ Ii/ETo Speaker ^

I suggest that that was a typical Torj'' replyo

//hat we are proposing to ask to-night is not Hxe

kingdom of heaven; it is just an adequate minimon wage

—

that is alio At the present time, in Canada, fifty

percent of our farEisrs are not making a decent wage —
that is^ in 19413 vAiich v/as a war year.. They were living

below a subsistence living scale
i,
and 37 percent of our

industrial workers were so living ^ at a time v/hen our

national income was three times that which it was in

1932o
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NoWj the question of adequate v/ages for the ordinary

nan is just this important — as has been pointed out —
that unless vie are able to have such after the v/ar,, when

Goverrjient spending increases, or dries up to sorae extent

j

we are not going to have anything like the good tiraes that

we have now at homeo

Nov/., I realize that the hono B,£lni3tG:r of Labour

(Mto Daley) cannot inake such things occur by just passing

an Acto You have to be in collabora'cion vilth. various

other Departments 3 including the hone Provincial Treasurer

{hto ffrost) and no doubt in col3.aboration with the Dominion,

so as to arrange our finances that the aconoiay of this

province can pay a high minimum v/age. but J. suggest that

'it is a barren position to Just state;; "We are doing a

little bit more"o I suggest that the planning which should

have been done in this connection has not been done; that

the various departiaents which should collaborate on this

have not collaborated;, and when the war is overg and the

intense aim vail be to unify every one in Canada ^ there must

be substituted another goal^ and surely a formulated goal

on a minimum and a maximum basis with respect to what you

might do or might not do with the Dominion Governments should

be set out in a schedule j so that the people viho labour in

Ontario liiay be able to know that perhaps not next year, but

the year after that^ their real income may be at a certain

level, and the Goverrjnent has planned so that the year

after that it will be on a higlier levels so that there must

be some dynariic goal to unify the energy of our people

after the v.'ar.

i.a. KELSON ALLES (Essex North): VXo Jpeaker. I should

like to identify myself with the principle of this Billj
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but first of all I should like to ciuallf^^ any reiaarks

I might rnako about it,, I have been placed in a very fire

position; in factj I have been placed on the mailing list

of the Canadian Ivlanufacturers' Association., and some of

the literature I have reoaived Is very revealing. One

particulai' point 1 feel would be of interest to the

House J
and possibly be of interest to us in endeavoiiring

to adopt the right attitude tov/ards this Bill is that

their opinions seem to qd alor<: these lineS: during

wartime the attitude of the 9r.p;ioyer is almost invariably

tov/ards the "pegging" of v/ages. and the excuse they give

in this case is that if v.-agec xrore not "pegged" Inflation

v/ould ensue, lloxf^ in peacetiirx; . the attitude of the

employers is usually one tov/ard 7/ag3 slashing., and for

t\70 reasons ^a) because of the surplus in the labour

market c, and (b) because of the competetive markets which

force employers to reduce their- selling price^ and con-

sequently they feel they must take it out on the workers*.

In both cases, the worker is the one who suffers, both in

v/ar and m peace o

Nowj -we cannot be blind to the fact that these are

important problems which v/e have to face in the post-v/ar

worldo Je r^tust be prepared to face those problenis, or be

prepared to accept the consequences,,

It has been pointed out here to-night Dy the hono

member for York -/est (L!r<. Millard) that a minimum wage of

fifteen hundred dollars should be established g and it was

also pointed out that this, would jirovide a minimum of

purchasing power^ This fact has been a v/ell-tested economy

dxiring the period of this ir/ar; it has given the Canadian

people increased pxirchasing powor^ and enabled the working
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people to raaintain a standard of living a great deal

higher than in the depressed ThirtieSu

Tlierefores Mr., Speaker;, I should like to go

on record definitely as supporting a niniiauu v/age

fifteen hundred dollars for raen and woraeno

W.O BERTRAM LEAY2N3 (V/ood bine ) : lir.. Gpoai^ePj

in his remarks 3 the hen. Minister of labour (IklTo Daley)

said that at least this was a step in the right direc-

tion o I v/ould just like to v/arn the hon, Llinister of

Labour and the Governnent benches that, this was not the

time to take stepSo ./e are facing the end of at least

the first part of this war., v^hen we vn.ll have a problem

to face^ and the taking of feeble steps vail not face

the problem.^ and the natter of t.io purchasing power in

the post-war period is the all-important thing,, as far

as Ontario and the rest of the Dominion of Canada is

Goncernedo

Governments in the past have always fed us this

pap, "kVoll, it is a step in the right direction," but they

have not taken enough steps to inatorialize the things they

tried to lean on to. have us visualize bringing prosperity

to this country

u

The minimum v/age as set dovm by the Statute of the

Department of Labour in Ottawa v/as higher s even for a

decent standard of living, than that quoted by the two

Congresses, of fifteen hunared dollars a year„ Surely,

when two Laboiu- Congresses in Canada, which represent

the trade unions in this country., have gone on recoid as

stating that fifteen hundred dollars should be the

minimum for industrial workers — surely it is time the

hono Llinister or Laboirr [Ur, ::alQy) in the Ontario
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Legislature
J,
and those on the GoTverir.jent oenches, becacE

cognizant of tho fact that Laboiir , through its Congresses,

is not asKins more than those vdio control industr;^'- are

able to pay in this province

o

I am surprised that the hon., Llinister of Labour

(Mr,, Daloy) vmo was vqtj proud to say that he carried a

union card for so laany years — I have never seen it„ but

I will take his word for it that he has one — v/ould take

the step he has taken as the hon.. Minister of Labour and

as a union ruan; that ha is taking a step — but it is a

iTiighty feeble step — in the right direction-,

I want to icnow, and I think this House has the

right to know -- what the hon., Minister of Labovir regards

as a decent minimum wage.. Perhaps if he would set a

standard wa would have aoaething into which to put our

teethy and debate the point as to whether he is right or

Vn'hether he is v/ronga

LiiHo WILLIAM C. RIGG3 ( Windsor -./alkervilie ) : Mr,

Speaker y I would like to take part in this discussion on

the minimuia v;age question^ because I feel that this is a

question wheru ;ve must state our position, and bring it

before the public y and let them know that v/e have ta have

a higher standardo ./hen v/e say "Fifteen hundred dollars a

year." as the minimum scale, some people connect that \7ith

the purchasing power that is needed to keep our economy

standard high, and if wo all go back to around twelve

dollars or fourteen dollars, is this going to cause things

to happen to our economic system which will not be good for

this country? So I v.'ant to associate mj'-self v/ith those vAio

arc endeavouring to have our standard for our workers

raised up, so that pLurchasing power will remain, and give
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U3 an opportunity tc buy the things v/e need to keep our

economy standard high...

Lotion agreed to; j3iil read the second tiEE,

I'H. ARTilUii w'IL.LlA..;iD ^ Ontario): lihould these

questions not be a.nswered,, Ivir . u;.peaker?

HOI.. ^J-:^vHGiJ A.- iJRj^w (Pririe Minister): Order Ilumber

5G, 31.11 Number 74..

THii; GLEKv 0? llili HOU^i"^ Fifty-sixth Order; second

reading of Bill Numbar V4, "An Act to Amend the Highv/ay

Improvement Act". Uro Doucett.,

HCNc GEOBG-i: H. DvLTC^TT (Idinia ter of JlighivavG) :

Mcc opealcer, 1 move seco.nd readir^. of Bill Number 74^

"An Act to Ainend the Highv/ay laprovement Act.."

laotion a,gr.3ed to > tUll read tho second time,

m, B:^RTRAL S, UiAVIiNy (Woodbme): ytould the hon.

Minis tor care to go through -fchis, clause by clause, with

some little explanation of it?

LIR. oPSAiOilR: Je are dealing vfith the principle of

the Bill now,

LiRo LhJAVENS: It v/as on the principle of the Bill

that/t think my request v/as made.;

LIR. DOUCETT: Ur,, opeakerj I will be very pleased to

exp.lain this, if the hon. member for ,/oodbine vIoTu Leavens)

requests it... I did "che other d.ay„

"(a)" is giving permission tc a county to appdint a

suburban road coiimission as theii' Highway Goiamitteeo In

fact, the hon« member for York North tlir-. Mitchell) knows

very well about this,, as this viqs the request which was

made from his county, and oik vdiich has been in effect for

a nu:aber of years.

The .next is t.hat the :amend::ent to Section 18 will
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permit the authorization by regu.lation of the County Koads

Comnittee for parmission to pass a resolution for a

Government grant., That is a change of policy r^ade last

year 5 naicing payments tv/ice a year, and according to the

Act it was necsssar;/- for the County Council to pass a

resolution,^ before they could /^et the money from the

Government;.., Nov/^ this is giving authority uo the County

Roads Ocmiaittee to pass the resoluticn, due to the fact

that County Councils to not irieet -"- solis of them -- more

than tvrioe or three or four tiinos a yaar.

The next is an eiaendAisnt to oection 36 vdiich

provides for the designation of subui-ban roads „ to .maic©

it quite clear that such designation cannot take effect

until approved by the 'minister,, And to provide for tte.

payment of 75 percent subsidy on suburoan roads j maJiing

it the same as county roads

^

The next is an amendment to Section 49^ providing

for the payment of a subsidy up "50 one hundred percent

on bridgeso This formerly was from 50 percent to 00

percent in counties,,

I may say that this change is for the northern

part of the pa^ovince of Ontario,, There are gr'eat areas

there which are unorganized^ and where the natives find

it impossible to finance the 20 percent ^ so in cases •./here

it is found necessary ^ the Llinister may pay up to 100

percent

w

in facts I must be frank and say this, that this

is only making it legal to do what has been done since

the Highway Department took over the northern developmento

The Act Mas never changed, but still the Department made

these ej5)enditure3o
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Ths next is an amendp-ent tb sub-section 5 of

Section 71, providing for the prescribed distances at

which buildings or other structures be erected from

trees, shrubd, and so fortho

Previously it set the distance at which buildings

could be built I
but by this anendiientj i! there is any

change in a building, an addition to it, or something

of that nature, bringing it closer tc the road, they get

a permit for doing soo

The last is changing the name of the divided

higlmay tc control access

„

I thinic that is an sxEilanation 1/ir,-, Speaker o.

Ivlotion agreed to; j3ill read the second time,

HON. GEORGi: A. DRlilVv (Prime J/inistor) : Order

iNlumber 57, Bill Mumber 75.

THIi CLiiJRK OF Til£ HOUBii: Fifty-seventh Order,

second reading of Bill NOo75, the "Sugar-Beet Subsidy ,

Act, 1945", LiTo Douoettc

m. BERTRAi: Z. LEAVENS ('Jo ai bin® ) : Is this a'

continuation of what the other Bill covered?

MR. D0UC3TT: Yes.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second timSo

HO'J. GjJORGii; A, DRSV/ (Prime Minister): Before we

move into ComiaitteCj I v/ill call Order Number 5o ^ Bill

Number 76o

THS CLERK OF TEE HOUSE: Fifty-eighth Order; second

reading of Bill Niimber 76^ "An Act to ^Uaend the Fire
^

Department's Act," MTo Blackwello

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKwELL (Attorney General);''

MTo Speakeryin^ moving of second reading of Bill NO0765

"An Act to Amend the Fire DepartiiBnts Act", I should say
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to the House tiiat this aiaendiuent v;ill enable the tliroe-

platoon system to be established in nunicipalities

parmijssiblyo That was a request froii the i'lrenen's Union

who found that soino of these arrane^oiients could bo made

for a pernis sive threa-platocn system, excepting for a

legal quest ion
V
which to-day exists., as to ivhether under

the Act a municipality has the poi'/er to do it ^ and this

Act is to clear that up., and mal33 it possible, v/here both

sides are desirous to do sO;, thac a three-platoon system

can be establishedy

I, therefore, move that Bill NOo76., "'An Act to -tlmend

the Fire Departments' Act,," be no\v read a second timso

Jiiu ^D./ilRD B. JCLLiiFiii XLeadar of the Opposition):

Mr. opeakerj i should just liks to sa-y that this Bill, I

thinkj is very much to be welcomad, having regard to the

fact that v/hen the war is over^ it will probably be done' as

an entirely peaceful thing in many municipalitieso

I cannot help but recall that some 20 or 25 years

ago
J the late Liayor of Toronto,, Lir., Jaoss L-3impson, ;7as very

active in promoting a somewhat similar Bill, and was

largely responsible for introducing the two.-platoon system

in this provinces

IPage 1V02 follows)
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I ara sure if he wore alive to-day he would be extremely

interested to see the bill before the House to-night.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the Bill

" HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order No.

60.

CLERIC OF IliE HOUSE: Sixtieth Order; second

redding of Bill NOo78, "An Act to aaend the Factory, Shop

and Office Building Act."

Motion agreed to and bill read the second timeo

HON. GEROGE A DBM (Priine Minister) : Order No,

61.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Order No» 61, Bill No. 79,

"An Act to amend the Public Vehicles Act," Second read-

ing of the bill.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Highways):

MTo Speaker, I move second reading of Bill No. 79, "An

Act to amend the Public Vehicles Act."

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time;.

HON. GEORGE A. DKEV; (Prim Minister) : Sixty-

second Order, Bill Noo 80.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Sixty-second Order, Bill No.

80, "An Act to aaend the Commercia Vehicles Act," second

reading of the bill.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Highways):

hlTo Speaker, I move second reading of Bill No» 80, "An

Act to amend the Commercial Vehicles Act."

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Order 64, Bill

82.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Order 64, Bill 82, "An Act

to amend the Trustee Act." Mr. Blackwell.
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HON. LESLIE E<, BLACLT/ELL (Attorney General): Llr.

Speaker, I do not think I can add tinything to what I said

about Bill KOo 82 on first reading. It simply increases

the percentage that a trustee is permitted to loan on the

valuation of real property from 50% to 60^. If this is

not done at the present tiiae, the trustees v;lll be unable

to participate in housing projects,, and it is one of a

number of amendments made through the Trustee Act, the

Insurance Act and the Loan and Trxistee Corporations Act. ]

therefore move that Bill 82. being "An Act to amend the

Trustee Act," be nova read a second time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

HON. GEORaE A. DRIT.T (Prime Minister): I will

revert to the second reading of private bills vrhich have

been before coiTi^ittee, Order NOo 5, Bill MOo E.

Ci:siXK OF^THE HOUSE: Third Order, second reading

of Bill NOo 2, "An Act respecting the Town of Barrie."

liTo Johnston.

MR. GEOflGE G. JOHNSTON (Simcoe Centre) : MTo

Speaker, I move second reading of Bill NOo 2j "An Act

respecting the Town of Barrie."

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DEST/ (Prime Minister) : Fourth

Order.

CLERK OF TEE HOUSE: Fourth Order, Bill NOo 3,

"An Act respecting the City of Welland." Mr. Brown.

MR. HOWARD E. BROV/N (Welland) : Mro Speaker, I

move second reading of Bill No. 3, "An Act respecting

the city of V/elland."

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.
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HON. GEORGE A, DREV; (Prime Minister): Fifth Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fifth Order, Bill No. 6, "An

Act respecting the City of 'Woodstock." LITo Dent,

im. THOLIAS R. DENT (Oxfcrd): IJr. Speaker, I move

second reading of the bill, "An Act respecting the City of

Woodstock."

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

HON, GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Sixth Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Sixth Order, Bill NOo 8, "An

Act respecting the Incorporated Synod of the Diocese' of

Niagara." I/ir, Roberts,

GEORGE A. DiaSW (Prime Minister): Mr, Speaker,

in the absence of the hon, member for Sto Patrick (Mr.

Roberts) I move second reading of Bill NOo 8.

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Seventh

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Seventh Order, Bill No. 10,

"An ACt respecting the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of

Canada." MTa Cook.

im, JOHN H, COOK (Waterloo North): Mr, Speaker,

I move second reading of Bill Noo 10, "An Act respecting

the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada,"

Motion agreed to and bill read the second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DRE'.7 (Prime Minister): Eighth

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Eighth Order, Bill Nop 11,

"An Act respecting the City of Sto Thomas." L'lr, Hepburn

(Elgin)

.

MR. MITCHELL F. HEPBURIT (Elgin): Mr, Speaker,

I move Bill No. 11, "An Act respecting the City of Sto
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Tlionas," be now read a second timeo

Motion agreed to and bill read a second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DKEV/ (Prime Minister) : Ninth

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Ninth Order ^ second reading

of Bill NOo 5, "An Act respecting the City of Peterborough."

Mr. Scott

o

MR. HAROLD R. SCOTT (Peterborough) : I.Ir. Speaker,

I move second reading of Bill No, 5, "An Act respecting

the Xiity of Peterborough."

Motion agreed to and bill read a second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DKSW (Prime Minister) : Tenth Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Tenth Order, Bill NOc 9, "An

Act respecting, the City of Eingston,." Ivtr. Stewart.

HON. GEORGE Ao DREW (Prime Minister) : Mr. Speaker,

in the absence of the hon. member for Kingston (Mr. Harry A.

Stewart) I move second reading of Bill NOc 9.

Motion agreed'to and bill read a second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Eleventh Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Elevaith Order, Bill NOo^0, "An -

Act respecting the City of Port Arthur." Mr. Robinson.

MR, HOWARD E. BROWN (^7elland) : Mro Speal-ier, in the

absence of Mr. Robinson (Port Arthur), I move second reading

of Bill No» 12, "An Act respecting the City of Port Arthur."

Motion agreed to and bill read a second time,

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Twelfth Order.

CLERK OF Tim HOUSE: Tr/elfth Order, Bill No. 4,

"An Act respecting the Royal Ottawa Sanatorium." l£r, Laurier.

MR. MITCHELL F. HEPBURN (Elgin): Mr, Speaker, in the

absence of the hon. member for Ottavira East (MTo Laurier) I

move Bill No, 4, "An Act respecting the Royal Ottawa Sanatorium,"

be now read a second time.
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Motion agreed to and bill read a second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Thirteenth

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Thirteenth Order, Bill No. 7,

"An Act respecting Peterborough Civic Hospital." LIr. Scott.

LIS, HAROID R. SCOTT {Peterborough.): LIr. Speaker,

I move second reading of Bill Noo 7, "An Act respecting

the Peterborough Civic Hospital.'*

Motion agreed to aid bill read a second time.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW {Prime Minister): Fourteenth

Order.

CUSRK OF TPIE HOUSE : Fourteenxh Order, second read-

ing of Bill No, 13, "An Act respecting the City of .Ottawa

Separate School Board," li-'u Laurier.

MR. MITCHELL F, ILEPBUHN (Elgin): MTo Speaker, in

the absenceof the hon.uembei' for- Ootav/a East (Mr. Laurier)

,

I move Bill NOo 13, "An Act 'respecting the City of Ottawa

Separate School Board," be now read the second time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a second timeo

HON. GEORGE A. DPvEW (Prime Minister): Mr, Speaker,

I move you do now leave the Chair, and the House resolve it-

self into a Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of

entertaining certain bills.

Motion agreed to.

The House in Comraittee; Mr. Reynods in the Chair.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Thirty-fifth

Order, Bill No. 34.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Thirty-fifth Order, Bill

NOo 34, "An Act respecting Forest Engineers." Ltr. Thompson.

IvIR. CIIAIRIjtJ:T; Section 2.

L'IR. CYRIL OVERALL (Niagara Falls): IJir. Chairman,
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\Hxier Section 2 of this Bill, I should like to inake some

observations. I should like to point out to the House, Mro

Chairman, that while I am heartily in favour of Forest

Engineers being recognized, I believe they should have some

representation on the examining board, which is mentioned

under this Section.

The Section reads; Five laenbers will be appointed

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. In order to illus-

trate the weakness in the faction, I would like to read

to the House part of an excerpt from what is kno\m as "The

Timber Probe Report", which was aiGiied by the Hon< George

A. Drew, Frank Spence and Harold Welsh, and I understand

the only living member of tfels report is the hon. Prime

Minister, imd this Timber Trcbe Report is dated, - that

is, the minority report is dated April IS^ 1939, and it says:

"Not one witness i^ent so far as to say that the
present method of administration, licensing,
sale, supervision and conservation of our forest
resources by the Department of Lands and Forests
is all that could be desired."

And then later on it says:

"That general feeling of insecurity was all too
obvious, and one of the reasons that it was im-
possible to get specific recommendations from many
extremely capable witnesses was the obvious fact
that they were fearful of prejudicing the companies
with which they v;ere connected if they gave evidence
which appeared to reflect upon the administration of
the Department. 'iThile this was very apparent in the
evidence of the witnesses themselves, it v;as even
more apparent in discussion with some of those who
would have made good witnesses, but frankly stated
that it would be putting them in a serious position
if they were called, because if they told the facts
the companies with which they were connected would
be penalized."

And further on:

"The most serious contributing factor to tj.is feeling
. of insecurity and freely-expressed: fear of reprisal,

is the Forest Resources* Regulations Act, passed in
1935, which confers upon the Minister absolute power
over all the pulp and paper companies in the province,
The sweeping powers under this .i.ct are exercised with-
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out regulation and mthovit right of appealo
It is doubtful if any less democratic piece
of legislation has ever been put upon the
Statute I-3ooI:s Q.njxrhere within the British
Empire."

I submit 3 MTo Chairmanj that the '^Jxamining Board

that passes upon the qualifications for a forest engineer

should contain two forest engineers tLat would be in a

position to criticize those who were adciit-isd to be called

forest engineers, and they \7ould not be in any difficulties

?;ith the Department of Lands and Forests. I car. imagine

that the G-overnment feels that this Bill should be patterned

upon the Optometrists' Bill, upon imxci'.i five moiabers are

appointed by the Lieutenant OrOveTnor in Council . but I sub-

mit, generally speaking, the optonetrists do not work for

the Government, vfhereas the forest en(T,lrTe ers t;111 probably

be working for the Gove rninent; , and bo under so]ii.e obliga-

tion to the Government, so I would like to see, of the five

persons forming the Examining Board, two forest engineers

registered under this Act, so that they could, - that is,

the Examining Boards - have some autonomy, and two indepen-

dent forest engineers could examine those \7ho came up for

registration without being in any difficulty and without

its reflecting upon their position,

HON. friiSLEY G. TiiOIfl'SON (Minister of Lands and

Forests): Mr. Chairman, as regards reading from the Timber

Probe, may I point out it could ver37- easily work both ways.

I cannot see where the suggestion by the hon. member for

Niagara Falls (Mr, Overall.) would help out, at all. In

bringing in this ACt, we kept, quite a lot 5 to the procedure

followed by the Ontario Land Surveyors, who are, to a large

extent, employed on Crov;n property. I feel this bill is

very much along the same lines. These engineers, while
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they vdll be in the employ of the Government, as v;ell as

industry, will, to a lar^e extent, be emriloyed in Crown

forests. ;¥e are here recognizing a new body, and I

certainly feel the Government should have control, and re-

tain control, until that nev; body at least comes to

maturity.

MEo GPJORGE H.MITCKEIL (York North) r. 1 wonder

if the hon, L'linister ^vould be prepared to indicate his

information as to 7/ho should form the Board, what kind

of personnel.

HON. LESLIE E, BliiOKYj'Er.L (Attorney General):

Llr. Chairman, I do not wish to in any way divert the hon.

member for York North (ilr. ?,iitchell} from his question,

but it might be helpful to give a little more of the back-

ground of this bill before the House,, which might help

to give an understanding. It really involves the age-old

problem, I.iro Chairman, of what really came first, the hen

or the egg.

At the moment we find this simple proposition

that this, after all, is a registration act in which it

is proposed to register these people who are described

under the Act as Forest Engineers. Now^ if it were not

for the fact that the Government hopes that there will

evolve, in reasonable time, a strong organization, and

with that a proper representative board, I suppose it

might as well start out and stop as being a registration

act. The fact of the matter is, now there is in

existence no organization of fctrestry engineers that is

so constituted that at the moment it could be, by the

slightest stretch of the imagination, said to be in a

position to make recommendations.
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The picture is that at the moment thei'c is a

national organization, the loosest possible sort, I

would say, and there are in Ontario, I understand, four

sections of that branch, but some of those branches have

no executive officers for the time being i«ho could speak

responsibly for them.

One point is that the meEibers of the House should

have very clearly in mind is that the field of activity

covered by this Act is a rather different thing from the

field that is occupied by an established profession.

If I laay miike the analogy clear by using my own

profession as an example, the situation is this, a lawyer,

as suck is given a sort of a franchise under Provincial

legislation. It is deemed to be in the public interests

on the assumption that he will sufficiently qualify him-

self that certain matters siiould be restricted to practicing

lawyers. ,

This profession of Forestry, if there is such a

thing to-uay, is by no manner of neitns in that situation.

Forestry is practiced by two types of people, one are

academic and are graduates from a school of Forestry at

the University. But also we have, and with equal entitle-

ment to practice by many people under this Bill, who have

practiced and have to be recognized. So, consequently, it

would appear that until an organization has been developed

where it is capable, in fairness to all interests entitled,

that the Government must take the responsibility during

those initial stages.

Now, under those circumstances to argue tJaat the

organization that is at present in Ontario should have two

or three representatives, is rather meaningless. I understand
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that in the course of time the Department hopes that they

will have all the responsibility on the Boara, when they

reach that sta^^e, but at the moment it is the responsibility

of the government, to select from all throughout the Province,

what the governiaent skould take the responsibility for the

Board at the moment, under what is a registration Act.

MR. HAHVEY: Mi'. Speaker, 1 am quite prepared and

willing to let the government take the responsibility. If

there is anytning wrong no doubt it will be up to the govern-

ment and will be brought to the government's notice. But I

feel that the forestry engineers working for private industry,

and not working for the Lands and Forests, will desire scaao

representation on dbhis Board of Examiners. I think it would

be a fine gesture on the part of the Government to inquire if

they need representation on this Board of Examiners. I quite

understand that they will resent the fact that they might be

ignored on these matters.

It seems to me that at the present time, while it

is the responsibility of the government, it is quite all right

for the government to accept such a responsibility; but I sti 11

feel that they are well enough organized to have representation

on such a Board which will examine all within the profession,

Sections 2 and 3 were agreed to.

TIffi CHAlHIviAN: Shall oection 4 form part of the BillS

ME. ilEPBURN (Elgin): Mr. Chairman, in regard to

Section 4, the first sub-sectiom, may I ask whoever is pilotiiLg

this Bill, What is a Forestry Engineer? Is he a graduate of

one of our universities, and, if so, how can this Boai'd deter-

mine whether such an engineer, if he has a certificate from the

University, is not entitled to be a member?

HON. W, G. THOMPSON (Kent East): Some of them

may be graduates of Universities but if they have the qualifi-

cations which entitle them to practice, tkit is all that is wanted.
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MR. MILLAHD: Mr. Speaker, would the policy be,

if there are good men who have not academic qualifications,

that they should be recognized? There is a startling need

of forestry in this Province, and if this Bill is going to

assure representation to foresters who liave not had academic

training, I am for it. I was afraid you were goiiag to

ignore those who had not academic standings I am glad that

the Minister has clarified that.

Clause (f ) of oection 4 brings me back to Jection

1, with which 1 wanted to deal, because it says:

"(a) 'Board' shall raean Board of Examiners
in Forestry;
(b) 'forestry' shall iCiCan the management and
administration of foret-xs ana for3s^ lands and
shall include forestry education and forestry
research, tae supervision of tne inventory
ana valuation of forests, ' the preparation of
maps and topograpaical plans of forests and the
maintenance, conservation, protection, regen-
eration and reforestation of forests anu forest
lands." -«

AN HON. IvIEMBiiiR: Upon a point of order, there are

amendments whick much abreviate thato

UR. MILLAliD: 1 was doing this in order to bring out

that it is dealing with a very important industry, an asset

of this Provinceo

Here is a Board being establisfeed, being composed of

five persons whio are going to have the power to register

men with certain qualifications, practical or academic, to do

a very important piece of work. And what I want to kiiow is

how this Board is going to make regulations under this Sectioa,

a great number of regulations, according to this 3ectiaa.o

How does this tie in with, the whole question of a

forestry commission raised last year by the government. We

were promised a forestry coromissiono Is this Board to be

connected with the Forestry Coinmission, or are we going to
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have a whole lot more of legislation?

I have been one v/ho have had the opportunity ©f

poring over the legislation relating particularly to the

Northwest Part of the Province. How is this going to tie

in with the Forestry Coiiimission? Has this the approval

•f the ij'orestry Goi;jiaission, or is there such a thing as a

Foresty CoEuiiission yet? Or how is this thing going to

tie in?

\le were told last year that the whole thing was

to be studied. This is another step I presume, and I would

like to know how it ties in with the Forestry Commission.

Mfl. BLACK'jVELL: This does not in any way tie in

with any Acts which have been brought im. There would be

nothing in existance such as any part of the ACt, excepting

such improvements which may be :nude from time to time witk

the registcation. This deals with men of a certain type of

skill, and thir method of registration. In view of that,

this Act does not fit into that picture.

At the present time certain af the Acts, it is

highly desirable, should be brought together in some form

of a forestry Code; but they must be held back until the

termination of the war, because, as the Honourable member

knows, there are certain overriding powers beyond the powers

of the Province.

I might say that it has already been arranged with

the parties interested in the different provinces for the

general purpose of considering what will arise at the termin-

ation of the War Measures ^ot, at the termination of the war.

Section 4 approved of.

MR. THOMPSON: The Hon. member read Section 1
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Clause (b) as in the original; but that was amended.

I gave a copy of the amendments to all the leaders

of the various groups.

Section 5 and 6 approved ©fo

THE CHAli^vIAW: Section 7.

UR. HEPBURN (Elgin): Mr. Chairman, let us go back

to Section 6:

"6. — (1) No person other than a registered
forest engineer shall describe or hold
himself out as a f®rest engineer or registered
forest engineer or use any designation or
title or abbreviation or do any other act
likely to lead to the belief that he is a
registered engineer o"

D»es this mean that notwithstanding that a man might

be a graduate of the Forestry School of the University, he

would not be entitled t© become a member of this organization,

unless with the approval of this Board?

(Page 1718 follows)
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MR. HEPBURN: Come back to seotion 6, "No person other than

a registered forest engineer shall de^oiibe or hold himself out

as a forest engineer . ."Does that aean that notwithstanding the

fact that a man might be a graduate of Toronto University in forest*

Tj he would not be allowed to priactioa his profession unless ho

subjected himself to Joining this organization presided over

by a group of men appointed by this government? Is that

the story?

MB. BLACKWSLL: If I, May answer for the Minister the

question of the hon. mender for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn), this, of

course, as the hon. member from Slgin (Mr.* Hepburn) appreciates
i

is a general registration of those who are engaged in the

practice of forest engineering. They will include, as has

already been qpntioned, those professionally educated at our

Institutions of higher learning. Som,e who have qualified

on the basis of academic standing may later fall on the

basis of conduct but ^!frb^eet to that I think the hon. member

from Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) need have ne fear of the academi-

cally qualified person. As a matter of fact, the whole con-

oapt 9t tii^ 4i0t is not to Interfere with the legitimate rights

of tbo practically qualified fellow vif

MR,, HEPBURN: Apropos of what the Hon. the Attorney-

General Just s^d, I note that^ in section 4, sub-seotlon (b)

provides for 13ees payable. Now, supposing the graduate of

Forestry of Toronto Univofisity takes the position and does

not want to be 3al(>'4^et to pay fees, then can he be barred

from practising his profession? I presume he can be

.^birred.

MR. BLACKWELL: I am Ju^t txy^ing to meet the

question, if this legislature bais h^i& in the Province of

Ontario he is barred.

MR. HEPBURN: I think it i| rather drastic. I do not

see why you have authority to set up Board whic^^ would bar
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graduate in foraatry enginsering to praetica his profassion

If ha wishas to do so without Joining this kind of an ^r*

ganizatioa. It can provida what it calls 'disgraoaful con-

duct' and suspand his licensa. For instanoa, in tha

Optomatry Bill, which will ba before this house shortly,

disgraceful conduct is described as advertising spectacles

for tha people and under that Act for adrertising specta-

cles the Board of Optometry can suspend the license of a

qualified optician. I think it is rather drastio

.

MR. MILLARD: On section 6 it seems to me that the

Attorney-General is advocating a clause which is just in

reverse of the position that the Attorney-General took

earlier today on another matter regarding Engineer Act

registration. I cannot understand the difference be-

tween the two situations. I would like the Attorney-

General to explain it. This case he says "No person

other than a registered forest engineer"muat register

but in the other case the Attorney-General is not prepar-

ed to go that far.

MR. BLACKWSLL: Mr. Chairman, the hon. member from

York, West, (Hr. Millard) is not trying to confuse me.

The situation this afternoon was much different from the

situation here. I concurred in the suggestion this

afternoon, and what I would be concurring in would be tha

government delegating to a professional organization the

power to exclude academically qualified people from prac-

tising. Now, it is an altogether different matter for

the government to delegate that to an organisation complete-

ly outside the control of the government than it is for the

government to set up Act whereby anyone engaged in the prac-

tice of forestry engineering, whether academically qualified

or eligible for registration by reaf^pfi of other qualification,

neverthelesa must be registered and comply with the Act,

That is the distinction, whether right or wrong.
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MR, DREW: I think there is real merit in the

point that is raised by the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hep-

burn).

MR. HBPBtJRN: Look out, I hare a weak heart.

DR. DREW: Don't get startled—accidents happen. The

purpose of this Act is to get a system of registration which

will in itself create a group from which these men will be

drawn that can guide their own profession. Then you will

hare registered engineers.

Now, I am going to more that the wordi "forest engineer

or", in the second line of section 6 be struck out and the

section will read then:

•*(6) No person other than a registered forest
"engineer shall describe or hold himself out
"as a registered foreSt engineer or use any

' "designation or title or aobreviation or do any
"other act likely to lead to the belief that he
"is a registered forest engineer."

MR. A. BELANGER (Prescott): I can see some value in

the objection raised by the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hep-

burn). There is a situation somewhat like this even in the

law profession. h man may be a bachelor of law graduated

from the University and still he is not allowed to practice

unless he is passed by the Bar. I mean by the Bar of Ontario,

by the directors, and must be registered in order to practice,

but there is a difference, however, in this that bachelor of

law, a graduate from the University, must be registered by

members of his profession and not by the body appointed by the

government, but in this case the graduate from the Forestry

School of the University will have to be examined for registra-

tion by a Board of Directors or examiners who are not graduates-

none of the five perhaps will be graduates, will be just practi-

cal engineers. I see there rather an anomalous situation which

has been provided for I believe in the bill. The bill has a

great deal of merit but I am afraid it does not go far enough

to protect the graduates of our University. I believe it is

too late to attend to that now but I hope in the Regulations
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that will be made there will be specific designations and exemp-

tion for these graduates of the School of Forestry of the

University.

Section 6, as amended, agreed to*

Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, Incluslre, agreed to.

Section 11

—

MR. JOLLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to hear more

explanation of this section. 1 would not be prepared to

criticize It at the moment but I do thlnlc that we ought to

hear more about the Intent , whatever the words may say.

MR. THOMPSON (Minister of Lands and Forests): He

would not be entitled to collect as a registered forestry

engineer. It would bar him from that. In other words,

he cannot sue as a registered forest engineer.

MR. MILLER (Algoma-Manltoulln) : It would seem to

be the case of setting up a closed corporation. While I

am naturally-and definitely being from the northern part of

the province and recognize the need for any action that can

Improve forestry practice and forestry conditions In this

province, yet I thlnlc this Act Is very unfortunately drawn.

I would nice to refer back but we are not getting very much

Information, for Instance, the penalty:

>?^ "Every person who violates the provisions of sub-
"^pectlon 1 shall, for a first offence, incur a
"penalty not exceeding |100 and for a second
"offence, a penalty not exceeding |500. or
"imprisonment for a period not exceeding thret

. "months, or both."

That is severe. It seems to me we are setting up something

that is pretty severe in the protection of some group. I

was Just wondering why there is not soma group of forest

engineers who have complied with the Regulations and have

academic standing from the University why there is not a

group lobbying against this bill. In other similar situ-

ations there would always be a group who would want this

legislature to protect their particular rights. Now, the
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only reason why that la not the case possibly Is becauso a

great many of the graduates of forestry are or may be em-

ployed by the governm,ent and they do not want to prejudlo*

thc^r case by coining here at this tl:|^. Now, that may not

be the case at all, but I am just trying to draw your atten-

tion to the fact that usally a group is rery zealous of their

rights in connection with this matter, especially those who

hare passed certain standing in the UniTersity in days gone

by--they are very zealous of that position. They would be

rery apprehensire of a bill such as this. We see no

lobbying. For that rery reason I am worrying about this

bill. I dont know that we have a great deal to worry

about. As the gorernment says Regulations will be pro-

vided but there seems to be something behind this bill that

cannot be seen at the moment. As I said, 1 am absolutely in

favor of any movement by this government which will improve

forestry conditions in the province, but to institute a

Board, a new set up, which provides that even those who have

definite standing in the province, years' standing to prac-

tice forestry with the government and privatel^fi^i^^, mus^

come to this newly formed Board—there may be laymen on this

Board--and submit to the Regulations and bo affiliated with

them under conditions set down by the government. 1 am

quite willing to be shown. I would like to have those in

the front benches clarify some of this just a little as to

what the final result will be as far as the qualified men

are concerned.

MR. THOMPSON: There seems to be considerable mis-

understanding as to what Onivarsity graduate in forestry is.

I might mention our own Toronto University has a four year

course. Some of the IT. 3. is one year. Some other

countries only require high school education. So that I

think there is entire misconception as to what graduate of

University is.
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MB. JOLLIFFE: I do not tklnk that is the point which arises

under section 11. For the enlightenaient of the Committee would

the Attorney-General tell us whether section (1) (b) was

amended. A reference has been made to amendment in section

1.

MR. THOMPSON: Yes.

MR. JOLLIFFB: If it was amended does the amendment relate

to (b)? Can we hare that read.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE s "Forestry shall mean advising
"and reporting upon management
"or administration of forestry
"and forest lands."

Takes the place of old clause (b).

MR. HEPBURN; May I ask the Minister if this Board

is 'feoing to be self-sustaining, going to collect fees under

provisions of this iict--will the Board be self-sustaining?

Is there any restriction on the amount of money spent by the

Board? It says:

"The Board may appoint a secretary and such
"other employees . "

Is this Board going to be self-sustaining or can it spend

any money it wants or set fees?

MR. THOMPSONS It has authority to set fees accord-

ing to Regulations here.

MR. JOLLIFFE: The question which does arise under

section 11 is thiS! That there may be the case of a

forest engineer who may not be registered solely by reason

of the fact that he is an employee of a firm. There may

be a firm of registered engineers. Now, that may not

a^ise at the moment under existing conditions but it might

conoeirably arise and I want to be satisfied that the

rights of such employee will be protected in the event it

becomes necessary for him to recover his remuneration

in the courts*

MR. BLACKWELL: Most of the people who will h»
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registerqd under this Ac* are employed by prirate companies

or by the gorerniaent and the intention of the Act is all

those employed for this purpose shall be registered. The

reason section 11—it is a peculiar looking section—the

reason is it is about the lowest possible sanction that

o&told be placed in the Act. As a matter of fact there

is no penalty under this Ac* for practising as such.

There is a penalty they hold ou* by fepresenti^g oneself

to be registered while not registered. There is abso^"

lutely no penalty for doing this work- simply the fac*

that you cannot charge for I*. The reason for that is

that it is the lowest sanction that could be placed in the

Ac*.

BiR. JOLLIFFB: Will the Attorney-General answer this

question? Take the case of under graduate of school of

forestry who, during his so-called vacation is employed at

forestry work. Now, he would presumably not become re-

gistered until after he graduated or satisfies the Board

that he is qualified. I do not thijak section 11-for the

simple reason that I think it deprires him of his right

to reoorer his salary in the sut&mer months. I can

easily see that defence put up in the cour*s against a

claim as a result of sectionll.

MR. BLAGKW3LL: The Minister nods. I hare nerer

been rery much fussed about this section and I suggest you

leare it.

MR. MITCHELL: Mr. Chairman, after listening to the

different questions and answers relatire to this bill it

Just impresses me that this Board is Jus* going to hare a

blank check. They hare the power to collect fees; they

hare the power to enlarge the staff if they see fi*. Does

not appear to be any definite control as to their actirity.
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Th«y are juat going to sit in a position whate they are going to

tell anybody else what to do and assess fines against ererybody

and they oould become a rery arbitrary body under these regula-

tions*

MR. OVERALL: I would like to say this bill is a good

bill and could hare been drawn a little bit better. How-

erer I would like to point out that Forest Engineer should be

registered. It has been already said that our forests

hare been mismanaged and if we were going to improre on the

management of our forests we hare to hare forest engineers and

they should be registered. The Attorney-General has prac-

tically giren an undertaking that the members of the Board,

fire persons, will be appointed by the Lieut-Gorernor in

Council for year, but at some future time he will consider

that the representatires on that Board will not be appointed

by the Lieut.-Qorernor in Council and I think that is

something that should be kept in mind.

MR. BLACKWSLL: I would not want to sit here and

hare words put in my mouth. I want to make tt quite

clear I gare neither on my own behalf noi on behalf of the

gorernment, present or future, any such undertaking. All

I indicated was that it was the common practice in the

selection of these boards that any goTernmeQt--I think

this one or any other gorernment under the circumstances

will select a Board that is representatire of the differ-

ent interests inrolTed.
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. I did express th« hop« that as this ostablishm«nt

gr«* up, it might bacoii* capabl* in th« courS« of tiina

to b« s«lf-gov9rn«d completely. That, however, is a

natter for the future, and I certainly cannot give any

undertakings for myself, or on behalf of my successors.

Iv5R. L. G. ROBiriSON ( t'/elterloo South): You mean ,

similar to the Law Society being self-governed?

MR. 31ACKWELL: That is a matter for sorae future

decision, having regard to the facts that are reached,

I would express that hope, that this organization might

some day become self-governing. Some of them already

are.

MR. A. BlilAlNlGSR (Prescott): Mr. Chairman, one last

remark about Section 11.

SOME HON. LIEMBifflS: That is out.

THE ClUIRl^IAK: It was moved that it be deleted,

m. LESLIE liANCOCK (Wellington South): Li-. Chairman,

are we speaking on Number 12? Jhat is the next Section?

THE CHAIRMAN: The next Section is Number 12< it

will be Number 11 now, the original Number 11 is out.

HON. V/ESLEY G. THOMPSON: (Minister of Lands and

Forests): Mr. Chairman, we had a new section put out.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Yes, I have it here. A

new section 12, vjhich now becomes Section 11, reads as

follows:

"Nothing in this Act contained shall apply
to, or affect the practice of any profession
or calling by any person practicing such
profession or calling, and under authority
of any general or special Act of this
Legislature, or to the recovery of any
fees or charge for the performance of any
service in the practice of such profession
or calling."
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THE CHAIRMAI>I: Shall th« n«w Section 11 carry?

Motion agrssd to.

THE CHAIiiMAK: 3«ction 12?

tiotion agr««d to,

I.\R. JOLLIFFE: I thoxight tha hon. raaiaber for Jelling-

ton South (Mr. HancocK) want«d to speak to that.

Um, DREW: He thought Section 11 was still in.

THE CHAIRLIA.N: Section 13,

MR, JOLLIFFE: Can we count on the hon. laenber

for London (lir. v/ebster) to oppose this section 13 and

profane the use of the word 'enginoers"?

THE CliAIRION: Shall the Bill be reported as amended.

Lilotion agreed to,

HON. GEORGE A. DRE./ (Prime Minister): Lir. Chairman,

I move that the Committee do now rise and report certain

Bills.

The House resumed; Mr. 3peai:er in the Chair.

m, JALTER B. REYNOLDS (Leeds): Mr. Speaker, I wish

to report that the Comraittee of the Vfliole House reports

one Bill '.vish one amendment.

I move the adoption of the report.

Itotion agreed to.

UR. M. F. HEPBURN: (Elgin) ; Before the hon. Prime

Minister moves the adjournment of the House, which I

presume he intends to do at this time, may i ask him when

we may expect replies to the forty-five questions that

are now on the order Paper.

ISR, DREW: I will have a n\imber to-morrow, and the

Departments are working on the remainder at the moment.

ij3. Spealo^i*,- vie will proceed to-morro\7 afternoon
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( with "the SpeGch from the Throne.

I move the House do noiv adjourn.

MR. L.. 1\ HUTBURN (Jlgin) : ./ill we sit to-morrow

night?

m., DR1i;;Y: Yes.

Motion agreed to; tne House adjourned at 11.10 p.m.
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

TTTENTY-POURTH DAY

AFTERNOON SESSION

Toronto, Ontario,
Tuesday, Marcli 20, 1945.

SPEAKER: Honourable William J, Stewart, C.B.1«

The House met at 3 o'clock.

Prayers

,

m, SPEAKER: Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

MR. JAMES de C. HEPBURN (Prince Edward-Lennox):

Br. Speaker, I beg leave to present the third report of the

Standing Committee on miscellaneous private bills, and

move its adoption.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Hepburn (Prince Edward-Ltennox)

begs leave to present the following as the third report of

the Standing Committee on miscellaneous private bills; the

following bills without amendment:

"Bill (NOol), An Act respecting the Ontario Music
Teachers* Association.

"Bill (No. 17), An Act to Incorporate the Kingboro
Clmb.

"Bill (No. 19), An Act to authorize the Corpora-
-tion of the City of Toronto to Plan and Zone
the municipality.

•

The Committee begs to report the following bills

with certain amendments:
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•"Bill (N06l4), An Act respecting the City of
London

o

^Bill (Ko.15), An Act respecting the Sacred
-Heart College of Sudbury-

'Bill (No. 20), An Act respecting the City of
Toronto."

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Further reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

MR. ROBERT D. THORNBERRY (Hamiltoik, figntre) : Mr<»

Speaker, moved by myself, seconded by Mr« Robertson

(Wentworth
)

, that leave be given to introduce a bill

intituled "An Act to amend the Mimicipal Act," and that

same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

MR. ARTHUR WILLIAMS (Ontario) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg leave to introduce a bill, seconded by Mr. Connor

(Hamilijon East), intituled "An Act to amend the Minimum

Wage Act," and that same be read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

HON. CHARLES DALBY (Minister of Health) : Would

the hon. member explain?

MR. WILLIAMS: The intent of the bill is to

establish a minimum wage for certain workers of $1500

a year.

MR. WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane South) : MTo

Speaker, I mova, seconded l>y Mr. Robinson (Waterloo South),

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act

to amend The Public Schools Act,** and that same be now

read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time*
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HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Would the

hon. member explain?

MR, GRULIMETT: In rural public school sections

any vote for trustees, or upon a question, is an open vote.

The amendments provide for a secret ballot.

The proposed sub-section 9 (a) , enacted by sub-

section 1, provides notice of the results of the election

be sent to the candidate. Accordingly, the notice provis-

ion in the present sub-section 10 of section 69 is no

longer required, and the sub-section is therefore re-enacted

to bring it into conformity with the proposed sub-section

9 (a).

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWEIL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, in the absence of the hon. Provincial Secretcary

(Mr. Dunbar), I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill, "An Act to amend the Conqpanies

Act", and that aam^ \)e now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Would the hon. Attorney GenercQ. explain?

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of this

bill is two-fold. The first amendment is to prohibit

trafficking in shareholders lists, the amendment I

indicated I would bring in. The second amendment is to

enable the provincially incorporated insurance company to

undei/tftke loans under the National Housing Act, 1945.

MB. WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Robinson, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to aotend

the Separate Schools Act," and that same be now read a

fi2*si; time.
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Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

HON. GEOB&E A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Would the

hon. member explain?

MR. GRUHMETT: In rural separate school sections

any vote for trustees, or upon a question, is an open

vote. The amendment provides for a secret ballot, similar

to the provision of the former Adt I Just introduced.

HON. UlSLIE E. BLACKWEIL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Frost, that leave be given

to introduce a bill, *An Act to amend the Loan and Trust

Corporations Act," and that same be now read a, first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Would the hon. Minister explain?

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Minister at Mines): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to move, seconded by Mr. Blackwell,

that leave be given to introduce a bill, "An Act to amend

the Mining Tax Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

MR. SPEAKER: Befcce proceeding further, I think

the hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) asked a

question on the previous bill.

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

Yes, I wanted to ask the Attorney General to explain the

Loan and Trust Corporations Bill.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL (Attorney General):

Mr. Speaker, this bill has seven sections. Each section

contains an unrelated amendment. The first aaendment

deals with reducing the par value of shares on capital

stock of the loan and trust companies. The second amend-

ment is to bring the lending powers into line with the
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trust company and insurance company lending powers. The

third amendment is to extend the lending powers to enable

this type of corporation to avail itself to the Nationcd

Housing Act. The fourth amendment is a tidying-up one

that involves no matter of principle. It is bringing it up

in line with the modern corporate practices. Section 5

removes the present ten-year limitation on debentures,

which is an unworkable provision, in view of the National

Housing Act of 1945. Section 6 enables this type of

corporation to distribute to the next of kin of deceased

depositors all sorts of deposits up to $500. Section 7,

which is the final one, deals with a statement. This has '

been a very heavy matter for this type of corporation to

deal with by the statute, and now they have to give a

statement to every depositor, while the amendmeat proposes

they give it to the depositor who desires and asks fear

it.

MR. SPEAKER: We will now revert to the bill

introduced by the Hon. Mr. Frost (Minister of Mines),

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

MR. WILLIAM J. GRUMMETT (Cochrane South) : Would

the hon. Minister explain?

MR. FROST: The purpose of the Act is to make the

form of payment of mining taxes conform with other

taxing statutes, particularly with a view to adjusting

matters for a general revision of the Act at the time

of the termination of the Federal Provincial Agreement

as the principal point. The second point is the provisions

were made for the acceleration of the forfeiture proceeding,

so that lands may be reopened for staking at an earlier date,

and there is an amendment in connection, fees for trappers.
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MR. SPEAKER: Before the Orders of the Day, the

hon. member for York West (Mr. Millard) has the privilege

to speaki^

ER. CHARLES H. MILLARD (York West)': Mr, Speaker,

there is a matter, I think, of publi* interest and con-

cern at the moment. There is a stoppage of work in one

of the two largest steel plants in Canada, at Sault Ste.

Marie, and due to the stoppage by some thirty men engaged

in the dispute with their employerj E,500 are now affected,

and possibly before this week is concluded the entire plant

of 5,000 people will be out, and production will be almost

completely stopped in that plant, and it is a matter which

involyes the National War Labour Board, and, to some extent,

stems out of a decision by a conciliation officer of the

Department of Labour and Regional War Labour ^oard in

Ontario.

About February the 15th these men, after repeated

attempts to negotiate a wage increase with their employer,

were directed to go to the Board at Toronto, the Regional

War Labour Board, and the conciliation officer was sent in

because the stoppage of work occurred at that time, and

these men were promised if they would return to work that

the matter would be taken up before the Regional War Labour

Boea*d, and a decision would be made within thirty days, and,

as far as the Regional War Labour Board is concerned, my

information is they acted totally in compliance with the

promise that had been made by the conciliation officer of"

the Departinent, and dealt with the case, and made their

decision within about fifteen days from the time that the

promise was made. However, in the meantime it was learned

that their request was on the narrow-gauge railways, and the

steel plants would have their wages put on a par with the
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standard-gauge railway workers in that particular area, so

the matter was placed under review by the National Board,

aiBd thirty days passed, according to the promise, and irtien

the l^hirty days were fully cancluded the men again stopped

work, and they had no decision either from the Regional

Board or the National Board.

(Page No. 1735 follows.)
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I believe in tkis case, Mr. Speaker, tkat tke House

ougkt to know tkat all decisions of tke Hegional Beard are

subject to review and final disposition, by tke National Beard.

Tkis case is somewkat complicated by reasen of tke fact

tkat tke steel industry made application to tke National

Board to be counted as a national industry. Tke National

Beard, on tke otker kand, told tkese few workers tkat tkey

were not a National industry but a regional industry, and

tkeir cases would be dealt witk by tke Regional Board.

Now, we find tkat tke National Beard kas taken tke

matter under review, and it is still under review and tke

final decision or report kas ne»t been made; witk tke result

indicated to tkis House*

I tjilnk we should ask that the decisien made by the

regienal Beard should be released to these men who are in-

volved in this matter; and also that we should press the

National Beard, who have had the matter under review, I

understand, since March the 1st, to make their decision and

make it known to these people within the next ten days. I

believe both these requests are reasonable; and if the Hen<>

Minister of Labour through the regional Beard would release

the decision of March the 1st, and if this House would ask

the National Board to ;aake their aecision known within ten

days for the sake of harmo^iy, that the whole matter coudd be

settled, .

I want to tell the house that the union is d»ing

everything it ckn, through its representatives and officers.

I am very much concerned about the situation. I do not want

to say that the situation is out of control, but I do say

that these men have a legitimate grievance, they were made
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a premise, and that ptemise was net kept; and the resalt

is that this has tied up the vrk and mere apd mere peeple

are out of werk; and production is reduced in these werks.

Therefore, I ask the Heuse and the Hon. Minister of Labeur

te see that the decision of the Regional Beard is now made

knewn to the men, and that the National Beard be requested

to make their decision within the next ten days.

HON. CHAiJLES DALEY (Minister of Labeur): Mr.

Speaker, I think pre.bably the request of the Hon. member

(Mr. Millard) might be asking fer something which could net

be given. I do not know whether you could set a time of ten

days; maybe they could do it in five days, or it might be

that they would not be able to 09 it in ten days. Sometimes

there are complications which do not appear en the surface.

I de not think you can tell any Beard that they can de a

certain thing in a certain number of dayso

I am net opposing some pressure, but I think that

might well be done by me as Minister of Labour fer the Pre-

vince, rather than te try te bring pressure on this House to

back it. 1 do not think we would be doing the right thing

in demanding that the National Board will make their decisica.

within ton days because it might not be possible to do it.

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): On Orders of

the Day, I am tabling answers to questions 16, 18, 20, 22, 29,

32 and 35.

MR. NELSON ALLES (Essex North): Mr. Speaker, before

the orders of the day, I want to make a statement on a matter

which is of some importance in this House. A few days ago

the Hon. member for St. Andrew (Mr. Salsbeii^g) was speaking
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about witholding a decision. Since that time the Commission

has stated that they were not ma Icing any {ressure.

I do not like to mention the matter that suggests

a remedy. I only mentioned the foregoing because it is

similar to a situation and it might cause the same disappoint

as the Hydro Commission is in not dispensing with the union

of employees.

I would quote- a letter from Mr. Paul Scarr, Secretary

of the Windsor and district Trades and Labour Council;

"Mr. N. Alles, M.P.P. , Parliament Buildings,
Toronto.
Dear Sir: As you undoubtedly know, a
hydro sub-station is under construction in the
Walker Hoad district, in Windsor. Up to the
present time, noj;- union labour has been em-
ployed in all the work on this station. This
Trades Council therefore sent a letter of
protest, to the Prime Minister; the Minister
of Labour; and the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission, requesting that some action
be taken in the matter.

The result was that Mr. Thos. Hogg sejnt

Mr. R. L. Hearn to Windsor to meet a committee
from this Trades Council. The outcome was that
our committee reported progress, and that Mr^
Hearn would return in the near future with a
definite answer. On Tues. 13th. inst. Mr.
Hearn returned, and was accompanied by a Mr.
Forgan. The outcome of this meeting was that
Mr. Hearn and Forgan have agreed to union labour
to all with the exception of nine men, who were
brought here from some other point. Our stand
is that all shall be union workmen on this,
and all such future projects. Therefore, if
we can win our point at this time, we fully be-
lieve that we can whip the yellow-dog tactics
of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission.

We are therefore asking, that if there
is anything which you can possibly do to assist
us in this move, you can rest assured that it
will be sincerely appreciated."

Mr. Speaker, I feel that this is a very strong letter,

and I believe that the Hon. member from Windsor will agree

with me that the Hydro Electric should not place itself in

the position of not hiring union men, especially where the

city is unionized, as is my own city of Windsor.

There is a second matter which I would like to brii^
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before the House, because, perhaps in a few days it will

be too late to bring it before the Legislature, and per-

haps then I would not have the opportunity. This is a

matter which affects a great many jaf our Wkr No. 1 vet-

erans. At the outbreak of this war many of the more war-

worn veterans came forward and offered their services as

the government might deem that they could best serve their

country. Possibly because of age, many of these men were

turned down for the active services; however a place was

found for many of them and they were given the job of

guarding Ontario's vital slfervices»

It is my opinion that these men are being paid by

the government of Ontario. Their job was to guard such

places as the Hyaro^Electric power plant at Niagara Falls,

and at other places. Many of the Hon. members may have seen

these men around their constituencies guarding plants against

sabotage and other injuries. Had they failed and neglected

their duty, it might possibly have meant months of delay

before work could have been resumed. -<-

MR. DREW: I do not wish to interrupt, Mr. Speaker,

but the great job which has been done here by these people

has been discussed roany times since last September. I think

the time has come to put a stop to this matter of decaying

the business of the people of OntariOo

MR. ALLES: I am not in habit of delaying tactics.

That is not my way,

MR. SPEAKER: Now that you have the floor, will you

bring your remarks to the point?

MR. ALLES: Mr. Speaker, I feel that the»e men's

services should be recognized in some way similar to that

given to the a. R. Po I think it would be a gracious
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action on the part of the government to send a letter,

or a medal of some sort, to these men. There are some

three or four hundred men involved. As far as I can see

they have only received one weeks' pay with their dis-

missal.

MR. L. HANCOCK (Wellington South): Mr. Speaker,

I wish to mention one matter.

MR. SPilAKER: I have declined to grant the privilege

of the House to the Hon. member because in ray humble opinion

the matter he wishes to discuss is not of sufficient import-

ance to take priority over other matters on the floor. But,

now that you have the floor, please bring it to the point

as soon as you can<>

MR. HANCOCK: I wish to bring to the attention of

the House an article which appeared in this morning's Globe:

••Ontario has power to say who comes into
Ontario, under the British North America Act,
and unless it is the intention of the Federal
government to move all enemy alien Japanese
back to British Columbia, they must consult
Ontario and the other Provinces, Premier
George Drew said yesterday.

He was commenting on a Federal Govern-
' ment report indicating it may be recommended

that those Japanese'* —
and I stress this sentence;

••that thos9 J[feipanese now in other Provinces
be settlejl east of the Rockies.

It was not our choice these people
should come to this Province, • Mi'. Drew
said. 'As we unaerstood it, it was entirely
a safety measure to remove these people from
British Columbia when it was believed there
was possibility of invasion by Japanese forces.

There is no reason an emergency measure
of this kind should be employed to settle in
this Province Japanese whom we would not wel-
come at this time.*"

Now, Mr. Speaker, many of these boys had been here

nearly three years, therefore they are Ontario citizens by

this time, and therefore, within the jurisidctton of this Hoase.
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I have a letter from Mr. G. E. Trueman, of the

British Columbia Securities Commission, which states:

"Every person (of Japanese origin) ih.o has
cone east from British Columbia, before
leaving British Columbia has been passed by
the B.C.M.P. as being wholly in sympathy with
the Canadian war effort.

We have very few enemy aliens of Japan-
e.s« origin in Ontario at this time. The
vast majority are either Canadian born or
naturalized citizens, and the Japanese
nationals who are here are, for the most part,
the fathers and mothers of the Canadian born
boys who preceded them to Ontario."

According to the figures which I got, they show

that 855S of the Japanese in this country at this time were

born in Canada, or are naturalized; and many of those who

are not naturalized are the parents of these boys- who were

born in British Columbia. They are working on farms

and the farmers are glad to have them.

. Although the article does not state any differeniation,

it does state that those Japanese born elsewhere have settled

east of the fiockies.

I submit that the Hon. Premier of this Province

should qualify his statement and make it clear to this House

that those native born citizens of Japanese origin are not

included in his statement.

MR. SPEAKER; Orders of the Day.

MR. DREW: The Sixth Order.

CLEHK OF THE HOUSE: The sixth order of the Day.

Resuming the adjourned debate on the amendment to the amendment

to the motion for the consideration of the Speech of the

Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor at the opening of the

Session.

MR. F. R. OLIVER (Grey South): Mr. Speaker, 1 hope

it may be said that I am rising on a matter of some public

importance, and as I proceed to speak I hope that I will be able
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t© bring out some points, and perhaps direct a shaft or

two of criticism here and there, but, in the main, to make

a constructive speech.

First of all, I want, of course, to congratulate

those members of the House who have participated in the de-

bate thus far. It may be that in the course of my remarks

I will deal with some of the matters that they spoke about

in their speeches. I will try and do that in a way that will

leave no trace of affence or undue criticism, because, after

all, we farmers are very humble and mild mannered persons

until we are aroused; and it is not with any desire in our

hearts that we depart from the road of mild criticism with

constructive measures for bettering the lives of the people

of this Province,

I want to say just a word or two in passing, Jbout

some of the remarks in the Speech by the Hon. member from

Bruce (Mr. Duff). In my judgment the speech of the Hon. mentber

for Bruce was one that was well thought out. It was one

that contained nany constructive suggestions that might be

very usefully employed in bettering the life in the Province

0f Ontario.

I want to deal particularly, if I may, with the

suggestion that came about the middle of hi s remarks con-

cerning what I shall call the rehabilitation of pural Ontario.

The Hon. members of the House will recall that I have spoken

on this matter a great many times in this Chamber, and I am

very keenly interested to ascertain if anything can be done

to revitalize $he rural parts of the Province of Ontario.

And, now that we have a new Minister of Planning and Develop-

ment, I am more hopeful than ever that in his post-war plana

there will be included some idea of how we can regenerate those
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sections of Ontario that have fallen off in population and

have gone down in value, not only to the community, but to

the Province as a whole.

I am thinking, as 1 speak, and my Hon. friend from

Bruce and Hon. members from other ridings wL 11 agree with this

remark, thinking of small villages and towns, dotted here and

there throughout the ridings and counties of Old Ontario,

that thirty and forty years age were thriving little villages

or towns, and to-day they have gone down hill, so to speak,

until they are, as I say, of very little importance to stab-

ilizing the coEununity life.

(Page 1743 follows)
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It Is true, I tblnk, that many of these villages and

towns have gone down the grade because of the fact that the

industries that once supported them has moved on or been

merged with a larger industry, and the branch is no longer

being carried on in the community. The point I want to make,

in co-operation with my hon. friend fron^ ;©i?uce (Mr. DufXV is

to say to the hon. Minister of Planning and Dev^Xepoant

(Mr. Porter) that I hope he will seize the opportunity to

speak in this debate; I hope he will unfold t)o us what plans

he has - and I am sure he has plans - to rebuild rural

Ontario to make it what it once was, a community centre

worthy of the name, and able to maintain around the community

centre a happy, contented population.

Mr. Speaker, I am reminded too, of the debate of last

year in w"hich the hon. Prime Minister participated, in which

he was very optimistic about the possibility o f getting

industries to come to Canada at the conclusion of this war,

and he went on to say, as I recall it, that he was hopeful -

as w© all are - if and when these industries came to Canada,

that they have a plan - >« master plan, if you will - so that

these industries will no* tie congregated still more th4.ckly

in the larger centres of population, but they will be dis-

tributed as widely as possible throughout the whole acreage

throughout the Province of Ontario, placed there according

to plan, where they will do the most of good, and where they

will revive once again the community spirit, that is not only

essential, but vitally so, to the whole Province of Ontario.

In my way of thinking, it is spot good to make our big

cities larger, and our small centres smaller, and I do not

think the attention of one man or one group of men can rectify

that situation, and I do not think it can be done over night.
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or in the course of a few weeks, but I thiiik It can b^ done,

and what Is more, I think it must be done, if we are going

to discharge in full our obligations to this Province and

to the people who will con^e after us, after we have left the

stage and gone on to whatever our reward may be.

So I want to leave that thought with the House , that

I sincerely commend the remark of the hon.membei" for Bruee

(Mr. Duff) , and I hope that the hon. Minister of Planning

and Development (Mr, Porter) will tell us what plans he has

in this connection, and tell us before the debate closes

.

I think not only myself, but all hon. members, are anxious

to see what the hon. Minister (Mr. Porter) has in mind for

a post war reconstruction, because we should be able to say

that things will not go on as they are with the assured

prosperity that we enjoy kt the moment in the post war, unless

we do something of a 6tabilizihg character to correct the

abuses, and to build, artificially if you will, to counteract

the trend that always comeS at the cohclusion of a war, and

that leads into depression.

I do not think depressions are meant to come after war;

I think men, if they use the ingenuity and brains which God

gave them, can avert in a great measure the depression which

usually follow wars . And here is one place we can start to

do it, in the Department which has been fortlted, and I am sure

that all measures tending toward the re-allocation and the rehab-

ilitation of life In this Province after the war is something

with which we will agree with the hon. Minister (Mr. Porter)

one hundred per cent.

Now, I w^t to touch a moment on some of the i?emarks

of my honi, frien4 from Wellington - North Wellington, I be-

lieve it is, -(Mr. McEwing) and my sentimelite towards those

remarks of my hon. ifriend - befpre I say them, I want to say
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I am pleased that the hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr.

Kennedy) is in the House. I like to see him here, and

I believe that he tries to do the best he can. Sometimes

I think that he is influenced all too much by the impracti-

cal politicians within his own party who would try to

shove on to him some thiiigs that even he does not believe

are possible, or for the good of the Province of Ontario.,

And it is in that frame of mind that I would like

to say a few words about the County Agricultural Gommitteeso

AS you will recall — and as I think the hon. member

for North Wellington (I/Ir, McEwing) read, — this is the

famous point number four in the twenty-two pointSo This

point I can readily imagine was constructed for the vital

purpose of luring the fai-mers of Ontario into the Tory

cavalcade at the last general election, and I am ready to

admit that it had some effect at that time, but the only

danger to the party that is now in power is that you might

be able to fool the farmers once, but I will darned if you

can fool them a second timeo

You see, in respect to these County committees,

the idea was nurtured in the brain cff the hon. Prime Minister

himself, and it became a delight after he returned from one

of his visits to Englando And I think the hon. Prime

Minister was impressed - in fact, I know he was impressed —
with the work that the County coimnittees or the unit

committees were doing in England in ouphasizing the pro-

duction for wartime use, And when he came back to Canada,

the older members of the House will recall that he was very

enthusiastic about the possibilities of transplanting these

County units into the Province of Ontario, with good effect.



I
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and that is contained In the twenty-two points.

I wajit to read the phrase that covers that©

number Four says

"to set up connnlttees of outstanding
farmers In each county, with authority
to plan jointly production and promote
a processing and distribution of farm
products .

"

Before I pass from that, I want you to note the two words

"with authority" now, anyone who saw the Bill which was

Introduced, Incorporating these committees, last ye^ir In n

the HoUse will r^cognlfc^ at once that the "authority" was

dropped out, and I thlnH It Is just as well, for I cannot

Imagine any good, o]d soli4 farmer toeing told by his neighbors

that} he had to cut the weeds off a certain patch of land,

with his soiie overseas and no help available. "With

authority" J to my pind that was a terrible phraseolq^y,

and it was juSt ka well it was left out , '

' But when they leave that out, they have not got very

puch left, and! I want to enumerate what,, In my judgment,

were the shortcomings of the county committees of Agriculture.

I want to say, before I start, that I do not think

they will fver tajce the place in Canajia which they occupy

in England. I do not thihk they are necessary; I do not

think they a^e <iesir*blfe, and I do not think they fl^ into

the agricultural picture, and I do think they conflict most

definitely with existing agricultural committees and organi-

zation^, which can do the job muph more eff^ctivily thikti they

can.

Jjow then, thet hon. Prime Minister np 4oubt in his
'

I

study of these organizations overseas will grant me this;

that those county committees operated in England, in a
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coujatry that was n^ver able to produce sufficient food to

feed her ovn people. England always was - and I imagine

always will be, in your lifetime and mine anyway, dependant

upon outside sources for a greater bulk of her foodstuffs

,

England's ships are carrying her manufacturing products to

all parts of the world, and distributing those products,

and carrying back in their holds, from all parts of the world,

the foodstuffs that are necessary to feed the English

population. So that these county committees in England

serve this very primary and fundamental purpose, that

they helped to instill in the English farmers ' minds and

hearts, the idea of producing more and more, so that

England would become less and less dependant on outside

sources for her food supply. And in that role, Mr. Speaker,

I say they have a. place.

But when you bring them to Ontario, and you trans-

plant them into this country, you are trying to do the.

impossible, because this Dominion of Canada has always

demonstrated that she is not only able to supply food for

her own people, but has always been an exporter, and I pre-

sume will continue to be an exporter of the basic products

produced by the agricultural industry. So when we start

to set up this system in Ontario, whose main purpoise in

England was the production of agricultural products, we

find that the need which this committee or commission

supplied in England was not necessary at all in Ontario

nor in Canada, because we have no trouble in this Province-

or very little trouble - in the production ^lid of our

agricultural industry.

If the farmers of this Province are given a price

that is reasonable, and given wages for the work involved
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In producing agricultural products, then I say to tjils

House, there is very little In the way of production

that we cannot overcome.

We have demonstrated that through this war by

producing twice as much products with one -half as roany

men. So the need of these committees to instill the idea

of greater production in the aiind?. of Oritario farmers was

not necessary.

Now, I wanted to touch for a moment on this other

angle - and I am dealing ¥itii this extensively because I

wiint %© say to the House - and I ttiXik. they will agree -

that they got a good few of f&raier votes for my friends

across the way the last time, because tn^j dressed them up

in such ft "beautiful clotblcj^,, and paraded them so well, that

the farmers thought, **we.l.i,, here at last is something worth

while from the Government . So I surest to the House

that these county comraitteea are in direct conflict with

existing organizations in the counties who c€Ui do the work

Just as efficiently and just as well. The Agricultural

Committee of the County Couiicils, which are set up in al-

most; every county, and whose purposes are the same as this

committee^ and the federation of agriculture which was

organized in every county, have and will do the work that

is prescribed for this committee. And then, furthermore,

this committee is not a committee that arose in the ranks

of farmers to help the farmex's. This is a committee

sponsored by Government, that is paid for by a Government,

and is controlled in the main by Government, and such &

constituted committee can dever iSUK fill a place that is

worth while In Ontario agriculture.
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The Secretary cf the local committee Is to be the

agricultural representative o All the costs incurred by

the committee are to come out of the Consolidated Revenue

Funds of the Province of Ontario, And so I say to the

House, and to the Province, that there is no use in trying

to extend these committees into the counties vhich are not

yet organized;, becauae they vill be vqtj short lived

affairs havii^ig no worthwhile fxmc'iioL. to perform in the

agricultural i'abrlc of this Province.,

Nov I leave these pci/jits, and I s/ant to touch for a

moment on the famous stockyard question- I want to say that

I was very conservative ~ ahaii 1 say •• in the rema,rks I

made upon this issue le-sc ses&lon.- I raid that it was not

worth a five cent piece to the far-n?rs of Ontario, but I

did not even then think it vould be the detriment to

th« farmers that It has since become.

I do not want to deal with all angles of this

question, but I do want to say again that this was one

of the things with which this Government was able to

induce so many farmers in this Province to vote for them

in the last Provincial election. This is one of the

things. They dressed it up, and tied a red ribbon on it,

and the farmers thought they had something. Do you want

we to tell you why? Because the farmers have always thought

that the charges they paid at the stockyards were too high,

and they always thought - and had reason to think - that

there was speculation and manipulation practiced without

end at the Toronto Stockyards, and in the processing plants.

And so when you said ''v« are going to take over the yards",

auid your candidates all over the Province widened on that,

and said you were going to lessen the costs, and cut the

commission costs, and cut the food cost, and stop this
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speculating and manipulation at the Toronto stockyards,

they thought again they had something from Government.

Well, you did not stop it, for you have not cut

the costs to the farmer, and you knew when you made the

promise that you could not cut the costs to the farmer -

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer):

Just wait and see, and you will be satisfied. We will

please even you, if you will wait for a little.

MB. OLIVER: Oh, will you?

MR. FROST: Yes.
glad

MR, OLIVER: Well, I will be awfully/ to see it.

Mr. Speaker, I say the Government knew when they made this

proniise to the farmeisthat they cx>uld not cut the costs

involved in charges at the Toronto stockyards . They knew

that the Federal Government, under the Livestock Control

Act had complete authority to set the price of hay, the

price of bedding, of feed, of straw, and everything else,

and they knew they could not move one inch in this mdtter

unless thejr received the authority and approval of the

pominlon board, yet they went around the Province and

intimated quite clearly to the farmers that all they had

to do was to vote for them, and all things would be straight-

ened out

.

Well, the farmer sells his hay for twelve dollars,

and then when he sends his cattle down to the stockhards,

he pays thirty-six dollars for the same hay, to feed back

to his cattle. The commission charges are the same; the

charges for straw are just the same; in fact, all charges

connected with the yards are just the same as they were.

So there is no redress on that point.
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Then I come to the question of the stockyards them-

selves, and may I say to my hon. friend from Haliburton,

Victoria, Lindsay, and points east (Mr. Frost) that when he

interjected the other day when this was being discussed,

and said the President of the Co-operative Company was.

one of the men on the provisional board of directors -

he Is wrong on that point.

MR. FROST: He was,, was he not?

MRo OLIVER; Hs m&y have been at one time, but

he was not when you spoke , He also said, perhaps by

intimation, that I was a member of the board of directors

of the Co-operative Compaiiy,, and I was in a way responsible,

and hooked in and could not talk out loud. Well, as a

matter of fact, I am not a member of the Co-operative

Company; I never was^ &nd I do not suppose I ever v/ill be.

So you are not invulnerabl©, and not in the clear, when

speaking of these things,,

But I want to say most- definitely to the House

that I think it is pretty generally conclusive that the

stockyards at West Toronto are in a vforse condition than

they have ever been in since they were erected and used

as the means of housing cattle while being held for sale.

And that is almost a year after the Government took these

yards over, and promised redress. The indescribable filthy

that has been present out there all winter - and I suppose

still is - is conducive only to one thing, and that is to

spread disease amongst the cattle, and hundreds of cattle

- I do not know whether that question was answered today

or not - but I venture to say that hundreds of cattle died

in the yards last fall and winter by reason of the fact

that they contracted disease because of the filth and dirt

and muck that was allowed to accumulate in those yards

.
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And I would say further to my hon. friends, across
did not

the way that they Ha± not only/do away with speculation and

manipulation, and give the farmers a better deal, but

these cattle did stand in these yards for four or five days,

to a week or more, and came up to the sellers' bench in a
lookimg

very dilapidated/condition. They were all covered with

one thing and another, and they had not gained any during

their sojourn in the yards, so that rather than help the

farmers in the pricea they received, most definitely the

farmers lost thousands of dollars due to the condition of

this cattle after being housed in tlie yaicds, before they

were brought up for sale

.

Now, my hoi^. friend from Victoria and Haliburton

(Mr. Frost) said that a board was appointed, and there were

some farmers on the board. I ^ay to him that I do not give

two hoots about that point , I do not think it adds to your

credit, nor to your standing as a Government for you to try

to hide and try to pass the responsibility on to somebody

else, and to get away from a responsibility that rightfully

belongs to you, and the people of Ontario will see that it

stays with you. That is all I want to say on that particular

point

.

MR. R. H. TAYLOR (Huron): Mr. Speaker, may I ask

a question of the hon^ member (Mr. Oliver) to clarify some-

thing?

MS. SPEAKER: M&y I request that both sides of the

House allow the speaker to conclude his address, suid then

ask a question.

MR. OLIVER: I am not going to stand for that - at

least, I don't think I will. I never saw that procedure

followed in the House before.
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MR. SPEAKER: I simply asked the hon. members If

they would let the speaker (Mr. Oliver) conclude.

MR. OLIVER: I do not see why a speaker shpuld be .

subjected to remarks throughout his address.

MR. SPEAKER: I just requested to allow the speaker

to conclude his address, and then questions may

be put

,

MR. OLIVER: That is just what I object to. If

I want to andwer a question raised by an hon, member, I

have the right to say whether I want to answer it at that

time or not, but do not transfer them all back to the end

of the speech, and then have me subjected to a barrage -

MR . SPEAKER: Will you carry on, please.

MR. TAYLOR: May I ask the question?

MR. OLIVER: Yes, what is your question?

MR. TAYJjOR: May I ask the hon. meipber for South

Grey (Mr. Oliver) if it is not true that the stockyards

have no roofs on t^hem; is it not true this year we had

an unprecedented amount of snow, and is it not true at

the time he refers to, due to nature, which no government

can control, the conditions he mentions in regard to the

stockyards may be attributed to that.

MR. OLIVER: In answer to my hon. friend from

Huron (Mr. Taylor) I say there were no roofs on tjiem

when the government took them over. * They knew what con-

ditions might become, and they became just that.

Now, Mr. Speaker, if I may, I want to discuss for

a few minutes the report of the agricultural inquiry

commission, and I do not want to talk very extensively

on that report, because it is, as hon. members will be

aware, who have received a copy, a very voluminous

document

.

(Page 1755 follows)
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It is a very worthy document o I tkink they should have said

what they did say in less words than it took them but, at any

rate, that was their prerogative if they used words if they

desired to do so but I hope when the Budget debate is up in

the House that I will have an opportunity, and other hon. members

of the House will also avail themselvew of the opportunity, to

discuss the various sections of this report because I think it

is a report that has merit. I think it is a report that shows

that the members who sit on that Committee devoted a good deal

of attention and time to the problans that were brought before

themo I just want to say, however, before I start into

a discussion of this report - a very sketchy one, that I have

come to the place where I have lost a good deal of faith in

commissions and boards that are aappointed by a government

outside the membership of the House itself and without

representation of the members of the House on that boardo I

think we have got to get away from that idea» I think the

Government have got to take the responsibility on their own

shoulder for the introduction of legislation and I think we

have got to get back to the place in this province where they

have ministerial responsibility and where those ministers are

villing^ and able and anxious to introduce remedial leglslatiofi.

without passing the buck to a committee or board, whatever

you like to call ito I say that quite definitely because

this government has sinned somewhat in the appointment of

commissions and boards. I do not know whether the question

was answered to-day or still counting the number they have

appointed but they have appointed a good many of theaio But

it is not the individual committees that were appointed I am

criticising right now but I say quite definitely it is a wrong

principle and we should get back to responsible government
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and all tliat eatails and we are getting a long w^ from it

in all these oommittees and boards See, Those commissioas

are costly, they run into a lot of money for the period

they sit and they are time consuming,, Some of the pressing

problems that these committees are discussing, tliere should

be action on them within six months at the most, and yet

this committee has sat over a year all told, its lifetime,

amd it is important I think that that elemeat should be

considered.

Another thing about these commissions, of course,

is that they are an excellent thing, Just an admirable

ehicle for government to shift responsibility and shift,

through lack of desire to deal with a pertinent question,

they will shift it on to a commission with the idea and with

knowledge that with a little coaching and a little help

these members will sit for months and months while the issue

InvolTed becomes worse and worsoo That, to my mind, is an

important point in this respect and so it is with these

misgivings of all commissions I want to discuss this committee's

report for a very few minutes » Then, of course, there is

the other angle about commissions and committees is when the

Government gets its report they usually honour the labour of

those on the commission by failing to implement their

recommendations contained therftla»

Now, bringing this right home to the Agricultural

Committee's report my hon. friend from Peel (Mr. Kennedy)

knows full well that back in the early Twenties there was an

agricultural coimnittee in this provi]|te headed by Dr.

Jamleson, later the Hon. Dr. Jamieson, a man who sat for many

years in this House » It toured all over the province of

Ontario holding meetings for months and brought in what to look
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at was an admirable report, but I do not think the

Minister of Agriculture will say to me this afternoon there

was any, and certainly not very many of the recommendations

contained in this report, were ever crystalized into

legislation, and 1 say to you - no matter how good those

recommendations are they are not worth the paper they are

written on unless they are followed by statutory action on

the part of the government and that very seldom happens,

and 1 hope it is not right in this case.

Now then, the report itself. I am going to

Just sketch it; I am not going into it very deeply. 1 am

bound to admit, and I am anxious to admit, It sets out the

agricultural sitiiation in the province rather clearly and

rather well. It is a document that will be of value to

the Ministervof Agriculture if he cares to be persuaded by

the contents of the committee's report. I think one could

say, however, that it has too much verbal dressing and there

are too many words around it - I mean you would almost need

"to be more than an ordinary farmer to grasp the full

significance of the various points made. I think, also,

if one wanted to make another objection to the report it would

be that they are more or less timid in making recommendations.

I know I can think of a lot more recommendations they could

have made and I am going to speak on some . of them a little

later on, but they did inquire into some very interesting fields

affecting farmers in the Province of Ontario. They enquired

into farm credits, into rural education, soil conservatios,

lire stock and soil research or what do you call that - soil

analysis - we will let it go at that anyway.

I wast to talk for a moment about the first one,

farm credit. The committee's report on farm credit I agree

with entirely. The committee recommend that the province don't
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go beck Into the business of loaning money to tke farmers

la tke provl&ce, the same aa the old Agricultural Board»

and I think In making that decision they were prompted by

very wise counsel because our experience as governments

in this province with the agricultural development Board

have not been too good, to say the least, but at any rate

the commission recommends that we do not go back into the

loaning business as a province but that we fall under and

seek to work under the recommendation of the Dominion Farm

Loan Board so far as extending credit for farm purposes

is concerned. With that I agree* I ma|ie one recommen-

dation that young farmers should be given provincial lians

©r guaranteed bank loans on the part of the province.. Now,

that is something that can be gone intOo There is much to

be said in its favour but I do not know why it cannot be

worked under Dominion Farm Loan Board.. I cannot see why

an ideal like that could not be embraced in the Farm Board

if it was very definitely brought to their attention.

They say also in the report that Credit Unio&s

have been doing very good work In the province, and I agree

with them. I agree absolutely that credit Unions are

founded on a very sound basis In this province and I do

hope that they will progress until the day comes in this

province when the farmers through their Credit Union can

finance their own operations in respect to processing, a^,'

We all agree with thato Then they make one important

recommendation In that they say the $5,000 now made

available under the Marketing Act for Co-operative Marketing,

store houses &c. should be raised to $25,000. Well, in

these times when co-operative marketing is on the march it

seems to me that is a very reasonable suggestion and should be
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carried out.

Then there Is the question of education for rural

people. That is an intensely interesting document and

should be studied by those in charge of making the lavs

respecting ^miral education. The education that we have

had in Ontario in some respects failed to meet the need that

exists and we have need in parts of this country or province

for an education that Is particularly adapted to rural

people and this report sets that out in very definite language

»

and I hope something will come out of ito

Then there is live stock report and I touch on it

Just briefly. The main recommendation in the live stock

report is that we put on a campaign and tighten up existing

legislation to the end that we will have eliminated the

scrub sires in all fields of live stock in the province and

replace them with high grade pediseeddaaMm&iso That, to my

mind, goes without saying. We should do that. We should

intensify our efforts towards that end. Because after this

war is over, when we go on to the markets of the ^orld, it

will be essential that our products will stand the teat of

quality before they can be sold to the advantage of Ontario

farmers overseas, and one of the waya to get that quality is

to see our breeding stock is of the best.

Then there is a chapter that deals with better

feeding practice that I agree with. There is a chapter that

deals with veterinary problems in the province. Inasmuch as

last year I spoke on this particular matter, let me read the

recomiaendation of the commissioa in respect of veterinary

services. It says:

•That all courses in animal husbandry at agricultural
colleges, schools and short courses, should include
more extensive instruction in veterinary science. The
commission also feels that a much more co-operative
spirit might be developed if graduates of the Ontario
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•Vetlnary College were encouraged to slcuss
w^th clients the conditions involved in the
treatment of animals for an ailment under
consideration* Possibly in this way greater
confidence might be established as between
the veterinary and the farmer. And this should
help to break down the feeling that science
is over the head of the average man. The secrets
of a professional man are entitled to some
protection, and without disclosing these, the
farmer might be encouraged to develop more interest
in scientific assistance, if he were not entirely
in the dark as to the why and wherefore of
treatment of his animals,* ' .

Now, I just want to say in respect to that, similar

to what I spoke of last year, that there is a great need in

rural Ontario now for farmers being supplied with some of the

basic drugs that are used to combat diseases that are well

known to the farmer and the farmer knows the drug to be used

as well because nine times out of ten at the present time for

erysipelfs and shipping fever and all that kind of stuff th«

farmer goes to the drug stores and purchases the drug that is

required, comes home and injects it into his animal and it is

not necipessary to call a veterinary now. The suggestion I

made last year and I repeat now, that some of those common

diseases that are so prevalent to live atock of this province

and for which treatment is well known and can be purchased in

any drug store, that the Government will be going a long way to

help farmers if they furnished these basic drugs, and I

would not make the list too long at the start of these basic

drugs because there is a vast difference between the cost of

the drug itself and the price sold for in the retail trade. I

just point that out to the Minister because I think it is

worth while discussing*

I am taking longer than I intended. I think, perhaps

it will be said in later years that this committee's report

will be more famous for its omissions than for what is included

in the report inasmuch as they fail to recommend as to what
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better conditions should be employed in the Marketing-

of Ontario Farm Produce and to me that is the most

important problem that faces our peor^le at the present

time. Why could not they have surveyed the field of

marketing and made some recommendations that would have

been helpful and beneficial to rural people.

VR, DOUCETT: Might I ask the hon. member if he

hds read this report. It states in there that is one of

the points they oould not get around to and intended

to report in supplement regarding marketing.

MR. OLLIVERj I know all that.

MR. DOUCETT: You are going to say that*

MR. OLIVER: I have an idea what I am going to
r

saya I am discussing the report as it was tabled in the

House and I am saying it was unfortunate that marketing has

not been dealt with in over a year that this commission

sat and that they did not bring recommendations into the

BomsB itt this- time. Because I am going to say to my

friend that the successful marketing of Ontario proflBcis

is nd>t a thing we can put i>ff for any length of time. As

soon as this war is over we are going to find conditions

in this province whove we are going to have other products

and where successful marketing is of the utmost importance

and I say it is essential there should be in this report

something about this very matter.

I want to touch for a moment on some of the things

mentioned in the report and I hope the Government will implement

som* of these recommendations. I will tell them a good one

they can start on. There is a reccinmendation in the report

that the Government should pass a Bill making it obligatory

for the packers to pay back to the Government the money that

they deduct for horned cattle In the yard. Now, this practice
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has gone on for quite sometime

»

MR. DOUCETT: I might say, Mto Speaker, in reply

to my hon. friend I have that Act all prepared and will

be iatroduced.

MR. OLIVER: Uy goodness, is not that great; wa

are making progress. I will touch on one or two more and

perhaps wi2>l get results. I congratulate the GovernmeB|

If they did that because already in Westers Canada tM
I think of the provinces have similar Acts on their bookSo

MR. DOUCETT: Three.

MR. OLIVER: Well, I was being conservative, aad

the money Is paid into the Department of Agriculture, Into

the Consolidated Revenue Fund •> does not matter which *

and Is used to the advantage of the Live Stock industry of

the province. So that I won*t need to discuss that any

more. That is very fortunate.

I want to toueh for a moment on the need for marketing

legislation and marketi|igmachinery in this Province. 1 think

the time has coma when we must stream-line our marketing

machinery to meet marketing after post-war conditions, I think

it is essential that we should begin now to prepare for the day

that we know or hope at least is not far off*. I would go

so far as to say this: That if the Committee en Agricultural

Inquiry had recommended the setting up of a department of

government, having as its heading - Co-eperative and Marketing-

that I would have supported that recommendationo I think

the time has come when we should give more attention to the'

marketing end of our problem. Over in the Agricultural Depart-

ment we have many trained men and good men appointed by this

Government and past Governinent, but men who are trained but

trained particularly along one line and that line is production,

and I say to you, Mr, Minister-and I think you will agree with
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me tliat It is time that we had a department and the personell

of that department were trained not in the art of productiom

but in the art of distribution, in the art of co-operative

marketing, in the art of selling our products to foreign

markets and all these things and I do not think they can

come successfully from department, the main men of which

are inculcated with the idea that they should produce more.

I am quite serious in that matter and I think it is a problem

that will come up very forcibly in the near future. I want

to tell you why the marketing of products is very important.

I said a while ago in my address that we had doubled production

I think that is a safe figure to us - doubled our production

of agricultural products in war years with about half the men

employed that were before the war, showing that we have a

terrific capacity for production and now we are able because

of Kar time conditions to sell these products to Great Britain,

Just as much of those products as we can and will produce

but that condition is definitely a wartime one and as soon

as the war is over, within a reasonable time thereafter, you

will find that countries like Denmark and Argentine and all

these others who used to ship to the British market, you will

find them tearing away the debris and you will find them

trying to get on to their feet after years of war and

destruction, and you are going to see then in this province

and in the whole world a vicious searching for market in the

post war period - a vicious search - and we would be over

confident, Mr. Speaker, if we thought for a moment as soon as

condition settled after this war we would still be able to

sell the present proportion on. the market of Britain. That

argument won't hold water becajise England is a trading nation,

England has got to sell her manufactured products and she is
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prepared In return to take agricultural products that "

•he needs, and you will find Just as surely as wo are

sitting here to-day, as soon as the war is over and

things clear away that England will start to buy again -

not from choice but from neceBBity - from these other

countriea that she bought before from this country and

the percentage of those products that she bought from

Canada will be less and less as the months go oHo We

might as well face that condition. The same is true

as to the competition on the world market* I just

heard this morning - I cannot give this as a definite

facto I think Britain is buying beef from the Argentiae

%t leas than 7 cents per lb» The Minister shakes his

head.

MR. DOUCETT: You are not far off.

MR. OLIVER: And when that beef goes to the

British market I do not know how we are going to compete

with beef at 7 cents when ours is twelve cents* Thess

are tremendous problems that will face us Just as soon

as reconstruction commences after the war, and we should

be prepared in this province to do what we can not only

to find markets but to recover markets <> We should seek

t#o improve the quality of our products because the Englishman

that eats our No. 2. bacon to-day Ikdis appetite will be a

little more particular after the war is over and he will

want the No.l, and we must carry on continuous education

to improve products, agricultural products, so that they

can stand up against the products of any other part of the

world. Another thing I think this marketing department,

if you set it up should concern itself. I think they

seek ways and means not only of finding markets but of ia-

creasing the consumption of the markets in our own country.
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because I think there is a field there. I think

there is a field there that we have not fully developed

aad I think tttii a proper department of government set

up that they could do much within our own confines to

increase the percentage of those products that are

consumed at home.

Then there is the other an^le that we should

find other uses for the products of the farm and I am

very hopeful along that line sometimes - and sometimes

I am not so hopeful - but I think science and research

have done a remarkably fine job in finding things that

will take •* I don't know hardly what 1 wa&t to say» Let

me start this again. What I want to say is this: that

science and research in the past and I think will 1b

the future, do a fine job in finding uses for farm

products in every line of productioBo I am reminded

as I speak that it is possible now to make a sweetner

in the form of sugar from wheato It is being done at

the present time not very far south of the Forty-nintk

Parallel in the United StateSo Making a sugar - I don't

know what to call it - fluid or somethiago Anyway it

is making sugar from wheat, and they have demonstrated

in the past in the production of gasoline, ^Qo Germany

has produced gasoline from wheat and other cereals <, There

is a great field for endeaveuro If we lose our overseas

market to any extent we will have to turn to these things

to solve the problem of finding a market for the agricul-

tural people of this province.

Nov then, I want to say another word here and it

may not just agree with the Minister of Agriculture, but there

is one thiag. ...
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MR. KENTJEDY; Y«u ]aave been pretty good so far.

MR, OLIVERS Thank you<» I thouglat you would

agree pretty well being the kind of man you arco

There is something in the committee's report

that I think one should comment en. There is a sectiom

in there which says that the heg producers presented a

plan to the Committee whereby they might come under the

Farm Products Centrol Act. I think it is very essential

that they do come under that Farm Control Marketing Act,

and I was rather disappointed when the Committee said

that the plan, that the hog producers presented to them

was net acceptable or would not worko Now, I think

the Cemmittee's duty when they reached that Impasse

was to find out what plan would work and what plan would

allow producers of hogs in this province to come under

the Market Control, Act.

BUR. KENNEDY: We have got it pretty well under

way now.

MR. OLLIVER: That is good, indeed, because this

point follows immediately on that. We have the speculation

and manipulation. It is still down in the packing houses

and stock yards. It could not be removed at all but the

one way it can be removed, and effectively, is socializing

the plant. I have great ^oabtb^iA'to the possibility of

that myself.

HON. MEMBERS: You are getting cloe to it.

MR. OLIVER: I have the greatest doubt of the

possibility of socialization of packing houses. There is

this point where that point can be solved for the farmer

of Ontario in respect to beef and hogs. They should be

in a position to control that product so effectively that
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they oould say to Mr, McLean: here Is your product at

such a price and you either take it or leave ito To

me there is a good way out there and I hope the farmer

of this province will some day be able to say they are

organized so effectively that they still can do that.

Then there is the other point I want to make,

and I am not going to speak very much longer* I think

we should do something either provincially or federally

and I am not going to ague as to which place it rightfully

belongs at the moment » We have in Ontario and have had

for many years what is known as the "Dominion Insurance

ql^ HogSo You know we produced in 1944 2,000,000 Hogs

In Ontario, according to the report from the DepaLrtment

of Agriculture at Ottawa, and they take one half of one

per cent off the value of these hogs as Dominion Insurance

e

That Insurance is used to compensate the packer for

condemned ijarcases that are unfit for human consumption..

Nobody seems to know where this law startedo I do not

think there is any legislation to back it up. It is Just

something that was agreed to between friends, I presume

and it has been going on for many years, and in 1944 in

the province of Ontario the packers got $ 250 » 000 by way

of Dominion Insurance on hogs that were sold by Ontario

farmers » They give no accounting of that» Accrding to

the live stoek report of the Dominion Government some

"^•4^5000 hogs were condemned last year in Ontario. Now,

those 4,000 hogs in round figures would be, $100,000o 3o

that if you take that $100,000 off the $250,000 that the

packers received for Dominion Insurance you have $150,000

left that looks very much like a profit to the packers of

the Province of Ontario.
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MR. CASSSLMAN: Then they use all by-products?

MR. OLIVER: Yes, and I do know this that the

Eastern Canada Packers, which I think are a co-operative

outfit, run their Dominion Insurance for •023, which is

less than one quarter percent and they have a balance

in doing it on that basiso In Ontario this Dominion

Insurance does not pay the farmer if he does his hog in

transit o I mean, if the animal gets sick on the way down

or kicks out on the way down the Dominion Insurance has

nothing that compensates the farmer for the loss of that

animalo That comes under the Insurance that is carried

by the Truckers themselves, but in this Eastern Packing

Concern, this o023 of one per cent not only carries the

loss of the condemned animal but carries the loss of

animal damaged in transit and they are able to carry that

other loss at less than half what we are paying in the

province of Ontario » I should say that we could do the

same with this as we are doling with horned cattle. We should

say to the Packers - •turn over the money to us, you are

collecting by way of Dominion Insurance and we will pay back

to you what we consider a Just and fair amounto* There is

no reason that I can see that farmers should be penalized

in this way»

MR. NIXON: I ask the hono gentlemen a question ->

may be they oould use this money for animals that die in

the stock yard too?

MR. OLIVER: Then, immediately...

MR. FROSTS The hon. member from Brant (Mr„Nixon)

asked you a question,- what did you do about this Dominion

Insurance during the nine years you were in power?

MR. NIXON: We didimot have stock yardSo

MR. FROST: What did you do about it? Not a thing.
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Mio OLIVER; We were busy doing other things*

We were so busy doing other things in enacting legislation

for the benefit of rural people that we had not just got

around to this. There is no question that if time had

allowed' we wnuld certainly have been there and I think

my hon„ friend will agree there is a point in thato It

looks to me as if the farmer has been penalized beyond

the point where it is just and righto

Now, in conclusion, Mro Speaker, I just want to

say these few kind words o I have my hands in the right

position- In the House last year we were not very

critical of the Government's leglislation and I think we

were justified in the position we took at that time^ The

Government had just been elected^ They had received

the public's endorsation on the matters that were being

brought up in the shape of legislation and I think we

were justified in waiting to see just how this legislation

would work out but now we have waited and we have seen

and there is any doubt in our minds now as to how we

should proceedo We should not draw back our criticism or

withold it where that criticism is justified and I think

serves the beat interests of the province of Ontario. It "was

amusing to me - and I am sure it was to the other members to

find the change in tactics on the part of the Government

this session as compared to last sessiono I was reminded

- I had better not say this because the Prime Minister is a great

military man and he perhaps will dispute it - but I always

understood that one way of achieving a military victory

was to attack through strength and that is what the Government

is trying to do this year, I was amused the other night when
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the hon, member for St„Patrick (MTuRoberts) rose

and he said to the hon.Keinbers across: you have been

real good all this session, you have acted as an

opposition should acto

MR„ JOLLIFFS: That is wishful thinking,

MR, OLIVER; At any rate he said those things

and he was serious in saying them,. Then he turned to

tha group in this corner and he let loose,, Of course,

that signified some very iiapcrtant developments o Very

important and one need not enlarge on theme The

Government's idea presently held is that their main

opposition will come from the Liberal party in the next

election and I want tc say to them that in tlaat they are

using very good judgment, which is uncommon to them at

sometimes .>

Now
J
muc of the criticism that has been directed

over here has been directed at my hon» friend whose seat

I have take no I never noticed itr. There has been a

very pointed attack on the hon, member for Elgin ( Mr . Hepburn )

.

The hon,member for Elgin has faults, many of them I think.

He has made a few mistakes and I too have faults^ many of them,

but one thing that can be said about the hon. member

for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) is that he always cornea up fighting

and that he has as his goal the betterment of the people of this

province o Let me say to my friends across the way that in the

last election - you look at the figures for the popular vote

and there is very little separates us. You know people got

the idea prior to the last election vje were getting just a

little bit too conservative » Just a xittle bit.

I-iI3S MACPEAIL; They put the wrong party in.

I/IR. OLIVER; And they sought to administer I believe

honestly what they thought was a mild rebuke in order that
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we Eilght turn in our way and get back again on the real

reform pathway, but in the procedure they made the fatal

mistake of hitting us Just a little too hard and slapping

a wee bit too hard to the left with the unforseen result

that the party with the policy they did not like at all

received the call or the nod and came to sit in Government

places in thie House- So I say to the House this

afi,ernoony so far as we are concerned in the test that

seems not to lie so very far ahead, we are going to get

back again on a platform, of real reforms we are going to

get back again on a basis of the coiTimon man, understanding

his problems^ seeking to interpret his desires and believing

in so doing we represent not only hin but the best interest

of all Ontario u Thank you<>

imo GEORGE LOGKHART (Rainy River); Mr„ Speaker,

i Gould have very little criticism of the previous speaker

in his remarks o I suggest now that after he gets the

Packing plants straightened out in his mind he will

probably be over on this side of the House.

(Page 1780 follows »)
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Mr. Lockhart.

He need not worry about tlie next election, which :£)robably

might be imnjj.nent, because I think he will find out that

the two old reactionary parties will be together in the

final analysis.

Now, the small portion of the Speech from the

Throne devoted to agriculture stated agriculture continues
important

to be the most /basic industry in Ontario and the most

important, and that was about as far as it went. Refer-

ence was also made to the Ontario Agricultural College,

Macdonald Institute and the Ontario Veterinary College.

The exact findings of this organization and administration,

and the eventual disposition, have not been placed before

this Legislature as yet. All the hon.members of this

Legislature sincerely regret, as I do, the illness from

Which the hon. Minister of Agriculture {Mr, Kennedy) is

recovering. We hope the spring weather will restore hie

good health and strength.

This Government, however, has a definite responsi-

bility to the farmers of Ontario, and the farmers certainly

have a right to expect that constructive legislation will

be coming forward from the Acting Minister of Agriculture,

and should have been brought forward before this time.

This is the twenty-fourth day of the Session, and

I believe three small bills that have something to do with

agriculture in this province have come forward up to the

present moment. Now, we do not think that is good enough.

The hon. members on this side of the House have certainly

had a good deal of ja-tience in waiting for this legislation,

and are waiting for the tabling of the interim report of

the Commission of Enquiry. It seems to me that we sho\ild

have had some parts of this repoj^t, at least, to study. It
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is most important in this province, and certainly most

important at this time, with the approaching close of

hostilities. All who have made even a superficial study

of the findings, as the hon. member for Grey South (Mr.

Oliver) has quite ap.tly mentioned, find that it goes

into a lot of detail aid is rather difficult to take in

in a short space of time. This is generalized, largely,

when you read it through three or four times. You find

there is a very comprehensive picture of what the

agricultural conditions are in this province at this

tine. And, generally, I think we will agree that agri-

culture is not in a very healthy state in this province,

even in war economies. There are certain matters which

might be adjusted now. There are some which will take some

time, it is true, to bring about. There is a definite lack

of planning and research so necessary at this sitting of

the Legislature, in view of the post-war rehabilitation,

a responsibility that we, as the Legislature, cannot pos-

sibly escape. We just hav^e not time to do the job as it

should be done. The Government clLso, as has been pointed

out by the previous speaker (Mr. Oliver), should act, and

act immediately on the findings of this Commission before

it is too late. I think we have gone a long way now, witli-

out having these constructive measures, that are so neces-

sary in this province in agriculture, to be enforced.

This brings me to a suggestion to the hon. Prime

Minister {Mr. Drew). I think we all agree that six weeks

Is not time enough to discuss the important things that we

have to discuss in a province as vast as Ontario. I

think we come down here, and we rush these things throughj

and we are criticized for talking about our co^istituenoies

and doing those things that are very necessary as members
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of our constituencies in this Legislature. I think the only

answer is we should have a longer time to decide the im-

portant issues that cocie before this House. My suggestion

to the hon. Prime Minister, and I think the alternative in

this, is, first, that we should reconvene after Easter

recess or that the government recommend to the Lieutenant

Governor that a special session be called to discuss these

most important agricultural considerations within four months

of the clo86 of this paurticula? session. I am serious in

this matter. It is mosi necessary, as vre all know, to have

a proper consultation with the Dominion authorities on mat-

ters that concern the products of the farm, which, in the

final analysis, depend a good deal on our eacport trade.

Now, as I said before, this Legislature is called

to do a necessary business in the province of Ontario, and

indulging in political manoeuvering during the normal life

of the Legislature will be strongly condemned by far the

greater part of the electorate of this provinee when the

truth is told.

Our relatives and friends are not fighting fo* this

kind of farce. Every hon. member of this group, the CCF,

as our leader has stated, is willing to cooperate in con-

structive legislation for the people of Ontario, and actual-

ly judge everything exactly on its merits and act accord-

ingly.

Some members of the Commission made a special trip

through Northern Ontacie, - I believe there were five

members, - and they held several sittings, and heard briefs

presented by farmers and farm organizations in that part of

the country. The report has brought out a small supplement
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of this northern situation, and, first, I intend to deal

with agriculture as a whole in the province, and then I am

going to touch, briefly, on the northern Ontario situation.

Much has been said in the past year about farm

prosperity gained through better prices for farm products

and a market for what is produced. The farmers have been

praised for this production, and have been credited with

doing it through patriotic motives. I believe it is

commonly stata«d we have 40% more production, in the last

year, with 30^ less farm help. But, let us look at this

more closely. The average age of the farmer in Ontario

to-day, the operator of the farm, is between fifty and

fifty-five years. This certainly shows, with this splen-

did production that a good many people are overworked,' at

this advanced age, on the farms of OntariOo

How did they do it? Well, to some degree,

relatively small, by modem machines and modem conveniences,

which have helped.

The main reason for this production is the fact

that men and women on the farms of Ontario have worked

fourteen to eighteen hours a day, far beyond their strength.

This does help eliminate some of the old-age pensions. I

think you will remember, back in the heavy -snow storm in

Toronto, in December, the newspapers were warning the people

over fifty years of age to stay away from the business end

of a snow shovel, but I will tell you the farmers do work

hard, and there is a limit to what they can do.

Now, why do these farraers work such long hours?

There may be several reasons. Most of them have boys and

girls in the armed forces, and they are trying to keep the

old home together. They ate patriotic Canadians, and they
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want to produce this very nepesaary ammunition of wAr, and

they are also striving to clear off mortgages and provide

some. security for the future.

The main incentive has been better prices than

from 1930 to 1939. It has been said, and any farmer, almost,

that you approach on his farm will saj if we give him the

price he can produce the stuff. This is very true, but

there is a good deal behind the structure of farm prices in

Canada, as well as in other parts of the world. I think

there is a false conception brought about in Ontario of the

actual conditions of agriculture at the present tiae.. The

farmers of Ontario are not coming out of this war in nearly

the same relatively good condition that they did from the war

of 1914 to 1918. You will remember at that time we did not

have any price restrictions, and you will also remember at

that time there was no great shortage of implements. You

will remaaber that the prices of implements, in a good many

cases, were about two thirds of what they are to-day. In

other words, we had, at that time, a relatively well-balanced

economy in this country, and the farmer, himself, had a

chance to come out of that in as good a financial condition

as the people in other industries.

Now, it is a little different in this war. After

that high period of prosperity in the last war, it is true

we, as farmers, were probably over-enthusiastic, and we did

certain things that we had to pay for later. However, we

did run into the depression in the *30»s, but I am not

going over that now. In 1939, after going through this

period of depression on the farms of Canada, we were relative-

ly in rather a poor shape, from every angle, to accept this

increased production that was/ necessary for war. That is, our
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buildings were run dovn, our stock. In some eases > was not

as good as it might have been, our equipment was rather

poor, and then we find, in November, 1941, the price-ceil-

ing regulations came on in our Dominion Government, which

we think, on the whole, were rery good, but the prices of

farm products were not placed in their proper relative

position at that time. The farmers have been carrying on

nobly, with this decreased background of essential machin-

ery, buildings and help for produetitity*

Now, it is true we have bolstered farm prices up

since 1941 by subsidies. We farmers appreciate this

assistance from the Government in subsidizing our products.

We may have to use this method of assisting farm prices

for some time to com© in the transition period.

However, while we are certainly in favour of sub-

sidies, we recognize subsidies are not a permanent answer

for the price of products on the farm^ Subsidies are a

temporary form of relief, and farmers, as such, cannot put

much confidence in them. Subsidies are not sound financing,

and in a period of shrinking revenues would get us into

considerable difficulty. The tendency is to subsidize more

and more agricultural production, rather than getting at

and removing the causes of poor farm returns*

In the year ending March 31, 1944, the consolidated

revenue fund paid out, through the Department of Agriculture

in this province, in subsidies to the farmers of this

province, $3,235,767«44, or eijt of the total expenditure

of the Department,

In the year ending March 31, 1945, the percentage

will be greater, and next year will be well over 70% of the

expenditure of the Department of Agriculture. I know that
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is necessary, and I know the farmers of Ontario have to have

this protection, to enable them to bring the production they

are asked for, but at the same time we must consider what we

can do to get at the position where farmers can get the

price that they should have for the products they produce.

While this relief helps the farmers who are producing these
farm

particular/products, it has to be paid for by all the people

of the province, and also by some farmers who are not pro-

ducing articles that would be covered by subsidies.

I repeat again that we believe in the strong pro-

tecting the weak, and the ftai backing of the war effort,

but this is not the solution, and we must find something

more permanent.

The Interim Report of the Commission of Enq^uiry

shows this to be quite an involved problem» To establish a

price floor under farm products, with every farmer asking

for a guaranteed price, is something that is certainly go^

ing to test the ingenuity of this country and this province.

The Government of Ontario, under the wide powers of the

Farm Products Control Act, can do a great deal, and when

marketing schemes are endorsed by the hon. Minister, order-

ly maurketing and regulating of farm products come into

force.

Now, we must recognize that complete control or

regulation of farm products must, in the final analysis,

rest with the Dominion authorities. You simply cannot take

care of agricultural products of Ontario by setting up

an Ontario House in London. We have to have a oansulta-

tion with the Dominion authorities. No province, itself,

can do this, and, as was pointed out before, we must do

what we can to supply the people within the province and
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cooperate with the Dominion authorities to bring about the

necessary regulations to take care of what is used within

the country and exported.

This does not exciise this Government, or any"

previous administration in Ontario, from not seeking the

full cooperation of the Dominion authorities. I have

been in the Cooperative Movement a long time, myself, as I-

'

suppose many other hon. members of the House have, and I

have found, in the Cooperative Movement, when we com© up

to get something donel we do not fight with them; we in-

sist upon having a hefiring, and we insist upon sitting

around the table an(i di^ussing these things, and I sug-

^est every farmer in this Legielature will agree with me

on most of the ills of agriculture, and 1 think prob-

ably we could get together and discuss s-ome ways of remov-

ing some of the causes of the condition that we find our-

selves in to-day.

It burns me up to see the people of Ontario, and

the rest of Canada, kept from getting rightful considera-

tion, while leaders of this country p«rry back and forth

with senseless nonsense for a political advantage, aided

and dbetted by the newspapers of this country, I think we

have seen plenty of that in this House.

The "Toronto Star" backs Hepburn; the "Globe and

Mall" backs Drew. Big business on Bay Street gambJLes on

the possible winner, and the people of Ontario pay through

the nose. The only good thing that comes out of it all

is that they may slap each other out of the picture.

The boys who are fighting for us overseas are not

fighting for this type of consideration. They are fitting

in order that we may preserve something that is fit for

them to come back to.
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Now, in the floor prices of fara products in the

report of the Commission, we have some comments that I would

like to q_uote here:

"The following view* are commonly held by most
groups in our National Society.

•1, That agriculture is entitled to the Active
support of all interests within the nation
to protect it from being the chief absorber
of the impact of economic crises and crush
*the unenviable position of the agents
of primary production.

»

2, (And this is a most inrportant comment.)
That farmers having been denied, through
price ceiling necessity, many of the economic
gains that normally would have compensated
them for their depression losses, and having
borne a magnificent share of war produc-
tion in the face of reduced labour and
machinery, to the probable detriment of their
market positions, after the war are entitled
to special, national consideration in the
post-war period, particularly as their
excess RPOduction, unlike that of other war
production, was called out at relatively
no great cost to the public.

In No, 3, I would like to quote, in part:

"That the maintenajice of farm purchasing
power, by stable prices, is at all times
the most potent factor in contributing
to the prosperity of all elemoi ts in the
national community."

To establish adequate guaranteed floor prices, it would

be logical to conclude that in the event of over-production of a

given product it would be necessary to establish some measure of

planning and control and delivery on a quota system to be equit-

able and maintain the desired constant orderly flow of goods to

the market.

(Page No, 1791 folloars.)
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to be equitable and maintain the desired continent flow

of goods to the liiarket.

Now, the Coiomission asks a question, and I quote:

It seems logical that if the Provincial and National

economy is to attain and maintain the highest possible standard,

all classes of society will have to subsist on the same basis

as much as possible; and I suggest that we should take one clause

of the report of the Commission of Inquiry which does seem the

most logical solution of the difficulty, and that is Clause

(b) on Page 5 of this Report:

"To assure the farmer a financial return
comparable with that of producers and workmen
on the same general net income level" —

I have put in that word "net".

Now, our hope has extended over a period of years

is. to get an adequate standard of living for all the people of

this country, it is necessary thskt we should have this ia-

come on a level, that is so that we would have a purchasing

power, in the farm groups of the country, that would enable

them to purchase their needs from those people who produce

in industries, and vice versa. In any case, it will be

necessary to sustain our agricultural economy by artificial

means until such times as we can, by education, soil survey,

hydro development, and lower costs of machinery and some
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cooperation and use of same to cut our costs of productioa

ana get them on a- far more uniform basis than we have to-

day.

In other words, in aadition to getting a farm

structure in the country which is equitable to keep the

purchasing power of the farmers up to where it should be,

we also much do those things that will put our farmers

on a more efficient basis of production in this country,

to produce a standard of living in Canada that a man who

is producing all the goods that the people can use and

distribute themo

' 7/e believe that the farm family on the family

farm, in the Province of Ontario is a sound basis of our

social rural structure; and we believe that one of the

sound basis for success in the future is to keep the pro-

ducing power of these farm families at the highest poss-

ible level.

We have made many mistakes in agriculture in the

past but let us profit in the future by our experience.

'iSlhile we are working on post-war rehabilitation it is quite

sound to suggest that we also take care of the civilian

production and conditions as we have them at present.

One of the basic troubles underlying the cost of

production in this country is the fact that unsuitable,

oftentimes submarginal lands, in the past, have been opened

for production. Let us avoid that mistake in the future.

Let the agricultural land settlement of the future also

be determined, first, on the inherent characteristics of the

soil itself on that farm to produce. The value of this is

born out by the soil surveys that have been taken in this

Province, and also by looking at the conditions of some of
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our farm homes and the production of our farm lands

in Ontario.

Conservation has been given a very close study-

by foresters at least; and I join with the Hon. Member from

Grey South (Mr. Oliver), Mr. Speaker, in suggesting to the

Hon. Minister of Planning and Development (Mr. Porter) that

this is one of the very important things of the future,

to plan, in colonization or in resettlement in this country,

of the basic inherent characteristics of the land to produce.

y Now, in consideration of rural education, in the

primary and secondary schools and extension of large school

areas in the country, under central local administration,

I am quite in accord with the recommendations of the Comm-

ission.

We certainly consider education one of the most

important aspects of rural life. I do not agree with my

friend, the Hon. Provincial treasurer, that the government

is getting off on the right foot in the present system of

increasing grants, that is, if the government considers

equality of educational opportunity to every child to the

extent of his or her mental capacity or ability to learn.

The farmers are just as far behind the urban worker in

secondary educational facilities as they are, in their share

of the national income, and that is a long way.

To bring the present urban standards to the rural

children, the far greater portion of the additional grants,

ifj not all, should be spent in placing secondary and vo-

cational facilities in the rural areas until fully and un-

iformly balanced in the Province.

The Provincial Treasurer has used his own County,

I believe Victoria County, as an illustration showing how
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these grants work to some advantage. I am going to use

an illustration of my own, and I think he will quite likely

be able to follow it. I live in a rural area, and, back

in 1921, in that area we set up a rural consolidated school,

teaching up to the second year, which eliminated three

one room schools. I will agree that it has been of great

advantage to that coiiimunity.

This additional grant to this particular school,

which is Morley Consolidated School at Stratton, Ontario,

does not lower the taxes on my farm one cent, and I am an

average tax payer in that c»mmunity. But our son, who has

been going to school this past two 3rears getting his higher

education, has to board forty miles away. Our daughter, also

has to go, in September to this same school.

I think the Provincial treasurer can easily see

from this practical illustration that it would take quite

a lot of money to compensate for the costs we have in getting

our children as far as even junior matriculation.

Of course, the answer is that we should have per-

haps one more room in that school, and one more teacher aad

the various facilities that go with it; but I think probably

the Provincial Treasurer will say to me, in answer, Just wait

and see and probably this will work out. But I have been

waiting to see this thing for the past twenty years; and a

great laany of the people of this country have been forced to

make great sacrifices in order to get their boys and girls

in school.

Mfl. FROST: Did I understand the Hon. member to say

that this grant does not make any difference to the taxes

in his municipality?

Mfl. LOCKHARH: In actual practice, ^Ir. Provincial
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Treasurer, our school this year gets $800.00 extra grants.

Mfi. FROST: What did it get last year?

MH. LOCKHART: I cannot tell you that, but it gets

$800.00 extra grant, for this school has to replace five

one room schools.

MR. FROST: Perhaps the Hon. member should wait

until the grants are arranged there. You see, if there

is an amalgamation of five schools, t® start with, they

would get a subsidy of one hundred dollars a school, te

start with, and then they would get whatever the rate of

grant is. What is the rate in your community?

MR. LOCKHART: Seventy-five per cent,

MR. FROST: Then, yoii see, that would be five

hundred dollars for the combined school section, plus

seventy-five per cent of yours costs. That is only on the

public school c«sts. Are they teaching any secondary

education there?

MR, LOCKHART: Up to the second year.

MR. FROJT: Then you will receive, in the second

year end of it, up te eighty-five per cent,

I think when you see the grants you will see the

difference. If you will give me the particulars of yoar

section, I will have the grants worked out which they will

receive.

In a ccmparable school, for instance, in that mariposa

school there is a public school with secondary educational

facilities, and I think the grants to that school are in-

creased from about seven hundred dallars up to roughly forty-

five hundred dollars.

In your school perhaps the rural grants were higher,

because perhaps it was an assisted school in any event. But
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»

I will be very glad to have it worked out for my hon. friend

and give him the particulars <>

MR. LOCKHAHT: Perhaps the Hon. Provincial Treasurer

just did not listen carefully to what I said. I said it

covered the area which to-day would need five one roomed

schools. Actually, it replaced three schools back in 1921,

but additional Indian territory has been taken into that

territory and our school system has had to take that in, at

present.

Unfortunately, quite a lot of our people are not in

as good a position to get educational facilities, because our

people in the rural areas have to make great sacrifices to

get their children this secondary education. And I said

before, I think, that when this system was being set up, if

they were carrying out the point that additional educational

facilities were to be put to the place where rural children

might get it, according to his or her mental capacity, the

whole system should have been set up on that basis, first.

Now, the Farm National aadio Forum during January

had quite a discussion of this school problem in Canada; and

in the Province of Ontario seventy-five per cent of the people

reporting said that they would be quite willing to pay the

additional taxes if they were able to get the additional

educational facilities.

The think I am pointing out is this, that relatively

the whole difference in taxation, or the relief from taxatiax,

is nothing compared with the cost which we residents in rural

districts have to pay to get our boys and girls properly

educated in the Province of OntariOo
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i»ov/, in the r eco 11:1:10 ndati one of the Gorinlssion with

roGard to the Ontario -ti-^^ri cultural Golloee: as I said in

the boginninc;, v;e caiiLot go into that very extensively,

because \iQ do not know v/hat is in the iiiind of the Govern-

ment yet as to the disposition of this colleGCo

i.E. A. 3i;LAi;Gi:j:i (Prescott): Jill you ever l-cnov/?

Hi. i.OCiuiA.nT: However, I understand the hon.

k'inister is quite definitely of the opinion that it should

be taken out froE under the direction of the hon. Llinister

of Acriculture (iir, Kennedy )s and 1 think with that I

heartily agree.

However, the O.A.Oo;. due to probably some extent

the large size of the province , has not been able to do

the job for agriculture that it should hav3 done in the

years gone pasto Relatively very few of our boys from

the farn areas have been able to take advantage of the

facilities of this college „ Too uany of those who have

gone to the college, other than those who have code back

probably as agricultural representatives, have been ab-

sorbed into industry and have gotten av/ay from the rural

areas altogether.

The Coianission has recomiaended that a special

course of three uonths duration should be set up in

districts and counties of the province to give soioe addi-

tional agricultural education to the people of these areas.

That is all, right for a step, but it does not qd far enough.

I think that there should be practical demonstration farms

in every county and district in the province of Ontario,

On our trip to the north last jepteraber, I was quite

impressed by the little demonstration farm up at Kerst,

which has had very capable direction, and lias contributed
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quite largely to the advantage of those farraers in that

area, and you can also see the results in the breodinc

stock -Jhich has boon turned out fron that little fam,

I do not agree v/ith the Coiimiission tliat this special

fam, Vf'hich is picked out, v/here there is a good type of

farn, v;hero demonstrations can be set up, fills the

bill in any v/ay, I know, from practical experience, that

these people are far too busy, and certainly it upsets

their fariaing operations a great deal to have people

coming around and asking questions, and visiting these

farms. It just does not cover ito

How, the second point I would like to nake is in

regard to hydro in this provinces because hydro is one of

the very important considerations in cutting the cost of

farm operations, and bringing a high stanuard of living

to the rural people o

Personally, I deplore the fact that it is developed

on a municipal, rather than a provincial basis in this

province. It can be, and is used by this Government —
ana previous administrations — as a political advantage

in advertising the lowering of rates at election tiias,

I think that io one thing that should be kept entirely out

of politics. Certainly we should get hydro power at the

lowest possible cost, but I think that profits of a hydro

should be used to spread the hydro further and further

ttirougli the province again, taking care of the people who

may be in areas where it is not possible to get the number

of contracts required to the mile.

It would also relieve some of the congestion, v/hich

we have in these big areas with industry being drav/n into
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theso cities throueli cheaper powePo Industry thrives on

electrical energy, and the only way to decentralize it is

to decentralize hydro itselfo

I am sure the people of the farm areas would be

glad to exchange sunshine and green grass and fresh air to

the little children south of the General Hospital, vathin

sight of the financial parasites of Canada, down hero on

Bay Street, and also in sight of the monumant to 3ir Adam

Beck, the father of hydro in this province.

Hydro is a natural resource, and it should be used

for the benefit of all the people of the province, because

it belongs to the people of OntariOo V/e can go one step'

further, and it would be one step furth&r in benefit-

ing rural areas, and also urban, and that is we should

socialize the raanufacturing distribution of all the

equipment and hydro supplies, which are used in this

province.

Farm machinery, too 3 makes up one of the highest

costs of operating our farms, and it was brougiit out in

the Sirois Gomrii^sion Report several years ago that

definitely tliere was a monopoly of farm machinery in

Canada, and certain recomraendations were brought forth,

and we farmers well remember that rather than IcF^ering

the cost of farm machinery, it actually increased it.

The cost of farni machinery is a big problem on the 80 or

100 or 160 acre farms in Ontario, and certainly this is

one thing that the province' can do, within its own right,

and that is to give some relief to farmers in cutting down

the i)rices of farm implements..

Actually there is no competition in the implement
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industry at all; it is a monopolyo The only competition is

in the distribution, and that adds to the cost,

I agree entirely with the hon. member for Grey

South (Mro Oliver) that the report of the Livestock Committee

and the Commission of Enq_uiry is first-class, and I think

this Government, if they are going all the v.-ay in eliminat-

ing those scrub sires, in all lines of livestock in the

province of Ontario, will certainly have the backing of all

the farmers who are good farmers ^ and I think if considera-

tion v;as given to the relief of those people who cannot

afford to get these good sires, everybody will be happy,

and we will have a better type of livestock in this country

in a very short period of time..

I was quite interested this v/inter in the Commission

that was set up across Canada to study the income tax on

co-operative organizations, and I spent a half a day down

here at Osgoode Hall taking in some of those proceedings.

I Wcis certainly amazed at the lack of understanding on the

part of some of those private enterprises in presenting

their briefs; they certainly did not know very much about

the construction of a brief, or v;hat v;as behind ito

On the othoy hand, I was quite proud of the way oui'

farm people were able to get up there before the lavryers

and answer the questions, and present their briefs in a

manner which the on-looker could quite easily understand.

It was brought out quite conclusively in the brief

of the investment dealers in Canada — and I think every

hon. member in this house has a copy of that brief —
that the purpose really behind tl:iis \7hole investigation

was not to get more money for L'Xo Ilsley in income tax
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returns, but to try and eliminate the co-operative orcani-

zations in Ganadao

And the official opposition in this Assembly, \7ill

right to the last ditch any infringenent of the rights of

co-operative organizations operating under Rochdale

principles in this province

o

Another important feature I xvould like to deal with

is the problem of rural credit, and it has been dealt with

quite effectively in the report of the Commission.

Purchasing power has been siphoned off from the

rural areas, to a large extent in the past, with high

interest rates on the various opera-^ions that a farmer has

to carry out in the ordinary consideration of his business.

I notice to-day that the banks ,of this country are very

friendly to the farmers, but 1 can well remember back in

1930 when thoy were not quite so friendly, and I v/ould

certainly say to the farmers of this province that they go

ahead in their co-operative credit unions to the extent,

as the hon. member for Grey i3outh (Llr. Oliver) has pojinted

out, to whore they v/ill be able to control their own credit

facilities, at least on a short-time basis. 1 also believe

that the state has to take definite part in long-term

credit arran^joments. I think it should be done on a I'odoral

basis, but i do believe that the state must talcc an active

part in producing credit at a low rate of intorost.

Now, as I said before, five members of the Com::;is-

sion of ICncuiry, including the Chairman, and the oecretary,

made a trip to the north and west, as far as liainy Hiver

and Kenora, and received briefs from organizations in that

area. All the recoimaendations of the Commission are appli-

cable in the north, but there are certain features of the
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north that are slightly different from the rest of the

provlriGe. I think that is due in part to the fact that

tinbering has been carried on largely in the past, and

probably the farmers did not get therosolves as well-

established on the land as they night o

However, the north is producing a groat deal of

v;ealth which has been used in this southern part of the

province, and certainly in the near future special con-

sideration should be given to the north 3 and I think we

are just asking for. what is coming to us„

Hero are some of the general conditions which apply

in the north more than they do in the southern part of the

provinceo

First, we have a lot of marketing facilities. That

is due, to a great extent 3 to the scattered population in

the northern areas,

..e need drainage there; we are in the same position

probably as this province \7as thirty or forty years ago,

and we have to get this drainage done by pov/er implements

and at a cost, if possible, to the peopleo

There is also in the area large areas of land

where the timber has been cleared off; the soil is good,

but the stumps are not off the land, and heavier units of

machinery v/ill have to be provided for clearing this land.

Another thing v;e need in the north is more co-

operation aot\7een the Governmental departments operating

in the area» i think this is one place v/here perhaps the

hon. Llinister of Planning and Development U^» Porter)

might da something to get a little more co-ordination

botv/een the various departments in the north.
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I thinl: sometines they get too far from the centre

of GovernniGnt , and take advantage of tlB situation. I do

appeal at the present time for nore representations to soie

of the Iviinisters in regard to this natter

o

Then v/e have a lack of veterinary services in tie

north- I think perhaps that is true more or less all over

the province^ but nore especially in the northern areas,

iVe have good agricultural representatives in the

north, but for the nost part they have too much territory,

and in some cases have to do a great deal of the veter-

inary v/ork in that area,,

He need r)robably some new settlement and some

re-settlement in the areas of good soil where educational,

roads, hydro ^ and other services can be suppliedo That is

one thing v/hich is known to all hon^ members of this

House as something which has to be done verir carefully,

and if v/e are going to get these various services dis-

tributed tixroughout the north, certainly vie must get more

farm population, on our better q.uality of land„

I notice that the hono I^nister of Agriculture

{liii^,, Kennedy) has announced that a si)ecial Deputy Iviinister

is going to be placed in the north country ^ and I think

that is one thing which is long-overdue, because certainly

we need somebody up there vdio can co-ordinate the various

activities in the north, and get proper representation,

something similar to v/hat they have in the southern piart

of the province

o

It has been borne upon me, quite extensively during

this past year in visiting many of the farmers' meetings

down here in the King j;dv/ard Ilotelo That is one thing we

farmers in the north can never enjoy, due to the vast si 20
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of this -pTorincQj and certainly the onl^/- answer to that is

to set up some similar set-up in the central part of the

northern area itselfo

The official Opposition of this House recognizes

the position of agriculture in this province and the

importance of oarae , and, as I said before, we ;vill do

everything in our pov/er to co-operate in anything con-

structive that can he put forth by this Goverrjiient at

this tiiae, and again I say that we should consider sitting

here a longer period of tiiae to consider the most iraport-

ant things which are placed before the House.,

In conclusion^ Llr.. opealcerj let kd state laost

ciuphatically that our par ty^ the G„G.>Foj does not believe

that there is any necessity for an election in the province

at this timeo ue do not believe that the citizens of

Ontario want an election on issues of political laanoeuvering

for positiono «Ve do not believe that the people of

Ontario will appreciate the holding of an election while

their boys and girls are on the fighting fronts, with only

tvra sessions held of this £lst Legislatureo

./e, in the CCFo,, have no illusions as to what is

required in the transition fron a war econoiay to a peace

economy; neither have vte any illusions in regard to the

necessity for coiiplete co-operation v;ith the Federal

authorities, no ;;iatter what their political stripe may be

in the imiaediate and pes t-war v/orldo

The position of this Government is quite clear.

If they cannot carry out their mandate from .the people,

without constant consideration of political party

advantage, then the Conservative Government in Ontario

should resign, and make way for this co-OTjerative comLion-
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wealth federation opposition.

We have a program \vhich considers the needs of ths

people, and that is our first consideration*

m* ROBICRT D. THORI^BERRY (Hamilton, Centre): Mr.

Speaker, and hon. members of the House;

A good many words have been used in this debate

and a vast amount of territory covered. One would almost

be inclined to think that nothing new could be added. I

find, however, that each speaker oatside of this group

leaves so many inaccxoracies to be corrected that I could

take until Easter to straighten them out.

To the many nice things said for the mover and

seconder of the address in reply I will simply say "me

too". I might say, however, that on listening to the hon.

membet for Haldimand-Norfolk I was reminded of a well-

known "ad" that v/as prevalent' soub years ago. It

depicted a snail terrier listening to a large horn and

entitled "His blaster's Voice".

As one of the 61 new members in this House, Mr.

Speaker, I must confess that I do not take kindly to so much

ritual and ceremony. I have never been accustomed to

it and i don't believe any new member is unless perhaps

the la\7yer members who are used to similar stuffiness In

court. 1 believe that we could dispense with a lot of it

without interfering or losing anything democratic. 1 did

have some years experience on the Hamilton City Council and

I much prefer thwack of formality of that body as com-

pared to this, i like better still, however, the invigora-

ting and refreshing simple procedure of the Trade Union

meetings.

I am appreciative of the opportunity that democracy
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has afforded me of taking part in the deliberations of

this Assembly. This democracy I speak of is something to

cherish, it has been handed dovm to us common people by

our forebears o The extent of this democracy was dearly

won and wrested from the ruling class only after many a

bitter struggle. The price of retaining this democratic

freedom is eternal vigilance and because it is so, is the

reason I recognize my obligation as a democrat and have

allowed my fellow citizens to make the decision that I

was a fit and proper person to represent them here in this

House. Towards that end I dedicate my humble efforts.

This seat that I occupy or, rather, the riding I

represent, has historic significance, because it v/as in

1905 that the late Alan studholme was first elected to

this Assembly. He was the first labour member elected

to any parliament in Canada. Although the seat that

he represented was Hanilton-East, although at that time

Hamilton-jiast covered a large part of the territory that

is now Hamilton-Centre, so that to some ext:ent I feel I

am follov/ing in the shoes of the great Alan Studholme.

Hamilton seems to havo pioneered in producing some of the

first and most progressive members of parliament, for in

1934 Hamilton-iiast elected the only G.G.F, member of this

House in the person of oam Lawrence, now Liayor of Hamilton,

who alone battled the reactionary Government of that day

as well as the equally reactionary Official Opposition.

Since last Session, tir. Speaker, there have been a

few changes in the seating arrangements. The "wandering

boys" of the Liberal corporal's guard have closed their

ranks and seem intent on dying with their boots on. VSy
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esteemed colleagues from ./el lingt on-South and Essex have

also crossed to the right wing of the House x'rtiich has been

a cause of some measure of disappointment to myself and

others. V/hether changing sides is the result of weaJaiess

or strength, it always succeeds in making enemies as well

as friends. I'm sure time alone will determine whether

my former colleages have served their ov/n or their con-

stituents interests besto

Changing sides has been periiaps more often a

tragedy in history. In my own city of Hamilton some four-

teen years ago a certain individual rode into the Federal

parliament on the backs of the comiaon people. But the

wining and dining and glitter and dazzle of position v/eaned

him away from the common cause that he had pledged himself

to support and to-day he enjoys the distinction of being

$he most hated member of the iiing cabinet, i V70uldn»t

for a minute be so unkind as to compare my late colleagues

to the individual just mentioned. I rather compare their

case to that of the late Kamsay McDonald vfiio in his old

age and suffering from senile decay took a certain coin?se

that he believed in. Events several weeks later proved

that his fears had no foundation. But although some

historians will record him as a traitor, Tsy own opinion

is that he was sincere, but like my two former colleagues

in this House, he was the victim of bad advice.

iVhen 1 think of this thing called the Tragedy of

Changing Jides, i am reminded of a verse by //hittier Virhich

he ;7rote over the tragedy of Daniel Webster ^

"Revile them not — the Tempter hath a
snare for all,
And pitying tears, not scorn and vn:ath,
befit their befall;"
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I am a member of this group because my fellow-members

are ;.ien and women who are striving for the same goal in the

same manner. Je are a team who are working together be-

cause In working together there is added strength and

monentum. If the time ever cones ;ir!ien i decide to tack into

winds of reaction instead of bucking them head on, the

decision to leave the group will be mine to make, but

the decision to recain in this House I do not consider

as being mine to make, but belongs solely to the

electorate of my constituency. To deprive them of the

opportunity of endorsing my reactions would be to play

politics.

im. USSLIE IiAI\fCOCK (Vfellington South): You will

have a chance, tooo

liuR. SPEAiCBR: Ordero

I^iR. TH0RIT3SRRY: I noticed in this last Session

that playing politics took up a big portion of oxir time.

The jockeying around, in order to strengthen position
i

of one party of another, either Llackenzie King or John

Bracken, is something that took up a great deal of our

tine. Personally, I would like to lay the blame right at

the feet of the hon. Prime Minister of tljis province,

because last Session it became very boring to have the

hon. Prime Minister get up before the Orders of the Day

and give us a little sermon on the beer situation. In

fact, I came to the conclusion that he v/as not so much,

interested in his "22 points" as he was in his "22 pints".

HON. lESLIE FROST (Provincial Treasurer): 24 pints,

m, THORNBERRY: I listened with a great deal of

interest and amusement to various other speakers in this
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debate. The one that impressed me most was that of tho

hon. member for Bruce (Mr* Duff). After listening to his

constructive suggestions I am of the opinion that there is

not much difference in his outlook and that of this group.

The Minister of Labour made a very verbose speech

which was very disappointing because v/hile there v/ere many

words in it, there was no substance. I rather expect it

was a substantiation of the Minister's claim last year

that he was one of the little people. A little man

trying to do a big man's job. He mentioned the fact that

it was so-called reactionary Toryism that brought in

Workmen's Compensation, but I'm sure he v/ouldn't have

believed that when he v/as a meraber of the Carpenters'

Union. He has been living on "lark's wings" too long.

It was i7ith mixed feelings that I listened to the

"effervescent and disordered droolings" of the member for

Hiiron (Mr. William Taylor). It is a strange thing that

inaccuracies up to a certain point are boring, past that

point they become irritating, but past a further point it

becomes amusing. I am glad to say that the speech of the

hon. member for Huron ran the gamut of all three emotions.

In listening to his speech I was reminded of a story

concerning Hannibal, Caesar and Napoleon.

I am not a student of ancient history, but I take

it that Hannibal was a great warrior in his day, similar

to Caesar and Napoleon, and they were looking at this v;ar

from where they happened to be — I do not know whether

they were looking down or up — but Hannibal said, "Boy,

oh boy, give me those tiger tanks, vAiat I could have done

with those things," and Caesar said, "Not cb , give me those

Lancaster bombers, and I would still have the Roman Empire,"
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and they turned to Napoleon, and iie said, "Not me, give

me Doctor Goebels, and the v/orld would never have known

I had lost this war,"

V/hat I mean by that, lSr> Speaker, is that if the

hon. member for Huron (Mr. V/illiam Taylor) gets around

Ontario enough, he will "kid" the people into believing

that the 22 points have been implemented. In fact, I have

come to the conclusion that he was the hon. Prime Llinister's

"secret weapon".

He had a verj'- difficult time explaining the reference

to two books. And he was hazy concerning the titles, the

publishers, and everything else about thea,

I think just for his enlightenment — because he

might want the information for another time — I would like

to quote to him just what the press of this country had to

say about "Social Blanning for Canada". Now, "Social

?lp.nning for Canada" was compiled by the League for Social

Reconstruction, a non-political body, and whose views,

the C.C.F. party more or less endorse.

liR. TAYLOR: You do know the books I referred to?

m, THORNBERRY: I take it you were referring to
words,

"Social Planning for Canada", because these were your own/

taken from Hansard

:

The Tol^ohto Daily star said:

"It is a great service that these
writers have tendered to Canada.
The book impresses me as epoch-
making. I should not be surprised
if it comes to hold such a place
in Canadian economic literature
as Adam Smith's 'Wealth of
Nations' did in England nearly t\'0-

centurias ago."

That is a fairly substantial recommendation. Now,'
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I will read what thd "V/orld '.ifide" said:

"We vrrite, perhaps v?lth prejudice, certainly
with fervour, when we say that this volume
will constitute the most significant, serious,
and practical political manifesto so far
produced in Canada,"

Then, the "Witness and Canadian Homestead" said

this

"The value of such an earnest and informed
attempt to cope T,Tith our national problems
from the standpoint of social betterment
cannot be over- esti mate d»

"

Now, I would like to quote what the "I.Iail and

Empire" said — and the "La.il and Empire", everybody will

acknowledge, is the Gospel, according to the Tory partj'-.

It says

:

"Social Planning in Canada is a nilepost
in the economic life of the nation, v/hich
sets a new standard of accuracy and dis-
interestedness. The Doomsday Book of
Canada,

"

That is the "Mail and Empire "o

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime l/Iinister): Mr. Speaker,

may I take it from that that the hon. member for Hamilton

Centre (Mr. Thornberry) approves of a social plan for

Canada?

LJR, TEIORNBERRY: Yes, I certainly do,

MR, TAYLOR: Would the hon, member for Hamilton

Centre {Mr, Thornberry) care to have it reprinted and put

back into publication?

MR. THORlffiERRY: Now, the hon. member for Huron

(Mr. Taylor) spoke at great length concerning rationalized

socialism, and different types of socialism. For his

information, there is only one type of socialism.

Socialism is social o\7ner3hip, and I would like to quote

what Sir Norman Angell said to a group of iimerican news-
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pa]^arnien, when he visited that country:

"The second fact to note is this : about the
biggest business in the country is not a
capitalist business at all, but a
socialist business. It is the great co-
operatives, vdiolesale and retail, the
result of v/orking-class organization."

I hope we get the hon. nember for Huron (Mr.

Taylor) straightened out as to vAiat socialism is, because

the C.C.F. believes in social ovmership, vihen the needs

of the people denand it, and not before. There is no

necessity for it before, if private enterprise does the

job up to a certain degree, i^e ;TOuld never think of

harvesting a sapling tree; we will wait until it grows

to its full growth, and then harvest it, and the sac© way

with ownership of the laeans of production and distribution

of this country. They do not need to be brought under

social ownership until it is necessary.

It is a strange thing that eveiy bit of social

ownership v/e have to-day — every bit of social security

— has only been vnrung from the old parties against their

will, namely hydro, the T.T.C., old age pensions, unemploy-

ment insiirance, and family allov^ances.

We have the hydro, the result of pressure from

underneath — and agitation. So, in order to keep the

votes of those people, oh, sure, I do not know what party

passed it, the Tories or the other half of the Tory party,

the Liberals, — but we have the T.T.C.; all those things,

but the people really responsible are the working people.

It was the late J, 3. Joodsworth who was responsible for

the -meagre form of old age pensions we have in the books.

You might also say he ;Tas equally responsible for unemploy-

ment insurance. Only as a last gesture to hold their

positions do the old parties ever give us anything*
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The C.C.F, is Just as responsible for these measures

as they have been for fai?xily allov/ances, because If it were

not for the C.C.F. , vre v/ould not have had family allovmnces.

Now, during the last canpaign it v/as very amusing

to hear some of the names the C.C.F. were called, but we

have become callous to hearing ourselves called names,

especially being labelled "Communists", and I think it

ill-becomes the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. Mcleod) to

indulge in tnat old popular pastime, for no other reason

than to confuse people. The C.C.F. arose out of the needs

of the people; it will support every measure that is a

forward step, and oppose every r,Teasure that is a backv/ard

step. Government interference has gpne as far as it is

possible to help the people. The next step must be

social ov/nership of that production or service unit that

has outlived its msefulness under private ownership. Je

can safely say then that the real "liberalism" of to-day

is the C.C.F. program of social ovmership where necessary.

The hon. member for Bellwoods (l£r. MaciLeod) apparently

takes exception to the fact that the hon. member for St.

David (Mr. Dennison) defended himself against a charge of

being communist in co^u>t. He got a clean bill of health

and $1.01, which proves that being charged with being a

communist is a pretty cheap charge, Surely the hon,

member for Bellwoods (i&*.MacLeod) must realize that it was

the spade work done by the hon. member for St. David

(Mr. Dennison) that helped Stewart Smith get that 42,000

votes. The hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. tocLeod) picks

up the torch of reaction to criticize and ridicule the record

of the New Zealand Government.

L®. A. A. LlaclEOD (Bellwoods): I did not criticize
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them.

m, THORNBIiRRY: About the onterprise of Now Zealand

being prosperous? I do not see anything the mtter vath

New Zealand, To me the enterprising New Zealand is

prosperoud; why should it not be?

hm, WiCLEOD: Mr. Speaker, I did not criticize it.

im, EDV/ARD B. J0LLIFF3 (Leader of the Opposition):

You sneered at it.

im, 3PEAK.SR: Order.

L3R. THORNBERRY: That was the impression that every

hon. member on this side of the House received; if you did

not oriticize, you talked in a derogatory and sneering

manner against llevi Zealand.

No one suggested that New Zealand is completely

socialized. The hon. member makes much of the fact that

private enterprise has prospered in the advent of the

labour government ^ich is the equivalent of the C.C.F.

There is nothing to complain about in that, because vrtiere

any share of the national economy is socialized, the

remaining private enterprise becomes more prosperous.

That is exactly how it should be and will be in Canada.

The hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr, LiacLeod ) has

a long-range purpose, however, vdiich is to sabotage the

C.C.F. The "phony" alliance with big business and the

Hepbxirn gang is all part of that scheme.

Now, nobody claims that you can set the alarm clock

to-night, and \rind it up, and when it goes off in the

morning you will havo socialism. It is not as simple as

that, although the people in New Zealand havo made as much

progress as anybody else in the v/orld.
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They have the greatest social security program in

the v/orld; they provide super -annua ti on benefits for all

persons over sixty-five; aged benefits for all over sixty;

cash benefits for invalids, v/idows, and orphans and c';ildren

under sixteen; temporary relief for those sick or disabled

or impaired; it has a public health program which provides

hospitalization and raedical services to its entire

population, and that includes the major part of the cost

of general practitioners, and specialists, nurses, medical

and surgical expenses, and hospital care, full maternity

care, and various supplementary benefits such as part of

X-ray and diagnostic services.

It has a housing program under vfhich seventeen

thousand attractive low-rent homes were built in 150 towns,

between 1937 and 1939 — seventeen thousand in those tv;o

years. How does that compare with our situation in Canada?

Surely it is nothing to sneer at — the progress in New

Zealand? If private enterprise is more prosperous, It is

because they have taken over more means of production and

put more money into the hands of the people , so that they

can make private enterprise more prosperous,

hx. Speaker, as the house is now six o'clock, I

move the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

The House recessed until eight o'clock p,m.
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Toronto, Ontario,
Tuesday, March 20, 1945,

EVENING SESSION

The House resumed at 8 o» clock.

MR. ROBERT D. THORNBERRY (Hamilton Centre): Mr.

Speaker, before we adjourned at 6 o'clock, I had made mention

of the different phases of social legislation that had been

passed in this province and all Canada. While I agree that

other governments have had the credit, we will say, of pass-

ing it, as the hon. member for Ontario (Mr. Williams) has

repeatedly stated, we do not care who gets the credit, as

long as the people get the benefit.

I have some words to say to the hon., member for

Beliwoods (Mr. MacLeod), and I say them with all fairness

and kindness, but rather reluctantly. I feel, in view of his

own remarks a little counter-remark is not out of place.

In making his remarks, I feel the hon. member for Bellisooda

has a long-range purpose in these snipes at the CCF. The

constituents that elected him are the same type of people

that elected me, and other hon. members in this group. I do

not think they appreciate this sniping at the CCF or

sabotaging of the CCF, because they are not very much in^jress-

ed with any suggestion of a phony alliance between the

progressive-thinking people and the people with the back-

ground and history of the hon. member for Elgin (Mr.

Hepburn), and anybody that would suggest for one minute that
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their interests lay behind the hon» member for Elgin, I

believe are betraying their cxanstituents, or else they are

just plain muts.

I feel I am just as sure, if not surer, than any-

one else here, with a majority of Some four thousand, al-

though no one knows the fickleness of the people, but I

am fully satisfied that they are fully satisfied with our

party, and myself as the instrument for that party. 1,

personally, welcome an election, because there is nothing

calculated better to keep the interest alive in people

and keep oxir organization well oiled than an election, but

I feel the people of this provincie feel an election is

neither desirable nor necessary. The support of any Govern-

ment should be based on the merits of its legislation^ on that

and that alone, not any jockeying around.

The present Government has had an opportunity to

legislate for the people, and I think it can be admitted by

the majority of this House that they have failed to do this,

and it now must either move on or move over and let somebody

else do the job who knows how. As the next largest group

in this House, the people of Ontario will expect this group,

the CCF, to form a Government and take over the reins from

the feeble clutches of the Tories. And when we do that, it

is up to every individual who has any progressiveness in

his soul to support this Government based on the legislation

that it brings down. That is the only manner in which it can

support it. You cannot elect any group, and say, "We will

support it on this basis and that basis." There are a number

of people with a progressive outlook in this House, the hon.

member for Bruce (Mr. Duff),- (there surely cannot be any

difference to any extent between us,) the hone member for
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Grey South (Mr. Oliver), After listening to the address

of the hon. member for Stormont (MTo McDonald) last year^

I am sure he is in the right church, but the wrong pew,

and if he feels he can visualize some of the things he

visualizes, he is due for a rude awakening.

The same can be said for a number of other people

in this House. I do not know, I have no guarantee, but I

feel an individual who has the tolerance and patience that

the hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost) exhibits must

have a liberal share of democracy in his soul, only

I suppose, by tradition. His father and grandfather, and

so on, were Tories, and he feels he can work out his own

problems in that party. He, too^ will get a rude ewakening.

I can mention the hon. member for Dovercourt (Mr.

Duckworth). He is a smart man, but also due for a rude

awakening. These people will have to throw off the

shackles of party discipline if they wish progressive

legislation to pass through this Legislature.

People ivith the background of the hon. member for

Elgin (Mr, Hepburn) could never be trusted with responsibil-

ity, because his unsavory record speaks for itself, as far

as the people are concerned, his record is one long line of

disaster, - Oshawa, Kirklaid Lake and Samia, - not one cent

relief for any man or woman that went on strike. That is

the hpn, member for Elgin (Mr, Hepburn),

And, I believe the hon. member for North Tfellington

(Mr. McEwing) said Just the other day if you tried to get on

with your neighbo-ur, but he stabs you in the back, you can»t

trust him. There is no difference between Drew and Hepburn,

Let us not fool ourselves. Let us look back to 1937, when

they closed their ranks to the CIO to form a coalition, and
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the hon. Prime Minister left his party, led by Earl Rowe.

The hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) may take

satisfaction out of the fact they paid the highest relief

outside of the city of New York. We can attribute some

of the relief to the fact that 55% of our boys examined

for military service were found unfit, - that is, as a

result of the old party leadership during the depression

years, 553^, according to the figures tabled "by the Hon.

Humphrey Mitchell in the House of Commons, due to mal-

nutrition and lack of food and clothing. We can also

attribute to that the increase of 69% of juvenile

delinquency in 1943 over 1942,

The hon. Minister of Mxinicipal Affairs (Mr. Dunbar)

said juvenile delinquency had gone down, but not according

to the "Globe and Mail" of March 29, 1944. It had increased

69St.

Yes, I think the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr.

MacLeod) would do well to review the whole question, and

come to some honest conclusion, because he will find leaning

backwards results in, permanent deformity.

There is a great deal of truth in the saying, "If

you lie down with dogs you will get up with fleas." Of

course, I am not suggesting the Liberals are a lot of lousy

dogs.

Mr. Speaker, I know the leader of the Opposition

group has dealt thoroughly with the twenty-twD points, and

has torn them into so many little pieces it is hardly pos-

sible to get another piece to tear in half again, but in

starting my address I made some mention of democracy, and I

would like to link that with the hon. Prime Minister's No« 1

point, that reads: "To do all in its power to maintain
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institutions and strengtlien the British partnership as the

best guarantee of Canada's spiritual and material welfare."

Perhaps the hon. Prime Minister's conception of

British institutions and my conception vary. My conception

of British institutions is of those handed down to us by

our forefathers, who won them with blood and sweat and tears.

The right to organize into trade unions and cooperatives

without being called communists, the right to form credit

unions, free speech and free assembly, those are the insti-

tutions I am proud of. But, what is the hon. Prime Minister's

conception? How does it sjmchronize with mine? I think,

on June 16th, last year, when asked to comment on the CCF

victory in Saskatchewan, the hon. Prime Minister said, in

words to the effect that it should awaken the people of

Canada from their complacency regarding the danger of

national socialism. He even had one better on November 17tlij

1945, before the Ontario Property Owners' Association, when

he said, and I quote, "The CCF are not only national

socialists, but are anti-British by their own declaration."

That is a fine statement for a man who lives in

British institutions. Such careless and irresponsible state-

ments of that nature, Mr. Speaker, are not calculated to

preserve democracy or British institutions. That shows the

fascist mentality the hon. Prime Minister has, and he has

sufficient knowledge of political science and economic

science to know he is bearing false witness against his

neighbour, and if he has not got that knowledge, then he

should not be Prims Minister, because such intolerance

can only breed intolerance, and betrays a fascist mentality.

I believe Kipling had such a person in mind,

perhaps, when he wrote an epitaph to a dead statesman, and
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I quote:

"He could not dig - he dare not rob,
-And so he died - to please the dot.
But now his lies are proved untrue
And he must face the men he slew."

The hon. Prime Minister knows that Hitler shot

and interned the counterpart of the CCF movement in

Germany, be cause he was in Germany around -^hat time. He

paid a fine visit to Germany and Italy, and came h&ct

singing"Hallelujali, praise them both."

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Mr,

Speaker, I have not made any attempt to stop this nonsense,

because it has been unadulterated nonsense, wasting the

time of the Legislature for the last two hours, but I want

to say this, I came back from Germany at a time a lot of

your people were voting for a contribution of one dollar

for the defence of this country. I found Germany preparing

for a contest, etnd I tried to warn this country of what

was coming

.

MR. THOHNBERSY: Does the hon. prire Minister

deny he made those remarks?

MR. DREW: About what?

L3H. THORMBERSY: The CCF being national socialists.

MB. DREW: I stand behind every statement I ever

made, every one.

MR. THOHNBERHY: Then, what I said goes, you have

a fascist mentality^

We heard the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod)

quote the hon. Prime Minister in some articles where he

said everything to suggest that Canada should go fascist.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): That is a

deliberate and cold-blooded falsehood, and it might as
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welX be called what it is.

MR. THORNBEHBY: We h#ve seen the hon. Prime

Minister do considerable wriggling sinc^ the Session

started, wriggling from one position to another, and I

heard the hon. Prime Minister in the Centenary Church

in Hamilton deface the pulpit, telling the people a lot of

bologna about the state of Russia, how civilization had

sunk to a new low etb, - nothing was any good, the people

were just waiting for an opportunity to destroy their

communist government. I hope the hon. Prime Minister is

God-fearing, and that since that time he has seen fit

to get down on his bended knees and thank God for the

courage of the great Red army.

AS I mentioned before, we on this aide of the

House yield to no on© in o\ir admiration for the economic

experiment being put into operation in Russia, and we

yield to no one our sincere and democratic right to

criticize the political administration of those economic

people of Ontario*

The people of Ontario, and, indeed, all of

Canada, have learned a great deal since this war began.

One thing that they did learn was that if such, contempt-

ible statements and lies can be told about Russia by

certain people, those same people, when speaking about

the CCF, could not be relied on.

There is one other point of the twenty-two

points I just want to draw to your attention, in conclus-

ion. No. 19, which has already been mentioned:

"To assure the public of adequate supplies
of fuel, milk and other necesieiti^s."

The Government has made no attempt to deal with
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that promiae, which becomes particularly damning when we con-

sider that in 1943 they moved theresolut ion when they were in

the Opposition:

"In the opinion of this House a fuel committee
should be appointed to enquire into the fuel
situation and to recommend to the Government
measures to assure the greatest possible supply
of fuel for the coming winter."

After eighteen months in office it becomes very

evident the Tories still represent the abnormal privilege,

and they cannot serve two masters. These hon. members in

the old parties who are sincere about real progress will

have tomake up their minds whether the province of Ontario

is going to go backward with the reactionary Toryism, or

forward with the CCF.

MR. JOSEPH B. 3ALSBERG (St. Andrew): Er. Speaker,

at this time I rise to participate in this major debate in

the House, and wish, first of all, to acknowledge the

difficult task which you, Mr, Speaker, have during the

Session. I know how difficult it is to deal with so many

self-opinionated and experienced debaters, who are confident

that their every word is of decisive importance, and it Is

because of that appreciation. Sir, that I never object to

the occasional objection which you may find it necessary

to make when I am on my feet. I know it is part of a dif-

ficult task J and I, by no means am making an expression of

disagreement in what I might have to say at any time.

MR, SPEAKER: You would not be offering felicita-

tions to gain my sympathy?

MR. SAISBERG: As a matter of fact, Mr, Speaker, ^

now that you have warmed up to those few remarks, I might

say I am occasionally suspicious you are deliberately
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aetlng harshly toward me to lean toward those who may

suspect me or my thougjits. But, I assure you, it is

always \mderstoo€ I wish to join in with the hon. mei^berfi

of the House in the expression that went to the two hon.

members who moved and seconded the motion on the Speech

from the Throne. They are both very likeahle men. They

are highly esteemed by all hon. members of the House, and

they are very modest, as you can see, as the seconder of

the motion is engaged in his own applause. It is a great

tribute, particularly in the Tory camp it is a great

"tribute when a section of the House can say these nice

things to both the mover and seconder, and in both

instances really mean them.

Now, as was my experience }ast year, Mr, Speaker,

the most impressive speeches are those made by the farm

members. That is not for one moment distracting from the

contents and political significance of the speeches com-

ing from the city representatives, but I feel every time

I listen to a farm representative that I am listening to

something sound and solid and sincere, and there is a

breath of earthlinefis and fresh air. That goes for

practically all the farm representatives this year and

last year.

The hon. member for York West (Mr. Millard), and

other hon. members, hate addressed this point, Mr. Speaker,

about having the Sessions a little longer, enabling the

hon. members to deal with problems more fully. Particular-

ly was I impressed by the impressions brought back by the

hon. member for York West of the British House of Commons

and the question periods and free exchange of opinions in

that House. I say this, Mro Speaker, because we are
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reaching a stage in this House where the hon. menibers almost

have to apologize for saying anything. I think some hoii^

members on the treasury benches are trying to create the

impression that there is a deliberate obstruction in the

House, and so they label every question and every remark

which is to their disliking as part of an obstructionist

s cheme

.

Mr. Speaker, I do not think that is the case. It

is an \mpleasant position for a Government to be in, when

it does not command a majority. That is xindoubtedly true.

But, because the Government does not command a majority

does not mean that the other hon. members should not

exercise their rights and their obligations in questioning

and in speaking their minds freely without being charged

that they are obstructing or wasting time. Ihave not

noticed any waste of time in the House coming from the hon*

members outside of the Government. I want to give a fef

examples of what I mean,, For instance, I raised the ques-

tion in this House about a small matter, if you wish to

call it so, about a number of employees of the Government

engaged inthevery useful work of cleaning this building.

I raised it last year, aid the hon. Minister of works at

the time rejjftlied in a manner which, in my opinion, did not

correspond with the fact, but I let the matter go, hoping

that the complaint would be looked into and remedied,

X came back this year and found that the complaint

of these workers has not been rectified, that they were

still made to work, the women one hour extra every day,

without pay, and the men half an hour, so I raiaed it again.

The hon. Minister of Works replied, and again, in my

opinion, gave a very evasive answer, but I did not dare
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get up and question it, because I would be howled down as

one who obstructs the conduct of buainesa. And yet, here

wegiere given an evasive reply, and a member could not come

tack and ask further questions. But what has happened

since, despite this evasive answer? I am able to say to

this House everything I stated is true, and I have in

my possession a copy of the letter which was sent to the

hon. Minister. He said it was a false statement; he said

he never received it. I was not on the receiving end,

nor on the sending end, but I have a copy of the letter

sent by these workers, and I have, further, a petition

signed by the employees.

But, a very funny thing is happening. This lady

who gave me the information, (I did not go looking fop

It, nor was I seeking causes for complaint, - she cleaned

tjhe office which we occupied,) was in the Services inthe

last war herself, and so was her husband, who died since

of wounds received in the last war, and one of her boys

came back wounded from this war, - this woman gave the

information which I honestly presented to this House in

the hope th^t it will remedy that situation. To-day, when

she was in the building leaving a signed statement, she

also left a note. She said, "Sorry, they sent me to

Osgoode Hali." She was removed from the building to-day.

The note does not say she wanted to go; it s|iys,, "I am

sorry. I have been sent to Osgoode Hall to work," and it

was signed by the woman who worked in this building.

Now, this matter should have been threshed out

on the floor when the evasive answer was given to the hon.

I members, but they are made to feel they are committing a

crime if they raise a question or discuss something of
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public importance, and I am not through with this case,

because if this method is resorted to I call this con-

temptible hounding of a worker who dares to give in-

formation, desiring to improve her position, who is

8 removed for exercising her rights.

You take the matter of the Hydro. I raised the

question here on the Hydro situation, and its attitude

tcjward its workers. Again, I did not go around seeking

issues with the Government or with the Hydro. It was a

public matter. The union concerned addressed letters to

them, and I naturally raised it, as I thought that was the

proper thing to do, and I hoped that the hon. Minister ip

charge would give a satisfactory answer. Hansard will

show what he said. They never financed the Employees*

Association; the Association had its own money. They were

paying dues^ That was that, I could not follow it up,

and I am obliged to say now that that information was not

accurate. The information given to the House does not

correspond with the facts.

(Page Noo 1828 follows.)
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I have in my hand a circular letter sent out by iriiat

is knovm as the general coiiimittee of the Hydro Association.

It is dated February 20th, 1945 and it starts out as follows:

"Dear fellow employees: Hecent labour
legislation passed by the Ontario govern-
ment mak^s it necessary for all labour or-
ganizations to 'pay their own way.* As you
know th^ Hydro has in the Jjast financed
the operation of the plan, and eacji of us
has to some extent benefitted by its existance.
It is no longer legal for the commission to
contribute to the expenses of the organization
and we are accordingly asking all eiaployees
to help pay those expenses."

This, in the face of an assurance to this House that there

was no contribution. And, enclosed with this, Mr. Speaker,

is a printed car^ aafcing the employees to sign for a check-

off, if you please, with Hydro. For a check-off, — and

it is difficult to imagine that the hydro officials were not

consulted beforehand, or that they had not agreed to the

check-off system, if the Asso^ciation will get a sufficient

endorsation.

For the information of the House, Mr. Speaker, I

submit it is contrary to the information given in this Hottse

by the Hon. Minister without portfolio (Mr. W«ics±er), but

which I could not follow up because of the fear that I would

be charged with wasting timt.

If that is not enough, I have here another letter,

dated February the 24th, sent out by Mr. G. Kennedy, the re-

presentative of the linemens* association, to the line Section,

and he says:

"I was rather surprised to see the better
response to my appeal for support of the
Employees' Association, at least as far as
the line Section is concerned. What is the
Jrouble? Is it a personal issue? Do you
not care for me personally, or do you not
ti*ust me? Have you no faith in the Associ-
ation? Is it the matter of the trifling
sum you are asked to contribute monthly" and
so ono
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This is signed by the gentleman, and the signature

of the stenographer is "G.M. ", and I am advised that they

are the initials of one of the employees of an official

in the Hydro.
M,p CV\a.\\<es

HON. WEI. "iJ. \miiiJi'i'h.ii: (Minister without Portfolio):

Jiay I ask is the Hon. member speaking from the letter?

May I say, Ur, Speaker, what I stated to the House was the

absolute fact, that there was no pressure put on the em-

ployees by the Commission, and the correspondence here read

only indicates that. And if anyone will read the article

which appeared in the Toronto Globe of March 8th signed by

i>^r. E. L. Thompson, — I did not know who I>dr. E. L. Thompson

was at the time I read it, — it supports everything I said

in the House. I do not think it is fair, i*ir. Speaker, to get

up and say that what I said on the floor of this House was

false. I stand by ito

MR. i3ALSBEHG: Mr. Speaker, that does not p3?0Te

anything. I read from documents, letters issued by

people of the Hydro. I did not say a thing that 1 cannot

substantiate right here.

Mfi. W£B§5E«: Mr. Speaker, may I add this, the

organization which the Hon. member (Mr. Salsberg) refers

to is not within the control of the Commission in any way.

It is an organization by employees themselves, and they

have organized themselves irrespective of any help from the

Commission.

Mfi. SIEAKER; The Hon. member must admit that he

must accept the Hon. Minister's statement*

MR. dALSBERG: M(r. Speaker, I leave the matter as

I presented it, as an illustration at the way we should not

do business in the House, and why we should really be a bit
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more free in asking questions, and why the Hon. Minister

should be more prepared to answer questions. The difficulty

of their position does not justify their act. The difficulty

which they, as a miqqrity government find themselves in

pay from their point of view, be regrettable, but that is

the way t.hings are; and they can blame the people of Ontario,

if they please, but they cannot blame the members in this

House who desire to discuss and deal with matters mere fully

than we have up to now. I think we need more tine on public

business to enable us to discuss things more fully and to

become acquainted with public problems before they vote on

them. I hope that this government and the governments that

follow it, will deal with this and see that changes are brought

about.

Now, Mr. Speaker,, it is no secret that this small

group is opposed to the present government. We woul4 like to

see it replaced. We would like to see it replaced by a

government of all the opposition groups in the House. In
what

other words,/ we would like to see, Mr. Speaker, is a govern-

ment of the majority of the members, representing the

majfopity of voters in Ontario. There is nothing undemocratic

about such a desire or proposal. Two thirds of the votes

were granted to the parties in opposition. They also have

the majority of members.

We in this group believe an election is. not necessary,

but just a shifting around, so that the majority government

feels that it has the majority of the electors, of all the

opposition groups.

The Hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod), the leader

of this group of the opposition has dealt with the question

quite fully. Let me just add a point or two to clarify them.
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We are as yet a growing but a relatively sinall

political group in this House. <Ve have no expectation or

outlook of gaining government power. We cannot be accused

of being thirsty for the spoils of office. We are not strong

enough to challenge and become the government. We therefore

are approaching this problem from only one point of view

and that is what we honestly believe to be the interests of

the majority of the people in this Province and of the people

of this country. We speak our minds freely.

When we say that an election is not desired and is

not necessary, it is not because of fear that we will lose

a few dozen seats. There is no such danger, as far as we

are concerned. I might even say, Mr, Speaker, that we could

confidently look forward to an increase in our representation

when an election takes place.

When we say an elect! on is not desired, we believe

we correctly interpret the feeling of the people of this Province.

when we say that we think the government should change, and

that the majority of the votes should be given the power to

govern, we say that not because it would give the government to

us, but because we believe that would be in the best interests

of the Province and the Dominioiw,

Nor, l-Iro Speaker, are we personally influenced by

personal likes or dislikes, or vendettas against anyone. We

have no animosity, and no personal battles to carry on.

The Hon. Prime l^dinister has never defeated me, and I do not

think I have contributed to his defeat. We have not run against

each other, and we have no objection to his appearance.

On the contrary, I think he should have been elected everytime

he ran. I do not kiiow why he was defeated on a few occasiois.

We have no personal battles with the Hon. Prime Minister, nor
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with the Honourable the Liinister without Portfolio (Mr.

Webster). We have no personal battles and no axes to grind

with any individual.

We believe that the aain danger to this Province

and to this country to-day is toryism. We very honestly

believe that and say that; and we will continue to say that

until the danger is pasto Yet some Hon. members resent

being called tories, but I Liust say, Mr. Speaker, that the

Toroato Evening Telegram, which cannot be accused of being

anything but good old conservative, insists, quite rightly,

in calling a spade a spade, and calls the party in power

always as "the tory party" proudly and defiantly; and so

I like it. So the Honourable gentleman should not object

to being called members of the Tory party; they are being

called that everyday.

HON. LdELiDBEHS: We do not object to it,

MR. SALSBERG; Then there is nothing more to be said

about that.

Now, having settled that point, I want to say, Mr.

Speaker, that regardless of the opinions of an odd member

of that party, an Honourable member in the House or supporters

outside, we acknowledge that there are people in the Tory

ranks who are there mistakenly, but who mean well, just as

we acknowledge that there are in the Liberal party ranks

people, followers and some in leading positions whose mentality

and outlook is identical fully with that of very reactionany

tories. There is no doubt about that. But it is not the

individual members, ^r. Speaker, nor the odd follower that

counts. What counts in politics, and what counts in social

movements is the aggregate representation of a group. What

does it represent? As a whole, what does it represent? And
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I believe, Mr. Speaker, and I think and I believe the maj-

ority of the public think so too that the Tory party,

as such represents the raOot reactionary, colonial minded

reactionary groups in our economic social life,

AM HON. MEMBER: Mr. Speaker, may 1 ask —
MR. SPEAKER: We must have but one weaker at one

time.

AN HON. MEMBER: Does the Hon. member object to

being called "communist"?

MR. JALSBERG: I will come to that in a moment. I

ask the Hon. member to have patienceo

MR. BELANGER: May I rise to a point of Order. Was

the Hon. member who asked the question in his own seat?

MR, oALSBERG: Mr. Speakers, I cannot thank the

Hon. member from Prescott (iViro Belanger) because his action

does not represent collaboration.

This does not conflict in anyway with the remarks

I made about the fact about the parijy the Hon. member re-

presents, and we believe that a .
governraent composed of such

forces is dangerous to the Province and to the country,

even if it were not a minority government. And I want to

say, Mr. Spaaker, that, so far as the party that I represent

here, we are at this moment conducting our national campaign

for legislative reform-, directed against the King Government

in Ottawa. 'We are not hestitating for one moment to do that.

But 1 do say this that because no party in the country to-day

enjoys the full support of the people, because there is a

likelihood, after the next Federal election, as is the case in

this House, that no single party will have a majority,

and, because of that, we believe that the danger will exist

for the government of reactionary coalition of the tories
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and the reactionary forces of other parties who will

gladly join with them to give us the worst type of govern-

ment that we have had.

Now, the Hon. Iwlnister for the Liquor Control

Commission does not have to display a sense of oold because

in his position he is always wrong. Because of that we

believe that a coalition of the Liberal and Labour forces

is necessary, not because we abdicate to any other party, —
we have candidates in the field from all parties. We have

our differences, and we will emphasize them, but we do say

that with an opposition in this Hoiise such as may prevail

Federally after this next election, that there may be a

coalition of the Liberal Party and Labour which will re-

present all phases of Labour, the.C.C.Fo and the farmers,

of course. The farmers have been in their wrong places

for a long time.

Now, Mr. Speaker, may I ask whether this is a matter

of the business of the House, or is it wasting time? I say

that this is most vital business, affecting the Ontario

people, because people of all sorts, professional and farmers,

th^ir welfare depends not solely upon what the government may

do, although they are affected by it, but not solely by what

is done in this House, but what is done in Canada and out-

side, and the kind of Government we have will have a serious

effect upon the sale of farm products, about which the Hon.

Member for Grey (Mr. Oliver) spoke so eloquently, ^ind the

questions will not be solved unless' the government of this

i'rovince and the government of the Dominion follow a con-

structive course, which I am afraid we cannot expect from

a Tory government in Ontario, or in the Dominion. And the

Tory party has a tradition.
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You know, very often we are asked, Are you a

Communist? And Hon. Members engage in bating, very

occasionally, thinking they are gaining very much. Let

me say, Mr, Speaker, when the question of coiimunism is

raised I feel like saying. Communism, so what? I will

tell you what. Communism means the attainment of democracy

for the masses of the people. xoryism means standing

upon the family compact and hounding William Lyon Mac-

iienz.ie, and taking the part of the reactionary movement

against people everywhere. Speaking of communism, and

you bate the red.

The Hon. Prime k'inister seems to desire to raise

a red bating. Communism means in this House one thing.

Conmiunism in France meant the massacre of millions of

people instead of peace and order. Who is to be ashamed

and back down. Communism means sending voluntarily of the

best Canadian boys to fight the battle against fascism.

MR. iJPEAKEB: Applause is not permitted in the

gallery. For the second time I warn against it. If it

is repeated the galleries will be closed.

MR. iiAL3Bi:iRG: a democratic action, —
MR. H. D. aBNOTT (Hastings West): A dictatorship.

MR. oALSBERG: I agree with the Hon. Member.

AN HON. MEMBER; Franco

o

MR, jiALSBERG: If the Hon. members speak of communism,

it means Tito, the heroic men in Yugoslavia and in Greece.

While the Tories supported the enemies in Yugoslavia, and

the same kind in every other country. And there is also

something to this mentality. We had a shameful display in

this House when the Hon. Minister of Labour (Mr, Daley)

displayed the susceptibility of a Tory mind to reactionary
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propaganda, yes, to fascist propaganda. I do not accuse

the Hon. Minister of Labour {lir^ Daley) of being a fascist,

but it was so easy for him to fall into the line of reasoning,

when you dislike anybody, to blame somebody or blame a

particular people. That is the way of fascism at all times.

The Hon. the Minister of Labour does not like the Hon. member

for Bellwoods (]Vlr. MacLeod), and he raised the question,

How could the citizens of that riding of Bellwoods happen

to elect the Hon. member to this House. He did not stop to

inquire who are the majority of the residents in that riding.

The Jewish population of Bellwoods is a small fraction of

that constituency. There was a Jewish candidate running

there too, and he was defeated. I aia quite sure that the

Conservative candidate in that constituency will not deny that

he got Jewish votes, Jews vote as everybody else in Bell-

woods, as citizens, dividing along the lir^es as other citizens

do. But the Hon. Minister of Labour (tiro Daley) found it

very easy to repeat, he is so susceptible, because he does

not like a party, and therefore there must be something behind.

I believe, Mr. Speaker, that the question of govern-

ment is a very serious one; and I further want to say that

the Progressive-Conservative Party has, in my opinion, fully

forfeited its right to any claim of having the courage of

its convictions, when it stayed out of the Provincial elections

in the Province of (Quebec last suirmer. Here was a major

election on important issues, and every political party was

there. The Liberals were in Government ; the C.C.F. went in.

I disagree with their election tactics, but they were there

and we were there; but the Conservative party did not nominate

a single candidate in that most decisive Provincial electioa.
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and did not raise its standard in Quebec ana stand up and

say, This we believe in, and we will stand or fall by that

standard of ours. Why did they not go in there and speak

up on the question of conscription and on other questiojis?

How could a party claim the respect and confidence and

desire the support of a cjajority of the people, when they

neglect an election involving a third of the Nation,

without forfeiting every claim to the support of the people?

When the Conservative leader went into Quebec,

and the prominent people of the Duplegsis party, he deliv-

ered what only could be termed a sort of doubletalk about

conscription, which could have meant anything to anybody

and nothing in particular to all people.

I know there ax-e laembers in this House who were

dissatisfied with the way that was handled. But they did

not speak up. And that is the way your party acted.

I say if v/e should have a government composed of

Tory minds and the forces that they represent and the group

around them, the kind of political support such as the

Duplessis group, Canada would be in for a very hard time,

both internally and internationally. And, from that point

of view and because of such considerations we say that this

government should move over, and the majority of members,

representing the majority of votes should get together and

firm a government.

We can say this without for one moment being accused

of any partisan aesire to capture government. We are not just

at that point. We say this because we believe that it is

in the interests of the majority of the people.

Now, Mr. Speaker, 1 want to touch on a few questions
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that I believe we can approacii with open minds, in

spite of everything I have said about the government, —
I believe in saying what I think and that I spoke the

truth as I see it, and express our opinions freely;

and I hope that the Hon. members of the government will

realize that their lives will go on individually, if they

fliove over to the other side, and the other side moves

over here.

AS to Labour and labour legislation, Mr. opeaker,

I spoke at considerable length before on that, and I do not

want to take the time of the House to speak about Labour

problems,

(page 1839 follows}
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except to point out this; that a labour code, in my opinion,

LiTo Speaker, for this x>rovincQ is necessary, and v/e should
and

strive to get it during this oe3sion,/thi3^ v/hile v/e attenpt

to get Federal inproveaent in the Federal Legislation,

such as P.O. 1003 and 9384o

I believe also^ LITo Speakerj we need an entirely

different approach to the minimun wage questiono I have

not yet had a chance to see the Bill introduced by the

hon. meciber for Ontario (L2r.. Jilliains)o I believe, how-

ever, that he is on the right track, even without seeing

the Bill, for this reason,, that the important thing is to

provide, through legislation^ that purchasing power for

oiu" people that will inake possible for then to buy back

the things they produce, and raise the general standard

of living in the country,. That v;ili not be done by a

little patching here and there,, and the ^'^ole question of

minimum wages should, therefore, be reconsidered^

I believe, L!rra Speaker, that \'ie need a revision —
a basic revision — of the Compensation Act, not only is

it a question of increasing payments, but there are groups

of employees \7ho are not covered nov/, who should be covered.

There is need, LIto Speaker — and it is a simple thing

but very important,, and I do not know v/hy the Government

until noYi has not enacted it — but in dealing with the

Compensation Board recently I found cases — and I am not

a lavryer; I merely deal with them in the ./orkmen's Compen-

sation, applying for some assistance, but I find there are

cases of v/orkmen who have been injured, and who in the

opinion of a physician is cured, but in his own mind is not

c\ired« They are suffering — they have suffered. The
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physicians say they have imaginary illnesses. Jell, perhaps

that is so, but an iinaginary illness is just as serious as

physical oneo The person affected is unable to \7ork, and

I suggest there should be established a social service

department to .ec^ploy specialists to deal v/ith injured workers

who have not recuperated. I was told they have no authority

to do that. They saidj "V/ell, you are a member of the House;

go ahead and enact ito" It is a simple thing in comparison

va.th the job which is being done — this and other questions.

There is a serious situation^ Mro Speaker^ affect-

ing many hundreds of families of working-men who have been

injured at a ti:.ie of low wages, who are kept on a starvation

level, and I say, l^. Speaker^, that the Government should

set aside a few million dollars — yes, I am advised that

is what is necessary — to take care of men and their

families who have been injured at a time when they were

getting thirty cents an hour and thdy are now paid t\-JD.-

thirds of thirty cents an hour, and they cannot feed their

familieso They need eztra money, and I think the Govern-

msnt should provide ito

I thiniCj therefore J Un:„ Speaker, tliat the Select

Committee on Labour should try and bring in a provincial

labour code during this Sessionj and if they will not have

their report prepared before the normal prorogation,

vifhether this Government remains in office or we have

another Government — in either case — I submit that the

Select Committee should be prepared to bring in a report

as soon as possible to the nouse, and that the House

only adjourn and then re- convene as soon as the Committee

is ready with its reporto

Furthermore, LITo Speaker, the Committee having been
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given ivide power, should study the other phases of labour

legislation in addition to collective bargainingo

Now, ilr« Speakers may I be permitted to deal with a

question that is very controversial, namely, that of

immigration?

Mr« Speaker, v/e all agree — I think we do — that

Canada has room for additional immigrants — for settlers.

The differences that exist, as I can gauge it, revolve

around the degree of the absorptive capacity of the

country, but I think we can all agree there is room for

additional populationo in fact^ Canada's future depends

upon a larger population and an increased population.

Now, some people' are dissatisfied with the increase

of the French population,, IvJTo Speaker , I consider this a

very normal development ^ and I see no cause for any dis-

satisfaction or alarm,, I think the growth of the popula-

tion of French Canada is something to be welcomed. They

are a hard-working people,. The growth of population not

only does not harm, but, on the contrary, it improves

conditions ; it strengthens the country, and we should

welcome ito

On the other hand, what we should realize when we

speak of French Canada, is that French Canada if given an

opportunity to reach an equality and wages and income

because of its population, would provide this country with

a new market, approximately seven hundred million dollars

a year, which v/e novf have not gpt, if we should equalize

wages and help the i'rench Canadian working people in the

cities and on the farms to reach a lovel \7ith the rest of

the country, so that they could buy back and have telephones,
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and buy cars and clothing that is required, as the rest of

Canada do, we v/ould find a iijarket in our baclcyard, so to

spealc, of seven hundred million dollars a year extra. TIE t

is our big job. Not to worry about the increased population,

but to helped that increased population to enjoy to the full

the wealth and possibilities this country has.

Then there is the question of British stock, and

the Gncouragement of iiaEiigration from Great Britain.

Now, - 1 franiily statej Lir,, Speaker, I consider this

being a nost noroal of things j to find many Canadians of

British stock desiring nore Canadians ol' the sane origin.

V/hy should anybody be alarmed at the desire of a Canadian

of British stock wanting to have more Canadians from the

same source? It would be most unnatiu'-al, if it v/ere

otherwise. In fact^ one vjould like to see tens of thousands

of additional workers fron the British Isles, those who

built our unions here and laid the basis for all Jabour

political raovements in Canada. 1 would like to see them

coming to this country;, I see nothing v/rong v/ith such a

desire.

But I want to point out, LXo Speaker,, that while

the British i:;migrant is one thing, to advance a policy as

this Covsrniaent has advanced is, I think^ another thing.

V/here the hon. Prime Minister is wrong, is that he has

failed to understand the changes v/hich have taken place

within the British ilnpire, and in the v/orld, and that the

state of mentality is changed. It is not doing a service

to Britain to carry on a campaign, as the hon. Prime Minis-

ter is doing, to bring over branch plants, and bring over

hundreds of thousands of people fron the British Isles.
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V/liat Britain requires is not to bring plants, but to have

a rrarket at hoae and abroad for all thxose plants, ./hat

Britain requires is an opportunity to keep its population,

and those that think they are riore British than the

British by advocating br irking plants here and people here,

are actually advocating a policy not in the interests of

Britain herself , and it took Churchill hiiiiself only a few

v/ecks ago to nake that cleaTo

'./hat Canada should do is to help solve the question

of the British markets as far as it canj particularly as

between the problem of Britain and the United states in the

post-war narketSu ./e should help the British people retain

their narkets and plan for work in their plants, and all

those \ih.o want to come here should be welcome in this coun-

try, just as we should welcome the, increased population in

French GaiB dao

I also say, LITo Speaker ^ that we should be prepared

to v/elcomo others as well; those vAio have suffered in

iiluropej and are in need of a home; those who cannot return

to their former countriasj or who may \7ant to come here

— they should be allov/eci into the country. Also I think

those who may want to join thoir families and their rela-

tives in this country;, and who live at the present time

elsev/here than in the British Isles, should also be

allowed to come in and join their families

o

I do not think that that Is the kind of policy, though,

that the Government is pursuing and is advocating, and it is

in that sense that I understand the sub-anendment as moved

the hono member for jiilgin (Mto Hepburn), that does not in

any way aim against British people coming into Canada.
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In ay oplnlorij and as I interpret it, it is for the taking

care of the returning Canadian fichting forces, and men and

woman employed in our war industries, and then welcome

British immigrants and those from other shores v;ho vash

to come here*

Nowj UiCo Speakers, may I say that I exclude certain

groupso I would excludes Fascists; I would exclude Nazis;

I would exclude those groups who would want to settle here

to plot against their new democratic government. I do not

know, that I would advocate having in this country men such

as General Sosnkowsky^ now in our midst, and whom I suspect

is plotting against the new democratic government of

Poland which Churchillj Hoosevelt and Premier iJtalin agreed

should become the provisional government of the reborn

Polando Aside from such groups, our policy should be as I

have outlinsdo

Now, Uto Speaker,, another point , and this is educa-

tion, and I vitant to appeal to all sides of the House to

bear with me am please try to understand the problem as

I believe it, v/ithout a partisan biaso

The Speech from the Throne gave a lot of space to

the question of Education, and that v/ould be a welcome sign

of interest on the part of the hon. Prime LUnister and the

Government on matters educational, but I believe, Mto

Speaker, that vfe have on matters of education a great deal

yet to do*

I want to say quite frankly — and I appreciate that

this is a very, delicate and sensitive problem, and that I

am in a position entirely different from practically all

other hono members of the House — this" is a predominantly

Christian country, the majorityj of course, vd.ll want to
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carry on its education, and should have that richt and

opportunity, of course, to carry on its education. I was

elected, not as a Jev/j but as the standard-bearer of a

party, and received votes from all people o Nevertheless,

I am a Jew, and I want to make it clear to the hon. members

of this Hous.e that I speak on this question, not because I

consider it the only matter affectinc Jews or other non-

Christian people, but because I belJeve that it is a

problem of the majority of the people^ and is creating

unpleasant relationships among the majority grO'Up in the

I have received — as have all other hon, members

of this House — a telegram from the Chairman of the

Association for Religious Liberty, and I felt, when I

read this wire, we could all agree on the position they

had takeno Their telegi'am reads as follows:

"V/e recognize the importance of
religious trainingo However, this
should not form part of the regu-
lar curriculum in non-sectarian
public schools o ;/e approve of the
former practice of clergymen using
the schools before and after the
school dayo ./e v/ould approve
alternate plans v/hich would not
offend, disunite, or segregate.
Such a plan should be considered
by clsrgyj teachers, parents and
community workers togethero"

Now, Mto Speaker, I might say that the worst thing

we can do now is to arouse religious strife among an

important section of the people, and I am afraid that the

regulations which are no?; in foice have achieved just that

— not just for the Elinor ity^

I have in my hand a journal which all hon. members

of the House have receivedo I have rarely a case where I

agree with thQ publisher of the "Gospol v/itness", but the

gentleman v/ho issues this distributes it far and wide, and
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says,

"Drew plan gives millions of public
money to Roman Catholic churcheso"

We all loioY/ this publication and tho L'ian who

publishes it, are carrying on their own war against Roman

Catholicismc. I am not interested in that v.'ar« I merely

point out J llr- Jpeaker, the situation which is being

developed,

l!^:ay I read to tho hon^ neivibers of this House, Iti',

Speaker, an extract from a memorandum presented to this

Government by the Inter-Church Committee of the I7eek Days

Religious ilducations presented a year ago, April 3rd. In

this nemorandum, this group stateso

"vVe fear that such a plan as the Minister
of j;ducation proposes, if carried out at
once

J would probably cause division and
discord in some of our communities, and
even among Christian people themselves,
since it might raise the old question of
the relation of church and state in this
fieldo"

And they go on and make proposals to the Government,

and they ask the Government to go slowly about it, and so

ono This was a statonsnt submitted a year ago,

iuid I v/ould like to say, It<. Speaker, aside from

the effect it may have on the minority groups— and of

course the minority groups vrould hope that different

arrangements could be made — but in the interests of the

majority I submit that i^e.rhaps the Go-vernment should find

another way. This is not a question of continuing religious

exercises v/hich were invoked in the days v/hen I was in

school, but it is a matter of religious training, and I am

wondering whether an arrangeraent could not be made as is

done in some iuaerican cities to set aside an hour or a

half hour period, when the leaders of the various denomina-
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tions could come into the schools and the children can go

to their respective religious leaders for religious educa-

tion , without causing the difficulties v/e encounter now.

Perhaps some other way could be found. But, L!r, Spealcer,

v.'hen T/e deal with education — and as I say, tlu hon.

Minister of iiiducation (Mto Drew) is giving a lot of space

to it in his Speech from the Throne — I v/ould respectfully

submit that he consider the need of introducing in all

ovoc Ontario schools courses of the democratic way of life,

courses of how children will live together, regardless of

their origino

I have gathered liaterialj Mto opeaker, from \That is

known as the dpringfield o3rstemo I am sure the hon. Prime

Minister is aware of that system^ but it has not been

introduced in Ontario up to dateo

The essence of the Springfield System, which Now

York is now copying, and to which other cities are resort-

ing, is to bring out the good and the best in all people

to teach the children to respect one another, and the back-

grounds from which they cameo

In Springfield I found in the curriculum — and I

have the raaterial here — in a school room the text is

provided^ There are i''rench Canadian children, for instance,

and the course teaches them the great historic role of the

Frenchmen on this continent o It deals with the achieve-

ments of i*'rench Ganadianso It informs them of their

cultural achievenentso It deals with the Italians and with

the J'ews, and with Negroes and with Poles and v/ith Hungar-

ians, who make up the population of that city. It teaches

democratic living to ths young, and I submit, tlr. Speaker,

— and I speak now to the hon„ FxliiiB Ldnister and to all
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lioHo EiGiiibers of the House; and tiiis is not a partisan

question -- that this is a provision that is nade for all

sorts of people.

You GO through our liiain industrial cities, Toronto,

Hamilton^ the Niagara industrial torms, Tlmmins and

Kirkland Lake, and LJault ^iteoLlarie, and you will find

mixtures of people coning from all over the v/orld ivorking

in the nines and in the fields and in the factories. They

all haicre a background v;hich has the British viev/, and I

submit that if the hon.> Prime Llinister would introduce such

.courses of education in our schools in OntariOj he would

really be laaking a contribution to -the unity of our people

and to tolerance and bettea? understanding* I hope that

this will be looked into,, and that a study will be made,

and perhaps at the beginning of the nest school year,

regardless of how the religio\is training v/ill bo finally

resolved, that we in this province j in our schools,

introduce something like the Springfield System of

iiduoation, for the domocratio life,,

Lot us approach this in a non-partisan v;ay. Despite

all our differences, there are questions upon which we can

all agree, and certainly this should be one. In the

border tov/ns in Eastern Ontario, let us teach the ilnglish

and the i^rench children to appreciate each other, and to

work together in harmony, and grow up as Canadians, regard-

less of background. Let us do that in Northern untario,

and ]B t us do it in the other cities and tovms where oiu*

people live.

One more point, htc„ Speaker,, and I will conclude —
SGIS I-ION. LSLBilRS: Hear; hear, -

LiR. SALSBERG: Perhaps the hono laenber who applauded
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is able to supply hiniself v/ith v/iiat other people xind

diffioulty in securingo

I2r, Speaker, this last point I submit is also one

that should be approached from a non-partisan point of

vieWo I speak now of the question of discrimination. There

are things that some people believe should be hushed up and

v/hich others believe should be examined in tho full light

of day^ And, lir. Speaker ^ it is not v/ith any pleasure that

I draw the attention of this House to the fact that there is

unfortunately througliout the provinces an effect left by

the Fascist and iiaxi propaganda Ydiich people take xnto

their systems unconsciously at times,. And it is not limited

to any one group or any one tov/n, but xre must recognize

that that is SO9 -- that there is discrimination; discrimin-

ation against the people and those engaged in it v;ould find

it hard to explaino

Last year this House passed a Bill which in my

opinion vail stand out \rhen a lot of other Acts of the

Session will have been forgottenj and that was the Bill

against discrimim tiono Time v/ill prove, I am sure, that

when maiiy of tie se Bills vcLll have been forgotten, that

Section will go down in history as the one which introduced

the first Act against discrimim tion. And the Government

sponsored it, and that is to the credit of this Government.

It was supported by all parties, and that is to the credit

of all partieso

That, Act, hov/everj is vory limited. It only deals

with the outward manifestation of v/bat is bad, by presenting

tho public pronouncer.iont of an intention to discriminate,

but it does not do av/ay v/ith discrimination.

But it v/as a step forward] it v/'as a great step for-

ward ,

»
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Now, LIto Speaker^ I mentioned to the hon» Attorney

General (Mr. Blacicwell} v/iiose opinions on this question I

respect, and vjhose personal views on laatters of intolerance

I do not doubto I knovr that he is opposed to every form of

intolerance, and I remembor calling to his attention last

year that dis crixaination on Jobs is perhaps the worse form

of discrimination; that discrimination in ownership of

property is a bad form of discrimina tionj and we have seen

a tablet out in this hallway , outside the entrance to this

Chamber with the words; "Fallen heroic Negro soldiers of

the last waro" -- v/ellj that is pretty good^ but it is a

mockery when we realize that a Negro nurse cannot get a

job, and a Negro chap cannot get a positiono

The hono Attorney General (Mto Blackwell) told be

at the time that there were other lav;s under which such

acts as that could be avoided, but they have not been

avoidedo

You have seen the statement made by Mr. Justice

Chevrier recent lyr.in London^ and I will just quote a short

paragraph. He says:

"Referring to the anti-discrimination
Act, in my opinion as there is an
enactment of the i^egislaturep it
must be taken as one which reflects
public opinion, and I believe it is
a step in the right direction.
Obviously, the most laudable object
of the Act is to repress, as far as
this provision applies, all un-
christian actions of racial discrimina-
tion; racial and creed discriminations
have been long an outstanding evil."

And he said:

"These people who received out sympathy
and help, should not be forced within
this land of freedom and liberty to
live in the worst sections of the
community, and be deprived from living
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;7i th ot her nemb ers o

"

But J LSco Speaker, I am primarily conceriB d with

the disGriiniiiation on the jobo

LiTo Speaker and hono laambers of this House, I know

I have overstepped my time by a fev/ ijiinutes, but I ask you,

Jir, Speaisir, and all the hono members of this House, to

grant your indulgence for a fev/ more minutes, in order that

I may drav/- your attention to the seriousness of the problema

IShen you are concerned, as I am, ;rith such cases, and v/hen

a young chap — and I will give a copy of this to the hon.

Prime Minister and the leaders of every party to show what

vfe have to contend with — here is a young man seventeen

and a half years of ageo His brother is in England, in tlE^

R.C.AoFo; his father is in the Army since June 6, 1942o

He was laid off in a plant here., He v^s sent to the

Selective JerviG:e, and by them to a certain firm. This was

on October 6th, 1944.

He spoke to the Foreraanj vjho asked, "\Vhat nation-

ality are you?" and when told he was Jewish, the Foreman

said, "V/e do not eiiploy Jews, and I told the selective

Service not to send me JewSo"

This young man came to see me and asked me if this

was fair play. He had just left school; his father is in

the Army; his brother is overseas^ and he is seventeen and

a half years of age^ He would otherwise have qualified,

but he v/as born a Canadian Je\7o He asked me if that was

fair play. I ask you, Mr, Prime I'linister — and I know what

your answer will be — is that fair play?

And whdn you have a case such as the second one here

of a returned man from Englando He came and asked me if it

was fair play„ He returned from ii^nglando He is thirty years
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of age; discharged laedically unfit o The Selective Service

sent him to a bakery to bocone a bread salesman, and he

was refused, and in his letter to me he writes:

"The 3ale.s Manager told im the Company
needed fifteen salesmen;^ and that they
would be glad to give rrie one of the jobso
However^, while answering the application,
I ansv/ered to the question of ray nation-
ality that I was a Canadian citizen of
Jewish de scent u vThereupon the Sales
Manager informed me that I could not
possibly get the Job since it would not.
in his opinion^ promote the best interests
of his company if they were to employ
Jewish salesmeno

The gentleman in question admitted
that it was not a fair thing to dOc He
agreed with me that^v^hen I joined the
Canadian army and went overseas it did
not matter what national origin a soldier
came^ from,, that we all fought for a
democratic Canada^, But the situation is
evidently different when it comes to
getting a job after a member of the
armed forces returns homeo"

And I could cite the case of a woman who applied

for a very menial job in a public utility and was refused.

She finally got it, after I intervened, but she was re-

fused solely because she was Jewisho Yet her husband

joined the army since this war broke out, and her grown-

up daughter, 19 years of age, gave up her job in the

Jfost Office and joiiied the armed forceso Yet this v/oman

was not good enough to do a cleaning job at night, because

they found her name v;as Jewisho

I could cite illustration after illustration, and

1 therefore, Mto Speaicer, say this is ona thing that this

House can do, v/ithout any differenoe of opinion. I want

to appeal to the Government and to all other parties to

agree to enact a Bill during this Sessionj something similar

to that enacted in Nev/ York and other states, not as a

partisan thing, but an Act which will bo an example to the
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rest of the country^ in v/^hich we all can pirticlpatec.

It \rill be so simple to nove a Bill myself,, cr any other

member of my group, and I appeal to you^ MTo Gpeaicer^

and through you. to the Ciovorniaent y and to all other

partioSp that this be done as a non-partisan act..

By the way,, this slipjied my mind, and 1 want to

mention it now; 1 want to paj'' tribute to the Canadian

Daily i-ress., 1 have found tm t the Canadian Daily Press

shows an outstanding sympathy ana tolerance v/ith all other

• people, on the basis of merit and sarvicej rather than on

origin or religious belief,, 1 find that in the press in

Toronto;; and other newspapers tl'iroughout the country
^^

the people are employed on a basis of ability^ and that

is the way it should bSu

I have here^ iir. Speaker^ a copy of the Dill as

adopted in the NeviT York Assembly., I do not believe that

it suits our requirements fully., 1 have oven gone to

the extent of having prepared a roucJi outline of an Act

we could adopt in this House j vThich i believe would go a

long way toward achieving the democracy in the relation-

ship of people^ and go a step farther m the achievement

of equaiiti^ and tolerance to all people

„

There are things upon which we are divided; there

are issues around which we can find no coEmon ground; and

we oppose each other« That is naturalo It may be un-

pleasant 3 but it is the democratic v/ay of solving problemso

There are soi:ie issues ;, liTo Speaker, upon v/hich we can all

agree, and 1 earnestly hope ^ in presenting the material of

the l-ievi York Bill and the Toronto drav/n-up draft of a

Bill vAich 1 submit to tho hono Prime LiLnistorj that he

and the Jsaders of all other parties in this House and the
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people outside of this House vfill agree — as 1 believe

conf ijdentiy" they v;ill — in liie enactiaent of such an Act

durine this session of the Legislature,, Let this be '

another outstanding non-partisan Act perforisssd by this

Session of the Let^islature.. It \7ill be a step in the

right direction^ and a step towards greater unity in the

countrya and a better relationship bet\Yeen all people which

laais-- up this growing country of ours,.

iJRo w. Lo LilLLHiR (Algoaa LSnitoulin) : Lfro Speakerj

in this debate I seem to be wedged in between two spealcers,'

one a radical socialist, and the other a labour-Progressive,

soiaetines called a Comiminist.. 3o it may be refreshing for

the House and those \7ho have the privilege of. being in this

Assembly;, to hear from someone who has not particularly

eztrexae viewso

One of the actions vrhich I have received since I

listened -with a good deal of interest to many of the dis-

cussions on the floor of* the House, and particularly some

of the speakers J has been that from a great majority of

speakers in this Jession^ they have the tendency to place

class against class, especially in matters pertaining to

-the labouring class of this province

^

Being a northerners I have a great deal of respect

for those v/ho ar;© vfilling to risk their livings and their

capital^ be it large or small, in business enterprises

throughout this province j and facing our post-war problems,

I am somev/hat alarmed, MCo Speaker, at the persistently

critical attitude and extreme views of a great number in

this House,, One has to be very brave and rather intrepid

to say anything in favour of the industrialists in this

House at the present , and, Mto Speaker,, that should not beo
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It seeras to lao it is about tine soiae horio aenber has the

intestinal fortitude — I think that is the Hord they

throw around — to rise in his place and aay soLia thing on

behalf of the snail and large buainessnen who ar^repared

to risk their oapital., and in some cases their savingSj

to establish industry in oiir land,.

UH. 33RTRAI,i 2„ LIiiAVENS (V/oodbine): i/hy not separate

then?

LiHo iJPEAKER: Order

o

LiR. LIILUiR: A great deal of oo-operation and tolerance

must be developed between these tivo factors in economic

lifso

Our social and economic systems cannot exist without

the full Co-operation between the capital and labour working

together in the fuller development of cur economic and

national life of this province

«

Now, li'o Speaker^ that is just a preamble, so to

speak; it is just a reaction I receivedj and I do not mind

telling you I received it sittir^ in this House listening

to some of my hon, friends to the rights iYho are on the

left, so to sx)eak, and also to some extreme views elee-

srhere,, I do not believe a single individual has expressed

a word in favour of the rran or group of men who are v/illing

— and I am not talking about the Bay Litreet Group, v/ho are

being much maligned ^ and maybe deserve it — but I am

speaking about people who are willing to tlirow their sayings

into the small businesses of this country.,

iVe are going to take a one-sided view throughout

this Session v/hich ^7ill be projected into other discussions

all over this province ^ v;e vdll have a one-sided mind on the
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economic life of the provinceo Porsonallyj, I thiiiK v/e

have overdonG it,, and I am not favourably imprcsseds

and certjainly not very much enamoured v/ith the discussions

of this Legislature since this distinctly one-sided

attitude to\/ai-d our Government probleras has been apparento

AU iiONo i.ISl.iBI::R: You are not talkii]^ about Shipshaw?

Iffl. ijPEAICER: Order.

IIR. LILliCH : I had so loany notes,, out this is not a

part of my regular speech., Mr,, iipeaker^, and I hope you

do not dock m^e in time for it; it -jas just a statement

of my reaotionv

I v/ant to serve notice at the outset that I am ^oing

to be briefo I thought that would get some applause,, but

apparently not«

But I do v/ant to associate ii^'self nith the sentiments

and statements expressed by the previous speakers in congra-

tulations vrtiich they have extended to the .mover of the

address in reply to the Speech from tbe Throne „ the hon,,

iiB-mber for Haldimand Ilorfolk [Uc.. L^rtin) and to the seconder,

the hon. member for Peterborough (MTo L;cott)o

It has always been customary since I have had the

privilege of being in this historic Legislature to have
«

these tv/o hono membersj supporters of 'the Government in

every case^ speak in glowing terms of the accomplisliment of

the Government in the past;, and ^ so to speak^ give us a

bird's-eye view of the great needs for the future^

(Page 1857 follows)
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and considering the opportunity which they had and

eortaidering what they had to work on I think you did very

well and your performance under the circumstances has

been most creditable o The fact is that for the last

ten years - and I am beginning to feel like a veteran

in here, besides some of these younger group; then I can

talk about ten or eleven sessions ago <r»ry clearly but it

has been the practice of the government of the day to

select one member from Northern Ontario and the other

from the Southern part,, They divided the honours » But

unfortunately this time the Government could not do thatj

for the simple reason that this greater partbof the province

has not a single goverimient representative in it unless

they are paid organizers o • Since I have the honour to

be the member of that grand old Liberal party elected in

Northern Ontario ~ and I say that v^ith all deference to

my colleague- the hon,member from Maskokas aCMroKeirj') 'b^iause

there have been times when he took a great deal of pride in

calling himself a representative from Northern OntariOo Now,

I do not blame him for wanting to line himsetf up with that

gallant body of men but on the other hand I regard that

sec '.ion of the country as just being in the foothills, Just

at the point I might say, where the Great North begins

o

Now, one can say very little about Northern Ontario

without bringing in the matter of the CoC»FoParty because

they had a phenomenal success in Northern Ontario in the

last electiono That success was achieved, Mr., Speaker, by a

series of promises - promises that even exceeded those made

by the Conservative party; promises which, if fulfilled

would mean the setting up of a virtual Utopia in Ontario*

Some CoCoFaspeakers were good enough to say that complete
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fulfilment of their programme could not be possible

until a CoCoFo Government was installed at Ottawa<> They

have to confess they cannot do anything in Ontario until

they are in power there and they must be in Federal

power before they can implement thato So having in

mind it will be a long time before Ontario will be

saddled with the CoCFr, I am confident that this

party, which embraces socialism as its chief plank, its

formula or idealogy attained the pinnacle of its influence

during the period of the 1943 electiono Since that time

it has definitely declined in public favouro This is

my observation since then that there has been a good deal of

serious thinking and discussion of the possible result of

Socialism being applied to the industrial life of the Korth,

and it is quite obvious to the most casual observer that

the sane and rational thinking men and woman are most

apprehensive of a party which proposes a policy of

regimentation, centralization of authority and eventual

dictatorship

»

The people of the north know that it was pre- enterprise,

individual initiative - coupled with the spirit of adventure

and the willingness to take risks that developed this part of

the province

o

Let us for a moment consider one of our major industries

in the northo Consider the mining industry. In 1941, which

is the latest definite Information which I could get in a hurry,

the value of production of our mines in Korthern Ontario vv-as:

$269 J 815, 000, The number of employees was 36,738 people. The

wages paid was f 64,579,000, The supplies purchased - to give

you an all round figure ~ the supplies purchased by these
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mines was ^45, 542, 000 <>

Now, if you want to try and, visualize the

contribution which this great industry made to the

economy of this province you must consider the purchasing

power from wages » You must consider there are no

Northern ^ ,

factories m/Ontarlo - no furniture factories nobody

making clothing up there; everything is purchased from

Southern OntariOo So you can consider what it is doing

in an- economic sen»eo This was accomplished under a

policy of free enterpriseo The CoCFo policy is to

socialize the mining industry c. They ai^e opposed to the

profit motivoo I do not want to maite statements

without some reference to their sacred volume, so to speak*

'The major proposal of Socialiaia is the public ownership

of the mines'^ foreatt^ power resources of Canada »• That is

in ^Democracy needs Socialism,'* page 51

»

Henry Co Young, Toronto Star, July 20th: says :

*The federal government should shut down all
gold mines and use the 30^000 miners to relieve
the shortage of iabour in Canadian war
industries

o

•He charged that Canada's gold mining industry

—

this huge industry I have been telling you about, what great

contribution it has madeo

•He charged that Canada's gold mining industry
•* is being carried on primarily to make money
for those who own the mines.**

Row, the people of the North are beginning to wonder

what the CoCFo propose to substitute for the deal and

incentive which prompts men to force their way into remote

areas of the North,enduring hardships, and often privation,

in the search for gold and other valuable mineralso

If the profit motive is to be destroyed what incentive

is there for groups of men to risk their capital in supplying
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I
the necessary funds needed in the prospecting for and

the development of mines. Will the CoGoFo Government - if

ever there be oneo perish the thought - grubstake the

prospector. Will they provide the funds necessary to

develop prospects to the place where they are producing

mines? Or are they only interested in taking over such

successfully managed concerns as International Nickel,

Lake Shore, Hollinger kOo That is the poser which

the people of Ontario are beginning. . ao >

.

THE SPEAKER J There is a member prepared to

ask a question.

LIR. iVJLLBR; I am making my speech first and the

only one I have made in this House and I will be glad to

hear from other speakers later » I think all can hear me.

THE SPEAKER: The member prefers to make his address

first and will answer aftero

t_ MR« MILLER: You can make a speech next Sunday
F

Bert.

This brief examination of the subject must convince

everyone who knows anything about the mining industry, of

the utter fallacy of the CoCFo proposals and policy as it

would apply to this major industry <>

I am convinced, Mr. Speaker, that free enterprize

with proper Government co- operation and Government

restrictions where found necessary in the Interests of the

people of the province, will, in the future be the only

satisfactory policy in the vast known and unknown resources

of the North are to be discovered and utilized in the

development of a higher social and economic life in this

Province

o

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have a matter to deal with and
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I would much prefer if the Prime Minister was here. It

concerns him to a very large extent, and I am sorry

if he is not here at the moment but I must, of course,

go ahead with the dieourse which I have preparedo I

cannot very well get it twisted up.

Hono Member: It is twistedo

Mft; MILLER; I propose to discuss another matter

of importance to the people of this province-- the proposed

Dominion-Provincial Gonferencso

During the last Session of the Lesgislature as well

as this one we have been treated oi. a number of occasions

to long discourses by Premier Drew on the need of such a

Conferencoo .If has now assumed the proportions of being

the most vitally important need of this provinceo Cabinet

Ministers in this House and outside of it are using this

subject as their chief alibi for not having been able to

carry out this committment or that in connection with their

different Departments. Premier Drew, in his many state-

ments on the subject has waxed warm in his dondemnation

of Prime Minister Mackenzie King for not having summoned this

Conference. He claims that the onus and reaponplbility must

rest with Prime Minister King for his failure to call this

important meetingo

So just to keep the records straight- as they say

in this House- I would like to read a brief history of what

actually did happen, and the members of this House and the

people of the Province generally will, I hope be in a better

position to judge as to whom is responsible for the fact that

the conference has not yet been heldo I am reading an article

from the Daily Star of January EOth.1945 which was a reprint

of an editorial in the Winnipeg Free Press <,
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*Dre«& Record on Holding of
Dom-Provc Meeto

•The Free Press agrees witii Premier Drew pf Ontario
on tlie importance to be attached to the holding of
a Dominion-Provincial Conference but^ the public
memor:;' being short, it may be a suitable moment to
recapitulate the facts behind the failure to have one.
The responsibility lies upon the shoulders of none
other than MroDrew himself^

It is over 12 months since Mr .Drew first wrote to Mr.
King suggesting that such. a conference should be heldo
Mi'oKing replied on Jano 13.>w©lcoming the suggestion
and stating that he would at once circularize all the
other pro-vinoeSo These all replied favorably, though
some of them suggested it syould be necessary to wait
until their legislative sessions were overo A
secretariat was promptly formed in Ottawa tc prepare
for the conference o On Febo28.. the nine provinces were
asked to send a senior treasury
help in preparing uniform factua]

official to Ottawa to
data, on the form

of which all provinces were agreed« in order to give the
conference a solid basis on 'filiioh its operations could
take place. Sight provinces oomplledo Mr -.Drew refused:
No official would be sent tinless the general scope of
the conference was known in advance » Ho urged that a
preliminary' conference should be held "for the purpose of
reaching some agressment regarding the steps which should
be taken to establish an effiiotilye basis for co-operation.*
Mr King replied urging that'thas'a preliminaries would be
better done informallyo

MR. FROSTS Mr. Speaker, I

THE SPSAKSRs A point of order,

MR, FROST: I would just like to correct « o

.

THS SPEAKER: What is the point of order?

J,IR. FROST: I just wanted to correct my good friend

Mr .Miller from Algomao I knowc .

.

MR. KILLER; Have I the floor?

MR. FORSTs I mean he is so wrong. He is ridiculous.

My good friend should not read from Toronto Star......

MR. JOLLIFFS: We would like to hear you in Debate

on this point

o

MR. MILLER: Really to get this in continuity I should

go over it againo

"^....obut finally consulted the other eight provinces
on the desirability of holding a preliminary meeting.
Seven of them turned it down.

That was in ApriJ., Meanwhile, MroDrew had written
denying that he had refused to lend a senior official
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"(who however never turned up, in Ottawa)
and urged that immediate invitations to the
conference be issued,, Mr^King asked Mr.Drew
to let the secretary of the secretariat know
when the senior official was coming. Mr<.Drew
never replied.

In May MroRalston, acting for Mr.King, who
was in London, circulated a draft agenda for the
proposed conference asking for suggestions,
araendations and changes. Mr. Drew never replied.

As late as June 20. Mr,Drew was still pro-
testing that he never held back on sending an
official to Ottawa, but complained nobody had ever
told him what the man was supposed to do when
he got there-- an obscurity which apparently
had never entered the minds of his eight fellow-
premiers, all of- whom had sent officials down.

On July 27 Mr.King wrote all the provind^l
premiers setting forth the progress alreafy
acbievedc His letter to MroDrew mentioned the
failure to send an official and also made polite
inquiry as to what MroDrew thought of the agenda.
Two weeks later Mr^Drew repliedsmartly saying he
proposed to prepare his material as he saw fit and
asking when the conference was going to be held, and
protesting that he nowl earned the officials
wanted in Ottawa were apparehtly wanted to draw up
an agenda, MroKing wired back that this was not
the case and repeated that what was wanted was only
the preparation of basic facts and statistics
which could be interpreted on equal terms by all
the province So

But by this time MroDrew had been on the
hustings and before the microphone, bitterly
attacking the Dominion for its family allowance
legislation, proclaiming principles of extreme
provincial autonomy and the safeguarding of
•Ontario's money*, and delivering an ultimatum
regarding co-operation with Quebec, MroKing,
recognizing the futility of attempting to hold a
conference which would be doomed to failure before
it met, called the thing off. He said there was
no use attempting to have one until after a general
election had been heldo This judgment, we fear is
correct and unkess Mr .Drew is now in a much more
co-operative mood than he was last year, the public
will agree with Llr.Klngo

HON. GEORaS A, DREW (Prime Minister): Kow, Mr .Speaker

since this fairy tale has been completed.....

MR. MILLER: I still have the floor.

MR. DREW: No, I have the right to correct a wholly

false statement.

THE SPEAKER: The Hon.member declares he wishes to

correct an inaccuracy^.
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MR. MILLER: I am reading an editorial from a

newspaper: I am not responsible for it at all.

THE SPEAKER: Will you Just respect the Chair

for a moment

o

MR.MILLER: The fact remains that you are sitting

down,

MR. SPEAKER: I don»t but the Rules do. The Hon.,

member (MroMiller) knoV(,s very well when the Speaker rises

to take his seat» The Eon^Prime Minister asks to correct

a statement

o

Mi. DREW: Mr ..Speaker, I presume this fairy tale

that the Plon.member (Mr,Miller) has read is another

editorial in the Winnipeg Free Press.,

Iv3i. MILLER: I remember definitely stating it was

written from the 7/innipeg Free Press

»

MR. DREW: May I say unequivocally that there is not

a single word of truth in this wholly false editorial from a

publication which one would expect <>

MR. MILLER: Now, I intend to proceed bjit since the

Prime Minister has put certain doubt on this whole matter as

to the correctness pf it, or being a fairy tale, I am serving

notice that I am placing a resolution on the Order paper

requesting production of copies of correspondence between this

Province and the Dominion in connection with proposed

Conference*

MR. DREW J They are on the table now,

MR. MILLER: They must be pretty well covered up« In

view of the article which I have read and I do not think ahy

honourable member doubts its accuracy, it is quite apparent that

Premier Drew, by his obstructionist attitude and his insistence

on having his own way and imposing his own ideas defeated any
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possibility. of a successful conferencao

The chip- on- the- shoulder attitude of Premier

Drew at the very outset of the preliminary negotiations was

by no means conducive to the spirit of conciliation and

understanding so necessary in deliberations, if the

difficult problems effecting the rights of the Dominion and

the Province are to be solved on an amicable basis.. And in

view of the fact that many of our pressing post war problems,

including the welfare of our service man and women returning

from Overseas and the thousands who will likely be released

from War Plants, will have to be left in abeyance,. I feel,

MroSpeaker, that Premier Drew has done this Province a great

dis-servloeo

Now, I would like to say a few v;ords in connection

with another matter and I am trying to deal to a large extent

with matters particularly obtaining to I\iorthern OntariOo I

would like to offer some remarks regarding some one of the

great industries of the North, the forest industry

o
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This province has about 100,000,000 acres of forest

area under the supervision of the Lands and Forests Depart-

ment, and in addition there are vast, unsurveyed areas which

constitute a tremendous back log of reserve for future

generations.

A large portion of this reserve, however, is so in-

accessible as to make present-day operation uneconomic, and

therefore cannot be seriously taken into consideration at

this timeo

The fullest use of our forest resources is the basis

for employment and security for thoueands of our citizens,

and it is expedient that long-term policies v/hich will ensure

a perpetual source of supply must be evolved^

There is and has been considerable concern over the

rapid depletion of the accessible timber in the province. All

too often there has been an apparent disregard of the waste-

ful and destructive methods of exploitation of these resources.

This is not a criticism of the present Minister of the

Department, particularly as he inherited this condition from a

succession of governments. It will require the application of

a broad, courageous policy on the pert of the Government, in

conjunction with other provinces. It will require the support

of public opinion and an aroused national consciousness of the

importance of saving and perpetuating this important asset.

The history of the liimbering industry in the province

is a sordid affair. It indicates only too clearly the utter

lack of planning and vision in the earlier days. The indiscrimi-

nate cutting of all accessible timber in the Georgian Bay area

and on the north shore of Lake Huron is an outstanding example

of reckless disregard of the future of the industry, and even

less consideration for the people of towns and villages, who

eventually found themselves living in ghost towns

o
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I do not intend at this time, Ur. Speaker, to submit

a forest resources policy to this Government. That would

be most presumpti.ous on my part, but I do suggest that the

matter be given the importance which it deserves, and I urge,

Mr. Speaker, that no time be lost in investigating the best

and most modern methods employed successfully for generations

by such countries as Norway and Sweden.

Our forest resources must be managed in such a manner

as to preserve a perpetual source of raw material for use in

our ov/n industries and for export. The indiscriminate

slaughter of our forests must be discontinued if this object-

ive is to be attained.

The maintenance of our forest areas has wide ramifica-

tions and is closely related to many other important

activities, namely, the tourist industry, fish and game, the

fur trade, maintenance of oiuc lakes and streams, prevention of

soil erosion, etc. The importance of this matter, therefore,

must be obvious to every member in this House'.

The question of export of raw materials, particularly

pulpwood in unmanufactured form, is highly controversial.

Some well-informed people claim that there is a substantial

surplus of pulpwood cut, over and above what can possibly be

used in Canadian mills, and they contend that it might well be

exported to the mills in the United States.

According to figures which I, have secured, approximate-

ly .490,000 cords' of pulpwood are exporte4 each year from Crown

lands, and 230,000 cords from other lands, making a total of

630,000 cords sent across the border in raw unmanufactured

state. This presents a very substantial economic loss to this

province, since the processing, labour and sale of the

finished product takes place in another country.
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During the past four years the people of Canada have

proven their ability to turn from peace-time pursuits to

manufacture the highly technical instruments and implements

of war.

Canadian brains and ingenuity, coupled with

scientific research, have made a very great contribution to

the task of providing the tools by which the war is being won.

This was a new field of activj,ty for many Canadipuis, and they .

proved they were equal to the task.

Is not this the time, Mr. Speaker, to capitalize on

that development in our country, ahd to extend it to a fuller

utilization of our natural resources?

If Ontario, the industrial province, is to assume

its full responsibility in the d evelopment of a nation #iere

employment will be maintained at a high level, the policy of

export of our raw materials on the present scale cannot be

countenanced. As I stated before, lir. Speaker, I am not blam-

ing this administration particularly for the lack of a com-

prehensive forestry policy, but the lon^^r they stay in power
,

the more responsibility they will have for existing conditions.

Premier Drew, when he was leader of the Opposition,

was very critical of the timber administration policy at that

time, and, in fact', in his minority report of the Select

Committee investigating the activities of the lands and

Forests Department, the first recommendation is as follows:

"The administration, conservation and utilization
of the foi'est resources of the Province of Ontario
should be placed under the control of a Commission,
to be known as the Ontario Forest Resources Commis-
sion, which commission should have powers similar to
those conferred upon the Ontario Hydro Electric Power
Commission.*

Then in the election campaign of 1943, one of the

famous points was No. 7, - "To appoint a Forest Resources
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Commission." I do not know whether that got the Conservative

Party any more votes, nevertheless.

This is one of the planks in the Tory platform that

has not been implemented. I believe it should be, and I say

this with all due consideration for the piresent Minister and

his efficient staff. The Department of Lands and FoiTesta is

a busy place, and t^e Minister and his deputy are too mucli

involved with the immsdiate business at hand to be expected

to give time and study in an attempt to solve such a major

problem in this province as a new policy for the handling of

that great industry, the forest industry of Ontario.

It is a case of being too close to the forest to see

the trees o I do therefore, Mr. Speaker, \irge upon the Premier

of the province that he keep his promise to the people by

appointing a Commission of well-qualified and experienced men,

whose duty it would be to make a full study of all matters

pertaining to the forest resources of the province.

I am not so much concerned that this Commission take

over the entire prerogatives of the Department. I think, for

the moment, that would be going too far. I think we should

have a committee of responsible and well-equipped men to

advise the Department to set up a new policy, men v/ho would

not be associated with the Department in any way, other than

in a purely advisory capacity, and I do trust, Ii5r. Prime

Minister, that you will give that serious consideration. In

fact, if you pass No. 7 of your plank, I will say a good word

for you.

• • HIGHWAYS . I would like to refer briefly to the

"j activities of the Highway Department as they apply to Northern

Ontario. I do not want to leave anyone out if I can help it.

•

Highway activities are very important in Northern Ontario.

There is general agreement that it would be unwise and imprudent
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for the Department to embark on any major construction pro-

jects during the war. Lack of man power and materials pre-

clude any such programme at this timeo However, adequate

maintenance of existing highways is absolutely essential if

we are to preserve what we have and protect a very substan-

tial investment by the taxpayers of this province.

During the regime of the Liberal Government improve-.

ments that can only be described as revolutionary, as far as

highway construction is concerned, were carried out pro-

gressively each year. Cement pavement was introduced to the

North in many sections, and hundreds of miles of winding,

difficult roads were graded ^nd brought to. a high standard.

These roads will deteriorate rapidly unless proper maintenance

is carried out effectively, and it is in connection with this

matter of maintenance that I take issue with the Honourable

Minister of the Department. We were given assurances at the

last Session that sufficient maintenance work would be

authorized to fully protect existing highways. In my opinion

this has not been done. Apparently the Department is taking,

a holiday, with the result that many sections of the Northern

Highways are deteriorating badly, and extensive repairs, whicli

might easily have been avoided, will eventually have to be

carried outo

I have been unable to secure definite cost figures

of last yearns (1944) maintenance as against that of previous

years, under the Liberal Government, but I can state without

fear of contradiction that there was a very drastic reduction

in expenditures for maintensuice last year. I submit, Mr.

Speaker, that this Is a short-sighted policy, which will un-

doubtedly cost the t axpayers of this province considerable

money in the future, when these highways will have to be
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brought up to a proper standard.

Now, iUr. Speaker, I just have a word, in conclusion,

to say. We who live in that part of the country are confident

that Northern Ontario holds the key to post-war development

in this province. This greater part of the province is about

seven times as large as what is known as Southern Ontario. To

a great extent it is a vaat undeveloped area, and no man can

measure its potentialities.

This young country, with its vast, arable lands, its

forests, mines, fisheries, water powers, its 'industries and

industrial possibilities, is a definite challenge to the

fortitude and ingenuity of the Canadian people, The trend in

Canada is towards the North, and that is particularly true of

Ontario. The North, with all its natural resources properly

managed, viill support a larg® population, and will make an

ever-increasing contribution to the betterment of the citizens

of this province.

MR. SPEAKER: Three hon. members have desired to ask

questions. Do you care to answer them now?

MR. MILLER: Sure, if you want to take the time of

the House.

MR. BSRTRiUI E. LEAVENS (Woodbine): I do not care

to ask it now, thank you.

MR. ROBERT D. THORNBERRY (Hamilton Centre): Mro

Spetjker, the hon. member made mention of the fact if this

motive existed there would be no incentive in investigating

the mining. I would like to ask v;hat incentive there is for

the boys who died on the banks of the Rhine.

UR. MILLER: I see no relation, whatever, between

the statement of the hon. member (Mr. Thornberry) and what

I was referring to.
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HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Minister of Mines): I just

wanted, using my friend's (for Algoma) expression, "Keep

the records straight" — 'kVhen we assumed office in

August, 1943, in the Treasury Department, at the time of

the Dominion Provincial Conference, we set up a Biireau of

Research and Statistics, v/hich is, I think, a very complete

department, and one which is capable of getting together a

moat complete information in relation to the province of

Ontario.

I^. GEORGE H. MITCHELL (York North): This is go-

ing to be a lengthy explanation.

MR. SPEAKER: I will decide that.

MR. ilJOST: I v/ould just like to point out it does

seem so useless, in view of the fact we have the most com-

plete information here, and' wc have a department working on

this. It would be poor management to send down a highly-

paid official from our Department, to Ottawa, merely to act

as a channel of communication. It would be so silly and

ridiculous and needless. We tried to point out to Ottawa

such a course v;as not necessaryo I would say this —
kR. BERTRAlvI E. LEAVENS (Woodbine): On a point of

order, I understood the Speaker to say "those who wished to

ask questions" could do so. We are getting a speech.

MR. FROST: I have not spoken on the Throne Debate.

MR. SPEAKER: Read the book of rules. There is

always a certain amount of latitude granted to a Minister in

reply to remarks made by an hon, member. The hon. Minister

is qiuite in order in informing the hon. member for Algoma of

certain facts, briefly as possible-,

MR. FROST: On the 14th o f August, (I think I am

right in the date,) the day the Provincial-Dominion
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Conference was called off, when Mrc King made his speech

in the House of Commons, I was in Ottawa with the Minister

of Municipal Affairs {Mr. Dunbar) , and with several of

our Treasury Officials, to confer with the Cabinet Council

Committee in connection with the Provincial-Dominion Con-

ference, and we had been there the day before, prior to

meeting his officialSo We had our officials there, and

the first intimation we had the conference was called off

was when we read it in the newspapers « Following that we

went up and went over the matter with Liro Skelton, Secretary

of the Cabinet Council Committee. We went over the whole

matter, and Mr» Skelton stated the Province of Ontario had

supplied 98^ of the information that was required, and he

gave his own estimate at that time that only anbout 2% of

the information was outstandings

I would say one of the points they were as Icing was

the debt of the province for the fiscal year ending the 31st

of March, 1944 <> The fact is this: the information was

.supplied to Mr. Skelton that day and in his hands before it

had been given to me, by my own official, as Provincial

Secretary of Ontario. I think that is pretty full and com-

plete cooperation, and I say Idr, King's excuse for calling

off the conference was an excuse of a most flimsy nature,

and my friend would see that from reading the correspondence.

MB. ARTHUR WILLIAMS (Ontario): Mr. Speaker, I

wish to associate myself with the customary courtesies of

the House at times like this in making mention of the pleasure

one has in listening to the motion moved and seconded, by

the hon. members on the opposite side, to the Debate on the

Speech from the Throne. I cannot say that I ami at all in

agreement with the motion,

( Page 1878 follows)
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I cannot say that I am at all in agreement with the

motion. Simply because the motion itself is one that is to

be expected from the Government, and as far as the opposition

is concerned, it could not possibly be accepted, because in

my judgment the Throne Speech contained so very little,

I am not going to travel all over the things MTo

Speaker, but I am going to speak to the thing of which I

am pretty certain I know something. And those who travel

here and there on the Speech from the Throne may do so as far

as I am concerned. 1 am going to refer to matters of labour,

and I find it very necessary to refer to these matters of

Labour at this particular time because the speech from the

Throne itself said so little about it.

I cannot unaerstand, for the life of me, how a De-

partment calling itself a Department of Labour and dealing

with the affairs of about a million and a half workers in this

Province, could find so little to put in a Speech from the

Throne as we find in the Speech from the Throne read by hi s

Honour the Lieutenant Governor here on February 15th.

I would have thought that because the problems of

Labour are so tremendous and are so vital and important, that

those problems would have received considerable priority

in the Speech from the Throne. It did not receive priority

not by any means. The thing that receive priority was Education.

And because there is so much in the Speech from the Throne

about education, and so little about 3i»abour, I can only con-

clude that we are going to fill the people's minds and keep

their stomachs empty. It may be a very good policy to bow

to the domination of the Prime Minister, because he is the

Minister of Education, and let him have free run in the

Speech from the Throne. The other day when the Minister of
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Labour was speaking I remember quite well he said that the

Prime Minister does not snap the whip. No, because you do

not stand up to him. Stand up to him and see what happens.

Tou give into him all the time.

Now, for the references to the affairs of Labo.ur

are just really two items. There is a very little bit

^bout w^at the Regional War Labour Board has done, and what,

the National Labour Relations Board has done. But the only

thing that you contemplate doing for Labour, according to the

Speech from the Thr&ne, is to amend the Compensation Act,

or as the wording in the Speech ttself says, that the Workmens*

Compensation Act will be broadened again this year to bring

additional classes of workers under its protection and

legislation will be introduced for this purpose. And the

other little thing that they were going to do is to amend

the Minimum Wage Act.

Well, there has a change come over the scene since

the speech from the Throne was read, because the Hon. Minister

of Labour has invited you to Ottawa to attend a conference, —
is this the conference of which we have heard so much?

We have heard so much about a Dominion-Provincial Conference

and now we hear the iviinister of Labour is going to attend a

Labour Conference between the Provinces and the Dominion.

Good luck to you. That is better than anything else around

here.

We have seen what the Hon. M8:4ister has introduced,

both about Compensation and about the Minimum Wage Act, and

it has not enough strength to brush a fly off a window pane, —
neither of thea.

Now, because, as I said before, there is so little

dealing with Labour, I propose to deal with it, and, I might
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as well say now that I am not going to be brief. You

might as well kmw the sad news right at the start, and

so fAr as I am concerned, it would not bother me in the

least how much people get up and say that the time oX the

House is being wasted. If the Government had done the

job that it. ought to have done, if it knew how to do it,

we would not be on the Speech from the Throne at the present

time.

I came into this House on February 15th, and sat

days around here , twiddling Iny thumbs. Well, I am -copying

you people, you see, that is about all you were doing; and

we were only doing that because the Government had not pre-

pared or organized the affairs or business in the Legislature.

Even the two little items that the Minister of Labour him-

self introduced only came into the House this wekk, two

trivial: little pieces of Legislation which coiiLd have been

brought in almost the next day following the Speech from the

Throne.

I want to say to the "Hon. Minister of Li^bour, as I

said last night, when we discussed in a piecemeal sort of

fashion some of the affairs of labour, that he has gone a.

step further than the Speech from the Throne indicated he

was going to go ^y introducing an amendment to the Bill which,

was introduced or became law after the last Session, about

wliich I am going to say something in a couple of hours'

time.

As a matter of fact, I find the Speech from the Throne

very unsatisfactory because of the little attention that the

Speech from the Throne, which means the government, — it

does not mean the Lieutenant-Governor, but it means the Gov-

ernment, — how much the government is proposing to pay

attention to two of the" principle groups in this. Province,
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namely Labour and Agriculture.

You can have all the education and all the Health

measures and all the other forms of social legislation you

like, but if you have not looked after those two basic

groups, you have not started dealing with the realities of

the problems which we are confronted with.
i

Agriculture is sick. I told you before that I

was only going to talk about the things I know something about,

iiabour. 1 do not pretend to know anything about agriculture,

but I heard a very grand speech delivered to-day by our good

friend the Hon. nwaber from Grey (Mr. Oliver), — a very

splendid speech, which was made up of nothing else but

telling us of the sickness of agriculture, and how the doctors

who profess to cure agriculture from Its ailments, were

doing nothing about it. That is about all we heard,

agriculture is sick.

I do not want to say a word of adverse criticism

about the Hon. Minister of Agriculture. I do not know that

there is any man in this House who is more beloved by all

members than the Ministei of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy); and

I am as sorry as any other member of the House, that the

Minister of Agriculture has been so sick and not able to

attend to his duties. But I do want to say that the sickness

of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture cannot continue in-

definitely because of the sickness of agriculture. You have

got to attend to that particular problem, because it is

one of the main groups upon which our livelihood and our

standards of continuity are dependent.

The other great group is Labour. If you do not look

after those two groups, if you continue to show the indifference

that you are showing to them, then you might as well get rid
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of the chap that is acting as Minister of Planning and

Development. You have spent already, I think, something

like a hundred thousand dollars on hLs Department, —
what for, I do not kiiow. He has delivered some radio

speeches which, I think a child from school would be ash-

amed to claim credit for. Somebody here to-night said

something about Words, lords, Words. The agricultural

interim report is said to be a lot of words. Well, that is

all the radio speeches of the Hon. Minister of Planning

and Development contains. Words, Viords, Words. There is

no indication at all of anything of a real nature in the

speeches. A pleasant little thing for a kindergarten

class. Very nice. It should be given to them, I suggest,

for the kindergarten class, and I suggest the Hon. Minister

might include it for them in their curriculum.

The problem for theae particular groups means this,

that if you allow them to deteriorate, you will find your

need for Social Services becomes all the greater. If you

raise their standards, you will find that their need for

social services becomes less. That is demonstrated in this

war, as compared with the black thirties during the days of

fitepression, 1929 to 1939. It was a well known fact, wherever

we went, that there was a crying demand on the part of the

people for social services, because they had not the means

to procure it for themselves. Now, because, of this period

of prosperity through which we are passing, you do not have

those demands, because the people are financially able to

secure it for themselves.

So, let this question of Labour take care of itself,

and you will run up against a snag in a very short time.

I wonder whether the Department of Labour knowa what the
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problems of Labour are? The other day the Minister of

Isabour said, — I felt sort of sorry for him, because he

tried to take himself in a pitying sort of way, I have

tried to do all these things and you are still not satis-

fied. I want to say that I directed a question to both

the Minister of Planning and Development and the Minister

of Labour, about two thousand people being laid off in my

constituency, the City of Ottawa. If you have done anything

about it, I do not know about it. I doubt if you have done

anything at all about it, either of the Ministers.

I heard the Honourable Mnister say the other day

that he was in charge of the Board of Labour Relations,

the War Labour Board and the Industrial and Labour Baa.rd,

and was trying to show a lot of the things that he is res-

ponsible for. I do not want to belittle it, because you

have got an awful lot of responsibilities. I wonder whether

you are also in charge of the Board which handles civil

service affairs in this building, of those in the employ of

the government. I am not going to run after the red ^erring

at the moment, because I will say something about that later

on.

The people of this Province, the million and a half,

approximately of the people of this Province are expecting this

government to really do something for them. I am not going

to attempt to belittle what the government has done. I am

disappointed, I thought that that would have brought a bit of

applause.

Am I mistaken that you have not done anythiOig?

The most of the thingis, however, that you said you

would do, you have not done. As a matter of fact, the present
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position, as far as Labour and agriculture are concerned,

proves tJaat when you came along to the election of 1943

you had a few eggs that you put in the one basket, and you

have not got an egg left in the nest. That is all it amounted

to, — not an egg.

AN HON. MEMBEfl: They are all chickens now.

MH. WILLliiMS: As a matter of fact, in the language

of the English cricket field, you have had one innings and

you have been bowled for a auck.

I got a smile out of you, anyhow.

The Throne Speech is a most unreal thing, in my

judgment, because it deals with the past. It does not

seem to recognize nothing of the future. I speaks of what

you have done; but very little about what you are going to

do.

Now, there is no denying that phase of what I am saying,

because the record in this connection will speak for itseuLf

,

Because of that particular situation, because of the absence

of any recognition of the needs of the future, you are goiag to

be defeated, and there is nothiaig to save you, — I hope not

anyhow.

(Page 1885 follows)
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*

Of course, xre cannot defeat you on our ovm. ie tried that

last year, and we found we were '^: the only ones who' voted

again sto > .

MR. aiACK'.YJilLL: An alternative vote. '.,

i'lRo ./ILLIAiviS : There seems to be every indication'

nov; that when the rote cocbs, we shall not be voting alone.

Oh, yes, I know you are pretty near to the ceiaetei^y.

iE. DR2.;: Just across from it, too. /'.^ .' /.

",*'' ''
'

'

MR* ./ILLIALB: You will not be so glad v/hen\the

' burial comeso '.^ith all these expressions of national

socialisEij and regiraentat ion, and all the rest of ;it,

when you hear us pronouncing the funeral oration' ov«r

you, you will not be. happy

„

, v,

Now, it is quite apparent, because you ar^ going to

be defeated, tbat that does not neceetsarily mean an election.

That point has been stressed by others before. I \?ant to

make this point very clear, that v/hen the GovernuBnt is , /

defeated, the re3ponsibi;.ity for calling; an election will

not be on those who voted to defeat the Qovernment. All

v/e can do is to rise in our places when the vote is taken,

and say, "IJay".

•- LB. DUCliJOHTH: "Change seats".

MR. dPEAXSR: Order.

MR. dl'LLlMB'. But after the vote, there rail be a

conference held, and none of us who voted against the

Government will be in that conference. It will be held in

a little 'place a few steps beyond our Opposition Room down

here — at least I presume it will be — and there pit)bably

vri.ll not be any more than tv/o people present, and the one

' v;^ho will be present here when the vote is taken is the one

who will do the most talking in that little conference, and

he will say to the other one, v^o will bo listening, "I v/ant
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you to do so-and so, and so-and-soj amd so-and-so. "and

the other raan will say, "Yes," and that is wh^re the 'decision

for an election wili take place — nowhere else. It ;7ill

not be decided in ihis House; it will be decided dovm there

in the Lieutenant-Governor's Chambers, so that the decision

about an election will rest entirely on the ^hpulders of

two people, thehon,. Prime liinister of the Province of Ontario,

and his Honour, the Lieutenant-Governor, , ,
•

Wo have said that there is no need for an election,

iifiiile the Government cannot avert a defeat in this House,

they c&n avert a^j. election.

I have heard from all kinds of people in this country

that ,we should not have an election during wartime; that it

tends:' to take the people's minds avfay from the seriousness

of th^, war 4 that we should be spending all our energies ',

toward wincimg the v/ar, and it must not be such distracbion

as ah .election, 'Jell, we v/ill find out in ,d few hours from

now"''ho* much since1i>ity is in that kind of talk. These

people who have been talking in this particular way VTill

fii).ti'^ themselves in the responsible position of deciding .

whe1»hdr th^re shall be an election or not, arid I think we

will*find -out — and this is my own personal yaew — that

the l^ind of thing 'they have been saying about no election

in wartime will prove just so much "eye-vfash",

T '. Diiring this debate, I think I am understating the

situation v/hen I say that we, in this group, have had a

sort of "going-over" with a sort of small-toothed comh

by various people Ijx the House, Even my good friand from

41goma-L^anitoulin (lir, Miller) — I think I am getting to a

friendly with some ft these people, because I. .find that they

treat me just the same as if I was not friendly vfith them
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at all. The hono xaember for Algoraa-Manltbulin (Mr.LIilQar)

goes on and reads spnetiling in this House here about v/hat

somebody has said in a little booklet about socialism, and

leaves the impression that it is our booklet, and it has

nothing to do with us at all. It just what vfhat some other

"guys" think we mean by "socialism",,

Now, if I am going to listen to all that kind of

thying that people believe about socialism, then I will be

a- 'queer sort of, as the hon<. member for Algoma-Kanitoulin

(Ifr. Killer) called lae
,' "radical socialist", because I

cannot fit my socialism into the ideas of the hon. Prime

Ministers nor into the ideas 6'frthe hon, member for Algoma—

litonitoulin (LSr« Miller) and this Bowmanville statesman --

"s&me statesman" — and still remain in my proper centre.

But v;e have been getting a fair trimming in this

Hou'se, I am very sorrj'' to hear the remarks coming from

some people, such as I have heard* I am very sorry to have
'in-
hj^ard the hono member for Bellwoods (Mr. LiacLeod) and the

ht^o member for i3outh ./ellington (I^o Hancock) taking us

"^yer the coals"o V/ell now, thoy did it, and I am goinc to

tAake advantage of the opportunity to have my little say In

reply, but before I come to tin t, I just want to say one

thing about a statement of the hon, member for Algoma-

iianitoulin (Mr, JLjLller) when he was quoting about the wealth

of tbe mines, and about these hard-;vDrking investors — yes

that is why the hon. Attorney General [Mr, Blackwell)

brought in that big security thing, so as to take care- of

the investors, was it not? Sure, That is a happy hunting-

ground. The investors in the mining field have been a

happy hunting-ground for far too long, for all kinds of

rogues, and thieve So'
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Those who ovm the mines, did not prospect for them;

they just took advantage of the opportunity of son&.body

else. Up to the end of 1943, the total v/ages paid in.

six major mines of Kirkland Lake, namely Qold, Teck Hudes,

lake Shore, V/right Hargreavesj Sylvinite, and Toburn,

amiounted to ninety-seven million dollars. And novr --

and- this is interesting — the. late Harry Oakes left txto

hundred million dollars —
L!R. GARFIELD 'ANDERSON (Port Arthur): Not bad.

/ HON. LESLIE U. FROST (Provincial Treasurer) : We

cannot find it. .;>

(

. LIR. V/ILLIALB: riot no\H ^ I can tell you where it
f .\

probably is. '

Iv3R, BIAGiuVELL: Bo on, you are doing, well,

'
MR. ,/I LLIAIiiS : I am afraid to say:! do not mind,

for fear Mr. Speaker will get up and rap '.the gavel and

say, "V/ell I doo"

LE. SPEAKER: Never mind that, proceed.

IB., ./ILLIAiaS: IJoWj the hon. member for Algom-

Manitoulin (Mr. Miller) is not in his seat, but I hope

his colleages vTill let him knovr that there is another side

to the story about these hard-vtorking, industrious, honest^

minded, benevolent prospectors.

Later on — much later on — I will tell you some-

thing about how some of these people who have got the gold

out of the mines have been treated.,

Noir, in this attack which has been levelled against

us, it has not come from one particular quarter; it has not

come from any particular quarter; it has been a sort of a

united front kind of a thing. We are being bombarded vdth

these attacks, oven outside the House. It is not confined

only to a political party. We get it from the ptess; we
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get it from tho auxiliaries of the Conservative Party, like

the Chambers of Commerce, and the Boards of Trade; vje get

it from all kinds of places and sources, and. from one that

it is a disappointment to me to get it from, is from the

L.P.P's.

MR. 3ALSBERG: Oh now, not that,

W.0 V/ILLIAIk£3: It started over there, so he invited

me -~

MRo i3AL3BERG: I did note

LIR. SPEAiLER: Order o

Iffi. /k'ILLIAISj I sat here to-night through the greaV'

part of the speech of the hon. Eember for St. Andr'evf (Mr.

Salsberg) and listened to his invitation to partake of the

cup of hemlockj and in asking us to do that, he leads on

so queerly with "nothing to do with you" —
; Iffl. SPEAKER: Do not throw it,

MR. IYILLIA2<IS: Even Mr. Speaker is startiilg ta heckle

me nowo

I.IR. SPEAKER: I am protecting you, proceed.

MR. v;iLLIAiiIS: But we can do it over here and over

there, because v;e are the chosen few in this House. There

are fifty- two of us — we are not such a lot altogether —
trut we are the fifty-tv/o in majority, so you are not of

this preferred class.

Then he breaks us down, after telling us that we

are fifty- two^ that there are soiae over here who are as

bad as you; are over there, that is what he said to-night.

Even amongst the Liberals there are some as reactionary as

those in the Tories, I agree v/ith that. But why declare us

to be fifty-two, and then under our very noses pinch some

of them away, and throw them? V/ell, Mr. Speaker, j_ir that
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kind of: trickery is beine pulled, even with our ©yes open,.

before we knov/ v/here we are, most of the fifty-t\TD who

, caoe ..initially from this side of the House and vrent over

'

to that side, will eventually be landing back on this side,

, MR, DUCKWORTH: ni/e have two of your fellows over

here now,

MRo ./ILLIALS: Are they wi.th y-ou?

Iffi. SPEAlca^: Order. ^ ''

MR, V/ILLIAL3: Then, after we 4iave established this

little love-nest, all.-for ourselves, ^Ifty-two of us, he
t

then declares that xfe are @oing out pn,to the hustings and

slaughter each other, "We are going t© oppose you" — ^iihat

is what he said; "We are going to^run^ in these elections."

and so on, so apparently we are goin^. :to have a coalition
Ik

of fifty-twoj here m this sort of a Sunday-school class,

but when we go out on the streets^ v/e wi 11 start kicking

each other around, as we usually doo

V/ell, I think that kind of reasoning is very queer.

I was puzzled about the hdn. member for St, Andrew (Llr,

Salsberg) v/hile he was speaking to-night. He seemed to

be labouring under some terrific strain. I do not know

Whether.it was that he did not have enough time to prepare,

although 1 know he does no* need a lot of time —
mo SALSBERG: Thstnk you.

.Mi. ii^ILLIAIiiiS : Oh, yes, I am not unmindful of your

ability^ You have groat ability. If you would only take

a few Igi&sons to have it properly directed, you would have

a- great advantage,

Kow, it is not only the hon. member for St•Andrew

{iar , Salsberg) that we have had these kind of things, but

we' have also had them from the hon. member for Bellwoods
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{l£r. KacLaod)„ The first day that he 'ispok© on this Speech

from the Throne, he adjourned the debate on the Thursday,

and it v/as resumed, I believe, on the following Tuesday,

and I bave looked up the record and I find that the record

shows that no less than approximately sixteen pages of his

portion of the speech is devoted to Ijihlh sort of iron-fist

in a glove sort of thing, making an '-i9il;t4ck against us. I
4

regre.t that very much.

The hon. member for '.TellingtolPi South (Mr. Hancock)

does much the same kiijd of thing.

Both of them referred to the "brain trust" jpf the

Q,Q/E. ./ell, frankly, if there is such a thing, I do not

know- it, and I am quite positive that I sci. not a (member of

It — quite positive. ' Even the hon. member for St. An drew

(Mr. Salsberg) would -^now that if there is a "brain trust"

in the C.C.F., I would not be a part of it.

i If anybody w^ts to say anything, please speak up

so tliaf 1 can hear ycfU. Do not speak under your breath,

we have no brainchild.
I.

,
< MR. SPEAKER:. 1% is not your turn to speak, either.

liSR. JILLJAMS: ^t is obvious to most of the hon,

members of the House t^at I carry my brains in tho right

plalJe*»v

Now, referring' to the''brain trust" \*iich they claim
it- * •

is in' the C.C.F. and, the' au'^horitarian leadership of the
claiming

G.C.fV; I 4'o -pot think that from people / to be repres-

entative of -the same class of people, that things of that

kind',can, by the greatest stretch of the imagination, be

even tiiought kindly. -

But, after saying all these things about us, they

thoii invite us again to co-operate. V/ell now, in the speech
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of the hon. inembor for Bollvraods (Mr. tSicLeod) in his

reference to us, I distinctly renenber him referring to

my "organization of v^ich I used to be President, in East

York, the East York V/orkers* Association, and, because

ha,, brought me personally into the picture, I will tell you

why, irrespective of the "brain trust" — if it is here

— and the authoritatian leadership — if it is here —
. why I would not co-operate with him — personally you see*

If the whole thirty-one do, I will not, so there is no

leadership about it, declaring we shall not do this, or

shall not do the other.

I am telling you here and now to-night — and I . ,

cannot tell you very much longer anything about this

situation -- but this stateiaent which I am going to

repeat is that I will not co-operate with you, and when

the Speech from the Throne is resumed on Thursday,, and

I anticipate it will, I will give you chapter and verse

to prove why I cannot co-operate vath you.

So the ho\ir now being eleven o'clock, IvZr. Speaker,

I beg to move the adjournment of the debate.

ItotioB agreed to,

HON. GEORGE A. DRSV/ (Prime llinister): Mr. Speaker,

before moving the adjournment of the House, I might say

that we shall proceed with Bills uc-morrow afternopn, and

then if we proceed with sufficient speed, we vdll resume

the debate on the Speech from the Throne.

I now move the House do now adjourn.

Itotion agreed to; the House adjo\iriE.d at qleven

o'olock p.m.
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

TWENTY-FIFTH DAY

Toronto, Ontario,
Wednesday, March 21, 1945.

SPEAKEB: Honourable William J. Stewart, C.B.;B.

AFTERHOON SESSION

The House met at three o'clock.

Prayers, ,

MR. SPEAKER: Presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports by committees.

MR. WILLIAM MURDOCH (Essex South) : Mr. Speaker,

in the absence of Mr. Dent (Oxford) I beg leave to present

th« report of the Standing Committee on Printing.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: In the absence of Mr. Dent

(Oxford), Mr. Murdoch (Essex South) presents the report of

the Standing Committee on Printing, as follows:

"The Committee recommends that the supplies allowance per
member for the current Session be fixed at the sum of
|25.00 and that, to meet the convenience of the members
each member of the Assembly be given a cheque for that
amount in order that he may make the desired purchases
in his own constituency;

"Also that an allowance be authorized and cheques issued
to the full time daily newspaper representatives covering
the present session of the Legislative Assembly, as
nominated by the Press Gallery and approved by Mr. Speaker.

"The Committee recommends that copies of the Canadian
Parliamentary Guide, The Canadian Almanac, and the Canada
Year Book be purchased for distribution to the members of
the Assembly.
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"The Committee recommends that the Sessional
papers for the current year be printed in the
following numbers: -

"Public Accounts ------.--_ 2200

•^Estimates ----__--.-,.«. 1250

"Lands and Forests -------- 1150

"Mines ------ __-_--- 2350

"Legal Offices --- - — -- 500

"Superintendent of Insurance: Abstract 850
Detailed 950

"Registrar of Loan Corporation:

Abstract 300
Detailed 550

"Public Works ---- — -.^__ 200

"Highways -----^------ 475

"Games and Fisheries ------- 350

"Labour -----___---_ 750

"Education: Paper -------- 90O
Cloth Bound ----- 50

"Unixexfiity of Toronto ----- 20O

"Births, Marriages and Deaths - - 1150

"Department- of Health ------ 650

"Ontario Hospitals for Mentally Sub-
normal and Epileptics - - - 400

"General Hospitals, Hospitals for
Incurables, Sanatoria and Bed
Cross Hospitals ------ 90O

"Prisons and Reformatories: Paper 825
Cloth 96

"Industrial Training Schools: Paper 800
Cloth 35

"Public Welfare ---------- 900

"Liquor Control Board ------« 650

"Department of Agriculture (Minister) 1800

"Department of Agriculture (Statistics) 3150

"Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Rftil-
way --------- 250

'iOntario Municipal Board - - - - 450
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"Hydro-Electric Power Commission 3400
^

"Provincial Auditor -------- 200
'

"Workmen's Compensation Board - - - 1150

"Ontario Veterinary College - - - - 1150

"Provincial Police ---'•---» - 300

"Ontario Research Foundation - - - 750

"Niagara Parks Commission ----,- 300

"Fire Marshal ______J.__ 1050

Motion agreed to.

MR. SPEAKER: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

ME. ARTHUR '/7ILLIAMS (Ontario): Mr, Speaker, I

beg leave, seconded by Mr. Connor (Hamilton East), to

Introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the Labour

Relations Board Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour) : Would

the hon. member explain?

MR. WILLIAlvlS: Ivlr. Speaker, this is a bill designed

to amend the Labour Relations Board Act to provide for

eliminating many of the difficulties and obstructions which

are now experienced by organized labour under the present

regulation;, 1003.

'HON. .GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Public Works):

Mr, Speaker, moved by myself, seconded by Mr. Challies

(Minister without Portfolio) , that leave be given to

introduce a bill intitxiled "An Act respecting the purchase

of cattle with horns," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.
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MR. FARQUIIAR R. OLIVER (Grey South): Does this bill

follow, pretty well, the provisions of the lYestern Bill?

MR, DOUCETT: Yes, practically the same bill. It

provides for the deduction of one dollar per head.

MR. ARTHUR V/ILLIiUvIS (Ontario) : Mr. Speaker, I

beg leave to move, seconded by IJir. Strange (Brantford) that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend

the Workmen's Compensation Act," and that same be now read

a first time.

Motion agreed to and motion read a first time.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour): Would

the hon, member e^^lain that?

MR. WILLIAMS: This bill contains several amendments

to the present Compensation Act, such as changing the present

66 2/3%payment of compensation to injured workmen to 100^ ,

and, following along this particular line, the other amend-

ments are part of the bill.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

before the Orders of the Day, I have a short announcement to

make to the House, which I feel should be made here, in view

of the fact the announcement might otha^rwise come from else-

where, effecting the work of the Department of Education.

It is the result of rather extended discussions and arrange-

ments, and deals with the subject of adult education.

Adult education is, as everyone will realize, of

greater importance now than ever before, because of the

extremely unsettling conditions of the war. But, quite apart

from any special circumstances, however, is the fact that

there is an increasing recognition that education is a con-

tinuing process which should keep right on after the school

years.
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In our schools we have recognized the close relation-

ship between mental and physical education. V/e believe that

this relationship is also desirable in adult education.

I am able to annoxince to-day, for the first time, -

I mean by that, it was not possible to announce it before, -

that we have completed arrangements for -the organization and
t

administration of both aspects of adult :education in this

province. The adult education board has been set up with

full cooperation of all the universities in the province

which will make their services available for this purpose,

and, of course, the expert members of their staffs. Dr. W. J.

Dunlop, of the University of Toronto, 'is Chairman. The

other members of the Board are: Principal R. C. Wallace

of Queen»s, President W. S. Fox of Western, Professor C. H.

Stearn of McMaster, D,r» P. Cornellier of Ottawa, Dr. G. I.

Christie of the O.Aod., Dr. H. M. Tory of Carleton College,

and Dr. E. A« Corbett of the Canadian Association for Adult

Education, LIr. C. P. Cannon, of the Department of Education,

and Ivir. C. Graham, of the Department of Agriculture, will

act as liaison officers between those departments and the

Board.

It will be the duty of this Board to work with all

voluntary agencies which haye done such good and unselfish

work in the past, and to spread adult education throughout

the whole province. The Bo^rd will plan for adult education... .

in rural and urban communities, particularly in North-

western Ontario and Northern Ontario, which require the

immediate provision of all facilities that can possibly be ,

'

arranged.
;

r

The Board will seek local cooperation in the vigorous •

expansion and organization of adult education in every

ooiomunity. These efforts will not attempt to supplant existing
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activities ) ;n<Jr to impose any fixed pattern of adult educa-

tion. The^ main function of the Board will be to encourage

communitieaii. and voluntary agencies to develop the best type

of adult education for their local needs, and to .act as a

co-ordinating body between the various local and voluntary

organizations.

Adult education for New Canadians will be a

particularly important part of the adult education prograaime.

Already many voluntary agencies and Boards of Education have

done much valuable work in this field. What they hare done

will be of great assistance, and further expansion' pf this

work will be carried out with the assistance of a siiecial

advisory committee of New Canadians.

Ihcl said at the beginning of my. remarks, adult

education is a continuing process, mentally and physically.

The physical side of i.dult education is equally important.

Here, again, mamy voluntary agencies have been active, and

urban and rural municipalities have been taking grcfat interest

in this work. In this field, the task of the Department of

Education will be to encourage and co-ordinate existing

activities where they already exist, and to give leadership

in the extension of physical fitness programmes suitable to

the variovis localities throughout Ontario.

The reason I can announce this to-day is that

Squadron Leader J. K. Tett, D.F.C., has been appointed Director

of Physical Fitness in the Physical and Health EducaJtion Branch'

of the Department of Education. Squadron Leader Tett has the

highest possible qualifications for'' this work. He is still

attached to the Royal Canadian Air jjoroe, where he has been

doing similar organization work thrpughout the whole of
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Canada since his return from operational duties. He will be

released from his duties with the Royal Canadian Air Foree

within the next two weeks.

As so many physical instructors throughout the

province have been, or are now, on active service, we re-

garded it as an essential requirement that the Director of

Physical Fitness should have had active service overseas,

and we are particularly fortunate in having obtained thtt

services of an officer with the highest possible qualifica-

tions from the point of view of physical instruction, and at

the same time a most enviable and distinguished record in

combat duty with the Bomber Command. He will assume his new

duties immediately after release from the Boyal Canadian Air

Force within the next two weeks, - no longer. ,'

I do think, in mentioning this Officer and the duties

he is to assume, and having emphasized to the people of the

Department, in making this choice, that it is essential the

Director of Physical Fitness should have active service

experience, I should give you a brief citation. I might say,

in addition, this citation I mentioned, which accompanied

his decoration of the Distinguished Flying Cross, in addition

to his many qualifications as Physical Instructor and other-

wise, should recommend him to this Legislature and to tlie

people with whom he will be working.

"This Officer is an exceptional Captain. His
skilful piloting and cool judgment have won the
confidence of his crewo He has participated in
numerous sorties over enemy and enemy-occupied
territory. Forced down at sea on one occasion,
with his crew, he spent thirteen hours drifting
before being picked up. During a later attack on
Essen, when one engine failed, he flew and bombed the
target, and successfully brought his aircraft back
to base. He has at all times displayed great
devotion to duty.**

That, Mr, Speaker, is the type of man we are putting

in charge of this task.
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MR. JRED W. WAi^EN (Hanillton-Wentworth) : Mr,

Speaker, may I aak the hon. Prime Minister a question? I

would like to know, in this work are we going to throw up

the Home Economics and Manual Training and the Physical

Training now being carried on? Are you going to throw

this department open? I thii^k' that is the kind of work

people are interested in, and, personally, I would like to

see something done along that line.

MR. DREW: Very definitely. When I said "mental",

I did not mean to limit that to the head, but anything

constructed upon the actual direction of mental instruc-

tion. The purpose is to make available the facilities

of the schools in connection with this work, and make the

schools more and more a centre of local activity beyond

the actual teaching of the pupils.

As the hon. member knows, we have already given

several grants to schools in the rural areas, which had

to make their facilities available as centres of local

activity, and it will certainly be the purpose to carry

on this work in that field.

(Page Noo 1901 follows.)
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MISS AGIffiS iJACPliAlL (York: East): Mr. Speaker, the

question I wish to ask is, Are the grants which are next

given by the Department of Agriculture, -- I think in part

by the Department of Agriculture and in part by the De-

partment of Education, — which was given in Simcoe County,

and which are very useful, extended, or could they be ex-

tended noM to other Counties?

MR. DREW: I think I should answer that in this

way« Through very extensive discussion with the Heads of

the Universities, we have set up this Board, and the purpose

is to- seeure what is best in every County, and they certainly

will have before them what you propose, and the very best

of systems which can be given in any county.

MR. HILLIAES: Mr, Speaker, could I ask a question?

MR. SPEAKER; Go ahead.
'

'

MR. WILLIAMS: In reading out the names of the people

who are going to comprise the council or board for this work,

I did not catch any representative from the W.E.A. , which is

exclusively an organization for the education of adult

people. If it is possible, perhaps the Hon. Minister would

say whether it was possible, to have anyone of them included

in this council, I submit it would be a good thing.

MR. DREW: I know that the Board itself will be anxioas

to welcome any suggestions, and we will be glad to implement

any suggestions which will appear to extend effectively the

work of this Board,

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the day.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The first order, third reading

of Bill No. 41, intituled The Securities Act, 1945.

Mr. Blackwell,

MR. BLaCKWELL: Mr. Speaker, I laove that Bill No. 41
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Tii9 Securities Act, 1945, be now read the third time.

Motion agreed to. The third reading of the

Bill.

THE CLERK OF HOUSE: The second order, third

reading of Bill No. 42, .an Act respecting Prospecting Syn-

dicates having a capital not exceeding thirty-five thousand

dollars. Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker, I move that Bill

No, 42, An Act respecting Prospecting Syndicates having

a capital not exceeding thirty-five thousand dollars be

now read the third time.

Motion agreed to. Third reading of the Bill.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The third order, the third

reading of Bill No. 63, intituled An Act to amend the

Public Trustee Act. Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker, I now move that Bill

No. 63, An Act to amend the Public Trustee-A«t, be now

read a third time.

Motion agreed to. Third reading of the Bill.

CLERK OF lliE HOUSE: Fourth order, the third

reading of Bill No. 65, entitled An Act to amend the Evidence

Act. Mr. Blackwell.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker, I now move that Bill

nijmper 65 intituled An Act to amend the Evidence Act, be now

read the third time.

Motion agreed to. Third reading of the Bill.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Fifth Order. Third reading

of Bill No* 34, intituled an Act respecting Forest Engineers.

Mr. Thompson,

MR. THOMPSON: Mr. Speaker, I now move the third read-

ing of Bill No. 34 intituled an Act respecting Forest Engineers.'
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MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Thompson moves the third reading

of Bill No. 34 intituled An Act respecting Forest Engineers.

What is the pleasure of the House? Shall the Bill ca):ry?

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin): Before the motipn is car^-ied

I wonder if the Hon. Minister would consider withdrawing this

Bill? I think the House agreed that the Bill was badly

drawn and ill-timed. If the Minister will not agree to

withdraw the Bill, I will have to consider moving an amendment,

MR. THOMPSON: Mr. Speaker, it is almost three weeks

since this Bill was introduced into the House. I think there

has been ample time given far any objection there might be

to it. I may say that I had opposition to it from some

eighteen pe^aple; I asked those people to come to my office

and present their evidence. Some four for five came, re-

presenting a total of somewhere around fifteen or eighteen;

we had a meeting which lasted for some considerable time.

The Attorney General was in on that meeting; and no evidence

was aAyanced there that would lead me to believe that the

Bill should be changed. There were arguments presented for

changes in the Bill. If we had acceded to those changes in

the Bill, it would have made it possible for industry to

control this organization. I could not see my way clear to

Biy way to that; and I believe, since this Bill has been before

the House for some three weeks, it should now be given its

third reading.

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin): When this Bill was before the

Committee of the whole House a day or two ago, it was quite

obTlouft then that there was not unanimity of opinion so far

as the government benches were concerned. In fact, it was

soiiiething strange in my experience, fftr, in fact, there were

two amendments, one moved by the Hon. Prime Minister, and one

by the Hon. Attorney General.
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First, we must determine who are to be affected

by the provisions of this Bill, and who are going to be

brought unaer the control of these five men, no one of

whom of necessity would be Forestry Engineers*

First, what is the purpose of this Bill?

"(b) 'forestry' shall mean the management
and administration of forests and forest
lands and shall include forestry education and
forestry research, the supervision of
-the inventory and valuation of forests," ...

MR. BLACKWELL: I would suggest that the Hon.

member for Elgin (Mr. liepburii) read the designation of

"Forestry" as amended and actually passed by the House in

Committee.

MH, HEPBURN: I am reading the clause (b) which,

I think, is very clear; and under the next section you find

what he is, after he has been registered by this Board.

MR. BLaCKVVELL: Mr. Speaker, the Hon. member for

Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) read the definition of "Forestry" in

Section 1, (b) of the Bill, prior to it being amended.

MR. HEPBURN (Elgin): Have the amended copies been

circulated among the members?

MR. THOMPSON; Mr. Speaker, they were, and the Hon.

member from Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) was given a copy in his office

some two weeks ago.

MR. BL6.CK1WELL: Mr. Speaker, the interpretation

of "Forestry" reads as follows, as amended:

"(b) Forestry shall mean the advising or
reporting upon, or the management or adminis-
tration of forests or forest lands."

MR. HEPBURN: (Elgin): It is still in general terms.

That is the point I want to make, and nothing like that is

on my desk.

MR. E. B. JOLLIFFE (York South): Mr. Speaker, some
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amendments were made in committee and they may have been

circulated among party leaders; but should not this Bill

as amended have been reprinted before being given a third

reading.

MH. 5PEAKER: Have all the members copies of this

Bill?

HON. MEMBERS: No.

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Speaker, I assume that when the

Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests called the Bill for third

reading, it was amended. I was reading fi^om the copy in my

book. I am sure that until the Bill is properly before the

House, —
MR. HEPBURN: Mr. Speaker, what I want to say, —
MR. DREW: The Bill is either to be withdrawn or

not. If the Hon. Minister of Lands and Forests does with-

draw the motion at the request of the Hon. member for Elgin

(Mr. Hepburn^ there is nothing before the House,

MR. HEPBURN: I am properly within my rights in

discussing the Bill, when it is up for third reading.

I do not think I have taken up the time of the House

as much as three hours during this Session, which is not

long in view of my position. I want to explain to the Hon.

members what the full meaning of this Bill is. I still say

that the definition of who are Foresters is very general,

and practically anybody who draws his livelihood from the

forests in any way may be brought within the provisions of

this Bill, and his livelihood and that of his family are

at stake.

What are we going to do? Vife are going to set up a

Board of Examiners, as I have said before, no one of them

need be a forester. They may be merely political hangers
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on. They are to be appointed by the government.

"3.- (1) The Boaz^d may appoint a secretary
and such other employees as it deems necessary
for the due carrying out of the provisiojaa
of this Act and xuay fix their remuneration."

In other words, this aggregation, appointed it may

be, as a result of political activities, are to have power

to appoint their staff and pay their salaries.

Then the next power is that "The expenses of the

Board, including allowances to the members of the Board,

shall be paid out of the revenues of the Board."

There are no strings attached, and this political

organization can fix its own remuneration and approve of

any expenses which might be incurred.

How are they going to get money? They are going

to prescribe the fees to be paid to the Board upon regis-

tration ana renewal of registration and the penalties pay-

able for the failure to renew registration within the time

prescribed.

So that this Board can prescribe fees. I want to

point out that thousands of men in the hinterland have

never been consulted about this Act. There are many thous-

ands of men who will be brought under the provisions of this

Act, and m;^be filled by the Boai-d for disgraceful conduct,

and they can say what is disgraceful conduct.

As I pointed out, disgraceful conduct, in the Optometry

Act, might be for putting an add in a newspaper or an add

of more than a certain size.

I submit that is entirely out of order. Now then,

what else can they do? They compelled them to join this or-

ganization or otherwise they cannot practice their profession;

and if they do engage in any of these activities, then
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according to sub-section 2 of section 6;

"(2) Every person who violates the pravisiona
of sub-section 1 shall, for a first ofrence,
incur a penalty not exceeding #100.00 a^d
for a second offence, a penalty not exceeding
$500.00 or imprisonment not exceeding three
months, or both."

How are men scattered all over the country, which

includes Northern ii.lg<hma, which comprises six sevenths of

the whole of Ontario, to do?

If they cannot terrorize them sufficiently from the

application of a fine, this Act says:

"Every person who violates any of the provisions
of this Act or the regulations for which no
other penalty is provided shall be guilty
of an offence and liable to a penalty not
exceeding $25.00."

I submit, Mr. Speaker, to this House that this is

really Tory legislation which sets up a political organi-

zation for the purpose of dominating and controlling a lot

of people who make their living in Northern Ontario.

I am not going to labour the point further.

I move, seconded by Mr. Nixon, that Act No. 34

be not now read the third time, but be read a third time

six months hence.
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*' im. SPSAJrlER: Order, Mr. Hepburn (Elgin) moves that

Bill Number 34, "An Act Kespectlng Forest Engineers" be

not how read a third time, but be read a third time this

day six months hence. Jhat is the pleasure of the House?

'* ' HON. LEoLIE E. 3LAGKI7EIL (Attorney Cieneral) : Mr.

Speaker, 1 want to bring to the attention of the House just

what errant nonsense is the treatise which the hpn. momber

fop-Elgin [ISr, Hepburn) has given about the "Tory Political

Board", I will now go back to the year 1936, vAien the hon.

member for illgin (Kr. Hepburn) was the Prime Minister of

this province, and had a solid phalanx of — what was it?

—Some sixty-five members behind. his back — and at that

time that Government had some dim views about the Optometry

Act, which he has used as an illustration, and as Indicated

by the amendment to the Bill, which has been moved' by the

hon. member for iilgin (Ur. Hepburn). So 1 am prepared to

take the Optometry Bill as an example.

There was an Optometry Act in force in 1936 and in

1936 a new Optometry Aot v/as passed, vAilch was the Optometry

Act of this province until amended last year. It had a

Board, and in view of \That the hon. member for Elgin iMr.

Hepburn) has said about " Political Tory Boards", I would

like to give you the provisions of this Act which- indicates

what the attitude of the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn)

;7as towards such boards at that time.

This Act, which is the Act of the Government of

which he v^as Prime Minister, provided for a Board' as

follows:

"There shall be a Board — !!

And I hope the hon. mamibers will follow the equivalent

language in the Forait Engineers Bill that is bef-^^-e +he

V
•

•
••
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House —
"There shall be a Board known as the
Board of ilxaminers in Optonetry, vrhlch
shall be coraposed of three persons,
who shall be appointed by and hold
office during the pleasure of the ;•

Lieutenant Governor in Council." ''

I hope the hon. raembers will note that the parallel,

that the entire Board is appointed by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council„

Now, in view of the highly prejudicial remarks of

the hon. merriber for Elgin (Ml'o Hepburn), let us corae to

the question of how the CM iroan of the Board was selected.

This goes on to say:

"Sub-section 2:

The Lieutenant in Council may appoint
one of the members of the Board to be
the Chairman of the Board^ and may
also appoint a Secretary of the Board."

I never heard that at that time v/iien that Act vras

introduced, and in that Board of Lxaminers appointed by

Order-in-Council, with- the Chairman of the Board to be

appointed by Order- in-Council, and the Secretary to be

appointed by Order-in-Council, — that at that time the

opposition used the highly prejudicial language used by

the hon. member for Elgin (MTo Hepburn) in referring to

that Board, as being a Liberal Board, being appointed for

"Liberal Political Practice3"o In other words, in that

type of organization as represented by the- optometrists,

and also by the forest engineers, this is the typical type

of Board and procedure that has been adopted by Governments

in this province since time immemorial.

Now, to deal with the further and last piece of

prejudicial nonsense, I would like now to come to the

penalties which may be imposed by this Board — this ia the
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*#

Optometry Boaxd:

"Every person xho is guilty of ah offence
under the provisions of this Act, shall,
for the first offenceg be liable to a
penalty of not less than ten dollars, and
not exceeding one hundred dollars, and
for a second or subsequent offence, to
a penalty of not less than tv/enty-five
dollars 3 and not exceeding five hundred
dollars o

"

Now J my I say that vrhen that Act was enacted, no

member of the Opposition arose then and used that highly

prejudiciaJl language that these were to be penalties

imposed by & Liberal Political Board, controlled for low

aitd devious political purposes by the Liberal party.

And, La-. Speaker
J,

I think it is high time vre

regard Legislation in this House on the basis of the

merit of the Legislation, and not on the basis of

political innuendo and insinuation^

I will add one further thing, MTo Speaker, that

the basic 'principle of this Bill has been considered

deliberately by the hono members of this House on second

reading, and as well in Committee . and there was one

guiding principle that resulted in this type of Board,

and that principle has its genesis in thiSj that we are

not dealing vdth a fully developed and organized organiza-

tion of forest engineersa There is the simple choice for

the hono members of the Legislation, and that is this;

either to turn everybody who is entitled to practice

forest engineering over to the domination of an unconsti-

tuted and improperly organized association, or whether it

has to be brought up and developed under Government

supervision and guidance until it reaches its maturity.

That is the whole point and the whole issue before this

House*
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I will close by saying one more thing, and that

is that, as the hono member for Elgin (Mr<> Hepburn) well

knowsj the Bill that the people \*o approached him want

and the Bill they recommend to the Government is a Bill

under which everyone entitled to practice forestry in this

whole province would be placed under the complete domina-

tion and control of an existing undeveloped organization,

composed of some foresterso

Thatp Mr» Speakers is the issue.

ISRo JOHN J. KE2ICE (Cochrans North): MTo Speaker,

•may^'I say a word here? .

'''. m, SPEAKER: Yeso ;'

>,. LB. KEHOE: I think the hono member for Elgin (Mto

Hepburn) is perhaps a little anxious to be a little bit

fast on the trigger;, in introducing this resolution at this

t4.meo We on this side of the House do not agree with the

hono Prims Liinister, that he should jump up and withdraw

the Bill completely*

SOl^ HON. L1EM3ER3: No, no,

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : I will not

interrupt you, but let me explain distinctly vsdiat I meant,

Tliie hon. Leader of the Opposition (MTo Jolliffe) very

properly pointed out v/hat I must admit I. did not knov^, and

which apparently the hono Minister of Lands and Forests

(MTo Thompson) and the hono Attorney General (Mco Blackwell)

did not knowj that the Bill had not been reprintedo Apparent-

ly under heavy pressure of printing, this Bill has been

overlooked3 had vie been aware that it had not been re-

printedp it would not have been called up for third reading.

V/e are not v/ithdrawing the Bill, but we are acceding to

the suggestion made, — and ;vhich is being followed in

every case — that vvhere a Bill is not printed, xie do not
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wish to go ahead \f±th fiirther readings. We offered to let

this Bill stand until it is printed, and that is the

p'ojsition we ask the hono members of this House to take about

it.

.''
LiR. KEIIOE: I understood the hon. Prime Minister to

Stay he was vrithdrawing the Bill completely,

IvB. WS.'H: NOo .'

liB.. KEHOE: Howeverg he has made it, clear, and I am

quite satisfied,

MR. DRSv/: I may have inadvertently conveyed that

imptession, in the rather hurried cross-fire.

Isffi, GEORGi; H. LIITCHELL: (York North) : Mr. Speaker,

I would like to say a word on this: As I stated when

this matter was under discussion the other day, L'lr. Spealcer,

I do feel there are some clauses in this Bill which appear

quite, arbitrary, and they give unto this Board such authori-

ty j that it could well become — well, very undemocratic,

.'and dictatorial in its administration of this Board's

affairs.

I do not v/ant to bring up the question of patronage,

— of course, it may possibly be that it may come into the

picture — but we are trusting to the good representations

of the Government in this regard.

However, there is too much indefiniteness about the

Bill; it is all too arbitrary in nature, and I am perfectly

Convinced that there are too many boards and commissions

being appointed by this Government. The remarks of the

hon. member for Grey South iMr„ Oliver) in that regard,

were very much appreciated by myself yesterday —
LE. SPEAKER: t'ay I submit to the hon. member for

York North (Mr. Liitchell) that this discussion is becoming
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out of order. The principle of the Bill was discus sed on .

second reading and in Committeeo May I endeavour to clarify,

the situation, as I 'see it?
i

^rThere is a notion, moved by hon. Mr. Thompson that

the Bil^ be now read a. third time* Then we had an expression

of willingness advanced by the Government, not to withdraw

the Bill, but to v/ithdraw the motion dealing with the Bill

to-day.

,

- Now, we have an amendment to Mr. Thompson's motion,

from the hon. member for Elgin (Mr, Hepburn) , that the Bill .

be not now read a third time, but read a third tiine this ,

day six months hence*

I do not think this is the time to discuss prin-

ciples of the Bill. We should discuss ;vhether it vTill be. "j"

withdrawn or not. '

im. V7ILLIAM DENKISON (St. David): The hon. Minister •>

of Lands and Forests (Mr. Thompson) rose in his place and

stated' he was withdrawing this Bill from third reading

now, and I think that puts the amendment moved by the hon.

member for Elgin (Ifir, Hepbxirn) not now in order.'

m, BARRY C. NIXON (Brant): May I rise to a point

of Order?

V'' m, SPIiAKER: Certainly.

f Iffi. NIXON: lily recollection is — and I w^uld ask

you "to rule on it, Lfr. Speaker — that once a resolution is

b0^or.e the House, it may not be vathdrawn except by the

unanimous consent of the House.

•; LE. iiDV/ARD B, JOLLIFFi; (Leader of the Opposition):

Mr. Sp'eaker, I may say that as far as I am concerned, I did

not know the Bill had not been reprinted until I heard the

hon. , member for Elgin (MTo Hepburn) speaking, and quoting
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froja^the original version — I think it is — of Section

Number !•
i 'A. *

?.;% -.'I then made sone enquiries and satisfied myself

thaV^-ilt- had not been reprinted, and that is why I rose

on a j)oint of ordero

- I think the hon, oember for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn)

has a perfect right to move the amendment after the Order

had bfeen called, and the motion has been moved by th®

hon. Liinister of Lands and Forests (MCa Thompson),

However I \TOuld like to put it this vray now, —
and perhaps it would be as well to hear from the hon,

member for Elgin lMr„ Hepburn) whether he really wants it

disposed of to-day or not — but the way I want to put it

now is this; I arose on a point of order about :-Wils Act

being dealt with on third reading to-day, it no.t having

been reprinted, and if necessary I will ask the speaker

to rule on that point of ordero I know there is consider-

able dissatisfaction ;'»ith the Bill amongst the people in

the Opposition; there was a good deal of dissatisfaction

on my own- partj and there are those, on the other hand,

who feel that one step is_^ better than no step in the

matter of recognizing an organization, and securing a

better standing for forest engineers.

But the point I would like to dispose of now

is quite apart from the willingness of the Ctovernment

to withdraw the Bill to-day. Is it in order for the

House to vote on third reading and on the amendment of

the hon. member for Elgin IMr. Hepburn) to-day? Either

It is in order, or it is not. Mr. Speaker, you should

rujfl on it, and the House can decide whether they think

the Speaker is right or wrong,, but I would like that
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cleared upo ••

L3R. oPEilKiCR: IrSay I say to the hon. Leader of the

Opposition (liTc, Jolliffe) that I think his point, is well

-takeno IIo is right in objecting to third reading, v/-hen

the Bill has not been reprinted,

liTo Thompson (Minister of Lands and Forests) moved

third reading of the Bill, I placed the motion before

the Houseo The bono member for Elgin (jaro Hepburn) moved

an amendnento 1 have accepted that amendment. During the

interval there was an expression of vdllingness on the

part of the Government to withdraw the motion from the

Orders of the Day, to enable the Clerk of the House to

have the Bill reprlntedo V/e can vote on the amendment, or

accept the expression of willingness by the hon. Minister

of Lands and i'orests (Mto Thompson) to withdrav/ the Bill

from the third reading to-dayo

MR, BERTRAli E. LEAVENS (Woodbine): tlr. Speaker, on

a point of order —
L1R. SPEAKER: Let us get away from points of order.

LiSR, LSAVEl© : I think I have a right to rise on a

point of order on any motion,

ikiR. SPEAKER: i/ell, proceed,

LIR. LEAVEIti: Is this Bill before the House for third

reading, if it is not printed?

LoR. SPEAKER: Yes, the Government can move third

reading of a Bill, and if someone objects, then have it

stand,

Iffl, A, A, LiacLEOD (Bellwoods) : LIT, Speaker, I may

be \7r0ng, but I had the distinct icipression that the hon.

Minister of Lands and i'orests (Mr, Thompson) indicated his

willingness to 1&\ third reading stand over, before the

amendment was moved. That was my impression.
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»

It ssens -to eiQj not having received a copy of the

amendment — and I did not receive a copy of it — I could

not possibly vote on this amendment v/ithout having the

amended Bill before me, and 1 submit, Mto apeakor, and

hono members of this Jiousej that the wisest course to

pursue is to have the House accept the request of the

hono Minister of Lands and iorests iMr» Thompson) and

2s t third reading stand over until v/e have the corrected

copyo

MR. SPSAKii.R: Is it the pleasure of the House that

third reading stand until the Bill is reprinted and placed

before the members?

liotion agreed to; Bill ITumber 34 standso

LS. oPEAKER: Next Order*

(Page 191G follovTs)
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HON. GEROGE A, DREW (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

I move you db now leave the chair and the House resolve

itself into a Committee of the Whole. i

Motion agreed to.

The House in Committee; Mr. Reynolds in the Chai^r.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister),: Order No. 29.

THE CLERK OP THE HOUSE: 29th Orden ; House in

CjOmmittee on Bill No. 2, "An Act respecting the Town of

Barrie " , Mr . Johns ton

.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 2, "An Act respecting the

Town of Barrie". Section 1 carried?

Motion agreed to.

Sections 2, 3> ^ and 5 agreed to.

THE CHAI^mAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

MoiSion agreed to.
1

HON. GEORGE A, DREW (Prime Minister): Order

No. 30.

TljE CLERK OP THE HOUSE: 30th Order; House in

Commitijee on pill No. 3, "An Act respecting the City of

Welland", Mr. Brown.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 3r "An Act respecting the

City of Welland".

Shall Section 1 carry?

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall Section '2 carry?

MR. GARFIELD ANDERSON (Port Arthur): Mr. Chairman,

with regard to Section No. 2: Was the correction made in

connection with the by-law giving exemption from taxation

to towns?

MR. BROWN: Y^s

.
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HON. GEORGE H. DUHBAR (Minister of Municipal

Affairs): Yes, the amendment is entered.

Is Section 2, 3, ^ and 5 agreed to?

THE C5iAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEROGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order

No. 31.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 3l3t Order: House

in Committee on Bill No. 6, "An Act respecting the City

ol* Woodstock", Mr. Dent.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 6, "An Act respecting

the City of Woodstock".

Are sections 1, 2 and 3 agreed to?

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW ;( Prime Minister): Oi^der

No. 32. '^

THE CLERK OP THE HOUSE: 32nd Order. The

House in Committee on Bill No. 8, "An Act respecting

the Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of Niagara", Mr.-

Roberts

.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 8, "An Act respecting

the Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of Niagara".

Are Sections 1 and 2 agreed to?

THE CHAIJEMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Order

No. 33.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 33rd Order; House

in Committee on Bill No. 10, "An Act respecting the

Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada", Mr. Cook.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 10, "An Act respect-
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ing the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada".

Section 1 to 5 Inclusive agreed to?

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order

Number Thirty-Four.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The Thirty-fourth

Order; The House in Committee on Bill No. 11, "An Act

respecting the City of St. Thomas", Mr. Hepburn (Elgin)
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HON. GSORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) Order Ko^34.

TKS CLERK OF TKS HCU3S: House .in Gorflrnittee on

Bill Ko. 11 •An Act respecting the City of 3t .Thomas. "Ivir.

Hepburn (Elgin).

CEAIRL'AN: Bill Ko„ll ''An Act respecting the City of

St. Thomas**

.

Sections 1 to 8, inclusive, carried.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported';

Motion agreed to.

EOi:. GEORGE AoDRKiS (Prime Minister): 35th order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 35th Order- House in Committee

on Bill No<,5. •*An Act respecting the City of Peterborough**-

Mr. Scott

THE CHAIRilAK: Bill NOc.5. **An Act respecting the City

of Peterborough**

»

Section 1.

MR. GEORGE Ho MITCHELL (York, North): I would like

to ask a question with regard to the Section 2 whether the City

of Peterborough may acquire lands by expropriation if necessary.

Could I be permitted or infoi^ned v«hether they are permitted

to expriopriate outside the municipality or is it within the

corporation.

MR. 'HoR. SCOTT (Peterborough) : Mr. Chairman, the

intehtion would be within the corporation but there is no

Intention of expropriating anyway,

MR. MITCHELL: I would like to suggest that these words

be added to this Section, Mro Chairman, in order that the

situation may be clarified, Commencing I think it is "subject

to the approval of the Ontario Municipal Board**. I want to

see some words in there,

THE CHAIRl^N: You cannot move an amendment to a

private bill, I understand unless you give two days notice.
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Sections 1 to 6 , inclusive, agreed to,

THE CKAiro.IAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed. tOo '

Hone GEORGE A.DREW (Prirae Minister) 36 Order.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 36th Order "House in

CoEmittee on Bill (NOo9) "An Act respecting the City of

Kingston"! MroStewart.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill N0o9o *An Act respecting the

City of Kingston* o
'

Sections 1 to 5, inclusive^ agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to<.

HQK. GEORGE AJJRE?/ {Prime Minister) 37th Order.

GLER}: OF THE HOUSE; 3?th Order - "Plouse in

Cominitte on Bill (No, 12) "An Act respecting the City of

Port Arthur »" MroRobinson.

CHAimiAl'^: Bill NOol2, "An Act respecting the City

of Port Arthur".

Sections 1 to 5, inclusive, agreed to.

CHAIRJi/lN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A TMSU (Prime Minister) 38th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 38th Order, -"House in Committee

on Bill (NOo4) "An AcL respecting tJie Royal Ottawa Sanitorlum"

,

Mr. Lauriero

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill NOo4o "An Act respecting the Royal

Ottawa Sanitorium"

.

Sections 1 to 8, inclusive agreed to.

THE CHAIRLJAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A,DRE7/ (Prime Minister): 39th Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 39th Order - House in Committee on
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Bill N0o7. "An Act respecting the City of Peterborough Clrio

Hospital? Mro Soott.

THE CHAIRMAN? Bill N0o7o "An Act respecting the

City of Peterborough Civic Hospital*.

MR. ROLAND PATTERSON (Grey, North): I have

absolutely no opposition to this Bill, of course, but in

Private Bills Committee I tried to obtain some information

in regard to an item and I apparently could only obtain it

from the Minister of Health (Mr,, Vivian) and I would like

to ask him a question about this. In this Bill regarding

Peterborough's Civic Hospital the grant are itemized here

and one of them is a grant of $50,000 from the Department

of Health for the establishment of ward,- -fjiis is the

only place I could ask it- for chronically ill patients.

What I asked in the Private Bill is whether that is the

policy of the Department to make grants of that; nature, and

I knew you could tell me.

THE CHAIRMAN: Do I understand the hon. member

(Mr. Patterson) to say there is in this Bill an amount.,

MR. PATTERSON: In the Bill it is stated there is

$1,400,000 is being raised to finance this Hospital,

HON.R.P. VIVIAN (Durham): It is not in the Bill -

that is the firfit thing I want to be certain of. You want

to know the answer; I will be very glad to give it to you.

MR. PATTERSON: I knew you would be.

MR. VIVIAN: Last year, as one step in the hospitaliza-

tion programme grants were made to a number of institutions in

the province for assistance in providing beds for chronically

ill patients. At that time the grants were made largely on the

basis of $1,000 per bed. The beds, so called, cost about

$3,000 or better, the balance of the money to be raised by local
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efforts. There has been no grant made to the City of

Peterborough in the amount that you suggest or in any

amount, nor has any policy been determined by the

Government regarding chronic grants other than those

which have been given. Is that the answer you want?

MR. PATTERSON: YeSc The reason I asked is

whether other hospitals in the province establishing wards

of this kind could get a similar type of grant. That is

all you have made, grants to Belleville and Kingston?

MR. VIVIAN: We have made grant to Windsor Hospital,

which is a chronic hospital, not a general hospital.

MR. JOLLIFFE: (Leader of the Opposition): What is

a chronic institution?

MR. VIVIAN: The queen Elizabeth Hospital in the

City of Toronto was another one. No money was given to any

general hospital for the provision of chronic beds within

that hospital itself with the exception of Parry Sound,

which received a grant because of the difficulties of the

area for the provision of chronic beds at that institutiono

Other than that no money has been given to general hospitals

for the pro'vision of chronic beds within the hospital itself.

I would be glad to get a list of the hospitals.

MR. PATTERSON: I would like to have that list because

at the present time in my own City there is a movement to provide

additional accomodation and private subscriptions which are

being arranged for at the present time. If it were possible

to look after these chronically ill, which is quite a nuisance in

this hospital, with the assistance of the Province I would

appreciate ito

MRo VIVIAN: Just to conclude what is the final bit of

the answer o One of these hospital Committees, of which I have

made previous mention in the House, are sitting now. It is
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expected their reports will come forward in the next

six weeks and on receipt of their reports it will then

be possible for the GoVerniaent to make a policy regarding

the provision of more chronically ill beds throughout

the province o At that time I would be glad to receive

your application.

MRo PATTERSON: Then we will be friends again.

MR. VI¥IAK; Right.

Sections 1 to Section 25, inclusive , agreed tOo

THE CHAIRM&N^ Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A.DRBW (Prime Minister) ;40th Order*

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE? 40th Order - House in

Committee on Bill No «13 "An Act respecting the City of

Ottawa Separate School Board.* Mr,, Laurler.

N TEE GHAIRIvIAN: Bill N0ol3 "An Act respecting the

City of Ottawa Separate School Boardo*

Sections 1 to 8, inclusive agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN; Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to,

HON. GEORGE A.DREW (Prime Minister); 51at Order*

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE; 51st Order - House again

In Committee on Bill (NOa44} **An Act to amend The Public Health

Act*, MroViviano

HON'^ R'*Pa VIYIAN; (Durham): May I ask exactly where

we are at? It is my understanding we have dealt with all

sections except 1 and 2, which is the entitlement. Is that

correct or not?

THE CHAIRMAN? Bill NOo44o'»An Act to amend the Public

Health Act*.

Section 1 Is adoptedo

MR. VIVIAN: Mr. Chairman, the House will recall that
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the Hon.member for StoDavid (MroDennison) proposed an

amendment to this section,, I have had certain discussion

with the hon. member » I think we have been able to

swtisfy his point by one proposal* I cannot take the time

of the House to go into all the difficulties of sewage

system and waterworks, but my understanding of the agreement

was that in sub- section 2 on the second page at the top,

•the municipality may install • and at that point to insert

the words "with the approval of the minister* . I believe

that is the substance of the agreement with the hon,member

for StoDavid (MroDennison) and I would like to hear him

express his agreement in that or if he wishes to move that

amendment, because he did have a point and I would be very

happy to have tr^m do thato

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (StoDavid); I will be pleased

to move that amendment o I think that does clear up the

objection I had raised o My objection was briefly, that I

thought we should put a cheek on any further politition of our

streams and rivers where there is no proper sewage disposal

plant available.

THE CHAIRMAN I Section 2 as amended, agreed to.

Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed tOo

HON. GEORGE AoDREW (Prime Minister): SPud Order.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: S3rd Order - House in

Committee on Bill (NOo64l "An Act to amend the Mining Act" -Mr.

Frost.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill NOo 64, "An Act to amend the

Mining Act",

Sections 1 to 8 inclusive, agreed to.

THE CHAlRi'IAK: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to. v
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HON. LESLIE M. FROST: (Victoria) : 52nd Order.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 52nd Order -House in

Committee on Bill Noa56 -*An Act to amend The Dog Tax and

Live Stock Protection Act"* Mr, Doucett.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No o 56,"An Act to amend the Dog

Tax and Live Stock Protection Act*.

Section 1 agreed to<.

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 2.

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Public Works):

Mr.. Chairman, if it is the pleasure of the House I would

like to move an amendment here^ Insert after word "Dog*

at the fifth line the words " within the municipality or

within any defined area thereof,* so that the sub-section

will read now:

•By-laws may be passed by the councils of towns,
townships, villages and cities having a popula-
tion of less than 100,000 and by board of com-
missioners of police in cities having a popula-
tion of not less than 100,000 for prohibiting
or regulating the running at large of dogs with-
in the municipality or within any defined area
thereof; for seizing and impounding and for
killing, whether before or after impounding
dogs running at large contrary to the by-law
and for selling dogs so impounded at such time
and in such manner as may be provided by the
by- law o*

2MR. A,A.CASSELMAN (Nip±ssing)j Where does that

fit in this Act?

MR. DOUCETT: That will be a new section of the

Billo It will be re-printed over next week,

Iffi-* GEORGE H, MITCHELL (York, North) : Mr. Chairman,

is the second reading of this Bill being deferred until the

amendment has been brought up?

MR. DOUCETT: This Bill is now in connuittee and will

be re-printed so that every member will have a copy.

MR. CASSEl/maN: We will come back in Committee?

MR. DOUCETT: No,
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MR. GASSEUIATJ; You tell us by the Rules we

cannot discuss the Sections.

MR. DCUCETT: Well, if it is the wish of the

House that it comes backi-.to committee, I will not object,

1£R.F.W. WARREN (Hamilton-^Tentworth) : Will

you please read it again.

IIR. ROY SMITH (Parry Sound): I would prefer

that it come back to committee againo I think I am in

accord with what the Minister read but I have nothing

before meo

MR. FROST; The amendment is really a velry

simple onco You have in Ontario j for instance, townships

that have a hamlet within the border of the township that

is not incorporated and the situation has arisen, which

makes it questionable as to whether the township can pass

a by-law saying that dogs shall not run at large in the

place known as the village of so and so which has not a

corporate existence and the purpose of this amendment is

that it gives to the township council permission to pass a

by-law which says that dogs shall not run at large, scc.

It is merely to meet a condition which has arisen in many

of the unincorporated centres in Ontario relative to this

particular Act. Kow, many of the people have flower

beds and gardens, &Co and they maj/' want to control that

situation and they caniiot control it the way it is. I

would sufrgest to the hon. members - I think this v;ould be

agreeable - some of the hon. members in his group have seen

the amendment,- if it should turn out when the Dill is

re-printed it is not satisfactory, I will assure that motion

to return it to committee will be acceptable.

JvCR. A.A.CASSELMiN: That is it, I have a dog and

it cannot reado
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Section 2 agreed tOo

Section 3, 4, inclusive, agreed to.

THE CPIAIRMAN: Shall the bill as amended be

reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. Ivffl. FROST: ' 54th Order.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: 54th Order - House in

Conmittee on Bill (Ko„57) "An Act to Amend the Statute

Labour Act^** Uto Doucettc

THE CLERK OF TEE HOUSE: Bill KOo 57 "An Act

to Amend the Statute Labour Act**

,

Sections 1 to 11, inclusive, agreed tOo

Section 12

.

MR. CASSELLIANt Section 12.1 just noticed something

here, "All arrears shall bear interest at the rate of ten per

centum per annum.."

IIR. DOUCETT: That is just the same as it always

\sas.

im, CASSELI/'AK: It has always been too ^igh.

im> FROST: It is a municipal penalty,

li'IR. CASSELIv'AN: It is too steep a penalty.

Section 12 agreed to

HOK. I.5R. DUNBAR c I might mention to the Hon.member

(Mr. Casselman) that the municipal Act has been changed, it must

be not more than five per cent per annumo

THE CHAIRMAK: Section 13.

IvIR. DOUCETT: Section 13, on that Form 3 I would

like to move an amendment adding one clause there, heading of

column nine, extending It and making another column in there

so that the "Date of notice to perform service" be shown when

filed. That is in 3 and also in 5.

TliE GKAIELIAI'J: Shall Form 3, as amended be carried?

Motion agreed to

.
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THE CHAim-IAK: Shall Form 5, as amended by carried?

Motion agreed to»

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall Schedule A. form part of

Motion agreed tc

Section 14 agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported as

are nded?

Motion agreed to.

HON. MR .FROST: 55tli Order.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE. 55th Order - House in

Committee on Bill (No, 47) "An Act to amend the Workmen's

Compensation Act,** Mr.Daley,

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 47. "An Act to amend the

Woricmen's Compensation Act*.

Sections 1 to 6, inclusive, agreed to.

THE CHAIRMN: Section 7 as amended.

Section 7 as amended agreed to.

MR. CHARLES A.STRAI^GE (Brantford): How was that

amended? What is the amendment?

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour): The amendment

was just that Section 1 shall have effect on and after the sixth

day of April 1944. It has corrected what rather appeared to

be an injustice to certain people.

CHAIRIMN: Shall Section 7 as amended form part

of the Bill. ^

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 8.

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported as

amended

.

Motion agreed to.
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MR, FROST: 56th OrdeTo

THE CLERK OF TIIE HOUSE. 56 th Order - House in

Committee on Bill (NOo58) "An Act to Comfirm Tax Sales*.

Mr. Dunbar

o

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 58 "An Act to Confirm Tax

Sales*.

Sections 1 to 5, inclusive, agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 6.

', MR, A. BELANGER (Prescott): Regarding Sections

5 and 6 may I ask the Hon. Minister (Mr. Dunbar) wliather

there is an action or litigation at the present time pending

or is a general clause?

HON. G.HoDUNBAR; (Minister of Muniolpal Affairs):

No» a general clauses the same it has been prior*

Section 6 agreed to» :

Section 7 agreed to. t

THE CHAIRI^IAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.
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HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer): Fifty-

seventh Order.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Fifty- seventh Order, Bill No. 59, "An

Act to amend the Bees' Act." Shall Section 1 form part of the

bill?

Motion agreed to.

Shall Section 2 form part of the bill?

MR. WILLIAM DENNISON (St. David): I just have a word

to say about this Act, which really is a honey of an Act. I

must say the hon. Minister of Agriculture (Mr, Kennedy) did do

a sweet job on this, and it is what bee keepers have been ask-

ing for in the province for some time.

The difficulty in the average county in regard to bees

is that, for some time, if one person sells bees he must report

the sale of the bees to the Department, but if a package of

bees is brought in from the other side of the line, there has

been no way by which the local bee inspector has any means of

discovering who purchased these bees, with the result that

disease breaks out in many apiaries in the counties right under

the nose of the inspector, and he is unaware the bees are there,

but this Act is to be recommended very highly. The only thing

I have my doubts about is it just uses the term "bees", and I

do not know whether that term includes all sexes. Some

apiarists may dispute that. Lawyers tell us'^es" means drones,

queens and workers, and therefore you do not have to differen-

tiate. I am taking their word, although I still have my doubts.

HON. GEORGE H, DOUCETT (Minister of Public Works): I

have had several suggestions regarding this Act, and I am

delighted it satisfies the hon. member. He suggested I should

put something in here to control "bees in the bonnets".

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition): I
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think the hon. member wants to know whether the term "bees"

was sufficiently wide in the Bees Act. Bees are not defined,

and it seems to me the hon. Attorney General should have

considered a definition of what are bees.

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL (Attorney General): I

apologize to the hon. Leader of the Opposition. I am not

taking any interest in the tees.

ME, ARTHUR A. CASSELIylAN (Nipissing): The hon. member

was quite right. I have been in the bee business, and bees

and queen bees are generally spoken of separately. Queai bees

are generally shipped separately, and shipped in packages of

one in a package. I think there should be a distinction.

MB. CHAIRMAN : Shall Section 2 of the bill carry?

Motion agreed to. ,

Shall the bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer) : Fifty-

eighth Order.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Fifty-eighth Order, Bill No. 73, "An

Act to amend the Liquor Authority Control Act." My. Black-

well.

Shall Section 1 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to. '

Section 2?

Motion agreed to.

MR. AURELIEN BELANGER (Prescott): Mr. Chairman, may

we ask why the Treasurer of Ontario should be talking about

net profits. I am just reading this, "striking out the words

»The Treasurer of Ontario shall pay out of the net profits

of"*. Why should we not come out of the net profits?

MB. CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 3 form part qf the bill?
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MR. FRED W. VVARR3N {Hamilton-Wentwort];i) : There is

a misprint; there are two No. 3' a on ay copy.

MR. CHAIRMAN: That was in error. I calle d Section

2, and then Section 3.

Shall Section 3 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Shall Section 4 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Shall the bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

''HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer) : Fifty-

ninth Order.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Fifty-nintii Order, Bill No. 46, "An

Act to amend the Public Hospitals* Act," 'Mr, Vivian.

Shall Section 1 form jart of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

Shall Section 2 form part of the bill?
'

Motion agreed to.

Shall Section 3 form part of the bill?

Motion agreed to.

KB. GEOKJE H. MITCHELL (York North): Mr. Chairman,

this is on paragraph 2. Has there been an amendment with re-

gard to that paragraph?

MR. R. P. VIVIAN (Minister of Health): Mr. Chairman,

I have not seen any amendment. The hon. member for North York

raised the point the other day, but perhaps, in spite of the

fact it has been carried, he would like me to apeak on it.

MR. MITCHELL: Yes.

MR. VIVIAN: I can clarify it. I draw your atten-

tion to Section 2 of the Act, in which power is to be given

to the Board of a hospital or corporation incorporated fcK-

the j)uipose of establishing a hospital, the same as the powers
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of expropriation conferred on a municipality under the

Municipal Act. I believe the point was raised hy my hon.

friend, whether or not such a power to expropriate proper-

ty extended outside a municipality. May I refer you,

then, to section 3 of page 2, in which it states;

"No by-law, rule or regulation of* any
hospital or of any corporation referred to in
Section 8 shall have force or effect until the
same is approved by the Lieutenant Governor in
Council."

The point is simply this, that the hospitals may

require to have land adjacent, or nearly adjacent, to them

in municipalities for purposes of extension. That is the

way in which this Section will be used, perhaps almost

exclusively.

I would draw the hon. member *s attention to the

fact it is desirable for hospitals, particularly of the

large, general hospital type, or hospitals devoted to k

special type of patient, such as the Siok Children's

Hospital, to have land situated where there could be a

recuperative or convalescent centre, perhaps in Northern

Ontario, even outside the municipality, and for that

pxirpose this is drawn in that way.

Inasmuch as No* 3 was passed, we now Oome to No,

4, and I have an amendment.

MB. EDY/ARD B. JOLLIiTE (Leader of the Opposition):

Do I understand from what the hon. Minister just said, in

the opinion of the hon. Attorney General and the law

officers, this amendment does give a hospital board the

power to expropriate land outside a municipality?

MR. VIVIAN: That is my understanding.

HON. LESLIES. 3LACOELL (Attorney General) : What

is the question of the hon. Leader of the Opposition?
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MR, EDWARD BE. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

It is really the question raised by the hon. member for

York North (Mr. Mitchell). Is it the opinion of the hon.

Attorney General and the law officers that the effect of the

amendment in Section 2 of this bill is to give a hospital

board the power to expropriate lands, where necessary, outside

the municipality in which the hospital is functioning, sub-

ject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council,

under the next Section?

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL (Attorney General): Yes.

I think the construction of Section 8 is. reasonably plain.

Let me take a situation to which it is properly applicable,

and that is where a hospital has been incorporated for the

purpose of establishing a hospital where that hospital may

not be in -a municipality, dtall, and may not be established,

but the board is established. Once a hospital is incorporat-

ed in any municipality in which it proposes to establish it,

it may then pass its by-law upon the approval of the Lieuten-

ant Governor in Council, and the board of the hospital has

precisely the same power as the municipality to expropriate

in that municipality, and the effect is the hospital can go

anywhere for the purpose of establishing a hospital. Now,

the reason for this amendment is there was the precise situa-

tion where, in the city of Toronto-- I think I should tell

the Legislature the question on which this .arose. It is a

very practical point. Mount Sinai Hospital, as everyone

knows, has hospital property in the city of Toronto, and ao

has the Sick Children's Hospital. Now, the Sick Children's

'Hospital wanted property which the Mount Sinai Hospital

had, and Mount Sinai was willing to make an exchange with

them, and take some other property if t^eir power to take
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it was clear, and so it was questionable whether the wor<3

In the existing Section, "adjacent", was sufficiently

close to make the power clear, so it seemed quite reason-

able if the powers of expropriation are legitimate powers,

then an establishment of a hospital being incorporated

should have the power of expropriation, sub ject to the

approval of the Lieutenant G-overnor in Council. Then, the •

situation, in a practical way> is this, and the procedure

is also followed in a practical way; first of all, having

to pass a by-law, and then get the approval, and then take

another step, and then come beck again. The practise

would be, if a hospital wishes to build V7here the hospital

ought to go, to than get a form of by-law approved, pass

that, and then the by-law is automatically approved. That

la the practise contemplated under this Section.

MR. MITCIiELL: In that case, would the municipality

involved, presuming it was a suburban municipality in these

proceedings, — is it possible for them to take place with-

out notification of these actions? In other words, would

they have a chance to protest against expropriation of

lands which they did not consider suitable, or probably pro-

duce some other municipal interests?

MR, BLACKWELL: Exactly the same procedure as under

the Municipal Act.

Motion agreed to.

HON. R. P. VIVIAN (Minister of Health): Mr. Chair-

man, Section 4, which I believe you are now dealing with, I

desire to make an amendment in this, which was given on

second reading. I have circulated the amendment to the hon.

Leader of the Opposition. (Mr. Jolliffe), the hon. member
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for Elgin (IjIt. Hepburn) and the hon. member for Bellwoods

(Mr. MacLeod) , and those hon. members iidio have the Acts

before them, it is very simple to see my amendment, which

I propose under Section 4-16-b, where it states:

"In the case of all other hospitals at the
rate of $2»25 per day for a period not exceeding
thirty days, and thereafter at the rate of $1,50
per day."

The proposed amendment is to delete the words

after™$2o25 per day", to strike those words out.

Now, the reason for it, — the clause would then

read:

"In the case of all other hospitals at the
rate of $2625 per day."

The reason for it: in the present Act there is no

time limit. The words were originally included in this Act

for the purpose of helping to limit the stay in an active

general hospital of these chronic cases, who may very

easily be cared for in another institution or in outside

places in residences. It is desirable that all chronic

cases that can be cared for elsewhere should be, because

we are short of beds for patients. Desirdtle as it is to

limit the responsibility in regard to the hospitals, this

amendment is expected to work a good deal of hardship at

the present time. It was put in on the basis which was

received, and the basis of further information, but it is

just not possible to relieve the hospitals of a sufficient

number of these so-called chronic cases. There is no place

we can make provision for them at the present time. These

cases are in the nature of incurable cancer, heart condi-

tions, fractures of the hip, and others of a similar nature,

that may no longer stay in an active hospital. The Provincial

Government, fes I indicated to the hon. member for Grey (Mr.

Oliver) , has taken steps regarding the provision of extra
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beds for this type of patient. In the survey, which shows

there are more chronic patients than were at first thought,

we find we must deal with it in this way just now, because

with the increased costs of ward care, it is perfectly

obvious general hospitals could not be expected to continue

to give service to these patients at $1.50 under the

original proposal. Therefore, the time limit is being

deleted at the present time.

I trust this amendment will pass the House,

(Page No. 1937 follows.)
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Mr. Speuker, with regard to this particular sub-

section, the County Council of York had an investigation,

and we estimate that it would cost the County of York

approxiniately eight to ten thousand dollars annually more

than it has been paying up to the Resent time. If this

thirty days is eliminated, I am sure it will run consider-

ably more.

I would like to see this matter left untii further

investigation can be made, because it is going to cost

the municipalities considerably more to assume the costs

of these people©

MR. BLACKWELL: Mr. Chairman, what section are we

on now^

THE CEAlHMxiK: Section 4.

jiaH. iiOY DOWKIE (Lambton East ) : Mr. Chairman, years

ago the municipalities were asked to agree to a raise from

sixty to seventy-five cents a aay.

An arranii^^ement was made with the municipalities c£:

Gait ana Brantfora to increase the rate from sixty to seventy-

five cents a day. That seems to be satisfactory with the CitSf

of Hamilton. Why cannot they continue it at that rate.

The County of vVentworth is objecting to the rate of $2.25,

when the City of Hamilton has already to take them in at

$2.00 per day,

I would like to see something in Section 4 that where

the City is willing to take them in at §2.00 per day they

should do so.

MR. CYRIL OVERALL (Niagara Falls); Will the Hon.

Minister answer that now?

MR. VIVIAN: as to the query raised by the Hon.

member for North York (Mr. Mitchell) as to the amount it
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uo'dld now cost laore than they are paying now, it costs

an average of ;^3.62 a aay to furnish ward care in the hos-

pitals. The hospitals are in a position where they cannot

go on with the deficits that have occurred. That is the

hospital's side of the picture, — they need assistance;

and it is a question of how hospitals can be assisted at the

present time under the difficulties that do exist, and,

to put it mildly, owing to the relationships between the

Dominion and the Provincial government, and the government

and the municipality,,

The municipalities of this Province are paying

somewhere in the neighbourhood of ten per cent of the entire

Health and Welfare work in the Province; so that they are

not hard pressed for their share, given their taxing pos-

ition at the present time.

The Province is in a difficult taxing position.

This has always been considered to be a basic difficulty,

and, irrespective of the system under which you run your

hospitals, the local municipal interests must be in the pic-

ture so as to provide adequate control of the institution.

In working it as well as we could the over-all

costs to the municipalities by this step, on the one hundred

and twenty to one hundred and eighty day basis, it was felt

that it might cost the municipalities of the Province some

more money than they had been previously paying. On the other

hand, they have the opportunity of getting out of that, for

this simple reason, that the average stay in the hospital

is in the vicinity of eleven days. There are relatively few

cases thut remain longer than that, unless they are of the

chronic or incurable classes. Those cases which require

to remain longer than that are relatively few in number.
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What can the municipality do? It can do one of

two things. It can pay the costs and care of indigents, as

at the present time, at an all-time low; or it can make

provision for the treatment and care of the patient elsewhere,

iiiid I T/ish to coiiaaer^d the area of West Hastings for the ex-

cellent provision they have made for the care of their

chronic cases in homes existing outside of that area.

I see no particular difficulty in the matter of

protection of the municipality. 1 certainly assure the

House that hospitals are not anxious to hang on to these

patients; they are anxious to get them out as quickly as

possible. And, vjhile 1 am not proposing that this should be

the final disposition of the subject, it is for the moment

a forward step, to assist the hospital. The municipalities

will have to pay a little more money. They can be protected

by the establishiiient of a relations officer, as between

the hospital and themselves; and I feel that the hospitals

will feel it is a great help to them; and I believe it is

the only thing we can do to relieve the hospitals just noiw.

MH. MTCHELL: (York North): I had two things

in mind when I raised the question. In the County of York

we did decide that we would give grants to the hospitals

of fifty thousand dollars annually for the next ten years,

for construction only. Tiiat was passed that we are to give

the fifty thousand dollars annually out of our funds. .And

there is also the fact that the care of indigents, — at

the present time we have an all time low, ana from my munici-

pal point of view I am anxious that nothing shall penalize

the municipality when conditions may rot be so favourable.

Uii, VIVIaN: toy 1 answer these as they come up?

The Hon. member (Mr. Uitchell) i-aiaes the point of the City
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of Hamilton hospital, — am I correct? Now, Mr. Chair-

man may I point out, — 1 am sorry I have not the figures

accurately with Lie, but in those cities, v<here there are

civic hospitals, such as in Windsor, Hamilton, London,

and so on, the fact is that the amount they are paying for

ward care is in the vicinity of eight to eleven dollars^,

which is a substantial amount of money.

The Hon. member has raised the question in re-

lation to the hospital of the City of Hamilton, which I

mould like to explain. The deficits of that hospital are

paid out of the taxes ana funds of the City of Hamilton.

The hospital laakes ^.iGh&Ti^^e per day to the patient; that is

admitted, whether orinot that patient is able to pay,

or whether that patient is indigent. The loss on that-

patient is paid for by the citizens of the City of Hamilton. .

If a patient comes to that hospital or to the Ottawa civic

hospital from another township or town, is there any good

reason why that other municipality should not pay the hos-

pital? There is no justification for the tax payers of one

municipality bearing an unfair burden for anpther municipality.

This amount of $2,25 is considered to be just and

reasonable, a fair' contribution to the hospitals of this

i/rovince.

I have explained that we are now waiting for a

report from a coirffiiittee on the rating or category of hospitals.

We are now paying ^2.25, and seventy-five per cent from the

municipality goes to those hospitals which are iu the lowest

category; ana I have here a substantial amount of literature

which shows that hospital care varies iu costs, for example

from §2.67 to as high as ijJS.OO and a fraction. but a part

of these costs are the result of good management, so that
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tliey are low, or they are high where management io low

lijaybe another thing.

•Leaving the larger sums of money beyond the

seventy-five cents which will probably need to be spent

on a slidiiig scale, to be determined when the hospital

association committee bring in their report on a suiitable

classification.

Let me make that u little clearer. A small

fifty bed hospital can get along very well on a three

dollar rate. A larger hospital cannot expect to exist

on a thi-ee dollar rate. On the other hand, we have a

municipal hospital in the city of Hamilton, which is not

a recognized university teaching institution, — it has

an arrangement with one of the medical schools; or the

hospital in the City of ::Jtratford. These are important

hospitals providing great facilities, and they need more

than a three dollar rate; and yet their facilities are

not such as would justify a rate such as that of the sick

children's hospital, or the General. But when they need

to have a higher grant, they may apply.

The Province pays the full cost of patients in

mental institutions, with the exception of a small amount of

money which accrues from the railway tax fund. It also

pays the full coist of patients in the sanitoria.

The Province is paying a good deal more for hos-

pitals than the combined municipalities; therefore we feel,

uncicr these conditions that the striking of this rate

throughout the Province is a reasonable and fair rate; while

there are other things which can be improved later on, it

seems to satisfy the conditions.
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Mii. CYHIL OVERaLL (Niagara Falls): Mr. Speaker,

I am wondering why the government does not raise its rates

a little :..ore. In the City of Welland we have a hospital

which we think, at the present time iti fairly good for the

section. But in going over the past years, the hospital

board has been running a deficit every year, and they find

that on the indigent patients and the compensation patients

they have been running at a loss every year. And that is

not fair that they should be running at a loss.

I would also like to suggest that the Provincial

governiaent should increase its contribution.

Mfl. C. H. TAYLOH (Temiskaming) : Mc. Chairman, I ha\e

no complaint to raise at all about the hospital getting

$2<,25 a day. As the Hon. member for East York (Miss Macphail)

referred to, if it were not for the conditions there of

having nurses working for nothing, they would not be able

to get the rate down as low as this.

But that is not my grievance Uf^ainat this ACt.

Section 16 in Section 4 provides:

"VVhen any patient in a hospital is an
indigent person or a dependent, of an in-
digent person, the municipality in which such
person 7vas a resident at the time of ad-
mission shall be liable to the hospital
for payment of the charges for treatment
of such patient" ....

I would like to know what constitutes residence in

a municipality. For instance, one of these chronic cases

may come to your municipality and only live there, possibly

for but two weeks, and be taken to the hospital ana then be

a charge on the municipality, while those charges should be

born by the municipality from which that person came.

Do you mean to say that if a nian came to a municipality

to-morrow and went to the hospital, that the municipality
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would be responsible for hiti charges,

MR. VIVIiiN: May I refer you to Section 5:

"ir such patient has been diacharged
from a hospital and has been provided
with accoDmoctation in a municipality
by and at the expense of some other
municipality but in such case the patient
shall, for the purpose of this Act, be
deemed to be a resicent in the municipality
in which he was resident at the time he
was provided with such accoiiimodatL on in
the first named laanicipalityo"

Now, the definition pf "resident" at the moment

is that the individual shall be resident in the municipality

for a period of three months out of the previous six months.

In other words, it is not a matter of two weeks, but it is

a matter of three months out of a six month period. That

is defined in the Act.

Now, to come down to this and clear xxp the problem

which you offer, in which the municipality may be undertaking

certain responsibilities that are not quite fair. Under

oection 5, Clause (g), I told you that a resident in a

municipality is defined as resident three out of the last six

months prior to admission to the hospital. The meaning of

this other amendment under Section 5 may be cleared up by

giving you a concrete illustration. Let us assume that a

Patient from Township a is admitted into hospital in Tovmship

b* That patient is discharged from that hospital in Township

b, and takes up resiaence in B. Township, we will say for three

months out of the six months. Then that patient has become the

charge of Township B, which would be unfair, and that Township

would charge it back to A Township. This three out of six does

clear up mout of the troubles^

MR. IvIITCHELL: i/Vhen some person come-s to North York

from another municipality, they must sustain themselves for a

period of twelve months before they become a charge to th©
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municipality of North York. In other words, if they need

welfare usaistance before the end of the twelve months'

period, unaer our regulations they are charged back against

the municipality from which they came. Apparently under

this present amendment, Mr. Minister, it would be three

months out of the six months <>

MH. YIVIAN: That has been the clause iu force.

MR. H. GOM^OH (Hamilton East): lir. Chairman, if there

has been a dispute between two municipalities, who is to

clear up that dispute?

It seems that they cannot decide it as between them-

selves, and how can they go about to decide that?

MR. VIVIivN: Can yoi^ive me a caae?

UR. CONNOR; This young chap lives in the Town of

Burlington and works iu the City of Hamilton, and loat his

leg, he claiiiiS through an accident at the cotton mill.

The claim on this particular accident was disallowed by the

Compensation Board. In that particular case when the munici-

palities cannot get together on it, what is to happen?

MR. VIVIaN: In those cases there is always an appeal

to the courts. Frequently municipalities can come to an

understanding or agreement; but when they cannot come to an

agreement there is always an appeal to the court.

MR. G. .a^DERoON (Fort William): Liay I ask the Hon.

kinister as to the hospitalization costs. He said the munici-

pality pays about ten per cent?

MR. VIVIaN: Of all welfare services,

MR. aNDER^jON: J was wondering how you arrive at that.

It seems difficult from any figures we have to know what

is going on in a municipality. I know we have in our city

at the present time such a congested condition that it would
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not be po^aible to get into the hospital, no natter

what your condition waso. That may be the fault of the

municipalityo Then we have a lot of old men, not

able to work, under seveenteen years of age, who are

put up at the salvation array. I do not k:-ow that you have

any check on that, yet the municipality has to pay for

their keep^

Affl. VIVIjrlN: I am sorry* 'Mr. ' Chairman, but this

is not on the particular matter Vt/hlch is before the

committee. The Hon. member has raised the point which

reminds me of the situation that I was faced with when I

was told that there were ^^oxae ten thousand odd in a

certain position, and I ask how he knew that, and the

fellow answered, "I counted them." V/e are in that same

position, ive have counted them in several municipalities

and on thv^t counting «e feel that should be increased

seventy-five cents.

xiH HON. I^L3ER: I.lr. Chairr.ian, I am rising to a

point of orc^er. Vi/e have had thla over and over again.

MJri. r.:m '(;;i! '
!

f
.T.: Speaking to Section 4, I think we

ca]i show that the Province should increase this amount.

There is no financial obstacle in the way of the Province

paying more than the seventy-five cents, because by this

Bill the Province is in effect raising the* municipalities

forty-four cents, but they have only raised their own pay-

ment by fifteen cents <> That does not jive with the picture

financially, as far as the Province is concerned, because

the amount the Province has been asked to pay as their

share has been going down year by year, because for

years more people are cible to pay their own way. I have

before me the re pott of the hospitals of the Province &r

1943 ending uecember 51st, and the amount of money received
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in the general hospitals of the Province from the patients
raised

in that year was/ nearly two million dollars. The amount of

money that was paid by the Province to the hospital was

reduced by one hundred and eleven thousand dollars. The

amount of money paid by the municipalities to the hospitals

in that year was reduced by one hundred and sixty-two

thousand dollars and donations were reduced by one hundred

and five thousand dollars. The net result was that the

hospitals had less help from the municipalities, less help

from the government and less help from donations; and with

rising costs in the hospitals, their condition to finance

a hospital is becoming worse. And, despite what the Hon.

Minister may say, that he did not promise seme relief at

this time, I would like to direct the House's attention to

an item that appeared in the Globe and Mail on December 22nd,

1943:-

(Page 1948 follows)
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THS CHAIBiailN: Has anything to do v;ith tliis,.3ection?

las. DEro^'ISON: Yes, because it promises something,

and it was a promise that the Government v/as going- to give

an amount of money.

This is what the Globe <x Mail said on December 22,

1943: '

"The Bill viiich Doctor Vivian will introduce
at the next Session of the Legislature will
make specific provision for a hospital plan.
It vail establish a basis for the erection
of a broad sickness insurance plan. The
next step will be to apply the Legislation
to areas va th adequate hospital facilities.
Municipalities will be encoiiraged to enibark
on hospital extensions by reason of the fact
that the municipal contribution of ^1.75
per day for indigents ;vill be abolished by
adoption' of hospital insurance."

Now, many hospitals of this province took that

statement of the hono Liinister (Lir. Vivian) seriously,
y

and they took the further statement of the hon. Tiinister

(Mto Vivian) made at the same time, seriously, that they

would not be penalized. The hon. Minister said in a recent

address at Chatham, states the Globe Sc Mail:

"Doctor Vivian said that the ^31.75 per diem
for the non-pay patients imposed a great

,.. V hardship on niany municipalities, and also
• had the effect of restricting certain pro-

grams of buildings and additions of much-
needed beds."

Now, in view of that promise, and in view of the

fact that last year in the Budget we had presented to the

House, we increased the estimates of the Health Department

from ^12, 600, 000 « 00 to ^13,613,000.00, and in view of the

fact that we are now informed there were only ^11,600,000.

of the $13,613,000.00 spent, there v/as certainly two

million dollars available for extra assistance to the

hospitals of this province, and I think what must have

happened was that the hon. Minister of Health (Mr. 3?ivian)
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must have been out of his office one day and the hon.

Prike Minister v/alked in and grabbed that noney for

schojol grants o That is v^at happened to the extra money,

which was in the Health Department last year, and which

we believed and hoped would result in better and larger

and more generoua contributions to the municipalities*

I again appeal to the province and to this Govern-

nent; if they are going to ask the local municipalities to

pay $2<,25j surely the province of Ontario can "kick in"

with more than seventy-five cents,

idR. VIVIAII: Mr» Chairman, I am going to clear up a

few things right now. It is time we did. The municipal

rate of pay was increased by 28 percent, and the provincial

rate is being increased, at the moiasnt , by 25 percent.

I do not know haw I can make any clearer, if I drew a

chart —
MR, DEl^JNISON: They irere simply to start with,

IB.. VIVIAl^: y/ait until I am through, I do not

knoxT how I could make it any clearer if I drew a chart,

that the provincial contribution is on a basis rate, as

I have told, this House three or four times —
ilR. I2i3>INIS0N: You have never been able to make

anything clear — never,

aOiffi HON. LISIJBxiRS: Oh, oh.

W.. IMMflSOU: It is all muddy Vifhen you get through

with ito

ISR, oPEAKSR: Order,

im. HOi/ARD ii. BRO/fl^' (\Yelland) : How high will it go?

LiR, VIVIAN: That will be determined by the Hospital

Association Committee, as to the classification of the

hospitals, and. the rates v/hich should be paid to them. And
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that justifies the stateraent v/hich was- iiade that we would

under-write the cost of ward care in this province, either

out of the consolidated revenue fund^ or by a hospital

insurance planj and that statenent still stands.

im, BROWN: Is it not right that this hospital

association is made up mostly of representatives from the

largfer hospitals? I think, if you will look at the rates

payable to the various hospitals, you will find that the

larger hospitals receive much better rates than the smaller

hospitals throughout the province.

Now, the smaller hospitals are operating at a loss,

while you often find in the larger hospitals, like Toronto

and Hamilton, are enabled to carry on. It seem^o me this

is the same old situation, that this hospital associi tion

coEimittee is dominated by the larger hospitals, and they

get better rates than the smaller hospitals throu^out the

provine 60

HON. 'iZSLlE L. FROST (Provincial Treasvocer): I

hardly think that the hon. member for -Velland (l£r. Brown)

is correct in his statements,

I might say this to the House, that I think the

hospitals, under present circumstances, are reasonably

satisfied with the arrangement. Now it does provide an

increase for them; it provides an increased contribution

by both the municipalities and the province, and I should

say to the hon. members of the House that this is a very-

difficult problem -- this problem of hospitals. Let ma

give you, for instance, one example. Consider, for example,

in Victoria County, there is one hospital, the Ross Memorial

Hospital, at Lindsay, and it really provides for the whole
the

County of Victoria, and, indeed, provides care for S'ome of/
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County of Haliburton. Th?Lt Is maintained largely by con-

tributions from the town of Lindsay, from contributions

by private individuals, and from endov/raent funds. Actually

speaking, other than the grants which have been received

from time to time from the County of Victoria, there is

no direct charge on the area the hospital serves. I think

when we are talking about—well, let us start with the

que.S'tion of hospitalization and health insurance; you hav©

got to look at our hospital situation across the board.

Now, at the present time, there is a pretty thorough inves-

tigation taking place into the question, and I can say-

that in the course of a comparatively short time there has

to "^e a complete re- vamping of our contributions to our

hospitals, and the methods by \Thich those grants will be
''''

ma'de.

I would say this; that having looked into this

matter from the standpoint of the Treasurer, I do not think

there is anything to be gained by rushing into a situation

at the moment, and perhaps doing something which has to be

undone afterv/ards.

At the moment, the contributions for indigents are

being increased in this v/ay, and I think it provides a

pretty fair solution for the difficulties concerning the

hospitals at the moment, and in the meantime, with the

committee representative of the hospitals investigating it,

and others investigating liie matter, there should be a

pretty fair plan involved in the oovrse of the near

future. ,• .

MR, GE0RG2 H. LIITCHELL (York, North): I2c, Chairman,

without wishing to unduly prolong this discussion, I want

to make one kindly suggestion to the hon. Minister (Mr.
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Vivian) 5 and that is with regard to the indigents v/e are

discussing* Undoubtedly, at soeb tioe or other, v/e will

have a Dominion-Provincial conference —
LIR. VIVIAN:. ;./e hope.

LB. EITCHSLX: —And when that time arrives, ¥ir»

Chairman, I do hope just again with our municipal set-ups

you might at least be able to go with Federal-Provincial

on a fifty-fifty basis, or at the worst, 40-40-20. "'.

hJR. BEftTRAli iii. LEAVoNo (Woodbine): Socialize

the whole works

«

THE CHAIRLIAN: Shall Section 4 carry?

Itotlon agreed to.
^

Sections 5 to 10 inclusive agreed to,

THIS CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill as amended be reported?

Motion agreed to.

THE CLKRK OF TEE HOUSE: Mr. Chairman, I have here

certain resolutions from the Lieutenant, Gavornor regarding

certain Bills which require the expenditure of money,

HON. LKiLIE II. FROST (Provincial Treasurer): The-

Lieutenant Governor, having been informed of the contends

of these resolutions, recommends then ta the consideration

of .the House

«

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The first resolution:

"Resolved by Hr, Doucett:

That during the period between the first day
of April, 1945, and the 31st day of Llarch,
1946, a subsidy shall be paid out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund to every person
vrho produces sugar beets in Ontario under
contract with a person engaged in the
business of processing sugar beets into
sugar and sugar by-products, the amount
of such subsidy to be fixed by the Lieutenant-
Go vernor-in-Gouncil at an amount not exceeding
Ji^lo55 for each ton of sugar beets,"
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THE CIi«.IRLiAJT: Shall the resolution carry?

Itotion agreed to«

THE CLERK CF THE HOUSE: The next resolution-, is by

lir, Doucett: . •

1 "Resolved:

That the Minister of Highways may direct
payment out of the Hishv/ay Improvement
Fund of,-*-

(a) an amount not exceeding seventy-five
per centum of the coat of construc-
tion, maintenance or repair of a
bridge or culvert v/hich forms part
of a suburban road v/ithin the
meaning of Part III of The Highvvay-
Inproveme nt Act ; and

(b) an amount not exceeding one hundred
per centum of the amount of a tovm.-.

ship's funds expended in the
improvement of a bridge forming part

I of a tovrnship road v/ithin the Lieaning
of Part iv of The Highvmy Improvement
Act."

THE CHAlRMAi;-. Shall the resolution carry?

Ltotion agreed tOo

THE CIERIC CF THE HOUSE: The third resolution is

by Ura Doucett:

"Resolved:

That during such periods between the 1st
- day of April, 1945, and the 31st day of

March, 1946, as the Lieutenantr-Governor
may prescribe, a subsidy shall be payable
out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund,

—

-/

(a) to every person who produces milk in
Ontario which is subsequently pro-
cessed into cheese, of an amount to

" be fixed by the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council not exceeding two cents,
for each po\ind of cheese produced
from such" milk; and

(b) to every person who produces hogs
in Ontario and. sells them through
regular trade channels to be pro-
cessed, of an amount to be fixed by
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council
not exceeding ;^1.00 for each h'og
so produced, sold and processed,"
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THE CHAIRMAIT: Shall tho resolution carir?

hm. GEORGE H. LIITCPIELL (North York) : liay I ask

if the subsidies are in line with what have been paid?

im.^ IiBOST; Yes.

Motion agreed tOo

THE- CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The fourth resolution is

by Mr. Vivian:

"Resolved:

That there be paid out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Ontario a grant to the
Governors of the University of Toronto,
to be applied only for the use of its School
of Nursing, in the amount of ^10,000 each
year for a tern of five years and ;.i20,000

each year for a further term of ten years,"

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the resolution carry?

m, v/ILXIAM DEICUSON (St. David): This is just

following the Bill v/e passed the other day?

LB. FROST; 'Yes.

.Li)tion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE U. raoST (Provincial Treasurer): Order

Number 56.

_

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Sixty-sixth Order; Housi in

Committee on Bill Number 74, "An Act to iVmend the Highway

Improvement ' Act ," Mr. Doucett.

THE CHAIRl^/ii^: Bill Number 74, '"An Act to Amend the

Highway Improvement Act"o

Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 agreed to.

MiV. WILLIALI DENNISON (St. David): Mr, Chairman,

there is just one thing in connection with Number 3, I

wonder if this should not also apply to a wealthy village,

such as Forest Hill Village? It would seem to me that

where you have a wealthy district such as that, it should

be 3 for the purposes of this Act, listed as town or city.
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so they also would pay thejx siiare of these roads.. ;, I only

at this moment glanced at this Act, and I can recall some

criticism that mayors of Toronto have made over the years,

that while the city and various other municipalities paid

their share of the suburban roads — if they are towns or

cities — the Village of i'orest Hill, because it is listed

as a village, gets out of paying, their share. I may be

wrong in the assumption that that condition still exists,

but if that condition still exists, I think perhaps soma

amendment- should be put in here which v/ould list a place

like Forest Hill Village as a town or city.

MR. DOUCETT: Mr. Chairman, the Village of Forest

Hill is a member of the county, and contributes to all roads.

MR. MI'ICILELL: Yes, I was just going to say the same

thingj Mr. Chairman.

Sections 5 to 7 agreed to.

UR. LilTCHiiLL: I presume, Mr. Chairman, and through

you to the hon. Mnister of Highways (Mr. Doucett) that

Is with regard mainly to the Kingfe highways and proposed-

new onesj as referred to in Section 8?

MR. JOUGETT: .Vhat was your question, please?

laR. MITCHELL: It was just more of an observation,
,

Mto Minister.

MR. DOUGSTT: I might say that vdiat we are doing in

Section KuDiber 8 is changing the name of a private highway

to control access. That is the change.

Sections 8 and 9 agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to.

HON. LESLIE M. FROST (Provincial Treasurer): Order

Number 67.
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CLERK OF THi: HOUSE: Sixty-seventh Order; House in
*

Committee on Bill Number 76, "An Act to Amend the Fire

Department's Act," Lir» BlaclaTell,

THE CHAIRLIAIJ ; Bill Number 7^, "An Act to Amend

the Fire Department's Act." Shall Section 1 carry?

MR'. JOSEPH 3. SALSBERG (St. Andrew) : Mr. Chairman,

on thi'S Act I would lilfe to ask the hon. Attorney General

(MTo Blackv/ell) for an explanation, I have been made to
1 •

underg'tand that the old Fire Department Ho\irs of Laboxir

Act, which provided for rather longer hours of work, .jis

now superseded by the Hours of Labour and Vacations V/ith

Pay Actj which provides for a minimum of forty-eight hours

a weeks It also provides for the fact that it supersedes,

or shall supersede another Act, 'which fixes hours of labour

if such hours are longer than the forty-eight hours provided

by this Acto

In view of that interpretation, and if it is correct,

that the civic enployees, fire-fighters and others, will

now be governed by the House of Labour Act, v/hich super-

sedes all others, and if so, is it necessary to have this

Act at all, or should we not then allow the niinicipalities

to simply abide by the Hours of Labour Act, whicji is quite

specific, and is for forty-eight hours a week?
,

.

liaR. BLAGKWELL: Mr. Chairman, the Firemen's Union

warned me that someone might bring this up in a prejudicial

way — '

MR. SALSBERG: I beg your pardon, not "prejudicial",

MR. BLACKl'VELL: But they assured me that under no

circumstances was it to be understood that it was raised by

their Union, and 1 tiixn}£ I should say that to tie; House,

The Union, of course, is perfectly aware that the

other Act — the eight-hour day and forty-eight-hour week
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Act —• does not apply to fire departiionts, \^ile The Fire

Departcient -Aot does apply, and, of coiirse, the Union quite

appreciates the extreme difficulty they have had*, notwith-

standing the amendment to The Fire Department Act, and

last year we cleaned up the two-platoon system — and- they

appreciate the great difiiculty that they experienced in-

getting the Act into application and in force all

over the province of Ontario,

In view of the fact that the question is raised,

I think I should at this time pay tribute to this Union,

for the common-sense way that they, so far as they are

concerned, brought this about, by a combination of per-

suasion and assistance from the Fire Liarshal, and have

now got it into effecto I believe the last municipality

to which it is applicable has now taisen the steps which

will bring the tvD -platoon system fully into effect.

This amendment, which is before the House, as I

have already, explained on second reading, and now before

the hon, members, is permissive for the threo-platoon

system, which the firemen themselves asked for.

Now, Just to finish the explanation, In view of

the fact' that it has been asked for.

The eiglit-hour day and forty-eight-hour v/eek

Act is made applicable to industries other than the

obviously industrial undertakings by regulation, and as

I understand it, the present situation is that municipal

employees, other than firemen, are under the Act, but

the firemen, for purposes v;hich we quite appreciate,

throughout the province, are not under the eight-hduf day

and forth-eight-hour v/eek Act.
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That is a full and coaplGtc explanation.

Tllii ClixVIRLAi;: ohall Section 1 carry?

LjR. JAL3BifflG: Li*. Claairnan, I v/ould like to Tollov/

up this question and inquire of the hon. Attorney General

(Mr. lilackv/ell) v/hcn and vdiero any ruling v/as ciado to ex-

clude fire-figliters i"ron the eight-hour day Act, and to

restrict it to all other civic cnployees? 1 understand

there is some difference of opinion as to whether that is

so*

Also, 1 understand that the hon. LiLnister of Labour

(Mr. Daley) has ruled that it covered all enployees, in-

cluding fire-fighters, ./as there any regulation :made at

any tine excluding fire-fighters from the provisions of

the Bill which, as the hon. Attorney: General (Lir.Black-i^el 1)

has stated," covers all civic enployees except that category.

Certainly the ^.tct itself does not, and I wonder vdion such

regulation vras adopted,

US. BLACiLi/ii^LL: Li". Gliaimaii, I, of course, cannot

undertake on this short notice to deal v.'ith an Act'which

is in another jepartnent, and quite obviously unless I had

a consultation with that Department, I cannot possibly take

the responsibility of indicating to this liouse all the

rulings that iiiay bo roade under it.

1 uould like to say frankly to the House that 1 am

av/are that the original drafting of the Act intended it to

apply, under (a) in the jection — i have not the Act before

rje, but 1 know it fairly well, and then the (b) clause

provided that the Act should apply to such industry as

:;he regulations night determine. I am in a position to

inforn the House tlmt I am aware that the Order- In-Oouncil
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was enacted v;hich Eiade that Act applicable to all employees

of municipalities, other than fireinen. I know that

Order-in-Council is in existence, and that the Act is

not applicable to firemen, I an av/are of that, and I so

say to the House,

KR. GARFIELD ANDERSON (Fort V/illiam) : L2r. Chairman,

I think that it is only proper, under the circumstances,

regardless of how anxious the firemen might be for

shorter hours, but I think they realize, as we ail do,

that it is difficult to-day to keep the Fire Departments

up to strength on the tva -platoon shifts, never minding

three,

I know I have attended many cities thro\ighout the

province in the past couple of years, and they have liad

quite a struggle.

ISR. BIACK'ffiLL: Of course they have.

MR. AITDSRSON: To get competent men to fill up tshe

vacancies resulting from the members enlisting.

So this Bill, as I see it, ;7ill open the way in

the province of Ontario, for the firemen to adopt a three-

platoon system v/hen the nen are available, and the oppor-

tunity presents itself,

I welcome this, because I think when the time arrives

it will be another stqp, in the right direction.

MR. BLAGKWSLL: I want to say that I appreciate con-

tributions to this discussion made by the hon. member for

Fort V/illiam (Mr. Anderson). As he has said, there have

been countless difficulties, and that is why I saw fit, in

view of the fact that the question vms rais;ed, to pay my

tribute to the Firemen's Union who, as the hon. member for
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'Fart ./illiara [MTo Anderson) knows y have been extrenely

reasonable about this v;hole question*

iVe have got the three -platoon system on a firm

foundatiouj and this is a permissive step,, v/hlch makes

the three-platoon system able to be brought into

existence in some areas
;,
and I do appreciate very much

the contributions from the hon^ member for Fort V/illlam

(MTo Anderson) o .

ejections 1 and 2 agreed tOc .

THE CHAIRMAI.I: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agi-eed tOo,

HOK. GiORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order Number

68.

THE OUm. OF THE HOUSE: Sixty-elglith Order; House

in Committee on Bill Number 79 ^ "An Act to Amend the Public

Vehicles xlct,, " Mr^ Douce tt„

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill Number 79 3 "An Act to Amend the

Public Vehicle, s Act"v

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

THE GKAIRMAI^l: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to«

mo A. A, LiacLEOD (Bellwoods): Mto Chairman, vrere

there not some amendments to this particular Bill? I' have

a copy of themo
,

LIR. DGUCETT: No^ it is the Commercial Yehiclas Act

— the next oneo

IiiR* LiacLEOD; Oh, I am sorry; excuse me.

THE CHAIRLiAIi: '.Ve are all right as yet»

KCNo GEORGE Ao DREJ (Prime Minister): Order Number

69,,
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THE CLSRK OF TdHi HOUSE: Sixty-ninth Order; the

House in Goiimittee on Bill Number 80, "An Act to Aoend

the Commercial Vehicles Act"-, MTo Doucett»

THS CHAIRtlAl^f: Bill Number 80, "An Act to AmeM

the Commercial Vehicles Act".

Shall Section 1 be carried?

Ik]R. DENNISON: V/ith regard to Section 1, may I ask

the hon. Minister (Lir. Doucett) if any raeans have been

found to provide a Board or somebody, of appeal, for

people who lose their license, liiight appeal and ^t it

back, or gat the right to get insurance again?

I know he must have a lot of complaints and lots

of people asking him to help solve the provlom. It is a

problem. I know the hon. Llinistor (lir. Doucett) has the

responsibility of kaeping unsafe drivers off the road,' but

there may be cases v;hero unfortunate accidents may not

• indicate an unsafe driver,

MR. DOUCETT: I may say in reply to the hon. taembor

for St. David (Mr. Dennison) that in cases where they

•cannot procure insurance, it is mandatory that they stay

off the road,, but proving financial responsibility will

permit them to drive.

Iffl. DElTlilSON: That penalizes a person who has •not

financial recponsibility, because he is unable to get

insurance, and .the insurance company then becomes the

judge of who shall stay off the highways, instead lOf the

Minister. It seems to me that perhaps is not just the

way it should be.

im, 3LACKV/ELL: iir. Chairman, possibly in view of

the fact that I had occasion to consider this matter not

so long ago, I should clear up the misapprehension, if
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such existGj, by reason of the course this discussion is

taking*

As ithe hon, member for St., David (Mr^ Dennison)

knowsj there is no initial financial responsibility; it

is after a person who may have been irresponsible to the

extent of not talcing out insurances — but v;ho could have

secured insurance if he had been responsible enough to do

it — is involved in an accident ^ and injures other

people;, and is unable to satisfy the plaintiff's claim.,

that he loses his license o , If he satisfies the claims

he can become eligible to get his license back^

' Another mis-statgrnent made about this is that

it is in the discretion of the L-inistero It is not at ally

because the Act is mandatory, and is applied without ex-

ceptiono

(Page 1953 folloiro)
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MR. BERTRAM E. LEAVENS (Woodbine): Mr. Chairman,

-I -happen to know of a case along this line which I took up

with 'the Department and I was told definitely that under the

regulations they could not do otherwise. It was in connection,

with a man in Wallaceburg. He was not on the road when he was

arrested. H* had been drinking - he admitted that - and

went down for , . I think, ten days . He was a painter emd

had to have his car to carry his trailer, and I appealed

to the insurance company and I appealed to the department

in his behalf, but he simply could not get his license

back because he could not get insurance, and he could not

afford to take the bond required under the Act.

I think it is cases like this that my hon. firend

from St. David (Mr. Dennison) had in mind, where a man in

such circumstances could go before a board, and have them

review the whole thing, and perhaps get a "break".

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKWELL (Attorney General):

Mr. Chairman, I have had it rather indicated to me that

what we are talking about is not the statute under dis-

cussion, but the provisions of the Highway Traffic Act.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 1 carry?

Motion agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 2 carry?

HON. GEORGE H. DOUCETT (Minister of Highways):

Mr. Chairman, I would like to move an amendment, just be-

fore Section 3, as follows:

"to require any vehicles licensed
under this Act, or any clauses
thereof, to be equipped with fire

- extinguishers, of a type proved by
the Department, and describing
the conditions and location in
which such distinguishers shall
be kept."

That was in our old regulations, and I want it

introduced in this Act.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 2 as amended carry?

Motion agreed to

.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall Section 3 carry?

Motion agreed to.

' THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported as

amended?

Motion agreed to.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order number

Seventy

.

;

THE CLERK OP THE HOUSE: Seventieth Order; The

House in Gomjaittee on Bill No. 82, "An Act to amend Th©

Trustee Act", Mr. Blackwell.

THE CHAIRMAN: Bill No. 82, "An Act to amend The

Trustee Act".

Sections 1 and 2 agreed to.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall the Bill be reported?

Motion agreed to. "

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Mr. Chair-

man, I move that you do now rise and report the, first

Bill.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumes; Mr. Speaker in the Chair.

MRo WALTER B. REYNOLDS (Leeds): Mr. Speaker, the

Committee of the Whole House begs to report several Bills,

some with amendments aiid some without amendments, and I

move the report be adopted.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker, it now being six o'clock, I do now

leave the Chair until eight o'clock.

The House recessed at six p.m. until eight

o'clock.
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

TWENTY-FIFTH DAY

Toronto, Ontario,
Wednesday, March 21, iy4:t).

SPEAKER: Honourable William J. Stewart, C.B.E.

sX''^ '0«ONTO ^^i

EVENING SESSIONX1
•'-.'< :^;> 1945

The House resumed at 8 o'clock.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Forty-seventh

Order.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Forty-seventh Order, resuming

the adjourned debate: on the amendment to the amendment to the

motion for the consideration of the speech of The Honourable

the Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the Session.

MR. ARTHUR WILLIAMS (Ontario): Mr. Sp'eaker, when the

House rose last night I was having a very . enjoyable time deal-

ing with some phases of a situation which have been thrust upon

the House by certain hon. members of the House, and I had not

completed, at that time, that particular portion of my address

on that particular matter. I wamt, therefore, to try and carry

on from where I left off last night, emd complete my criticism

of that phase in my address. I think it has been very widely

demonstrated in statements made in the House and by repeated

announcements in the Press that there is no need for an elec-

tion in Ontario while the war is on.

Now, the hon. member for Wellington South (Mr. Hancock),
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in his speech, he gave to the House ipr in a part of it,)

some bits of inf oriioation which he got when he was a member

of this Party, and 'attending our caucus. I did not object

to his saying that, because I am going to help the hon.

member in making it quite clear about this particular point.

MR. LESLIE HANCOCK (Wellington South) : Mr.

Speaker, may I ask what information I got in the caucus?

MR. SPEAKER: If the hon. member for Ontario (Mt.

Williams) cares to answer.

MR. WILLIAMS: That is precisely what I was going

to do. Quoting from the record, page 1415, the hon, member

for Wellington South (Mr. Hancock) says this:

"The hon. Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Jolliffe) last fall pointed out in a radio broad-
cast that this fall of the Government need not
result in an election; and I am glad, now, at
this time, to remind him of this fact. I shall
expect the CCF leader to accept the challenge,
and form a new Government when this Government
falls ; but I would suggest that he must genuinely
attempt to govern with the cooperation of other
elements now in opposition, or be responsible for
contributing to the holding of an election in war
time, which he now does not want."

MR. LESLIE HANCOCK (Wellington South): Mr* Speaker,

pardon me, I must rise to a point of order. I said, "which

the country a.t this time does not want*.

MR. WILLIAM?: Mr. Speaker, I will accept the correc-

tion; I was only reading the words in the official record.

MR.. SPEAKER: Did you point that out, to have it

corrected?

MR. HANCOCK: I have not.

MR. SPEAKER: All right, we will accept your state-

ment .

MB. WILLIAl'iS: Because of the criticism that was so

often levelled by all kinds of people about the leadership

of the CCF, I want to make it perfectly clear here emd now
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that the hon. Leader aC the Opposition is nothing more or

less than just an ordinary member of this CCF Party. We

do not subscribe —
HON. LESLIE E. BL/iCKViTSLL (Attorney General): What

do you mean by that?

MR. WILLIAMS: Just like one of us. He, — Perhaps

I had not better say what I was going to say.

On September the 13th, 1944, the hon. Leader of the

Opposition made a radio broadcast on a subject that has now

been successfully embalmed by the hon. Prime Minister (Mr,

Drew). That was the subject of family allowances. At the

end of this broadcast the hono Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe) made a statement. Ho did not make this

statement on his own; it was a statement that was decided

upon at the caucus of the GCF, and endorsed later on by the

Provincial Council of the CCF. It was not purely a state-

ment of the hon. Leader of the Opposition. This is what it

said:

"An early election in Ontario is not necessary.
There is no reason why Er* Drew should not bow to
the will of the majority, and change his policy.
If he cannot change it, and if he is defeated Xn
the House, then his proper course would be to
resign. His resignation would not nsan an
election. It would mean a new Government,

"On many occasions, in Great Britain and other
parts of the Commonwealth, minority goverhments
have been defeated, and very often it did not
result in an election. It resulted in a new
government.

"It so happens that the second largest group
in the Legislature is the CCF group. It is the
official opposition, with thirty- four members. —

"

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Thirty-two.

MR. WILLIAMS: That is why I coughed.

"There are those who have said that there is no
alternative to the Drew Government. There is an
alternative, if I.Ir. Drew persists with his policy
of provincial isolationism, a minority policy. The
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alternative is a CCF Government.

"Let there be no misunderstanding about this.
It was never our wish to take office without a
clear mandate from the people of Ontario. By
their decision, however, we are the second group

in the House, and our support was very little
less than the support given to Mr. Drew's Party.
V/e shall accept our responsibilities, in
opposition or in any other capacity.

"I therefore wish to make it perfectly clear
that the CCF, as the second largest group, is
prepared to form a nev? government in Ontario if
called upon to do so."

Now, I read that here tonight, Mr, Speaker, in order

that I might be very emphatic in declaring that this group's

viewpoint, as expressed by the hon. Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. Jolliffe), in this broadcast of September 13th, has not

changed one iota. We are still prepared to do tjiat.

Now, the hon. member for Wellington South (Mr. Hancock),

however, wants something else. We are prepared to form a govern-

ment if we are asked to do so, but he wants something else, as

does the hon. member for Bellwoods {Mr. MacLeod), and the

"something else" is that it must be a coalition, and in order

that the hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) could be very

positive what kind of thing the coalition would be, he also

makes the terms, fourteen. He read out the terms. I do not

know whether it is a platform for a coalition government, or

a future election programme of his particular Party, but these

were the terias, fourteen of them, which he read out. When he

went on, one, two, three and four, I began to feel very worried

for fear he might finally land on twenty-two and find himself

in the same box as the hon. Prime Minister is in, but he

stopped at fourteen, what I regard as the conditions. ^ coali-

tion on those particular terms.'

I declared last night, in that part of my speech on

this subject, what my attitude was to that kind of thing.
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Now, I did deal last night with this question of

the "brain trust", but I want to quote again something

from the speech of the hon. member for Wellington South

(Mr. Hancock). He should feel quite flattered, receiving

ell this attention. He said:

"The brain trusters of the CCF are like the
cowbird in the nest, throwing out those who are
not quite of their own policy. Twice has
opportunity knocked at the door of my friend's
Party in opposition, and twice it has beaaturi^ed
down, which is very bitter proof of the truth of
what I have said,"

MR. LESLIE HANCOCK (Wellington South): Mr, Speaker,

I rise on a point of order, and say that is also a misquota-

tion. I am sorry I have not had the error ye;jb corrected*

What I said was, "which is the bitter fruit that we are

reaping as a result".

Hansard is quite incorrect.

MR. WILLIlIi^lS: Well, Mro Speaker, I can only read

these few words. Perhaps I had better, leave it alone', and

trust to my memory. I would be probably pulled up on a

point of order when I trust to my memory.

The hon, member for Wellington SoutU (Mr. Hancock)

,

in referring to the possibilities of a coalition, made quite

a point of emphasizing that both parties over there and over

here v/ere not the same, that there was a difference.

Now, when I spoke in the House in the last Session,

on the Speech from the Throne, I got into quite some difficul-

ty with my hon. friends opposite, because I was linking both

of them up together, aa d saying there was no difference.

Well, I am going to have another "go" at that tonight. I

still say there is no difference between my hon, friends over

here (indicating) and my hon. friends here (indicating), ex-

cept my hon. friends over there, I cannot depend too much on
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the name that they might have, because a little while ago,

a comparatively short time, they called themselves

"Conservatives", and then "Progressive Conservatives", and

"National Conservatives", and all kinds of things, but at

the moment I know them by the name they call themselves,

but their fundamental policy, 6hd their fimdamehtial

approach to the problems of the people of this province

and of this country, are not one whit different to the

problems of my hon. friends, who at least have kept their

name intact, and have not bothered about changing it, -

not very much, anyway,

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : They are the

reformed Liberals.

MR. WILLIAMS: They do not call themselves that.

Somebody else calls them that, I want to correct one

thing that I was contradicted in in the last s^aion bf the

House, in order to prove that there was no difference in

these parties. I was giving particular illustrations. I

referred to some situations of labour trouble in Stratford

at one time, and I made the point there were tanks sent up

there, and that was under the Conservative Government, and

the hon. Prime Minister interjected, and I read from the

record, "They were not tanks, of course, but still — " and

then something happened, and there is nothing more in the

record.

Well, somebody in Stratford read the report, ap-

parently, in the Press of what I was trying to say, and he

sent me a lot of pictures of these things that the hon.

Prime Minister said at that time were not tanks. Well, I

do not know what these are —
HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Well, Mr,
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Speaker, perhaps I can assist the hon. member. The remark

was directed, I feel sure he knows, to something which he

knows from his own service in the last war. The remark

was directed to the discussion which had been taking place

about that time about the adequacy of equipment. Those are

pictures of Cardinal-Lloyd machine-gun carriers,

MR. WILLIAMS: The first time I saw these things

was on the Somme, in 1915. I am not saying somebody did not

see them earlier, but the first time I saw them was about

four o'clock one morning on the Somme, waiting to go into

action, and these monsters rolled by, and they were like this,

really they were, - maybe because it was four o'clock in the

morning, and I was not quite awake. But, those were the

"things that were sent up to Stratford by the Conservatives

of that particular day.

MR. WILLIAM DUCKVSfORTH (Dovercourt) : How long ago

is that?

MR. SPEAKER: Oh, never mind.

MR. WILLIAMS: I do not know, I cannot remember what

year it was, but this says September the 28th, and it was be-

fore that. Mr. Henry was the Prime Minister. It was around

about 1932, I believe, because, as you know^ until ,the pres-

ent hon. Prime Minister came on the scene it was not

Conservativism that was in the government saddle. Someone

says 1953, and I will take it as being around that date*

Those were the things sent to Stratfoi'd.at that particular

time by the Conservatives.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

after all, I have tried to point out at different times we

are not getting very far here, rattling dead bones of many

years ago, but I might point out at no time in my recollec-

tion, and I am sure at no time in the recollection of the
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Legislature, has this province owned tanks. The Cardinal-

Lloyd machine-gun carriers, or any other army weapons, -

all those vehicles belong to the Department of National

Defence at Ottawa, and not to this Government, and there

was a Liberal Government in power at that time.

Mfi. WILLI^iS: I am not saying who owned them.

MR, OLIVEH (Grey South) : In 1933 the Conservatives

were in power.

MR. SPEAKER: We have had a very friendly discussion

so far. Let us keep it in order.

MR. ROBERT LAURIER (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker, I

rise on a point of order. The hon. Prime Minister said it

was a Liberal administration in Ottawa. At times he has a

wonderful memory, but at times it is faulty. I think from

1930 to 1935 the Honourable R<, B.Bennett was in power in

Ottawa.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): I agree, it

is most unlikely the Liberal Government had any army vehicles

of any kind. So, perhaps the answer is right,

MR« LAURIER: I rise to a point of order. I ap-

preciate my friend, the hon. Prime Minister, may be vague

at times, and he is very Jesuitic, if he likes the expres-

sion. He is Jesuitic when he talks as he does.

MR. SPEAKER: You are making an address. The hon.

member for Ontario may go ahead.

MR. WILLIAMS: I am not surprised all kinds of

people want to get in on this, becaxise I am finding it very

interesting.

In order that there shall be no more controversy,

may I pass on by saying these things were sent to Stratford,

and if those were not tanks, I am quite certain these
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people whose pictures are shown in the back are soldiers,

and they were sent to Stratford during the time of the

furniture strike, and at that particular time, in the

province of Ontario, there was a Conservative Government.

That is what they did art that time.

Since 1934, until 1943, it was the Liberals that

were in the Government here, and they were not in the

embarrassing situation in which the present Government

finds itself. They were happy, with a large majority, and

on several occasions diiring the time that they were in

government quite a lot of difficulties and troubles, labour

troubles, broke out. I have another picture here, and this

one shows people on the picket line, and the Provincials

knocking around, as well. They are not on the picket line;

they are there to do anything except, - what is it, "keep

law and order.

"

Now, I can refer to many, many instances in the

life of the Liberal Government, between 1934 and 1943, v;hen

almost at a whisper the Provincials were sent in to any

6, place where there was any industrial trouble. I refer to

Campbell »s Soup, the MacKinnon Industry in St. Catherines,

and Kirkland Lake. All over the place they were sent.

And it is because of incidents of that particular kind that

I can always see a distinct similarity in the attitude and

actions of both parties that happen to be in the Government,

whether they be Liberals op Conservatives.

Now, I was sincerely hoping that with the passing

of time there would come a change of heart, but I am not

prepared to accept, in the light of my experience, as well

as of my knowledge of these situations, that the change of

heart is effective until I see demonstrations of it. If I
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am betrayed once, that is forglveable, but if I permit my-

self to be betrayed a second time by the same people, or

same kind of people, that is unforgiveable; actually, I

ought to have my head read.

Not only during these days of industrial unrest,

but I have also some unpleasant memories of my connec-

tion with reliefees during those troublesome days.

I am not tryii;ig to represent it was an easy job

to govern during those ten years of depression between

1929 and 1939. It was a most difficult job, very difficult.

But, with all the difficulties, there is no excuse, what-

ever, for the things that were done having been done.

The hon. member for Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) brought

into a part of his speech a reference to an organization

of which I am still immensely proud, The East York Workers*

Aasociation. I had the very distinct honour of being

president of that organization for many years. We found

situation? that we were confronted with were not easy.

They were very difficult, and I am sorry to say that we did

not have our difficulties very greatly eased by the Govern-

ment that was in power at that particular time. I used to

come up to these buildings repeatedly with deputations, and

it got so that when I entered the front door there would be

provincials there asking where I was going, as though I was

a criminal. They would accompany me right to the place.

On one occasion, in this present Session of the

House ,--I was going to refer to something, and I was stopped

in the middle of it, — but I can still remember — I think

the office is on this floor — no, it was the floor below,

in one of the offices, the office of the ProvincisuL

Secretary, where we were discussing relief problems, and the
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provincial police were right inside the office. I did not

mind their being there, "but what they were there for I

leave to your imagination.

I remember going down to Ottawa with a deputation,

and, if travelling is uncomfortable in these days, you

should have come with us on that trip to Ottawa. I must

not recount that experience. Otherwise, I may be accused

of killing time.

I went down there to meet a man whom I regard as

one — who was one of the kindest gentlemen, - I refer to

the late Honourable Norman Rogers. He was a gentleman.

The heartbreak to me at that particular time was that here

was a man who was ^o keenly desirous of doing a lot of

things that he wanted to do, but found himself hemmed in

with a policy and system that woyild not allow him the

slightest room for action.

We came from Ottawa as empty-handed as we went to

Ottawa. So, whether we went to Queen's Park or Ottawa, in

the days of the Liberal Government, the results were just

the same.

Then, because I had the temerity to address a

meeting up in York Township, the riding of the hon. Leader

of the Opposition at the present time, and I said some

things up there, (and I do not mind saying them here,)

but it was a huge public meeting, and I spoke not kindly ...

about the Government of that day, the Liberal Government,

and the very next morning we found in East York, because

I had gone to York Township and made a speech of criticism

and denunciation of the Liberal Government, they slapped

a $100,000 extra tax levy on the citizens of East York.

Now, you cannot expect me to think kindly of people who
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do things like that.

Just before the election in 1943, in the Liberal

Government there was some industrial trouble in the city

of Gait, and I found myself in jail. The most amazing

thing was we just went onthepicket line. We had made re-

presentations to this Govermaent before the picket line

was established, pointing out to them certain things, and

we did not get any satisfaction, and we went on the picket

line. The interesting thing is this, we picketed a plant

in which there was no work, -nobody working there, at all.

(Page No. 1977 follows.)
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The interesting thing is this, that we picketed

a plant that there was no work in, nobody v/orking there

at all. iie could not possibly have done any harm if uve

wanted to; but presently the Provincial Police came on the

scene and, in their gentle kind of a way, which you know, —
they almoijt broke my arm 1 know, I found myself with another

one thrown into a car and into jail. I was not there very

long before I was out on bail, the first time I was on bail,

just for going on the picket line.

liH HON. LiElvIBEii: Not the last time.

UR. V/ILLlAl<S: I hope it is the last time. Now,

all of tiiose things are part of the operation of a government

of that particular day that we are now invited to join up

with. I cannot do it. I do not dislike the members, as

members of the Liberal group here; I like them immensely.

kH. DHEW: How about our -arthur?

MR. WILLIiUaS: All right, I irdght as well spread

the honey, I suppose. That goes for the members on the oppo-

site side of the House too. I will not say inore, otherwise

somebody is going to rise to a point of oruer and ask me to

explain whom I ao not like, and that would be rather embarrass-

ing.

Now, what 1 saiu earlier about trusting people who

have betrayed me, or trusting a governiaent which had betrayed

me, goes just the same in this instance as it did in the earlier

instance which 1 gave. It also goes for my friends of the

labour progressive party. These friends, by their criticism,

have invited me to say what I am going to say. The reference

was to the East York Viorkers ' association, brought in, as

I said before, by the Hon. member for Bellwoods ' Uvlr. MacLeod).

The very thing which we are asked to do and invited to do in

this House and outside of this House by their press and by
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their speakers, and by their resolutions wnioh r ?: 5 in

from all kinds of places, the Ea^t York Vsorker. did tl-. ; /e r

,

same tiling in those years of depression.

The organization had about twelve hundred laeaubers;

and my friends here ana there won't perhaps relish thiK, but

the only condition of merabcrship was thiit they needed to

be anti-capitalist o Vie did not care whether they were

socialists, labour people, "^e did not oare whether they were

coMaunists, v/e did not care whetker they v/ero straight labour

or Co G. i\ Vi/e took them ail in; and we used to hold four

meelsings a month; one business meeting ana tkree public

meetings; ana at the public meetings we used to have all kinds

of speakers, Tim Buck, ooarlet Betty, Bueil, C=G»Fo, we have •

had Liberals, iiir., -Hoebuck., and so on^ Britlsherfc, and all

kinds of people^ so that .ve could ger. the right kJ.nd of in-

formation, 30 that we could be on the right track.- We

trusted them.

When we had deputations about relief, when we were

preventing evictions in North York, stopping bailiffs, all

the time we were doing that there was this constant under-

current creating distrust and sabotaging the luovetuent., until

finally it took effect, and after two years East York Workers

went out of existanceo

My friend is pointing over here, not the Hono member

for Bellwoods or for St. Andrew. But notwithstanding that

East York became a place where the bailiff could not operate

and turn people out. They were challenging us all the time

about our meetings, that there was no democracy^ and that v;e

were railroading, and that v/e were not doing things in the

right way; until finally, we said, all right, if you know how

to do it better. And we stepped out and the whole organization
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fell apart. I would not do anything further until they

have proved to me that not only can they go on the demon-

stration line and the picket line, but also they can act

decently within the organization.

The Labour party wants to take istock of the over-

tures that have been made, in the light of the concrete

experiences. i am not going to labour this about the East

York experience. But here is a little document; "What the

Coiumunist party stands for. Plain talks," by hi. Jo Olgin.

j?iriit edition, I'^ebruary, 1930. second edition, December,

1934. Third revised edition, 1936. Cover design by Law-

rence iiyde. Published by the CoiiJiuunist party of Canada,

Toronto, Ontario,

Just one little book, but thore ax-e soiue gems in

here:

"The Goiamunist party also participates in
election campaigns as a separate and distinct
political party. It nominates its candidates
for /eceral, Provincial and iaunicipal office
and it solicits both. It is anxious to have
its representatives in tiie legislative bodies.
But its election campaigns and its activities
within parliai-ient are fundamentally different
from those of, say, the G.C.Fo '<Ve coEmiunists
are not here to help the capitalists govern th«
masses o"

Listen, this is worth while taking notice of:

,press their masters,
"We are here to help the irjasses/ Get from
the capitalists anu their government a
maximum of concessions. We do not spread the
false notion that there can be co-operation
between the exploil ed and their exploiters.
On the contrary, W( ..^o tc tre Legislatures to
pi'ove to the workei s that s-ic i cooperation must
not te, oeoaass it i^. god .nty for tae bosses,"

and lots more of itg

You see, while we were trusting them ia the East York

Workers in 1934 and 1936, this little book was being circulated

among their people as to wttit they t^hould do once they wei^ inside,
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You know, it is v vy tempt ni^j to spend the rest of

my two or three hours t'r d „. an going to spend, reading from

this,

x4emembcr, Ottawa «'iys, do n;)t tell -hem that I

am accustomed to apeaking even to fa* ey o' grars. I have

gone out and .spoken only ?*here thoi • ei :
' L- a is of grass,

oo that if yoi all go I will still be heie

Now, ^^hese are I'casons why I said 30^ emphatically

that if -che thirty-one other members lef;b and went over and

took part in this coalition, I Vi?ould have nothing to do

with it, becautje of my experience

«

Without going aL-j-nt-; very much longer on that particular

train, I just want to say l ic thing. I have had quite a

aeal of activity in Grilbeit and 3uliivan operas, and I

muot confess- that when the Hon- member from Jiellwoods

quoted frcm "Utopia Limited" it was unknovm to me. ^i.nd

he quoted some very trite sayings from that opera; at that

time it was with reference to the Prime Minister. This

parody in its approach is not just what it seems, and it

brings to my mind another one of Gilbert and Sullivan's,

E.M.S. Pinaforte, a very popular one; moBt of us have heard

:t. You know there is one part where Captain Corker and

little Buttercup sing a duet. Now, don't tempt me to sing

it. xhe words are like this:

"Things are seldom what they seem.
Skim milk masquerades as cream.
High nose passes patent leathers,
Jack I'awfi strut in peacock's feathers."

and Captain Corcoran s.ngs:.

"Very true. jc +hey do."

I dia not do th: ; f r the purpose of getting any

laughter or appla'ose br : b ;c ause that is how I believe

about these people.
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Now, the next lesson which I am about to read

refers to this auch discussed question of P. Co 1003.

That has been referred to §t various times in thia House

but it has been dealt with in a very piece-neal way and '

toj^aay I introouced a Bill designed to correct th« wrongs

ana eviia in Order- iaGcuncil 1003.

It has been referred to on more than one occasion

by myself, but when we diacusaea thia P, C. 1003 in the last

Session of the Legislature, only ws or.: this side of the

House were unquestionably ii£sainst i%o All the other

sections of the House for for i^o The record proves that,

notwithstanding 2orae reiuarlcs that were laade about weaknesses,

and so ono The House accepted T-.. G. IOCS.*

I want to take •shie opportuuity of correcting one

piece of falae information wiiioh has be«n circulated in

my ov«i riding as a result cf a visit there to address

sone trade unionists, by the Hon. member for 5t . Andrewso

(Mr. iialsberg) On this particular night he was not satis-

fied with merely addressing the trade unionists in the riding,

but he must give Arthur a kick in the pants; and in doing

so, he quoted some alleged remarks of mine made ih the

House here.. If he had taken the trouble to look at the

record first, he would have found out that when I spoke

on a thousand and three in the last ijession of the Legislature,

I was particularly directing my thoughts to two codes,

and we had quite a cross-current discussion between the

Hon. Attorney General, the Hon. Mnister oX Labour, and

some other one, on this particular subject; because I was

alleging that the acting Premier of thut particular tiii%

the Hon. member for Peel {14r. Kennedy) due to the absence

in England of the Hon. Prime Minister (Mi-o Drew), and
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they were unanimous that that first code, of December

7th, was all right except for its scope, and I was

analyzing that thing, not P. Co 1003 j and I made the

declaration in regard to that particular December 7th

code not in regard to P.. C. 1003, thatr^t outside countries,

like Cierii;anyj Italy and Japan viou:^d he find such a

repressive measure as that December '.'th eodSo

But when the Hone member from 3x^ Ari.drew went out

to these trade unionists, he rorgot all about referriag

to the December 7th coda, and ruAde all his remarks about

what I £aid about the j-fecember 7th regulation, as being

applicable to p.. C. 1003. That xrau entirely false and

I want to take this opportunity of ;;orracting it in this

House.

I know that, th';; .. jlv laOv:-;- for ot. iUadrew is not

going to be in the Houtje to-night because he oent me

a note that he was going to a banq^ueto

AS I have saidy I introduced a Bill to-day for

the purpose of correcting the wrvongs in Po Co 1003,

and we have had the greatest difficulty in approaching this

particular subject; to correct the wrongs it is necessary

also to take the suggestion that I am going to make

in company with the Bill that was introduced. 1 hope we

are all agreed in this House that company unionism is a

bad thing. I am going to have sOi^^ething to say later on

respecting company unionise, as it affects the government,

but that can wait for a little while. But in this Order

in Council 1003 there is this reference to employees'

organizations. That is merely another term for a company
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union. We find it over and over again in our activities

in the trade union fieldc 1 had an experience only the

other aay of being in process of negotiation with a party

here, an employer who had previously aisclaimed any conn-

ection with a coiapany union, and coming out quite innocently

in this negotiating proceas and aj^y:, ng that, they had set

it up. It waa called an employee's association, and it

claiias to be entitled to oertlficationo

®ver in iiainiiton there i-'i a bunch of nothing more

nor less than three company unionc! calling themselves the

Amalgamated. They find ready scope in areas v/her.^ employers

refuse to have anything to do with a lu-jna fide trade uniano

They really started in Kirlciand La.jc«, and they took a pass

as the result or the trouble in vr;ilt; and in both instances,

Gait ana Kirkland Lake bona fia* trade unions wer-e battling

against uefinitely anti-union employers.

In East York the anti-union employers embraced the idea

of company unions, and they are entitled to do that thing

with the 1003 constantly repeating about company unionso

I want to say to the government that as proof of its

unwillingness to accept company unions it should accept this

suggestion which I read*

"That the term imployed, as contained in schedule
x-i. of this Act, shall not apply to the continuance
or promotion of such agencies shall be
deemed to be an offence against the regul-
ations o

"

The last part is put in because of two other import-
*

ant ana influential and oDstructive organizations which have

been set up as a result of this fight about trade unionism.

Down in the Niagara peninsula thoi-c is what is known as

an Industrial lielations IjT.Btitute, and into that sink goes

all the filth from those Company Unions for the purpose of
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obslructing the purpose of trade anionism. ^nd I am sorry

to aay that several p:- ominent lawyers of the Province of

Ontario are primarily inatruiuental and inaterested in that

industrial institute in the Niagara Peninsula, iuad we have

the oarue kind of thing here in Toronto.

I have had the experience with these industrial in-

stitutes, where an employor has been willing to sign a con-

tract with mo for my union for the hiaintenance of liiembership

ana check-off, or for cneck-off, or for maintenance of raem-

bership, and the Industrial Institute has put a barrier agai nst

the employer, anu because he is a member of the organization

he is said that the business v/as in the hands of these

lawyers, and we have been obstr acted

»

These are subversive of the interests of the Province

of Ontario, ana 1 want to suggest to the Eon. Minister of

Labour th^t he accept the Bill as I introduce it to-dayo

Ivlii. oPiiiKiiRs I do not wish to interrupt the Hono

member for Ontario (Ivlr., Williams) because he cannot refer to

his Bill. Please confiiie your remarkSo

lAii. iilLLIiilii'J: Yes, I will not refer to the Bill again.

I vjill only I'efor to these su,:';gestions.

Now, on March 8th, when I spoke in this House I happened

to look at the clock and it was half-past five, and because

I was speaking on the subject of Labour it was most pertinent

for me to declare that in about an hour or so from now a vote

would be taken, and it would show another overwhelmingly

victory for traae unions, tly words were correct, because

about seven o'clock that night I had a telephone call to the

buildings here and the result of the vote was an overwhelmingly

victory for the trade unions,, That was on March 8th, and

yet we have not been certified.. Now, I know the Hon. Minister
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of Labour could raake considerable allowance for the delay,

but, in. view of the fact that thiu suggestion here effectively

.overcoueG the aelay, I do not think that any allowance which

he iaakes is worth whil«.

I say here that the appropriate bargaining unit

which ha a been determined as the reGult of either an investi-

gation or a vote directed by the Bo«ird to take place shall

be announced and a certificate given iiiimed lately upon the

conclusion of such investigation or votCc

Now, you knoWj —- the Minister of Labour knows, be-

cause he keeps abreast of these things, that certain sections

of the Oroer~in-Couneil lOOZ. are being used by the reactionary

•mpioyer to offset the claims of trade unionists for a check-

off and union security elau3«„

NoT»;, when the Hon. ^iinister of Labour spoke about

this matter a few days ago in the House^ he referred to this

question of check-off and maintenance of membership as some-

thing new; and then he went on to point out that they had

had. it in his own organization at soifietime long ago, v;hich

would indicate to me that it was not something new because

the Hon. Minister admits that his own organization have had

it. It is a very old thing. The amalgamated clothing workers

of America, for ezampie, have had this cldised shop for inany

.years, as well as othc^r organizationso The only thing

that is new about it is that more organizations are vmnting

this very kind of thing that other organizations have had

for so longo

HON. CH.l1^LE3 UhLEY (Minister of Labour );t I would

just like to correct that and keep the record straight,

ikir. Speaker, I said thti t unions had had it and that they

must have had it because they had been certifying for a great
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Eiany years but they had it because they were good

unionists. They have convinced, their employers that they

would all benefit under this, not only for themselves

but to the employer as well. They sold themselves to their

employer; but they had not union security, because of

regulations or because of goveriment action, but they

had it because they had secured it through their own efforts.

UR. WILLIAwiS: I have the little bit of paper

on which I took it down when the Hon. Minister said it.

i kxj.ow he said it and he said there must be tolerance

o

Ana he also referrsd to the forgo "cten man, the small

business man. I am under no illusion as to what the Hon.

Minister said on a particular dayo

If we agree that it is something that is rot new,

that is satisfactory as f.jir us I am concerned. The

communists have proved th«mselv«s of unestimable advantage

and benefit to their employers, and are still unable to

obtain the check-off and maintenance of membership. And the

most violent opposition is put up by employers against granting

that; and the important thing is that the employers have

used the regulations to justify txieir actions.

We all iinow about the Montreal Tramv/ays strike. I

am not going to labour this because it was mentioned the other

day; but down there the Montreal employers refused to grant

the check-off simply because they took refuge behind the

peculiar wording of these sections of P. C. 1003, that they

were not permitted, as they said, to coerce; and they suid,

If we give the check-off and the iraintenance of membership,

it was a form of coercion; and they were supported in their

contention by lawyers, notwithstanding that the Hon. Minister

of Labour and his assistant, Paul Martin, emphatically said

in a letter to the Congress of Labour that there was no intention
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or purpose in the ninds of tiiose who drafted P. C. 1003

to prevent the check-off and the maintenance of meubership

being included in a bargaining agreeruento

30 I want to suggest to the Hono Minister of Labour

that in regard to this particular thing, no sectional part

thereof or schedule shall be regarded as preventing the in-

clusion in a collective agreement of the check-off and/or

any of the several forms designed to provide union security.

(Page 1988 follows)
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Nov/j \ve find this about the check-off, and union

security, that frequently the workers themselves will

decide by vote that they want the check-off and union

security, but? notwithstanding that demonstration, the

employer still refuses, so this other suggestion will

take care of that:

"A collective bargaining agreement shall '

contain clauses providing for the deduc-
tion of union dues from the wages of
employees and for union security, if it
be so decided by a majority of votes
cast in secret ballot of employees
eligible to vote, but nothing contained
herein shall prevent the inclusion of
one or both such clauses in an agree-
oe nt by mutual consent of the contracting
partieso"

Now, this other suggestion I have hereo I am not

going to refer to it, only brief ly, because I dealt with

it at some length on a previous occasion in this Gession,

and that is we shall have the right to have whatever

conciliation facilities there are exist ingj v/hether we

have been certifjadj or whether v/e have had different

contractual relationships with the employ ersw I shall

be glad and happy indeed to provide the hono Minister

of Labour (MTo, Daley) with a copy of the suggestions,

and I hope that the hono Minister will deal with them so

that the. Board can be helped in its most difficult tasko

A very serious situation exists in regard to- this

Labour Relations Board of Ontario — a very serious

situation^ I understand on very good authority that

the Board is not going to order any further votes or
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make any furthei' important decisions until this question

of the validity ol* the decisions they arrive at is cleared

up by Ottawa^ hinging on this situation in the Silvernite

Mine 3 and one other one up in the Horthc- And so incensed

is the Board that next week is aljuost a deadlinej and the

Board's operations are likely to blot/ up in everybody's

faceso They are so upset and disturbed^ they have been

trying to do a good job;) and their good efforts are

being frustrated and thwarted by these people in Ottawa,

and the disposition of the Board is not to put up with

it any longer

o

I hope 3 llTc Mnister^ you will take these sugges-

tions and my additional amendment to this lOOSj so that

this Depai'tiaent of Labour in the Province of Ontario

shall do its best to xaa.Ke improvements in this Order-in-

Councilo

I am also given to understand that some of these

suggested improvements — not tiio ones I have given you

nowg but other ones -- have also met with very serious

opposition from the manufactui-ers v/ho have almost made

the zaanufacturers* representative on the Board decide

whether they are going to get a job^ or whether they are

not going to have anything to do with the amendmento It

is a very serious situationo If the hono Minister (MTo

Daley) challenges me to-night to give him chapter and

verse of evidence to prove ivhat I have said noWj I will

adiq.it that I have not got the chapter and verse ^ but I

am satisfied that where there is smoke there is fire, and

I would advise him — ^5nd strongly advise him — in the

interests of good relationships between trade union

employers
J,

the Depai'tmsnt of Labour
j, and the Labour
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Relations Board,, to seriously ooncern hiiaself about these

natters 3 and lose no time about it,.

HON. CJIA.RLE3 DAISY (Minister ol Labour): If the

hon,. inember for Ontario (Ife*,., V/illiaras) r/ill excuse me,

may I say that I will not challenge him, because I

already know what is going on,, 1 a;a very close to the

situation.,

I/IR, v;il,LIAI.!S: TharJc you., i/eli, Ittr,, Speairerp I an

going to move over tc anothe-r cha-pter —
I'iR^ BLACKITELL: How ma.ry/" chapters has this?

MR., V/ILLIAiB; Oh;, there o:re quite a nui±)er of

chapters yet.

Buti JiiTa Speaker.; I want to deal with another

matter that was made Is.w by the last session of this

Legislature;, this Hours-cf-v/ork and Vacations'-i/ith-Pay

Billo

You knoWj Mr,, Speaker;, I am always disturbed and

worried v/hen some law -- some Bill:, becomes attacked

in this House., because I do not know just v/hat is going

to hajjpen after it has become lawo I was worried about

this Hours- of-.7ork and Vacations- //ith-Pay Bill, and I

found afterwards that I had real cause of worry j, because

while we passed the Bill in this House,, somebody else

did a lot of other things called "Regulations '% but long

before the "Regulations" came into existence, the hono

ilinister of Labour had done certain things

o

Now-, I only accidentally found out about some of

these things when going to a plant one day on negotia-

tions;, and while I was waiting for someone to take me

into the office ^ I was wandering about the outer office

trying to find out v/hat vfas going on^ and reading various
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things 3 anci to my arnasoment I came across this particular

cardj headed "Bill 96s,. Ontario Legislature; Hours of ;/ork

and Vacation With Pay Act, 1944o" And it says this:

"In view of the continuing deiaand for v/ar

textilesj the shortage of essential civilian
toxtilesj and the shortage of manpower,
sub-section 1 of Section. 2 of this Act
is not applicable to this establishment
named in this notice ^ so long as the
present shortage of manpower exists, and
the demanas of war reniain acuteo"

"A similar notice has been sent to 185
other textile sstabiishmentso •

Then the name of this company is here^ and its

location > and it is signed by the Ontario Labour Board,

MTo Eo Billington,, Chairman of the Boardo

That v/as the first, inijimation I hado The Bill xvas

passed here early i.n April and hero vrere 186 employers

given permission to pay no attention to the Bill at alio

\'ie in the trade union laovement had not the faintest idea

of v/hat was going on — none at alio '.Vhy we learned

about it was vrhen I happened to soe this on the time

clock of this particular planto

Just to show the pressure that vras being exercised

by cert'aln manufacturers ^ I have here a copy of a letter

from the Primary Textile Institute,, 80 Hichmond street

V/est, dated i^ay 26 -~ May 25 o And it reads as follows:

the heading is about Bill 96, Hours-of-vVork, and so on,

Act,, and goes on to say;

"Dear Sirsr,

The Primary Textile Institute appeared
before the Industry and Labour Board of
Ontario on May 23rd3 and presented and
discussed a brief-, of v^hich you already
have a copyo The follov/ing is the decision
received this morningo"

—And it finishes as follows:
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"On enquiry fron ;.ir» Eo Billington,
Gliaii-man of the jSoard; we were inlorned .

that 'member nills of your iTimary
Textiles Institute' covered the mills
listed in Schedule Ao i]nclosed herewith
is a copy of Schedule Ao

Holidays iVith Pay: The proposed regula-
tions were discussed and we hope to
report early next week^ but in the
meantime our understanding is that

I

mills already giving holidays with
pay will be allowed to continue on
their established practiceo"

Then follows a list of those who were present at

the meetingo That was put on by the Primary Textile

Institute, and not by myself ^ It shows those present

at the meeting to be the following:

"liTo Charles Daley., Minister of Labouro
Mto Eo Billingtons, Ghairmano Llr. E„ G*
Qibbj K.Go;. Counsel for Primai-y Textiles
institute, Lii'» HUi^h Lavrsonj Chairman,
Primary Textiles Institute;, and Presi-
dent ., Canadian Woollen and iinit Goods
Manufacturers Association; liXo Ao Vo
Youngs Past President., primary Textiles
Institute

J
and Past President Cotton

Institute of Canada; Mr„ Ro Ho Hommela
Presidents) 'itie Silk Association of
Canada p and member of the Primary
Textiles Institute; MTo Ralph Pres-
grave, Personnel Manajger, York
ii-nitting Llills Ltdo ^ Toronto; lire

Douglas Hallam, oecretary^ and LtTo

V/. lu Twilley. Assistant to i.Xo Hallam."

Now, these people — this group of representatives

of the Primary Textile institute sat in a conference on

iiiay 25rdj hardly a month after we passed a Bill here,

without any knowledge on the part of the Trade Union

Movement of such a thing going on, and decided that these

textile employers need not pay any attention to the

(Page 1993 follows)
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Forty-Eight -Hour Billo

And I also have another document from the Primary

Textile institute which sets out the hours of work of

these people, and the lowest is thirty-seven,, and they

go up as high as sixty-two o Sixty-two hours a v;eeko

There are all kinds of industries — those making ladies'

hose — believe it or not; I do not see the ladies here

to-night; ohp yes, there is one over there; according

to this they are making ladles' hoseo

New,, the reason I an picking this particular point

is this; that notwithstanding the best intentions in the

Vrforldr, to make a blanket decision as was :nade by this

gi'oup of people on L/Lay 23rd v/ithout adequate investiga-

tion is bound to get you into troubleo

We finally iiad a conference in September at which

there were representatives from the Primary Textile

Institute
J,
representatives from the Industry and Labour

Board 3 and our own Trade Union, and we thrashed the matter

outg but we could not get to first base in finding out

whether these extra hoixrs were needed or no to

tife claimed they were not needed; we still claim they

were not needed; and here is the proofo This one firm

from which I got this card — 1 put in an application

to the Regional Mr Labour Board for tiae-and-one-half

for the hours worked in excess of forty-eight in a weeko

The Board granted the request. It authorized the company

to pay time-and-one-half for all hours worked in excess

of forty-eight o As soon as the employer got the letter

of authorization from ^--our ISTo l-letzler^ like a riash

they cut the hours of the v/orkers from fifty-four to

fortyo ,Ie are nov/ conferring with the Labour Relations
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Board for an adjustment because or that things It may

come up tc-morrow or Friday, because those are the

days on which the Board meets

>

ITo".7;, another paitioular case whero v/e also raade

application for time-.^.n: -rne-half for over-tirae after

forty-eight hourso xn :hvS instancfe, the regional Board

tiii'ned us dovm , but xte ip )ealed ^t^ -decision to the
,f ^ :' "

National Board and thj fa ;i.onai Bolird upheld our appeals

Now this direction from the'National Board only

came through aoout three v/eeks agOp and this conrpany-,

despite the fact that :.t I'epresented to these gentlemen

in this meeting on May ^Srd^ and the next meeting in

September that they must have these hours ~- this company

cut the hours from whao it was, fifty-five c and in

some instances Jfifty-sevsn *« doi?n to forty-eighty and

in some cases beloWo

Now, if because they have to paj^ time-and-one-half

for over-tina they cut the hours either to forty-eight

or below^ I do not think that shows much truthfulness

in the claim they made -- and so strongly they made it

—
' tnat they must have these extra hoursa

Now, i am mentioning this particular matter in

order that we can avoid a recurrence of things of this

particular kind in the future

o

Do not do these things on representations from

employers^ Remember that there are tvro pai-ties on the

scene y and the one party j the employer^ is helpless

completely without "che vforkers, Hemember thato The

employer can aave all the capital he likes,, and all the

machinery he likes^ and tne finest building in the world.,

but if he has not got the workers to operate it, it is
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just so nuch trasho

N0W2 please remember in. the future not to ignore

the most important Section — or one of the most import-

ant Sectionsj because I included agriculture last night

as the other pai't -" please do not ignore them in the

futuroo

MR. DAUiiY.- MTo Speaker,; would the hon., member for
' i'

Ontario [Mc,^ Williams) tell me just hov/ much orcanization

there is in the textile industry.,
j. It is a pretty-well-

controlled industry;, is it notj, as far as organization

goes?

MRo /vILLIAJyB; Organisiation on which side?

IsIRu DALEY: On the workers'' sidSo I do not v/ish

to interrupt the time of the speaker at all^ but I think

I should say to this House that wiiat the hon... member for

Ontario (MTo i;j^illiams) has read out is perfectly correcto

I was thore,, and I accept the responsibility for the

decision at that time^ because as is said in what he

read, the representations were made of the need for goods

and the shortage of labour,, and the necessity for the

Board to carry on in a way that would not interrupt these

operations o Now., feeling that the industry vms pretty

well organizedg and that they have no doubt agreements

which are pretty satisfaotory^ and in view of the fact

that we had actually hundreds of cases to consider, we

decided, just as it says tlTsreg that ^rhile the labour

shortage continues — but for any definite time — to

allow these people to carry on as they weroo

iVhether we were right or v/rong^ that was the decision,

and in our judgraent that was the best decisions considering

the tlmco .
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W., WILLIAE/B: I am not goine to 3 in any v/ay-y

question the judgnient of the hon„ Minister of Labour

(MTo Daley) in this natter o V/e have gane over this

together beforco 1 only make a plea at this particular

time net to do that kind of thing on the representations

from one side onlyo 1 mean very sincerely that if my

organization of textile workers with other organizations

of textile workers in the province cone to you and ask

you to do a certain thing; I would ask you not to

accept oixr sole opinion about that^ but to take into

consideration and consult the points of view of the

other side
J,

tooo Because 3 I am quite certain if the

Department of Labour acts as a connecting link between

these two groups ^ the employers^ if you like, and the

employees 5 vre are going to be on the high road to good

industrial relationships. But if you accept ova' point

of view and ignore the other man, you will create

antagonisms in th© minds of the other people, and

similarly v/hen you accept their point of view and do

not consult us^, it is only imtural that antagonisms will

arise in our minds, toOo

I think I am giving very, very sound advice in

this particular connection, and' i do so very humbly

because I do not vrant it to appear that I know all there

is to knovf about it., But I do think it is the right road

along which we should gOo

I have been told by the Speaker, whose decision I

wish to observe, that I must not refer to a Bill which

has been previously introduced 5 and I will speak just for

a little while on this q.uestion of the minimum vmgeo

Now, 1 do not know whether the hono members of this
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P House are familiar or know just v/hat these ninimum wages

arOo Here I have got the schedule put out by the Depart-

ment of Labour o They were given to me quite recently by

the jepartnent of Labour,, 'ihase are the existing minimum

wage schedules for various occupations ,, retail stores,

for instances telephone systems, office workers, hotels

^

restaurants 5 and refreshment booths , and so on„ There

are a lot of them here©

(Page 1998 follows)
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They have all these various schedules for these different

groups.. I want to draw to the attention of the members

in the Plouse = at least those of them that are lefto If

any of the others want to (jc out it is quite all right;

don't mind me - it is a well known fact I think that the

minimum wage as existing at the present time in the City

dt Toronto is $.12„50 a week for a 48 Lour week., V/hen

you go to Hamilton, Ottawa and "iyindsor it is |12o

THE SPEAIOLR? Have you net a notice of a Bill on

that minimom wage?

MR. IVILLIMiIS: I am not referring to the Bill.

T.HS SPESKSRi I just respectfully suggest that

you consider the Bill when you mak-a your remarkSo

MR, WILLIAMS? I thought this •//as a good time to

plant the seed. I am not going to refar to the Billo,

THE SPEAKERS As long as the principle of the Bill

is not being discussed^'

MR,. 7ii ILLIAIvS s I won't say anything that is in

the Bill, Mr .Speaker J If you want to get the latest dope

on that read your newspaper o No, I am only going to refer

to things as they are; not things as v/e hope they will ba .

I want you to just get an i dea of minimxim. rates of

wages in operation at the present tine for hotels, restaur-

ants and refreshffient boothSo Tbe minimum wage, regardless of

age and experience, in Toronto is 26 cents per hour. In

Ottawa, Hamilton, London and Windsor 25 cents per hour» Cities

towns, and villages and unincorporated urban communities are

from 10,,G00 to 50^000,22 cents an hour. Cities, towns &Co

are from 4,000 to 10,000, 20 cents per hour„ 20 cents per

houro Kow, it even goes lower than thato I know that it

seems rather unthinkable that wages would go lower than that
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but I want to draw that to tiie attention of the members

of the House in order that they shall know what employers

are compelled to pay by law in the province of Ontario

to-dayo and unfortunately, there is a tendency on the part

of employers to make a minimum a maximumo I had an

experience o Do you want to say something?

HOK.MR»DALSYr. No, I say not to-day it is not the

tendency

o

MR. WILLIAMS: NOy because there is a dearth of

workers, and if there was a surplus of workers to-day that

interest would still be operative to-dayo It is no

thanks to the employer that he still cannot practice that

point of view,,

Now, seeing that the minister has interjected that,

let me read to you what one of the very big employers

themselves says in this connectionc. It is taken from the

London Free Press of Febo E6th 1945o The necessity of house-

wives going back to their homes and other wartime employees

returning to their former lesser civilian jobs at smaller

pay was urged by CoCoBurton, Chairman of the National War

Services Budget Committee when he spoke to-night at the

Annual Meeting of the YoMoGoA, Q,uite a good place to

advocate lower wages. Mr, Burton said:

"Rapping Gcvernmerits as conductors of business entertainment,
Mro Burton said, '•so far as business enterprise is
concerned, do we not well understand that Governments never
do and cannot conduct business on a sound or economic
basis. Do we understand that no matter how large the total
of public spending by Federal, Provincial and municipal
authority, the total employed by such public spending is a
mere bagatelle alongside employment regukarly given in
industry? Even in depression days this is a fact.*

He referred to the promise made by businesses to give back
jobs to those returning from the services, and if possible to
give better jobSo Yet, he warmed, we must all feel when
war plants close, there will be thousands who will find it
necessary to return to their prewar vocations o Would it not
make for better conditions throughout if our public authorites
would recognize this situation and deal with it in an
understanding wayo
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•*It will be the duty of housewives to go back to

their homes, he declared, to make place for

returning men, and stenographers should go back to

their offices, satisfied with lesser jobs, instead

of expecting the same kind of job and the same

rate of pay as they have had during the war.*

Page 2001 follows,
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That is the mentality of a depression erao This

mentality has no conception at all of the Canada that we

are wanting Canada to be. He could only think of Canada

as it used to be, and if we start preaching this gospel

of lower vjages or maintaining minimum wages of this

particular nature, then as true as I stand in this

legislature to-night depression is going to hit us with

much greater force in the years to come than it hit us

during the black thirtieSo Does not matter how we

approach this particular question,. At 'the present time

the average wages in Ontario Is $33 a week, the average

wages for all employees in the province of Ontario is

$33 per weeko In the depression days the average wage

was down to $28^6. During those depression years, 4 years-

I think I said this before; it is worth repeating so

that we can keep in mind- during the years 1931 to 1935

between the Federal and the Ontario (Governments, $105,000,000

was spent by way of relief o NoWj I think if we have to

spend out money in that way or to that extent it is much

better to provide it and keep people in jobs than just to

give them a mere pittance and see them demoralized before

our eyeso I think that we will betray a great trust to these

people overseas if we do not live up to our promise to make

Canada and the Province of Ontario a land fit for heroes to

live in„ According to what I have been told and what I have

read about publication from Ontario House, Ontari • already is

a land flowing with milk and honey ^ Well, I hope if it is

flowing with milk and honey we will keep it flowing with milk

and honey and not let it deteriorate.> Let us make it even

better, I want to say a word or two about another situation
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affecting civil service o V/hen the Minister of Labour spoke the

other day in the House he stressed very little- and I said

this last night, how he was looking after all these kind of

boards o Kow, I do hope that he looked after the board or

coimnission that operates the affairs of the civil service.

In this province of Ontario all of these hundreds and thousands

of employees working for the government have an organization.

Its early stages of organization is 4^st like a trades union.

It has its locals or branches, its members pay dues but after

it leaves that .particular stage that is the end of its

semblance to trade unionismo Further, than that it has nothing

to being unionism, and I would like to know from any

member of the Government,, any member of the Cabinet, v;hen

they dealt with any of their employees through the medium

of their organization with their particular problemso I

will provide the answer for thato They have not done it at

alio There is a barrier between the organization and their

employer and that barrier was created as the result of the

suggestion by the Prime Ministero That barrier is called the

Advisory Council and try as they employees like they cannot

get over that barrier to take up their problems as an

organization with their employer, the Government <> They cannot

do it,. The Advisory Council consists of three representatives

from the organization, three senior civil servants representing

the Government and the fourth one the appointee of the Prime

Minister^ So that the Government the employer, has four

representatives against the employe* three to start off v;ith

and all the problems that those civil servants are confronted

with, including that which the hon, member for St^Andrew {Mro

Salsberg) referred to yesterday -- cannot get a hearing with their
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employer througli their organizatioiio That is, through

that Advisory Council, and nothigig goes beyond it, nothing

whatever

o

HGIJ. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour): If you

will excuse me, I think I should correct that because I

happen to be Chairman of the Appeal Board to which any

person has the right to appeal, after having been to this

Councilo I have an appeal in my hand at the present moment..

So I know of at least one that got to the Council and

got past it to the Appeal Boatd.

LIR. lYILLIAMSj I am ^l-ad to hear the Minister

of Labour say that the age of miracles is now with us^ He

has one case>> Now, here is a case in points. If the

Government really wants to interest itself in the well

being of its employees I would advise the Ministervof Health

(MroVivian) to feet busy in regard to the conditions of some •

of the employees in the hospitals that he has charge over^

It is my information that there was a notice posted in the

hospital at Penetang inviting employees to vo^-unteer for

extra work. Employees volunteered for the extra work but

got no extra payo NoWj if you want them to work the extra

hours I think you want to give them some extra payo The

Minister of Health, (MroVivian) is not here at the present

moment* If fee were he would probably get up and as is

his custom correct the impression that prevailso I like

these corrections that are giveno They correct something

in the case but they do not seerti to correct the evils that

prompts the statement in the House*

I think the Provincial Secretary (Mr .Dunbar) ~

we have not had much to say to each other for q.uite a while ;-

so we will e^et together now - I think the Provincial Secretary
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(liJr oDunbar ) is in charge of the reformat orioa^ and the

guards at the reformatories o Now^ again, it is my

information that when the 48 hiut bill came into effect

last July in this Province the guards in the reformatories

were put on 48 hours, but the work could not be done>, There

were not enough of them so they v/ere put back on their

former hours but before the reduction took place the guard

had been receiving a bonus every month of ten dollars „ This

was given by the Liberal goverrimeat .- 3o you see, the four

of you, that I am giving you credii; for having do^e something

in giving these people a bonus of ten dollars per month„

NoWy when they went on the 48 hours the bonus was dropped,

and when they were put back on the longer hours they did not

get the bonuso There is a lot discontent u I was nearly

going to say seething discontent on the part of the civil

eervantSo I won't go so far as to say that.. I will keep

it as mild as I can by saying there is a lot of discontent in'

the civil service over problems that the Ministers really

should concern thanselves with..

HON. GEOo H. DUMBAR (Provincial Secretary); Just a -.
,

.

mtoiento I am very glad you brought that to my attentiono I

think you will accept my word when I say that that is the first

intimation I have had of it„ T knew we could not engage

a sufficient numbbr of men^ we could not findthemo Vi/e went so

far as to advertise in the press » The member is not in his

seat who came to my office and I suggested that in the Gue^^ph

paper and in several other paper s that we insert an advertisement

asl^ing for meiiv> We were desirous of putting the 48 hours per

day in use but we could not find the men,> I .want to say to

the members of this House, since it is the first time it has been

brought to my attention if any of these men are working the
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hours they were before and that they v;ere receiving a bonus

before, they will receive it now.,

im. '/aiLIAISo I want to say this to you the

Minister, the Provincial Secretary (Mr,Dunbar) that I am

quite certain that he will iismediately inquire into this

natter and It what I have said here is correct -• and I am

certain he isill find it is - I am quite psDsitive that no

one more than the hon,.Mini5tor will tales speedier and

quicker actio3a to have this problem remedied. I am quite

confident..

I cannot let this pap.ortuni ty pass without

pointing out something that any xtf us - I don't know how

many of us have been receiving this Civil Service I^blication

that the organization puts out once a month.. I have

received some of them and I have read theme. I have read

several of them containing proposals that hs;ve been made and

suggestion for improvement in their status and all the rest

of it, and I have also seen the Prime Minister's smiling face

in the publlcatiofl and I also saw one other thing, in one

of the issues, that just after Tommy.. Pretmier Douglas of

Saskatchewan became the Prime Minister •• to me it is very

interesting reading that particular article which was sent

from Sakatchewan by some of the cijvll servaflts to the

organization here and published m this newspaper^ The

Federation of Civil Service waited on Tommy Douglas and thoy

had a brief and after a few words Tommy took the brief and

turned it upside-down and he said ^ now, look gentlemen,

don't let us bother about the brief, let us talk as man to

man. as to the problems you are confronted v;ith and the opinion

of those civil servants on that deputation - and it is quoted

in this article in the Civil Service News of your Civil Service
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that never in all their experience in dealing with

ministers of the Crown or Prime Ministers had they ever

felt so much at home, and made the mem so ready to do the

thing that they wanted to dOo I think I will read it to

you, because the people in the galleries do not get this

and it is interesting for them to know just the attitude of

G,CoFopeoplei

"•The following is extracted from a long letter
we received from Mr, Gro'Jfi^DQ.vrson general secretary
of the Saskatchewan Government Services Association,
The rerainder of the letter is of a controversial
nature and is concerned with the probable effect
oj. the provincial service of the labour union
connections, or leanings of the new governmento lie

gather that our Wsscfcern opposites favor a ^Canadian
Federation of Provincial 3-ovGrnment Employees*
rather than a tie-up with organized labour. They
dasure to know the viev/s of Ontario civil servants
to such a federati one**

Now, that is a note that the editor of this paper starts

at the commencment of this article and it goes on like this:

* At the outset let me say that simce the
establishmec t of our CoCoFo governments we have been
given ample reason to believe thatl they are determined
to cjarry out their pre-election promises to take
the civil service out of politics; to raise the
standard of salaries; to improve working conditions
in mental hospitals and such institutions; to arrange
q complete classification of the service <••

Hono RcPoVivian; (Minister of Health) v;ill the hon„

Member for Ontario permit a question? I think it is important

to bring these questions in at the time the statement is read.

Perhaps at the time that he is readixag from this publication

could he furnish me with the information as to what happenedo

A man in the employ of the Province of Saskatchewan made an

outstanding contribution in the field of Tuberculosis control,

Mental Hygiene and municipal doctor system, the former Deputy

Minister of Health of that Province who is not occupying that

position at the p' esent time

>

MRc, vVILLIAI.ISs In perfectly and purely parliamentary

manner I wish tg say to the Hon, Minister of Health (MroVivian)
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that I will take the matter under advlseijient

:

MR. 7ITIAK; So will we^ .

'

MR. WILLIAl'IS; The article goes on:

*• Very few persona have bees requested to resign, aad
in every case which has come to our attention, we
coiisider the government was Jully Justified, and
many empllyees have intimated that in this one respect,
the government has not gone far enougho Furthennore,
without a single exception, some employee of the
department for Branch concerned has been promoted to
the vacancy created by such resignationo Under
theee circumctaaceSs, you will understand wky our
civil servants are going to have a great deal of
respect for this Government

o

Five days after it was sworn in, our Associatioa
Officers had a very satisfactory interview with Premier
Oouglasj and presented the skeleton' of a Brief relating
tocanatters desired by the civil service- all of which,
had been presented to previous governments » The
Premier mersly glancAd at the paper ^ turned it face
down on his desk, aad then proceeded to tell our
President what was wrong' with the Civil Service and what
kis Government intended to do about it. In doing so,
he touched on more than half of the matters referred to
in our Brief » He is the most approachable aad understanding
Premier we have ever had, and declares freely that he and
his Ministers want the employees to bring their problem
to the Government o*

Now, that was the point I am making and I do not think it is

necessary, although there is only just one more paragraph.

I am quite satisfied that here in the province of Ontario our

Civil Service are just the same kind of human beings as in

the province of Saskatchewan aad if our Ministers will only

break dowa this favouring of company unionism and get at their

employees through this organization, I am quite certain that

our civil service will speak just as highly of our Governmeafc

In Ontario as the civil service are speaking of the Governmeafe

la Saskatchewaao

MR» DUNBABs Now Mr. Speaker, do^ you kaow of aay

civil servaat who was refused to have any matter regarding, his

salary, position, overtime, was refused admissioarto me as

Provincial Secretary during this year aad kai^, 'I will be

very glad to know it because I have had a great aumber come
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aad I have not been in the habit of turning any person

out of my offlceo

MR. WILLIAMS: Mr. Provincial Secretary I am

aot saying that you 4id not or are not willing to meet

qmybodyo What I am 'saying is that these individuals ha^ve

an organization which they formed for the purpose of

eollectlva bargaining and as an offset to the intentions

of that organization there is this Advisory Council which

stands as a barrier between you as Ministers of the Crow»

and the Organization^ That is the only point I am making.

I am not saying that any of you ministers are unwilling to

meat individuals, but so many individuals are not willing to

meet the minister; they are nervous, and so on. All kinds

of things enter into the picture. That is why organization*

are necessary to provide a mediitm of collective bargaining.

They had me a little disturbed, some people. I have come to

last ehaptero

MR. DUNBAR; How many verses are there?

MR. WILLIAMS: But this chapter is the longest of all.

I want to speak about this question of compensation, and,

gentlemen, though we have had a pleasant time while I have been

speaking - well, perhaps I had better speak for myself, I have

enjoyed it, and by the repeated laughter that I have heard, I can-

not help but conclude that at least some of you have enjoyed it,

too - but this picture of compensation is not a laughing matter.

Now, it is a long story, and because of its seriousness I cannot

bring myselt to cut it short. All of these things that I have

referred to - has the hon. Attorney General (Mr. Blackwell) gone

out already? - all of these things I do feel that they ought to

have been included somewhere in the Speech frcci the Tlarone, The

fact that there has been no reference to any of these numerous

things that I have spoken of, both last night and tonight - causes

me to bring to the attention of the people in this House, and the
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people ia the proviae-e that labour is act a questioa of Just two

references in a Speech from the Throae, but is rather aa import-

ant aad huge aad complex problem, and this oae is the wrecks of

industry aad of labour and it is a very tragic story. ^

I do aet want to start off this part of my speech about the

Workmen's Compensation Act, as though there was nothing good in

the Workmen's Compensation Aat. I had quite a deal of experience

whea I wasin the old country with compeasation matters, and the

situation here ia the province of Ontario frcm the standard of com-

pensation is a lot better than what it was and what it is ia the

old country. I want to pay every bit of tribute that I caa to .

the souad basis upon which sompeasatioa is based here ia the pro-

Tiace of Ontario, but even though I do that, I cannot overlook

th^ aecessity of serious defects which is causing much hardship

and suffering to these people unfortunate enoagk to be injured

la industry in this proviace. The principle upon which we work

is good, but its operatioa is very unsatisfactory. Very un-

satisfactory .

(Page 2011 follows).
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Mr, Williams,

This system of employers of labour contributing to

a common pool I think is sound. That is a good idea, be-

cause, unlike —
MR, SPEAKER: I am sorry. I must draw your atten-

tion to a notice of motion you made to amend the Workmen's

Compensation Act, and we liave that motion pending. I do not

want you to transgress the rules,

MR. CHARLES A. STRANGE (Brant fo rd ) : I think the

hon.member is quite justified in discussing the matter.

The hon. Minister of Labour himself discussed a question of

holidays with pay when he had the bill before the House for

that purpose.

MR. SPEAKER: I have said I have no desire to

interrupt him, but it is my duty to keep the debate within

the rules of the House.

Wi. WILLIAMS: I am not going to say anything in

my remarks here about what is in the bill I introduced to-

day. I can assure you that I will not say that. I am just

going to point out in this part of my speech that suffering

exists, and the things that are wrong. I am not going to

refer, in any way, to what is cental ned in the bill I have

produced.

Now, this that I am going to say is not referred

to in the bill. This is a fact, that if a man gets his finger

cut off he gets a certain amount of compensation. He gets

a certain amount of money for the loss of part of the finger,

but for pain a.nd suffering, and this applies to all kinds of

injuries, there is no compensation. The man is put on a

lower standard of living as the result of the accident than

if he had received no accident, at all. In other words,

the man is penalized.
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Now, by comparison with what happens to a man who

receives an accident, I want to show you, (and I will quote

from the report of the Workmen's Compensation Board itself,)

that the employers who contribute to the pool are not treat-

ed in the same way. For instance, in 1942, (I am quoting

from the report of the Compensation Board:)

"In 1942 the average ratb' of assessment was
fl.lO per $100 of pay roll. In 1943 that assess-
ment was reduced to |l.03.»

Notwithstanding this iJi5)ortant faot,iduring the

year 1943 there were 131,458 accidents, of which 121,237 re-

ceived compensation. In other words, there were 10,000

people who were injured, but who did not receive compensa-

tion. J can well believe that somebody in reply to me on

this particular matter might say, "Well, 131,000", and

they would strike some kind of a percentage, or other, and

figure it out that of the 131,000 so much percentage, mean-

ing 121,000 received compensation, and the 10,000, another

percentage, would be showing how little, by percentage,

were the number who did not receive compensation. I do not

like to approach things like that. For one reason, I am

not very familiar with percentages. I understand them

better when we use the figures I was taught in school. I

did not go to school long enough to learn much about

percentages, but there were 10,000 people who claimed

insurance in 1943 who did not get it. While, ab the same

time, the employers' assessment per '4IOQ of the pay roll

was reduced from $lolO to §1,03.

Now, much of the troxible about that particular

thing arises from administration. I have a letter here

dated February 28th, 1945, from the Chairman of the Compensa-

tion Board, Mr. Morrison, in which he tells me that there
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were 123,820 claimants for compensation in 1944, and of

those 115,381 were granted. In other words, there were,

again, 7,439 people, claimants of compensation, who never

got it.

I want to give this House some examples of the

kind of thing that is going on. I want to let you know

of some of the people who have been claimants for com-

pensation, but who have not received it. Hfere is a case,

{I have the neime of the case number,) « I will summar-

ize most of these as best I can* This is a case of a

workman who was injured while working for the city of

Toronto. A 40-foot poplar tree fell on him, fracturing

his skull and injuring his spine. He was awarded $14 a

week for six months, and then declared fit for light v;ork,

and the compensation v/as cut off. In the, firg.t year after

the accident the city gave this man onl^ three months*

work, but in the second year the city gave him only four

months' work. On November 26, 1937, - you see how far

back these cases go, - the BOard awarded this man $21,50

a month, on the basis of 25^ disability. Since that time

the man has been continually protesting. He and his wife

have been starving, but he has had no relief from the city

or the Board. I think the claim about the man starving is

justified, when you remember he is getting $21.50 a month.

In connection with this particular case, (this is

not disposed of,) that is just how the man is existing,

on $21.50 for a month.

This next case: I have thirteen letters in con-

nection with this particular case, and I do want to keep you
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awake by saying I am not going to read all the thirteen

letters. Here is a man who was injured on the 4th of July,

1943, when working for Sheppard & Gill Lumber Company. A8

he was lifting the front end of a heavy load of lumber, to

hook the two portions of the wagon together, he seriously

strained the ligaments and muscles of his back. Ever since

the accident this man has been unable to work. It is not a

case of malingering, for this man has always been a hard

worker and a reliable man.

On the 13th of March, 1935, the Board granted him

|250 for permanent, partial disability, bht it refused to

admit the man's claim that his disability was permanent and

total, notwithstanding that; (a) the London Life Insurance

Company, with whom this man had a disability policy, admitted

his claim, and has paid $10 a month under it; secondly, the

Sun Life Assurance, with whom this man had a disability

policy, admitted his claim, and paid $1000 under it; thirdly,

three medical men reported in favour of this man. The man

has been unable to work. He has had to go on relief; his

wife had to go out scrubbing, and the schooling of his

children has had tobe reduced. The conduct of the Board in

this matter is also subject to criticism on other grounds.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour): I^. Speaker,

I think the hon. member knows that, as he relates there, the

relationiship between an insurance company that paid and the

Compensation Board. A compensation case is never closed.

That man can have that case reviewed at any time, as long as

he lives. It is never closed, and it gives him, I think,

more advantage over somebody that paid a certain sum of

money and they are finished with him..

MR. WILLIAMS: I am well aware of what the hon. •
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Minister says. This nan was only insured under this dis-

ability policy for the amount of insurance they gave him.

He was not insured for ;i;2000. He v/as just insured for

$1000, and he got the $1000 because the insurance company

admitted that he was disabled. But, the '.Vorkmen's

Board
Compensation/will not admit that. That is the contrast

I wanted to draw.

As far as the Board always having its doors open

to the cases, I recognize that.

Here is one case here; the one I am quoting is

1933, and the door of the Board is still open, but I have

got a letter here in 1945 which says the same thing in

1945 as it said in 1933. The door is always open, but this

kind of door is like the door on Mother Hubbard's cupboard,

- when you get inside the cupboard is bare.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Laboxir) : He evi-

dently cannot justify his claim.

MR. VJILLIAMS: I will come to that particular point,

and show how difficult it is for an injured v/orker to be

in a position to justify his claim. As I said, this is a

long chapter, so be patient, Mr, ..Minister, You have been

very good so far..

I want to say in this particular case the Board

has been mean and niggardly in its award of temporary com-

I)ensation, The Board paid nothing for compensation for a

year after the accident. Then, on the 17th of July, 1934,

it paid this man $295. This was apparently for temporary

disability at the rate of $5.63 a week. Thereafter weekly

payments of $5,63 were made to the 11th of February, 1935,

when they ceased.

Section 38 of the Act says that where temporary

total disability exists the compensation shall be two thirds
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of the workmen's average weekly earnings during the previous

twelve months. Section 42 of the Act says that the amount

of compensation for temporary total disability shall not be

less than $12.50 per week, or, where the average earnings

are less than $12o50, the amount of such earnings.

This man had worked steadily for ten years fop

Sheppard &. Gill, and had reached a permanent wage of |2i4 a

week. On this basis his temporary total disability should

have been $16 a week.
,

',

The Board*s reason for paying $5,63 a week, instead

of $15, is that when the depression came on Sheppard & Gill

placed this man and other workmen on a three-day-a-week basis.

This reduced his weekly incon» without disturbing his weekly

rate. In so acting the Board appears to have acted without

regard to Section 43.

It goes on, as I said, in this case that thirteen

letters were written, where they tried to keep this case alive,

thirteen of them, and here is a letter dated November 25th,

1944, when we took it up, and we had a reply from the Board

on November 29th, 1944, and this is what it says:

"We are in receipt of your letter of November
25, 1944, and can only refer you to our letter of
November 24th.

"The Board hais directed that the claim cannot
be re-opened unless new evidence is submitted which
would warrant the Board in re-opening the claim. We
regret tha^t we cannot supply you with copies of the
various medical reports,"

This is not our letter to the Board, - that is the

Board's letter to us.

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour) : Bring some

new evidence, and I will re-open it.

MR. WILLIAMS: First I am told the Board is always

open, the case is never closed, and now you Justify the clos-

ing of the case by saying before I can have it re-opened I
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must prodice new evidence. Either the case is closed or it

is not. It Is closed unless I produce new evidence, and I

cannot produce any evidence, because the Board says, "We

regret we cannot supply you with the copies of the various

medical reports,"

I do not know what the medical findings are, or

what they say about this man; I only know three other madical

officers admit the man is permanently and totally disabled.

That evidence has been given to the Board. What the conflict-

ing evidence from the other doctors is I do not know, and the

Board will not let me have it. There is no doubt about this,

because I have letter after letter on it, and other cases sub-

stantiating the same point of view,.

HON. CHAI^LES DALEY (Minister of Labour): I do not

think the hon. member would object, in view of what he has

said, if I just say a little. I do not just stand here and

thimk that every case that the Compensation Board adjusts is

absolutely perfectly adjusted. I woijid not go so far as to

say that, but I will say they are very human people, endeavour-

ing to do a fair job, but to say they were niggardly, - I just

forget the expression the hon. member used, —
MR. WILLIAMS: Mean and niggardly.

MR. DALEY: It is hardly substantiated by the brief

report which I have. You say you have some thirteen letters.

I have had complaints, too, quite a few, but when you consider

during 1944 there were 123,820 accidents reported to the Board,

as compared with 131,458 during 1943, a decrease of 7,638, or

5«53t, and the benefits awarded amounted, in 1944, for a lesser

nximber of accidents, to $18,485,599, as compared with a greater

nximber of accidents the year before, of $11,144,754, the increase

in the benefits is attributed to more generous allowances

provided by the Act, and the lag from the prior years in which
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the accidents sharply increased, now maturing, to some extent

by the broadening of the application of the principles of the

Act. 5<,5% decrease in the accidents and — I am not quick

enough at mathematics, but the difference between $12,485,000

and 111,144,000, it does not look as if the Board is too mean

9, and niggardly.

MR. WILLIAMS: I think, — this is not questioning

the veracity of the hono Minister, at all, — but before I

would be inclined to accept his statement based on the in-

creased amounts of compensation paid this year or last year,

compared to 1943, (in other words, as between $11,000,000 in

1943, and sp proximately $12,000,000 in 1944,) before accept-

ing this as an indication of the generosity of the Board, I

would want to know something of the nature of the accidents,

because you can have less accidents, and yet pay more out,

because the accidents you get are of a major character, as

compared with accidents of a minor character. Still, I think

we should check up between us as to whether there were more

major accidents in 1944 than in 1943.

If I might go on from there, Ut„ Speaker, to another

case. In connection with this particiilar case I am going to

refer to, I have six additional letters. This case dates

back as far as 1935, and refers to exactly the same company.

I am not charging the company with anything; I merely say it

is the same company. This man slipped with a bag of coke on

his back, and became involved with the horse and wagon,

rupturing hims.elf at the navel and straining his heart.

,This man had always been in robust health, and was

a hard and conscientious worker. After the accident he was

never able to work again, due to his heart condition.

Reputable physicians made reports, and gave evidence

to the effect that the heart condition was attributable to
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the accident. The Board took the position that the case

was not proved.

This man has since died, and his widow is in

straightened circumstances. We cannot get information

to show that his accident was attributable, so they say

the accident was, not attributable, the condition of his

heart was not attributable to the accident.

Now, this is a fact, in this particular case,

that until this man slipped with the bag of coke on his

back, and became involved with the horse and v:agon and

ruptured his navel and strained his heart he was able to

follow his work and earn his livlihood, but immediately

that accident happened he never worked afterwards, and

has since died.

How it is possible for anybody to conceive, be-

cause they attribute a man's disability, due to a helirt

condition which now makes him unable to work, — that

they set that completely aside and take no notice, at

all, of the accident, even though until the accident he

was able to earn his livlihood. Certainly there is some-

thing wrong there, Mr. Minister. The accident stopped

him from working, not the heart complaint, yet it is the

heart complaint the Board takes notice of, and ignores

the accjdent. There should be something done in every

one of these cases I mentioned. I will not labour with

the case any longer. There are six letters, and it is a

long chapiter. I will skip over them.

Here is another caa^ dating back to 1935. This

man was employed as a carpenter by a company, I can

supply you with the names of all those, if you wish.

Prior to the accident he was making 90$f an hour for a

44-hour week, or $39.60 a week»
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As a result of the accident this man suffered im-

pairment of hearing to 755S, severe headaches, aid dizzy

spells, which have prevented him from following his

occupation of a carpenter.

A reduction in income, by reason of change of

occupation, of $16.50 a week, $23.08 versus $39.60.

This man's complaint is that he is entitled to

permanent partial disability of a great deal more th^

the lump sum of $265,07 which was awarded him on April

26, 1936. Letters have been sent to the Compensation

Board, and I will just read this one sent January 13, 1945.5

"I have been consulted by this man with :

respect to the injury suffered by him in the
month of October, 1935, when his skull was
fractured.

"Since the accident this man's hearing
has been impaired to the extent of 75^,

^rior to the injury this man, who was a
carpenter, had been earning ^39.60 per week, for
a 44-hour week. By reason of the injury he was
unable to follow his occupation as a carpenter,
and vjaa forced to accept a position at fiOO ;per

month or $23.08 per week.

"In 1939, this man v/as examined by a
doctor -in the Medical iijts Building, who certi-
fied that his right ear was permanently injured
and the loss of hearing was 75^. Youhave a copy
of this letter.

'*This man has asked the doctor for a copy of
the letter, who has stated that he cannot furnish
a copy without your permission, I do not xxnder-
stand this practice. I should have thought that
the physician was free to furnish the workmen with
a copy of anything supplied to the Board.

"I am making application on this man's behalf
for compensation on the basis of the difference in pay
between $39,60 and $23.08 per week, compensation for
permanent disability, authority for the release of
the letter from the doctor, and permission to examine
the file,

" Yours very truly,"

Now, I cannot get the information to check up on

this matter. They will not let me have the information.
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Mr. Williams,

I cannot get the information to check up on this

matter. They will not let me have the information. So

we have got to fight this case as best we can. How is it

going to turn out, I do not know.

H»r« is another on« dated back to July 1937, and it

runs up to January, 1945. This man was injured at the

liollinger mine on the 24th of July 1937, when his right

eye was struck by a stone causing adhesion of the iris

with a double vision and a loss in the peripheral field

of vision of fifty per cent. I am afraid to read this

for fear there are some more of these latin words.

This man has three complaints:

First, he was given a disability rating of only twelve

per cent, whereas the rating for double vision should be

higher in his class of work. Second, the Board made an

award for permanent partial disability of $11,25 a month,

or less than forty cents a day, while his earnings had been

as higk as six dollars a dayo

Third, on discharge from hospital he was told that

he was to be given a job which would not be dangerous to hi s

other eye. There are uany such jobs at the Hollinger,

Nevertheless he was sent to work on the scope, which is the

most dangerous work in the mine. In self protection he had

to leave, and he was out of a job for five and a half years.

Now, the man's case is still unsettled.

The answer of the Board is dated January 20tk, 1945:

"This claim has been further considered by
the Board and I have been directed to write
you in the matter.

The man was injured July 24tk, 1937, while
in the employ of the Hollinger Consolidated
Gold Mines, Limited, as a result of this
accident he wq^s in hospital from July 24th, 1937,
to August 19th, 1937. He was paid compensation
at the rate of $24.83 per week from July 24tk to
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"but not including Noveiaber 26tii, 1937,
on which day he returned to hi s former
work at his usual rate of pay.

subsequently a pension of $llo25
a month for life was awarded to him based
on a clinical rating of 12 per cent.
This rating is in accordance with the rating
schedule. Vne might point out to you here
that the rating for the complete loss of
sight of one eye is 16 per cento

With particular reference to the matter
of his return to work after this accident
we wish to advise that Doctor liiiacKechnie
reported him fit for his regular work on
November 26tJa. However, the company con-
sulted with Doctor MacKechnie and as a re-
sult this man was given a Job of cleaning
up rubbish and refuse on the levels for
a montk although the doctor suggested a
period of two weeks. .it the end of the
month the boss put him back on his regular
job in B. Gut and Fill scope. The man left
this work on the grounds that it was too
dangerous. The company pointed out tkat
all the time this man worked after this
accident he was always accompanied by a
leader who was responsible for the safe
working conditions wherever they were working.
He left work on January 18th, 1938.
In a letter from John Knox, General Manager
of the company, he stated that he had leaked
into the matter and he was satisfied" —

Listen to this from the company boss:

"i&e was satisfied that tkere was nothing in
his story of unsafe conditions under which he
was expected to work and that apparently this
man had made up his mind that he was going
to get a living elsewhere.

It is quite apparent from the varionas
reports on the file that during the years this
man has been very badly advised and so £: ar
as we can see there is no reason why he should
not kave continued working for this company."

There is another case here with eight letters. It

starts in 1942 and it goes up to this year.

All these particular cases, — even I feel rather

self conscious about the time I am taking in these particular

matters, and 1 am going to curtail the reading of them some-

what in order to shorten my remarks.

HON. LEoLIE M. FROST (Minister of Mines): I do not

like to interrupt my friend's speech. I have sat here for

tmo hours and ten minutes. We are apt to forget tkat
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after all it is a compensation, to compensate a man

for an injury or sometking wiiicJa has kappened to kirn

during kis employment, for whick tke manufacturers and

kis boss contribute a certain suim of money based on a

sckedule not establisked by me but a sckedule whick

kas been worked out and whick is considered to be tke

most fair of that at any place tkat we know of, to com-

pensate tkat man of kis injury whick can be ckarged

to tke industry.

We are sometimes inclined to mix social service

witk compensation. It is no such thing as social service.

These amounts of money tkat are paid to tkese men are

in no way intended to be for tkeir full maintenance; but

it is simply for the amount which ke can receive as com-

pensation for his injury received in the industry,

MR. WILLIAMS: I think I kave mentioned tke word

"compensation" often enougk to be understood.

MR. FRCXiT; But you have asked how tkese rates,

wkick are se niggardly c,an be expected to lived on. Tkey

are not. Tkey are paid as compensation.

AN HON. MEMBER: Skame.

MR. SPiiiA-KER: Some Hon. member called out tke word

skame; and tke word "skame" is contrary to tke rules of every

House •

MR. WILLIAMS: Surely tke Hon. Minister of Labour

is not standing up in this Legislature and claiming tkat a

payment of less tkan forty cents a day is cempensation for

suck an accident, and designating my words as mean and

niggardly. If you \i«Lit a bit, tkere are some warse tkan

tkat, although it is hard to conceive.

Here is a very bad case, -- Ok, I am going t© get
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Mr. Williams.

into a jam on this, because this has soiae dreadful words.

This inan was injured on the 22nd of July, 1944,

while working at high speed for Devonshire Clothes, Limited.

Prior to the accident he had been in good healtk.

On the day in question, he collapsed at his work

and was never able to work again. He had strained his heart

bringing on a condition known as auricular fibrilation.

The man was unaware that he had a claim for com-

pensation until May, 1944, when he made application to the;

Board. In support of his application, he gave evidence

of, first his previous good health; second, his heavy work;

his collapse while at work; and, fourth, a diagnosis ®f

aiuricular fibrilation made by Dr. T. W. Tickett on the 15th

of September, 1942; fifth, a subsequent diagnosis of the

same condition made at the Western Hospital and the Toronto

General Hospital; and sixth, a report -by Doctor W. J.

Mccormick, who examined him in 1944, and who said:

"From a careful study of the history I
regard this heart condition as having been
precipitated by over-strain as result of
cumulative effect of continued overwork."

Notwithstanding this evidence, the Board rejected

the application.

An Appeal was made to the full board and, and verbal

evidence was given in support of this man's application.

No evidence v/as tendered on the other side. No decision

has been rendered. The Appeal was heard on the 5th of

December, 1944, and in the meantime the man has died. This

is an example of the Board's refusal to admit that heart

strain from work is an "accident". The Chairman of the

Board has said that to admit such claims in Ontario would

be to cause an increase in assessments.

That is an admission from the Chairman,
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wJtile at the same time the employer gets a decrease

in his assessments.

The Board is away behind the courts in this

matter as will be seen from the following cases, and I

have four cases here where courts have rendered decisions

on precisely similar cases to that of the man I am quoting,

and the courts have awarded compensation. But the com-

pensation Board here does not admit such claims. And,

meanwhile, as I have already stated, the poor fellow Has

died.

In another case, five letters; and lots of cases

here. I pass them up for a moment and pass on ta another.

This is a case of a man in Preston. I have his

name and all his particulars. This man was employed at

the Eastern Steel, and on December lltk, 1942, he fell

hitting his head and back, and has not worked since.

A few months after the accident he wqs X-Rayed

by one of the compensation doctors, who claimed that there

was nothing wrong. That was in March 1943. He was later

re-examined and re-X-Hayed, and now, they find evidence

arthritis. Just a short time after the first X-Hay, when

the doctor said nothing was wrong, the second time the

next X-Ray showed arthritis, xind they now attribute, --

and this is interesting, Mr. Minister, they now attribute

his present condition to the existance of arthritis in his

system prior to the accident, or what they call a pre-

existing disease.

The interesting thing is that the Compensation

dector, in March 1943, found there was nothing wrong. And

then a little later on, the second X-Ray showed tha.t there

was arthritis. And now they turn it around and say
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Jae had it befoiie he ha"d the accidant.

Well, if he had it before he had the accident,

he was at least working with it., ^nd when he got the

accident ke was not able to work any longer. And now they

will not give him compensation, because they claim

he had a preceding disease.

Here is another one from the mines up north,

from Tober Mine. This man worked thirteen years in a

mine. He was injured on July 12th, 1944 at the knee,

the elbow and the eye. He has recovered from the injury

to the elbow and the eye, but the knee is still bad. He

cannat work with it.

..'Oh Octsber 7th, 1944, the doctor declared him fit

for light work. He got compensation from between July

when he got the accident, until .aUgust 7tk. On August 7tk

he was declared fit for light work. He went and tried,

anu tried for three days; but in the three days he was only

able to work sixteen hours and then he complained to the

manager that he could not go on. And on October I9tk

he was put back on compensation. But between the time

®f August 7tk, which would really be August 10th, because

he tried for three days to w®rk, and October 19th, he

did not get any compensation at all, — none whatever.

And then on October 19 tk ke got compensation.

I cannot see why, after that month or so of enforced

idleness when he got no compensation, when, seeing that tkey

gave kirn compensation afterwards, why they did not give

it to him during the time of his enforced idleness.

MH. F-HOST: What year is tkat?

MR. HILLIiiifiS: Oh, you have not been listening as

closely as I thought you were. This was in 1944. Now here
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N©w Jaere is an interesting case. He is now cut

off compensation. But this man too was insured for disa-

bility insurance; and the doctors have certified him t« tke

insurance coiapanies, and he is getting the full insurance

for which he was insured from the company.

It is an interesting thing. Insurance companies

too are very careful that they do not wrongly or unjustifiably

Xaake an award and yet these insurance companies will grant

the c®mpensation; but the Compensation Board refuses t«

grant compensation.

He has had clinical treatment down here, and he

claims that he thinks he can do light work, and he is willing

t» try it. But the claim of the company is that they have

no light work available in the mine, — the Teber Mine

has no light work.

I do not know vjhether this has any significance.

I give it for what it is worth without expressing my

personal opinion about it. This man happened t© be one of

Kirkland Lake strikers, — whether that has any effect on a

man who helped to organize a union in a mine, and went ©n

strike with the strikers and kept solidly with the strikers,

—

whether, now that he is out of tke mine, that has any bearing

on keeping him out or not, I leave to your imagination.

Here are other cases from the north. Here is a

man who worked for twenty-one years with the International

Nickel Company. He was transferred from the Mine to the smelter,

where he has been employed since 1933.
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The company doctor has pronounced this man as suffering

from silicosis, and yet they are sending him to Muskoka

and advising that he had got T.B. Now, if it is going

to be switched from plain silicosis to T.B., so many of

these things have happened, that I am afraid that this

man ;Till be out on a limb as far as compensation is con^-

cerned, and yet the company doctor admits, and has certi-

fied him as having silicosis.

Here is a rather bad case, i have here the name of

the man, but 1 will not give it, because I have tried to

avoid giving the names of any individuals applying for

compensation. This is the case of a man who lives in

Sudbiu-y. This man was in an explosion in the Sudbury

mines, with another cune. His partner was killed. This

man was badly blasted about the fact, with the result

that pieces of rock are still deeply imbedded in his face.

He has been told that if he had the money, and went to a

certain specialist who does not happen to be in this

country, but v/ho Is in the iitates — that he could extract

every bit of the rock from his face. But he has not the

money. Ihe Board has the money, but it will not let him

get the rock out of his face. It comes out gradually;

pieces can be squeezed out at various times.

This is a case I would like you particularly to

take into careful consideration immediately;, because the

man — I do not know if he is in the Legislat\ire, but I

know he is in Toronto — I would certainly like to have

the hon. Minister (Mr, Daley) meet this man himself and

see that something was done immediately for this particular

case,

i have got references to five other cases from the
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North. Here is a pretty awful one, and I do not know how to

pronounce the words, but 1 will make a good stab at it —
as good as i can*

This concerns a man who sustained an injury on June

15, 1935, while shoot-blasting, and was hit by a big rock

on the left shoulder. Me suffered a fracture of the left

collar bone, and the left shoulder, and his chest was

bruised. By the way, this is a doctor's certificate.

The man claims he does not remember very clearly

for about three weeks following the accident.

And 1 am quoting from the report:

"On examination we find the left shoulder
is 2" higher than the right. There is a
great deal of Callus formation from the •

middle of the left clavicle. Supra-clavicular
fossa is quite deep and large. Left
scapula is up and forward considerably
more than the right. On rotating the
arm and moving up and down with arm
extended laterally, there is marked
crepitus over the pectoral muscles,
and this also makes a great deal of
noise."

There is a lot more of these technical references

but nobody here understands them, unless it happens to be

the hon. Minister of Health (Mr. Vivian), and i cannot

even pronounce them, let alone understand them. But

that is what the doctor says. But now, you listen to

thiso Listening to the certificate, you cannot help but

conclude that there is something wrong v/ith the man, Now

-listen. Here is a letter dated April 21st, 1944, from the

Claims Officer of the workmen's Compensation Board, which

reads as follows:

"Replying to your letter of the Jbth instant,
we would advise that this worioaan v^as
examined by one of the Board's Laedicai
Officers on his visit to oudbury last
iiovember.
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"About the first of iebruary, 1944,
the clain was further considered and
it was decided to bring the worlanan
in to the Board's offices for further
examination, tie was given an appoint-
irient for February 14th and examined at
that time by one of our liiedical Offi-
cers » in order to give the woricman
the benefit of any doubt, he was sent
to iJro Go Fo Boyer and i-rayed,
Following receipt of the examining
doctor's reports the claim was reviewed
by the licard's Medical and Ulaims De-
partments, and from the evidence on
file it was decided that the licti rd
would not be warranted in talcing any
further action in the case as the
reports indicated iie iiad no disauility
as a result of the accident which
would prevent him from workingo"

He was given an appdintraent for February. 14th, and

was examined at that time by one of the Compensation Board's

medical officersj and in order to give the workiaan the

benefit of any doubt, he was sent to Dr, V/, E« Gallle

for further examination.

The claimant says it is the Board's doctors which

^are prejudiced his case^ and the Claims Officer has assured

the man that he is labouring under a misapprehension.

But here you have the Board's doctors vdio say this;

that he is not suffering any disability from the accident,

and you have this other one from this other doctor certi-

fying it definitely establishes that the disturbance in

the man's physical being is as a result of the accident,

and yet he cannot get conrpensationo He cannot get it.

Now, those are just some of the cases, Ifr. Minister,

of these ten thousand in 1942 and those seven thousand in

19433 who did not get compensations but who tried to get

ito And I guarantee that if these cases were re-opened,

if we had access to the files of the Board — and we will

reciprocate by giving the Board complete access to our files
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— I am quite certain that 90 percent of these cases would

be completely and entirely established as entitled to

compensation.

I just wonder if the Board is more mindful of its

intention to continue reducing the assessment of companies

rather than looking after the real interests of the

injured workmen. Ten thousand in one year; seven thousand

in another; that is a lot of people to be denied the right

to comperBation,

Here is a case I can prove to you or any other

hon. member of this House to-morrow morning, in fifteen

minutes.

Here is a man — you know of this case, Mr.LIinister

and Mr. Prime Minister, because he has been passing some

letters to you. You know of this case.

Now, look: instead of being prejudiced and influ-

enced adversely about this man, in any way, shape or form,

I ask you to meet me to-norrow morning prior to the meeting

of the Public Accoxuits Committee — I will be back in

Toronto by ten o'clock — and in fifteen minutes I can

prove to you this man is suffering from the very things

these people in all these letters, say he is not suffering

from at all.

MR. DALEY: About four or five doctors — specialists

--have claimed he is not. I do not know how you can con-

vince me in fifteen minutes,

MR. WIILIALB: I do not know hovf you know. that.

MR. DALSY: I have been on that case for months;

that is not new.

MR. WILLIALB : If you can get hold of that corres-

pondence — well, I will finish this first. If you can
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get hold of that correspondence for me, I will be very

.&E^t&txil for jovT interest in this natter, because we

cannot get hold of any of the things that the Board has,

to know what any of the doctors say.

Quite recently v/e tried to Bet the information

that another doctor altogether had supplied to the man

and had gone to the Board and we could not even get

that certificate back. V/hy are they afraid to let us

know what is in the files? If they say a man is not

entitled to something, surely we are entitled to know on

what ground they come to such a decision. But they say,

"No," they say, in substance, it is none of our business.

We say it is. And this man can prove to any hon. member

sitting in this House in fifteen minutes

—

MR. DALEY: I don 't think you could.

MR. V/ILLlAi.S; You do not know, because he has not

shown you. I had him examined, Mr. Minister, and you,

just as I, without any technical knovfledge of this parti-

cular case, can see for ourselves the effect of what these

people say he does not suffer from, in less than fifteen

minutes.

Now, I have had information in connection with a

lot of these things. I am not reciting them here just to

hear my own voice; I am just stating all these things and

taking all this tine to bring to the attention of the hon.

members of this House the information that things are not

well down on University Avenue,
through you,

MR. DALEY: May I ask you, /Mr, Speakarr, if you pre-

sented any of these cases before the Board. You never

mentioned a ny of them to me. I do not know how long they

have been in your possession, but have you taken any steps
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really to get any of them adjusted, or they just kept for

the House.

MR, '^.'ILLIALB: Oh, no — Mr, Speaker, I think that is

rather an unfair stateinent, because this is where I erred,

I am afraid, in trying to be brief in the long series of

cases —
HON, GEORGE A. DRE.7 (Prime mnister): Brief?

SOME MELBERS: Oh, oh.

iMR. V/ILLIAIB: V/ell, that is all right, if you just

wait to laugh until I have finished, perhaps there would be

no need to laugh.

IB., DRSV/: Of course, there are different ways of

conducting a filibuster —
SOME HON. LlElfflERS: Oh, oh.

MR, WILLIALB: If that is not a disg\isting statement

to make — you should be throTim out,

m, JOHN J. KEHOE (Cochrane North): It is not what

we call a filibuster on this side of the House.

MR, WILLIAI/jS: That is the dirtiest remark that any

swine could possibly make.

SOIJE HON. MEIvIBSRS: Oh, oh,

LSS. R. M. LUCKOCK (Bracondale) : Mr. Speaker, this

speech we have heard to-night is full of meat, and if the

hon, members on the other side do not want to stay and

listen to it, that is their privilege, but I am certainly

glad I have heard it, I have heard much worse speeches

in this House than I have heard to-night.

MR, SPEAKER: Order.

MR, LUGKCOCK: I am glad he made it, Mr, Speaker,

anyway,

MR, SPEAKER: Please do not abuse the privileges of
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the House,

1.3R. EEHOE: Llr. Speaker —
MR. SPEAKER: Are you rising on a point of order?

MR. i^HOE: Yes, on a point of order, MTo Speaker.

MR. SPEAKER: ./hat is your point of order?

ISR, KEHOE: I want to call the attention of the House

to the remark made by the hon. Prime llLnister vrho said

that this was a "filibuster", and I say that is an insult

to the people on this side of the House. I want him to

say this is no "filibuster".

MR. SPEAKER: He has a right to his opinion,

LjR. KEHOE: So have we a right to our opinion.

MR. SPEAKER: Then express them in a respectful way.

MR. V/ILLIAivB: This is no filibuster, lHVc Speaker.

This is the first time in this House that these matters

of Labour Compensation have ever been dealt with, i have

sat in this House on many, many occasions, in one or other

of the galleries, and I have never heard — never heard

—these subjects of compensation being dealt with. And

when ten thousand people whom, as I have already pointed

out, in one year and seven thousand in another, are denied

compensation, for a man to come into the House, \ih.o has been

absent most of the time, and declare that my efforts to

draw attention to this particular matter is in the nature

of a filibuster, is just plain impudent.

t5R. SPEAKER: Order,

MR. WILLIAli/i3: It is really too bad he came in at

all; is it not? .7e were getting along very well. V/ell,

he will soon be out, I suppose,

I was wanting to say one word about the statement

of the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr, Daley), however. V/hen
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I was saying at the risk of another laugh that I thought

when I tried to be brief in connection with this part of

the story, I think I erred, because i should have gone

on and read all the letters. It might have been registered

on the hon. Minister that we had taken the questions up

with the Board, Did I not say that in this particular

case I have thirteen letters, six letters in another,

eight letters in another, starting from 1933, in a

particular case, and coming up to 1944, and so on? So

we have been taking them up all the time, Hon. members

on this side of the House have taken up innumerable cases.

The hon, member from Sudbury (Mr, Gariin) has taken up

many of these cases, and I have a great n-umber sent from

the North, I wonder how many cases, outside of these,

have been taken up by any hon. members representing the

Government?

Iffi. DALEY: 4uite a few.

HON. LE3LIS M. FROST (Provincial Tr.easurer): ;/hat

is that?

MR. lllLLJAm: If you listened —
im, SPEAKER: Qrder«

MR, WILLIAiS : I thought the hon. Minister (Mr. Daley)

wanted to say something,

MR, DALEY: No, I did not want to say anything.

LiR. iiEHOE: He is just uneasy,

13R. SPEAKER: Order, please.

UR, rflLLlAMS: i7ell, we all have the consolation of

knowing that this will not go on any longer than about

another ten rainutes.

Now I want to draw the hon. Minister's attention to

something else about this question of compensation. As you
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know, Mto Lolnister, in the Act in section 116, it is

promised for groups of employers to get together and

under that particular system to have these groups of

employers employ an inspector, and the inspector is

paid out of the funds of the Board.

Now, there is no provision in the Act at all which

enables an inspector of the vforlcors to be appointed — none

whatever. I have tried to get around it, and do something

about it in the form of an amendment to the Act, but I

have not been able to.

I do not knoxi whether it is possible in this Jession

of the Legislature — no, perhaps they v/ould have to work

too quickly; they could not manage it by to-morrov? night

— to get an amendment to this particular thing through

the statutes, in time for this Legislature, anyhow.

But I think we ought to have provision for the

workers having an inspector of theirs, paid by the Board,

in just the same way as the employeer or the group of

employers have an inspector, paid by the Board, to

represent them. It is a sort of a one-sided affair, at

the present time.

Now, I want to dravT to the attention of the House

another thing, and that is that while most permanent

partially disabled v/orkers receive a permanent cocipensa-

tion, v/hich is not reduced vdien the workers earn increased

vfages, workers with silicosis are not given permanent

awards. In other words, they are paid on a different basis

— a different earning basis — and their compensation is

subject to reduction vAiqh they try to supplement the meagre

partial awards by trying light worko

Now, I have taken, I know, a lot of time in this
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speech to bring to the attention of this House the problems

of Labour, and most of the time has been devoted to this

question of compensation.

Now, I did that deliberately for the purpose of

arriving at this conclusion: I said before that things

were not well down on University Avenue. I think you,

Mr. Minls.ter, should find out how the Board does operate.

I think we are paying a Chairman of the Compensation

Board something like ten thousand dollars a year. I \70uld

lilfls you to find out how many times that inan sits as

Chairman of the Board. There is a considerable hoH-up

in the attention being given to applications. Much of it

now is due to the fact that they are handicapped for help.

The administrators down there, the investigators and the

claims officers are working as hard as ever they can, and

as long as ever they can, but there is a lot of difficulty

about these things, in regard to cases brought before the

Board that the Chairman dow^i there does not know anything

about, I think you will find out for ten thousand dollars

a year he turns up about one meeting a week on the Board,

they would pay more attention than they do. The salaries

certainly warrant it.

Now, all of these things are wrapped up in the

attitude of the Board. It is not the investigators, nor

the administrators, nor the claims officers who decide we

cannot have information. It is the Board that decides

that.

Also, the Act prevents any injured workman from

appealing against the decision of the Board. The decision

of the CoEipensation Board is the law of the Meeds and
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the Persians, and nothing can be done about it. You can-

not appeal a decision. Oh, I know you say the door is

open, if we have new evidenoe. But the v/orkmen should

have the right of appeal if they so elect, and they have

not ito

Now, I have tried my very best to present a picture

of the things that are wrong with this administration of

the Compensation Act. I have not dealt with anything con-

cerning our Bill, nor even your Bili I have dealt with

things as they are, and they are not good — not good.

This situation in the Compensation set-up is deserving

of the establishment immediately of some competent

authority. X do not know whether it should be a Royal

Commission, a Select Committee, or what it should be, but

some competent authority should be set-up to immediately

enq.uire into these kind of things.

If the Board can reduce the assessment on employers

as they have, as have all these people denied compensa-

tion, ad they and those who are getting such a miserly

allowance do deserve the immediate attention of this Boards

I ask this Government not to just pass this up as

another speech made on the Speech from the Throne, I did

not get up for that purpose, I got up to bring to the

attention of this House something which I think has been

sadly lacking here for years and years, one of them

being this compensation situation, and I do hope, parti-

cularly in regard to the compensation question, that you

lose no time in going thoroughly into this matter or

having some competent authority go into it, in order that

it can be cleaned up. It is a disgraceful situation at

the present time — disgraceful, and I dare say that the
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hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Daley) is not abreast of the

situation, mainly because his hands are so full with other

pressing problems, but I beg of him to turn his attention

to this now, in order that Tie can have some action --

satisfactory action -- in order that the affairs of this

Board can be put on a sound and proper basis. And if you

do that, Mr. Minister, — if you do that — I feel, not-

withstanding other remarks that have been ma4e, that the

time I have spent in delivering this speech here in this

Legislature will not have been wasted, after all,

i!R. DALEY: ttt". Speaker,, I Just want to make one

correction. It would appear that the hon. member for

Ontarick (Mr. i7111iams) information was incorrect regarding

the amount of reduction in assessment. Ik^ records here

show the average rate of assessment was §1.02 for each

one hundred dollars of payroll, for 19 44, and ;i?1.03 for

1943 for each one hunared dollars. That is a reduction

of one cent. I think you mentioned a ten-cent reduction.

LjR. WILLIAIjIS: The hon. Minister of Laboiir (Mr.

Daley) is in error. I did not even mention any assess-

ment for 1944. I just mentioned assessment for 19 42 and

1943. The Chairman of the Compensation Board, in a latter

dated February 28th, 1945, tells me — ;*ich I readily

admit — that he cannot let me have a copy of the 1944

report before it is, first of all, passed by the Govern-

ment and printed. He is only giving me some gigures of

claims for compensation, i only have the other thing

about the assessment as shown in the report of the Workmen's

Compensation Board for 1943, which says that in 1942 it

was H?l«10; it came down to s?1.03 in 1943, and now you

say it has come down to ^1,02 in 1944. So it is still

coming down.
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MR. FRED 0. ROBINSON (Port Arthxir) : I^. Speate.r,

in view of the lateness of the hour, I move the adjourn-

ment of the debate.

HON. GlSORGiS A. DREvV (Prime Mnister): Lost.

l.IR. SPEAKER: Is it the- pleasure of the House that

the debate be adjourned,

MR. DREW: No.

Iffi. JOLLIFFS: IJSc. Speaker, I do not know vrla t tha

hon. Prime Minister has in mind, but I was unaware that

there was any intention to carry on later than the usual

hour of' adjournment , and if there is any thought in his

mind that the debate has been unduly delayed, i think he

is aware that the hon. members of this group are pre-

pared to co-operate in bringing the debate to a conclusion

to-morrow night. I think he is aware of that.

(Page 2123 follows)
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HON. GEORGE A» DREW ( Prime Minister}?' I had no tkought

of suggesting a later laour but I feel sure that the Leader

of tke Opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) is perfectly well aware that

at the time I made the comment that I had n© expectation

that we would be sitting beyond 11 o'clock this week I had

before me the time estimated by the speakers who were speak-

ing on the Speech from the Throne, given by the different
i

whips of the different parties. I have not raised the

question any more than any other member I imagine would

raise the question as to speaker who had estimated half an

hour - -
, -

MR. C. A. STRANGE (Brantford) They were not the speaker's

estimate but the whips sat together and we decided roughly

what length of speech they would make. It is not the

speaker's estimate at all. It is ours.

MR. DREW: Viell, that helps to understand it but the

whip will understand that we have been proceeding on the

assumption we were within some striking distance of time,

not Viiith any thought anyone was to be limited to the

exact time, but the speaker who has just finished and who

has interjected his customary courteous remarks when any-

thing is said that he does not agree with, the estimate for

him was 60 minutes. Instead of thathe has been the best

part of four hours. Now, if anyone else is going to conduct

the same type of debate it is perfectly obvious we might

well go on into the late spring before we even get to vote,

let alone getting ahead with any business of this Legis-

lature.

The Leader of the Opposition has given his assurance

in the Legislature now that his group will co-operate in

bringing conditions to a vote tomorrow. If he has the

assurance then I would press the point of continuing the

Debate now. This is now three weeks since we began and
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it is certainly time in some way we brougkt tkls Debate to i

tie Speech from tke Throne t© a termination. With your

' Assurance, through you as Leader of tke Opposition, if the

Leader of tke Opposition says there is co-operation and no

intention to delay in view of tke time given by tke wkips

as compared with the time actually consumed, if tkat

assurance is given I do not press

—

MR. EDWARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of tke Opposition):

Happily enough, as far as I am concerned, I do not feel

too much like opposing tke suggestion tkat tke Debate

should continjie tonight because I still happen to know

there are a number of people who still would like to take

part in this Debate and I would like to facilitate.

As far as time taken up in this Session I assxime responsi-

bility with tke Prime Minister and probably one or two

otkera for that situation because it was only about ten

days ago tkat we completed tke round of tke party leaders

and tkat otker members began to speak in tkis Debate.

I would like to kear tke member for Port Airtkur

(Mr. Robinson) speak and tkere are a number of otkers

want to speak and I would like to kear tkem. Altkougk

there may be some who do not agree with me, if it is

going to give tkem an opportunity to speak in tke Debate,

as far as I am concerned, I would ratker like to see it

continued tonight. So that I am quite serious about

that, although I know tkere are a number on both sides of

tkekouse would like to go kome. I do not know kow tke

member for Port Artkur feels about it but I am very much

inclined to suggest we should go on for half an hour or

forty minutes

o

I MR. THOS. P. MURRAY (Renfrew, South} j If the

Hon. member for Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) did not wish
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to g» sn I WAuld go on for kalf an hour or so.

MR. SPEAKER: I tkink tho kon. member (Mr. Robinson)

is quite prepared to go on.

MR. F. 0. ROBINSON (Port Arthur): Mr. Speaker, I do

not just like to make an address at tkis kour of the nigkt

when everyone is tired. However, I am entirely in agreement

with the words of the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Jolliffo)

that it may give on this side of the house at least an oppor-

tunity for members to speak but I cannot help but point out

this situation, that many of the key men of the Government

side of the house have yet failed to give any message to the

peojlo of Ontario. I think the people in my constituency

expected him to say something in this Legislature but even more

so, Mr. Speaker, they expected to hear something from the

•Minister of Planning and Development (Mr. Porter) and of all

departments this is the department that the eyes of the people

of Ontario have been turned to and vve are depending on to help

us through the period of days when this war ceases and we must

find work for thousands of men. I do not knov; whether the

egres of the people of the rest of Ontario are but I can say that

those of northwestern Ontario are turned to this Department and

they fully expect toget a message from this Department at this

sitting of the Legislature. I think they have every right to

expect that message and they are going to be disappointed that

they have not got it. Why the Government has chosen not to

introduce this subject that the people of Ontario are waiting for

is more than I can tell you. My guess is it is done as

kind of effort to make it look as if the opposition are de-

laying proceedings by having speaker after speaker on their

side of the house. That is my ovm impression. Either that
.

or they have nothing to report.

There is also a Minister of Lands and Forests. People
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in Northwestern Ontario expected a Forest Resources Commission

to be set up by you. It kas not been set up. Tkey want to

know wky. Tkey tkink the Minister of 'Laiicls and Forests

(Mr. TkompsonJ skouldget up and tell us wky these tkings have not

been done. Perhaps there is a good reason. But quite

definitely they do expect to hear from kim. Tkings are far

from right in the forests in Northwestern Ontario and I think

tke people up there expect to hear from the Minister to let

them know that ke is aware of the situation, to let them know

what he intends to do to iron it out, but apparently ke does

not intend to tell them. We on this side have a ,right to

know why these sjJeeckes have not been delivered.

A very great kigkway programs has been laid before tke

people of Ontario in tke past in tke newspapers. I know

quite definitely tke people of Nortkvrestern Ontario expected

a message from tke Minister of Higkways (Mr. Doucett ) Tkat

message too apparently is not fortkcoming.

I could name several otker departments. Tke Hydro is

one. Yes, tke people konestly and sincerely expect to kear

from tkese men. Tkey do not expect us to rusk tkis tking

tkrougk.

I do not intend to deliver a long address > but at tke

same time I believe tkat every man on botk sides of tke

kouse should deliver a speech if ke feels it is expected of

kim and definitely the men in key positions should all give

some message and leadership and some idea of their plans to

jtke people of Ontario. Even I on tkis side of tke kouse

could not tell you kow I am going to return to my riding and

explain these men have not laid their plans before tkis

legislature. It will be up to tkem to do tkat tke best way

,tkey can because definitely it is expected.

To begin witk I would like to associate myself with the
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other speaker* in* congratula .i^ the hon. members who moved

and seconded the Address. They did their Job well and I ox-

tend my congratulations.

In the little time at my disposal I would like to

diredt the attention of this house to Northwestern Ontario

that it is regrettable that north;vestern Ontario has not

received the attention in the days gone by and in the

years gone by in keeping with its contribution to

Ontario. It Is rich in forest wealth, rich in mining

possibilities and has much of that rugged beauty which

attracts the tourist and fll of those who love to live outside(

life.

Almost in the centre of my constituency is Lake Nipigon.

It is a beautiful lake, 70 miles long and 50 miles wide and

creates the greatest natural reservoir for hydro development

I believe in the world. The Nipigon river which flows

from this lake into Lake Superior is famous throughout the

world for its trout fishing,

I have often talked with men who earn their living

., fishing on Lake Nipigon and along the north shore of Lake

Superior and they have pleaded for me to bring to the

attention of the Ontario Government the fact of the grad-

ual depletion of fish in these waters. Some of them have

already laid some of their remarks before various inquiries

into this subject and regulations governing fishing in

spawning season and the need for more extensive rearing

ponds to bring the fish to more mature size that they might

survive. These are two of the most outstanding points but

these men have also pointed out to me that there is need

for study as to the affect of great rafts of pulpwood stored

in the bays along the shore of Lake Superior. Fishermen

not long ago told me this—you would be surprised the detrl-
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mental effect that Just towing large rafts of logs over a

fishing ground can have in that area for some considerable

time qfter can affect the fish caught in that area. I

realize that it is not an easy problem to meet, b^t I am

Just pointing out how careful study must be made if we are

going to get at the root of the problems that in catches

of fish are getting lower along the shore

o

I have mentioned the great possibilities of the

Nipigon watershed. Hydro is now developing around 130,000

H.P. at Cameron Falls and Alexander Landing, which will soon

be augmented by an additional unit at Alexander^ The famou;s

Ogoki diversion has greatly increased the potential power

possibilities of this watershed and we are now fmrnished some

of the cheapest power in Canada, In spite of this fact

visitors to that part of the country would be surprised

to find many homes and schools and even whole villages right

within the shadow of these great hydro transmission power

lines that are without electric power, still using coal oil

lamps. I do not think there is any comparison more striking

than to go into a rural home that is serviced by electricity

and into a rural home that is not. That great servant

electricity that cooks meals, lights the home, washes the

clothes and irons them, preserves the food by refrigeration,

provides news and drama. See. by radio in many city homes can

pejiform all these things and even more in the farm home.

Hydro pumps the water, milks the cows and in hundreds of

other ways operates machinery that takes of the back-breaking

loads off the farmer. I think rural electrification should

be pushed to the limit into the back sections where it means

so much to the people. I think that we should insist on

new industries coming into our province, in partifiuMi pulp and

paper mills which are naturally located at locations close
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close to the store of raw material. I hope in the

future we can reach into there so that we can use

the hydro power. They may be able to present argument

on the other 'Side but I do not think we should measure them

too far because the stretching of that pov/er line doVrn to

that mill, wherever it is located, opens up great stretches

of country and brings the service of electricity to a great

many pedjsle^-when otherwise they would have to wait many years

to receive it. .

I think we should be proud of the record of Hydro,

proud we have kept this great asset in the hands of the

people and I earnestly hope the day is not so distant when

we will apply some commonsense to mor4 of our industries,

that they may serve the people as economically as Hydro

today*

I feel I really know that part of the province and,

beliSve me, my constituency is a vast territory. I am not

like some of these members for Eastern Ontario who can tour

their constituency in a street car. Ihen I start over my

constituency, I kiss my wife and the kids good bye, go down

and take a sleeper and disappear for a week or ten dayiS and

use freight train, automobile and truck and what not, fif you

are going to be in each section to hold meeting in the

evening. Try it some time.

I was born in Port -Mrthur and lived thete all my

life with the exception of two years and I have learned to

love that great rugged north country and I have tried to

study it and know its heeds. One of our great needs is

highways and one of the great examples is that great high-

way along the north shore of Lake Superior to connect up

Schreiber with Sault 3te. Marie,
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It can safely be said that this highway will be,

when it is completed, one of the greatest tourist attrac-

tions in the world. It will allow tourists to drive around

the greatest body of fresh water in the world, and the

jTigged beauty of the north shore of Lake Superior is unsur-

passed anywhere in the world. So, I sincerely hope, as

soon as conditions permit, this great highway will be

completed. It is not a question of measuring the present

northern route against the Lake Shore Route, There is a

definite need for both.

The northern route opens up the great mining areas.

Although these areas were served by railway previously, the

highway played a great part. The Lake Shore Route, by its

scenic beauty and the shortness of the route, has a definite

place, also.

Schools in the rural area in Northwestern Ontario

present a great problem. More schools and better schools

are needed, definitely, and many pupils at this time are

forced to go long distances to go to high school, some

travelling from Nakina to Winnipeg. I have said I sincerely

believe that a careful survey would show that there is a

place in the Northwest for a junior college, and I was agree-

ably surprised, in a conversation just recently with Dr.

Dxmlop of the Ontario Extension Department, to learn that he

agreed with me entirely, and quite openly stated that North-

western Ontario was deserving of first consideration, and we

went over the records together, and he was very surprised at

the number of students from that part of the country attend-

ing and studying arts courses that would be served with a

university, to say nothing of the additional students who
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would attend a university within a reasonable distance of

their homes, but which seems so far away when it is situat-

ed in Toronto.

I do not think it is necessary for me to tell the

hon. members of this Legislature that one of the outstanding

assets of Northwestern Ontario is the forest. It is the

life-blood of that part of the country.

There have been mistakes made time and time again in

that area, trying to grow agricultural crops on land only

suitable for the growing of trees.

The people in my section of the province are becoming

more and more forest-conscious. They realize the whole

economic life of that part of the province, and, to a great

extent, all the province, depends on the way the forests are

managed.

With monotonous repetition, the Liberal and Conserva-

tive regimes of the past have followed a policy which has

permitted the ruthless and inexcusable exploitation of our

forests in that area of the province. The people burn with

righteous indignation that our Governments have permitted

vested interests and the lure of provincial revenue lead to

such callous treatment and wanton obstruction of our great-

est natural resource.

Mr. Speaker, all of our boasts about what we are go-

ing to do in the future will not cover up the unforgivable

policies of the past. Government after Government has

taken power in this province with vivid denunciation of past

methods of exploitation and concession allotment, etc.

There have been great promises made to conduct sweeping

investigation, to set up a forest resource commission, to

adopt proper cutting methods, and so on and on. But, each
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time the people wait in vain for the promise to

materialize.

The reaction of the people to all this is that the

vested interests, which have reaped a fortune from forest

exploitation, are still in the saddle.

I have recently talked with men who have spent

their lives in the forests of this and other countries.

These men, many of whom are in positions where they can-

not say publicly some of the things they would like to say,

know, down in their hearts, we are not doing what is right

by the forests of this and other countries. Many of these

men are in positions v/here they cannot speak their views

in public, muqh as they would like to do so, but down in

their hearts they know we are net doing what is right.

Those responsible for the forest management of

large pulpwood and timber concessions will soon have to

2. face the rising tide of popular opinion. We have failed

to insist on proper cutting methods, which has resulted

in the cutting of thousands of immature trees.

We have failed to utilize the tops of our trees,

often cutting trees for saw-logs and ties, up to a

seven-inch top, leaving the balance of the tree in the

woods. Most of these tops contain at least one full

eight-foot pulpwood stick. There is a question v/hether

we cannot cut down lower than that.

These tops are left in the bush to dry and rot and

become a great fire hazard. I know that it can be argued

that it is not economically possible to use this portion

of the tree, that it is difficult to bark these sticks in

the mechanical barker, and also that there are more
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branches to remove in limbing the top of the tree. How-

ever, I feel that these conditions can be met by modern

scientific research and methods, which would end a waste

which reaches a staggering sum each year in this province.

I am not going to give you the fig\ires I have, because,

after all, they were just given to me by a man who has

spent his life in the forests, and I have no further sub-

stantiation, but he has given me the figure. Even if one

pulpwood stick was taken out of each of these trees which

is cut to a seven-inch top for saw-log or ties, it would

amoxint to a staggering sum, and could be created into

pulpwood. We have failed to uti4.ize all of our tree

species.

We should strive, ever and always , to use every

specie of tree we have. The sulphate mill which is to be

located at Marathon does it, and we need more of this type

of mill. There is a great possibility in the field of

plastics, and we must learn to use all the by-products-

we now throw away,. Because we are blessed with large

quantities of sprute, we are lagging behind in learning

to use our lesser trees, and we are inclined to turn up

our nose at trash trees, and I venture to say countries

in a less fortunate position have learned to use a greater

percentage of the so-called trash timber in the manufactva?e

of pulp. I am definitely sure it c^n be done. Yet, a few

days ago, in the Laads and Forests Department, I saw a piece

of newsprint that contained no spruce pulpv;ood, at all. I

think there should be a more accelerated effort to use these

great quantities of trees which we have, to conserve our

spruce, and use the so-called tra^h trees.
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There is a de;rinite need for more extensive fire

protection. We need more rangers, more towers, more equip-

ment and more telephones, and more radios. I realize the

war has upset many of these things. It is difficult to get

equipment J and it is difficult to get staffs, but I would

like to see a greater effort made to serve this Depart-

ment better, because I do not think there is any department

in forestry where an ounce of prevention 6an be'said to be

worth a pound of cure more than it is in that part of the

country.

Many foresters have gone back to their most-liked

spots and have found them seared by fire. In realizing the

great damage this can do, we can realize the great need

for equipment and assistance to the men who work in the"-

forestSo I have talked to forestry men, and last year I

had the opportunity to fly over our forests. ',7e have a

good Chief Ranger in that part of the country, and I know

quite definitely he feels the need for greater fire pro-

tection. I know he feels there should be additional pro-

tection, towers set up.

On the west side of Lake Nipigon, where there are

so many lumber camps, the fire hazard is greater. I fully

realize during the war the difficulty of getting equipment.

There is one point I should like to make, which you

don't often hear. I am thinking of the life of the men who

work in the lumber camps. I know it can be said they are

much better off to-day than they were in grandfatber'a

time, but that is not good enough. Their v/ages to-day are

on a better level because of labour shortage. Nevertheless,

these men live an isolated life, engaged in back-breaking
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toil. 3e must strive to make it possible for them to live

a normal life, to live with their families, and to have

proper, healthy recreation.

The Forest Community seems to be a possible answer,

and I am glad it is to be given a trial.

There is a need for a complete survey of our forest

resources, as to location of stands and location of specie.

The result of this survey should be available to all

interested parties.

There is a need for more portable saw mills close to

the source of supply, and less need for large, permanent

Hiills far from the source of supply, because, after all, it

is not the saw-log mill you are interested in supplying;

it is the permanent mills create the problem, which is not

doing that part of the country any good.
i

Men who know the forest much better than I suggest

that serious consideration should be given to establishing

some relation between Crown dues, or bonuses, and the

market value of the finished product, so that we, the

people, may get some fair return from increasing market

prices.

I know the Department has given some consideration

to that angle, but I bring it up because I think it is worth

consideration. It was mentioned just the other day a man

might buy a tree for $15, a tree worth ^75. I would like

to ask, if he gets that tree legitimately, how much the

province of Ontario would get. It would be far less than

$75.

The policy we follow to-day is to lease pulp-wood

and timber concessions to various interests. This procedure
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puts these people in the business of forest management,

logging and transportation of logs. This method of sell-

ing our forest wealth has been in vogue for many years,-

years which have heard a constant crying for a real effort

to correct the mistake of the past, to stop the destrue,-

tion of our forests in a mdd rush for profits.

The companies into whose hands we deliver our

forests invariably use the age-old. argument that in-

security of tenure or shortness of tenure is to blame for-'^^

all the shortcomings of the past, \7ith all due respect

for their case, and their may be some logic in it, I cannot

accept this as a plausible excuse for the shortcomings of :.

the past.

Mr. Speaker, we, the people of Ontario, own these-'

great forests. We still ov7n them, even when they are let

out in a concession. Up until they are cut they are ours.

We have the right to re-posaess if we think the tenants

are ruining the house.

These forests of ours contain not only trees, but

also furs, game, tourist attractions, lakes plentiful with

fish, to say nothing of the great part the: forests play

in conservation of the water supply upon which bur hydro

power depends,
.

• '

Some are advancing the argument that we should pass

our forest^ over to private hands, with the stipulation that

they can b# re-possessed for breach of good forest practices.

Surely it is clear to all of us that we cannot let an asset

as essential to all of us as our forests any further from

our control than it is to-day. On %he contrary, the trend

must be tov/ard greater control by the people, not less.
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I realize that one must he practical about this

problem, and I do not pretend to know all the answers.

Certainly, if our present mills must be awwured of an

adequate supply of wood, we must encourage and build new

mills. We must have a sensible export policy, cutting

up to our annual increment, supplying domestic mills

first. I also realize that unusual export needs; during

wartime have, of necessity, affected our export positions.

I am of the opinion that we must do all possible to

maintain our iUnerican market. It is all very well ta say

cut off their wood supply, and they will have to build

mills in Canada; it is not as easy as all that. V/e must

remember that the American market is also the market for

around 7054 of our newsprint, which we manufacture in

Canada. V/e must also remember that this market will have

a new source of supply from Russia and the Scandanavian

countries after the war.

I do not want to be misiinderstood on this point.

I am all in favour of building mills in Canada. I am

sure that all of us are. I think we should strive, always,

to encourage by every legitimate means the building of

Canadiah industry, but I also realize that this cannot be

done by slamming the door in your customer's face. Let

us remember he. is the customer for our finished products,

as well.

So, I say we need a sound and sensible export

policy, and as soon as the war ends I think it should be

carefully reviewed. Definitely, we must supply mills

first, but I think it will be agreed by all in this House

that the American market will have to be carefully pro-

tected after the war, in view of the source of supply.
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To get back to the question of a policy for cutting

ani marketing our crop each year, in view of the fact that

we, the people, are being asked to assume the building of

the roads, the improving of the rivers and lakes for log-

driving, of supplying , of supplying forest-training

schools, of fighting the fires, of fighting the budworm

and other insects, and that, in itself, is a tremendous

problem, and if we develop the for est -community idea we

must assume some obligation in the control of townsites.

In Northwestern Ontario you must view the affected

forests from the air to appreciate and really get some idea

of the tremendous damage which is caused by the budworm.

In all fairness, I think I should say there is no easy

cure, but it just makes your heart ache to view it from

the air, and then walk through the forests on the ground

and see thousands and thousand^ of balsam which are

stripped of their foliage' right down to the lowest branches.

The first thing you ask yourself is, Surely we can find some

way of salvaging these trees?

I was pointing out some of the things we must assume

to-day. To repeat, we must assume some obligations in the

control of townsites, in building roads and schools, etc.,

and tourist promotion and colonization.

(Page NOo 2056 follows.)
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Most of tJaese obligations are now assumed by tke

governtisnt; and, in view of all this, it is my opinion, in

view of all tkese tkings wiiich we now assume, and in view of

the great extent t© wkich the whole economy is aependent

upon the forests, I think we might give serious study

to the question of cutting and marketiig, ©ur cr»p our-

selves, guaranteeing to supply the mills with their needs,

but reserving control ©ver where and when the trees shall

be cut. The Province should get a fair share of the profits

which are available from this business, and which profits

might be used, for years, at least, to promote forest

conditions which are so long overdue.

I know this is a big order and some of them may bo

regarded as revolutionary; but 1 aay, Mr. Speaker, that

the problem calls for such a cure. iVe have been fooling

along with this for too long. 1 feel it can be done in

a period of time without doing harm to anyone, and with

benefit to the common people of Ontario.

With these features in mind, I urge that if and when

forest units are set up to permit conservation and. utilization

of our forests, that they d© not be used for the benefit

of any company, but rather for the benefit of the people;

s© that we may avoid the repetition of the old company town.

Let us keep our resources where they belong, in the hands

of the people.

I realize also that this would have to be a long

term project, as it must be with any project involving forest

management.

If we had done something to test out the feasibility

of such a plan long ago instead of aanciug to the tune which

lead us into this position, we would be better off to-day.
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Oh, I know tJaere would be a great ku(»

and cry from some sources, if this plan were advocated,

and tkey would shed cro c odile tears about the cost to the

state. However, due to the hav©c which these peaple have

created over the years and the plan which has cost so

many dollars, I do not believe we dtould pay too muck

attention to theoL.

Mr. Speaker, no puny policy is going to solve this

question, it calls for courage, determination and far

sightedness. Let us get on with this, our most needed

reform. We have made a success with Hydro. Let us do

at least as well for our forests. Obviously the first thing

to do is to set up a Commission, as we^ did with Hydro,

and get our forests away from the political football

field. We depend upon our forests for so much more than

just logs, — they supply us with water power, our

tourist attraction, and so on, our whole economy depends

indirectly upon the care we take of out forests.

To this end we need a forestry school in N^rth

Western Ontario, and I sincerely feel that any money

laid out by this Province for such a school would be re-

turned tenfold in better forest care and better citizens.

The location is ideal, right in the heart of our richest

forest resources in Ontario. If we can establish a forest

school to teach proper forest care, ana could establish some

sort of an apprentice training system in the industry,

where young men can get practical training right on the

job, like they do in many other industries, we would be

meeting one of the outstanding needs of our forests, and

also it would put industry in the place of paying their

share of the shot.

Furthermore, these trainees or apprentices, or
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foresters in training, or whatever you call them, can

get their practical training in forest care within the

Nipigon Forest community, which has as its basis the

sound practice to produce perpetual yield from a com-

paratively small area. Because of that fact, this

would be the ideal location for students to receive that

l)art of their training, in a sound combination of school,

industry and forest community, where it could be worked

out.

I have tried to r^ake the picture clear as to the

type of school we have in laind up there. It dees not

need to be a great big expensive institution. It would

be the school where they could get the practical training

in forestry. In the Nipigon forest area they could get

that practical training, and in industry, let them learn

the practical end of it. If some of them are going t»

be bush blacksmiths, — not every blacksmith sh®p can you

see them shoeing horses, but they will shoe horses in the

forest blacksmith shops.

Mr, Speaker, this school is definitely needed, for

the sake of our forests and can be worked out in that

part of the country on a practical basis so that this school

can fill a aefinite need in that part of the country.

There are certainly definite needs for such a school,

and I do not need of anything that could be set up in that

part of the country which would serve better our returning

men from overseas i>ervice. Northwestern Ontario is not blessed

with big industries, and when the war activities slow

down, even the most optomistic men realize that these war

plants are not going to be able to keep up the temp*. You
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are not going ta be able t» find places for these re-

turned men in those plants; but there is a big field in

Northwestern Ontario forests and in that school, where

you can irain men to take their places in industry in that

part of the country; and many of these laen could find

a place in the forest industries, which I hope will be

set up in the days to come.

I had hoped that the Hon. Minister of Lands and

Forests would have delivered a speech and cleared up in my

mind seme of the questions as to wlBit they were going to do.

Who knows if such a school might not easily become

a Faculty of a Northwestern Ontario University or College

in the not far distant future.

Mr. Speaker, I realize a proper forest policy is

no over-night task; but I deplore the fact that this matter

has not received the attention or the action of government

after government. I admit I am only a layman, but I have

leng been interested in this question and I have spent many

houi's talking it over with men wJao have had great experience;

and one of these men sa'id to me, not long ago;

"Piece meal schemes like cutting to diameter
limit, planting a tree for each tree cut,
selective cutting, fire protection, embargoes,
and so on and so on, each in themselves a
specific problem, are not the answer."

He put it this way:

"These panaceas dodge the real issue, like
a re-paint job on a 1914 fliver. We are
looking at the trees, not the forest. It
may take twenty years to get our forests under
elementary forest management, in fact the job
is never done. But the first ten years will
be the hardest."

Mr. Speaker, 1 see that I have talked over the time

that I intended to use, or as one of the members said, that

the Prime Minister allotted; but I would like to close wiljh
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this remark, without any sens* of trying to be funny:

The sixty-four dollar question, up in my part of the Pr»vinc»

is, Where is Drew's Forest Resources Coiamission?

MH. T. P. MUHiLiY ( Renfrew South): Mr. Speaker,

with the consent of the House, I will he pleased to raovs

to adjourn the dehate.

Mfttion agreed to.

MR. DREW: Iwlr. Speaker, I move that the House do now

adjourn.

Lotion agreed to.

MR. JOLLIFFE: I take it that we are going on to-

morrow afternoon, with the Hon. member from Renfrew South

(Mr. Murray).

The House adjourned at 11.50 o'clock p.m.
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The House met at 13 o'clock.

Prayers.

MR. 3PEAK.EH: presenting petitions.

Reading and receiving petitions.

Presenting reports hy comraittees.

MR, JAMES de C. HEPBURN { Prince Edward-Lennox ) :

Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present the Fourth and final

Report of the Standing Comiittee on miscellaneous bills,

and move its adoption.

CLERK OF THE HOUSE: The c^tanding Committee on

Miscellaneous Private Bills begs leave to present the

follov/ing as its Fourth and Final Report: -

The Committee begs to report the following Bills

without amendment :-

"Bill (No. 18) - An Act respecting the Township
of Crowland»

"Bill (No. 22) - An Act respecting the Township
of Teck.

"Bill (No„ 23) - An Act respecting the Canadian
Legion of the British limpire Service League, Branch 51.
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"Bill (No. 24 ) - An Act respecting the Town of
Paris.*'

The Committee begs to report the following Bill

with a certain amendment :-

"Bill (No. 16) - iua Act respecting the Township
of otamfordo

The Committee would recommend that Bill (No. 21),
"in Act respecting the Village of Swansea," be not reported.

The Committee would recommend that the fees, less
the penalties, if any, and the actual cost of printing be

remitted on Bill (No, 23), "An ^ct respecting the Canadian

Legion of the British Empire Service league, Branch 51," and

that the penalties only be remitted on Bill (No. 24), "An Act

respecting the Town of Paris."

Motion agreed to.

I.:R. SPiil^'OCER: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

HON. DAliA II. PORTEB (Minister of planning and Develop-

ment): Lir. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr. Daley, that

Je ave be given to introduce a bill intituled "The Town planning

Act, 1945," and that same be now read the first time.

iiotlon agreed to and bill read the first time.

MR, CHARLES A. STRANGE (Brantford) : ^i'ould the hon.

Minister explain? It may be our only chance to find out about

It.

MR. PORTER: I do not know why the hon. member say«

that. This bill provides for the es tab 11 aliment of planning

boards in municipalities, it outlines the function of the

toards, and provides for the preparation and the adoption of

official plans, comprehensive zoning of lands in municipalities,

and It provides for' the procedure which will lead to make the

official plan of that kind mo^e or less permanent.

HON. GEORGE H. DUNBAR (Minister of Game and Fisheries);

Ut, Speaker, I beg to move, seconded by Idr. Vivian, that leave
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be given to introduce a bill intituled "The Game and

Fisheries ..ct, 1945," and that same be now road the first

time

.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

L'lR. JOm^I H. COOK (Waterloo North): ^Vould the hon.

Minister give an explanation?

MS. DUI>©AH: This is a revamping of the entire Act,

and it will be considered, ax tne beginning of the week, and

you will be given an opoort unity in coininittee. You are a

member of the comiiittee, and ^7e \would welcome any other

hon. member who desires to cone ar^d give his opinion.

-.:R. HARRY C.NISOK (Brant): j\i-e there

any important amendments to the bill?

nlR. DIIN3AR; No.

HON. WS3LEY G-. lliOlffSON 'Minister of Lands and

Forests) : Ut^ Speaker, I m.ovej seconded by lir„ Daley, that

leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Provincial Parks Act," and that same be novr read

a first time^

Motion agreed to and bill read the first timeo

im. FRED 0, ROBINSON (Port Arthur): ?/ould the hon.

Minister explain?

MR. THOMPSON: This bill, and tv70 other' bills which

I will introduce, are complimentary to the bill to amend

the Game and Fisheries i>.ct, which was just introduced by

the Provincial Secretary, making the necessary amendments

to the three Acts which I amended by these three bills.

HON. GEORGE H, DUI©/iR (Provincial Secretary): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to movej seconded by IvITo Vivian, that leave

be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend

the Vital Statistics Act," and that same be now read the

first time.
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Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

HON. GEORGE Ho DUIJBAR {Minister of Municipal

Affairs): Mro Speaker, I beg leave to move, seconded by

JdTo Vivian, that leave be given to introduce a bill in-

tituled "An Act to amend the Wartime Housing Act, 1944,"

and that same be. noiBr read the first timso

Motion agreed to ejid bill read the first time,

MB o WILLIAM C. RIGGS (^inds cr-WalKervllle] : Would

the hon„ Minister explain?

i'lRo DUIQBAR: That is to add one or two sections to

the present bill, s-o it night be possible for municipalities

to enter into the Federal schs-cie of permanent housing, in-

stead of the teiaporaiT-.

HON. GEORGE H» DmiBAR (Provincial Secretary) : Mr,

Speaker, I beg to mov©;, seconded by Ivlr.. Vivian^ that leave

be given to introduce a bill intxtuled "An Act to amend the

Assessment Act," arid that the same be now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

im, ARTHUR '.VILLIAI/iS (Ontario); v/ould the hon,

Llinister explain?

MRo DUtlBAR: These are on recommendations of the dif-

ferent municipalities, rural municipalities, and also urban,

amendments which they wish, and they will be before the

Committee before it comes back to this House on Municipal

Bills.

HON. GJilQRGS H. DU1®AR (Minister of Municipal Affairs);

Mr. SpeaJcer, I beg to move, seconded by Mr^ Vivian, that

leave be given to introduce a bill Intituled "An Act to amend

the Local Improvement jj.ct," and that same be now read the

first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first tirae„
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MP.. G.J<FIICLD iJ^IDS.RSON (Fort William) : Would the

hon. Minister sxplain?

IvIR, DUIffliiR: That is in all districts where they

are putting through a drain or a sewer where they are

defective, that cost vrould be spread over the area in-

stead oi' on the aDutt.ns properties.

HON. GEORGE H. 1 II'rBAR (Minister of Municipal Affairs);

Mr. Speaker, I heg to .lo/e, seconded by Mr^ Vivian, that

leave be given to intr^ li ce a bill intitiiJed "An Act to

amend the Department of Municipal Affairs' Act," and that

saijie be read a first timeo

Motion agreed to arid bill read a firsx tine.

IIONo GEORGE H. DUISAB (Minister of Municipal Affairs):

I.lr„ Speaker, I beg to moYe^ seconded by Mro Vivian, that

leave be gi^^'&n. to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Ontario Mimiclpal Board Act," and th^t the same

be now read a first time-.
Motion agreed to and bill read tne first time.

ME, HARRY C. NIXON (Brant): Would the Minister ex-

plain the last two bills?

MH. DUNBAR: It is in order to facilitate the \?ork

of municipalities where they have been called upon to make

application to the Municipal Board. Supposing you had an

amount set out in yo\ii' estimates, and that v/as mt all losed

up during the j/ear, i-h y had to coiae to the IJunicipal Board

for permission to tranafer it to another department. We

feel they should not be put to that expense, and the

Iviunicipal Council should be responsible, and for any local

improvement wMch is going to be paid out of tiie current

revenue which they have provided for in taxes. They should

not be put to the expense of coming to tho Iviunicipal Board,

applying for permission^

HON, GEORGE H. DUI-ffiAR (Minister cf Municipal Affairs):
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I-dTo Speaker, I beg to movej seconded by I'lr^ Vivian, that

leav© be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Municipal Act." and that 3.ame be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to and bill re6.d the first time.

MR. BOBERT D, TlIORieSimY Hiiirdlfcou Centre): Would

the hon* Minister explain? •

MR„ DUNB^-H: There ^re about sixty amendments that

will all go before the coaraittee.- You will have ai oppor-

tunity. We \flili be there prepared to e'jcplain everything.

Those have all your own re commer.dations nade from different

recognized beards throughout tho province-, and I do not

Want to take the credit for tham. They are not all my

making, but I think it is my duty to bring these, if they

are within reason, -- to bring theiu before the coiDxaittee

and before the House.

EON, 7ffi3I£;y G. THOMPSON {Minister of Lands and

Forests): Mro Speaker, .1 move, seconded by Mro Daley, that

lea-ve be given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to

amend the Long Point Park Act," and that same be now read

the first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read the first time.

HON. GL'ORGE H. DUirBAR (Minister of Public Welfare):

IJlTo Speaker, I have no slip attached to this to put my name

and Ivlr. Vivian's, but I would like to move, v/ith the per-

mission of the House, first reading of an Act to amend the

Industrial Farms Act, and that same be no\i read the first

time 9

tioticn agreed to and bill read the first time.

MB, GARFIELD .ANDEP^ON (Fort William) : V/ould the hon.

Minister explain?
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I,IH, DUivIBAR: In your part of the country it has

been in the Act that the Government could establish govern-

ment farms, and it has not been in southern Ontario or

eastern Ontario. It has already been enacted that

municipalities could join one municipality, such as

Toronto, so that their industrial farms, or a number of

municipalitiea, ird{;lit joir, ±n order to establish industrial

farxns o

HON. iiESUcY 0. TKCkTSON (Minister of Lands and

Forests}-; WCo Speaker. I move, seconded by rr<, Daley,

that leave be given to introduce a bill intituled "iiJi

Act to amend the Presquille Park Act," and that same be

now read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first tins.

MR. CHARLES H. MILLixRD (York ?/est) : I wonder if

the hon. MinisT,er -vould e-xpiain the Prssquille an.d Long

Point Park Acts?

MP.. THOMPSOM: Both these latter two are compli-

mentary to the Parks Act which I introduced, and they are

to bring the Act in line with the emendments, as suggested,

to the Game and Fish Act.

HON. LESLIE E. BU.GKu'ELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by LITo Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An Adt to provide

for voting at the election of the Benchers of the Law

Society in the year 1946 by members of the }3oard on

active service in His Majesty's Forces, and that saiae be

no\,7 read a first time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

m\. MITCHELL F. PCEPBUBN (Elgin): Would the hon.

Minister explain?
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IvIR. BLikCKv?ELL: I thought, in view of the lengthy

wording of the iict, it was self-explanatory, but I will

try and explain it further. The Benchers o-f the Law

Society have periodic elections for the appointaent oiT

Benchers, and 1946 is the year when that election next

comes > and provisions for that hav^j to be made, and in

vievr of the large number of me.rabe.rs of the Board on active

service, there has to be a provision to permit them to

vote. iiS far as the definition of the members on active

service, that is provided by the regulations under the

present Act, and that determination, by the Bill, is

delegated to the Law Society.

I/iE. SPEAKER: Farther bills,

HON. UESLIS E, BLACffiTELL (Attorney General) : MTo

Speaker, I move, seconded by LITo Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An Act to amend the'

Money Lenders Act," and that same be now read a first

time.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

LIE. EDV/ARD B. JOLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition)

:

?/ould the hone Minister explain?

Iffi. BLACK.7ELL: The registration section of the

Ontario Act became obsolescent by reason of the Dominion

Act, and there has been confusion since as to whether

money lenders were required to register under our Act

when they are actually regulated by the Dominion Act.

In order to get away from this confusion, we are repeal-

ing the I-^egi stration Section of the Ontario Act.

MR. GEORGE K. MITCIiELL (York North): Are they

proposing to require money lenders to lower tiieir rate

of interest?
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im. BLAClviVELL: The quick ansv/er is "No". The

long answer is it is not v/ithin the jurisdiction of this

Legislature.

HON. LESLIE 2. ELACILITELL (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I move, seconded by I'Iro Frost, that leave be

given to introduce a bill intituled "An. Act to amend the

Coroner's Act," and that same be now read a first tiine.

Motion agreed to and bill read a first time.

{Page No. 2070 foliar,' s.)
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Mr. Grucmett

MH, W. J. GHULiMETT (Oochrane South): Mr. Speaker,

will the Minister exi)lain the Act?

MH. BlACKV/ELL: Mr. Speaker, this is really an

Act for the sole benefit of the constituency represented

by the Hon. Provincial Treasurer (Mr. Frost). It is an

Act to extend the jurisdiction ef the County af Haliburton.

Mr. Speaker, I move seconded by Mr. Fr»st for leave

to introduce a Bill intituled an Act to aniend the Surrogate

Court's Act, and that the same be now read the first time.

Motion agreed to. The first reading of the Bill.

MH. L)Et,ii.KEH: Any further BilLa.?

The Honourable Leader ©f the Opposition desires leave

to speak.

MH. Eo B. JOLLIFFE (York South); Mr, Speaker,

before the Orders ef the Day are called, I believe the Hen.

Prime Minister, Mr. Drew, will recall that in either the first

©r second week of the Session I asked him to state the govern-

ment's position in respect to the acceptance of a direcliorship

in a private corporation by a public servant. The caiie beipg

that ©f Doctor Hogg, Chairman ©f the Hydro Electric CommissicaL,

who was reparted as having accepted a directorship in the

Chartered Trust and Executor Companyo Is the Hon. Prime

Minister prepared t® answer the question?

MH. DHEW: Yes, Mr. Speakerj, I was not aware at

the time the question was asked as to the circumstances. I

may say that a few days after that, I received a letter from

the Chairman of the Hydro Electric Commission containing M

s

resignation, and he has resigned fr»m that position.

MH. G, H. DUNBAii( Provincial Secretary): Mr. Speaker,

I beg leave to table the forty-eighth annual report for the

Loan corporations for the year ended December 31st, 1944.
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jtilso, the sixty-bixth aiinuai report of the saper-

inteiident of insurance for the year ending December 31st,

1944 o Also the annual report af the Inspector of Legal

Offices for the year ending December 31st, 1944.

Also the annual report of the oecretary and the

x^egistrar of the Provincs of Ontario for ths yoar 1944o

Also the annual report of the CQiami.'ssioner of the

Ontario Provincial Police for the year ending December 31st,

1944 o

xi.ls9, the thirty-seventh annual report of the Game

and Fisheries Department of Ontariao

hlR. SPEAKliii: The Hon» membor for Ontario (iir. Williams).

MH. A. WILLIAMS (Ontario]; IITv Speaicer, last

night, at the close of my speech, I became involved in what

t® me is the luoat regr©itabl& incident, and, as a result of

the incident, I uttered some v^oras that I ought not to have

uttered.

Iiiaaadiately at the conclusion of the Sittings of the

Hou->e, I did go to the Hon. Prime xAinister and apologized

to him; but I said that that was not a staisfactory way to do

the thing. I had made the statement in public, and I said

I ought to v.'ithdraw the statement in public, iviid I want t©

ass!ii-e the Hon. Prime Minister that I unreservedly withdraw

the unfortunate statement that I made last night.

MH. JjRiiAix Ivlr. Speaker, I unreservedly accept it.

I do wish to say, in addition to the statement mad© here,

that I can only reiterate what the Hon. member ha a said,

that ho came to me imiuediately after we rose last night and

expressed his regret^ in most generous terms c.

Mi^. SP£aK1!;H: Oruers of the Dayo

GLiiUC OF THS HOUJE: Third readings.
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Third Order, Thira reading of Bill No. 3, in-

tituled, An iict respecting the City of "vVeiland. I^'ir. brown.

im. HOWARD E. BROWN (V.«lland): W'o Speaker,

I move the third reading of Bill N©, 3, intituled An Act

respecting the City of i/Vellando

Motion agreed t©o Third reading of the Bill.

,. MR. oPEaK£R; x^esolved that the Bill do now pass

and te intituled as in the laatian^

CLiliK OF HOOoE; The fourth Order, third reading

of Bill No, 6, intituled an Act respecting the City ©f Wood-

stock. Mr,- Dent.

MR. THOMao H. dent (Oxford): liir-. Speaker, I laave

the third reading of Bill NOo 6, intituled an Act respecting

the City of Wsodiitock.

Motion agreed to.. Third reading of the Bill.

MR. SEEAliiiR: Hesslved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the motion.

MR. SPEAKER: The fifth order, third reading of Bill

No, 8, intituled. An ^ct respecting the Incorporated Synod

of the Diocese of Niagara, iir. i^abertSo

MR. A. KELSO ROBEKTS (St. Patrick): I^. Speaker,

I move trie third reading of Bill NOo 8, intituled An Act res-

pecting the Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of Niagara.

Motion agreed to: third reading of the Billo

MK. SPEiiKER: Resolved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in the motiono

CLERK OF THE HOQSE: Sixth Order, Third reading of Bill

No. 10^ intituled An Act respecting the Evangelical Lutheran

Seminary of Canada, tir. Cook.

\ UR. JOHN. H. COOK (Waterloo North): Lir. Speaker,

I move the thira reading of Bill No. 10, An Act respecting

the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada.
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MotiQii agreed t». Third reading of the Bill.

hm, oEEAKiLH: Hesolved that the Bill do now

pass and be intituled as in the notiono

CLiiiiiK OF THE liOUoE: seventh Order, Third reading

of Bill K©. 11, intituled .ui Act respecting the City of

ot. Thoiaas. iir. Hepburn (Elgin)

Md. M. F. HEPBURN (Elgin) • Lr. Speaker, I move

the third reading of Bill No, 11, intituled an ii.ct respecting

the City of 3t. Thomas.

Motion agreed to. Third reading of the Billo

yiR. oPEiiKExi: Hesolved that the Bill do liOW pass and

be intituled as in the ciotiono

CLEHK OF THE HOUSE: The Eighth Oraer. Third reading

of Bill N©. 5 intituled an act respecting the City of Peter-

borough. liiC. JCOtto

MR. lUROhb R. 3C0TT (Peterborough): Mr. Speaker^

1 move the third reading of Bill Noo 5, intituled An xiCt

respecting the City of Peterborough.

Motion agreed to. Third reading of the Bill.

MR. ciPEAlCER; Resolved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the Motion,,

CLEiiK OF THE liOuoE; The ninth order, Third reading of

Bill No. 9, intituled iin ACt respecting the City of Kingston.

Mr. otewart.

MR. HaRRY a. iiTEW^KE (Kingston): Mr, Speaker, I

move the third reading of Bill No. 9, intituled iin ACt respecting

the City of Kingston.

Motion agreed tOo Third reading of the Bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the motion*

CLLxiK OF THE HOUoE: The tenth Order « Third reading of

Bill No. 12, intituled An ^ct respecting the City of Port ^rthur.

Ml'. Robinsono
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lifi. FnihlD 0. iiOBIilSOK { F®rt xirthar ) ; lir. Speaker,

I move the third reading af Bill Ko, 12., an Act respecting

the Gity of Part Arthur

o

Mation agreed to. Third reading ©f the Billo

LiH. JPEAKiilR: Hesolved that the Bill da n«w pass

and be intituled as in the Jastion.

GLEtttC OF HOUoS: Eleventh Oxu^r. Third reading ©f

Bill N©. 4, intituled ii.n Act respecci/ig 1,ne iioyal Ottawa

ounitorium. I.Ir, Laurier,

MR, xidhEtil LAUHlJiR (Ottawa East); Ivlr , Speaker,

I move the third reading of Bill KOo 4 intituled An Act

respecting the i^oyal Ottav/a ^anitsrium.

Motion agreed to., Third reading of the Billo

MR. SPjiAKEH: ik'S ,lved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in tne M®tiono

GLEHK OF H0U3E; i'he twelfth Order. Third reading of

»f Bill No. 7, intituled- iui xict respecting the City of Peter-

borough Civic Hospital, iir. ocotto

LiB. IlaHOLU R. tJCOTT ( Peterbersugh) i laTo Speaker,

I iuove the third readiiig of Bill N^o 7, intituled i-ai Act

respecting the Cit-y sf Peterborough Civic Hospitalo

Motion agreed t©. Third reading of the Billo

L/k{. JPE^vKiH: Resolved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the motiono

CLiiiiK OF HOiSE: Thirteenth Oraer. Third reading of

Bill Ho. 13 An ^^ct respecting the City of Ottawa Separate school

B®ard. Mx. Laurier.

LiH. iiGBS/iT LAUPiliLri' (Otdawa East Mro Speaker, I

move the third reading of Bill K©o 13, intituled An Act

respecting the City of Ottawa Separate scheol Beard.

Motion agreed t®o Third reading of the Billo
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MR. iiPEiiKiSR: Resslved that the Bill d© now pass

and be intituled as in the m»tiono

CLIiiHK OF HOUoE: Fourteenth Order, Third reading

©f Bill No. 44, intituled An Act ts amend the Public Health

Act. Mr. Vivivan.

HON. R. P. VI¥IAN (Minister of HalthJ: Mr. Speaker,

I move the thira reading of Bili Np. 44, intituled i\.n ^ct

t© amend the Public Health Act,

Mation agreed to. Third reading of the Bill,

UR, oPEviKiiK: iiesolved that the ijill ds now pass

ana be intituled as in the Ivlotiono

CLi:;HK OF HOUSE: The fifteenth Order. Third reading

of the Bill, No. 56, intituled iin ACt to amend The Dog Tax

and Live Stsck protection Acto

MR. DOUGETT: (Minister af Public Works): Mr. Speaker,

I luove the third reading of Bill Ns. 56, intituled xin Act to

amend the Dog Tax and Live otock Protection Act.

Motion agreed tOo Third reading of the Bill.

MR. iJPMKLR: Resolved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the motioiio

CLERK. OF dOUoE: The sixteenth Order. Third reading

of Bill No. 64, An Act to amend The Mining Act. Mr, Fr&sto

HON. LE;JLIE M, FRO.iT (Minister of Mines): Lir, Speaker,

i beg to move the third reading of Bill No. 64 intituled

an iict t© amend the Mining Acto

Motion agreed tOo Third readiig of the Bill.

MR. SPEAKER: Resolved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the motion

CLEi^X OF HOUSE: Seventeenth Order. The third reading

of Bill No. 57 intituled An Act t© amend the Statute Labour

Act. Mr. Doucetto

HON. G. H. LOUCLTT (Mnister of Highways): Mr. Speaker,
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I move the thii'a reading of Bill No ^ 57 intituled an iiot

to amend the Jtatute Labour Acto

Motion agreed to. Thira reading of the Bill.

Uli. JPIikKEiU Hesolved that the Bill do now pass

and be intituled as in the i/iStioric

GLEttK OF liOU.iBi The Eighteenth Order, Third reading

of Bill Hoc 47^ intituled, .vii Act to ai-end the 7jorkmens'

Coiupensatioji Act. Mrc Daley

o

HOIJo GliilRTEo Lx^LSY (Minister .;r I^ibour); Mr-. Speaker,

I laove the third reading or Bill No., 47,, intituled ivn Act to

amend the Woricnens' Goiiipen:>fU.iaii iiot^

Mation agreed t«. Third reauing of tiie Billo

Mli. oPEAKSiis He&olvea that the Bill d© now paas and

be intituled as in t.he I4®uis;ao

CLKHK uFFTI-iE HOIKJE? Nineteenth Order: Third reading

• f Bill NOo 56 intituled ah Act to Confiim i'ax Saleso

Mr. Dunbar

o

HONo G. H. DUl©APv (Provincial Jscretary) Mr. Speaker,

1 ikove the third reading of Bill KOo 58, intituled ^n Act te

Confiria Tax Sales

»

Motion agreed tOo Third retiaing of the Billo

UR, SPEAKEiii: Hesolved that the Bill da now pass and

be intituled as in the Bictiono

CIEHK. OF HOUSE: Twentieth Oraero Third reading of Bill

N®. 59, intituled ^m Act to amend The Bees'Aot. Iiir, Doucett,

hUio DOUOETT: Mr. Speaker, I move the tnird reading ®f

Bill N©. 59, intituled An Act t® amend the Bees Act.

Motien agreed to. Third reading of the Bill

MR. oPEaKEH; iiesolveu that the Bill do nm pass and

be intituled as in the mationo

GLiiHK 0? iiOUSE; The tweuty--first Order. Third reading

• f Bill Nq. 73 intituled ii.n ACt t© anend The Liquor Authority
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Control Act, 1944. Ivir, Blackvvello

HON. LESLIE E. BLACKVvELL (iittorney General); Ivlr . Speaker,.

I iaove that Bill No. 73, intituled an Act to amend The Liquor

Authority Control Act, 1944.

Motion agreed t®o Third reading of the jaillo

IdH. .SPiLaKM: aesolveC. that the Bill d© navv pass and

be intituled as ia the iiotiono

CLjiiHK m HOUJE: The twenty-second Order. Third reading

®f Bill NOo 46, intituled jxa ACt t© amend the Public Hospitals

Act. LiiT. Viviano

MR, VIVIAM: Mr. Speaker , I laeve the thiru reading of Bill

No. 46, intituled an Act to amend the Public Haspitals Acto

M©tion agreed t». Third reading ©f the Billo

hiR. SPiiiUiEH: Kesolved that the Bill do naw pass and

be intituled as in the Kiationo

CUIRK OF HOIJoE: Twenty-third Order, Third reading of

Bill N9.74 intituled ^n Act to amend The Highway lmpr©vement

Act. Kr . Duucetta

UA, DOUCETT: MTo Speaker, I move the taira reading of

Bill No. 74 intituled An Act t© amend the Highway Improvement Act.

Motion agreed t©. Third reading ©f the Billo

MH. SH:aKEH: riesolved that the Bill d© nsvi pass and

be intituled as in the motiono

CLLHK OF THE HOUwJE: Twent y&f©urth order, Third reading

of Bill NOo 76, intituled An ^ct to Amend The Fire Departments

iiCt. Mro Blackvjello

Mri. LESLIE E. BLiiCKVvELL (attorney General): iir. Speaker,

I move the third reading of Bill No» 76 intituled an Act to amend

the ifire Departments Act.

Motion agreed to. Third reading of the Billo

MR. SPhu'tKER: ries®lved that the Bill do now pass and

be intituled as in the motiono
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CLERK OF HOUSE: Twenty-fif tJa Order. Third reading

•f Bill N«o 79, intitaled jan Act t» amend the Public Vehicles

Act. •' Mr. D«ucett.

MH. DOUGETT; Mr. Speaker, I mave the third reading

•f Bill N». 79, intituled An Act t» amend the Public Vehicles

Act.

M0ti#n agreed t*. Tkird reading •t the Billo

MH. SPiiAKEit: Resolved that the Bill d« n«w pass and

be intituled as in the m»tiono

CLLRK m liOlBE: The twenty-sixth Order. Third

reading •f Bill N», 80, intituled An Act t» amend the Commer-

cial Vehicles .Act. Mr. D®ucetto

MH. DOUGETT: Mr. Speaker, I m«ve the third readiiiB,

•f Bill No. 80, intituled an Act ts ai^iend the Caiomeiicial

vehicles Act,

M»ti»n agreed t». Third reading af the Bill<

MR* aPiiAKER; Resolved, that the Bill d* nm pass and

be intituled as in the m»ti©no ,'

CI£RK OF HOUSE: Twenty-seventh Order, Third reading

•f Bill N©. 82, intituled Mi Act t» amend the Trustee Act.

Mr. Blackwello

MR. BL-tt-CKWELL: Mr. Speaker, I n«w m»ve the third

reading ef Bill N». 82 intituled an Act t» amend the Trustee

Act

.

M»ti«n agreed t»o Third reading •t the Billo

MH. SPEAKER: Res*lved that the Bill d* n«s pass and

be intituled as in the m*ti*no

MR. DilEW: Mr. Speaker I wauid new ask permissian

ta leave the Chamber and brin& the Lieutenant Gavernar in*
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His Honour, the Lieutenant-Governor entered the

Chamber of the Legislature, and took his seat upon the

Throne

.

Mr. Speaker then addressed His Honour as follows:

"May it please your Honour;

The Legislative Assembly of the Province have, at

its present sitting, passed certain Bills to which, on behalf

and in the name of the said Assembly, I respectfully re-'

quest your Honour's assent/'

THE CLERK ASSISTANT: The following Bills have been

passed:^

An Act J?espectini$ the Town of Barrl'?

An Act respecting the City of WAVicnd

An Act respecting the Royal Ottawa Sanatorium

An Act respecting the City <-.^ ^-^t^v-t'OT'Ough

An Act respecting the City of Woodstock

An Act respecting the City of Peteihorough Civic Hospital

An Act respecting the Incorporated Synod of the Diocese of '

Niagara

.

An Act respecting the City of Kingston

An Act respecting the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada

An Act respecting the City of St. Thomas

An Act respecting the City of Port Artnur

An Act respecting the City of Ottawa Separate School
Board

An Act to amend The Counties Reforestation Act

An Act to amend The Crown Timber Act

Aijii /ict to amend The Public Works Act

An Act to repeal The Political Contributions Act

An Act to amend The Judicature Act '

The Securities Act, 19^5

An Act respecting Prospecting Syndicates having a capital
not exceeding |35^000

An Act to amend The Public Health Act
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An Act to amend The Public Hospitals Act

An Act to amend The Workmen's Compensation Act

An Act to amend The Dog Tax and Live Stock Protection
Act

An Act to amend The Statute liSbour Act

An Act to confirm Tax Sales

An Act to amend The Bees Act

An Act to amend 'The Public Trustee Act

An Act to amend The Mining Act

An Act to amend The Evidence Act

An Act to amend The Liquor Authority Control Act, 1944

An Act to amend The Highway Improvement Act

An Act to amend The Fire Departments Act

An Act to amend The Public Vehicles Act

An Act to amend The Commercial Vehicles Act

An Act to amend The Tr-ustee Act

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: In His Majesty's Name,

His Honour, the Lieutenant-Governor doth assent to

these Bills.

His Honour vaa then pleased to retire

.

HON, GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Order number

twenty-eight.

THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE: Twenty-eighth Order:

Resuming the adjourned debate on the amendment to th©

amendment to the motion for the consideration of the

Speech of the Lieutenant-Governor at the opening of th©

Session.

MR. THOMAS P. MURRAY (Renfrew, South): Mr. Speaker,

as you know, I am not in the habit of making speeches,

so I am a little nervous . However, I hope that my speech

does not defeat the government, because I would not want

to be that prominent

.
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Nov, first of all, I think we should almost say

a prayer of thankfulness for being all back here again in

this very honourable House, after a long summer, and a

hard winter. We know in many parts of the world they

have many troubles, and naturally we have in this country

of ours certain troubles, and we will coT^^^nue to have

them.

Now, I was going zo congratulate some of the, hon.

members on their good looks ^ and goocJ. behavour, and I will

start in by complimenting the t¥0| lady members who we have

with us . We all know the prominent part' women have taken

In the affairs of government in tlj.e world, and although I

will not compare them with a, Queen Victoria or Harriet

Beecher Stove, I do wish to compliiaer.-::: them on the work

they have been doing to put through good legislation for

this province

.

Now, I am very glad to »*?© all of the cabinet in

their seats. That is an honour. I suppose they are all

there, because they knew I was going to speak. However,

it reminds me of the time when I made my first speech In

parliament, I think it was the 13th of March - not the

17th - 1930, and I spoke after one of the most remarkable

men. who ever entered this House, the Revex'end W. J. Martin,

a great congregationalist minister, and I had quite a hard

time to get started following a man who had such great

words and expression.

I had quite a lot of experience since I have been

here, during the last sixteen years, and many changes have

taken place. Many men have retired; some have been de-

feated, and others have died and their souls have passed

on before the last and greatest tribunal.
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Mr. Murray.

However, the cabinet which faces us today is perhaps

as good looking as any cabinet that I have seeji, and al-

though I have seen cabinet ministers whopi I admire more,

and was more inclined to follow, after all, they ^re a

good looking lot.

Now, coming down to my hon. friend from Carleton,

(Mr. A.R. Acres,! and my hon. friend from Peterborough

(Mr. Ho R< Scott): they have been here a long time. I

heard they were going to be moT-ed ovor into a new field

and left over there. That is soiuething 1 was sorry to

hear, although Jf they were left there and became mumified

then of course our children and our* grandchildren could go

over there and see the fajp.ous sien who once sat on the floor

of this chamber

.

Now, in regard to my hon* frieM from Bellwoods

(Mr» MacLeod) o When I first can-e into this House, Bellwoods

was represented by a big man who weighed three hundred and

ten pounds in his pajamas. He was "Bell from Bellwoods",

and with respect to some of the remarks that have been made

upon my hon- friend now, I am sorry I cannot agree with all

of them^ but I do agree with part of them, although I do

not think he is a bad, bad man, I do think he is something

like St. Paul of old, who reformed and perhaps the hon.

member from Bellwoods (Mr. MacLeod) will continue to reform.

So for that reason I would have no great objection to assoc-

iating with him.

Now, I wanted to compliment my good friend the hon.

member for St. Andrews (Mr. Salsberg) because, according to

the parliamentary guide, he is of Polish descent, and I am

glad to see the Polish people in this Province represented

by such ara able debater.
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I had the good luck and the good fortune to be

raised amongst the Polish people, and I Icnow them very well

and I admire them very much. The men are strong, able

and clever, and the women are also ^ood looking and clever,

therefore, I am glad to see the Polish pecp*)le represented,

and although the hon. member does not happen to be of the

same religion as we are, I still hope that he will come to

Renfrew some day and visit my Polish friends down thdre.

I am also glad to ki;ow that there are lumbermen

in this House, and I include ataong them the hon. member

from Peterborough (Mr. Scott), and I want to congratulate

him on the speech he made in the seconding the motion in

reply to the speech from the Throne . That is an honour

that comes only to a few of the hon. members of this House.

As you know, there are hon. members who have been here a

long time, like my hon. friend from Carleton (Mr. Acres)

and have never reached the promised land as yet, although

they seem to get quite close to it at times. I do not

want to discourage him, but he must reipember that Moses was

an old man before he reached the promised land, and so there

may be hopes for the hon. member for Carleton (Mr. Acres)

yet.

The hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepbufh) is con-

tradicting my remarks in regard to the scripture. Well, per-

haps I do not know it aa well as some others . He said that

Moses only saw it from afar. I thought that Moses actually

had got there. Perhaps my hon. friend from Carleton (Mr.

Acres) is in the same position as Moses.

I wajit to congratulate the hon. member for Hald-

imand-Norfolk (Mr. Martin) who moved the addrfess in reply

to the speech from the Throne . I knew his brother when he

was Minister of Agriculture, and was very Intimate with him
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and I feel that he done honour to this Hbusej'by the speech

he delivered. ]
'

I am sorry that my good friend, the Hon. Mlljister

_ , ,. . fl*' Is one of the
i

best Irishmen In this House . Wheij you read Irish history,

you will find the Kennedey's. i think the mother of

one very prominent Irishmen was an Kennedy, and you know

how they have gone down through Irish history.

So my mind goes back to the time when he was

appointed Minister of Agriculture, and one hon. member in

congratulating him - old man Henry, as we called him, -

said he was pleased, because he looked like a farmer. I

at that time congratulated him, and said he reminded me of

Miles Standlsh, who was a great old soldier, and fought

on the fields of Flanders, the same as the hon. Minister of

Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) did. Standlsh came over on the

Mayflower to protect the people against the dangers that

existed at that time, and my good friend, the hon. Minister

of Agriculture (Mr. Kennedy) is here to protect the farmers

against the bugs and parasites which prey on the good farmers

in our Province

.

Now, I do not want to take up too much of the time

of the House, and you can blame the hon. member for Muskoka

(Mr. Kelly) for my speaking. He insisted on my speaking,

last week. I told him I felt something like the lady whom

Brigham Young asked to marry him. Brigham Young was sixty-

one y^ars of age, and had settled in the great city of

Bait Lake, and he owned one hundred miles all around, and

was the head of the Church there, and when he proposed to

this young lady, she said "How many wives have you got",

and he said "twenty-four", and she said "what do you want
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.

I

me for?"

So I said to the hon, {neisber for Muskoka (Mr. Kelly)

"You have many good speakers; what do ^ou want me for?"

However, he insisted, witK his fajboas sunile, and finally

persuaded me at last that I shoui^d get up in this House

and do the best I could.

Nowj I want to say a worn, afeout my hon. friend

who spoke for four hours. I admire him for being a fight-

ing Welshman, but I disagree vith him upon so many things.

First of all, about these policft&ea. I looked aroimd this

Chamber and I saw four policemen 3t.5a).dlng here, one at each

door, and I was wondering what th«y vera doing, and if the

hon. member for Ontario (Mr, Wll'ila"!ia) would complain of

these pollodBien bein^ b^re

,

Now, in regB.rd tc the jjclicenien and their efficiency;

Our laws would amount to nothixif, "f h« did not have good,

efficient policemen, and did not ooey them to a certain

extent. I know we cannot live up to the letter of the law

on© hundred per cent, but there is one thing we can do;

we can make every effort to obey the law, and we should

respect the policemen and other goveri^uaent officials.

Whenever you hoar talk about Lands and Forests,

the feeling toward the policemen is something that I feel

downhearted about . Some l^ambermen, and men who call them-

selves luzabermen, do not want zo see the government rangers

and government officials coming around. They despise them.

Then we have men and women who despise the officials who .

enforce the Game and Fish Laws, and the liquor laws, and

so on, all along the line.

Well, Mr. Speaker, v» have to have men to en-

force those laws. If we did not, t.h*ii, Mr. Speaker, our
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democracy would fall down and amount to nothing.

The hon member for Ontario (Mr. Williams) and

some of the other hon. membe^rs In this House, have mentioned

Kirkland Lake so often. I disagree with them entirely.

One of them last year - I do not know which one - went

so far as to say that those policemen came up there, and

they were all good fellows, and they obeyed the laws them-

selves, and tried to enforce the laws, and the C C F

party sold them their bill of goods, the COP Ideas.

Well, I want to say to some of the hon. members of this

House that If that was the case, why did they object to

having those men go up there? I feel there should be no

objection, because these men went up there to protect the

workmen and the business men, their families, and everybody

else. It Is quite true^, there was no real trouble, but,
'•'

as the hon. member for Ontario (Mr. Williams) mentioned

last night, where there smoke vhere was fire, and I think

there was smoke there alright, and there was apt to be a

fire break out at any time. I think there going up there

was quite proper.

Now, let us consider the state of Europe at the

present time, as to what Is going on there, and what has

been going on. If Europe had been properly policed, noth-

ing would have happened. But Chamberlain went over there

with his umbrella and his pipe, and he tried In his nice

way to persuade them to keep the peace, but It was of no

avail, and now we have one of the greatest calamities

which has ever befallen the human race going on ^t the

present time

.

I thlhii that after this war Is over. It will

be -pecessary to either send police over there, or orgfiin-

ize them over there, and If they do not do their duty.
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if they fall down, we are apt to have another war more

disastrous than the present one. So I am sorry, that I.

have to disagree with my hon. friend In the C C P. I

admire them. Most of them are well educated, and they

mean well, but meaning well is not enough c We have a big

society which mean well. They meet together, and draw

up a constitution, and the constitution is alright, and

then they go out and sow the good seed, and then up cornea

the crop. That is about what happens in a good many cases

in political parties.

Now, in regard to the twenty-two points, which

my hon. friend spoke about in 1943. I will not say much

about the twenty-two points because other hon. members

have already dealt with that subject.

But what I was going to speak about was the one

hundred and twenty-two points which my good friend "Jinl"

Maloney, and my opponent made,- oiie hundred and twenty-

two promises down at Renfrew County, which were never ful-

filled, and perhaps it is a good thing that they were not.

Unfortunately the hon. Prime Minister made one,

and that was to<i bad. Before we were defeated in 1943, we

had arranged with Hr. King with regard to the Rapids

Development above Pembroke, and the hon. Prime Minister

came down and promised to stop it and did stop it -

HON. GEbRGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): Mr. Speaker,

knowing how extremely fair the hon. member for Renfrew,

South (Mr. Murray) is, I know he would not wish to leave

an inaccurate impression, and I can assure him that noth-

ing we have ever done, has stopped that work. There is

no possibility of any action there until the war con-

ditions permit it to proceed.
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MR. MURRAY: I am sorry I have not the Pembroke

paper -
_.

'

MR . DREW: They do not run the Hydro Electric

Commission yet. i

MR, MURRAY: If I had the paper here, I could
1

read jupt what the hon. Prime Minister said.

He was charged with saying it was not a good

thing . It wag not a matter of money, but he seemed to

want to create a little bit of difference between the

Province of Quebec and the Province of Ontario, and that

was the part I did not like . I did not like his party,

because he was going to stop this work, and the idea was

to create in the minds of the people of Ontario, pre-

judices against Quebec. I took that i:hing up, during the

election campaign.

(Page No. 2095 follows)
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the idea was to create in the mind of the people of

Ontario a prejudice againJst Quebec. I took that thing up

during the election campaign and I said •It is too bad

that we would be thinking evil of the Province of Quebec,

•

Of course, that is no new thing. I am an old man now

and I oan remember back in 1885 they talked so much about

Quebec at the time of the North West Rebellion that I

asi^ed my father and I pointed - I was only five years old,

and I was pointing in the right direction too - I asked

him if that was the direction for this. This is not a

new things It has been going on ever since. 1 remember

an election in 1866 and I remember doeumenta^and this

is no new thing. I told the people of ^^enfrew we were not

going to be ruled by the fanatics of Ontario, or Quebec We

were going to be ruled by the sensible and ^ev^l headed

and women of the province of Ontario and to pAy no attention

whatever /to the fanatics of Ontario - and we have lots of

them, I was sorry that a word would be said that would

create a bad impression. I do not know how my Hon, friend

from North Renfrew (Mr .Hunt} got elected. He must be a

very popular man because this big project is in the next

constituency and I do not know if they Used the Hon. Premier's

(Mr. Drew) words against him at all because he se^ms to have

got a good vote.

Then a matter that has been discussed here - I am

not going to take them all up, but only a few, I was going

to talk on Lands and Forests a while. Last night my Hon.

friend from Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) - he did not refer to

me, but he mentioned Trees worth fl5, and so I don't know

whether the Government got their dues out of those trees, but

they were properly paid for trees when they were worth $15

a piece. There are trees worth 015, $E5, $50, and $100, but
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there arb few and far between now on the old timber

limit which have been cut over and burnt » However

>

there are quite a few of thenio To show you, going

back about five years when the Hon, member for Elgin

(ter. Hepburn) was'PtemTSr bf-^is Province, he postponed

the session for a while and I went back to my Lumber

business. 9^ had 8,000 hard«ood logs and about 30^000

soft wood logSo They ware opening up a new road and I

went down with my snow shoes and I went to put them

on. A young man was wotklng on the road and he said,

•there ds no use you going in there, everything is eut»*

I said *I am just going out to try my snow shoes,* -

It was the first time I went In there; this was cut all

through, and I went through 100 ft from the road and I

came to some old birch trees,. They were old trees* When

they get old they develop certain defects and one of

them had like a cancer coming down the side and the

other had what we call squirrel nests, and 1 went back

and I borrowed an axe and marked these trees. After

a while I got a gang and I cut those trees and one of them

I got like 22 dollars and the other I got like 30 dollars.

Now, I am to be complimented on this and I think the

Minister of Lands and Forests should give me sometime

timber limit because I am a good bush man* Our foreman

Is a man that gets logs; he knows all about it '^and yet I had

to go back there and go all over the work again and pick up

those trees because if left there for a few years the top

would break off, and the best log in the whole 20,000 would

not be cut. Beautiful bikreh, that mahogany birch with red

colour, which is worth $125 per thousand. Now, when a

man goes out he is not going to take a bad tree; he is going
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to pick out the best tree there and for that reason

it is quite alright to charge them |15o

How does the Gorernment get their money out

of those trees? There are many ways they get their

money out of the trees. I think the Hon. member for

Elgin (Mr«Hepburn) when elected Premier of this P|?OTince,

he started ovit with real efficiency, knowing where to

go where the money was. I heard Billy Fraser talk

on that thingo Be said the Hon,member knew where the

money was; he went where the money was. His grand-mother

told him to get a rich wife, to go where the money was,and

he went thereo The Hon.member for Elgin (Mr»Hepburn)

went to the rieh man - I hare not anything to substantiate

my statement but I know he got millions of dollars. The

big end of the lumber profits go to Ottawa in income taxes

and then when you die they hit you again with Succession

Duties. So that they get you liying or dead. If I cut

those two old trees and if we made a big profit on them,

if they did not get me in the income tax or the timber due»

they will get the money when I am gona» So my Hon friend -

from Port Arthur (Mr. Robinson) don't need to worry.

The other day I went to a lumber m«n*s meeting in

the Royal York and nobody talked to me at all. I went

back to my hotel and I said *I think all my old Ixnnbor

friends are dead*» •No* they said, "they are not dead;

they are making so much money they won't talk to any common

man.* Well, I was invited the next day back to a luncheon,

and I happened to hare a little better luck and I met one

of the prominent lumber men in the City of Toronto and he

said, •Look here» Tom, I pay more income tax than all the

farmers of Ontario*, and I said • I don't doubt that a bit,*

and I said * I pay more ineome tax than all the farmers in the
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Prorince of Quebao,* and so ne sat and ate together.

This is what I say - the lumber men pay their taxes

all rie^t because if they do not get them one way they

get them the other.

I hare some figures here. I read them out

before. They are about lumber, and it is not very

eneouraging -lihat is, for the Conservatire Gorernment.

Those are the most ridiculous figufes that I think the

CoC.F, Qter here would be interested in, and all members

should be. You know in 1930 when we had a fairly good

lumber business there were 1,239 men engaged by the

Department of Lands and Forests protecting the forest,

fire rangers and all that kind of thing, 1,239, but at

the height of the depression in 1933 there were 8,411.

They took over 400 of these men protecting the forest

and ^ut 'them on relief. Now, I know the way that thimgs

happen. I was nerer a Cabinet Minister ai;d I do not

want to be, but take the Minister of Lands and Forests.

I said the revenue was small and the Prime Minister turned

around to me and said, *You have to cut your expenses,

revenue gone down,* and he cut his expenses. This is one

of the most ridiculous thing that possibly could have been

done. For the sake of cutting this expense hundreds of

thousands should have been spent in protecting the foifksts.

Ve have a disease- on the trees - and it is a strange thing

that it cannot spread when currant bushes and gooseberry

bushes and you go through the forest and you have these

bushes, you will have no blister* This is very serious

among young white pine. Now, as I said sometime ago " I

spoke in this House sixteen years ago and I have changed my

Bine on one thing - that is, on the protection of the
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forest. At that time I figured fighting l)ush fires was

the biggest item to protect and I made fun of the University

over here. They had men go down and examine it» The

bug is there alright and I have discovered that since and

we have a Iqt of other diseases on the trees and the

blight is very well controlled. Of course, we are going to

have big fires tooo When they get started in dry weather

they are going to go a distance before they are stopped,

but at that time we were having a lot of trouble with

ino«^diary fires, fe had on the limit some settlers and

my Hon. frtend would hardly believe how bad some of those

people aroo You would wonder what they mean^ In 1932

we put up a' notice offering a reward of |100 for information

that would lead to the arrest of these men setting fire

to the bush and next Spring the Government put another

notice oil ^the same tree and it was signed by my good friend

the HonJ. William Findlayson. Those men went out at night

and they. burned those things off the trees. Just to show

how daringjvthey were and how they were going to despise the

laws of the Province o Now, that is truco I ijras there

before the fires wen-^iout. We had incendiary .fires there

and men went to the asylum for observation and some of them

went to gaol. You would be surprised the gaod citizens who

would go to work and hire lawyers to defend thdse men who

are destroying the forests, and I am very , afraid of

incendiary fires up in our part of the country. Here is a

little book and this book sayed my life one time because I

was pretty near as unruly as the Hon. friend from Ontario

(Mr. Williams) was. I got into so much trouble fighting

Bill Findlayson. This book was sent to me afterwards and

it substantiated everything I said at that time. At that
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time I was looked upoti as a pretty fair speaker, they

used to send me out and I was always the guest s eakef

and I made a speeeh down here in West Toronto and I

made a statement there and the statement Ifas not

eztrayagant but it got the headline In the newspapers.

I said that if the fires of Ontario had been properly

handled, honestly handled, over the years back that they

eould have saved at least $5000,000,000, and that got a

headline. One day I was away from home - I used to sit

in the same seat as the Hon. Member iTor Port Arthur (Mr.

Bobinson), and Findlayson gets up and lambastes me, and I

am not there. At that time I was more of a fighter than

I am now and I used to lose my head and I come back and I

read the newspapers and I got very vexed and I got up

before the Orders of the Day and for half an hour, as the

newspapers said at that time, we went to the mat about the

Lands and Forests. I talked until they ordered me out

of the House. Well, this book was sent to me afterwards

by a good Conservative. You will find it in the Lands and

Forests Department. It is no new thing for me. and any

other Hon. member in the House to get up and talk about

Lands and Forests. Away back in 1865, I believe A«

Campbell, Commissioner of Crown Lands, he talked the same

way as we are talking. In 1855 the Hon. HoC.Oault talked the

same way we areo Well then, in 1900 there was a big movement

started by a great taany of the wise men of Canada and they

appointed a Committee to go into this Lands and Forests

business and see if they could not be remedied. I see one

of the men is Dr. Howard Murray and William Snowball of

Chatham, and Senator William Cameron, Charles Aa McGoomb

\ and about twenty of those men got together and the result was
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they sent three men right up to our country and right

around Peterborough. I guess my Hon. friend has read

the book and they made a report and this report

substantiated everything that I said on that particular day

that the Hon. Vm« Findlayson said I had lost my head

entirely. He even went further than that and they wrote

tb the Munieipalities - they were doing something -

this letter advising what they should do. There was

one letter from the township of Bright in the County of

Renfrew. Thefe were several letters wrote from the County

of Renfrew but this letter I think amounted to quite a

lot. It was wrote by a men who had spent eight years

in Forestry Schools in Germany and he come out to Canada

and this is what he )sald in his letter:

• Yours of the 2nd inst. to hand. In regard
to your letter I will give you my opinion
on the matter. There is a lot of land
here not fit for agriculture and if it be
efficiently protected from hunters and
fishermen so that we could keep it from
getting burnt over again, this waste land
in 25 or 30 years would be worth more than
all the farms and farm buildings, as in
most places the pine is coming up again.

The whole of this country is not fit for
agriculture.*

Ba is referring to his own municipality.

•If the Canadian Government establishes
forestry under the same plan as there is

in Germany I could give you very good adliicd
on it a«-I have stiTved that country for
eight years in the forestry branch. The
only safest plan is to protect bushes to

i keep the people "out of it as there is plenty
of good land in new Ontario where the farmer
is able to make a living. I cannot tell you
how much exactly. Tile land is poor for that
purpose but I am sure half of Raglan Township
and a big bloclc in Raglan is not fit for
cultivation,"

Now, what had happened down there? They did follow this

, man's advice about half and the result was there was hundreds

of thousands of dollars worth of lumber in tithes and pulp-
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wood from that section at Parry's Bay this summer , If

you c^me down to Barry's Bpy to see me last summer

you would find me there with the rest of the gang loading:

lumber and you would see perhaps fifteen or twenty cars

being loaded in one day, products of the forest from

that parl^Jcular district. Now, I wanted to chastise

the Hon .Member for Parry Sound (Mr<.Smith) he is a young

fellow aod it is a good thing to see an old man chastising

a boy, shows that he takes an interest in himo It 'a. man

does not chastise me I get offended. So I was going to

tell a different story altogether from what you told here

last year. He had quite a iale of woeo There was Brian

O'Lynn - he was an Irishman and very optomistic and there

is a story that Brian O'Lynn and his wife's mother were

crossing the bridge together and the bridge fell down and

they all tumbled in. "We will find granny at the bottom,'*

said Brian. Sometimes I refer that to our Government of

Canada and they will find ground at the bottom. Our

country up there is so rich in timber - so rich they want

to raise the taxes in th^ back townships. They had a right

to raise the taxes. I got off the train after my Hon. friend

had made that speech tare last year, that melancholy speech

I called it, and the first thing I saw was a big load of

balsam that a farmer was getting in his truck, ffe have up

there all kinds of Itunber and timber being cut and loaded

and going into war produ^ction. If you come with me for a

drive through there with some politician - my hon. friend

over here the Minister of Re- construction, he is the sad

Sam Jones of the whole Cabinet, but anyway I think he is a

good fellow. I thought he would come up to see me but I

think he is afraid of his Consyrvative friend there because
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if they saw him driving around with me they would not

jvbe pleased. They need not be worried about th6i(t because

the €^)nservatives up there are fighting amongst themselves.

If he came up with me or any other member of this House

that wants to get real appreciation and spend a couple

of days in the bush, we will visit those places. I will

tell you what happened because I have been in that

country now over sixty years and I know J^at what happened

and for that reason it is a mistake when a man comes ^p

there and he runs all over the country o My Hon, friend

the Provincial Secretary (MroDunbar) I think he has the

right Ideao He promised to come and see me and you can

start out - I am starting a farm now - you can go to

work and take ten square miles right East of &irry*s Bay,

and if you had good game wardens and policemen and follow

them up and did not let them get in among the people and

advise -them and try and teach' them what is good for

themse5-ves and in five years I don't know how many thousands

dollars worth of fur would grow on those places because

beaver l^f they are left alone they will do well. T^ere is

a fellow who gets five hundred dollars worth of fur and I

pay the taxes because it is on my farm, and I do not even

get a decent look. However, a fur farm is something that

will always pay and those are the things we p.duld talk about

•

We would not talk politics at all. We would Just talk

about developing that country and making it j?ieh, and if that

counti!«y is not rich- and if Barry's Bay village does not

contain tl£ree thousand people in twenty years from now it is

the people's own fault.

HON. MR. DUNBAR: I want to promise my good friend

after this next election I will make you Deputy Game Warden..

MR. MURRAY: Anyway, I am very pleased by this kind
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offer that the Hon .Minister has made but I am looking

for a Job. I had an offer one time of a far better

J^ob and I refused. I hare all the work I want. I

hare a timber llsilt ond hundred square miles and I am

a bush ranger* There is thf Deputy Warden, he is the

most hated man> Even the clergymen talk about him and

the Game Warden is hated and they should be respected

»

Game Wardens and public officials should be respected.

Another thing I want to talk about <> My hon.

friend from Bru^e (Mr<.Duff) he lives in the kind of

country I do and he made a speech and he outlined to the

Government everything that would be beneficial to Canada,

similar to myself.

The :^dro Bleetrie Power Development is one of

the things o •Teike things away from political— you cannot

do it-I am goidg back on Lands and Forests again* You have

Lands and Forests Department now set up by the Liberal

Government o With all respect to the good Irishmen who is

Minister of Lands and Forests (Mr*Thompson)- his predecessor

was a wonderful fellow* He was no politician, that is why

he got licked. He set up the Lands and Forests Department

.and made a great Job of it. He got a good man for Deputy

Minister and A^Vonderful man for assistant Deputy Minister*

I think they were good fellows too* But, however, there

was no politics and he had everything set to build up the

timber limits ill over the province of Ontario and I am ,„„

giad to see that the Hon.Minister *ho controls that Depart-

ment now is going very easy and lie is making no drastic

changes- that is, in the personell of the Lands and Forests

Department because those men - I talk to them, I am over

il^ere quite often and they are having no interference witdt

by politicians*
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Another point I want to make of the Lands and Forests

aet-up the way it is now, that is, from the Deputy '

Minister down is so honest and efficient that they

will go ahead and pay no attention to the politicians,

if at all possible. But down in my own County it is

altogether different. The political heelers are

running around from place to place making all kin^/s

of proraisiBS. I was going to talk about some of those

promises made during the election campaign by my qtPPO&^ii'^*

^,'p:romised to build a big hospital at Mount St.jPatriek.

4<t t^ink it was a two hundred thousand dollar hospital on

thj^ mountain so that the Irishman would be iooked afiilir*

I' had no objection to that premise but the promise they

,^l(i' make - they tent "but and they said "Sleet a '

ConserTatire OoTernment and there will be no game' warden,

there will be no timber wardens, get bearer when ypu

want'jto^ do evarytjing. Ife will hare a real free-for-all.

jSTe will go back to the good old days." You know,

away back in 1908 just before the election they opened up

the whole township of Burns, and Tom MeGarry got up and

he sald,*We will give the people of Milnough the whole

township of Burns.* Tom'could put it over too

in a big way and the result was there was a rush into the

township of Burns just the same as a gold mine and they got

in, there and loeated ten thousand acxes of timber land and

not one settler there.
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There are thousands and thousands of acres of great

timber land, and there is not one settler. These timber

lands are being burned; and all we see is the black smoke

rolling up, with the result that half the township

is burned. That was going on v/hen MacMurray got elected

and we got fire and smoke.

Now, I being a lumberman, I think I know what I am

talking about, and I would invite, as I said, the hon,

members up to see me. I do not care whether they are

Liberal, Conservative or CCF.

Now, much has been said with regard to the waste

in forests, and I want to mention that. I know I am taking

up too much time, but this may be the last time I am heris.

I sometimes get so disgusted that I think I will never

contest the riding again. I think I can come here with a

fundamental knowledge which will be of some value, but

I sometimes think I can do better when I go in to see the

members and talk with them, and do more good than I am

doing here. I have a document here in my pocket regarding

the waste. This goes back to 1925.

We went in to cut timber, hemlock and other kinds

of timber, where the pines had been OUt. I saw pine logs

lying on the ground, and being a judge of logs, i went to

the owner, and I said, "How much do you want for the pine

logs lying on the groundl." He said, *»$2,50 a thousand,

and you pay the Department the other $2»50." That is ^5

altogether. So we started, and picked up 5,309 logs, and

the Government officials cane along and measured them,

and they measured 60 feet to the log. Ontario got $867.67,

and the Iximbermen got the same amount of money. You cannot
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always blame the lumbermen for that. The men refuse to do

those things, so the lumbermen who are honest in their

endeavour, and have an honest purpose, find it impossible,

and particularly the big lumbermen.

I go back to the timber limit, and go through

where everything has been cut, - I was there in the fall, and

I looked over the work myself, and for that reason I am

getting more lumber off 100 acres than the other men are

getting off 500, because we are cutting clean. We get a

lot of bad stuff, but you have to take the bad stuff with

the good.

There is one thing I was going to refer to. (I

am sorry the hen. member for East York (Miss Macphail) is

not here.) I believe in these young men and women being

brought up the hard way. There is too much petting.

That is so with the hon, member of the CCF» We all have to

take it, and generally we all have to suffer a certain amount.

I do not know whether it is true or not, but I am told the

hon. member for East York went down to Kingston Penitentiary,

when she was a Dominion member, and she petted Red Ryan, and

went back and told R. B. Bennett about it, and he went down

and did the same thing. So they let Red Ryan out, and you

know what happened after he got out, - he robbed a dozen

banks and killed people until he was shot himself. Do not

think I was keeping bad company, but I hired a man who spent

two years in the penitentiary.

MISS AGNES MACPHAIL (York East): Mr. Speaker, I do

not want anyone to think I had anything to do with releasing

Red Ryan. All I ever had to do with him was that I shook

hands with him twice, - once in the Kingston Penitentiary,

and again at the funeral of Mr, Harry Anderson, the editor of
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"The Globe and Mall". I had nothing, whatever, to do with

his release.

I^. MUBRAY: I thought she was a very kind-hearted

woman. She went down and saw the handsoae man.

MISS MACPHAIL: He was handsome; I will say that.

MR. MURRAY: I think parents that bring their

children up the hard way are good parents, because a parent

that does not chastise children does not think much about

them.

I had a man who worked for me that spent two years

in the penitentiary with Red Ryegi, and used to go with me

through the bush, I was trying to reform him, and I did,

and when he came to where this timber was stolen, he would

say to me, "I got two years in the penitentiary because I

misused a certain company's money, but stealing timber does

not seem to be a crime . " H© was an intelligent fellow, and

used to accompany me. In fact, he accompanied me in East

Hastings the day of the great by-election. We were not

electioneering.

He is reformed now, and has a good position.

There is one thing I wish to touch on before I sit

down, and that is the Workmen's Compensation. The hon.

member for Ontario (Mr. V^illiams) spoke long and loudly

on the ?/orkmen»s Compensation Board. I agree there is some-

thing hard to understand about it. We have as many as 250

men employed at one time in the lumber business, and long

before the 7/orkmen's Compensation Act was put on the

Statutes we seemed to get along fairly well. We had a

few men injured, and after the Act went into force for

awhile we did not understand it, but there is s cxaething

wrong about it. I have nothing to say about the Chairman

of the Board and the people that constitute the Board. I
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" know Bill Morrison pretty well. He was one of the men

that I scolded in,my first speech. I remember he sat

away over there (indicating), and he was talking on the

national policy, and I told him he was too young, and to
1

let me talk about it. But later I got to be a great

friend of his. He was a Labourer and a lav/yer. He is

down there now, but I feel he is fair. Yet they do some

strange things.

Coming to Toronto the other day there was a man

with a broken leg, one of our citizens, and I asked him

where he was going, and he said, "I am going to the Com-

pensation Board." I said, "It is a wonder they would not

leave you in the hospital until you have recovered. You

are liable to get hurt again." But they are very harsh.

They are that way with everybody. I remanber in 1928 one

of our closest relations died suddenly, and an offer was -

closed, and we were supposed to send a cheque for $2000,

and neglected to send the cheque, with the result we wera

fined $166.

The same thing happened during the depression, when

I was away, and we were to send a cheque, and did not, and

we were fined again.

I have heard only 1% of the money collected is

spent on administration. That is not very much, and if the

men are getting the other part, they are getting pretty

nearly all they require, but it looks to me that the Board

or the legislation was set up just so a man would get so

much, but he would not get 100^ of the money that he should

get. A thing my friend mentioned last night about the man

who lost his eye: we had a xiian who lost an eye, and worked

for us, just a ground chopper, and after he lost the eye
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he went on, and is now one of our key men, and as a result

he is working in the camp every winter, and gets bigger

wages than he did when he had two eyes. You would not

know he had lost an eye.

In the summertime he works on the cars, and he

does not seem to be affected. So it is pretty hard to

figure out just what you would call a real injury.

The other day in the paper I read of a man play-

ing ball in a big league with the left arm, one arm, and

we see many men who cannot play ball with two arms. That

shows you what determination will do.

Now, I have talked too long. That is one of my

wife's complaints. I should take her advice. I hope you

hon. members will continue to behave yourselves. I just

want to recite a poem of my own. It is yery unpopular.

It is like liquor, the older it gets the better it gets,

but my poetry is too recent. However, what I was going

to say is this:

"March on, march on; gold far ahead we see;
The time is short and we must busy be.
Our friends have died long »fore reaching
The castle that they saw.
Obeying nature's most uncertain law.
If we remain perhaps a longer time than they,
Will we accomplish much or spend an idle day?
We retire at night, to wake again at morn,
Another millstone or another turn.
The eve appe ars before our work is done;
The battle is started, but not yet won."

(Page No. 2111 follows.)
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MRS. R. M. LUCKOCK (Brttcondale ) ; Allow me to join

with the other members in our uppreication of your appoint-

ment to the high and honoured place in this Legislative

assembly of Ontario, JJay you have many many hours with us

in seeing that aemocracy is justly administered - and may

those who follow after you look with pride on your ackieva-

ments*

Miss Macphail and Gentlemen: Many new faces were

seen in these Chambers last year. We all have a respon-

sibility in this builaing for progress. 1 know you all

feel this as keenly as I do. No greater monument could be

raised to the laemory of our efforts than a better society

for the next generation. If we continue sincerely to work

to this end, our children will rise up and call us blessed,

Er. opeakcr: I want to commend the Hon. Members

who moved and seconded the throne speech.. I understand it

is an honour to be chosen for this task. I have no doubt

their hearts beat fast and at times their spirits rose higk

as they realized the importance of the occasion.

Mr. Speaker: I also want to pay my personal respects

to the Hon. Leaaer of His Majesty's Loyal Opposition. He

is young in years, young in experience of this kind, but I

am very very proud to be able to sincerely say, he conducts him-

self as a statesman, in all his debates and actions in tie se

Chambers. He truly is a statesman. 1 am sure he will go

far in leauership. I am happy to reco>mmend all the members

to follow his example. I am not alone in this assumption..

A {^umber of people, people whoue names I do not know, people

Ufa. o do not belong to my party, tell me he is a statesman.

1 once heard a apeakur aay "what do people see when they

look at you? .Yhat do people feel when you are ta; Iking to
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them? What do they hear, not only the words you say,

but your voice also tells what kind of a person you are."

The quality of the voice always tells whether a person

is a democractic person or an autocratic persan- One

canno t hide from the trutMo

A wonderful mind once said: ''Fron every power

that the huiaan mind enslaves, man frees niiuself when

i;elf-control he gainso"

Speakirig on the apeech froin the throne at the

oecond session of the Twenty -first Legialature, may I

speak with rfeyerence of the great sacrifice our young

men and women are carrying out with brave hearts and a

steadfast resolve to do what they can to build a better

world with equality of opportunity for everyone and a

special privilege done away with foreverc I am sure

they realize the truth of the following quotation "A

task without a vision is drudgery — a vision without a

task is a dream — a task with a vision is victory o"

Let us all work towaras this visiono

Education is one of the most important planks

(if not the most important plank) in the 22 Points of Pranier

Drew's election pledges of July 1943. "Point number 10 -

"To give every child an education to the full extent of

its mental capacity, toother with vocational instruction

for farm or city life." There is no uore important

person in society than a good parent and next to a good

parent is a good teacher. A good teacher is born a teacher.

They and the parents have the task of moulding the lives

and habits of our youth. In the not too distant future

we must 'have free University education for all those

having the desire and the ability to abeort it. So
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that the very best minds can be developed to help build

this grt^at country of our-So

That cauld xaean only, fist, the very best Primary

ooiiool Education, which is the fo>undation of our educational

system. In these schools from Kindergarten up, should be

the very best of teacherSj and this year i.sny school

boards raising the public school teachers ' salaries is

(according to my opinion) a step in the ri^^ht direction.

This will encouraj^e the very test teachers to take up for

their life's vocation the teaching profession, riefreshcr

courses for all teachers are needed. Viiji t does it matter

if a few more mills are added to our tax-bill as long as

we get value for the mills, and improve iur children's

children's chances of developing into better citizenso

We must take a long viewpoint so that progress will take

place in the building of our countryo Early in life

cJaildren start developing ckaracter^ isarning to live with

other people, cultux-al appreciation developed, human values

are realized. What are we adults but grown-up childreno

All of us at times have seen adults who conduct themselves

not as good as ..^iny children would. Indeed in this Assembly

I have seen Hon. iuembers behave in such a hjanner that if a

child acted as they do, you would reprimand the child and

put him in the cornero

Secondly there arc too iiany children in a class.

No ckilti is good in all subjects, one needs a little

extra hexp in arithmetic or grammar, another a little help

in spelling or reaaing ; with 35 or 40 or even more in a

class there is too little time for individual help*

Third; educationists ana educationists only, siou'ld

make up the Coi.uuittee who choose the text books to be usedo
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Those responsible should have the good of the pupils their

sole interest. As is done now, I am told publishers and

politicians have a great deal to do with the choice of

text books, — this in my opinion is a mistake.

Fourtb; Equipuent should be of the very best and

up-to-date o Physical training equipiuc^i 4.u a great many

schools is either Iticking or there is no proper place for

its useo Science equiijment is also inadequate. Sports

at school mox-e efficiently carried out will help keep

children from developing into delinquents c Youth must have

something to do to work off their surplus energyo Many

schools purchase their own equipment,. This should not be.

It should be the responsibility of the Department of

Education to see that proper and adequate equipment is

provided.

Fifth: buildings are disgracefully oat of date,

and unsuited to the neeas of a modern school system. Every

school sJaould have a room large enough to assemble at least

half of the pupils at one time. Teacher's rooms and lunch

rooms are frequently a disgrace

o

Sixth; the surroundings of many schools would

not be a credit to a jail. There is inadequate space for

play, and no spaces for grass or flowers«

Seven: a great many of the drawbacks in the local

educational system are due to the fact tnat teachers who are

fully aware of needs have no say whatsoever in planning

improvements. Sometimes the teachers advice is asked but no

widespread improvement is possible without consulting those

mo^t in touch with the teaching situation, and planning to

spend for what is requiredo. At present ;the whole sitaation

is upside down. iVe are making an educational system to fit
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an educational systeirio

liiglith: There is a completG lack of office equip-

ment in nost cases (desks excepted) ^ Alost principal's

offices are not as '.veil equipped as any one-rjin office

downtowno ,/e in Toronto are running a business with a

Vl2j000,000r annual turnover on the office equipnent of

1895<>

Ninth: New books for each pupil in each grade each

year« This is a health sugcestion as v/oll as an educational

one. A constantly revised up-to-date text v;ork book in

each major subject is suggestedo Such night be fairly thin,

paper-bound, and would cost little in quantity

«

These iraprovements could be made possible if increased

Governiaent grants v/ere used to promote educational oppor-

tunities and facilities in Toronto and other large centres,

as v/ell as the improvement of rural schools through the

consolidation of several school sections.

In the 1945 Throne opeech I read,

"The Provincial scholarship plan has been
considerably expanded to aid able but
needy studentso i'lve hundred and eighteen
winners of scholarships arid bursaries are
now studying in our universities, normal
schools, and other institutions of higher
learning."

(Page 2116 follows)
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In the 1945 Throne speech i read, "The Provincial scholar-

ship plan has been considerably e^rpanded to aid able but

needy students, i^'ive hundred and eighteen winners of

scholarships and bursaries are now studying in our uni-

versities, noraal schools ^ and other institutions of

higher learnings

"

I would liice to asii the hon. Premier who gave

those scnolar ships? Has the u-overnnent done anything

to inake it possible for students and nore students to be

able to go to University? lifhat is the Provincial

Scholarship I-lan?

One paragraph is given to Rural Education. A

reform -that is long overdue. One quarter of the old school

sections have oeen nerged into Township school area. This

is a plan I quite agree vd-thj but teen-age boys and girls

are too young to be removed from home environment, and the

advice and caro of parentSo Children who have a conclder-
to

able distance to go to school/attend the Tovmship Area

Schools have this problem facing them» These schools

should be closer together and bus service provided to talaa

students tu and from sclioolo This is being done in some

localities, specialization coxirses m Agriculture should

be available in oecondary schools for students wishing

to continue living a rural lifeo

Taxation reduction of 50 percent of the total cost

of elementary and secondary education throughout the

Province has been promised 3 and the statement that this

will equalize eaucational opportunity as never before.

iiuch xaore than tnis enters into the problem of equality

of opportunity., i-arents ueing unaole co clothe their

children m as gooa clothes as others, causes a child to
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suffer fron infei-iority in the class roonio I'lie parents

pay envelope and v/age envelope should be sufficient so

that parents will not become so discom-aged that arguing

and bitter v<ords will tai^e place o If this happens in the

home the children suffer irom fear and inferiority, 'i'hen

when a child passes into secondary school what happens?

If oocial security is not m the hoi..e .j the child so often

feels the urge to get a position so that they can at least

keep theaserves, and perhaps help the parents in their

struggle financially to iieep the home together„ l.'o student

can do xiis best while these probleius bother ana worry him,

while endeavoui'ing to study and concenti-ateo

idealth exanination eacii year, compulsory but free,

will go a long way in building a healthier nation. Let us

remember a healthy nation is a wealthy nation. I-re-natal

care ror ootn mother and child; every child has tne right

to be v/e 11-born, physically and mentallyo L.edical

examination for ooth the sezes before marriage is long

overdue o

There is another problem facing society, in our

youtii. i have had Liany complaints about boys and girls

with tiieir v/agons iianging around brev/ers' warehouses after

eight o'clocic in the evening to taice nome for customers

their beer and v/hat-have-youo i'here are quarrels and

angry words^ Cannot soueuiiixij^ oe done to protect our

youtn li'om tnis atmas pnerOj— vmat or tneir moral standards?

Indeed some of our children are apt to be run do^m by cai-s

as they cross tne roadway with their loado oomething

should bo done to remedy these conditionSo This is the

Government's responsibility., There are rumblings, and

so often rumblings break into eruptions. Remove the cause.
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and there will be no need of rumb lings

o

STOCKYARDS: How could a Government which does

not believe in socialization efficiently run such a

project? Llanagehient needs to be changed. Prank

Fletcher is old, seems uninterested. I think one of the

first things vie need is a new one,,

PROFIT— is made only on sale of hay^

Three xaen at night on duty used to be fifteen raen.

Cattle coming off cars used to be fed in one hour,

now they often go five hours before being fedo

SHARES-—offered for sale (through an estate)

before the Ciovernment took the stockyards over onoe were

put on the market at eighty-five dollars per share;

there were no takers,, The price now offered to paying off

shareholders is §133,, 00 per share

.

If this project ;vhich was taken over by the

provincial Government for the people is to be made a paying

proposition, some drastic changes \Till have to be made in

managements services, and the price paid to shareholders is

more than could be found one year agOo

There is no reason why this Government cannot bring

in good legislation,, ..'hen elected representatives are

fairly evenly divided in numbers, it should follow wo

should get better government

«

OLD AGE PENSIONS—as now administered are a disgrace

to those responsible for the treatment of our aged citizens

in the evening of their liveso

What and where Is v;omen's place in this scheme of

things? The time has come when every thinking man and

woman must ansvYer this questiono ICxamination results in

our schools and universities prove conclusively that brain
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power is divided equally betweon the sexes. A uonan's

brain is as fertile, recei^jtive and adaptable as a man's,

when given the opportunity c,

Men and women should take fresh stock of each other

and instead of indulging in a sex v/arj they should co-

operate in order to build a neiv v/orld in which we laay all

enjoy a full life.

Now v/hy is it that even intelligent people are

unable to speak and think rationally on the relationship

of the sexes? Lien and woiaer are equal—-and they are

co'inplenentary to each other c Since the Stone Age the world

has been dominated by masculine values « Brute force has

been extolled^ More tolerance and understanding are

called for on both sides,, Men laist be prepared to sacri-

fice that power they found so sweet in the past, I'/e must

establish feminine values... IJacernityj the rearing of

children, and caring for the home must be recognized as

work of inestimable value to the state*,

A woman must be proud of her special function and

demand if necessary rights unknown to j:i:en5 in order to

protect her interests and those of her childreno Lien

and women have a different but equally important contri-

bution to make to the community o Why should not the women

teachers 3 engineers, architects, doctors and la\'/yers or

civil servants have facilities provided in order that they

may have their children and then continue their outside

interests?

The comi:iunity must make provisions in order that

all individuals can give tneir contribution to our common

lifeo In those homes where a xvoman devotes herself

entirely to the v/ork of rearing children and caring for
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her family, then the home nust be recognized by giving

her a legal right to a share of the family Income after

the expenses have been paido The husband's v/age or salary

must be adequate for these nocessitieso Many mothers

receive only what money they can catch "on the fly" to

purchase much needed clothing. for themselves. The present

status of the housewife is a ref]e ct'ion on our so-called

civilization^

I am sorry to say that some people are still old-

fashioned in their views c Unlike the little lad who

told his father the following fact:

Tomray told his father that he was second in the

class at the end of the term. "\7ho \/as first?" asked

his father^ "Oh^ one of the girlso " replied the boyo

"Well, I*m siirprised at your letting a mere girl beat

you," ',7as his father's comiaento "Don't forget, Dad,"

replied the lad, "that things are different from the

days when you were a bo.yo Girls are not half as mere

as thoy used to beo"

Women have taken their place beside their men the

world over.. The sexes must work together on a basis of

comradeship., Females as v/ell as males are human beings

o

Let us all face the fact that in the future there may bo

relatively little stationary home life. The airways have

pushed back the limitations of distanc©o The v/omen of

to-day are the prophecy of a new kind of life in Canada,

It calls for a new terminality in the widening circum-

ference of daily living. Every human oeing of every

colours race., or creed has an equal riglit to life, liberty

and happinesso

Career \7omen are not nexi. They are really ancient .
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history. They have had their place in business^ politics,

and the arts, i'ron the beginning of timeo In Egypt they

worked at tradeG — in Babylonj raarried v/oiiien engaged in

business s and in iJngland they ivere the textile and needle

trades, and at the same tirae :.'.anaged their narriageSo

To-day in nussia there are v/omen engineers-, instructors,

plane-ferriers
J

doctors-, lavc/ers, nurses .j soldiers,

officers of riercham: LTarine , i'arinerS;, and they also man

the anti-aircraft guns and si;and guard auty<, Guard duty

for txie nation., This is not a nev; field for \7onien have

always stood on guard duty for the hoire , for the children,

and quite often they have had to guard their hu3bands„

Gentlemenj I said "guard" > I could also nave used the

vrord "guide",, for it is a truism that behind ever^^ great

nan stands a :ioraan., and this all rnen knowo

A post-'.var world vfill include v^omen in every walk

of lifec In Canada there are 1;, 200^000 women eiaployedg

double the number employed at the outbreak of v/aro I.Iay

I quote Lirs,. McV/illiams., Chairman of the Sub-Comraittee on

post-war probleniSo "'.fnen the war ends., 750,000 women

will remain m coimaeroial and industrial life^ 280,000

will marry and laOgOOC will be in search of means of

supporto Domestic training should be given as some women

will prefer tnis lie Id,. A recommendation is made for the

extencion of unemployment insurance, workmen's compensa-

tion, etc, 5 to cover housenold \Yorkerso"

Every v/oman wants some kind of work outside the

hone ~- no woman wt-mts to have her entire life saving around

a solitary, boring repetitive business^ which means ex-

hausting herself crashing the same dishes, the same clothes

day in and day out — cooking food for the same people,

seldom seeing a living soul other than a tired husband and
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her own children for nore than a few hours,

V/hen the xrav ends v/omen '.Till have to be deraobillzed

— sons v/ill GO back to their former work, such as

domestics, stenographers, book-keepers, others vrtio are

married will go oack to their homes and start raising

their families* others \7ill never b.e.'^ satisfied to go

back to tiie nundrum every-day life; o;f< doing over and

over again the same tasks « They isd,;];.!' crave a different

environment — an environment thar;'?mll provide change,

action, and excitemento ' 'i'-^:'^i- ^-t' -

i/omen have been forced to do all kinds of v/ork to

help win the war. Her voice will, and must, b^eard and

heeded in the winning of the peace o If single girls wish

to remain in industry, they must have that privilege, or

any vocation they desire to enter, wliat -aould a father

with several daughters do if they did not work? Could he

possibly support them in the manner in which they have

been accustomed?

Gentlemen, remember, please, you all have wives,

daughters, daug:-ters-in-law, granddaughters, sisters,

sisters-in-law, mothers, mothers-in-lav/, and some have

grandmothers who must be supported o /ire you prepared to

support this regiment of vromen? It would indeed be a bravo

man, braver than any I have ever met, who would be willing

to face these women, let alone supply all their various

needs.

If you face these facts and realize that after the

?/ar there v;ill be a surplus of women the world over, I

think you will readily agree with me that equal pay for

equal responsibility must be given to women.

Since 1917 women have been citizens. As citizens
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they must be treatedo A vrarld controlled by aan-raado

lav^s nust be changedo As I understand the meaning of

democracy, it is an organization where everyone works

together for the mutual benefit of all, so that the

heritage that belongs to the next generation shall be

passed on unmarred, v/here women < and .; men can pick up the

torch honourably and feel that the freedom of religion,

freedom of speech, and the freedom of action and free-

dom from fear tall v/ithin the bounds; of 's^: decent social

,
^'; *

, ;

order) ax^e all a part of our priceless' vfiejfitage.

IR. OYRIL OVERALL (Niagara Falls): iJr, Speaker, I

have soi.ie misgivings about entering the debate at this

late hour, but I feel I should say a few v/ords fibout the

riding of Iliagara Falls,, ;'; ;'>>f4..-
^
''." -''•»•;

I could not help out notice the remal-ks that vrere

made in this House a few days ago about Ontario House, and

it occurred to me at that time that as Ontario House will

be in the post-war years a kind of advertising agency for

our province, possibly at the city of Niagara Falls we

might have a aisplay window which would serve sonevjhat the

same purpose <>

I have in mind that there are many tourists coming

to Niagara Falls \iho do not know anything about vtoat lies

beyondo 1 am quite sure of that, and I can read you a

few clippings to illustrate that facto

In England, of course, there will be laany people

visiting c-ntario House to find out, "How about Ontario",

and I think in Niagara Falls we might have a display of

exhibits somewhat similar to v;hat we used to nave down

here at the Canadian National Exhibition, where people
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loarned for the first tii:e about tne natijral reGOurceG oT

the province^ and soraethino of its v/ild lifeo

So X would like to Gee, some day, a sinall zoolocical

garden 3 where tcurists, v/ho come fron all over t:ic -.Torld

to visit the city, could see the ^vild life of this province,

and r/ould jinoii t^at beyond a doubt v/e nave natural i-esour-

ceSn and poso^'jiiities that are not given the publicity,

I think they should be.,

,ve have talked a good deal about o\ir natural resour-

ces, and raany people from the United states, and the rest

of the v?orld, vrho visit that Mecca; are quite ignorant of

what \ie can do.. Lay be it could be patterned after Ontario

House, and as the hon,. ;.'r:l:rfls Minister said of Ontario House, '

perhaps there night be sone Canadian girls there who would

look after the handling of that inctitutiono

I am not going to iiake the k:.nd of speech that is

usually made herOo I would like to make some corainents

about some of the arguuients \Thich have gone back and forth

across the floor^

w'e hear some people saying a great deal in favoiir of

free enterprise „ and speak as if free enterprise was the

only thing that nattered;, and we hear other people saying

that state socialism is advocated for this countryo

NoWoneither is strictly true, I think, anyway,
have

That iSa we do not/free enterprise in the province of

Ontario, for the simple reason that the largest industry

— industrial enterprises in this province of ours is a

publicly - owned utility,, and its assets, I believe are

four hundred and eighty millions of dollars.

And the next largest industrial enterprise that

could compare with the hydro., has assets of one hunared
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thirty millions of dollars j so '.ve have public ownership

in the province of Ontario on a groat scale, dv/arfing

any other industrial enterprise, so that no one can say

that we have not public cvmership already in Ontario j and

those of us who use that as an example to expound that

sort of thing are soiaetimes accused of promotion state

socialism which means, of course, the dictatorial super-

vision of all the resource's; and the industries m the

country,,

V/e do not advocate thatj and never havBo

I would like to make that plain., that there is a

place in our economy for the small businessman who is, of

com'se, in free enterprise,, and the small businessman is

there to serve a purpose; ne is there uo take care of the

distribution of goods and services in our country, and

out-numbers, by a great deal, those \7iio are employed in

industrial enterprisCo So that as long as we livej we vd.ll

have free enterprise in this country', whether we like it

or not, and we see some who would prerer that sort oi' thing,

but I would like to point out to this House, i,j?„ Speaker,

that no one on this side of the House is advocating the

abolition of free enterprise, and as far as i know^ never

has J
although that has been attacked on, and throv/n at us.

There is a place for social ovmershipp and, as I

see it
J

ir we are going to have an industrial society in

this country, we have to measure up what is ahead of us,

and establish the proper health and medical services, v/hich

should be provided for the people..

Now, all over the world there is , at the present

time 5 in the minds of men, that we are m for marked social

changes. It is said tha-c the vrar has brought aoout disloca-
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tion and social chanees^ v/hich have corao about. 1 v/ant to

read to you a short speech that was made sone years ago,

along this line, which i thinK is ver/ appropriate to-day.

This speech was roade by the Kight iion. .7inston

Churchill, at rvottinghamp iingland^ on January oOth, 1909,

and he said this

;

"The }aain aspiraticrs of the British
people are at the present' tii.'ffi social,
rather than politicalo i'hey see around
them on aveiy side,, and alnost every
day, spectacles of confusion and misery
which they cannot reconcile v/ith any
conception of humanity or justice. They
see that there are in the modern state
a score of mislortunes that can happen
to a ran without his being at fault in
any xiay^ They see, on tho other hand,
the mighty power of science^ backed by
wealth and power to introduce order, to
provide saiSj^uardS;, to prevent accidents,
or at least to mitigate their consequences,
xhey know that this country is the richest
in the world and in my sincere judgment
the British democracy will not give their
hearts to any party that is fuller, more
elaborate p more thorough social organiza-
tion, \7ithout v.'hich our country and its
people will Inevitably sink through sorrow
to disaster and our name and fame fade
upon the pages of history^"

It is said, in his little speech, that the "mighty

power of science will introduce safeguards and order",

V/ell, what happened — v/hat has happened since 1909?

Shortly after that, there was a world war, and we are now

engaged in a second vmr^ and in between them we had the

worst depression in history, so that no one can say that

the "mighty pov/er of science" has brought about the intro-

duction of ordero

The "mighlypovyer of science" will do v/hat it is

directed, and ho7i it is directedc ./ho has done the

airecting over the years, as to what the "mighty power

of science" will do? Now, we have in the last twenty or

thirty years seen the growth of large corporate enter-



i
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prlsesj and it is usually called "big business". "Big

business" has had soroe influence upon the direction of

public affairs
J
and a'o have laembers of the Parlianents,

and we hear criticism,, day by day, that there is a decline

in the prestige of Parliament; that controls are now

vested in a central author ity^ and that the people are

not represented as they should be.,

//ellj i think it is high time that members of

this iarllament did something about the direction of

affairs, and tliat they did something about the direction

of the "mighty power of science",, to solve our troubles©

We hava had introduced into this House several Bills

concerning planning and developaent^ ' V/e hear a good deal

about that<i and it is an answer t^ such an upsurge of

criticism, that there will be something happen in this

modern world of ours; m other '.rords^ the proper direction

of the resources and facilities we have right here at hando

V7e will have to do some planning in an objective sense, and

v/e v/ill have to do things, in a bold and daring sense, and

they will not be done if v;e are to depend upon such a docu-

ment as we have had presented here knovm as the "Speech

from the i'hrone"o That is net the kind of a document which

can be described as "bold and daring" in its scope and meet

that challenge at the timOo 1 do not think anybody could

say thaty and be perfectly honest about ito If we are to

realize that, and meet that challenge of the times, we will

have to do something a little more constructive than what

is represented in this jpeech from the 'i?hroneo

I v/ant to emphasi2e the fact that planning does not

mean regimentationo V/e have a hodge-podge all built up of

civilisation^ all over tne worldo i am not criticizing that.

It served its purpose « But we do not have to go on and
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continue to vraste things In our economic Gyston, sucli as

is going on nov/^ and there is a t?'eat upsvii'ge or opinion

that we have to chanf'S things, and v/a have to so order

things that no one can say we are extremely ineriicient,,

7/e have heard cr.iticisru on all sides of the House

about the waste tha^c p.oes on up r.orth in the i'orQGts„ I

am not trying to raaice out a case one \7ay or the other.

Most people will agree thsve nas been despoiling of our

fcrestso rhat is v/asr.@
^ and that is a natural resource

of the people, and if lijjnberiiien say they cannot make a

profit under existing conditions,, and still preserve the

wild life and tne forests up there, then it must be dona

son© other way.. if they find by conpetinc: amongst them-

selves that they despoil the forests,, the people will

have to so order things that vmste does not come aoout..

iknd thatp of course, is part of tho planning and con-

servation„ ./e, of course ,
will have to fill tho gullies

in our lands and planx trees-, to reforest areas and re-

claim land that has been vfasted and spoiled over the yeai*s«

'iVell;, v;e will have to face up to it_, and taice the

vie.;/ that If private entex-prise cannot do those things —
private enterprise canrjot solve unemployment, for instance

-- then-; some other agency will have to do ito That will

be donee, and it aoes not; matter a great deal, as I'ar as

i am concerned^ what will s olve the problem, but that

problem will have to oe solved hy somebody if our civiliza-

tion is going to continue and develop^

(Page k;l2y follows.)
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There are some people probably eld enough to reniembor

the gay Nineties and it is said thsy were called the

Gay Nineties because of the fact thatt everything liad"^TTfeen

invented and everything solved and f^om now we will

have a good time and not worry about anythingo Well

now, that situation has not developed in these dsySo

It is actually getting worse because we are n<5w involve4

in a war fast surpsses in dastruc^lon and savagery every-

thing we have known, and we will have to do so/ae thing now

about preventing another on© and I. hops' all conferences

and all agreements nad* will solve that profel®m but I

have a fear that ell this talk ab-oa*« world no^operetion

does not, mean a great deal xmtll we li&^e some ««>- operation

at homSo Cc- operation b«gln;3 hernc Thfsre ere aorld

figures, soma of th®Ei who talk aboat oo- operation,, When

it comes to co-"Operaticn in their o-wxi bsiliwiek have no

regard about doing much about that sort of thingo

I hope this whole new order of world affairs will

keep in mind that co-operation begins at homao tfe can

learn something about co-operation ri@):it in this country

of ourso There has been a good deal said about disunity,&c.

That I do not care to comment oDo However;, the development

of our civilization will depend upon how mucb thought we

give to emphasizing co-operationo How much co-operation,

for instance, do we teach in the schools? We teach boys and

girls not to steal pencilSj ScOo but we do not teach them

much about whether they should steal our natural resources or

noto We do not co-'Operate at all. People have to work

togethero There is such a thing as collectitoe efforto le

have got to get together and solve i;his problem and it is not

by divided people, setting them ape.rt. not creating disunity
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that we are going to solve Ito I would like to

think that these peopla who are Interested to solve

the international security of nations tiould give some

thought as to how much co-operation is going to be shown

right in this country of ours or taught X'ight in our

own schools^ A.s I have said, wshaTe no 'Jo a lot of

planning a.n<l if we ere going to piari properiv we have to

do it deiaccratlcailj''o I do wot texieva anyone m this

group subscribe© to any diatatoriai way of planningo This

can be done deraooraticallyo It i;» certain that anything

obtained by force in acy social c>rgfiai-;sation of any type

that is got by force, it mus', be m^iiitainsS that way end

naturally I <io not subserib® to any •sueh. ti?.asisjr> Jfe

have got to aeasure up to tte challencje sit 'me timeo We

have got to 398 that these probleaxs mua-- ho solved o Se

C4Bin sit here in a quiet and peaceful at)ao3p.Ueire and not

bother much, not think too much possibly about the

bombing and burning that is going on overseas, about the

mutilating and maiming of human bodies in Europe, but

sooner or later it is going to come home to us that

something has happened over thereo It is going to be a

boomerang and I would like to think when the boys come back

from overseas that they will find we have done something

for them, that we have ordered thinga, they can come back

he^ra and fit into our community life without the disturbance

that oc cured after the last waro NoW; as regards co~ opera-

tion, I notice someone had upon a moniuaent that lies down

the street here a couple of blocks end I went by it the

other day and I noticed what was written on the bottom of

it and I would like to read that to you-;
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•Erected in grateful.coiomemnoration of the
public service of Sir Adam Beck whose labours
have insured that the citizens of his native
province under cooperative ownership shall enjoy
the benefit of low cost electrical energy
derived from «4ilMir power resources to serve the
industrial and domestic needs of the Province of
Ontario.*

It occured to me then how faulty our educational system is

in its lack of teaching eo- operation^ that collective efgort

if not mentioned o That team work is alright on the football

field and basket ball courts j&.eo but when wa want to teach

co-operation in the schools we leave that out and we do

not tell children much about how so&iety is organized for

9ome reason that you can probably Isi&gineo ifie seem to

be reluctant to tell the students there are unions in

this country, how industrial enterprizes are organized. How

people live down in Nova Seotiao Hew they live out in

British Columbia o We do not know mush about that and

we will have to teach mere about co-^operatioEo I would

like ,to say* too, and I do not mean it in an un&ind way,

that I was born an Snglish2nan,but I do not go parading

that fact around the country and I do not admire anyone

who is who is afraid of the fact that they are attached to

Britain and everything that Britain does is right &,Co I do

not think anyone can question my personal loyalty to Bnglando

I happened to be born there and brought out here but I

deplore the fact of anyone emphasizing the fact - well,

British is British and there is nothing else like ito I do

not think it serves a useful purpose in magnifying that

particular situation. I would like to think I am a Canadian,

i want you to know that I believe in Canada and I believe

in her ethics and her brain and her brawn., I believe

nothing could stand in her spiritual and material

development, I- would like to think that some day we would have
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an economy in this country that would malce it possible

that everyone would have clothes to wear, good food

to oat, a beautiful home of their own to live in, useful

work and sufficient wages for alio

MR»A.BBLANGEP (Prescott)? Mr»Speaker, the custom

ia this House and generally in Canadian Parliament regarding

the debate on the Speeoh from the Throne or on the Address

following the Speech froic the Throne is to leave the debate

as a preserve for the younger membsrs of the Houseo The

following address breaks through that custom for the simple

reason that it is inspired and prompted by a deep sense of

dutyo Duty to this House o Duty to the party to which- I

balongs^becauss certain things hev«! kc be expressed from a

liberal point of view and the new members in our party are

very scarce, so that th« burde»n of that expression falls

back on the older members o If they consulted their own

ease and their own comfort they would like to abstain from

such a delaateo Still as I say, the duty devolves upon

them which they cannot shirk, and there is also the duty

of treating expounding in the House certain general

principles which would find no place in the other debates

of the House because they are not specific enough - because

you cannot tag them upon a bill or upon a resolution does

not mean that they are not important o Asiva matter of fact

*i- their" importaAde. may transcend the question which would

be more specific, more particular because they permeate

the whole political life or economic life of the province and

the country o They impregnate j so to say, all the political

questions which may come piece-meal before the Legislatureo

;^uestions of general principle that are, so to say, the

marrow of our national life.
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4nd it is bf^jause on acvount oi peculiar and particular

circumataTiCei'i such principles must hftve arisen and must

be discussed and probloms must te solved, that it is

the duty, espocially of ths xaoro experienced and older

members of tbe House to take advantage of the Speech

from the Throno, which is the only occasion where they

can bo expre>'sods, to put thtPH>. befcr'i thair fellow menberso

The rem.'=irk3 will bo b^'lftf , aa orief as is

compatible with their iiaportan'-ja au'i «J,th feh,e circujcatances

in which WQ find outaelvea at •^hd present juncture in our

debat(».. It is not the intonticii to Itemize the Speech

from the ThronSas^ Cor instaica the 2R points were

itemized J and vary properly, by f'le Leader of the Opposition

(KToJolliffe). When I ufiy th^ EJJ points I do net think

I need detail what I meau. Or &e blie l'orkmea*a Compensation

aituijition was itoBiziad In detail and sx«mplifted by the

meaber for Ontario {J;Ir=>y»iliiaBi:s) and I wish to say here, Mr^

Speaker, that I ac«ept ut its face ralue what waa said by thai

Hon, member for Ontario (MroWilliam) as to the motive which

animated him in maling that long address c I am quite willing

to agree and I believe he agrees, perhaps, now, that it

might have been summarized a little more but I believe that

his sincerity cannot be impugned and I think that this House

must grant to him this eompiijnent, must make to him this

eompliment that ha has been inspired throughout that address

with a desire to put so clearly, so fcrelbl^ before us the

points that he wanted to makfli, that he deserves as I say our

compliment and not cur stricturaso And wo took a great deal

of interest in what ha said either on that sub;Ject or on the

rest of his address o In the e :t of his address I greatly

agreed, as I may have the ti.ae .a^aps, not to expound later

oxx> Many of us like j. y filf.n ' le o*.;ner day were apparently
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accused of filibustering and purposely prolonging the

debate in the House » Mr o Chairman, I have a long

experience in the House, and I do not agree with that,

especially when you see that the affairs of the

House have been opened by some 65 or 67 paragraphs in

the Speech from the Throne, implemented or increased

with a full address by the Prime Minister of the House

»
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hy tho addresces of tiio r.iover and the seconder ol the

motlorio 1 do not see that the other hon, members of

the House have taken ^ in vievr ot that — and in viev/ of

the length of the opeoch irom the rhi'one — too much

of the time of the House,, And may i say this in passing

— it just occurred to me ~- that if the Loader or the

House a
rmo is particularly responsible ^ Li".. Speaker,

for the manner m \7hich the affairs of this Let^islatura

are conducted and as to the aisiount of time —- had cur-

tailed soBie of that debate., how man;/" minutes, hdv many

hours, could they have saved _, ana how much farther ahead

we would be at the present time,.

1 v/ish to refer tc the hoQo Prime minister, the

Leader of the House, sitting over There very complacently

ana allowing Liembers who aro riot quite versed in the rules

and regulations and procedure of this House to carxy on,

when thQj v/ere very c2eaily out of ordero

1 do not blame jou., i^j:-.. speaker, because i believe

tho speaker has tne right to think that when no objection

is raised, and there is no appeal for oraer., — you have a

perfect right to believe that there is unanixnity- —
unanimous consent for the suspension of the rules of tho

HousSo ioid that is vmy your tolerance must not oe taxien

as condoning all these breaches of procedure of the riouoe

v/nxch iiave oeen getting more and more frequent, and ue-

coming longer and longer thia year in the House

o

Now, I do not want to lecture the House ^ but may I

say that if the spaachos v/hich have been iiade before the

Orders of the Day, presumably on questions of priviloge,

when there wore no privileges at all -~ if those speeches

haa been left out, we would have been much further advancedc
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And I v/ish to s^-O', ^''i"" 3poai:sr., — not unkindly, —
to tliQ lioxio Prine Lilnisterp that I appreciate he is over-

burdened with vrorkj and especially with cares during this

Session — but if he had called the hono ir.enberG to order

more often,, ;ve wo did toe very uiuch further advanced., and

I do not think it is for him now to rebuke the House and

those v;ho have soiaething to say at this late hour of the

Session.;, for getting up here and saying it,,

I3 with tiie other hon. L-eiibers who have spoken^^

congratulate the mover of the address on his ability to

congratulate. lie has been exhaustive; he has been ex-

aggeratit-t^ he has been hyperbolic bnt that is as it should

be., with the mission he ^ad. to i\ilfill., but really^ I^To

Speaker 2 at some times in his addrdss there was visible

on the faces of sore of the heads of tlT.e Departments

opposite., vfho had not yet corriis to tneir congratulations,

to think they might have been forgotten., and I congra-

tulate the hono member for ilaldimand-Norfolk (l-lToHartin)

on his memory^ because not one single department was

forgotten^ and from his "I congi'atulate this Department",

and "I congratulate that Dopartms nt ''
. I noticed he forgot

nobody y and it brought to my raind^ as I listened to it^

Zola*s j 'accuse in the Lreyfuss affair, and as I sat here

I thought the people hero wore very lucky that he did not

have a slip of the tongue ^ and instead of saying, "I con-

gratulate".,, say Zola*s words, "J'accuse,, j'acciasOj, j 'accuse."

— "1 accuse, I accuse y I accuse."

It also came to me that memory is a very peculiar

faculty^ Another thoug-ht comlr^ from my past experience,

so far back, when I used to sit., because I have been a

teacher
J
at exercises at the end of the year., there was the

graduates going to leave^ and they did not forget anj'thing;
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they would bring souvdnirn to thojj.' playesrounds, their

c3a ss-rooias, to their teachers, to their studj^-halls,

and they would not i'orgot one., and they had sold thing

nice to say about every one of them., .Ind I viao aslcinc

myself.) as the hon.. gentleman froia Haldiiaand-Korfolic

(IJr. Jiartin) v/as speaking., v/hether or not he was not

thiiitting v/hat sone of us really my have thought uas a

valedictory for the Governiaent..

Lir,. Speaker. I must taVre exception to a few things

that '(Yere contained in that address,, There were certain

innuendoes — oh_, they did not yo verj- far,; -- and they

were siinplj,^ a repetition of what had been said' before

by the hon., Leader of the Govern:rient fLtTo jJrew) and by

other very important citizens in this country ^ and as they

were repetitions, they took on a special laeaning. There

v;as one thing he saidj \/hichs if he had not said ito I

might not have had the reaction from his reizaricSj, and it

v;as this; he emphasized —• not expounded itj but empha-

sized it — that there must be equal responsibility, equal

sacrificesj and so on„ Jells ^o -Speakers where have we

read that before? ./here have we heard it over the radio?

Of course J
the innuendo is apparent 3 because it has been

repeated in the press j and shouted from the housetops, that

equality of responsibility 1. and equality of sacrifices did

not exist at the present juncture in this country, because

Q,uebec was not doing its duty, and the French-Canadians were

not doing their dutyo

I have no fear 01 saying that that is the insinua-

tion^ and I would be lacking in my duties ^ both to the people

in my riding, and to the ii^ench-Canadians of this province

and of the province of Q,ueb6C.. irom -.vhich I came, if I did
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not doel vath that insinuation.. Anci it is alY;ays the

sane 3 of course; following in the footsteps of him

he adiaires iiiosts he ended by waviii^ the flag., Ch.^ Llr»

Speaker^ we have heard all that before; it is so easy

to get applause in the province of Ontai-io by saying,

"The Union Jack is our f,Ia,5: and vhlZ ioi.'2ain our flag;

our National itnthera is "God 3.ave v,:ie King";, and will

remain 'God .iave the King'.;" That is aasyo

I remenber the first ••:ir.ij j. ::,joko to an entirely

English audfencG at the King i;dv/ard Hotel here,. There

were no others but Jinglish-speaid.ng in the audience,.

There v7ere proiessors fvo^ii .. .. Jm^rcrsizy, roon high m
finance.; and so on, and -io v^ore discu3sii}g a very import-

ant natter, and we dealt vdth the u.nit3r of 'this country

o

I had been speaking for about ":.i-:;w --.u-artex s of an hour,

and I had had no applause,, i said xo irj^'self,, "It is

peculiar; it is a te.rribla thing fhat you do not agree v/ith

me." There they were, ssmoking their cigars after dinner,

and looking at ine , but there v^as no reaction,, i said

again to myself,, "That is not natural",, I kno\7 now that

the Anglo oaxcn is not like -the Latin American audience«

However.-, I am not like that at all. I arc, not uneasy now

v/hen speaking to an English audience, even if there is a

3a ck of applause, such as we get from a Latin audienceo

Because
J
here it is; if it is somethirxg newj they will

follOY/ It very closely j, and they have no time for applause,

and so '.vhen I saw how aa:.y a.., ...jg to arouse them, I

abandoned my subject and followed a practice used in many

public utterances and over the radio by oia- public men and

newspapers, and 1 simply '.vave the flag and I get the

applause^ Then I go on and it is all quite easy,,
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"Equality or responsibility and aaoririces,"

Quebec and, i'rencli-Canada share m those. Let ms say at

the out set 3 liTo .jpeaker,, that the matter of what is the

best laethod of the other side,, for oxn: contribution to

this waPj v/hother it is the voluntary 37/stein or conscrip-

tion^ is a .^latter of opinion that can v^ell be discussed^

and it could have vrell-been diij ci.i?£.ed from the very starto

If lo for one,; should thini^: chuT the voluntary system goes

further and produces a greater and batter effects and is

more efficient under the present circumstances^, or under

the c.tt" Gumstances as they '.ver-j av -ono beginning of the

war
J you have no- right to iSipugn 3;ny motive of strife or

coY/ardice or disloyalty or other-.vi3 9 tc ne , lir^ Speakero

It is a raatter of opinion that -jaa cfv; discussed botv/een

intelligent people

o

But no
J

instead of preachingj and going far and wide

in this province and x-iaking speecnes before the people, and

asking thera to volunteer;, shoxTing them that it vias their

duty to volunteer, what have vre seen on the pai't of

certain public men? They spoke or conscription immediately.

And I may say this -— and I do so, i.j.- , Jpoaker, v/ithout

fear of contradiction -- that ;iihen I seethe political use

that is being rnade in certain quartora or that question of

conscription, may I say that these people would have oeen

exceedingly sorry if the province or ^raehec had indorsed

conscription, oecause it would have taken avray from them

that material to create against the province of Quebec in

this province a feeling of animosity. It is so easy, and

I think i v/ilr be ahv> to show that it is not the first

time that this method has been used politicall3''o
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I am speaiiing this way through a noral duty. These

thingo muot be said soiaewhere, and this is the lorum v/hore

they should be saido

Let ae say this, v/itllour fear of contradiction, as

1 have so often said — so often^ in fact, that it is now

threadbare,, ioople who use their intelligence, and leavo

aside their politics for a laoroent, leave aside the senti-

ments, and study this matter as it should bo studied^ and

Qxanine the iriinds of the province of Quebec, v^ill soon

understand..

Thfi previous speaker, LITo Speaker,, in this House, I

was iiiad to near, vms born in iingland, and he said, "Nov?

that 1 an here in Canada, I am a Canadian. but I deprecate

those who qo around and say this province is a British

province and nust remain a British provincOp and that,

*V/e are Britishers, and we must remain Britishers-.'" I

believe that was the gist of what he wanted to convey to

the people of this province*

iiell. we are not Britishers in the province of

Q,uebec , nor are the i'rench people in the province of OntariOe

IVhy are we not? Because our roots in Canada date back

over three hundred years ago, \Yhile those of a large

number of the population of Ontario only go back a few

years, perhaps ton yearsj perhaps one hundred years, if

you like, but what is one hunared years as compared to the

time that the roots of tiie irench-Canadians have been

planted in Canada?

3o when the bell struck and the appeal ;vas made,

would it have been reasonaole to see the irench-Canadians

rise up as Britishers in Ontario, and in as large a

number? And yet they did©
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Iv1r« opealcei'y I call attention tu the fact that it is

3ix o'clock. 3 and while I do not need to move the adjourn-

laent oi' the debate^ I will continue after dinner^

..1-i. oPEAJi-SR: 1 declare it six o'clociCs and 1 now

leave the chair until eiyht o'cloclc p.>ma

(Page 2143 follows )

!>
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THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

TWENTY-SIXTH DAY

Toronto , Ontarl o

,

Thursday, MarBli 22, 1945,

SPEAKER: Honourable William J. Stewart, C.B.E,

EVEITING SESSION

The House resumed at. 8 o'clock,

MR. AUHELIEN BELANGER (Prescott): Mr. Speaker,

before this Debate is resumed this evening, let it be made

clear that there is no personal animosity of any kind, but

my esteem for the person who may be quoted in the course

of the address, and should it happen, on account of my

customary strenuousness in addressing the House there does

happen a "slip of the tongue", which may savour of

personality, I withdraw it beforehand. I am not concerned

the least bit with persons and pe:rsonalities, but merely

with ideas, proposals, suggestions, policies, statements

anet declarations.

That said, l^lr. Speaker, I wish to take up where I

interrupted before the recess, and reassert to the mover

of the addriosa that there is no necessity for attacking

part of the population of this country which acco\mts for

one third, at least, of the whole population, - that there

is no necessity pf affirming with great emphasis that the
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Union Jack is here to stay, and that "God Save The King" will

continue t9 be the national anthem. We are "fully in accord

• with that, Sa long as the Union Jack is the Canadian flag,

we shall salute it and salute with veneration for what it

stands, the proud emblem of a proud Empire. So long as

this prayer, which is the national anthem, "God Save The

King* will be recognized as the Canadian anthem, so long as

we sing it with reverence of the full meaning.

I might say, in passing, if it does interest some of

the hon. members here, "God Save The King" is a translation

of an original French hymn, and it was composed fo^ the girls

of '^St. Cecelia in France in honour of King Louis XIV, and

was adopted later, — a translation of it was adopted in

England as the English national hymn.

But, I may be permitted to say this, Mr. Speaker, if

the Union Jack floats over this country and this province,

and if "God Save The King" is sung by young and old in this

country in our public manifestations, is it unpardonable

pridd if I say it is due to the French Canadians of Canada,

that were it not for the French Canadians of Canada it would

Qot be the Union Jack, but the "Old Glory" that would float

over us, and there would be a forty-ninth star to mark a

forty-ninth state of the American Union.

Unfortunately, the teaching of our history in our

schools is deficient. Let me give two instances, only, of

what I have just asserted.

In 1776, only a few years after the Treaty of Paris,

when there were still 65,000 French who were bound by the

ties, which no more exist, to Old France. The United States'

colonies and the British colonies, by emancipation, sent

over to Canada three commissioners, whose mission it was

to win over to the American cause. The French Canadians were
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I
practically the only Canadians ^t the time of the American

Revolution, and an attempt was made by ilraerican leaders to

persuade them to join the American Revolution. These men

were very well chosen. They were Franklin, - Benjamin

Franklin, who had been in France, and who just a year after

was sent to France, whe^ for seven years he was worshipped

by the Frenchmen of France, even more than was the great

Voltaire. He was sent to Canada with Samuel Chase, another

great American with great powers of persuasion, and with

the great Catholic, Charles Carroll, vho belonged to a

family that had given to the Roman Church, and has since

given to the Roman Church, some of its most distinguished

prelates, priests and members of religious orders, and who

had studied in France, made his complete studies in France,

in Paris and elsewhere, and who was most sympathetic to the

French Canadian population at the time. .

For over a month they stayed in Canada, and the

priests and rectorates used all their powers of persuasion

to win over the French Canadians, and the French Canadians

refused, and they refused under the direction and at the

behest of the clergy. Now, put that in your pipe and smoke

it.

If it had not been for the French Canadian clergy at

that time in ^^uebec, then Canadians would have united with

the American colony, and, remaaber this, if you read your

history in detail, Mr, Speaker, you will find that the

English traders in Canada, at the time, would not have

defended very strenuously this country from annexation.

It would not be the first time, however, that it was the

French population which prevented the annexation of Canada

to the United States..



I
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Let us pass on to 1813, and the war of 1812, when

7,000 Americans were crossing over to take Montreal. TThom

did they meet in their path, who forced them to turn back?

Those 7,000 Americans under Hampton met at

what ?;e would like to call the "Thermopylae of Canada",

they met 700 French Canadians, under Colonel de Salaberry

and the 700 French, like the Greeks of old, conquered those

at Thermopylae, and de Salaberrjr at Chateaugnay turned back

those 7,000 Americans, and Montreal was saved by the loyalty

of the French Canadians led by Colonel de Salaberry.

That is something we should laiow, but I am afraid,

and I have ample proof, that very little emphasis is placed

in our schools on that. It is not given. If we wanted,

really, to bring unity in Canada, why not start with the younger

generation, why not start in the s chools and teach in the

public schools of Ontario the great deeds, greater than

which there are none in any history of any country in the

world, the magnificent, heroic, wonderful deeds of the

Trench discoverers ani explorers before 1760 and 1763o

I had the experience here some years ago there were

a number of pages. It was in the morning, and they did not

have much to do, young boys ranking from twelve to fourteen

and fifteen years of age, - I like, always, to gather them

around me, and talk about things of interest, and especially

probe what they have learned, so far as history is concerned,

in their schools. I asked them, "Will you go around," - and

they did, -"in this Hft.ll, in this Legislative Hall, in this

British, exclusively British, as you want it, the province of

Ontario, and tell me,— you will find some inscriptions

along the wall. Find out, copy, and bring back to me all

those inscriptions that are in the official language of
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Ontario, the English language." They scattered all over.

They rose on the shoulders oile of the other, and came

back, and they said, "There are none. They are all Latin."

I said, "Is that so? Go and look again.** So, I had to

show them the inscription above your head, Mr. Speaker,

and they went and read it, (unfortiinately a very small pro-

portion of them could pronounce what they brought back to

me,) but they found there what? "Honi soit qui mal y pence

Dieu et mon droit," in the French language on the English

coat of arms. I said, "What does that mean? What is the

origin?" Not one of them could tell me what it meant or

where it came from. That is the kind of history they are

being taught.

How can we, when we teach that kind of history, or

when we omit to teach the history which should be taught

to the children in our schools, - how can those children

grow up with the proper appreciation of their own origin?

It would have been so easy for a teacher in a school, in

pxplaining the coat of arms, to link with that the origin

of the majority of the population of this province and of

Canada, and then they should have been told, and we should

tell them, that the French of Canada and the English of

Canada are cousins, that they all come from the same

Norman stock which Williaiji the Conqueror came from. If

that was impressed on them, there might not be, perhaps,

that hatred, or that animosity, - and I say hatred advisedly,

- because it goes that far when we read and lucubrate some

of the articles published in our newspapers. There is a way

of approaching unity. Instead of emphasizing our differences,

why not emphasize what unites uis, and this would apply more

especially to our leaders.

(Page NOe 2148 follows.)
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But, so far as the back-benchers are concerned, I would

not mind them. A few years ago a member, at that time on

this side of the House was to address the House, and he

asked a friend of his on the other side, "while I am talking,

just ask me" -- that was the last Session, just before

the last Session, he was making a speech for his election,

and he asked his friend, "will you ask m*", he says, "what

I would do if I were Prime Minister?" iind his friend

said he did not know what he wanted of it, but he asked

him, "what would the honourable member do if he was Prime .

Minister of this Province? And he said, "The first thing

I would do would be to abolish all separate schools in this

Province."

May I ask. Mi-. Speaker, is that the kind of talk

which tends to bring about unity? ^nd because that man

wanted to stir up, in his particular riding, the sentiment

against separate schools, against the Roman Catholics, he

thought he could get some votes, and he did not hesitate, —
he, a legislator who should have been a leauer to bring about

unity in this Province, he did not hesitate to have recourse

to such a trick.

Now, Mr. Speaker, there has been read in the House

the report of an interview, signed by Beverley Baxter, a

member of the British House of Coiumons, an interview with

the Hon. Prime Minister of this Province, in which Beverley

Baxter asserts, —
Mfi. DREW: Mr. Speaker, I have no intention at all

of interrupting this speaker. The remarks will carry on in

a steady flow; but 1 would correct him by saying it does not

purport to be an interview; but it was remarks about which

1 have maae comments alreadyo
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MH. BEL^iNGEii: Mr. Speaker, I say I am taking

facts and statements, and it has nothing to do with the

personality of the Son. Prime Minister of this Province,

but this is such an assertion that I feel justified in

commenting on it and trying to br^ng the attention of this

House to the harm which it has caused, and which it will

cause, which justifies me in saying to leaders of thought,
4

the leaders of both political and other thought, social

thought, instead of saying things that will be taken up

by the extremists of i^uebec or of the Frendm and will be

used to deepen the chasm which we thought we were bridging, —
which I thought since 1927 or 1925 we were bridging quite well

here in the Province of Ontario, but t.ie bridges are being

blown up by things like that.

Mr. Speaker, I will quote; "Ivir. Baxter said," —
it is an interview, I did not want to use that unfairly,

when I asked sometime ago the Hon. Prime Minister whether

that was said. The Hon. Prime Minister said, "I have no

recollection." I take his word of course, Mr. Speaker,

and without any afterthought.

When two Honourable men appear as witnesses before •

a Court and one says, "I do not remember having seen that,

or havixjg heard that, or having said that", and the other one

says, "I heard it, I saw it, he said it" then, between the two,

the court, under the rules of evidence, will accept the

word of him who is sure he has heard or seen, as against

him who has no recollectioa*

Mr. Beverley Bax ter, a member of the House of Coimaons, well

known in Canada, a regular writer and contributor in the

MacLean's Magazine here in Ontario, states, — and the

article is long, in "Everybody's", a publication, I believe.
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in London, in a whole page article, headed "will he like

Canada"? A^d, speaking of his meeting with the Hon. Prime

Minister he aays:

"The other night as we sat in his suite at the
oavoy" — ver precise, — "and talked into the
SHiall hours of the morning", — perhaps that
accounts for it, — "we went over the past,
but we eventually turned to the futur*."

now the rest that follows is within quotation marks:

"Bax, he said, I want British stock for Ontario," •

another leader of the people said; 1 want alien stock for

Germany, — and it is much wider than British stock. Here

in Ontario, u leader, who is at the head of the government

says he does not want Irish stock but, "I want British stock

for Ontario," We can take thousands and thousands of your

people. " Now, why? We should have agreed with him

if he had stopped there, Mr. Speaker. I, for one, would have

agreed. I have the greatest appreciation for the Britisher

for his staunch qualities, the more so that wo of the French

race who have lived in Canada for over three hundred years,

after mingling with the Britishers of this country, have

transformed some of our traits and we are proud of that

transformation, because I think it. gives us some superiority

over the French from France. However, the reason is not

because it would be a nice thing to have them, and all that,

and his own opinion is that there should be more British

in Ontario. No, but why does he want thaa? The one thing

that can keep the French Canadian pressure within bounds

is a strong Ontario peopled by British stock.

i^ain one third of the population of this country,

of Canada, hear of that without resentment. And then the

same people who utter those things turn around and they say
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the French Canadians do xiot want to go with the Britishers

in this war!

Mr. Speaker, is there not some reason, some

explanation, some justification for those who are luke

w&rm among the French Canadians, before crossing the sea,

when, if they believe, as many of them believe and- as many

of you believe, that Canada was not immediately in danger

at the beginning of this war?

I spoke in this House, and without mincing words

I said that I thought it was the duty of Canadians be-

cause it was Canada's war, — not because it was Briton's

war but because it was Canada's war. But everybody does

not think like I do, and it is no wonder o

Viell, there is, of course, nothing so very mysterious

and fraught with such consequences. There is very often

some element of fun, or at least of ridicule, and I think

we have reached it in the rest of tiiis quotation. Why?

In oraer to fight the French Canadian pressure in Canada,

"That is why I rejoice that so laany
British girls are comiiig back as Canadian
soldiers' wives"

And I welcome every British bride that comes here; from the

bottom of my heart I welcomed them, not because they will

come as breeders of British stock, but because they are

our boys wives. They are their choice at a time when their

hearts were full of the fear of losing their lives, and

they wanted someone on whom, -- how did he say it? —
soijiBone on whom to Diverser the overflowing of their hearts.

I welcome every single one of them. I welcome everyone of

their babies, and I hope they will be good British citizens

of Canada, — no, no, not British citizens of Canada, but

that they will be purely and simply good Canadian citizens
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of British origin;

"We shall do all we can to inake them happy."

and this is the last nail:

"We need them and we want them" —
always for the same reason.

It is too bad that the Premier of this Province had

not a little more confidence in the Canadian girls, for

those girls who, perhaps, had been left at home when our

soldiers went across. I think perhaps they might be as

good breeders of Canadian stock, — breeders of a British

stock, a Canadian stock, as if we were dealing in breeding

stock.

Think of it. I see a soldier and his girl in one

of those London parks that I have read so much about, and

the moonbeams are coming down into their eye«j while, -at the

same time, the beams of love are in their hearts. Gh,

do you love me, dear. Oh, yes, I do. But, I will tell

you this. Are you a good breeder? You see, because we are

told that what we \\iant in Canada are good breedei^s of

British stock. I find you comely, I find you beautiful,

and I like your conversation, but that has nothing to do

with it. If you are not a good breeder, I must go else-

where?

Well, %". Speaker, if this is to tend to permit

or even to preserve unity!

I told you a while ago we thought we were bridging

that awful chasm which some are doing their best to dig

deeper and deeper, since 1925 and 1927, — and why did I

cite those dates? There has happened in this House, Mr.

Speaker, in 1925, an event of great importance. There was

a man as Prime luinister who was strong enough and big enough
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ana I subiiiit his name to the appreciution of the Hon.

member for East York (i*Iit3S Macphail) keeping in mind the

invitation she gave the Hon. Prime Minister of this Province,

to recognize that he had the heart and mind of the wise.

Well, there was a man in this Province in 1925, and

especially in 1927, who sat where the present Hon. Prime

Minister is sitting, and that luan was great enough, big

enough, to say, I made a big mistake, and the Province

behiiid me, and now we must correct it; and he dido That was

the Honourable Howard Ferguson.

For twelve years, that is since 1912 for thirteen

years in 1925, the French Canadians of this Province had

been made to suffer untold suffering as a race and even

personally, and regulations had been passed in this Province

banishing from our schools as a language of instruction,

what is called the French language. What were called

bi-lingual schools were abolished, and the fight was on.

Is it not strange, Mr. Speaker, and you younger

men wtuo are in this room, who were either unborn or in

wrappers at the time, is it not strange, — yes, I am

alluding to the Hon. Leader of the C. C. F. party, is it

not strange that between 1912 and 1925 there was a fight

day and night between the government of the day and the

French Canadians of this Province in order that the French

Canadians might keep their mother tongue on the lips of

their children? That it might keep to their descendents

the splendid inconq[uerable culture of the French language

and the French character? xUid is it not wonderful th*t

we in Ontario, — there was not any rankling left in the

hearts of the French Canadians of Oatario after the battle

was over? i^nd why? Because we always took care.
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we who were leading that fight, we who were organizing

the strategy which at last won our fight, we always took

care not to tell our children a word of bigotry. These

people do not understand, — let us educate them to their

mistake*

(Page 2155 follows)
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Let us educate then to the best interests of the

province and the dountryo

I remember seeing, nany a tiiae , when an official

inspector of schools were to cone to a school, ;^en he

entered the class-room, there was a walk-outo rerhaps

some of the hon. x;embers here know v;hat a vralk-out is

—the hon, member for ontaiio (LIr, ./illiams)?

'Jell, there v;as a v/ali:-out. it was very orderly.

It was not an insult, not a sneer — no, we did not want

thato tie knev/ we were go ng to win, and V7e v/anted after

the hour of victory ova: children to have Iovb for their

country-men in Ontario, but v/e were always afraid —
and in our councils we always said — "Let us beware,

let us take care, let us see that national unity in

Ontario is not brokeno"

And we succeeded — very much soo

I well remember when the hon« L'iinister of IJydro

(MTo Challies) appeared before seven or eight represent-

atives of the Eastern municipalitiesg and he said --

because he was talking politics — to those represent-

atives who were asking him, Mr* Speaker, to help them get

hydro and get electricity in the East, in those municipa-

lities *-- he answered, — and I suppose very properly

5

although I v/as very surprised v/hon it was related to me

— "If you keep on electing Liberals, how can you expect

that we will give you electricity? You elect our member,

and it will not take a year before you get electricity o"

HON. GEORGE H. CHAT LIES (Liinlster s/lthout Portfolio)

MTo Speaker, may I object? I presume the hon« member for

Prescott {Mr» Belanger) is referring to me?
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m, BEIAITGER: Yes,

MR. CHALLIES: No such statecient was made whatever,

V/hat I said was that the critical situation with regard to

Carillon Falls power which belonged to the province of

Ontario would serve an immediate source of power for that

area, the hon., member for Prescott (MTo Belanger) voted

for giving Ontario's share to Quebec, and that was the

situation in that area which we would have been very

pleased to serve. It ivas the situation of your making,

not ours<, I made no reference to the French vote or

anything else,

liJRo BELAITGER: Of course, Mr,, Speaker, I accept the

- statement and I leave the people to judge the effect of

such a statement o But I may say this — and I will not

press the point — that there is at the present time

ample sources of electricity, and that other parts of

Ontario are taking it right through, and it passes right

through these municipalities to come into Ontario,

MR. GHALLIE3: May I say here in that respect, it

is very unfortunate that tlie only solution for low-priced

power on the Ottavra in Eastern Ontario was Carillon Fall

site. The nearest site is on the St.LanTrence, which is

international, and we do not. know when it will be developed.

But the Act was passed, and you gave .Quebec Ontario's share,

and now we have to go up to the Des Joachims Falls, which

is economically impossible, to give that source of supply

to you in your area,

MR, BEIANQER: Then, on account of my actions in the

House, these people will be penalized and not receive their
!

electricity, until they elect a member of your Government?

LdR. CHALLIE3: No, I said no such a thing.
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m, BELAITGER: I will not labour the point

o

I.IR. CHALLIES: V/111 you take my word for it, I said

no such a thingo I deny it hereo

L'iR. 3ELAIIGEx4: Vifell, I accept your denial, but my

illustration is just the same . I say that the French-

Canadian electors of this province are not to be bought,

either wholesale or indisLdually with promises, or even

more substantial favourso

But I will tell you what will buy them, in the

face of historyo Treat them well; do not fight them;

do not publish any statements of this kind; do not show

that there are some influential men in this province

who do not want the Stench population to develop itself

in a normal v;-ay, and you will get their votes o .

Proof? In 1925*5 after the hon. member for Hussell

in this House made as long a plea as the speach by the

hon,. member for Ontario (Mto '^ifilliams ) — because it was

needed — explaining the whole thing, the then Prime

Minister, ilTo Ho\7ard Fergusonj got up immediately and

said — practically said — that he \Tas converted to the

idea, and he appointed a commission of three who worked

for two years investigating, and at the end of that timep

in 1927 p the obnoxious regulation was abolished, ^nd a

normal system was restoredo

And -srhdt was the result of that? Althoui^ it was

known all over the Hono Lir* Ferguson was the man who had •

written with hia ovm hand Regulation Number 17 — although

it was known all over — because he was big enough, because

he was man enough to acknowledge his mistake and to correct

it, at the next election, in 1929 — two years after —
every French county, or French dominated county, or every

county where the i'rench electorate counted, even the county
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of Russell, supported I^To Ferguson. That is the way to

buy my people, if you want to buy them. Give them their

rights, treat them V7ell, and especially do not try

an^^thing like was being tried, according to what i have

just add a moment agOo

Now, MTo Speaker, I will say that the French-

speaking people in Ontario have done a wonderful work

toward unity, even after fifteen years' injustice,

and they will continue to do so, but they must not meet

on their way people who do their best to create sentiment

in Ontario against the province of Quebec, and against

the French population of Ontario. Then the task will

be too big; the difficulty will be insurmountable, and

we will be faced with the most disasterous disunity

among the people of this country of ourso

The hono Prime Minister in the House, had his little

fling at what he called the "Liberal-Communist Alliance",

and that was pounced upon by his newspaper in Toronto

and long editorials and cartoons, and so on, were pub-

lished to try and impress certain parts of the province of

Ontario that there was an alliance oetvTeen the Liberals

and the "Communists" — as he called them — or betvreen

us and our friends on the other sideo

itfell, let us be logical. Just because this side,

as well as that side, is not satisfied with the present

regime, and with the present rrime Minister and what he

is doing, does that mean an alliance? Can vfe not be

separated on other essential things and still work towards

the same goal? So 1 say to him, in that case, be logical.

Perhaps logic is something foreign to the hon. Prime

Minister's make-up, but let me say to him, "Be logical".
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I will tell you of another alliance, an illegitiiaate

alliance, a drafted alliance — at the present time, and

that is between our friends on the other side, and their

friends at Ottawa at the present time, and upon which our

friends on the other side, and their friends at Ottawa are

counting in order to oust L'ackenzie King in Ottawa, and

that alliance is an alliance between the Conservative

Party of this province, and the extremists of the province

of Quebec, men like Ghalout and men like those composing

the Bloc Populaireo

MTo Speaker, they are counting one upon the other —
oh, you can laugho

HON. LESLIE E. BLiCK.ffiLL (Attorney General): Do not

be a comedian.

lijR. BELAIVGER: I am glad it makes you laugh, but

the laughter does not seem to be very sincere, nor very

spontaneous,

Now, 1 can see v/hat is happening in the councils,

sitting around the table, saying, "Do you know that King

is going to lose lots of seats in the province of Quebec;

the anti-conscriptionists are against him, because he has

brought in a measure of conscription, so it is time for

us to get busy at Ottawa, so lot us 'go to it'o" and that

is the combination, or the alliance, which is much more

manifest and much clearer than what he calls in this House

the "Liberal-Communist Alliance".

But that is where history really is repeating itself.

Some of you may not remember it, but in 1911, when the

question was to oust ciir './ilfred Laurier, as Prime Minister

at Ottawa, how was it done? Just by an alliance of this same
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kindo The Bourassists, the nationalists of ';i,uebec , and

the extremists of Ontario — oh, i knov/ well whereof I

speak — Instead of casting their vote on that question

of reciprocity, they fought their fight on the lowest,

bitterest racial prejudices. History repeats itselfo

I remember in 1911 walking the streets of Toronto

here, and seeing big posters in some stores, if you

please — and m big stores — where Sir w'ilfred Laurier

was represented as kneeling before the Pope with a

tiara on his head. That is the v/ay they were fighting

the electionso

And in Q,uebec Sir v/ilfred was being represented

as too liberal -- and I am not talking in a political

sense — he vras being represented in (Quebec for paying

for volunteers to send to the war in South Africaj

and there in Quebec, in order to break doirYn sir j'ilfred

Laurier, they represented him as pro-British to an av/ful

extent, and the conservatives here — well, they were as

unprogressive uonservatives at that time as they are

to-day -- they took advantage of this combination, or

alliance — call it v/hat you like, — I3o\irassa,and the

Nationalists o And so you see that history repeats itself

— is repeating itself in what is being done at the

present time,,

It is very easy to understand why you cannot get a

French-Canadian in Q,uebec to run in the next election as

a Conservative o They run as Independents. They are

Independent^, don't you see? They are not Conservatives,

1 can name them to you one after the other — people

who belong j and still belong , and have always belonged

to the Conservative party and to Conservative Associations
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who are running as independents, because tney do not want

to run as Conservativeso

That is -.vhat happened m 1911. They ran as

nationalists but — oh, the beautiful coEibinatlon —
the beautiful conbinationo

Everyone Knows that after oir ..ilfred was defeated

and Borden caLje in at Ottawa, iilondm, iionJc, jevigny,

etc., accepted imruediately portfolios m Borden's

caDinet, and in fourteen months Bourassa left the

country, disgusted and broken-hearted over the treacherous

manoeuvres of those whom he thought were nis friends, but

were simply Conservatives in disguise. And sOp history

repeats itselfo IjoWj, let me speak, through you, I»tp»

Speaker, to the province of Ontario and to everyone in

it, and say to them not to let themselves be carried

away. Do away with that; get away from ito

I remember years ago when there was a big conven-

tion here in Toronto, just during the very fiercest part

of the school fight, there were young people coming

from universities from all parts of the world, from

Czechoslovakia, from Japan, and from all the Christian

universities, and we had a delegation from Montreal, from

McGill University, which was composed of a strong delega-

tion of Jewish students, and the question I was asked to

present for discussion for five minutes was the school

question in Ontario.

After I v;a3 through, the Chairman put this question

to me: He said, "How is it I am fully in accord with v/hat

you said, but how is it, if I walk on the stieet and I

hear tv;o persons in front of me speaking French, I cannot

prevent a feeling of revulsion, and yet I am fully with
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you."

I Said, "I will tell youo " Of course I had to answer

immediately; I said, "Go and see a specialisto"

It is a bad system, and, MTo opeaker, I appeal to

all right-thinking persons in this province of Ontario

to get aw^ty from these feelings, and these appeals to their

lowest nature, and step higher, Mr, Speaker, ind I will

appeal to the hon. Prime Minister of this province to set

an example; let him be a leader 3 but I am afraid, I/ITo

Speaker, — ohJ, I know it irks him not to have a full

majority in the House; I know that some time ago when

Ottawa passed Legislation about family allowances, he

thought suddenly he could again stir up provincial senti-

ment here against the province of .Quebec, and he did, and

took all the laeans he could to bring about a snap election;

everybody said it — even those around him — but he found

he had made a mistake*

If he wants to make a big leader and a big man out

of himself, I say, l&t him come to the stature of men

like MTo Ferguson, or let him go further, and emulate the

very finest one, the founder of the Tory party in Ontario

and in Canada, sir John liacdonald«

I will finish here, Mto Speaker, although I have

something else I vmnted to speak on, which would be very

interesting indeed, but let me say this to these Conserva-

tives in Ontario, that the last Session before Confederation

Sir John iiacdonaldj in the Session of 1865, I think it was,

introduced a resolution — although everybody was preparing

for Confederation — vihich was intitled, or intituled, or

named this way:
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"To provide that the province of
Upper Canada vd.ll grant to the
minority in Upper Canada the same
rights and privileges which are
granted to the minority in the
province of v^uebeco"

(Page 2165 follows/

)
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Wljat happened to that Bill from Sty John A MacDonald. His

Minister from Upper Canada struck against him and in

order not to jeopardize the passing of Comfederation»

which was of paramount interest at the time, Sir John

A.MacDonald, to prevent the larger disaster, withdrew

the BilljWith comments however, and he said to those

of the majority of lower Canada: in that case I withdraw

the Act granting to the English minority of Quebec the same

right that the majority have goto I do it si^ce Upper

*anad& does not want to follow me on that question. And

the people of lower Canada did notrwtthdraw their bill

and since that time the minority in lower Canada in the

Province of Quebec enjoys the very same freedom.^ very

same liberty, very same privileges and rights as does

the majorityo Those are men that we should look up to<>

Those are men, althou^ Sir. John A, ItecDonald could not on

account of the paramount interest, as I say, could not

carry on did what he thought was the best thing to dOo

Still, we who now succeed him -^ succeed such men as Sir

John A. MacDonald and in the other party Sir Wilfrid

Laurier, the king of tolerance, of conciliation here in

Canada, we should take a lesson from the lives of those

great Canadians. Oh, when I think of the responsibility

public men are taking who do not refrain from widening

this chasm of this unity herco I pity them, MroSpeaker,

but history will notf :pityo Posterity will judge their

actions as it should be done without any considerations of

persons or personal interests » 1 pity the place that they

will occupy in history in all the Canadian nations.

I wanted to speak on family allowanoeso 1 will

not do soo I wanted to say a few words about two pamphlets
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IJhat were sent m«, one by Miss Charlotte Whit ton., She

happens to be a specialist on babies - I don*t know.

A.nother one by CoBoSileyzo I wonder if that MroSileoz

is the person who some years ago when, what we ©all down

;o)Lir way, the woman palmer, was brought before tha

nkglstrate for eiroulfl^tlng eontraceptiva instruments,

aztti-^contracaptifcT* information, going in around Canada

from house to house and teaching not only a siek woman

but young married brides and unmarried girls, was teaohiag

them how they could prevent a family. The man who saved

her from gaol is that man Sileox who came along with his
«

theories expounded in that book and confused the mind <lf

the maglstrateo Does not he state here that the small

family is really what is wanted in this eiyilization

of ours? And this is the kind of people who coma asA

unite their efforts with those who are making politics out

of that Important q^uestiono I fear comment because I think

1 was the first one in the House whan 1 was sitting on the

Opposition benches over there and got up in this House and

talked about family allowances. The older members will

remember it. The member from Carlatonf (Mr .Acres} will

remember it, and it was taken up and there was a municipal

doctor here in Toronto who took up the cudgels for what was

called augenies, the prevention of families, and wrote a

letter about it and was taken from ocean to ocean in the

newspapers and I Just want to say that he did not have the

best of the argument.

I have a wor4 to say about school grants and I am

through With apologies for keeping the House so long at

this Juncture. The leader of the Opposition struck the

right note when he was on his feet. If there is some principle
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that has been promulgated by the Prime Minister and

Minister of Education and that has been repeated behind

him by those who favour this new system of grant, it was

of great importance that every child in Ontario should

have equal educational opportunity, quality of opportunity.

It is the dominant thingo It is the great cry and now

they have quality of opportunity. UHS Let us see where

that quality lleso I am taking the schools of Ottawa

as an example o The public schools of Ottawa pay a rate

of 4o.33 mills o That is the public school rate there o The

separate school there pays a rate of 7ol0 mills o That is

In 1944» The 4o33 mills of the public school rate brings

them $978o781 or llaOOOaOOO in round numberso The 7olO

mills that the separate school rate payers pay leaves them

Just about halfo Equal opportunity for the children. The

puglic schools have to educate in 1944,9,806 children

for which to educate whom they have ^IjOOOjOOO to cover,

which they paid 4o3S millSo The separate schools as against

this figure 8,000 &atd 10o527 children to educate upon only

|474,000 which is accumulated by the payment of 7 millSo

Now, how come? Because with the famous system of companiea

such as exists to-day and which is so criticised by our

friends on my right are paying all their taxes to the public

schools, and yet they levy as amuch from the separate school

supporters as the public school supporters,. The public

utilities that belong as much to the Catholics as to the

supporters of the public schools pay all their taxes to tha

public schools, nothing for the separate schools. So that

there has grown in the City of Ottawa, in Toronto, in London

and Windsor and all over there is a rich public school section
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besides a poor and getting all the time poorer, separate

school section. Where Is that quality of opportunity?

And Is it not worth while that some effort at least should

be attempted ^to equalize a little bit that opportunity.

HON. GKOoHo DUNBARs (Provincial Secretary): I would

life* to ask you a question about thato Would It not
I

be fair to say to the House that the separate Schools of

Ottawa are paying for two llasses that carry on in the

high school. That amounts to 152, 000 o TJie public schools

are not; they are paid In the secondary schools o Therefore

the public school supporters are paying In these two forms

and also pay again in the secondary schools a So that

if they did not carry on those two classes it would cut

off about S mi 11 So

MR. BELANGER; As the high school did not coma to

the level of -^he need of our children, then MrcSpeaker,

we are ready to make a sacrifice of paying double in order

to give our children the education which they have a right

to have.

Now, let us see what those companies amount to.

The assessment in 1945 from the Companies was $38,000,000

assessment, the public utilities $16,000,000o Now, properties

occupied by the Crown^ Is the Crown In Canada only for the

public school rate payers » Is not the Crown over the Catholic

Ratepayers over the public school rate payers? Why should

our laws be such that the Crown has to be assessed to the

amount of $39,298,000 only in one City. |,«gati6ms from

abroad, they are not Canadians, but the houses that, they occupy

In Ottawa are assessed at $l,321,943o Now, there is something

remarkable ^ou know^ In order to carry out the war effort at

Ottawa the Domlnjton Goveriment has approprlatedo
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MRoDUNBAR; I think I should correct the Speaker

Qbout the legations. There is no taxes paid at th«

present time by legations in -Ottawa. The Federal

Government did pay some years ago, and two years ago they

refused to pay that to Ottawa and the City of Ottawa has

asked us to change the Act so that it would be.

UB. BELANGSR: It was at one timoo

MR. DUNBAR: Yes, but not for two years. So I say,

here is a wonderful situation. As I said, in order to

help the war effort the Dominion Government in Ottawa is

taking hold of cjertain properties. Now some of those properties

were assessed to separate schools. The Monument

Nationaii do pay taxes to the Separate Schools and the

Dominion Government took it over, put officers into it,

and $62,875 of ittssessment was taken away from the sepa:^ate

schools to the public schools

«

s-

I could ask you here a question and I know I

"would not lose my money on it, by paying this you could

not possibly imagine the situation. That building

belongs to the Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of

Ottawa, just beiijig forced that way to withdraw its support

from the separate schools and paid to the public schools.

Why, there is something a great deal more. The separate

school board has got a property on Bolton Street, the Bolton

Street School. It 'is its own property, the separate school. The

Dominion Government at Ottawa for war purposes took it over

and the assessment would amount to $11,400. The property of

the separate school pays to the public school. Beautiful

laws where things like than can be done. Splendid quality of

opportunities and treatment in this province of OntariOo La Salle

Academy, a Catholic Academy, which is the property of a religious
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order., the Brothers of the Christian Schoolo It belongs

to them and since the Domlnio^ Gd^T^ent has Installed

offices In there, there has been $22^575,00', of

assessment taken from the Separate Schools to the public

schools o iVe would not care so very much if the public

schools wex'e not so rich as not to know what to do with

their money o They are paying |119 per pupil " that is

their coat " and the separate schools something like $78o

.

There is opportunity for youc Kow, you would think that

in a new schema of distribution of grants that something

woul«t have been done to help remedy this inequality, this

growth, unjust inequality o What has been done? Cities

above a certain population hav^ a different way of receiving

their grants Ottawa, Hamiltor» TorontOj, Windsor, there is

a different basis for the distribution of grants. Before

the new grant and the new system of grants a poor school

would get more than a rich school and that is why in Ottawa

it would help to equalize j and the separate schools were

really getting a greater amount than the public schools and that

is as it should beo It was not attendance, A school that

had a high assessment would get less than a school that had

a low attendance, so that there was a little equalizing

between the two boards o That has been done away because th6

basis has been put on the expenditure « So far as the public

schools i,which have a greater budget, expend more than the

separate schools because they are richero Over twice richer..

They get their greater amount over twice or three times what

the separate schools get, although they have more children,

ten thousand children compared with 85 OOOo Is that a

proper way of giving an equal, opportunity to all the children

of this province? Why were they singled out? Now, I suppose.
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gantlemen, you say — li«r«, he must be exaggerating. The

situ«Etion must be different from thato Why should the

Groverniaent have taken that basis and not do as they did

in the rural schools, make the basis on school attendance

and assessments. The higher assessment the less grant.
l>OL.v\}ba.v

HON. MR. CSeS&: May I say the Hon. member

(Mr. Belanger) is wrong with that. The school assessment

has nothing to do with the assessment in the rural places,

MR.BELAKGBHs Nothing to do, but why the difference?

A letter was written to the Minister of Education and the

question was asked very properly: WJy should they pay

on the basis where the richest school gets the greater grantt

Why has the basis of attendance and assessment been

abandoned ^although it is kept for the hig;h schools and fop

tha rural schools

o
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A letter was written to the hon. Minister of

Education, and the question was asked, very properly, "Why

should that be the basis, where the richest school gets

the greater grant? Why has the basis of a tenacious

system been abandoned, although it is kept off the high

schools and off rural schools? "

Now, the teply was very simple. Why, you could not

guess what the hon. Minister of Education, with all his

staff, with all his officefs, wrote back. "We have adopted

that system because it is simpler, simpler to compute."

Isn't that wonderful, 1^. Speaker, the head of the Depart-

ment saying simply "We are doing that inequality, --"

which amounts to iniquity, " — we are doing that in order

to have less. work to do in the Department. It is simpler

to compute."

I thought . I mi gl-it take the time of the House,

with your good will, llv. Speaker, and try your patience to

that limit, in order that you might know just exactly what

is the meaning of that inequality.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I might tell you this: I think,

from what I know, of my own knowledge, — I think that that

was not the advice given to the hon. Minister of Education

and to the Cabinet as to the distribution of these grants

by officers of his Department, the experienced officers of

his Department.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW {Prime Minister) : I did say

I did not intend to interrupt these endless words, but I

do wish to correct the statement. It is a rather strange

form of injustice that when the schools to which the

speaker is-" referring got $53,000 in grants in the Govern-

ment that he sat in this year is getting $135,000 in grants.

MR. BELAIh'GER: But, I placed them on the 50^ dis-
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tribution, and the schools have been increased. That is

not the answer to what I say. I say there is a discrep-

l&incy as between the public and separate schools, which

is unequal and which is iniquitous, and. which is unjust. ,,

MR. DREW: 1 am only going to make one ftiore com-

ment, to keep this on the track, because the speaker, I

am sure, knows perfectly well he is giving a picture

wholly out of keeping with the facts. I am certain he

knows perfectly well why the Ottav/a schools are having

that* difficulty. The Ottawa schools are having financial

difficulty because of the fact that over $5,000,000 of

assessed property which previously supported the separate

-Achools has been withdrawn by those who supported the

separate schools.

MR. BELANGER: That is exactly my point. The

separate schools have been treated in such a shoddy way

we are obliged to raise our rates on the schools and

property, and when they see their rates rising and rising,

and that inequality, — they are not all heroes, —

some of them found the sacrifice too much, and they have

shifted their funds, and our schools are getting poorer

and poorer, due to the fact the laws of this province

are unjust, and I am not afraid to say so. I will say

more than that, and I mention Premier Howard Ferguson.

In 1929, prior to the election, and here I appealed to the

hon. member for Carleton (Mr. Acres), and I appealed to

the hon. Minister of Agriculture, and I appealed to the
f

hon. member for Brant, and I appealed to the hon. member

for Bruce, and to those who were .in the House in 1929,

the last speech of the Session of that year prior to the

election, the general election of 1929, the speech which

was delivered by me in this House at one o'clock in the
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morning, or two o'clock in the morning, on that question

of separate schools, and instead of defining and instead

of interpreting and trying to answer my contentioa, Mr,

Ferguson got up in this House, and we havfe a long -record,

if this is being put down, and he gave, ;to my recollection,

(and I am sure the gentleman I have mentioned willj'bear me

out,) - he said, "I have already heard, many timqs, the

question of taxation and companies' inequality of ' taxation,

and the taxation, as between the systems of the two schools

pleaded before me, but never have I understood it as much

as I understand it tonight," And he said, "If the hon.

member for Russell will continue to educate the public opin-

ion on this question, as much as he has done on bi>Alingual

schools — " (I have no doubt he said it) "-- he wi'll

succeed in this case, as he has succeeded in the bi-lingual

schools." -. >

y

My last word will be a word of appeal to this House.

I will not say "Work for unity," but for the sake of our

land and our country, in order not to sow elements of dis-

ruption. I ask the leaders of public opinion, and I ask

the hon. members of this House, in their ridings and

localities, not to utter a word that may do harm or may

enhance disunity between our races. We are not ashamed,

neither the Britishers, nor the Irish., nor the Italian

citizens, nor the French ;, we are not ashamed, none of. us,

of our origin. We are all citizens of Canada, and let us

"be, first and foremost, citizens of Canada; let us be

Canadians first, and have the interest of Canada first,

and, especially, let all of us, whether in this House or

outside of this House, shut our heartsto those spontaneous

movements, as against one another of the races, because,
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perhaps, of our upbringing, and because of influence^ with

which we have been united, and then, if we do that, we may

succeed, at length, in having, both in this province of

Ontario and in the Dominion of Canada, a united people,

without disunity. With disunity there can be no prosperity

or grandeur for this nation of ours.

MR. ROBERT H. CARLIN (Sudbury): Mr o 'Speaker, rising

to participate in this discussion, I want to Join with the

other hon. members in extending congratulations to the mover

of the motion. I want> however, to .go a bit further. I

want to extend my sympathy, and I do so because I think the

hon, members were given a rather difficult task, to do the

task of taking something from nothing, and making it appear

.to be everything.

Now, Mro Speaker, there is something that attracts

me very much as I enter this Legislature almost every day.

Perhaps this attraction is due to the part of the co\intry

. that I come from, the mining part of Canada. Perhaps it

'

strikes no one else, other than my hon. friend from Cobalt

(Mr. Taylor), - that is, the samples of ore from Cobalt,

Kirkland Lake, Tlmmins, and particularly Sudbury, the con-

stituency that I represent, - they are so reminiscent of the

various things that have happened in my life and in the livea

of the people I know so well, the miners of Northern QntariOp

It is the Cobalt that I first came to when I left my home in the-

province of i^uebec that I was reminded so much about in listen-

ing to the last" speaker, due to his refererwe to the French

people of that province. However, these nuggets remind me

of something perhapp more than just classes of people. They

remind me of the economy of our country, and again remind me

of the ever-present colossal richness of this eountry, the

i\
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great richness of this country on tlie one hand, and' the

extreme poverty on the other.

' I recall the fine young- men that I met when t first

came tb the north country and Cobalt, the miners, who are

approximately my age to-day, and I meet them now and they

are broken down men, completely worn out. In the mining

industry there seems to be a change. When I first came

to the town there v/ere, as a matter of fact, stakes and

6mall shack houses which have grown into a large city.

Timmins, the same. The flow of wealth has left that great,

rich, country on Ontario, falling into the hands and pockets

' 6f people who a;pe already so rich they do not know how to

fipend their money, and the people I hope I represent, and

that I try to represent, the great miners, who have

produced this wealth, are living, in the main, in poverty,

,.not so much, perhaps, now, but back in the black »30»s.

.No one, perhaps, will ever know how much they have suffer-

' ed, because there is no scale to weigh, and no yardstick

to .measure, the sufferings of the miners and working people

of Canada during the hungry »30»So

They remind me of other things, particularly the

one from Cobalt, from the Crown Reserve that I worked in.

I worked in; that mine on the very day they made the great

i discovery. .Little did I know that it and I would be here

In this building, or. kittle did I think it. The sample

from Sudbury, of course,- reminds me of things that have

happened during my recent years. It makes mo think when

I first came down from Kirkland Lake, (that was during

the famous Kirkland Lake strike,) to help the workers. Our

j Union office was broken into by twelve paid "goons". That

h&s been officially printed in the Press. They were sent-
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In to break up our office, and, in the words of the men who

were members of that "goon squad", and who have given sworn

statements to us to-day, they were to get the organizers, to

do a job on the organizers, and they did, (some of them went

to the hospital,) and to do a job on the office. 7/ell, they

did such a job on the. office and such a job on the organizers,

They destroyed everjrfching we had in the office, and they

put two organize ts in the hospital. I am quite mindful of

that, and I am mindful of representing members of that great

union of the International Nickel Company when they learned

of these members that would have been discharged the follow-

ing day.

Well, out of tliat has come democracy to Sudbury. At

the present moment the highest degree of democracy that ever

existed in that town exists there now due to the Internation-

al Union of Mine and Smelter Workers, and others. That is

just the north country. »7hat we said of the suffering of the

miners was borne out here, in some statement made by the

hono member from Ontario. I have got an endless amount of

statements, sworn statements, and statements as they were

read yesterday. There are men right in here at this moment,

at this very moment, who I am trying to get something for

through going to the Compensation Board.

I do not want to be construed to mean that the Com-

pensation Board is not doing something for the people. I

think it is doing something, but it certainly is not doing

all that the people know and think it ought to do for them,

and, particularly for a class of our people who are doing

the hardest task of our people, and I refer to the New

Canadians, among v;hom are some of the greatest citizens of

this country.
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I am not going to deal at any length with the Com-

pensation Board, because I think that vras well looked

•after last night by the hon. member for Ontario (Mr.

Williams). However, even since last night I had occasion

to go to the Compensation Board to handle two cases. One

of them is here in this building, and one is not sufficient-

ly well to be here at this hour of the evening. Those two

workers are typical of the men whose cases are not properly

handled by this Board. They are New Canadians who do not

spealc English too well, and it is rather difficult for them

to make themselves understood when they go in, with the

result — You know what the results are. ';7hile, perhaps,

the Board keeps the door open, no remuneration j.s ever

passed, or, very seldom.

Just while I am on that I would like to elaborate

on one case brought up last night. This is a case of a

very young man with all his life in front of him. Due to

a handicap received about fourteen months ago, the rest

of his life will b4 a very miserable life. This young man

drilled into a hole at one of the mines in Sudbury, and

workiQg with him at the time was his partner, who was

instantly killed. This young chap was blasted, and parts

of his body badly injured, but his face is so marked and

so scarred and so discoloured that he is like the men you

perhaps have seen, the men who work in the coal mines, and

who have had an i n jury on the face. It leaves a black

scar, or a sort of a blue scar, and this man's face is

almost entirely black and blue, with little portions of

rock all through his face. I am trying to do something

about his case, but they tell me he does not come under

the scope of the Act. Rightly so, but there is no other
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legislation in this country to look after him, none what-

ever. He went to a face specialist, and the doctor said

a job could be done for around a thousand dollars, but he

has not got it, and he has a job to work at now. He

hides, because he is ashamed of his face. He is typical

of hundreds of cases->

For all practical purposes wages are frozen in

this country, and frozen at a level that I thinJt is a dis-

grace to the people that run this country. \?hen you con-

sider this fabulously rich nation, yet our people -- Why

should any of our people be paupers? We have hundreds of

them in that category. Plere are the figures that I think

prove how disgraceful it is:
'

"50^ of the wage earners earn less than ^450
a year."

That was 1941,

"545^ of the men, and 89% of the women, earn
less than $950, and only 9% of the men earn
over $1950 a year."

(Page Noo 2180 follows,)
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This welfare brief that was prepared by the Toronto

City Council, which, I believe, is accepted by all authori-

ties on this question, says that a minimuii]| wage for a decent

standard of living for a family of five is thirty-five dollars

and forty centjs a week, or one hundred and four dollars^

seventeen cents a month or eighteen hundred and jsixty dollars

and twenty cents a year.

The greatest majority of our workers do not earn that

much money to keep themselves in decency, yet the speakers

here tell us about the educational set-up and what we desire.

V/ell, we have not got the money to dress our kiddies

up properly to send them to school, if we have the schools

to send them to. Many things we have to do, many things

we have got to do if we are to save our positions as leaders

of the people. Our aged people, how do they fare? Did you

know that we have got an old age pension which covers a lot

of them, but there is a group of people in this country about

whom I wish to say something, that is the new Canadians, and

there are more and more of them coming into this country all

the time, and more power to them: because I believe

they are second to none; and most of those people have not

got citizenship papers, not because they do not like thife

country as well as you and I do, and as the last speaker dpes,

but because they do not know; and the result is that we have

a great number who have perhaps reached the age of eighty

or eighty-five years of age, and they have no security, and

they have no jobs, and you cannot get them old age pensions.

I see there are hundreds of those people. What is to be done

about tt? They were invited to come out to this country.

They did not come here of their own free voliticoio
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Tile great advertisements put out by the Corporations of

this codntry induced then to oome here. If the great

corporations who invited them to come over here cannot

look after them, it is up to us to look after them and

see that they are treated like human beings.

Uppermost in the minds of all the people in this

Province and in this nation is the war and the winning of

the war. I will not say much about that; other speakers

better qualified to speak upon it have spoken. I would

say that the best we have to offer them when they came

back is only half as good as it should be.

Ihile I hope we may agree on many things; I hope

we will all agree on that. I hope and pray that the war,

which perhaps should never have begun, may end to-morrow,

so that our boys may oome back. j3Ut, at times, I fear

what is going to happen when they do come back. I know

that the war is going to end sometime, whether it will be

this week, this month or next year; and it strikes me that

when it ends you will not need soldiers. And if you do

not need soldiers, you will not need guns; and if you do not

need guns, you will not need anaaunition. But where do we

go from here? There is no adequate plan in this nation,

let alone in this Province, to cope with the post-war

problems, which will be on us perhaps in the very near

future. No adequate plans with which to cope with theat;

and I fear that the men coming back, and not being needed

in the ammunition plants, and with nothing to absorb them,

what will happen? That, I think, we will have to answer.

I would like to say something about the people

whom few ever mention, that is, the new Canadians. I know

of no group of people in the Dominion to whom we owe so
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much, because they have put up with so much, suffered

so much, and say so little about it, that you have got

to live close "ko them and talk with them to find the

limits of their suffering; because often they will be

suffering beyohd your imagination without saying a word

about itp

I say we have got to reach out to those people

and let them know we are friends of their 's and make them .

part of us so that when they ask for their democratic

rights, as they did during the depression, we will not

label them as reds and blues and deport them on a wholesale

basis.

Now we are begging those men to stay on the job,

and you do not have to beg with the overwhe^ing majority

becauiie they know that there is a war to be won; and there

is no more patriotic people than they are, not a more

honest people in the nation than they are, nor any more

interested in ending this war.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I just want to conclude by saying

a few words regarding my own constituency. I come from

Sudbury, the home of nickel, the town wiiich has produced

twenty-five per cent of the nickel of the world and 19

almost as much responsible for the winniag of this war as

anythijag els© in the world, because almost everything you

touch has sOjae nickel content. Therefore, nickel is a

pretty important pcoduct.

But there is one thing which disturbs me a little

bit, that while from the smelter there is poured out daily

thousands of pounds of nickel, which we are very glad to

get at this hour, yet there is anothssr thing which ought

to be dohe as to it, ana that is against the fumes from
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the refinery and the smelter. This is doing untold

damage to vegetation, to the forests, and to everything

that is composed of metal, for instance farm equipment

and machinery.

Farmers for years have been asking this government

to do something about it. Last year I did mention it,

and if I recall right, the Hon. Premier stated that was

one reason for establishing a department of scientific

research. Well, I hope he is getting along well with that

departmen,t of scientific research because just to-day I

received a petition which I would like to read into the

records here and with the petition I have got close to

a thousand signatures. And this is the type of resdution

or petition:

"Whereas it is a known fact that the
sulphur fumes emanating from the smelter
of the International Nickel Corporation
of Copper Cliff are causing great
damages to the farmers of the surrounding
country since 1915, or thereabouts:

And whereas if the farming industry
is to continue in these districts the
farmers must be ^iven fair play:

^iiid whereas unlessa fair compensation for
damages eeoe, is given the :farmers, they
will have no aother alternative than
to vacate the farms:

And whereas the arbitration of damages
caused by sulphur fumes, under the author-
ity of the Arbitration Act of OAtario
has never been satisfactory:

And whereas it is a knowp fact that
the corporation could treat the fumes
emanating from its plant so as to' render
them harnQe ss to land, crops, fences and
forests:

Therefore, we the farmers grievances
Association of the districts of Sudbury
and Nipissing, beg leave to request as
follows;
1, That the International Nickel Corpor-
ation take means to treat the fumes
emanating from its smelter at Copper
Cliff so as to render them harnjlens to
crops, fences ami land and forests

»
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"2. That such treatment be put into
operation* with the leaat possible delay."

This is a petition which was sent to me to-day,

accompanied by that number of signatures. So that the

people a»f Sudbury are very reasonable. They are not asking

this or any other Government that they should close the

mines or shut up the smelters. All they ask is for

fair remuneration.

There are scientific formulas now being used in

sm.elters in this country in Trail, British Columbia, plants

in which almost every atom of gas from the smelter is

used. And I think we owe it to the farmers of the, Sudbury

and the Nipissing aistricto

I would like the government not only to set up

an arbitration board which would be better than the present

means, to investigate and see what can be done about this

smoke, and if it cannot be remedied, set up a board, for

instance that will allow the farmers to select a man from

their own ranks to represent them, and let the International

Nickel Company do the same; una let the government appoint

a fair arbitrator.

I have sworn statements to the effect that the farmers^

who went to the company complaining about the damages which

had been done to their crops have been offered as high as,

in one case, seventy-five dollars for the aamages. The

farmer felt that was not sufficient damages, and he went to

the arbitrator, and the arbitrator forced him to settle for

seven dollars and fifty cents, — that is quite a common

thing. Yet the people of North Bay have never heard about

it.

So I urge the government, this yeeir, or whatever
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government succeeds them, to do something about it for

Sudbury.

MR. HAHRY C. NIXON (Brant): Mr. Speaker, one

wonders at this stage of the debate, looking at the volumes

of words that have already been spoken on the Speech from

thfs Throne, what is left to say. iUid certainly, when

the members, I feel, are anxious for the conclusion of the

debate and the taking of the vote, which may make history

in this old Province of Ontario, it ill behooves me to

take up much time this evening. As a matter of fact,

Mr. Speaker, I had no thought of participating the debate

until it occurred "fco me, as one who is rather used to the

atmosphere of this chamber, that the signs are that this

may be the last debate of its kind in the Twenty-First

Legislature and probably the last debate of the Session.

After listening to the many fine addresses from the

newer members of the House, to all' of whom I offer my

sincere congratulations, but so many of them, particularly

on the government side, sound so like swan songs that, as

one of the older members of the House, realizing that if

a general election is held this summer, so many of these

newer members will not be with us again, I felt that it

might be opportune to say what a pleasure it has been to

meet them under these happy circumstaaaces, as fellow members

in the Legislature of Ontario. Because, in the quarter of

a century and more, Mr. Speaker, that I have had the Honour

of sitting continuously as the member for Brant, I have

seen several hundred members go; and, as you know, sir

parting is always sweet sorrow, — sweeter sometimes than

at others, but always sweetest when I see the conservatives

on the way out.

Now, if you will pardon me just for a moment in a
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little lighter vein than we have been hearing tonight,

if I refer to an inciaent which occurred last Friday,

when the Clerk of the House was reading the report from

the Conimittee, I was engaged in rather earnest conver-

sation with my friend here from Elgin (Mr. Hepburn), and

hearing a ripple of applause going over the House I

joined in with gusto; but, happening to look up, I saw

that the eyes of the chamber were directed towards me,

and I asked my friend from Temiskaming, Mr. Taylor, what

was going on, and he saj,d. Why, they are going to paint

your portrait. My face became very red indeed.

I am not suggesting any ulterior motives whatever,

but I do ask if you see any person sitting in the House

who has been done in oil and hung in the corridors, be-

cause I do not recall that any may be here; and I assure

you I have every intention of being a candidate again in

the constituency of Brant; and I know that the Hon. members

would not want me to start in with two strikes against me.

I gave some little attention a few years ago to

this matter of portraits, because I thought it was assuming

almoat the position of a racket, because formerly splendid

portraits had been provided of Speakers, Governors, and

Premiers at around three or four hundred dollars; and the

price had gradually risen until the price was over five

thousand dollars because the charge was all the traffic

could bear. And, in one instance, I do recall where a

portrait w^s painted with the ex-Premier wearing a pearl

grey vest. He found out afterwards that it was not just

in good taste to wear that with a morning coat, and we

had to give him an aaditional vest at an additional cost.

30, I can assure you, iir. Speaker, that the Hon. Treasurer
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need not in his estimates lay aside any 'sun of money

this year upon portraits of the Hon. member for Elgin

(Mr. Hepburn) or of your humble servant. I do not know

how I could stand to walk under such a portrait for 1^en

or twelve years, but after we intend to leave this

chamber, we may take into consideration this important

matter and provide the portraits, I assure you, at our

own expense

g

Now, because of the changes in the recess in this

particular group, Hon. members opposite have given us

quite some attention, and, in many instances, have gone

back years to dig up old straw and thresh it over, in

the hope that they might glean a little grain out of it

and possibly cause dissensions in our ranks. If it gives

them any pleasure to do so, I would be the last to deny

i t to them.

(Page 2188 follows)
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and if it gives them any pleasure to do so, I would be the

last to deny it to them. I am very frank to say that

certainly in the past years there were very sharp dif-

ferences of opinion between my hon. friend from Elgin

(Kr. Hepb\irn) and myself, based entirely on v;ar issues,

and the conditions which existed at that particular time,

and those days were the most distressing in my public

appearance, but never at any time did they interfere with

the warm personal friendship which had existed so many

years between us, nor did it interfere with my very great

admiration for his outstanding qualities of leadership,

nor did it interfere with the amenities of extending

hospitality one to the other, and there was no one at that

time, nor at this time, that I have greater pleasure in

welcoming into my home, nor take greater pleasure of

visiting, than that of my hon, friend from Elgin (Ltr,

Hepburn) and his very lovely family.

But, Mr a Speaker, the causes of these differences

are ancient history. Nothing is to be gained by my hon,

friend taking them up and thrashing them over now, and they

are causes such as never will occur again, I am certain,

War issues in Canada have to-day the effect of caus-

ing great dissension, seemingly much moreso than in any

other of the allied countries, but even at that, would to

God it were the only thing we had to suffer from when the

full impact of the war strikes home to our individual

families, and in this connection I vvant to extend my

deepest sympathy to my good friend and neighbour, the hon.

member for Norfolk-Haldimand (Mr. Martin) who in so recent

months has suffered the loss of his very gallant son. I

know what that means in the family, vhen the dreaded

messenger comes up the garden path, and although it v/as
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years ago^ nevertheless the passing of the years does not

seem to lessen the sense of loss — utter loss — that so

many families in this fair Dominion have had to endure

during the last years of this terrible v/aro

So, Ur» Speaker, I am happy indeed to sit here be-

side my good friend from the county of Elgin [IJir, Hepburn)

who has returned to his rightful place as leader of the

Liberal members in the Legislature, and in a few short

\veeks I hope will be the leader of the Liberal party in

the province of Ontario, and at the earliest opportunity

afforded to -the people of this province, vrill again head

the Government of this province.

The hon« the Prime Mnister has on several occasions
to

re ferred/v/hat he termed the "dual leadership" in this

group, but X can assure him that that will be corrected at

a very early opportunity, and will not, therefore, be a

matter for his concerno

So, Mto Speaker, we are again a very happy and

united family, and quite ready to "go places"o

NoWj another difference which I am sure has occiorred

to you, and ti.at you have observed, is the rather dif-

ferent attitude this group has taken tov/ards the Government

this Sessiono Last Session v/e came into this House, after

the general election, and the Government was in a minority,

and we frankly announced the intention of extending that

measure of support which would make it possible for them to

put into effect the policies upon which they were elected

in this province, and to the extent even that they should

not be embarrassed by their lack of a majority in this

House

o

i.Ye have carried that policy throughout the session.
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notv/lthstandlng the many provocations from the Governnent

itself, and froia our good friends of the C.C.J. They

realized that we were carrying through such a policy, and

they took every opportunity to force divisions in the

House and it is rather a laugh at this session, lir. Speaker,

in recalling those actions, when our hono friends to my

right here have repeatedly swung to the defence of the

Government in the divisions of this Sessionso

LilSS MACPIIAIL: Somebody had to do ito

lv3R. NIXON: But, MTo Speaker, it was our sincere v/ish

and frank intention to carry that policy through the term

of this Legislature, because the people, having gone

through an election, I believe ^ wanted the members to do

their utmost to see that the business of the province was

carried on in an expeditious and proper manner.

But, co-operation works both ways, Ifro speaker©

The hon. i^rime liinister of this province is not an easy

man with whom to co-operate, and, in fact, in ray opinion,

he deliberately burned the bridges upon which we were

HE king a very honest and sincere endeavour to co-operate

with the administration, when he delivered that address

on August 9th of last year, over a network of radio sta-

tions in this provinceg which has already been referred to

so frequently dxiring this Sessiono I will not take the

time at this late hour to quote at length from that address*

liSany hon. members have already done so, including the hon.

Prime Minister himself, but certainly he knew when that

address was delivered, that it made it impossible for the

Liberals in the Legislature to further extend such a

measure of co-operationo

And in this connection I would like to read a short
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extract from an address -vvhich I myself delivered over the

radio a short time afterwards, on October lltho In that

address, I said:

"After the defeat of the Liberal Government
in August of '43, the Liberal ::erabers of the
legislature believed it to be in the public
interest that the present administration,
though a minority of 38 in a house of 90,
should have every opportunity to put into
effect the promises on vvhich they obtained
power. Belie.ving this, the Liberal members
assisted the Conservative Government on
many occasions and sought to support meas-
ures on their merits. There has been little
appreciation shovm by the governraent for
this assistance^ Certainly there have been
wholesale dismissals of civil servants
throughout the constituencies wno received
their appointments under the Liberal
regime, notwithstanding premier Drew's
assurance, quote: 'I hope every meD±ier
of the civil service will continue his work

-

with confidence, that those who ai-e per-
forming their duties well and are competent
will be retained' o And when Colonel Drew
states that his one ambition in the poli-
tical field outside Ontario is, quote:
*To see an end to the v;eak and incompetent
government at Ottawa and to assist in every
way he could to assure that John Bracken
became the next Prime Minister of Canada'

j

he shuts the door to friendly co-operation
in the face of every self-respecting
Liberals It is not, however, because of
this and not because of his administrative
record, bad as it is, but because he strikes
at the very basis of Canadian unity in his
shocking speech of August 9th that I make
this announcement, with the unanimous
approval of evory Liberal moniber, all present
at the caucxiSo Last year at this time after
a caucus of Liberal members, v;e stated
frankly we would assist the Government to
put into effect their pledges on which they
were elected and ase that they were not
embarrassed by their lack of a majority
in the House o Following the caucus of
yesterday Ij as frankly state, that, come
what may, the truce is ended,"

Now, Mr, Speaker J it is a dark cloud indeed which

has no silver lining, and I could almost thank the hon.

Prime Minister for his address I have just mentioned, since
consolidated

it solidified and those of Liberal thoughts through-*
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out Ontario and Canada

o

In this address, as you will remember, an attack

was made on the Family Allowances Legislation, which vfas

passed at Ottawa by the unanimous vote of the i^^ederal

House, with every Conservative member in the House sup-

porting that Legislation, and yet the hono Prime Minister

of Ontario, notwithstanding that, made the statement in

his address:

"I assure you that the Government of
Ontario intends to do everything within
its power to make sure that this ini-
quitous Bill does not go into effect,"

Referring to the Family Allowances Legislation —
"It is not this Bill alone, but the whole
principle involved vfliich we intend to
resist.

"

Well, of course, as was pointed out by my friend,

the Leader of the Labo\ar Progressive Party (Mto MacLeod )g

he made a very notable retreat from that position, andj>

as a matter of fact, the Legislation for Family Allow-

ances is now under way, I believe^ throughout Canada, and

in due course the families will receive their allowances,

in the very near future

»

But also that address, in addition to consolidating

the Liberal and i^eform opinions, also was wholly responsible

for the return of my good friend from Elgin (Mr. Hepburn)

to the Liberal, and while my hon. friend the Prime Minister

has taken great delight in reading from that little black

book which he always carries with him —
HON. GSORGE A. DREV/ (Prime i.xinister): I have two

of them.

im, CA3SELIvIAI\^: One for eacho

MR. oPEAKER: Order

o
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• MR. NIXON: —Filled with quotations from statecBnts

of the hono memher for iilgin (MTo Hepburn), I have not

heard him yet quote the statement with v/hlch he announced

his intention last October Srdj, and I am reading now from

the report in the Glove &, liiail of that date, in v^diich he

notifies the Liberals of the covuity of Elgin, viho had

invited him to be their candidate in the i'ederal ele^ction,

now approaching, that he would not accept their invitation.

He said:

"After due consideration, I have come to
the conclusion that my main responsibility
as a Liberal is to do battle against
reactionary Toryism as it rears its
ugly head in Ontario to-dayo

V/hile I have been for the most part
politically inactive since resigning the
Ontario Premiership two years ago, never-
theless I have continued to take a keen
interest in public questions and have
given a great deal of thought to our
turbulent Canadian political scenoo
Taking a carefully considered viev; of
the situation, it is my opinion that at
no time since Confederation have we been
faced with such a political crisis in
both our Province and our Dominiono

For more than a year we have had a

,
Tory Government in office in Ontario, a
Government which has evaded its respon-
sibility by subterfuge in the ioru of a
multiplicity of boards and commissions

5

with no responsibility to the Legislature,
and certainly no results for Old tSan
Ontarioo"

To that, Mto Speaker 3 I can certainly add my "Okay, Amen."

"•Then the Legislature was in session last
spring, I, as an independent Liberal,
in common with other Opposition members,
believed that every opportunity should
be afforded the Government to implement
its 22 pre-election pledges, and at all
costs everything possible should be done
to avert another wartime electiono

From this perspective, and in the
light of its own record, the Government
must be considered a failiireo On that
I am confident the vast majority of those

I
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who voted for the Tory Party, are in
complete agreement o '.7e must, however,
consider the record of the Drew Govern-
ment in relation to the effect of its
policies on Canada as a whole

»

I Attacks Drew Speech;

In this connection we must turn our
attention to the radio speech delivered
by Colo Drew over a Provincial hook-up
on August 19 lasto The speech, in my
opinion, was the most irresponsible utter-
ance ever maae by a Canadian public man
v/ithin my memory. It was, in the first
place, a clear incitement to hatred against
a neighboring province, but, V70rse than
that, it v/as an incitement to hatred against
one-third of our oito Ontario populationo
I shall have more to say about the other
implication of that infamous speech at a
later dateo

Furthermore, without the authority of
the Legislature, Premier Drew during his
recent mission to Europe made commitments
clearly outside his jurisdiction, parti-
cularly in the field of immigration. At
this point 1 should like to ask the Premier
to what extent he has involved the people
of Ontario in this matter of bringing in
new immigrants before adequate provisions
have been made for the re-employment of
ovir own servicemen and present war workers.

The Premieres recent statement regard-
ing the opening of an Onteiricli House in Paris
has astounded me,"

m. DREW: It would

o

IB.. NIXON: May I ask if that Ontario House in Paris

hias been openedo

LaR. DREJ: No-, tHat was never even mentionedo It ia

just another dream of his

»

MR, NIXON:

"Is this a forerunner of further duplications
of services already being paid for out of
Federal funds?

Does the Premier propose to Balkanizo
Canada and give the impression to other

^ countries that they must deal with nine
f Canadian jurisdictions in the fields of

trade commerce and foreign affairs?

It begins to look as though Colo Drew
aspires to become the president of a
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separate republic of CntarlOo

Just about 14 years ago I was given
the signal honor of leading the forces
which ultimately drove the Tory cabal
from office in Ontario. ;/hile i no longer
wear the i.iantle of leadership, i am satis-*
fied to take mj' place in the ranks of
reform Liberalism to rally the forivard-
looking people of Ontario against the new
Tory menace, v/hether it bo in the iTovincial
or Federal fie Id

«

Canada stands on tha threshold of a
great futiiroo That future can only be
realized if we are a strong and united
nation.

"

Now, Mr, Speaker, if the hono Prime minister iias not

this statement in his black book of "Hepburnism", I v/ill be

glad to send it over to him,

MR. DRj]'./: i have ito

MR. NIXOK: Lir, Speaker, we were smart enough not to

leave the very able member for Elgin {Uto Hepburn) in the

ranks, and we took the earliest opportunity to acain

place him at the head of the Liberal members of the Legis-

lature, and I am sure the people of the province of Ontario

will again,, as 1 have said before, take the first opportunity

to place him at the head of the Government of this province

«

{Page 2196 follows)
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Now, there you have the situation which faces this

this house tonight. The hon. member for Blgln (Mr*

Hepburn) was Just as anxious as we were to give that

measure of support to the Government under the circum-

stances which v/ould make it possible to carry on the

business of the provine* for the term of this legis-

lature and certainly till awhile after the end of the

war but, as I have said, that measure of co-operation

was deliberately thrown away by the Prime Hinister

in that August speech already referred to.

Now, there are amendments before the house on

which we are very shortly to vote. The Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. Hepburn) has placed an amendment in

five parts preffaced by the statement in his address,

from which I quote:

» And now at the outset of this session,
•with the end of the war swiftly drawing
•near, we find nothing in the Govern-
"ment^s legislative programe to suggest
•that they are seriously prepared to
"deal with the prcJblems a post-war crisis
•will bring upon Ontario.
» We have no confidence in such a
•Government. 8e take our stand against
•the policy of unpreparedness for peace
•represented by the present Administra-
•tlons at Ottawa and at Queen's Park, and

•here in this House we take our stand
•against the forces of reaction repre-
•sented by the Conservative party

And then follows the amendment in five parts:

•That the Motion now before the House
•be amended by adding thereto the
•following words:

» (1) that the attitude of the Government
•of Ontario towards the Dominion and
•other provinces has not as3i«ted>.in
•creating conditions of national unity;

•(2) that after more than 18 months in
•office the Goverimient ha^ve failed
•to implement their promises with
•respect to education, health services
•and other important matters;

•(3) that the Government have failed
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•tQ forecast legislation that would

I

*aastir« adequate prices for farm
"products and securi,ty of farm
"tenure in the post-war years;

• (4) that the Government have failed
tto recognize the immedtate seed for
'•legislation that would'-^provide union
••security and other collective bar-
•gaining rights for labour in the
•post-war years; '

• (5) that the Government have failed
• to accept their own responsibility
•for planning and organizing the
•resources of Ontario to guarantee
•productive employment in the post-war
*years for men and women now in
"uniform and for those now engaged in
•war industries.**

Those matters have already been discnssed at length, Mr.

Speaker, in this Debate and I think I am in accord and

when the opportunity offers will vote in favor of that

amendment,

MR. DUNBAfii Why delay?

MR. NIXONs The leader of this group has added to

these 5 clauses in a sub-amendment consisting of two ad"

ditional reasons why this Government does not en;joy any

longer the copfidence of the people of Ontario,, In these

words:

•1. That the Government has reversed our tradi"
•tional policy of non-sectarian public schools
•by introducing a program* at religious education
•which has caused disunity among large sections
•of our people, and ha* thereby violated the
•cherished democratic right of each to worship
•according to his consciences free from Inter-
•ferencs by the State*
• 2» That the Government, without any mandate
•from the Legislature, has given ill considered
•encouragement to large scale immigration befors
•providing adequate safeguards to assure full
•employment for our war veterans and present
•war workers ••

The second clause in this sub- amendment, Mr. Speaker,

has already received a good deal of debate in the

house and it is not my thought to Attempt to duplicate

the matter any further and certainly at any length to-
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I want to oongratulate the hon. member from West York

{Mr. Millard J who, in his splendid address on his re-

turn from overseas recently, dealt so effectively with

this matter of the immigration policy of the govern-

ment of this Province,

I did say in this same address to which I re-

ferred scaae months rago, if I may quote "The London

office recently opened by the Government is certainly

encouragin|f thousans of people to emigrate to

Ontario.* M that time I had not seen the literature

being distributed by the Agent-General at, that London

office or I should properly have said "hundreds of

thousands,-* Let me say emphatically that I am en-

tirely opposed to encouregiftg immigration to this

country until every man and woman in the armed ser-

vices end war indistries are re-established in civilian

employment at rates of pay and at iotirs-of work that will

ensure their enjoyment in the good things of life and until

our boys cone to maturity. Ve want no rej^^titlon of the

conditions that existed in Ontario in the early thirties

under the then Conservative Government of Mr. Henry. I

cannot streJBS this too strongly-s- statement made yester-

day that Ontario must not be flooded with immigrants

from any source at this time.

Now, Mr. Speaker, with the langauge of the sub-

amendment I would like to pause for a very few moments-

•That the Government has reversed our traditional
•policy of non-sectarian public schools* &c, &o,

I believe the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Taylor), and I am

extremely sorry to learn to day, Mr. Speaker, of his

illness-in his address to the House the other evening

asked us how we would dare vote for such an amendment

and then go back to our rural constituencies and explain
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ot« to th« good church peopl* in the rural parts. Wall,

Mr. Speaker J I have no qualms, uneasiness in this matter.

I think most of the hon. members of th« house art chur»h

people and those at home are no different than we are

ourselves and they are busy and they are Just as broad-

minded and anxious for the proper solution of this matter

as we mrt in this house. This is a subject that the

hon. member for Wellington, South (Mr. Hancock) said, that

hon. members hesitate to touch with a ten foot pole. Mr.

Speaker, I cannot se* why we should shy away from discussion

on such an important matter as this and now that it is be-

fore the Hous» in th« form of an amendment from this group

I think that something further should be said on the

subject, because although this new course of studies is

only recently initiated, already it is causing wide spread

discussion and disunity throughout the Province and I

submit, Mr, Speaker, that the Resolution on the Order

paper should receive the support of honorable members of

the house. Now, this is not a question that can proper-

ly be solved by simply counting the Ayes and Nayji on th«

subject because it has all the elements, all the ex-

plosive elements in it of the super TNT of which we have

recently he'ard so much. It may be that in the rural

sections at the moment there are more in favor of the cours*

of these instructions that has Just been initiated than

there arc those opposed, although I have not received any

4ndi<nitioni* of it myself, and hon. members who have received

resolutions or letters asking them not to support this

amendment, I may point out that they may not be entirely

spontaneous, because I know that the Secretary of the

Ontario Ed&cational Association has circularized the

province urging the pedpl» to immediately writ* or tele-

graph your member of the Provincial Legislature to in-
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form him of tti« •ndorsement by th« group which you

reprasent on religious education in public schools.

All right, as I have stated this problem has brought

about the spontaneous organization of the Association

for Religious Liberty, and in the issue of the Toronto

Star of February 6th, it reports the meeting in which

that organization was effected and I find that many then

preaent, and evidently one of the chartei* members, was

my good friend from Bracondale, and she is even reported

as having given her experience, certain knowledge that

came to her of the great distress in families among

the pupils because of the ill-advised teaching*

MR. DREW: I think, perhaps, In fairness to the

member from Bracondale (Mrso Luckock), without forcing

her to the necessity of doing so, I should point out that

the case she mentioned at that meeting took place l«ng

befdre that change had taken place.

V MRo NIXONj It is certainly an indication of what

we may expect in the development of this policy

»

MR. DREW: When your Grovernment was in power.

MR. NIXONj I have every hope, in view of this,

that I may have the pleasure to-night for the first time

of voting with the hon. member for Bracondale (Mrs. Luckock)

in this matter. Now, I have no thought — nothing could be

further from my mind, than to treat this subject lightly,

and I want to give the Prime Minister all credit for

having placed this matter on the curriculum of the school*

with the best intention in the world. It is just possible

that ih this, as in some other matters, the Prime Minister

and Minister of Education, made a mistake, Mr. Speakero
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,He ia a new Minister in this Department « 1 have known

many ministers of education,! all of them splendid, good,

fair men, &ip. Just as anxious to do the best by the

youth of this pr^ovince as our present Minister of Education,

and they all had. to consider this question because it has ;

been up beforet for many, many years, and without exception

they decided contrary to the decision reached recently,

I am not prepared to say that they were all wrong and the

present Minister alone is righto Tt may be that he is

rushing in where angels fear to tread

o

One of this first affects, I believe, of this new

course is to change the attitude of our Boards of Education

in employing teachers,, In our own local school, ^those

teachers during the time of b^ recollection -» we have had

many, many teachers of different faiths and creeds, many

Catholic teachers, although I do not think ther6 have

been but very, very few Catholic children in attendance

ajt the school, and I do recall that the first French-

Canadian girl I eVer saw was the teacher who came to our

local school — and a very fine teacher, indeed, she was.

Had she remained a little longer, I might have been able

to acquire some knowledge of that beautiful language

which she made so very attractive o But the point I want to

make is that these teachers of various denominational back-

grounds, have left their broadening Influence upon the
if

community, but I very much fear that/ this policy is carried

out, that one of the first considerations the Boards will

have in mind will be the religious background of the

teacher employed, and I think that that would be an un-

fortunate matter, indeed, to be brought about in the choice

of teachers in our schools throughout this provlnceo
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There has been a good deal of literature placed

at the disposal of the hono members during the Session

In connection with, this matter o I have no thought of

going into it in any detail at this time, but certainly

the churches are far from being a unit behind this new

course of studies, and I hold in my han<jfa copy of a

letter addressed to the Prime Minister and Minister of

Education as of May 8th, 1944, and signed by 27 ministers

representing many denominations — by the Reverend MTo

Jamieson, Presideat of the Ministerial Association and

pointing out to the Prime Minister the dangers involved

In this new course of study, and I also have the editorial

comments of many of our leading daily papers -» Toronto

Evening Telegram, Star, Durham Chronicle, Kingston Whig-

Standard, and others which hon, members have read for

themselves and certainly at this late hour I will not

quote o Also in the Globe a couple of days ago, in the

column of that very popular writer, J. V. McAree, he deals

with this subject and says in a brief paragraph which I

have esttracted:

•Religious teaching in the schools or
anywhere else must mean some particular
kind of religious teaching, for there are
as many kinds of teaching as there are
religious aeotSo Obviously trouble must
arise when any one kind is taught » But
--there is something else that can be
taught which could offend no religious
sect, and which would have all the ad-
vantages that are ascribed to religious
instructiono

We refer to ethics to the moral
principles that are equally acceptable
to--* etc, , etc»

(Page 2203 follows)
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Certainly those who have read the sermons, recent-

ly, of Rabbi Abraham Feinberg, Holy Blossom Tabernacle,

will realize how seriously our Jewish citizens regard this

new subject being taught in those schools.

Now, I want to make it very, very plain, IITo

Speaker, that we are not in any way criticizing, nor are

we opposed to the religious practices that have been

carried on for many years in our schools without serious

offence to anybody, - the reading of the scriptures, proper-

ly chosen scriptures, without comments, The Lord's Prayer,

- and we desire arrangements being made for instruction

in religious matters by the local clergymen, and so on,

and all those have been acceptable, and we are not sug-

gesting that they should be changed, but I do submit

that as this coirrse has developed and has been placed in

the schools, that very serious difficulty and dissension

is going to be the outcome.

Many years ago a very famous Canadian said these

words, -*he- Honourable George Brown, In 1859, said, "State relig-

ion in the schools will lead to an Increase of separate

schools. The separate system might gradually extend

itself until the whole country is studded with nurseries

of sectarianism, most hurtful to the best interests of the

province and entailing an enormous expense."

No one suggests that our Catholic friends should

give up the rights which they have under the laws of the

country, but I think we would all look with regret, indeed,

at any extention of the separate school system to others

among our citizens, and I cannot expect anything else but

that our Jewish friends, certainly with their well-grounded

objection to the courses that have been placed in the
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schools, will demand certain privileges if that is con-

tinued. My hon. friend from North Wellington (Mr. McEwing)

will bear me out, in the discussion the other evening, that

a very, very responsible individual from his riding gave

an instance where in a section that was Lutheran they had

come to the point where they could no longer tolerate the

particular teacher and his method of interpreting this

course of studyo

So, liTo Speaker, I very earnestly And sincerely

urge upon the administration to modify this policy and

withdraw this course of study from the s chools and not let it

become an issue of reglious or political nature,, vriiich might

well cause disastrous results.

Reference has been made to an action by this Legis-

lature of some years ago, when el very honest attempt was

made by the Government to provide better and fairer oppor-

tunities for education to all the children of the province,

but when we learned that it was causing dissension, rather

than the purpose for which the amendment to the Assessment

Att was introduced, we did not hesitate to acknowledge our

mistake, and we withdrew the objectioilable piece of legis-

lation, and I hope that the Government of this province,

in this case, before dissension reaches further afield than

tt has, will take a similar action and v/ithdraw this course

of study v/hich, although offered, as I have said, I am sure,

with nothing but the best intention, is working out similar-

ly, as it did some years ago, I leave this with the Govern-

ment, without any thought of attempting to make political

capital of such a subject, that they will listen to the

voice of Ontario in this matter, and act accordingly. I

leave the issue with the House and v;ith the Government, and
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thank you, Uv. Speaker and hon. members, for your kind

attention.

MR. JOI-DT H. COOK (Waterloo North) : Mr. Speaker,

owing to the lateness of the hour, I want to say I think

it is only fair that I forego, at this time, my part in

this Debate.

MK. EDWARD B. JOLLIFfE (Leader of the Opposition):

Mr, Speaker, as the House v/as reminded a few moments ago

by the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon), I spoke at some

length in the early stages of this Debate, and moved an

amendment, since when an amendment to that amendment ha*

been moved by the hon, member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn),

I do not propose to speak in any way about the

amendment I moved some time ago, but I rise tonight to

speak to the amendment to the amendment moved by the hon.

member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn), and what I have to say

will be brief, not because a great deal more could not be

said, but because we are now drawing to the close of the

Debate upon which the whole House desires a decision.

I shall first state the position of the CCF

opposition in this Legislatiire, with respect to the

subject' o'f the amendment to the amendment. And then, be-

fore I conclude, I shall also say a few words on my own

behalf. Speaking as the leader of the opposition of

Ontario and the leader of the CCF, I have these observa-

tions to make: The amendment to the amendment, as the

hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon) has pointed out, deals

with two subjects, the Government's religious eduofition

policy and the Government's Immigration policy.

As to the paragraph about immigration, the view

of the CCF opposition is that the present Government has
,
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in fact, without any mandate from the Legislature, given

ill-considered encouragement to large-scale immigration,

before providing adequate safeguards to ensure )full

employment for our war veterans and present war workers.

We are fully conscious of the need for a planned immigra-

tion policy, with due consideration for the employTnent

of war veterans and war workers, and we believe that in

this respect the policy of the Government is to be con-

demned.

Unfortunately, however, more attention has been

'.attracted- by Paragraph 1 of the amendment to the amendment,

and, in fact, this has become, in the minds of many of

the public, the real issue, and perhaps the only issue

raised by the amendment to the amendment. On tftat para-

graph, I have this to say on behalf of the CCf opposi-

tion. It is of high importance, particularly at this time,

and particularly in the land where we live, that we should

avoid further disunity and division among our people on

racial or religious grounds. The early history of this

province, Mr. Speaker, was disfigured by bitter strife

upon religious issues, and we want no repetition of those

unhappy episodes.

T/e acknowledge that serious differences of opinion

exist with respect to the new system of religious instruc-

tion' in the public schools of Ontario. Differing opinions

are strongly held, and, without a doubt, sincerely held,

by many who support and many who oppose the new system.

We think it would be a tragedy for those opinions,

so strongly and so sincerely held upon religious or other

grounds, to be converted into the tools of political party

warfare. It might lead to a still greater tragedy. In
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that passion, prejudice aud irrational animosities would

be inflamed in the saorad nanie of religion, and in the

cherished name of individual liberty. We cannot believe

that the teachings of Christianity or any other religion

would countenance such an unseemly quarrel in this

province. Yet, such is likely to be the result if a party

in pov/er becomes identified with one side of the issue

and a political party in opposition becomes identified

with the other side of the same issue, a controversial

religious issue.

So far as the CCP is concerned, and so far as it

lies within our power, we shall not lend ourselves to

partisan warfare upon any religious issue. We have

people of nany different faiths in the CCP, just as we

have people of piany differaxt faiths living throughout

Ontarifi, aad we intend to govern ourselves accordingly,

with understanding for each other on a basis of mutual;' •

respect and consideration.

We believe that this is not an issue for partisan
L

controversy, and that it ought to be dealt with here,

according to the individual consciences 4f the hon.

membei's who are required to vote upon It,^ and v;e hope

that ^lev prevails in other parties, as. well as in our

own.

All the members of the CCF opposition are free

to vote on the amendment to the amendment, as their

consciences direct. This may-seem an unusual course,

particularly in connection with an eimendment to a motion

of no confidence in the Government of the day. We be-

lieve it, however, to be the necessary and proper course
'

in the best interests of all the people of Ontario, with
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respect to an issue having religious significanceo

It might be added that the Ontario convention of the

CCP, where rank-and-file delegates each year decide the

policy of this party, has not passed judgment on this issue".

It was not placed oji the agenda, in the hope and expectation

that no such issue would ever be raised in a province

having people of so many different races and so many

different creeds.

The hon. CCF members of this House know that I

personally hold strong views on the question. I believe

they respect those views, and they know I respect theirs <,

To each of the hon. CCF members I say, "Let your con-

science be your guide."

Now, I have stated the view of the CCJ^ oppoa ition

in this House.

And nowj speaking for myself, there is much I

could say in expressing my own view. To say it in a few

words is perhaps impossible.

For my part, I regret that the Government did not

make a more serious effort to eijgjlore the alternatives '

to the present scheme, alternatives which I believe might

have led to very different and more desirable and more

satisfactory results.

As the matter stands, I am faced with the fact, be-

cause it is now an accoc5)lished fact, that the state xe-

j)re;^ented by the Government of Ontario has assumed some of

the (functions of some of the Protestant Churches of Ontario.

I, d(^ not believe that is the business of the st'ate. I
-" -if

'

jjei^bonally believej it to be harmful both to thfe state and

to the cause of the Churches, for their functions to be

merged in the v/ay in which that has been undertaken by the
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present Government of Ont&rio.

I believe that the teaching of religion should con-

tinue to be the work of .the clergy and of their duly quali-

fied assistants.

On principle, therefore, Mr. Speaker, I shall record

my dissent from the policy of the Government with r^^spect ,

to religious instruction in the public schools, and SJLso with

respect to its ill-considered encouragement of the premature

immigration.

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister) : Mr. Speaker,

the lines are apparently clearly drawn. At last we have

come tp the end of what appeared to be an interminable;. De-

bate, and we are now in a position where all those chatges

that have been h\irled back and forth, and all the expres-

sions of criticism, lack of confidence, either mean some-

thing or do noto

When we assumed the responsibility of Government

on the 17th of August, the year before last, we did so

stating clearly what our policy was, and we proceeded to

carry out that stated policy o We have heard a great deal

during these past five weeks which has occupied so much

time with just the same sort of thing that the public, who

are here tonight, can hear; They will realize how rnxxold

a great deal of that had to do with, the business of the .

state.

But, we are now terminating this Debate on which

any vote, which is not an, acceptance: of the Speech from the

Throne, obviously, in vidw of the terms that have been ex-

pressed, is a vote pf want of confidence, and which we

will accept as such.
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I must, at least, before I deal with the ex-

tremely serious subject® which have been raised, deal with

the. more humourous picture to-night. The Hon. member

for Brant (Mr. Nixon) has explained to us that all was

well until I made a speech over th« radio, ^nd he has

told us to-night one of the reasons for the ending of

that cooperation, come what may, -- it is a familar

expression of his, — and he has recalled that I said

that my one ambition in the political field outside of

Ontario was to contribute in such way as I could to see

a change in the government at Ottawa, to see the end of

the leadership of MacKenzie King as the head of the govern-

ment, and in his place John Bracken. By that, to use

his own words to-night, by such remarks about the Prime

Minister of Canada, which I would consider under the cir-

cumstances, moderate remarks, to use his own words of

me "he shut the door in the face of every self-respecting

Liberal". But, Mr, Speaker, I would ask the Hon. member

for Brant (i*ir. Nixon) to go back for a short time and see

what the Hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) was saying

about the prime Minister of Canada at that very time.

At that time he was predicting, come what may, that John

Bracken was going to be the next Prime Minister of Canada.

Now, if, in my case, it shut the door in the face

of every self-respecting Liberal, I wonder how the sweet

amity has come over that group, because, I must say through

you, Mr. Speaker, to the Hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon)

that I never called the Hon. member for Brant (Mr. Nixon)

a mud tiurtlCo Now, we have sweet amity restored, and live

is ever going to reign in the front group over there.

The Hon. member for Brant remembers the two occasions

i
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on which he rcBigned fron the government of the Hon. member

for Elgin because he could uot sit with him. On the

left of the Hon. member for Elgin is another member who had

to resign his seat in the government because he could not

get on with the Hon. member for Elgin. And another member

on that side resigned because he could not get on with him.

But now there is love forever more

Now, let me deal with the more serious aspects.

I have no intention of reviewing the main amendment because

it is, by the words of the Hon. leader of the opposition

himself, a straight want of confidence motion. He made it

so by the words immediately before the resolution, "We have

no confidence in such a government"; so I need not deal

with that. It is a straight want of confidence motion

dealing with generalities which neither affect nor change

thut motion. But I am going to deal with the two sub-

jects raised in the supplemental, becaube they were not

covered either in the remarks of the Hon. ledder of the

opposition (Mr. Jolliffe) or in my own remarks which had

taken place up to that time.

Befoi'e I pass to those, however, I only want to

refer to one thing mentioned by the Hon. leader of the

opposition, a thing which should not go unnoticed. The

leader of the opposition just now, in referring to that

part of the sub-amendment which condeians our introduction

of the present system of bible reading or religious in-

struction, — call it which you will, •— in the schools,

says that on this occasion the CoCoF. part of the opposition

is free to vote according to their conscience because there

has not been a conference of the C.CoF. to decide what they

should do otherwise.
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I hope no one in this Provinc;© will miss the

significance of that statement, because if, by the course

of the members here to-night, the vote that is to be taken

forces an election, then let every person in Ontario who

is going to vote know that the C.G.Fo, when they come in

here, are bound by somebody outside of this Legislature.

MR, JOLLIFFE: Mr. Speaker, we are bound by a

democratic organization.

MH. DREW: I have never. heard a franker admission

of the misconception of democracy which permeates the

C.C.F. party. It is democracy to them when members who

are elected to come here and do the business of the people

of Ontario oaimot do that business aay by day unless they

have a conference of peo'ple outside who tell them what

their vote shall be.

Now, we can deal with these things ourselves as they

arise, and we will.

This sub-amendment raises two new points, and we

do not have to wait for any conference to decide how we are

going to vote; and we will show quite clearly where we

stand. The sub-amendment is worth re-reading, and I will

re-read it from Hansard. I start with the introductory

remarks of the Hon. member from Elgin (Mr. Hepburn):

"I move, seconded by Mr. Nixon, that the
amendment now before the House be amended
by aading thereto the following words: ••

"by adding thereto," — so that this sub-amendment Is

accepting the amendment already on the Order Paper and

adding further material to it. I mention that for this

reason, rumours that pass about here are not always reliable,

but sometimes, in the close associations we have here,

there is some ground for believing that it may have reality
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behind it.

UR. JOLLIFFE: Not very often.

Mii. DxffiW; Oh, don't be too sure. And there may be

some reality behind a rumour which has been caught, some-

thing that if the sub-amendment of the Hon. member for Elgin

(Mr. Hepburn) is defeated, there will be a new sub-amendment

from the corner to my right. Now, that, of course, is the •

liberty of anyone here. We have all had the opportunity of

expressing our opinions, There is really no need for it.

There is a straight want of confidence motion. Tear all the

rest away and get right down to the fact that the amendment

to our motion to adopt the Speech from the Throne is a want

of confidence motion, which we accept in that light, and

let everybody vote on that without letting us bring in

a lot of sub-amendments, but let us have, a clear issue on

this vote.

Now the first paragraph of the sub-amendment of the

Hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Hepburn) reads as follows:

"lo That the Government has reversed our
traditional policy of non-sectarian public
schools, by introducing a programme of re-
ligious education which has caused disunity
among large sections of our people, and has
thereby violated the cherished demoeractic
right of each to worship according to his
conscience, free from interference by the
State c"

Then the next paragraph is:

"2o That the Grovernment, without any mandate
from the Legislature, has given ill consid-
ered encouragement to large scale immigration
before providing adequate safeguards to ensure
full employaent for our war veterans and
present war workers*^

Now, everyone is at liberty, seeing that there has

been no convention of the C.C.F,, to vote according to their

conscience; and, that being so, it is up to everyone to do so.

But, at least in voting on this sub-amendment, let us vot«
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upon the basis of facts as they are, and not upon the

figment of some disordered imaginationo

Now, I am going to put on record here exactly

what 1 have said before in regard to the subject of immi-

gration; and, while that is a repetition to many, it will

put on record here, before the vote, exactly what the

position of the government is in regard to immigcation,

so that there need not be any doubt afterwards about it

or any misunderstanding as to how we voted.

That is something to which this and every other

Provincial governmen1> should have devoted considerable

attention. Canada has more than doubled its population

in the present century largely by immigration, — con-

siderably more than doubled. Unless we are to believe

that we will reverse our course for the first time since

the earliest settlement created the beginning of what is

now a powerful nation, then we must expect that at some

time in the not distant future there will once more be

iiiimigration into this countryo
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There are raany v/ho seem to think that iirmilgration is a

subject with which provincial governments have nothing

to doo The fact is that both in lav; and practice the

provincial governments have much more to do with immigra-

tion than has the Dominion Government. By the British

North America Act, the provincial and dominion govern-

ments were given conctirrent power to pass legislation

dealing with immigration. That is still the law. But

what Is even more important from the practical point of

view is the lact that provincial governments must, of

necessity, assume the major responsibility for the social

security of those who come to live within their boundaries.

Jj'or that reason it is not only the right but the duty of

this and every other provincial government to assure a

type of immigration v/hich will bring the best result Sj

both for our present population and for the immi grants.

In view of some strange stateiaents tnat have been

made about Ontario's plans for Immigration, i think i should

tell you exactly what they are. \ie have taken the position

that no large-scale Immigration should be permitted uhtll

such time as the re-employment of our veterans and munitions

workers has been assured, iiut v;lth our confidence about the

future of this I^rovince and of Canada and our faith in Its

expanding production and prosperity, we are convinced that

Immlgtation will be resumed throughout the whole of Canada,

and we believe that v/hen the time comes for such immigration

we should have plans which will assure the very best type of

new citizens In this province.

As soon as we opened untario House in London a little

more than a year ago, people began to xaake inquiries about

the possibility of coming to Canada after the war. Those
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inquirios reached such proportions that it soon became

apparent that it would be necessary Tor us to establish

some sislective basis which could be adapted to whatever

plans for immigration might emerge after the waro Through-

out the United Kingdom, the interest in Canada, and

particularly in the Province of Ontario, is so great that

in spite of the fact we have never Inserted an advertisement

or notice of any kind in any newspaper in England asking

people to call at Ontario House to place their name on

record, nearly 25,000 people have called at Ontario House

and indicated their desire to move to Canada after the

vmro V/hen you realize that this has been done without

invitation of any kindp you will understand something of

the extent of the interest in this province throughout the

British Isleso The applications which have been made are

from people of the very finest type. Full particulars have

been obtainedo .Jith the information which will be in our

possession, it will be possible for us to assure the very

best type of new citizens for Ontario vd;ienever an immigi'a-

tion program is revived under plans agreed upon between the

Dominion and Provincial Governments

»

Our immigration policy is that and no more. v/e will

take the necessary steps to fulfill our obligations on behalf

of the people of Ontario, and of those v/ho wish to come here

whether it be from Britain or elsewherco We will do our

utmost to make sure that when they do cone we get people who

will be suited to life in this province and will make citi-

zens of whom Ontario can be proudo

ISR. JOLLIFFS: ^Yhat was the date of that speech?

tSRo DREV/: I am sxore the hon. member (MTo Jolliffe)

knows

o
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MR, JOLLIFFE: Oh, indeed I dOo

MR. DREV/: Yes, of coiirse you do, and you did

not need to ask. uut, nevertheless, as the honomember

(Mto Jolliffe) well knows, this was on March 14th, and

at no time have I made any statement which was not

entirely consistent v/ith thato

SOi'S HON. JaSIvSERS: Oh, oho

MR. SPEAKER: Order.

MRc DRElrV: Now, I have said, and said in this

Legislature, that this province has a right to know why

the Dominion Government was refusing to enter into any

plans which would even create a preferential treatment,

when the time came, for men of the armed forces of the

United Kingdom, who had served here in Canada„ And I

notice a teport in the press of March 15th ~
ISR. .7ILL1AMS: The day of the great speech?

im. JPILAKER: Order

„

ISR, DREW: iiVe will keep all this right in order.

I am quoting from a despatch from Ottawa dated March 15th,

which quotes an interview with Minister of Resources Crenrer,

who said that he knew nothing v/hatever about my suggestion

that there had been any reluctance or unwillingness on the

part of the Dominion Government to give such preferential

treatment to members of the armed services from the United

Kingdomo
,

Now, I v/ill admit that on the last occasion I saw

the hono gentleman, vms an occasion X7hen the hon. member for

Elgin (Mto Hepburn) and I were seeing more eye-to-eye, ^en

we actually met the Cabinet at Ottawa, in the first months

of the war J at that time I recall that he did not apparently

really follow a good part of what went on -*
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L3R. LIILIARD: Vtoicli one?

lIRo DREV/: MVo Crearer, — oh, on that occasion the

hon. LTBnber for Elgin (Mr, Hepburn) followed everything

closelyj and I can assure you that there was not quite the

affection between the Right Hon. Prime Minister of Canada

and the hon^ member for Elgin (Mto Hepburn) that there is

noWo

And because he may perhaps be forgetful, I do want

to put on record his exact words to jog MTo Crearer*s

memory, and I will ask MTo Crearer, through the records,

— and in the hope that at least one of the newspapers may

take the words I quote, because these words are from a

cablegram regarding the decision of the cabinet meeting

at v;hich MTo Crearer was present last April — and this

cablegram said that the Canadian Government v/as not

willing — I will quote the exact words:

"V/as not in favour of granting preferential
treatment to United Kingdom service men,
even those who were serving, or had
served in Canada*

"

I will repeat them, so there will be no doubt about

them:
'They were not in favour of granting prefer-
ential treatment to United Kingdom service
men, even those who were serving, or had
served in Canada,

"

The date of that cable was April 28th of 1944» I

give the dqte, so that MTo Crearer may be able to check up

and find out the circumstances under -ivhich it was sent.

LiR. A. BELAIJGER (Prescott): May I ask a question?

m, DREW: Yes«

MR, 3ELANGER: The cablegram says: "preferential

treatment" —• as to what?

MR. DRE.V: I am, of course, jogging LITo Crearer's

memoryo This cablegram deals with plans for immigration,
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after the v/aro

MR, BSIAI'IGSR: Trtere is nothing mentioned in ito

'y 1«JR. DREJ: Ohj yes, there iso Oh, yes, there is.

That is Y/hat he is dealing with, and if the hon. member

for Prescott (MTo Belanger) has the desire to pursue the

subject fiirther, he will find where the Right Hono Prime

Minister of Canada (lar. King) was at that time, so he v/ill

perhaps know the reason for the cablegram,,

Nowj I am mentioning that for this reason; that

we have had in this country many thousands of young people

from the British Isles, and we have seen these lads amongst

us here; thoy have come to know our way of living; they

have come to know exactly v/hether they would like to live

here or not, and those lads are anxious to come back here,

and the question simply is whether or not at such time that

there is to be immigration, they can have some preferential

basis for coming here,, and in view of the fact that this

Government has a very direct concern in the problem of

immigration, whenever that is opened up under agreements

between the Dominion Government and the Provincial Govern-

ments, we have a right to know why they are not willing to

do that, and we have a right to ask that they give these

men preference, when the doors are finally opened^

N0W5 that is all I am going to say on the subject

of immigrationo

But I am going to say something about the other part

of the sub-amendment, v/hich deals with what has been termed

a "departure from our traditional principles of religious

education" — "our traditional policy of non-sectarian public

schools"o

Now, the hono member for Brant (Mto Nixon) has placed
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great emphasis upon the fact that dissension has been

caused by giving this instruction In the schools, in

reading to this Legislature statements ;7hich would indicate

what people are thinking about thiSp and it might have been

helpfulj perhapsj it the hon., member for Brant [Uco Nizon)

— in view of his own personal opinion — had read to us

the results of the Trustees and Ratepayers* Association of

Brant County, heartily endorsing the present system we

havso It might perhaps have been of interest to have had

the result from the Brantford Local Council of ,7omen deal-

ing v/ith the same subject, in the heartiest terras of

approvale And also of the General Ministerial Association

of Brantfordj with definite approvals without reservation,

of what we are now doingo And also what has happened in

Brant Countyo And those are only typical of wlnt is

happening in every other county in this province, including

the county from which the hon, member for Elgin (MToIIepbiirn)

comes, where the Idinisterial Association and other bodies

have approved the same thingo

That does not say this is necessarily right, nor does

it say that a brief has been prepared, v/hich is of a con-

trary opinion, that that represents any substantial part of

thoughtso
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But vjhen the suggestion is mada that pupils are compelled to

submit themselves to sectarian teaching, that statement can

only be made in complete ignorance of what the Regulations

are because not a single School Board of Ontario is under the

slightest measure of compulsion to have this Bible reading

ormlts instruction in the sj^hools unless they approva^ and

it is significant that out of more than 5»000 school boards

in this province only about 40 have indicated^ for different

reasons, that they do not want this courso given. In mt^st

of those cases there were circumstances that had nothing to

do with 6b;jeotlon to the course as such but for other reasons

of an entirely diffeK*«t nature. When the h09» member for

Brant (Mr. Nixon)-! know with complete good faith^quoted

from material that was forwarded to hialast sprin|t I feel

that he was unaware that' the very body which 3Mfc4sed objec-

tions last spring is now one of the most enthusiastic

supporters of this plane The briefs that have been syrb°»

mitted to members quoted from a statement by the Inter-

church Committee of last spring in which some danger* Tifere

indicated in the course^ Why^ Mr, Speakerj the books that

have been put in the schools, with which this course is

given, are books that have been gone over, amended and ap-

proved by that very (Jommitteo, Interchurch Oommltteo,

since then and amongst the tremendous number of com:^

munications approving of this course and urging that it

be maintained is the very strong recommondatiaaB, of that

very Ci>mmittee*

Now, again, in spite of that fact that it may pain

the ears of the Leader of the Opposition, Mr^ Jolliffe, to

hear it twice, because I dealt with this subject at a time

that many of the members were in the legislature, I am

going to put on record again what I said elsewhere on the

subject of religious education, because I believe it is
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very pertlnsnH to this amendment.

We have been talking about plans for the future a]e.d,

Mr» Speaker^ there has beea far too great emphasis

upon plaas for the future in terms of dollars and cents

without sufficleat emphasis upon plans for the futvire

in terms of the character of the youth we are going t*

build, and I wish to put sn record what I said, Thero

are plans for tho future which are just as importap.*

as those which can be reduced to terms ©f roads, build-

'ings, power or anything of that nature. There are other

plaas affecting human relationships which we have not

ignored. One of those is immigratiom. A>nd the other

is the subject that we are dealing with now. It was as ^ ,

part of the training of character for the citizens of to-

morrow that we expanded religious teaching throughout the

public schools of Ontario, and last September made it part

of our regular public schoolcurriculum. The tegulatioas

under which religious iastructioa is gives in our public

schools do not vary our traditional policy in this proviaco

in any way. They merely extend a policy which began a

hundred years ago and they now make it possible to givo

this instructioa to all pupils whose perAltlis or guardl^a^

wish that this be deae. As I have said already, no

School Board is compelled to permit the schools under its

authority to give this instruction. Any teacher who

does not wish to give this instruction may refrain from

doing so. Any parent or guardian may indicate a wish

that their children should not receive this instruction.

In that way freedom of conscience is fully protected

»

I am not going to go through the various points

I mada on another occasion in regard to this but I am going

to refer to the closing razuarks of a statement I have made.

We have seen dramatic evidence during this war of tho

strength of a simple and abiding faith in decent and honor-
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able things o We must never forget, that terrible year

when the British Empire stood alone against the full flood

of Nazi power at the very peak of its fighting strengtho And

may I emphasize that to those who talk here in a slighting

way about flag w^winso I am not attempting to proolalm

the fact that I have the most unbounded admiration for these

people of the British Isles who, unlike ourselres, were in

the front line of the battle during the year when this

Empire stood alone and it is because of their fortitude

and support from the rest of the Empire that we are able

to conduct this legislature as a free forum here tonight o One

of the main reasons for the strength of those people was be-

cause of the strength of character which underlay liverything

they dido -Biere was little then to sustain British

people throughout our wide world fellowship except some

faith in s higher purpose which defied oold logic and the

dreadful disparity of weapons and trained meuo Because

of that great historic fact and of the part played by one

man to whom free men eTerywhere owe so much, I would like

to end my remarks to you tonight with words which were

spoken by Winston Churchill two years agOo They are

words which you may take as a clear statement of the pre~

sent position and the future purpose of the Ontario

GoTernment in regard to religious education In our schools,

and I quote the words of Winston Churchill; "Here we have

freedom of thought as well as freedom of eonseienceo Here

we have been the pioneers of religious toleration. But

side by side *ith all this has been the fact that religion

has been a rock In the life and character of the British

people upon which they have built their hopes and case

their cares o This fundamental element must never be

taken frcm our sehoolso*

Mr<> Speaker, as long as I am head of a Government
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of this Province - -

Hon, Member: It wont be long.

MR. DBBW: All right. Predict what you will the people

of this Province know what will happen if by any strange

chance the Liberals will be returned. They know that this

religious education will be takea out of the schoolk. they

know that the C.G.F. have nil convictions because they are

not prepared to say what - -

MR. JOLLIFFB: Yqu are making a party football-

(Page No. 2225 follaaa,)
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MR. DREW: They are giving a typical example of

their estimate of our group. The position is perfectly

clear, —
MR, SPEAKER: Order. If this inteirruption does

not stop I will have to adjourn the House,

MR. ARTHUR WILLIAl-iS (Ontario): We want the vote,

MR. SPEAKER: You will get it if you wait for it,

MR, WILLIAlidS: Carry on. He is going to adjourn

the House,

MR, DREIS: Let me tell the hon. member, through

you, Mr, Speaker, that I know that you served in the last

war, and also the hon, member to my right (Mr. Dunbar),

who spoke, also did.

MR, WILLIAMS: That is a riddle to me. I do not

know what it means.

MR, DREW: I was not suggesting you said it. I

said I knew you would know that, and would not make the

remark thrown across to the hon. member on my right (Mr,

Dunbar) by another hon, member on your side. It is not

a riddle.

We have made our positioA^ perfectly clear,

MRo L. GREIVE ROBINSON (Waterloo South): The gentle-

man across the way has not the "guts", apparentlyo

IdR, SPEAKER: Withdraw that remark,

MR. ROBINSON: Very well, Mr* Speaker, I am happy

to withdraw the word. Intestinal fortitude is the word.

JiR. DREW: I did not ask for any withdrawal, because

we can judge his.

Now, we have made it quite clear that we have

introduced a system of religious instruction in the schools

which is neither final xior in any way put forward as the

last word on this subject. And, in the front of every
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textbook, as those hon. members know who have examined

them, it is stated that these books are only provisional,

and that the Department of Education will welcome sug-

gestions, and that the books will be amended in the

light of experience, and the Department of Education has

welcomed, and will welcome, any suggestions in regard to

anything that might appear to provide any cause of

friction or that might possibly be presented in a better

way. But, that does not effect the princip]a . V/e stand

by that principle, and we will vote on that principle

here tonight.

Now, }&r„ Speaker, the first vote is, of course,

a sub-amen(Jment which includes these two points, and in

view of the fact that it has been publicly stated from

the very beginning that these books are provisional, open

to any suggestions, to be amended and brought in keeping

with that experience, then, in effect, this sub-amendment

can only be a vote to take that course right out of the

school. It cannot be regarded in any other way. We

stand by that, and we will certainly abide, with the very

best of grace, by the decision that is made here, becaufe

there is no group of hon. members in this House that has

greater confidence in the judgment of the people of

Ontario than we have. And, if the hon. memhe rs here, with-

out even having touched the legislation that has been

introduced. or the things we have done, vote a want of

confidence, we will accept that vote, and the result will

be that the people of Ontario will have a chance to make

their decision,

MR. SPEAKER: Call in the members.
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} MR. SPEAKER: Hon, nenibers, I hav© the notion,

an amendment to the motion, and a sub-amondment to the

amendment o I will read the sub- amendment first:

"The Order of the Day for resuming the
Adjourned Debate on the amendment to
the Motion for consideration of the
Speech of the Honourable the Lieutenant-
Governor at the opening of the Session,
having been read,

The Debate was resumed and, after
some time,

Mr. Hepburn (Elgin), seconded by itt-o

Nixon, moved an ajnendment to the amend-
ment in the following words:

This House further regrets:

lo That the Government has reversed
our traditional policy of non-
sectarian public schools by intro-
4ucing a programme of religious
education which has caused disxinity
among large sections of our people,
and has thereby violated the
cherished democratic right of each
to worship according to his con-
science, free from interference by
the Stateo

2o That the Government, without any
mandate from the Legislature, has
given ill considered encoiiragement
to large scale immigration before
Jlirtyviding adequate safeguards to
ensure full employment for our
war veterans and present war
warkerso"

The House divided on the sub-aimendment as follows;

Yeas Nays

Alles Acres

Anderson Arnott

Begin Bennett

Belanger Blackwell

' Carlin Brown

Casselman Challies

Dickson Connor
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Yeas Naj3

(Cont'd.) (Cont'O.)

Patrick

Porter

PrIngle

Reynolds

Rlggs

Roberts

Robertson

Hobaon

Scott

Steel

Ste v/ar t (Parkdale

)

Stran£5e

Thompson

Vivian

warren

Webster

Williams

BUR. SPJSAKER: I declare the sub-amendment losto

I have an amendment as follows:

"MTo Jolliffe moved, seconded by Mr© Lockhart<

lliat the Motion for consideration of the
Speech of the Honourable the Lieutenant-
Governor now before the House be amended
by adding thereto the following words:

But this House regrets:

(1) that the attitude of the Government
of Ontario towards the Dominion and
other provinces has not assisted
in creating conditions of national
unity5

12) that after more than 18 months in
office the Government have failed
to implement their promises with

«

M
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respect to education, health services
and other important matters;

(3) that the Government have failed to
forecast legislation that would assure
adequate prices for farm products and
security of farm tenure in the post-
war years

;

(4) that the Government have failed to
recognize the immediate need for legis-
lation that would provide union
security and other collective bargaining
rights for labour in the post-war years;

(5) that the Government have failed to accept
their own responsibility for planning and
organizing the resources of Ontario to
guarantee productive employment in the
post-war years for men and women now in
uniform and for those now engaged in war
industrieso"

The House divided on the amendnent as follows:

Yeas JNaya

Alles Acres

Anderson Arnott

Begin Blackwell

iielanger Challies

Bennett Daley

Brown Dent

Garlin Doucett

Casselman

Connor

Cook

Dennison

Dickson

Docker

Downie

Duff

Gordon

Grummet

t

Downer

Drew

Duckworth

Dunbar

JPTost

Goodfellow

Hall

Hanna

Hepburn ^ Prince Edward-
Lennox )

Hunt
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Yeas Nayg

(Cont'dc) (Cont'do)

Steel

Strange

Taylor (Temiskaming)

Thornberry

Warren

miiams

1©. SPEAKER: I declare the amendment carriedo

The motion is as follows —
fl!R. SDWARD B, J-QLLIFFE (Leader of the Opposition):

The same vote on the same motion©

HON. GEORGE A, DREW (Prime Ifinister) : Yes, the same

voteo

isR. JOLLIFFE: I will agree to that, if the hon.

Prime Minister and others pass ito

MRo DREiif: Yea*

MRo SPEAKER: I declare the motion carried as

amendedo

MR* JOLLIFFE: I have a motion, Mr<» Speal»r<, In

view of what has Just taken place in this House , I think

this House, and the people of the province, require some

time to consider what has taken place here to-night, and

I am movingp seconded by isr^ Anderson, that urtien this House

adjourns to-day, it stands adjourned until three of the

clock of the afternoon of Tuesday, the 27th day of naarch,

1945o

14Ro DREW: I accept that motion»

Motion agreed tOo

HON. GEORGE A. DREW (Prime Minister): I move the

House do now adjourn.
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ISB,\M\¥, HEPBURN (Elgin): We have already had

an adjournment o ,

IdR. JOLLIFFE: I think the position that upon tl»e

previous motion being approved, that vdien the House

adjourned, it stand adjourned until Tuesday ~ however,

I move now and no doubt the hon. Prime Minister will

second the motion, that the House do now adjourn —
IJBo EREiV: Oh, noo You are not here, and you are

never going to be here. MTo Speaker, I move the House

do now ad J ourno

Effio BERTRAM Eo LEAVENS (Woodbine): Do you know any

more good Jokes?

HON. CHARLES DALEY (Minister of Labour): You will

not be back here^ anyway©

Motion agreed to; the House adjourned at 12o05 a.au
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